




aid your ears... 
hallicrafters
has unleashed
another brute

SR-2000 "Hurricane" 
5-BAND AMATEUR TRANSCEIVER

SPECIAL FEATURES: Patented Re
ceiver Offset Control (RIT) permits 
±2 ks adjustment of receiver fre
quency, independent of transmitter, 
for round-table, net or CW operation. 
Hallicrafters exclusive Amplified 
Automatic Level Control.

MFLUENCY COVERAGE: Full cov- 
Ferage provided for 80, 40, 20, 15 and 
| 10 meters. All crystals provided for 
J^.O to 30.0 mcs.

«/(GENERAL: Dial cal., 1 kc. Linear 
• geaF^ve with less than 1 kc readout.

Adjustable IF noise blanker. Provi
sion for plug-in external VFO/DX 
adapter. Built-in VOX plus break-in 
CW and PTT. Built-in CW sidetone. 
Hi-Low power switch useable in CW

or SSB.* 2.1 kc crystal lattice filter. 
S-meter-RFO-AALC and final screen 
metering.* Two-speed blower, 100 kc 
crystal cal. VFO covers 500 kc.
TRANSMITTER SECTION: Two 8122 
output tubes. Variable Pi network. 
Power input, 2000 watts P.E.P. SSB; 
1000 watts CW. Carrier and un
wanted SB suppression, 50db; distor
tion products, 30db. Audio: 500-2600 
cps @ 6 db.
RECEIVER SECTION: Sensitivity less 
than 1 uv for 20 db S/N. Audio out
put, 2W.; overall gain, 1 ¿iv for % W. 
output.
*Meters for final plate current and voltage 
built into P-2000AC power supply. Also 
Hi-Lo power switch.

amateur 
net: 
$109500
less 
power supply

Il
e wild ideas are tamed at...haHicraffers

600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008 

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation



there’s a reason for the S/Line’s reputation

The main reason is performance. Amateurs around the world praise the .
- * * ' « S/Line’s clean, strong signal. But there are design reasons, too. The S/Line

is an engineered system. Each unit augments the others to provide single £ 

sideband operation at its best. 1
You can operate the system as a transceiver, or transmit with the 32S-3 and 
receive with the 75S-3B on separate frequencies. The S/Line offers upper 
and lower single sideband and CW operation . . . plus AM reception.

Two linear amplifiers, 500 watts or 1000 watts PEP, round out the full
performance S/Line.

See your Collins distributor for details on the
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FIELD ENGINEERS... 
there’s a good deal for you at 
Raytheon Service Company

Pick your specialty 
from Raytheon’s 
wide variety of 
career assignments. 
Raytheon’s broad

based company activities are growing 
and expanding throughout the world. To 
qualified field engineers, the Raytheon 
Service Company offers immediate open
ings ranging from permanent and travel 
assignments within the U.S., to travel 
assignments world-wide.
Career opportunities are now available at 
all levels of technical capability for ex
perienced personnel acquainted with 
operation • maintenance • installation • 
training • and publication of handbooks 
and operating manuals.
HEAVY GROUND RADAR • MICROWAVE • 
SONAR • FIRE CONTROL • DIGITAL • 
COMMUNICATIONS

Raytheon’s comprehensive benefits pro
gram includes hospitalization, surgical, 
major medical, life, disability, travel and 
accident insurances, company-sponsored 
education opportunities, and other allow
ances and benefits.

Total compensation includes attractive 
starting salaries, overseas and overtime 
bonus, and per diem as applicable.

To arrange a convenient interview, send 
resume to, or call collect, Kenneth H 
Slovin, Employment Manager, Raytheon 
Service Company, Dept. 20, Second Ave., 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803. Tele
phone: (617) 272-9300, Ext. 209.

RAYTHEON

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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MODEL R-5 ALLWAVE RECEIVER
An exceptionally fine receiver for the short wave lis
tener and beqinninq amateur operator. Fullv transistor
ized—solid state. Covers -54 through 54.0 Me in five 
continuous bands. Includes standard broadcast band, 
all foreign broadcast bands, all amateur bands from 160 
through 6 meters, all 27 Me CB Channels, all 2-way 
radio frequencies from 30 to 50 Me including many 
police and fire departments. Controls include Variable 
Beat Frequency Oscillator, Noise Limiter, Bandspread. 
Compare with tube-type units costing as much!
Kît.......................................................................$64.95
Wired and tested.........................•..................  79.95

VFO-621
VFO for 6.2 and 1 1/4 
meters. Transistorized 
oscillator plus built-in 
zener diode regulated 
power supply gives 
highest stability. Ideal 
match for TX-62 and 
other VHFtransmitters. 
Wired and tested........

§59.95

TX-62 TRANSMITTER
In response to the demand tor an inexpensive, compact 
VHF transmitter, Ameco has brought out its 2 and 6 
meter transmitter. There's no other transmitter like it on 
the market. 75 watts input, phone and CW. Built-in solid 
state cower supply. Broadbanded circuits make tuning 
easy. Uses inexpensive crystals or external VFO.
Wired and tested .................   §149.95

CODE PRACTICE 
OSCILLATOR 

AND MONITOR

MODEL OM

A combination code practice oscillator 
and CW Monitor. iNo connection to 
transmitter required.} Transistorized. 
Has built-in speaker, tone control and
headphone jack.
Model OMK, Kit 
(Jess batteries)........... ...........§ 9,95
Model OM. wired and tested, 
(less batteries)....................... $15.20
Similar unit, but without CW RF 
Monitor Feature.
Model OCPK, Kit 
(less batteries) •...................... $ 7.95
Model OOP, wired and tested, 
(less batteries)...................... §10.50

COMPLETE HAM RIGS
Receivers, transmitters, VFO, Pre-amplifiers, 

converters, code practice oscillators, 
code records, theory and license books.

160 THRU 6 METER 
TRANSCEIVER PRE-AMP

PASS NEW ADVANCED AND EXTRA 
CLASS LICENSE EXAMS WITH 
NEW AMECO LICENSE GUIDES

New Ameco License Guides contain simple, detailed, 
easy-to-understand answers for FCC study questions, 
plus a sample FCC-type exam, using multiple choice
questions.*
Advanced Class Guide # 16-01 (32 pages)............50$
Extra Class Guide f 17-01 (48 pages).................... 75$

AVAILABLE AT LEADING HAM DISTRIBUTORS 
Information included in new catalog.

Low noise, high gain preamplifier. Built-in power supply. Inter
connecting cables included. Station power control center—one 
switch controls everything. Automatic changeover, transmit to 
receive. Feeds and mutes second receiver.
Wired and tested ................................... $49.95

Division of Aerotron, ÎHC. 
P. O. Box 6527 
Raleigh, N. C. 27608

Write for name of your local Ameco dealer and free catalog

NUVISTOR CONVERTERS FOR 50,144 
and 220 Me. HIGH GAIN, LOW NOISE

Deluxe line of Ameco VHF Converters uses 
three RCA Nuvistors to obtain an extremely 
low noise figure and high gain. A gain con
trol is included to reduce the gain if neces
sary. These converters do NOT become 
obsolete when the receiver is changed.

Model CN-50W. CN- 
144W or CN220W 
Wired,(specifylF)... 

$49.95

Model CN-50K. CN- 
144Kor CN-220Kin 
kit form, (specify IF) 

$34.95
PS-1 Power Supply, 
Wired and tested... 

§12.50

Ideal kit for the beginner who requires a reliable TVI-suppressed transmitter. 
Keying is clean arid chirp-free Kit is'simple to build and easy to operate. 
Crystal Controlled. Pi-network Output, Includes AC Power Supply. For 40
and 80 meters CW. 15 Watts input.
Kit with coil for any 1 band, including tubes.........................  $21.95
extra coil kit for any 1 band, CK-1.......................................................... 1.00
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»OIBolal appointed to aet temporarily in the absence ot a regatar oiHcial

Section Communications Manageis of the ARRL Communications Department
Reports Invited. All amateurs, especially League members, are invited to report station activities on the first of each 

month (for preceding month) direct to the SCM, the administrative ARRL official elected by members in each Section. 
Radio club reports are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in QST. ARRL Field Organization station appointments are 
available in areas shown to qualified League members. General or Conditional Class licensees or higher may be appointed 
ORS. OVS, OPS, OO and OBS. Technicians may be appointed OVS, OBS or V.H.F. PAM. Novices may be appointed OVS. 
SCMs desire application leadership posts of SEC, EC, RM and PAM where vacancies exist.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
Delaware
Eastern Pennsylvania
Maryland D. C.
Southern New Jersey

Western New York 
Western Pennsylvania

K3NYG 
W3HK 
K3JYZ 
W2ZI

K2Í1UK 
W3NEM

John L. Penrod 
George S. Van Dyke, Jr. 
Carl E. Andersen 
Edward G, Raser

Charles T. Hansen 
Robert E. Gawryla

CENTRAL

RFD 1
4.607 Convent Lane
14601 Claude Lane
19 Blackwood Drive

Warner Gulf Rd.
1463 N. Allen St.

DIVISION

Townsend 19734 
Philadelphia 19114 
Silver Spring, Md. 20904 
Wilburta Gardens, 

Trenton 08628
Holland 14080 
State College 16801

Illinois 
Indiana 
Wisconsin

Minnesota 
North Dakota 
South Dakota

W9PRN
W9BUQ 
KyGSG

W0TCK
W0DM
K0TXW

Edmond A. Metzgei 1520 South 4th St.
William O. Johnson, 2838 Hillside Ave..
Kenneth A. Ebneter 822 Wauona Trail

........ .......  DAKOTA DIVISION^,.................... ........ .........
Herman R. Kopischke, Jr. RFD 2
Harold L. Sheets 21 Euclid Ave.
Seward P. Holt Box 58

DELTA DIVISION

Springfield 62703 
Indianapolis 46218 
Portage 53901

Janesville 56048 
Grand Forks 58201 
Clear Lake 57226

Arkansas 
.Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Tennessee

W5DTR 
W6PM 
W5EMM 
K4RCT

Curtis R. Williams 10508 West 12th St.
J. Allen Swanson. Jr. RED 1, Box 354-E
S. H. Hairston 1511-3«th Ave.
Harry A. Phillips 5200 Oak Meadow Ave.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION _______

Little Rock 72205 
Covington 70433 
Meridian 39301 
Memphis 38128

Kentucky 
Michigan 
Ohio

WA4KFO 
W8FX 
W8AL

Lawrence F. Jeffrey 
Ralph P. Thetreau 
Wilson E. Weckel

................ HUDSON

I6J5 Antler Ave.
272U9 W. Six Mile Road
1317 Logan Ave., N.W. 

DIVISION ....

Owensboro 42301
Detroit 48240
Canton 44703

Eastern New York 
N. Y. C. dr Long Island . 
Northern New Jersey

W2EFU 
K21DB
W2LQP

George W. Tracy 
Blaine rf, Johnson 
Louis J. Amoroso

MIDWEST

1138 North Country Club Drive
266 Cypress St.
180 Pleasant Ave.
DIVISION _

Schenectady 12309
Massapequa Purk, L. 1.11762
Bergenheld 07621

Iowa 
Kansas 
Missouri 
Nebraska*

W0ÖDZ 
K0BXF 
W0TPK 
K0OAL

Owen G. Hill RED
Robert M. summers 3045 North 72nd
Alfred E. Schwaneke Edgar Star Rte.
V. A. Cashon, 334 Pine St.., ox 488

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION ___  „„______ _

Gilman 50106
Kansas City 66109 , 
Rolla 65401
Chadron 69337

Connecticut W1GVT
Eastern Massachusetts W1ALP
Maine KID Y G
New Hampshire WISWX/KIDSA
Rhode Island K1AAV
Vermont K1MPN
Western Massachusetts WISTR

John J. McNassor 218 Berlin Ave.
Frank L. Baker. Jr. 85 Solar Ave.
Herbert A. Davis RFD 1
Robert Mitchell Box 137-A, RFD
«John E. Johnson 30 Fruit St.
E. Reginald Murray 3 Hillcrest Drive
Norman P. Forest 38 Valley Rd.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION ...

Southington 06489 
Braintree 02185 
FrauKlin 04634 
Chester 03036 
Pawtucket U2860 
Montpelier 05601 
Springfield 01119

Alaska* 
Idaho 
Montana 
Oregon 
Washington

KL7AEQ 
W7ZNN 
W7TYN 
K7WWR 
W7BQ

Albert F. Weber 
Donald A. Crisp 
Joseph A. D’Arcy 
Dale T. Justice 
William R. Watson

PACIFIC

Box 735 
3408-8th St. F 
1916 Hoggin Ave. 
2741 Firwood Lane 
1005 E. 1st Ave.

DIVISION _ „

College 99735 
Lewiston 83501 
Anaconda 59711 
Forest Grove 97116 
Ellensburg 98926

East Bay 
Hawaii 
Nevada 
Sacramento Valley 
San Francisco 
Ban Joaquin Valley 
Santa Clara Valley*

K6LRN 
KH6BZF 
W7PBV 
WA6JDT 
WA6AUD 
WÖJPU 
WB6XZF

Richard Wilson 
Lee R. Wical 
Leonard M, Norman 
John F. Minke, HI 
Hugh Cassidy 
Ralph Saroyan 
Edward A.Gribl

ROANOKE

107 Cordova Way 
45-601 Luluku Rd.
652 Utah. St.
6230 Rio Bonito Drive
77 Coleman Drive 
6204 E. Townsend Ave. 
229 Vivian St.
DIVISION

Concord 94521 
Kaneohe 96744 
Boulder City 89005 
Carmichael 95608 
San Rafael 94901 
Fresno 93702 
King City 93930

North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
West Virginia

W4BNU 
K4LNJ 
W4SHJ 
W8JM

Barnett 8. Dodd 420 West Franklin St.
Clark M. Hubbard 124 Fant Lane
H. J. Hopkins 8000 Hammett Ave.
Donald B. Morris 1136 Morningstar Lane

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION.

Salisbury 28144 
Union 29379 
Norfolk 23503
Fairmont 26554

Colorado 
New Mexico 
Utah 
Wyoming

K0FDH 
W5WZK 
W7VSS 
W7CQL

Richard Hoppe Star Route
Kenneth D. Mills Rt. 1. Box 654 F
Gerald F. Warner 1765 South 275 West
Wayne M. Moore 142 South Montana Ave.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

Idaho Springs 80 452 
Albuquerque 87102 
Ogden 84401 
Casper 82601

Alabama 
Canal Zone 
Eastern Florida 
Georgia 
West Indies

Western Florida

K4WHW 
KZ5OB 
W4MVB 
W4RZL 
KP4DV

W4RKH

Edward L. Stone 1806 Spring Ave., S.W.
Russell E. Oberholtzer, P.O. Box 107
Jesse H. Morris P.O. Box 1241
Howard L. Schonher P O. Box 1902
Albert R. Crumley, Jr. P.O. Box 10073

Frank M. Butler, Jr. 323 Elliott Rd.,S.E.
SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION _ .......................

Decatur 35601 
^Margarita
Jacksonville Beach 32050
Columbus 31902
Caparra Heights 

San Juan, P.R 00922.
Fort Walton Beach 32548

Arizona 
l/os Angeles 
Orange 
San Diego 
Santa Barbara

W7FKK 
K6UMV 
WÖDEY 
WB6GMM 
WA6OKN

Floyd C. Colyar 3411 West Pierson St.
Donald R. Etheredge 12040 Redbank St.
Roy R. Maxson 1434 South Olive St.
James E. Emerson. Jr. 6561 Foyle Wav
Cecil D. Hinson .1933 Coventry Court

WEST GULF DIVISION

Phoenix 85017
Sun Valley 91352 
Santa Ana 92707
San Diego 92117 
Thoufsanu Oaks ,91360

Northern Texas 
Oklahoma 
Southern Texas

W5BNG 
W5PML
W5AIR

L, L. Harbin 4515 Caimount
Cecil C. Cash, 1802 Smith Ave.,
G. D. Jerry Sears 5634 Eskirdge St.

CANADIAN DIVISION

Fort Worth 76Ì07 ' ”
Lawton 73501
Houston 77023

Alberta
British Columbia 
Manitoba 
Maritime*
Ontario
Quebec 
Saskatchewan

VE6TG
VE7FB
VE4JT
VE1NR
VE3BUX
VE2OJ
VE5HP

Harry Harrold 
H. E. Savage 
John Thomas Stacey 
William Gillis 
Roy A. White, 
Jim Ibey 
Gordon C. Pearce

1834-5th Ave., N.
4553 West 12th Ave.
19 Cottonwood Cres.
Rural Route 6. Shediac Rd. 
5 Northwood Crescent, 
209 Brookdale Ave.
1903 Connaught St.

Lethbridge, Alta. 
Vancouver 8, B. O. 
Brandon 
Moncton, N. B. 
Belleville 
Dorvat, P. Q. 
Regina

1

*1
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International's Model 1110

Secondary Frequency Standard
AH Transistor Circuits

Using any general coverage communi
cations receiver the Model 1110 pro- 

» vides the necessary standard signal 
s for measuring frequencies. Easily cali

brated against WWV to provide an 
accuracy of 1 x 106. Long term stability 
of ± 10 cycles over range 40°F to

I

100°F. Designed for field or bench use 
with self contained battery. All tran
sistor circuits provide outputs at 1 
MHz, 100 KHz and 10 KHz. Zero adjust
ment for oscillator on front panel.
Order direct from International Crystal
Mfg. Co.

COMPLETE «125

Write for our complete Catalog

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
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THE AMERICAN
RADIO RELAY

DIRECTORS

LEAGUE, INC.,
is a noncommercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for 
the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and 
experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the 
advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for 
the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. 
The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League 
Is noncommercial and no one commercially engaged in the manu
facture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership 
on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur," it numbers within its ranks practi
cally every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide 
interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; owner
ship of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not 
prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted only to 
licensed amateurs.

All general correspondence should be addressed to the adminis
trative headquarters at Newington, Connecticut.

♦
 Past Presidents

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM. W1 AW, 1914-1 936
EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, W8CMP, 1936-1940GEORGE W. BAILEY, W2KH. 1940-1952 
GOODWIN I. DOSLAND, WOTSN, 1952-1962

HERBERT HOOVER, JR. W6ZH, 1962-1966

Officers
President . ......................................ROBERT W. DENNISTON, W0NWX

Box 73, Newton, Iowa 50208
First Vice-President .... WAYLAND M. GROVES, W5NW 

1406 West 12th Street, Odessa, Texas 79760

Vice-Presidents ...... CHARLES G. COMPTON, W0BUO 
GILBERT I. CROSSLEY, W3YA

Secretary ........... JOHN HUNTOON, WUVQ 

Treasurer ..................................................... ..... DAVID H. HOUGHTON
225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 06111

Honorary Vice-President ..... FRANCIS E. HANDY, WlBDl 

• • • • «

General Manager ....... JOHN HUNTOON, W1LVQ 

Communications Manager ..... .GEORGE HART, W1NJM 
Technical Director.............................. GEORGE GRAMMER, W1 DF
Assistant General Manager . RICHARD L. BALDWIN, W1IKE 

Assistant Secretaries ...... PERRY F. WILLIAMS, W1UED 

WILLIAM I. DUNKERLEY, JR, WA2INB
225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 06111

9 0 0 9«

General Counsel...............................ROBERT M. BOOTH, JR., W3PS
1100 Vermont Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20005

Associate Counsel ..... ARTHUR K. MEEN, Q.C., VE3RX 
Suite 2212, 44 King St. West, Toronto Ì, Ont.

Canada
NOEL B. EATON.......................................VE30J

Box 660. Waterdown. Ontario
Vice-Director: Colin c. Dumbrille.............. VE2BK 

116 Oak Ridge Drive, Bale d’Urfe, Quebec

Atlantic Division
GILBERT L. CROSSLEY............. .................W3YA 
734 Wftst Foster Avenue, State College, Pa. 16*01 •
Vice-Dircctor: Harry A. McConaghy..... .W3EPC 

8708 Fenway Dr. Potomac, Bethesda. Md. 20034

Central Division
PHILLIP E. HALLER. .......................  W9HPG

6000 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, Hl. 60629
Vice-l trector: Edmond A, Metzger...........W9PRN 
1620 South Fourth St., Springfield, Illinois 62703

Dakota Division
CHARLES G, COMPTON...................... W0BTO

Box 226A R.R. 1, South St. Paul. Minn. 56075
Vice-Dircctor: John M. Maus............... .. W0MBD 

Oakdale Addition, St. Cloud, Minn. 563Ü1
Delta Division

PHILIP P. SPENCER ....... W5LDH/W5LXX 
575 Amethyst St., New Orleans, La. 70124

Vice-Jdirector: Max Arnold............................ W4WHN
612 Hogan Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37220

Great Lakes Division
ALBAN A. MICHEL.................................... W8WC

359 Bouhazn Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45215
Vice-Director: (.'haries C, Miller  ..........  W8JSU

4872 Calvin Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43227

Hudson Division
HARRY J. DANNALS....................................W2TUK

RED 1, Arbor Lane, Dlx Hills, Huntington.
N.Y. 11743

Vice-Director: Stan Zak............................  ...K2SJO
13 Jennifer Lane. Port Chester, New York 10573

Midwest Division
SUMNER H. FOSTER.................................W0GQ
2110 Goblin’s Gully Dr.. S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

52403
Vice-Director: Ralph V. Anderson....................KÖNL

528 Montana Ave., Holton, Kansas 66436
New England Division

ROBERT YORK CHAPMAN.................W1QV
28 South Road, Groton, Conn. 06340

Vice-: Hrector: Bigelow Green ...........W1EAE
11 Law’s Brook Rd., South Acton, Mass. 01771

North western Division
ROBERT B. THURSTON.................W7PGY 

7700 31st Ave., N.E.. Seattle, Wash. 9*115
Vice-Director: R. Rex Roberts........... W7CPY 

837 Park Hill Drive, Billings, Mont. 59102

Pacific Division 
J. A. DOC GMELIN.......................... . W6ZRJ
10*35 Willowbrook Way, Cupertino, Calif. 95014 
Vice-Director: G. Donald Eberlein............ W6YHM 

p. O. Box 475. Palo Alto, Calif. 94302

Roanoke Division
VICTOR C. CLARK...............................  W4KFC

12927 Popes Head Road. Clifton, Va. 22024
Vice-J ‘treelor: L. Phil Wicker........................ W4AGY >

4*21 Hill Top Road, Greensboro, N.C. 27407 r

Rocky Mountain Division
CARL L. SMITH..................   W0RWJ

1070 Locust St., Denver, Colo, 80220 I
Vice-/>trector: John H. Sampson, Jr............ W7OCX 

3618 Mount Ogden Drive, Ogden. Utah 84403

Southeastern Division
CHARLES J. BQLVIN................................. W4LVV

221U S.W 27th Lane, Miami. Ela. 33133
Vice-Director: Albert 1.. Hamel. .........K4SJH 
220 N.E. 25th Street, Pompano Beach, Flu. 33064

Southwestern Division
JOHN R. GRIGGS. ......................................... W6KW

11422 Zelzah Ave., Grenada Hills, Calif. 91344
Vice-Director: Thomas J. Cunningham W6PIF

1105 East Acadia Ave.. El Segundo, Calif. 90245

West Gul£ Division
ROEMER O. BEST....................................W5QKF

P.O. Box .1656, Corpus Christi, Texas 7*403
Vice-Director: Ray K. Bryan.. .. W5UYQ
2117 S.W. 61st ’Terrace. Oklahoma City, Okla~ 
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“It Seems to Us...”

Third of a Series

ARRL And The
COMMUNICATIONS DILEMMA

The word “ communications” has specific connotations for League mem
bers — first, as it applies to the art itself in which we as amateurs are 
engaged, and second, as it relates to the special functions of our Communi
cations Department.

But communications has a broader meaning, and in this sense, oddly 
enough, it is one of the special problems in ARRL affairs.

Amateurs generally, and we League members in particular, tend to hold 
rather strong opinions where our ham activities are concerned. This may 
be attributable in part to our dependence upon a government regulatory 
agency, or in part to the independent nature of amateurs themselves. 
In any case, to a disconcerting degree, these strong opinions occasionally 
seem to be predicated on dubious information or judgments too quickly 
formed. With our instant communications, a particularly juicy rumor or 
hot bit of gossip gets very rapid circulation indeed. Somehow, a colorful 
fallacy is almost always more fascinating than a dull fact. And quite often 
“the League” — or to put it more accurately, the Board and/or the 
headquarters staff — finds itself right smack in the middle.

Psychologists tell us that opinions are formed on the basis of what we 
understand or believe to be the facts. Understanding or belief, in turn, 
is the product jointly of the quality of the information received, related 
judgments already made, and the emotional involvement in the situation. 
There are probably not very many hams, for example, who get very 
excited, one way or the other, about Zulu heraldry. Or the practice of 
witchcraft in New Guinea.

The fact that controversy often occurs in the League is evidence of (1) a 
very proprietary interest on the part of its members — which is exactly as 
it should be, (2) an active rather than a passive management approach to 
the current and future problems of the organization, and (3) a vigor and 
vitality that are the best possible assurance of continuing strength. 
Controversy is certainly desirable and can be enormously productive so 
long as it is based on well-informed, sound judgment.

Perhaps what we need is not so much instant communication as it is 
instant perspective. [qsT—|
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League Lines . . .
The basic Murphy's Law is, "If anything can go wrong, it will. " And with .the pub
lication of "Edsel Murphy's Laws" in February QST, it did. The piece is largely a 
duplication of an original by Dr. Donald L. Klipstein, Vice President of Engineer
ing, Measurement Control Devices, Philadelphia which appeared in the August 
1967 issue of "EEE, " a Mactier publication. W5ACL did indicate to us the source 
of his material, but we failed to follow through with a request for permission and 
use of a credit line. The article is first-rate, as evidenced by our readers' com
ments, But to Dr. Klipstein and "EEE" belong the plaudits.

Mail delay problems, again. To some areas. New York and New Jersey in particu
lar, QST has taken as long as a month in transit. (And it works both ways; from 
Ridgefield, Conn, to Hq., one piece of mail took 12 days — in the same state yet! 
— and a first-class letter from W4KFC in Virginia took ten.) Newspaper and maga
zine publishers and printers are complaining vociferously to the Post Office — but 
no results yet.

Even parcel post is getting a beating — literally. Despite use of the same careful 
packing which worked well for years, our 19 68 Handbook individual shipments have 
produced some amazing results. One broke open in transit and was repacked by 
the Post Office — with two radio books from Howard Sams! A similar incident 
brought a ham, in our Handbook carton, a sweater! We wonder what pretty young 
thing may be somewhat confused by receiving a Handbook from some apparel com
pany?

On a brighter note: For several years the League, along with many other non-profit 
societies, was under detailed appraisal by the Internal Revenue Service to deter
mine whether any revenue activities — in particular the sale of publications — 
fell under the classification of "unrelated business income" and would thus be 
taxable. We are pleased indeed that, after extensive filings and conferences 
with IRS personnel, a ruling has been issued in our favor, in effect confirming 
long-standing decisions of the Treasury Department. As an entirely separate mat
ter, however, IRS has decreed that advertising revenue from publications of all 
non-profit societies will henceforth be taxable.

Each month we receive one or more notices of hamfests or other,special affairs just 
too late to get into QST in time to be useful. We're as sorry as you. Please re
member — normal deadline is the 15th of the second month preceding date of issue. 
E.g., for the June issue, we should have material by April 15.

We've compiled an initial list of active v.h.f. stations, with calls, frequencies, 
power, etc., as a help to those who would like to make more contacts, both on the 
air and in person. A business-size (#10) self-addressed stamped envelope to Hq. 
will bring you one.

A perennial problem of democratic institutions — from the Government to member
ship societies — is the contention that "one small voice among so many just doesn't 
count, so why try. " As a League member, you have not one but several channels 
for registering your opinion where it will be heard and where it will count. Your 
ballot is the most important, of course — but there is also your SCM and other 
members of the ARRL field organization, your own affiliated club, and your division 
director who can represent you effectively only when you let him know vour opinion. 
That's what he's there for, and he wants to hear from you.

10 QST for



ns for 7-Mc. C.W

Overall dimensions of this transceiver are 5!4 by 8 by 
3% inches. Built for QRP c.w. work on 7 it operates 
from a 1 2-volt d.c. supply. Transmitter output is approxi
mately 1 watt, and the superhet receiver has a crystal 

filter for high selectivity.

Solid-State Design for a Compact QRP Station

BY JOHN P. RASOR,* W6DMK

One would wonder why, in this age of high 
power, that consideration should be given 
to a low-power transceiver. There are 

several reasons. By full utilization of inexpensive 
solid-state components, a practical design can be 
developed that will allow the construction of a 
complete transceiver in a small, lightweight pack
age. Furthermore, because of the low energy 
requirements primary cells (dry batteries) are 
a practical source of power. Being independent 
of the power line or lead-acid storage batteries 
enables one to operate in locations and under con
ditions where a.c.-operated rigs would not be 
practical. Apart from this, a transceiver of this 
type makes an excellent standby unit for emer
gency purposes.

But still, there is no better reward for the 
time and effort of building a low-power rig than 
working your first DX station with a two-lantern- 
battery power supply!

The Receiver Circuit
The circuit of the transceiver is fundamentally 

rather simple. Figs. IC and ID show that the 
receiver section comprises an r.f. stage, mixer, 
intermediate-frequency amplifier with crystal 
filter, detector, and one stage of audio.

Of the foregoing, everything is straightforward 
with the possible exception of the use of com
plementary circuits in the r.f. and i.f. amplifiers. 
The complementary circuit was favored after a 
number of earlier r.f. amplifiers had been bugged 
with instability when maximum gain was re
quired. To insure stability with common-emitter 
circuits it is usually necessary to introduce some 
form of mismatch — i.e., connecting the transis
tor collector completely across the coil, over

alls East Ave. San Juan, San Clemente. Calif. 92672.

coupling, or swamping the collector coil with a 
resistor to lower the Q.. With the complementary 
circuit the second transistor can be operated 
at maximum gain with no sign of instability. 
Also, with sufficient gain in the i.f. only one stage 
is required, which somewhat offsets the added 
components required by the complementary de
sign. The complementary circuit requires a fixed 
bias potential of 1.4 volts. This is easy to obtain 
by using two cheap silicon diodes in series in the 
collector return circuits of Om and Q13.

The crystal filter is a simple but effective one, 
and has the advantage that both the filter crystals 
and the b.f.o. crystal (Fig. 1A) can be of the 
same frequency and are easily obtained from a 
number of surplus sources. A 60-pf. trimmer ca
pacitor is placed in series with one of the filter 
crystals. Sufficient frequency shift can be ob
tained by varying the capacitor to result in a

X <*X The advantage of the c.w. trans- 
<» ceiver is, of course, that the trans- 

mitted and received frequencies are ->
X always the same. The oscillators are X 
X common, but as there is no need to X 
<> make double use of an i.f. amplifier 
X (as in the s.s.b. transceiver) the cir- *;> 
X cuits are straightforward. This al- X 
T most pocket-size transceiver has the % 
v stability and selectivity one needs <> 

for c.w. operating, and the trans- X
X mitter develops a bit over 1-watt out- X 

put for QRP work. It can be powered X
X by a 12-volt d.c. supply giving a *0» 
X maximum current of 300 ma.
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Hg. 1A—The v.f.o. and heterodyne crystal oscillator circuits. S.M. indicates silver mica capacitors; other fixed capacitors 
are disk ceramic. Resistors are */2-watt composition.

Ci—365-pf. variable, t.r.f. type. Qi—N-p-n, 2N1305 or equivaalent
Cs, C3—For text reference. Q2, Q3—N-p-n, 2N3905 or equivalent.
C4—8-60-pf. miniature mica trimmer (Arco-Elmenco 404). RFCi, RFCs—Miniature 100-juh. choke, encapsulated.
Li, Is—See Table I. Yi—Approx. 5000 kc.

INPUT

Fig. 1B—Transmitter mixer and amplifiers. Capacitors with polarity indicated are electrolytic. Except as indicated below, 
other fixed capacitors and resistors are same type as in Fig. 1 A.

Cb, Cb—8—60-pf. miniature mica trimmer (Arco-Elmenco
404).

C7, Cs—100-550-pf. mica padder (Arco-Elmenco 304) 
with 180-pf. silver mica in parallel.

Cg—0.01 -;*£ mylar, 400 volts.
Cio—0.2-juf. ceramic, 25 volts.
CRi, CRs—Silicon diode, 250 ma.
CR2—1N34A or equivalent.
Ji, h—Phono connectors, chassis mounting.
L3-U/ ncl.—See Table I.

very desirable passband for c.w., and by careful 
adjustment a satisfactory 2- to 3-kc. passband 
for s.s.b. is entirely possible. Adjustment of the 
filter can be made on received signals, but care 
should be taken to keep the input level down 
so as not to overload the filter.

The second detector is not operated as a true 
product detector but rather as a combination

Mi—0-1 milliammeter, edge mounting.
Qi—N-p-n, 2N3905 or equivalent.
q5—N-p-n, 2N697 or equivalent.
Qo—N-p-n, 2N2195 or equivalent.
Qy—P-n-p, 2N1305 or equivalent
Qx—Unijunction, 2N2646 (GE).
RFCs—Miniature 100-juh. choke, encapsulated.
RFC4—See Table I.
Si—S.p.s.t, on gain control, Ri, Fig. 1C.

detector and amplifier. This choice was made 
because if the detector overloads on strong sig
nals it does not impair readability in c.w. recep
tion, and operating the stage this way results in 
appreciable gain. The audio stage is conven
tional, with the collector operating directly into 
the magnetic earphones. More than enough gain 
is available to “rattle the cans.”

12 QST for



Interior view from the 
panel end. The re
ceiver occupies the 
right-hand half of the 
etched-board chassis, 
with the r.f. amplifier 
at the rear and sub
sequent stages in order 
progressing toward the 
front. The transmitter, 
the left half, begins at 
the panel with the v.f.o., 
the final amplifier be
ing at the rear. The 
final tank circuit is 
mounted on the left
hand half of the rear 
wall of the cabinet.

Powdered-iron-core toroids are used for all of 
the r.f. tuned circuits except the v.f.o. The toroids 
offer a number of advantages, both from the 
standpoint of economics and, even greater, in 
operation and installation. The electric field 
is concentrated within the toroid so that coils 
can be placed close together with little if any 
lield interaction. As the core permeability is 
high, fewer turns are required for a given fre
quency and, of course, the Q is very high. For the 
home builder, winding an i.f. transformer is a 
simple matter with the toroid cores.

The Oscillators
The v.f.o. uses the familiar Colpitts circuit, 

Fig. 1A, followed by an emitter-follower stage 
for isolation. Silver-mica capacitors are used in 
the tuned circuits. By proper adjustment of the 
d.c. bias on the base of the v.f.o. transistor, Qi, 
good frequency stability can be achieved for 
collector-voltage changes between 12 and 14 
volts. With a 365-pf. tuning capacitor and a 
15-ph. adjustable inductor, the 40-meter band 
(7.0 to 7.3 Me.) occupies 160 degrees of the dial. 
An inexpensive 6:1 ratio planetary ball-bearing 
vernier (Jackson Bros, type 4511-DAF) pro
vides exceptionally smooth tuning. These drives 
can be purchased from Arrow Electronics1 and 

i 900 Route 110, Farmingdale, New York 11735.
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are well worth the $1.50 price. The output of the 
v.f.o. is lightly coupled to the emitter follower, 
Qi, which stage feeds both the receiving and 
transmitting mixers.

Operating the v.f.o. at a relatively low fre
quency has some definite advantages — better 
stability with temperature variations, less fre
quency shift due to collector voltage change, and 
higher output with a high-C tank circuit. How
ever, the problem of harmonics and “birdies” 
from mixed products between the v.f.o. and the 
fixed heterodyne oscillator can become a problem 
with low-frequency v.f.o.s. In this transceiver, 
a v.f.o. range of 1,990 to 2,290 kc. was chosen 
so that the third and fourth harmonics lie below 
and above the output frequency of 7000 to 7300 
kc. To complete the v.f.o. isolation an r.f. choke 
is included in the collector supply lead: transistor 
circuits are low impedance, and signals can pass 
along the power leads between the various 
stages.

The heterodyne crystal oscillator and b.f.o., 
Qs, uses a very simple circuit in which the crystal 
is placed between the collector and the base of 
the transistor. The collector coil is fixed-tuned 
because it is not critical and a variable capacitor 
is eliminated. A 60-pf. trimmer is in series with 
the crystal so the frequency can be changed 
slightly to make the b.f.o. conform with the 
filter passband.

13



Fig. IC---Receiver front end and i.f. filter. Fixed capacitors 
Cn-Cu, inch—8-60-pf. miniature mica trimmer (Arco-

Elmenco 404).
CR4, CRs—Any silicon diode.
L7—Lio, inch—See Table I.
Qo, Q12—N-p-n, 2N3905 or equivalent.

Transmitter Section
The 2-Mc. v.f.o. and 5-Mc. b.f.o. outputs are 

mixed in Fig. IB, to produce the 7-Mc. out
put frequency. The transmitting mixer feeds a 
driver stage, Q5, which is biased slightly forward 
for optimum gain and harmonic reduction. The 
output from the driver is fed to the final ampli
fier, Q6, which is zero biased. The collector of the 

and resistors are same type as in Fig. 1 A.
Q10, Qu—P-n-p, 2N3906 or equivalent.
Ri—15,000-ohm linear control, with switch (Si Fig. IB).
Yy, Y3—Approx. 5000 kc. (Yi, and Ys should be iden

tical in frequency, but frequency chosen for the 
group is not critical).

final has a double-pi network in the output cir
cuit which, with the values shown, will load 20- 
to 80-ohm antennas very easily. A number of 
other output circuits were tried but all had ex
cessive harmonic content.

The b.f.o. and v.f.o. outputs are fed into the 
transmitting mixer with r.f. voltage levels of 
approximately 1 to 2 volts peak-to-peak. The

Another inside view, 
showing the rear-panel 
controls and connec
tors. The components 
mounted on and near 
the front panel are 

visible in this photo.
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RESISTANCES ARE IN OHMS;
K ■ 1000

Fig. 1D—I.f. output, detector and audio amplifier. Fixed resistors and capacitors are same type as in Fig. 1B.
Cis—8-60-pf. miniature mica trimmer (Arco-Elmenco

404).
Ju—Open-circuit phone ¡ack.
Lu—See Table I.
Qis, Qh—P-n-p, 2N3906 or equivalent.
Qis—P-n-p, 2N1305 or equivalent.

Table 1
Coil Data

¿1 — Approx. 15 ph.; 20 turns No. 27 
enam. close-wound on 3g-inch diam. 
slug-tuned ceramic form (Miller 4400). 
Note: No. 26 or 28 wire may be sub
stituted by modifying the number of 
turns, if necessary, for the desired fre
quency range.

¿2 — 25 turns No. 28 enam. on toroid 
core (Arnold A4-380-125EP); 4-turn 
link.

Ls — Same as Lq, except 3-turn link.
Li — 25 turns No. 2S enam. on toroid core 

(Arnold A4-380-125EP); tapped 8 turns 
from cold end: 2-turn link.

¿5, ie — 3.4 ph.: 13 turns No. 20 enam. on 
toroid form (Arnold A4-680-250EP).

Lq— 30 turns No. 28 enam. on toroid 
form (Arnold A4-380-125EP); tapped 
2 turns from cold end.

Ls— Same as Lq, but tapped 12 turns 
from cold end and with 6-turn link.

L9 — 30 turns No. 28 enam. on same type 
form as Lq, tapped 10 turns from cold 
end; link 8 turns center-tapped.

Lin — 29 turns No. 28 enam. on toroid 
form (Arnold A4-380-125EP).

Ln — 30 turns No. 28 enam. on same 
type form as Lio, tapped at center; 
6-turn link.

RFC*—-App. 0.5 ph.; 11 turns No. 22 
enam. on toroid core (Arnold A4-380- 
125EP).

Note: Arnold A4-380-125EP cores are 
4g-inch diam. by !^-inch thick, with ^-inch 
diam. center hole. A4-680-250EP cores are 
Ufo-inch o.d. and H inch thick, with ig-iuch 
center hole. The cores are made by Arnold 
Engineering, Marengo, Ill. 60152. See Jan
uary 19G8 QST for data on equivalent cores 
made by other manufacturers. 

mixer is link-coupled to the driver transistor 
Q$, which transistor is biased slightly forward 
so that the no-signal level of collector current 
will be between 30 and 35 ma. with a collector 
supply voltage of 12 to 13 volts.

An unbypassed emitter resistor of 4.7 ohms 
is used in the driver circuit, and it might be well 
at this point to consider emitter resistors in the 
interests of saving transistors. An unbypassed 
emitter resistor does several things for a common- 
emitter transistor amplifier. First, and most im
portant, it supplies degeneration which tends to 
stabilize the amplifier, although it does so with 
a loss of gain. However, at best, an r.f. transistor 
amplifier like this is a compromise between gain 
and stability, and for the experimenter a loss in 
gain for the sake .of stability is very desirable. 
The emitter resistor also raises the input im
pedance, which in many cases is desirable for 
matching power-amplifier stages. In general, 
beware of r.f. power-amplifier circuits without 
emitter degeneration, as they are real transistor 
destroyers when used with power supplies of low 
internal resistance.

The final-amplifier circuit is operated zero 
bias (beyond cutoff ) which allows it to be con
nected to the collector supply at all times. This 
eliminates the necessity for running the high 
current of the final amplifier through the keying 
transistor, Qq (see below). The collector (output) 
circuit of the final is a double pi net which the 
writer thinks is the minimum circuitry for ade
quate harmonic suppression. Transistor r.f. 
amplifiers are more effective harmonic generators 
than their tube counterparts, and for this reason 
more than ordinary care should be taken to sup-
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Bottom view of the 
etched circuit board. A 
few small components 
are on this side of the 
board — so located ei
ther as "afterthoughts” 

or for convenience.

press harmonics. Rather high capacitance values 
are required in the pi net, but these can easily 
be secured with variable compression-type ca
pacitors which, in addition to their high capaci
tance, are very small in size. This output network 
will fully load a mobile antenna and a full-size 
dipole, a good range of matching.

The 2N2195 final amplifier requires a heat 
sink. Any of the clip-on commercial types will 
be adequate for the collector current range of 
this amplifier.

The transmitter and tone oscillator are keyed 
through the keying transistor, Qq, which supplies 
collector current for the transmitting mixer, 
driver and tone oscillator. The very simple 
sidetone oscillator circuit comprises a uninjunc
tion transistor, Qa, two resistors and a capacitor. 
The values shown will produce a 500-cycle tone. 
This tone is capacitively coupled to the receiving 
audio amplifier. As can be surmised, this system 
provides instant and complete break-in and is a 
real joy to operate.

An inexpensive 0-1 milliammeter with a diode 
and resistors is utilized for an output indicator, 
which aids loading adjustments.

Construction Details
Although this particular rig is assembled on 

a printed-circuit board, etched-circuit construc
tion is not essential; a prototype model was built 
on Vectorboard with plenty of spare room. The 
transceiver is housed in one of a new line of 
enclosures which is now being marketed es
pecially for home builders by Justin, Inc.2 It is 
called the “Gear Box,” and a number of sizes 
are available. The 3 X 5 X 7-inch size was chosen

3 2662 No, Lee Ave., South El Monte, Calif. 91731. 

for this project. With this enclosure, the top, 
bottom and sides can be removed so that access 
to the underside of the circuit board can be had 
without unfastening either the front or rear panel 
assemblies — a very handy arrangement for the 
home-brew artist.

The board was divided into three sections, 
approximately one half being allocated to the 
receiver from the r.f. to and including the audio 
amplifier. The other half has sufficient space for 
the v.f.o. and follower, b.f.o., transmitting mixer, 
driver and final amplifier. The pi-network com
ponents, antenna jack, key jack and utility plug 
are mounted on the rear panel. A seven-pin 
miniature plug provides connections for the 
power supply and such useful external connec
tions as may be wanted. The front panel controls 
include the tuning dial, r.f. gain control with on- 
off switch, phone jack, and r.f. output indicator.

Check Out
For those of the fraternity who are just getting 

their feet wet with transistor circuits, there are 
several precautions that should be taken to 
prevent losing a handful of transistors. There is 
no such thing as a “smoke test” with this type 
of gear, because the semiconductors are long gone 
before anything can even get warm. Do not use 
a power source of very low internal resistance, 
such as a lead-acid or ni-cad battery, for check
out because this is to invite trouble. A much 
safer way is to use an ordinary dry-battery 
source, such as two lantern batteries, so that in 
case of a wiring short components will not be 
damaged. Always connect a silicon diode in series 
with your power source so as to prevent damage 
to transistors in case of an accidental polarity 

'i
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reversal. The latter is not too serious when the 
transistors are running at low level, as in a re
ceiver where there is a large value of emitter 
resistance to prevent excessive current flow, but 
in the case of driver and power stages where 
built-in protection does not exist, a polarity 
reversal would be fatal to the transistors.

Once the v.f.o. is operating, adjust the tank 
coil, L\, so that the 365-pf. tuning capacitor will 
time the range 1990 to 2290 kc., which range 
should cover about 160 degrees of the dial. With 
the values shown, the receiver should peak up 
nicely from the r.f. to and including the i.f. 
stage. If one of the tuned circuits does not peak 
with capacitor adjustment, resonance should be 
checked with a grid-dip meter. With toroidal 
coils this operation requires a little different 
technique than with ordinary cylindrical coil 
construction. The coil should be wound with the 
appropriate number of turns, leaving about a 
2-inch-long lead on one end. This large end can 
be formed into a loop about % inch in diameter. 
The two coil ends are then connected to the 
capacitor and the grid-dip meter coupled to the 
loop to indicate resonance. The coils have very 
high Q, and a sharp dip will be seen at resonance.

By careful adjustment of trimmers Cu in the 
crystal filter and Ct in the crystal oscillator, an 
extremely sharp cutoff of the upper sideband 
can be obtained, resulting in a true “single
signal” receiver. Sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, 
and sideband rejection are excellent, and the re
ceiver suffers only to a degree with some cross
modulation which seems to be inherent with tran
sistor front ends in which field-effect types are 
not used. However, cross-modulation and front
end over-load can be reduced to a very low value 
by use of the r.f. gain control.

After the receiver is operating, the transmitting 
section is ready for tuning up. This requires a 
receiver (with b.f.o.) that can be tuned from 7 to 
7.3 Me. and which has an r.f. gain control. The 
final amplifier and driver transistors should be 
removed from the circuit and the transmitting 
mixer tuned to maximum at 7.1 Me., as indicated 
in the external receiver. Keying the mixer should 
produce a clean stable c.w. signal.

The driver and final-amplifier transistors both 
are operated at a rather high power level, and 
with this type of operation these transistors 
should be loaded during tune-up — or, as a 
matter of fact, at any time. An effective method 
of loading the driver withou t affecting the output 
circuit is to disconnect the collector of the final
amplifier stage. The final amplifier can easily be 
loaded with a 2-watt, 47-ohm resistor. Flashlight 
bulbs will indicate relative r.f. out, but it should 
be remembered that they also change impedance 
with current, and do not always look like 50 to 
70 ohms when illuminated.

The driver should be tuned in the same manner 
as the mixer and a peak noted when the stage is 
tuned through resonance. The normal collector 
current level of the driver should be 30 to 35 ma.

With a dummy load in the output jack, and 
using the output meter to indicate maximum, the 

pi network of the final can be adjusted. With 
a collector supply of 12.5 to 13 volts the collector 
current of the final amplifier should be from 125 
to 150 ma., depending upon the gain of the driver 
and amplifier transistors. With the 2N2195 in 
the final the supply voltage should not be higher 
than 14 to 15 volts for safe operation.

Operoriingr QRP
Operating at very low power levels can be 

either frustrating or a really satisfying experi
ence, depending upon the equipment and the 
operator using it. C.w. operation is much the 
better mode for QRP because the intelligence 
can be received with a passband of minimum 
width. A receiving station that has sharp filters 
or a Q multiplier can zero in through QRM 
and make copy on c.w. when a phone signal would 
be completely unintelligible. Also, by nature 
and by operating experience, it seems that a c.w. 
operator will exercise more patience in working 
through QRM than the phone man who would 
much prefer “armchair” copy. The present 
phone operating tendency in the low-frequency 
bands toward round tables makes a weak-signal 
intruder less than welcome.

In a band such as 4.0 meters a crystal-con
trolled QRP transmitter is at a distinct disad
vantage, because the majority of listening after a 
CQ is done on or very close to the transmitting 
frequency. Also, calling CQ with low power is a 
rather unproductive way of making contacts 
because on a practical basis a station scanning 
the band will choose a stronger signal to answer 
unless he is looking for DX.

A v.f.o. in a transmitter greatly extends its 
usefulness. Again, rather than call CQ at great 
length (which is poor operating anyway), it is 
much better to tune for a station calling CQ 
or to call a station which is signing off with 
another. As a normal thing, one can assume that 
loud received signals indicate that the propa
gation is good between you and those trans
mitting stations, and your chance of making a 
contact is much greater than when a received 
signal is weak. This thesis seems to hold rather 
well, because even high-power stations sink 
rapidly in strength when the propagation is poor.

The best operating time on 40 meters, when 
using low power, appears to be during the day
light and early evening hours. Later the skip 
gets longer and the general level of signals 
lowers. Daylight paths of from 30 to 600 miles 
seem very stable, and c.w. stations with one 
watt are able to make plenty of contacts within 
this range.

For the DX man, watching the general level 
of signals on the band at night will give a clue to 
the possibility of 2000- to 4000-mile contacts. 
This condition occurs rather often, and when it 
does that is the time to go after it. The author 
has worked many east-coast stations with a very 
ordinary antenna system — and believe it or 
not, many 200- to 600-mile stations from the car, 
using a mobile antenna of standard commercial 
design.
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A Multiband Ground-Plane Vertical 
Antenna with Tuned Feeders

BY ARTHUR S. GILLESPIE, JR.,* W4VON

In recent, years, the multiband tuned-line cen
ter-fed antenna lias enjoyed a return to 
popularity. Yet, few amateurs realize that 

the same principle may be applied to a vertical 
ground-plane configuration. For several years, 
the author has experimented with several ver
sions of this antenna and has found them to be 
most satisfactory. The antenna shown in Fig. 1 
provides not only outstanding performance on 10, 
15 and 20 meters, but performance on 40 and 80 
meters equivalent to most mobile-antenna instal
lations. Full efficiency on these latter bands can 
be realized by making the vertical and radial 
portions proportionately longer.

The antenna system consists of the radiating 
element, ground-plane radials, an open-wire 
feeder of any convenient length, a transmatch

*317 East Second Ave., Gastonia, North Carolina 
28052.

I'1

A ritentai. 
~ element

Rg. 3—Suggested method of mounting radiator element 
without drilling holes in aluminum tubing.

capable of either series or parallel tuning, and an 
antenna s.w.r. bridge. This combination is shown 
in Fig. 2.

Antenna and Radial Lengths
The author preferred to cut the antenna for 

resonance on one particular ham band (20 
meters), but it is not necessary that the antenna 
be resonant on any band. Efficiency will suffer, 
of course, on bands where the length is signifi
cantly shorter than wavelength. Whatever 
the length chosen for the antenna, the radials 
should be of about the same length.

Construction
Constructional details are shown in the sketch 

of Fig. 1. In the event the specified aluminum 
tubing is not available, thin-walled galvanized 
electrical conduit, aluminum conduit, or copper 
pipe may be used.

It is recommended that the vertical element 
not be supported by drilling holes through the 
tubing, as this will substantially weaken the 
structure. An alternative mounting arrangement 
is shown in Fig. 3. The insulators are porcelain 
standoff types with a lag-screw insert. They will 
be found at electrical supply houses (also at 
Sears), and are sometimes referred to as 
“saddle’’-type insulators. The hose clamps are 
stainless-steel gear type.

Adjustment
Operation of the antenna is simple. The 

transmatch (a suitable one, including s.w.r. 
bridge, is described in the 1966, 1967, and 1968 

(Continued on page 170)

Rg. 2—Recommended setup for coupling antenna line to 
low-impedance transmitter output.
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An RTTY Bandpass Filter For 
2125-2975 c.p.s.

modern Filter Design Applied to Standard 
Tone Frequencies

BY EDWARD E. WETHERHOLD,* W3NQN

U
p to now, the only RTTY 2125/2975 c.p.s. 
bandpass filter designs available were those 
of W2JAV, first published in 1956* 1, and 

K3NI0, published in a QST article2 in 1965. 
The attenuation responses of these two filters 
are plotted in Fig. 1 along with the response of 
an entirely new bandpass design of the elliptic- 
function type. This article will review some of 
the aspects of the bandpass filter requirements 
and will discuss the design and construction of 
the elliptic-function filter.

Bandpass Filter Requirements
In the CQ. RTTY column of April 1961 and 

on page 178 of the New RTTY Handbook*, the 
importance is discussed of the bandpass filter 
attenuating those tones whose harmonies, ac
centuated by the TU limiter, would fall into the 
2125 and 2975 c.p.s. channel filters of the con
verter. An example is given of the second har
monic of a 1500-c.p.s. beat note causing inter
ference in the 2975 c.p.s. space-channel filter. 
The solution is to attenuate the unwanted 
1500-c.p.s. signal before it gets to the limiter. 
One of the requirements, therefore, of a 2125/ 
2975 c.p.s. bandpass filter is to have, if possible, 
maximum attenuation at one-half the channel 
frequencies or at 1063 and 1488 c.p.s. The next 
important requirement of the filter is a bandwidth 
sufficient to accommodate both the 850 c.p.s. 
frequency shift and at least the third harmonic 
of the 60-w.p.m. keying frequency. On page 24 
of the New RTTY Handbook, the optimum band
width is calculated to be between a minimum of 
987 c.p.s. and a maximum of 1200 c.p.s.

Unfortunately, the simple elliptic-filter design 
to be discussed can provide a maximum attenu
ation at only one of the two previously mentioned 
frequencies. To obtain the best skirt selectivity, 
1488 c.p.s. was chosen as the desired maximum- 
attenuation frequency. In addition to the mini

* Honeywell Inc., Annapolis Operation, Test Instru
ments Division, P.O. Box 391. Annapolis, Maryland 21404.

1 Kretzman, page 88, CQ, April, 1961.
2 Hoff, “Mainline TT/L F.S.K. Demodulator, QST, 

August, 1965.
8 Kretzman, “The New RTTY Handbook,” CQ Technical 

Series, Cowan Publishing Corp., Port Washington, N. Y.

mum filter bandwidth of 987 c.p.s., an extra 
150 c.p.s. is provided to allow for signal drift, 
inaccurate tuning and filter component tolerance 
variations. This makes the final filter bandwidth 
requirement about 1140 c.p.s. The following 
discussion will demonstrate how these require
ments of the bandpass filter are met through 
the applica lion, of modern filter design procedures.

Filter Circuit Design Procedure
The tables of elliptic-function filters, A4-1 

and A4-2 on page 145 of Geffe’s Simplified 
Modern Filter Design,± were investigated to find 
a design which would simultaneously meet the 
requirements of the 1140 c.p.s. bandwidth and 
the 1488 c.p.s. attenuation peak. After some 
experimental calculations, a design based on the 
tabulated data of Table A4^1 for A, = 35 db. 
was found to be the optimum choice. The selected 
prototype design parameters, from which the 
bandpass design is derived, are:/co = 1.140 c.p.s., 
minimum stopband attenuation (A.) = 35 db., 
maximum passband attenuation (Ap) = 1.0 db., 
and source and load resistances = 600 ohms. 
The low-pass prototype filter component values 
were calculated from the normalized tabulated 
values of A,, Lq, L^, and Cq which are associated 
with the filter prototype schematic of Fig. A4-2 
on page 145 of Geffe’s book. The reader is re
ferred to Ghapter 3 of this book for details re
garding the prototype-to-bandpass transforma
tion procedure. The final bandpass filter sche
matic and component values are shown in Fig. 2.

The calculated parameters of the bandpass

4 Geffe, Simplified Modern Filter Design, John F. Elder 
Publisher, Inc,, New York City, 1963.

Making use of inexpensive 88-mh. 
toroids, both modified and unmodi- 
tied, for the inductances, the author 
has worked up a filter having steeper 
skirts than designs previously avail
able, along with a low-frequency re
jection point to suppress the sub-
harmonic of 2973 c.p.s.
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Fig. L—Relative attenuation vs fre
quency for three types of 21 25-2975 

c/s bandpass filters.

A—W2JAV filter, Ro—600 ohms;
B—3-pole Butterworth filter, Ro — 3300 

ohms; C—Elliptic-function filter, 
Ro = 600 ohms.

filter design are: fm = 1978 and 3118 c.p.s., 
/»mm “ 2480 c.p.s., skirt frequencies at 35 db. 
attenuation ■= 1583 and 3918 c.p.s., and the 
frequencies of theoretically infinite attenuation = 
1488 and 4138 c.p.s. The bandpass filter values 
of A„ .Ip, and lia are the same as for the proto
type filter. Fortunately, the resulting design is 
such that all inductance values may be realized 
conveniently and inexpensively with six surplus 
.88-mh. toroids.

Consfrucfion
It is suggested that two packs of 88 mh. 

toroids, five per pack, be obtained from Bu
chanan* 6 at a total cost of only $3.00 postpaid. 
(Note that Buchanan has reduced the price of 
a pack of five toroids from $1.75 to $1.50 post
paid). Of the ten toroids received, only six will 
be used and of these six, four will be modified 
by removal of turns to achieve the desired in
ductance.

The two 155-mh. inductances are made up of 
an unmodified 88-mh. toroid connected in series 
with a modified toroid. The modified toroid has 
48 turns removed from each of the two windings, 
which are then connected in series aiding to give 
an inductance of 67 mh. To obtain the 17.9- 
and 20.4-mh. values, remove 37 turns from both 
windings of an 88-mh. toroid and 13 turns from 
both windings of another 88-mh. toroid: then, 
for both toroids, connect the windings in parallel 
aiding. This completes the modification of all 
the toroids.

The required capacitances are made up of 
either mylar or polystyrene capacitors connected 
in parallel, where necessary, to obtain the design 
values within a few per cent.

Two phenolic boards, 1% X 4K inches, were 
cut from a sheet of 32AA18 Vectorbord and the 
toroids sandwiched between the boards as shown 
in t.he photographs. Additional construction de
tails may be obtained from a previous article in 

& Buchanan and Associates, 10(57 Mandana Blvd., Oak
land, California 94610.

6 Wetherhold, “An RTTY Bandpass Filter tor 1275/2125 
R.p.s ” QST; August 1967.

which the construction of a similar type of band
pass filter was discussed.6

Filter Performance
The elliptic-function filter was evaluated in a 

600-ohm system and the measured attenuation 
response is shown in Fig. 1.

The accuracy of modern filter design pro
cedures in predicting the attenuation response 
is demonstrated by comparing the calculated 
parameters with the measured parameters of the 
filter. The bandpass cutoff frequencies were pre
dicted to occur at 1978 and 3118 c.p.s., which 
means that at these frequencies the rise in at
tenuation will just begin to exceed the maximum 
passband attenuation (Ap) of 1.0 db. Referring 
to the measured attenuation curve, this increase 
in attenuation is seen to occur at about 1970 
and 3120 c.p.s. Equally good agreement is noted 
between the calculated and measured values at 
the 35 db. skirt frequencies and the. frequencies 
of maximum attenuation. Also, the minimum 
attenuation of 35 db. in the stopband and the 
slightly greater than 1.0 db. attenuation in the

Fig. 2—Circuit of the 2125-2975 c/s bandpass filter, in
ductances are in miliihenrys and capacitances are as indi
cated. Circled_numbers indicate octal-plug pin connections 

(see photographs).
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The bandpass filter assembly before mounting in the 
Minibox. If a plug-in unit is not necessary, the Minibox and 

octal plug may be omitted, simplifying construction.

Completed bandpass filter assembled in a Minibox, less 
cover. Interconnections between the 2490-pf. and 0.0215- 
pf. capacitors, mounted on the top side of the perfboard, 

can be seen in this view.

passband are in accord with the predicted filter 
performance.

For comments regarding the resistive termi
nation of the filter input and output terminals, 
the reader is referred to the author’s previous 
RTTY bandpass filter article.6

To achieve the expected shape of the attenu
ation response, it is imperative that the shunt 
inductors of 17.9 and 20.4 mh. have Q's in the 
order of 100 at about 2 kc. In comparison, the 
series inductors of 155 mh. may have a much 
lower y, at least 25, without degrading the at
tenuation response shape. The main effect of the 
lower Q of the series inductors will be merely 
to increase the overall insertion loss of the filter 
by one or two db., which is relatively unim
portant. This distinction in the Q specification 
between the shunt and series inductors is im
portant. It means that the relaxed Q requirement 
of the series inductors permits the use of a much 
smaller inductor than the lai'ge-sized surplus 
toroids specified, and if a single standard inductor 
can be found with 155 mh., a much more compact 
filter will be possible.

Bandpass Filter Comparisons
Comparing the response of the three types of 

bandpass filters, each is seen to have several 
particular advantages and disadvantages. The 
W2JAV filter is simple to construct, has sym
metrical attenuation and the desired 600-ohm 
impedance level, but lacks selectivity. The 3-pole 
Butterworth filter is also simple to construct, 
has excellent low-frequency attenuation but has 
a poor high frequency attenuation and a non
standard 3300-ohm impedance level. The elliptic- 
function filter has the most selective response of 
all, provides the highest attenuation at 1488 
c.p.s., and has the standard 600-ohm impedance 
level; however, the filter response drops to a 
35-db. minimum and some care in the selection 
of capacitors is required to achieve the desired 
attenuation response.

The RTTY experimenter-operator now has 
three 2125/2975 c.p.s. bandpass filters to choose 
from. He must determine what particular char
acteristics of the filter are desired and then select 
the filter which best meets his requirements.

Ibst-A

• Tbao ÛppMaiuA.
r ATV Research Focus-Deflec

tion Coil Kit
For many years kits have been available for those 

interested in receiving and transmitting a.m., 
r c.w. and s.s.b. Now kits are being marketed for the

slow-scan TV buff. The No. 65A/S focus-deflection 
eoil kit shown in the photograph is sold by ATV 
Research, P.O. Box 396» South Sioux City, Nebraska 
68776, for less than $20. It includes one focus coil, 
two vertical deflection coils, two horizontal deflection 
coils, a shielded target connector, a yoke form, an 
aluminum electrostatic shield for the yoke, a brass 
electrostatic shield for the focus coil, and a mu- 
metal magnetic shield for the focus coil. Also pro- 
vided, but not pictured, are complete assembly in
structions, and a reprint of a three-part construction 
article on a slow-scan TV camera.1 The components

’Macdonald, “A Blow-8can Vidicon Camera,” QST, 
une, July and August, 1965.

furnished are of good quality and the directions are 
clear. It appears that it shouldn’t take more than 
an hour or so to put the kit together. — Wl YDS
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yer

Completed keyer chassis with two flash
light D cells for size comparison. The shiny 
black object in the upper left corner is the 
epoxy-cased 2N4888 output transistor.

RICHARD P. HALVERSON, W0ZHN*  and RONALD A. STORDAHL, K0UXQ**

iLTHOTiGH many solid-state electronic keyer 
/> articles have appeared in the literature in

-L the last few years, the circuit described 
here has several novel features which should be 
interesting to those ‘‘home brewers” who like to 
explore the frontiers of technology. The basic 
transistor circuitry of the keyer, exclusive of the 
output transistor, is contained in three inexpen
sive integrated logic circuit chips. These circuits 
allow construction on an etched circuit board 
about two inches square, in a volume of about one 
cubic inch.

There is no weight control. The self-completing 
dots and dashes are timed by a reliable logic tim
ing chain which drives integrated flip-flops to 
form perfectly-spaced code independent of speed 
adjustment. The. timing chain starts in proper 
phase relationship by closure of the paddle con
tacts, and shuts itself off at the proper time when 
a character is completed. Speed is adjustable 
with one control over a range of about 8-60 
w.p.m. using the component values shown, and 
could easily have a wider range if desired.

The best feature is the cost. All parts for the 
keyer, exclusive of paddle, can be purchased 
for less than ten dollars amateur net! Since the 
circuit uses a total of 39 high-quality transistors 
fin four packages), that’s much less than a com
parable discrete-component unit with the same 
performance features.

Basic Logic Circuits
The basic logic devices in the keyer are inte

grated RTL (Resistor Transistor Logic) or more 

*21 Barton Ave, 8. E., Minneapolis, Minn. 55414
** P. O. Box 126, Thief River Falls, Minn. 56701

properly, modified DCTL (Direct Coupled Tran
sistor Logic) circuits which are now available 
from several manufacturers1 in very inexpensive 
injection-molded epoxy cases. The Motorola units 
used here, have a 14-pin lead configuration in the 
‘‘dual in-line package” which lends itself well to 
homemade etched circuit construction.

Figs. 1A and IB are schematic diagrams and 
logic symbols for the basic circuits used. Resistor 
values are such that the transistors operate either 
saturated or cut off. If either or both inputs of the 
2-input gate are high, their corresponding tran
sistors conduct and draw the output down to a 
low level, within about 200 mv. of the emitters. If 
both inputs are low neither transistor conducts, 
and the output is drawn to the high level, near 
+ I'cc, by the collector load resistor.

If one defines a high level as a logic 1 (true) and 
a low level as a logic 0 (false), then the circuit 
performs a logic oh followed by a logic inversion 
or negation. In logical nomenclature, the output

1 Motorola Semiconductor, Fairchild Semiconductor.
EaiiiiaaaaiaaiiaiiiniBiaiiiiii 
B °

J The electronic-keyer circuit described n 

JJ in this article fits on a circuit board less ” 
■ than two inches square, less the speed- ■ 
a control variable resistor and flashlight- k 
“ cell power supply. Three integrated " 
■ circuits ■(total cost $4-16 in the 1968 ■ 
„ catalogs), seven fixed resistors, two min- a 
® iature capacitors, and one transistor „ 
■ complete the circuit. For simplicity of ■ 
“ assembly and low cost it’s hard to beat! a 
Q[ O
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(A)

INVERTER

LOGIC SYMBOL

Fig. 1 —Schematic diagrams and logic symbols for (A) the 
integrated inverter (one of six in the MCZ89P package) 
and (B) the integrated 2-input NOR gate (one of four in 
the MC724P package). Transistors normally operate 

either saturated or cut-off. Typical circuit 
delay is 12 nanoseconds.

RI=450 OHMS
R2=640 OHMS

is “not true” (false) if input 1 is “true” or if 
input 2 is “true.”

The logic symbol for the circuit, Fig. IB, shows 
the logic functions performed. The shield (tri
angle with curved edges) is the standard symbol 
for a logic or: the circle at the output represents 
logic negation. The circuit is called a 2-input 
nor (Not-or).

The basic Hip-Hop (one of the two units in the 
MC790P) circuit is shown in Fig. 2A, and its 
logic symbol in Fig. 2B. This bistable multi
vibrator has basic set (8) and clear (C) inputs 
which are gated by a negative-going voltage 
transition on the trigger (T) input. The small 
circles on the logic symbol at these inputs mean 
that logic inversion takes place there; that is, 
the set and clear are actuated by “false” (i.e., 
low-level) external inputs. When the flip-flop is 
set (by a low-level S input grated by a negative
going T input), it is said to store a logic 1 or 
“true” value.

The outputs are also negated; thus when the 
flip-flop is set to logic 1, the output from its 1 
side is low or “false” after the logic inversion 
represented by the circle at the output. Each 
flip-flop also has a noninverted, nongated preset 
input shown at the side (pins 10 or 12).

This type of bistable is called a J-K flip-flop in 
the industry. This term means that if both set 
and clear inputs are actuated (low level) when 
the gate pulse appears at T, the flip-flop will 
“toggle” or change state. Thus if both S and 
C are at a low level with the flip-flop in the set 
condition, a negative-going trigger input will 
cause it to change to the cleared state; the 1 side 
output (e. g,, pin 9) will change from low to high, 
and the zero side output (e. g., pin 8) will change 
from high to low voltage.

Bottom view pin connections to the three in
tegrated circuits used are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2—Schematic diagram and logic symbol for the integrated J-K flip-flop (one of two in the MC790P package). 
Negative set (S) or clear (C) levels are gated by a negative-going trigger (T) input If both S and C are at low level, 

the T input causes the flip-flop to toggle, or change state.
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QUAD 2-INPUT CATE

Fig. 3—Bottom-view pin connections to the three 
integrated circuits used.

The Keyer

A logic diagram of the keyer is shown in Fig. 4. 
There are two principal sections: the timing chain 
consisting of inverters TNVi, INVi, INVn, and 
gates NOR*, NORa, NORt, and the dot-dash 
forming section consisting of flip-flops FFi and 
FF*, inverters INV*, INVt, INV«, gate NORt, 
and the 2N4888 output transistor.

The timing chain generates negative-going 
trigger pulses at ZAfFj-pui 2 to actuate the dot ( 
flip-flop FF}, The width of these pulses is about 
8 milliseconds as determined by the R*Ct com
bination. The time between pulses, which de
termines the code speed, is controlled by Ct Ri R*.
This time varies from about 15 milliseconds (over 
GO w.p.m.) to 150 milliseconds (about 8 w.p.m.) 
under the control of the speed potentiometer, Ri.

The timing chain starts and stops under con
trol of circuits NORs and NORi-NORi, which 
actually make up a cross-coupled flip-flop with 
set inputs to NORt-NORt, and clear input from 
lNVi to NORx. This flip-flop is set whenever the 
dot (pin 6) or dash (pin 13) levers are pressed, 
or when a character is in process (pin 12). INVi 
tries to clear the combination during every space 
interval. A successful clear by LNV.i stops the 
timing chain action after the space is concluded.

FFs generates the basic dot timing. Since both 
set and clear inputs are low (at -- Fee), trigger

Fig. 4—Keyer logic diagram (positive logic). Pin 11 (Vcc) of oach integrated circuit is grounded, and Pin 4 (—Vcci 
is connected to the negative supply voltage. Qi is a high-voltage p-n-p transistor which switches a negative-potential 

key terminal to ground.
Ci—6.8-pf. tantalum, 15 volts.
Cs—Q.56-nf. tantalum or ceramic, 3-10 volts.
Cs-Cs, inch—Disk ceramic.
FFi, FFs—Both in dual J-K flip-flop (Motorola MC790P).
INVx-INVn, incl.—All in hex inverter (Motorola MC789P).

NOR1-NOR4, incl.—AH in quad 2-input gate (Motorola 
MC724P}.

Qi—-High-voltage p-n-p transistor {Fairchild type 2N4888, 
2N4889; or 2N398).

Ri—50,000-ohm control, reverse log or linear-taper.
Rs-Rs, inch—-Composition, ’/j watt or less.
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MC 724P
Fig. 5—Suggested etched circuit board layout (viewed 
from bottom) and top-view photograph of the keyer, 
actua I size. Note the two jumpers required. Cs and C4, 
Fig. 4, are not included in this layout but their use is 

recommended.

pulses at pin 6 toggle FF\ to produce successive, 
equal-length dot and space time intervals.

Pressing the dash lever raises the input to 
Z/VFr ; this inverter places a low voltage at the 
clear input (pin 1) of FFi which is normally at 
rest in the set condition. In this case, the low- 
going output of the one side of FFi (pin 9) during 
dot initiation causes FFi to toggle to the clear 
condition. Cleared FFi presents a logic 1 to 
gate NORi during a complete dot-space cycle of 
FFi. Initiation of the second dot period in FFi 
produces another negative-going trigger pulse to 
FFi which sets it (regardless of its clear input 
level since it will either unconditionally set if 
pin 1 is high, or toggle to the set condition if 
pin 1 is low). During this third interval, FFi 
holds pin 2 of NORi high to complete a 3-iuterval 
dash. Dashes override dots when both paddles 
are pressed.

The output of nor gate NOR\ passes through 
INVz-lNVf to t.he 2N4888 output transistor 
which turns on, raising its collector to near 
ground potential. The delay here is negligible 

(approximately 12 nanoseconds per inverter). 
The output of 1NV» also holds NOR4 pin 12 high 
to allow timing chain continuation until a com
plete dot or dash cycle is concluded.

The output transistor is a new silicon p-n-p 
made by Fairchild Semiconductor which is rated 
at 150 volts Fceb and 300 milliwatts free-air 
collector dissipation. This transistor easily 
switches 50 ma. (within the collector dissipation 
rating) and replaces the 2N398 often used here. 
The transistor must see a negative potential 
with respect, to ground, as is typical in grid-block 
keying systems. However, it can easily drive an 
n-p-n transistor or a relay to switch positive 
voltages.

Although the design-center supply voltage for 
these circuits is 3.6 ±10% volts, experiments 
liave shown that the keyer performs well over a 
voltage range of 2 to 6 volts. Occasional errors 
due to flip-flop malfunction can be detected at 
voltages below about 2.5 volts: this serves aS a 
check on supply voltage in case batteries are 
used. Two flashlight batteries in series (positive 
ground) make an adequate power supply; how
ever, battery life is not great since the keyer 
draws about 60 ma. at 3 volts. Two size D cells 
will last several weeks under a normal operating 
schedule before errors can be detected.

The logic circuits are rugged and hard to dam
age by misapplication of voltages, soldering-iron 
heat, or mechanical shock. Reversed power sup
ply polarity caused no damage during one un
scheduled experiment. However, the low voltage 
swings and fast response of the circuits makes 
their error-free performance somewhat sensitive 
to free r.f. in the shack. Bypass capacitors 
Ci, C4, and C's are recommended, and it would be 
wise to mount the board in a grounded metal box.

Construction Hints
A suggested etched-circuit board layout and 

a completed board are shown in Fig. 5. All 
holes except the four corner mounting holes 
can be drilled with a No. 60 drill (0.040"). 
However, the professional machinist may want 
to use the proper size, No. 72 (0.025"), drill 
for the integrated circuit connection leads.

Good drilling practice with these small drills 
is to use a drill press with a small chuck (Ai-inch 
or smaller), run at high speed, and let the drill 
cut its own way through the board at minimum 
pressure. However, a quarter-inch hand drill 
will work if a very light touch is used.

Soldering of leads to the back of the board 
should be done with a 30- to 50-watt iron with 
a small tip; the inexpensive imported irons 
available at many hardware (or grocery or drug) 
stores work very well. Of course, a printed-circuit 
soldering pencil is ideal. After soldering all leads, 
check for solder bridges and reheat such joints 
to let. excess solder drip off.

Values are not critical, except of course that 
t.he timing (speed) range is determined by 
RiR^Ci- A larger value of C'i would allow a

(Continued on page 168}
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Getting Rid of Low-Frequency Harmonics
Four Easy-To-Build Half-Wave Filters

BY LEWIS G. McCOY, W1ICP*

Unless the unsuspecting Notice is 
lucky he may find himself in difficulties 
with the FCC because of harmonic 
radiation. Here is some cheap and easy 
insurance.

One of the requirements for Novice operation 
is that the transmitter be crystal-con
trolled. Crystal control helps the Novice 

make sure that he is transmitting on a band he 
is supposed to be ou. However, crj’stal control 
only helps; it doesn’t provide positive insurance 
against off-frequency radiation.

Let’s take a typical Novice station consisting 
of a crystal-controlled, two-stage rig, operating 
at 3725 kc. and feeding a multiband vertical 
antenna with one end of the coaxial line con
nected to the transmitter and the other end to 
the base of the antenna. This setup probably 
sounds familiar to many Novices. How can such 
a transmitter-antenna combination, with the 
transmitter crystal-controlled, cause signals on 
other than 3725 kc. to be radiated? Believe it or 
not, it is quite easy.

One of the problems in generating radio
frequency energy is that while we only want 
one signal to be produced, we usually generate 
many undesired signals along with it. For ex
ample, in addition to the 3725 kc. signal in the 
final amplifier, multiples of that frequency also 
will be present. There woidd be energy at 7450 
kc., twice the fundamental, and at 11,175 kc., 
three times the fundamental, and so on. If these 
signals are strong enough, and if there Isn’t 
enough selectivity in the transmitter tank cir
cuit or in the antenna circuit to discriminate 
against them, they will reach the antenna and 
be radiated -. and quite likely cause inter
ference to some other radio service, since the 
frequencies are all outside the amateur bands. 
If you are Lucky, an ARRL Official Observer 
will spot- your signal and let you know. If you’re 
unlucky it- will be a “QSL” from the FCC — 
and none of us want that type of confirmation!

Spurious Radiations
In addition to the harmonic problem there 

are other types of signal that can be generated. 
* Novice Editor.

These are called “parasitics.” It is quite possible 
to have parasitics and not know it. The most 
common type is the very-high-frequency para
sitic, a self-oscillation usually occuring above 
50 Me. Incidentally, any signal other than the 
fundamental or desired one is classed as a 
“spurious” radiation; the term includes har
monics as well as parasitics.

In addition to generating spurious signals, a 
trouble that many Novices get into is mistakenly 
tuning up on the wrong band. Even though your 
transmitter may be switched to 8Ü meters, for 
example, it is quite possible that it can be tuned 
to 40 with the same band-switch setting. An
other, and even more common, mistake is to 
tune up on what you think is 15 meters but 
actually is 20 or 10 meters.

The pill boxes are mounted on the dividing wall by means 
of screws and nuts. At the right rear are the two 40-meter 
coils and the two front coils are the 20-meter units. On 
the left side at the rear are the 80-meter coils with 

the 10-meter coils at the front.
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Harmonics and mistuning are not necessarily 
the fault of the transmitter. The output of 
every transmitter has harmonic content, to 
greater or lesser degree, and mistuning can hap
pen, depending on the antenna load.

How To Tune Your Transmitter
First of all, if your transmitter is commercially 

made, be sure you read the instruction manual 
that comes with it. The manufacturer may 
have special precautions you must observe — 
and you can be assured that the instructions 
are there for a purpose. Let’s suppose we are 
going to tune up on 80 meters. First, if your 
transmitter has an adjustable loading control 
in the tank circuit, and most Novice rigs these 
days have such a device, the loading control 
will be a variable capacitor. In some transmitters, 
in addition to the variable there will be fixed 
capacitors that can be switched in or out as 
required. The first step is to switch all the 
capacitors into the circuit and set the variable 
at maximum capacitance (plates fully meshed). 
Don’t depend on the dial markings; they can 
be misleading. Actually look at the capacitor 
to make sure it is meshed. Next, adjust the 
tuning capacitor for a “dip” (minimum reading) 
in the plate current. If two dips occur be sure 
to take the one near maximum capacitance; 
the othei’ dip is likely to be the 40-meter resonant 
point. Next, gradually reduce the loading capa
citance, and as the plate current increases keep 
the circuit in resonance by dipping the tuning 
control. Gradually bring your plate current up 
to whatever the rated amount is (by your 
instruction book). Also — and this is important 
as far as harmonic generation is concerned — 
do not use more than the rated grid current or 
drive as specified in the instruction manual. 
Too much drive will increase the harmonic 
output of the final amplifier.

Such tuning procedure will usually result in 
operation on the right band, but since nothing 
is certain, the safest thing to do is to actually 
check the frequency. One way of doing the job 
is with an absorption wavemeter or a grid-dip 
meter. These are very handy instruments for 
this purpose and are easy to make1,2.

However, even a wavemeter or grid-dip meter 
won’t provide a positive indication of harmonic. 
radiation. But one thing you can be sure of — 
if either instrument shows a harmonic on the 
feeders or antenna, that harmonic is strong 
enough to he heard somewhere far off.

Are Your Harmonics Getting Out?
If you have a ham friend a couple of miles 

away, get him to listen on the harmonic fre
quencies. Not a ham next door or very close by, 
because your fundamental will be so strong that 
his receiver is likely to overload, causing it to 
generate harmonies within itself. If a ham a

1 McCoy, “A Field-Effect Transistor Dipper,” QST, 
February, 1968.

- McCoy, “Are you Putting Out On The Correct Band?” 
QST, March, 1967.

Fig. 1 —Circuit diagram of the half-wave filter.
Ci, Cy, Cs, C<—3.5 Me.: 820 pf. mica, 500 volts.

7 Me.: 470 pf. mica, 500 volts.
14 Me.: 220 pf. mica, 500 volts.
21 Me.: 150 pf. mica, 500 volts.

Ji, L—Phono [acks (8 required).
11, Ls—3.5 Me.: 8 turns, close wound.

7 Me.: 8 turns, 8 turns per inch.
14 Me.: 4 turns, 4 turns per inch.
21 Me.: 3 turns, 3 turns per inch.

All coils wound with No. 18 enamel. Coil forms are 1 -inch, 
diam.

few miles away hears any harmonic signal you 
know you have too much harmonic being radi
ated.

However, even if the ham a few miles away 
doesn’t hear any harmonics it doesn’t necessarily 
follow that you are clean. The only safe as
sumption is that you do have harmonics and 
must do something to clean them up.

How To Get Rid Of Harmonics
What is needed to clean up harmonic radiation 

is additional selectivity in the output stage of 
the transmitter. One method is to use a trans
match between the transmitter and antenna. 
The transmatch will provide the required, selec
tivity to attenuate any undesired harmonics 
to a point where they shouldn’t cause inter
ference. For those interested in this device a 
recent QST article* 3 described construction of a 
transmatch plus a multiband antenna.

Still another system of attenuating harmonics 
is by using half-wave filters in the coaxial line 
feeding the antenna. Many types of filters have 
to be matched to the impedance of the line they 
are used with — or to put it another way, the 
standing wave ratio on the feed line must be 
very low in order for the setup to work properly. 
This isn’t true of the half-wave filter. The 
impedance that it “sees” at its output end will 
be repeated at the input side. Therefore, the 
filter can be inserted in the line without upsetting 
the load on the final amplifier.

The half-wave filter isn’t critical of the s.w.r. 
on the line, and a single design will work equally 
well in either 50- or 70-ohm coax. Mismatches 
of about 3 to .1 can be tolerated in the line 
without upsetting the performance of the filter. 
The only reason for this limit is that when a 
mismatch exists higher than normal voltages 
and currents are developed and the components 
in the filter are likely to be damaged.

One disadvantage, but not a serious one, is 
that a separate filter is required for each band. 
In other words, when you change bands you 
must change filters. However, tliis is easily 
taken care of by using phono connectors on the

(Continued on page 172}_______________ __
3 McCoy, “Novice or General—TVI Can Be Tough,”

March, 1967.
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BY CHARLES H. McKNIGHT,* W4MKM

T
he elusive but fascinating pursuit of satel
lite weather pictures began at W 4MKM 
early in 1966, inspired and guided by 
K2RNF’s brilliant article in November 1965 

QST.1 The writer had been looking for a chal
lenging project in tune with the times to fill his 
retirement years; and leisure time, a bulging j unk 
box, and a little money for radio still in the. 
budget made up his assets.

Progress hi the project may be divided.jaw 
three stages: The first, the initial building Wd 
testing period at the writer’s Richmond, 
QTH, extended over the first quarter of 1966. 
The second stage was marked b^'a move to 
Chesapeake Bay near Deltaville, Va., the erection 
of a helical antenna, receiver improvements, 
construction of a dark room*,-.and the printing of 
many pictures from ESS All signals. Thp third 
period, from early 1967 to date, involved expert-

* Stove Point. Deltaville. Va. 23043.
J Anderson, “Amateur ¿Reception of Weather Satellite 

Picture Transmissions’’, QST— Novem5ert-1965.

B"4MKAI was one of tbe first to go to 
work on Wendell Anderson's rolling-pin 
picture reproducer described in Novem
ber 1965 QST. He has obtained many 
successful pictures from weather satel
lites, and just recently shifted over from 
negative to direct-positive readout, 
using ordinary photographic enlarging 
paper. This is the story of his experiences 
in setting up an amateur weather
picture station. 

mental work aimed at faster dpauHng techniques 
with positive;p)rmting fraffi“Nimbus II.

Initial Building and Testing
All bf the circuitry of K2RNF’s article was 

assembled; on a dismantled sideband chassis 
measuring 11-by, 17 by 3 inches. The panel, 

stiff power supply good for 300 volts at 200 ma., 
an auxiliary filament transformer, and a VR-105 
ai'raiigcment for negative biasing voltage were 

„¿left implace. Some tube sockets were relocated 
" for better layout. The countdown chain for 
■- Fig. 92 was built on a 5*4 by 3 by 2-inch Minibox 

wjlh its base bolted to the back of the panel well 
above the chassis, with tubes mounted horizon
tally to the rear, and with control knobs on the 
upper side for access. The isolation of this circuit 
proved advantageous. To the main chassis were 
added three VR-150s aud a four-stage Class-A 
amplifier with a tube line up consisting of a half- 
1.2AT7 preamp., 6C4 driver, 6.L6 driver, and 
6550 output. The last three were given fixed grid 
bias, with 250 volts on plates and screen grids. 
The 6L6 was first tried as the output tube but the 
6550 had to be added to take the drum motor 
load at 115 volts a.c. with a good sine wave. The 
impedance match was good at 2600 ohms, with 
the motor fed through five l-^f. 600-volt capaci
tors in parallel. The motor holds sync speed down 
to about SO volts. The 1-volt peak-to-peak 
from the count-down is controlled at the 12AT7 
grid to regulate the voltage output to the motor.

No great difficulty was encountered except 
that synchronization became restless at times. 
To cure this a separate small power supply 

2 This and other single-digit figure numbers throughout 
this article refer to circuits and drawings in the article 
referenced in Footnote 1. Drawings accompanying the 
present article have three-digit numbers.
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was built with two VR-150s separately feeding 
Figs. 8 and 9. At K2RNF’s suggestion the grid 
of the 6CL6, Fig. 6, was isolated by a 1000-ohm 
resistor with a 30-juf. electrolytic behind it to 
ground the wide voltage fluctuations at the 
6CL6 grid.

If it were being done over again, all four of 
K2RNF’s circuits would be built in separate 
shielded boxes with a VR-150 on each box. Good 
isolation, however obtained, is important.

Before going further, a few changes made by 
K2RNF after publication of his article should 
be mentioned. These are given below, together 
with minor changes in facsimile construction 
made by the writer and an explanation of certain 
control functions.

Drum Assembly
The drum and carriage assembly of Fig. 5 was 

built on a 13- by 29-inch piece of ?<-inch marine 
plywood with black Formica applied to the upper 
surface with pressure cement. Two %-ffich 
square rails were cut from the base material 
and fastened to the base with screws to form the 
track. Formica pieces H by 1 inch were glued to 
the bottom and sides of the front and rear car
riage legs to provide smooth bearing surfaces. All 
burrs were sanded smooth. The rolling pin was 
equipped with two kf-inch stub shafts of drill rod. 
After the shafts were cemented in with epoxy, 
the. drum was mounted in G'-inch ball bearings 
in the end pieces of the carriage. A small pulley 
was temporarily fixed to a shaft end and the drum 
was driven in its bearings for sanding to a smooth 
concentric finish of uniform diameter. A small 
planetary universal joint, made of thin sheet 
rubber of extreme flexibility, was used to couple 
the drum to the motor, which was mounted with 
adjusting screws for alignment. The :'i6"-24 
transverse screw was carefully selected for 
straightness. It was coupled to the motor shaft 
with a short piece of s^-inch i.d. tubing cemented 
to the motor shaft and screw with epoxy. The 
screw was lined up true, with minimum wobble, 
j ust before the epoxy glue set. The drum magnet, 
about Tie inch square by % inch long, came from 
the corner of a cloth potholder. The pickup coil 
was made with a J<-inch stack of Ff-inch U 
laminations cut from E’s, with about 1200 turns 
of No. 42 enameled wire.

It was found later that even a slight wobble in 
the screw caused banding in the picture, while a 
slight misalignment of the drum motor shaft 
caused the drum to oscillate with resultant wig
gles in the picture, most apparent in the fiduciary 
marks. The black strip of tape shown on the 
drum in Fig. 5 is used to locate one edge of the 
film, which is fastened to the drum with double 
“stickum” tape applied to the upper and lower

An unusual satellite view of two hurricanes, Doria and Chloe 
at left and right in the lower half of the picture, over the 
Atlantic Ocean. This direct-positive print is from a tape 
recording of the signal transmitted from Nimbus 11 on 
September 1 6, 1967. The pattern along the right-hand 
margin is a code which gives Nimbus Il’s orbit number, the 

date, and time the picture was taken. 

back edges of the film. The lower edge is pressed 
down on the drum against the edge of the black 
tape guide and then wrapped around the drum, 
and the other edge pressed down to hold the 
film firmly on the drum. It would appear that 
overlapping to some degree is advantageous, 
depending, of course, on the size of film used. 
The guide tape must be located experimentally 
with respect to the magnet, depending also on 
the film size and direction of rotation.

The two black squares near one end of the 
drum in Pig. 5 are part of 15 equally spaced 
markings of uniform size around the drum. 
When viewed under a stroboscopic lamp with 
line a.c. voltage these marks stand perfectly still 
when the drum is rotating at 240 r.p.m. or 4 
revolutions per second, the speed synchronous 
with the frequency of 60 c.p.s. divided from the 
satellite carrier frequency of 2400 c.p.s. The 
markings, although remaining relatively sta
tionary, may oscillate to some degree. This is 
usually caused by slight binding of the drum 
motor shaft. In aligning the motor by means of 
the adjustment screws the disappearance of 
oscillations will coincide with very little or no 
noise from the motor gear train.

Receiver
While the electrical circuitry and facsimile 

were being built a single dipole cut for 137.5 
Me. and fed with 52-ohm coax was erected 
about 15 feet above the roof. An Ameco 2-meter 
converter very similar to the 144-Mc. converter 
described in Chapter 16 of the ARRL Handbook 
was used. No difficulty was experienced in peak
ing the converter for 137.5 Me. in and 43 Me. 
out for the i.f. strip of a modified TV chassis to 
which a tunable oscillator was added. As the i.f. 
strip was an open-air job and 43 Me. is just off 
the Virginia State Police frequency, this inter
ference coupled with the traffic noise in the center 
of Richmond made the receiver impractical, al
though it did work well in the absence of QRM. 
A wide-band Monitoradio Receiver (Model 
MRC-33B) was purchased and the converter 
crystal changed for a clearer spot between 45 
and 50 Me.
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Fig. 101 ■—Sketch of the helical 
antenna built for weather
satellite reception by W4MKM. 
Dimensions are for 137.5 Me 
The tubing and fittings used in 
the frame were obtained from 
Sears. Rotator shafts are 
clamped tight to pipe nipples 
with U baits; rotator leads and 
coax cable are fastened to the 
pole and looped at the top to 
clear the counterweight. The 
antenna end of the matching 
transformer is fastened in the 
hole in the center plate with 
screws and nuts, using four 
angle clamps held on the tube 
with short sheet-metal screws. 
After assembly the Plexiglas 
washer should be doped with 
epoxy for waterproofing. The 
aluminum end cap is made of 
sheet material fastened to the 
tube with sheet-metal screws, 
and is mounted after the inner 
conductor is soldered to the 
coax fitting. The cost of the 
antenna, exclusive of rotators, 

was about $20.

MATCHING TRANSFORMER

Fig. 102—-Lamp and lens 
mounting. Dimensions are for a 
lens having a focal length of 
1 inch. Height of this assembly 
should be adjusted carefully to 
put the light spot exactly on 
the drum center line, and the 
beam should be at right angles 
to the drum surface. For lenses 
of other focal length, dimension 
B should be three or more 
times the lens focal length. 
Then

BF
B-F

where F is the focal length.
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The dipole brought iu strong but rapidly fading 
signals from. Essa II — enough, however, to 
peak the converter aud test out the whole rig for 
synchronization, lamp modulation and general 
stability. No attempt was made to print pictures 
at this stage.

Having no experience iu operating techniques, 
the writer arranged a visit with K2RNF at 
his New Jersey QTH. He generously demon
strated every phase of operations, to the extent 
of receiving aud prini ing a picture from Essa II 
while his visitor looked ou. A 4-turn helix antenna 
had recently been erected at K2RNF, its most 
original features being the rotator mountings 
and an axial boom of aluminum tubing. The 
writer made a few notes and resolved to build 
a similar antenna at his summer QTH on Chesa
peake Bay as soon as possible.

Notes on Synchronization
In discussing the matter of synchronization, 

K2RNF suggested two changes in Fig. 7 of his 
article to improve the operation of the locked- 
phase oscillator: the addition of two 1N1763 
diodes, back to back, in parallel with the 220K 
resistor at pin 4 of the 6SN7 clipper tube, and a 
68K resistor instead of the 150K resistor at the 
6.BN6 plate, pin 7.

The writer’s experience in attaining reliable 
synchronization involved the following pro
cedures:

With a 7-volt peak-to-peak signal at Point A, 
Fig. 6, from a tape recording of a satellite signal 
with, a 4-cycle pulse aud 2400-cycle carrier, the 
vertical oscilloscope input was connected to the 
output of the oscillator, pin 5 of Fig. 8. Rz was 
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adjusted, until oscillations started and synchro
nized on the scope at 2400 c.p.s. The signal was 
removed and the frequency drifted, it was inter
esting to see the wave pull into synchronization 
when the signal was again applied to Point A. 
Ri was carefully adjusted close to the sync point, 
and the d.c. voltage at pin 7 of the 6BN6 plate 
was measured on a v.t.v.m. Ri, the 8000-ohm 
resistor in the 6BN6 grid circuit, was then ad
justed to give the same voltage both with and 
without a signal at Point A. After this the scope 
pattern remained unchanged for an appreciable 
time after the signal was removed to simulate 
a short fade in the signal from a satellite.

With the oscillator performing well in locked 
phase condition the dual potentiometers RiRi 
in the countdown chain, Fig. 9, were adjusted 
to give a small GO-cycle output across the reso
nant tank, the capacitor of which (C'i) was ad
justed to give an output of about 1 volt peak-to- 
peak. The 210-r.p.m. drum motor was connected 
to the Class-A amplifier, which was adjusted for 
115 volts output. Rotating in response to the 
60-cycle input, the drum showed the 15 equally- 
spaced lines on. the drum surface as standing 
perfectly still, indicating good synchronization 
with the signal at Point A.

At this point the resistances of the dual poten
tiometers of Figs. S and 9 were measured. A pair 
of matched M-watt resistors corresponding to 
the measured resistances of Ri and Ri was sub
stituted for those potentiometers, which seemed 
to be noncritical. A’i and Ri were replaced by a 
10,000-ohm dual pot with 6800 ohm 5% J--watt 
resistors in series with each leg.

The 500,000-ohm pots were used to replace 
the 1-meg. dual pot Ri of Fig. 8. Matched 470K 
J a-watt resistors were connected across the outer 
terminals of the 500K dual pot with no series 
resistors.

These changes made subsequent adjustments 
much easier. In discussing the changes with 
K2RNF, he remarked that he had used poten
tiometers on hand rather than invest in new ones. 
The writer appreciated this after first trying 
inexpensive pots only to find that the best avail
able are none too good.

If after the above adj ustments the synchroniza
tion is still unstable the trouble is probably due 
to the pulse getting into the countdown chain, 
most likely through the power-supply lines. This 
will explain why the writer went to extremes to 
isolate the 150-volt lines to the various sections of 
the overall circuitry.

The Helical Antenna
The second stage of progress began with the 

building of the helix at Deltaville, Va. A few 
details of the writer’s method of construction 
will be given. Dimensions were calculated for 
137.5 Me. from data given by WICER in his 
article on helical beams.3

3 DeMaw, “The Basic Helical Beam”. QST, November, 
1965.

The 137.5-Mc. circularly-polarized helical antenna built 
by W4MKM for reception of weather satellites. It is 

rotated in both azimuth and elevation.

The antenna is supported on a 2 X 4 pole 
mounted between two oak 2 X 4’s, Fig. 101, 
anchored in the ground. The anchoring bolt at 
the lower end of the pole is removed when the 
antenna is lowered for servicing by means of 
a rope tied to the end of the pole. The bolt is 
replaced to provide a convenient hitch for the 
hauling rope.

When the boom was ready for the helix wire 
it was supported horizontally at a convenient 
height. Starting 9 inches from the screen, rings 
were scratched around the boom tubing at inter
vals of 7% inch. Three notches 120 degrees apart 
were filed in the end of the tube, from which three 
lines were stretched taut and fastened to the 
screen so that they were parallel to the tube axis 
and 120 degrees apart all the way. At points of 
intersection between these lines and the circular 
spacing lines, Ai-inch holes were drilled, with 
JA-inch holes at the opposite side of the tubing. 
These holes progress spirally at 120 degrees 
outward toward the end. Thirteen pieces of 
3 ¿-inch doweling were cut to 14-inch length, and 
beveled slightly at both ends. A % by JA-inch 
deep slot was filed in one end and a As-inch hole 
drilled about one inch deep in the center of the 
other end. The inside ends were anchored with 
I ¿-inch nails pushed in lightly.

In mounting the helix wire on the radials, a 
coil of about 35 feet of aluminum clothes line 
was worked out into a 30-inch diameter and one 
end hooked into the wire screen near the trans
former terminal. The coil was then drawn out 
over the dowels and the wire loosely tied to the 
radial ends as the turns moved out. Then by 
working back and forth the helix was formed with 
uniform diameter and spacing and lashed firmly 
into the slots of the radial supports. The nails 
anchoring the radials in the boom and the wire 
lashings were doped with epoxy cement. The 
outer end of the helix was clipped at about fi turn 
beyond four full turns, and the other end was 
curved down and inserted into the transformer 
inner tube. A small hole was drilled and tapped
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Fig. 103—The W4MKM lamp driver and preamplifier for positive printing. This circuit is a modification of Fig. 6 in 
K2RNF's article in November 1965 QST. The 6BH8 was substituted for the 6SN7-6AG5 combination in the original 
circuit because the pentode section of the 6BH8 has relatively high piate/screen current, desirable for the R-1 168 lamp. 
Capacitors with polarity marked are electrolytic; others are ceramic or mica. Unless otherwise indicated, fixed resistors 
are 14-watt composition. The series resistance in the cathode circuit of Vsa (shown as 330K above) should be ad(usted 

to obtain proper control of Vsb grid bias through Ri.
h—Modulation glow lamp, Sylvania type R-1168. 
Ji—Phono connector.
Mi—0-30 d.c. milliammeter.
Ri—Audio-taper control.

Rs, Rs, Rt—Linear-taper control.
Si—3-pole single-throw, any type.
Ti—-Driver transformer, 3:1 primary to Yt secondary 

30-ma. primary (Stancor A-4723 or equivalent)

through both members. A small brass screw and 
nut tightened the joint, which was then taped 
with plastic adhesive tape. A counterweight of 
about two pounds was fastened to the rear end 
of the boom. The dowel radial supports were 
varnished with spar varnish and the assembly 
set aside in a warm dry place where the epoxy 
would cure before being exposed to the weather.

Tn mounting the boom on its pad the rotators 
were lowered and the completed antenna was 
hauled into position. (Before raising or lowering, 
the rear boom extension should be tied to the 
pole to hold the boom parallel with the pole: 
this avoids undue strain on the rotator gears.) 
The coax cable was connected to the transformer 
and dressed together with the rotator control 
cable to avoid interference with the boom end 
when traveling in a vertical position. Good 
braking is necessary on the vertical rotator. 
Channel Master Rotators with updated auto
matic braking were used.

While the front-to-side ratio seems good, the 
front to back ratio is not very good. This could 
no doubt be improved by clipping the end and 
checking with a small signal from a remotely- 
located oscillator. In the present location this 
has not yet seemed necessary. The location is 
relatively free from man-made noises, but unfor
tunately is surrounded by tall trees with very 
little sky in the clear. Despite this the antenna 
works well in most directions. There is some 
fading from Nimbus II as it travels at a low angle 

from due south. This may be due to Doppler 
shift, as the receiver discriminator appears to 
be a little off center. There is no fading as the 
satellite recedes to the north where the forest 
is just as thick. This problem has yet to be 
explored.

Tracking is easily done visually since the an
tenna is only 25 feet- from the shack and in plain 
view. K2RNF tracks successfully by watching 
the rotator indicator compass bearings. W4RNT 
has devised an ingenious device which tracks

Fig. 104—Peak-to-peak a.c. voltage at point A, Fig. 1 03 
vs. current in li. The curve was made by using a 2400- 
c.p.s. audio voltage applied through Ji. Ri was set for 
20 ma. lamp current with no signal, and Rs was set for 
2.5 ma. lamp current with 7 volts peak-to-peak at point A, 
in obtaining the solid curve. Dashed curves show effect of 

changing the setting of Rs with Ri left unchanged.
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from a tape, punched for a predetermined orbital 
path. However, tracking has been one of the least 
of the writer’s worries since most passes can be 
tracked with only four or five movements, and 
good pictures in certain directions have been 
made with no movement of the antenna for over 
three minutes.

Considering the fact that the helix is mounted 
directly under an ancient oak tree with a dozen 
or more tall oaks and pines within 30 yards in all 
directions, it would appear that man-made 
noises, especially automobile ignition noises, are 
the worst enemy to good reception and not inter
vening objects. Pictures have been made from 
signals 10 degrees above the horizon with trees 
running from directly overhead to a half mile in 
the direction of the satellite.

Receiver Changes
When the helical antenna was hooked up 

the receiver performed much better. In fact, quite 
a number of acceptable pictures were made from 
Essa II with this setup, including the hurricane 
shot shown in September 1966 QST. However, 
the absence of limiting made it necessary to ride 
the tuner — a bothersome chore — while watch
ing the antenna for tracking.

This led to a search for a receiver with double 
crystal control and good limiting qualities. Such 
a receiver was found. A Sensicon PA8616A-12 
chassis bought at very low cost from a surplus 
List. It came with a front-end crystal in an oven, 
which called for a converter crystal to deliver 
49.540 Mc. to the receiver. Two such crystals 
were obtained from International, for Essa II 
and Nimbus II. At the same time a small Interna
tional transistor oscillator’ with interchangeable 
crystals for 136.95 and 137.5 Mc. output was 
purchased. This little oscillator has earned its 
cost as a check on antenna, converter and receiver 
performance.

The Sensicon “ A” chassis with its 18 good 
tubes also had a second i.f. conversion crystal, 
two stages of limiting, a Permakay 8436A wide
band filter, a differential noise silencer, and a 
convenient control-switch socket. The control 
switch was mounted on a small chassis with a 
150-volt power supply and a 0-200 microammeter 
to indicate deviation. A high-impedance source 
was found ahead of the audio power tube for 
connection to the mike input of the tape recorder. 
Receiver audio output was adjusted to a medium 
level and volume controlled at the recorder 
amplifier.

Lamp Change
In midsummer 1966 a Sylvania modulation 

glow lamp, type R-1168,4 having a rated life 
of 150 hours with an average current of 15 ma., 
was substituted for the AR-3 lamp. It was 
mounted in one end of a thin-wall brass tube 
with the lens fitted at the other end. The tube is 
supported on a sliding base for focusing.

4 Available from Ionics Electronics Division, 65 Grove St., 
Watertown, Mass. 02172

Direct positive print of a Nimbus II transmission on Sep
tember 19, 1967. This picture, centered just above the 
tip of Yucatan, shows Hurricane Beulah centered about 
300 miles due west of the spot (indicated by plus mark) 
at which the picture was taken. Florida and Cuba are 

visible near the right margin.

The 800 picture lines on a 2-inch drum have 
approximately 0.008-inch spacing. A light spot of 
0.006-inch diameter was thought to be about 
right. The lens mounting dimensions are given 
in Fig. 102.

The thickness of the wooden base is such as to 
bring the light spot level with the drum center. 
Screws through the slots at each side are per
manently tightened when the lens is in focus. 
The brass tube, a plumbing item, was found in 
a hardware store. One end is slightly larger than 
the main tube diameter and fits snugly over the 
R-1168 base. To avoid reflections from the glass 
tube end, the end is covered with black adhesive 
tape or paint except for a small circular aperture 
at the center. Diaphragm opening, not shown, is 
adjustable from f:32 to f :1.9. A 1-inch focal length 
lens is convenient for compact design, but lenses 
with other focal lengths can be used. The lens 
speed should be at least f :4. The lense is focused 
wide open and then stopped down according to 
the sensitivity of the film in use.

A darkroom adjacent to the operating bench 
has proved to be most convenient. A room four 
feet square was constructed of Masonite at one 
end of the bench, which extends through it. 
Inside the room, the top of the bench was en
closed for a height of 24 inches, with a sliding 
panel in vertical grooves for access to the en
closure. The drum mechanism is located on the 
bench inside this inner darkroom, and control 
wires run through the main darkroom wall.

A safelight in the outer darkroom is kept on 
while loading and unloading the drum. After the 
drum has been loaded and its position checked, 
closing the sliding panel makes the inner en
closure light-tight.

Positive Printing
With the helix antenna, a good receiver and the
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.The cloud formation at the (eft accompanied an intense 
weather disturbance over Michigan, another direct
positive reproduction of a Nimbus II transmission. The 
picture was made on the day when several sky divers 

were lost over Lake Erie.

R-1168 lamp in operation, many good pictures 
were captured during the fall of ’66 — so many, 
in fact, that the cost of about 706 per picture for 
film and paper became a matter of concern. 
Also, working in total darkness and the long 
waits for films to dry were somewhat tedious. 
AH of this created a st,ate of mind that made the 
writer most receptive to W7UGV’s scheme for 
positive printing, as outlined in “Technical Cor
respondence” in. December 1966 QST. However, 
after mulling the situation over, it was decided 
to try for positive printing within the framework 
of K2RNF’s circuitry.

First came the matter of finding a photographic 
paper with enough sensitivity to respond to the 
small amount of available light. Correspondence 
with the Eastman Kodak Co. brought sym
pathetic response from Mr. R. D. Anwyl, with 
samples of exceptionally fast papers, but with 
the nutation that the papers were not available 
except in prohibitive minimum quantities. He 
suggested Kodabromide Grade 1. as our best 
chance. Some Kodabromide F-l sheets were 
obtained and printed as negatives. With lamp- 
current peaks of 20 ma. some good negative prints 
were made.

The next step was that of inverting the lamp 
drive for positive printing. The diodes at the 
center tap of Ti, Fig. 6, were reversed. Then 
came the cut-and-try process of adjusting the 
bias of the cathode-follower tube, its cathode 
resistance, and the other circuitry of Fig. 6 to 
give a good grey scale. The final circuit as 
modified for positive printing is given in Fig. 103, 
and the lamp current in relationship to signal 
voltage at point A is charted in Fig. 104, All 
work was concentrated on optimum biasing for 
positive prints on Kodabromide Grade 1 paper.

Fig. 103 shows the biasing arrangement as it 
is at present. Although there is no assurance 
that this is the final answer, scores of acceptable 
positive prints have been made from Nimbus II 
signals. Landmarks have shown up from the 
Pacific Coast of Southern Mexico to the eastern 
coast of Labrador. All of the past season’s hurri
canes were captured, some with landmarks to 
orient them accurately. The photographic work 
has been speeded up to the point where a picture 
shot by Nimbus II over Cuba can be inspected 
in daylight while signals are still coming in 
from the same pass to the north. The paper is 
insensitive to an amber safe light, so the paper 
can be applied to the drum and all photographic 
work done with fair visibility. Finally, the cost 
has come down to about 10 cents a picture. 
Kodabromide F-l paper with standard processing 
using Ektol developer, a stop solution, and hypo 
fixer make up the photographic procedure.

Since duplicates are seldom needed it is the 
writer’s practice to print the picture as it is being 
received. Recordings are useful, however, for 
checking synchronization or for making duplicate 
pictures. For this, the tape recording heads must 
he frequently cleaned and the reel tensions kept 
within .specifications. However, even with the 
best of care the taped pictures are seldom as good 
as those printed directly from the satellite signals.

In Fig. 103, Rs is used to adjust the lamp 
current to near cutoff with 7.5 volts peak-to- 
peak at point A. Rs is used to adjust the maxi
mum lamp current with no signal at point A.

Practice is required in adjusting the gain when 
pictures are printed directly, since adjustments 
during the transmission period usually result 
in banded areas. The signal level is more easily 
set with a tape recording, as a test rim can first 
be made. In positive printing, experience is the 
best guide in setting Rs and Rs for the paper 
used. In addition to audible monitoring with 
a small speaker, the scope pattern at point A 
is observed, preferably on a calibrated scope. 
The writer has also monitored with a v.t.v.m. 
connected to point A, using a 14-volt peak-to- 
peak scale, but this gives only a rough idea of 
signal peaks because of meter damping. Here, 
also, some experience is helpful. This problem 
has not been completely resolved.

In closing, it may be said that the endless op
portunity for experimentation is one of the most 
appealing aspects of this activity. It is something 
new, and the surface probably hasn’t been 
scratched.

At the N.A.S.A. Satellite Coordinating Offices 
in Washington and Greenbelt, Md. everyone 
has been most helpful in sending technical 
information, chart material for plotting orbital 
paths, daily predictions of the time and longitude 
of ascending nodes (sent bi-weekly ), and similar 
information. Only recently N.A.S.A. sent notice 
giving W1AW transmission schedules cuvering 
WX Satellite Orbital predictions. There seems to 
be an outstretched hand at N.A.S.A. welcoming 
the amateur!
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Magnetic Keyer 
Paddles

BY STEVE S. NURKIEWICZ, * WA2YBR

Because I’ve never been completely satisfied 
with the feel of commercially-made keyer 
paddles, I decided to try my hand at some 

improvements, beginning with a standard Vibro
plex paddle.

As you can see from Photo A, I first subst ituted 
magnets for the spring that controls dot-lever 
tension. One of a pair of magnets from a couple 
of old b.c. receiver speakers was epoxied to the 
end of the lever and the other to a screw that 
was mounted on a threaded post. “Tension” 
is adjusted by changing the gap between the 
magnets, running the screw on which the movable 
magnet is mounted in or out. The closer the 
magnets approach, the more the force that’s 
needed to make the dots.

I tried the same arrangement on the dash side 
too. It can be done, and it worked fine, but there 
isn’t a great deal of spare space on the paddle so 
it got pretty cluttered up. Photo B shows this • 
type of conversion on another Vibroplex paddle.

To improve the action further, I also removed 
the stock friction bearings on which the pivot 
normally rides, replacing them with tiny ball 
bearings — the kind which are normally used 
for hopping up model slot racers. You can get 
these bearings at any good hobby shop.

It was inevitable that I should try building 
a paddle from scratch. In my early attempts I 
had to machine a number of parts myself, but 
Photo O is a shot of a later scratch-built job 
that is much easier because many of the parts 
can be bought right out of a catalog. This is the 
PIC catalog — obtainable from PIC Design 
Corp, 477 Atlantic Ave., East Rockaway, N. Y. 
11518.

There are PIC authorized re-sale agents 
practically in every state, major cities and in a 
number of foreign countries, so you might be 
able to pick up the parts yourself.

You can’t buy a base, but most of the other 
metal parts I used came from stock. I made a 
base from a slab of steel, preferring that heavy 
metal because I have a very heavy hand. Alumi
num would be easier to machine and will do the 
job, if it is screwed down to the operating desk 
to keep it from walking away.

Photos D and E show my latest attempt to 
build the paddle I’ve been looking for, and I 
think I have done a good job.

The design is different. It has separate dot
dash arms pivoted in ultra-precision ball bearings, 
double shielded and greased for life (PIC No. 
E4-6, $3.02 each). Four are needed. The magnets

* 177 Landau Avenue, Floral Park, N, Y. 11001
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(D)

used in the earliest models have been replaced by 
ones much smaller in size but equally strong 
(Lafayette Radio #1103309, 39i each). They are 
predrilled, so epoxy isn’t needed.

You will also notice that only two magnets 
are used in this model. Standard steel bolts with 
filed-down heads have been substituted for the 
other two. The magnetic field is strong enough 
to do the job.

There are many old bugs and keys around 
collecting dust and just asking to be put to use 
again, with a little effort and spare time. Why 
not make them magnetic?

(E)

Many of my CW operators friends have tried 
my paddles, and without exception think they're 
fine. The lever action in extremely smooth, yet 
positive, and every trace of t.he side-play you find 
in commercial paddles has been eliminated.

• TUiw CtppaAahjiA^
Kirk Broad-Band Baluns

Kire broad-band baluns are designed to handle 
the amateur legal power limit in the 3- to 30- 

Mc. range. Two impedance ratios are available as 
are two case styles. A 1:1 ratio balun is supplied for 
matching 50- or 75-ohm unbalanced line to 50- or 
75-ohm balanced loads, and a 4:1 ratio balun is 
furnished for matching 50- or 75-ohm unbalanced 
line to 200- or 300-ohm balanced loads. Model 
5075-D is designed for use with dipoles while model 
5075-B is styled for use with beam antennas.

Model 5075-D (top half of the photograph) is 
constructed to replace the center insulator of a 
dipole. Although the installation instructions recom
mend that the coax cable and dipole connections to 
the balun be soldered, nuts, bolts and crimp lugs 
are provided so that only mechanical connections 
need be made if the user desires. A elamp at the

bottom of the case helps to relieve the strain of 
heavy coax line on the balun’s innards.

Model 5075-B has two lug-terminated 3-inch 
leads for connecting the balun to the driven ele
ment of a beam antenna. Included in the instructions 
are details of a hairpin matching system for raising 
the normally low driving-point resistance (5 to 
30 ohms) of a beam to the characteristic impedance 
of the feedline. In addition, hardware is provided 
for attaching the balun to a boom.

The top and bottom section of each balun case is 
metal (looks like aluminum) and the center section 
is heavy-duty plastic. Inside the hollow center sec
tion are many turns of heavy wire on a ferrite core. 
Model 5075-D is 7 inches long and weighs 9 ounces, 
and model 5075-B is 6 inches long and weighs 6 
ounces. The manufacturer is Kirk Electronics, 6151 
Dayton-Liberty Road, Dayton, Ohio 45418, and 
the price class is $8. — WlYDS

Ml

Feedback
.Footnote 3 on page 29 of QST for February 1968 

failed to mentioned the publication. The reference 
should read: Lancaster, “Using New Low Cost 
Integrated Circuits,” Electronics World, ¡March 
1966, p. 50.

The wiring of the bridge gate circuit, BGi, in 
Fig. 12, page 39, February QST, was incorrectly 
shown. The proper wiring (internal if the bridge is 
purchased as a unit) is given in Fig. 9, page 36.

K6AW points out that “contact D” mentioned 
in the 2nd line of the 4th paragraph, page 61, 
‘‘Semi-Automatic Key Adjustment” by Murphy in 
QST for February 1968 should read, “contact F.”
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Guidelines for Transistor Transmitters
BY D. W. NELSON,* WB2EGZ

Here are some "cookbook” recipes 
for hams who want to experiment 
with transistors in transmitters. Al
though pointed primarily at v.h.f., 
the principles are equally valid at 
lo wer frequ en des.

I
ncK has very little to do with your success 

as a builder, particularly when the project
-* is a transistorized transmitter. The primary 

limitations of a transistor in ('lass C... its low 
gain and its power restriction — present a new 
challenge to the amateur. Because the transistor 
is a low-impedance device, careful attention 
must be paid to the reactive component of the 
impedance, whereas this factor is of little concern 
with most, vacuum tube circuits. Until recently, 
when several electronics manufacturers were able 
to apply computer-aided design techniques, the 
transistorized transmitter was the result of a 
series of experimental approaches, and (it was 
thought) the phase of the moon.

Empirical information gathered by the author 
in his work on 6- and 2-meter transmitters, aS 
well as techniques used by others, will be dis
cussed in this article. Certain do’s and don’t’s will 
have less importance below 30 Me.; however, 
the principles are still pertinent.

Let us use a block diagram of a transmitter 
(Fig. I) for purposes of discussion. Typical 
circuits will then be shown for each block.

The Oscillator
In the oscillator circuit, power-rated transistors 

are preferred to give greater output. Low-power 
oscillator types which may be useful in receiver 
local oscillators are inappropriate iti a transmit
ter. It is advisable to use an oscillator of the 
highest possible frequency; i.e., at or near the 
transmitter's final frequency. As will become 
evident, the harmonics that are generated in 
successive amplifiers may become troublesome.

Oscillator instability is a problem encountered 
which has dictated the use of crystal control in 
the author’s experiments. Not all crystal oscilla
tor circuits work satisfactorily, but Fig. 2 shows 
one that does. We find this circuit to be non- f

*9 Green Ridge Rd., Ashland, N. J. 08034. $ 

critical with respect to crystal activity. It will 
accept lower-activity crystals which fail to 
operate in a Pierce circuit which has been widely 
used. If the crystal is an overtone type, it will be 
necessary to assure that the loaded Q of the tank 
is sufficient to select the desired mode of the 
crystal. Probably this requirement will dictate 
the use of a buffer stage. Tapping down on the 
coil is also useful.

Buffers, Multipliers and Drivers
A buffer, as here defined, is a Class A circuit 

requiring little or no drive power from the oscilla
tor. By providing an isolating interface between 
the oscillator and the Class C stages, the buffer 
maintains the stability of the oscillator. Power 
is delivered by this stage to the succeeding stage. 
It may be practical to combine the multiplier 
with the buffer in spite of the use of Class A 
operation.

Even harmonics are dominant in the transistor 
multiplier shown in Fig. 4. Use of a series of 
doublers in preference to triplers may prove to 
be a very practical matter, and should be kept in 
mind when beginning your design. For the best 
purity of output, multiplication should be done 
at low power levels and high-Q tank circuits 
should be used.

Several driver stages. Fig. 5, may be necessary 
at the final frequency — particularly at v.h.f., 
where transistor gain is low. As the power capa
bility of the transistor increases, so does its 
reactive component of impedance. While simple 
tanks, LG couplings, and link couplings arc 
appropriate at low power levels, we now must 
become aware of the reactive component in our 
impedance matches. Matching networks in the 
form of ?rS, Ls and Ts are common in this applica
tion. These will generally not reject unwanted 
harmonics and subharmonics sufficiently, and 
we are therefore justified in our efforts toward 
single-frequency purity prior to the power 
stages.

Inexpensive transistors should be chosen at the 
lowest power levels, with high-power types only 
in the final stage(s). It is appropriate in all stages 
of a transmitter to use a transistor having the 
lowest rated frequency consistent with your 
needs. Higher-frequency units are not only more
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Fig. 2—Overtone crystal oscillator circuit for 50 Me., 
also useful at lower frequencies with fundamental-type 
crystals. For 50 Mc. approximate tank values are Ci 
33 pf.; £i, 5 turns of No. 22 on a Miller type 4500 form, 
tapped Vi tum from supply end, when using a 2N31 18 
or RCA 40080. For other bands, Citi should be selected 
for resonance with the particular crystal frequency used; 
normal LC ratios are satisfactory. The tap on £t should be 
adjusted for sufficiently-high tank Q to permit crystal 
oscillation. Cs is the coupling capacitor to the next stage; 
20 pf. to 100 pf. ordinarily will be satisfactory, although 
a variable capacitor may be necessary for optimum 

output in some circuits.

expensive, but may also be unstable. Along 
these lines, some success has been attained by 
substituting cheaper transistors when a stage 
is initially tuned. The intent is to approach the 
correct tuning of the stage with a transistor 
which is more rugged. A transistor may be 
destroyed by incorrect tuning. In fact it may not 
survive the tuning procedure! More on this 
comes later.

Voltage and power ratings on Glass C tran
sistors may limit the available gain. For example, 
the semiconductor in question may have a 
breakdown (BVcer) rating of 60 volts. Its gain 
is best using a 28-volt supply. This is an accept
able voltage for f.m. or linear service where the 
BI'cer need only be twice the supply voltage. 
On the other hand, amplitude modulation will 
have peaks of four times the supply voltage. 
Hence we are limited to a 15-volt supply and 
lower gain for the stage.

Keeping an r.f. power transistor cool is an 
extremely important consideration. Beyond the 
understanding of temperature vs. power charts 
are the unknown factors of impedance changes 
and effective change in breakdown ratings. The 
writer has seen transistors which when tuned 
hot became completely untuned after cooling; this 
was a rare case which also interested the manu
facturer, but the detuning phenomenon may 
be expected to a lesser degree in all r.f. power 
transistors. The change iu breakdown rating 
concerns the “second-breakdown” characteristic. 
Basically we may say that lower peak voltages 
are destructive at higher temperatures. Curves 
are not generally available, although a good bit 
of work has been done toward developing a new 
rating sometimes called the “locus of second 
breakdown.”

Modulation
Modulating a transistor rig involves a few new 

concepts. F.m. is desirable from the standpoint 
of fewer audio parts and higher-gain r.f. stages. 
In f.m., there are no basic differences from the 
principles employed in tube designs. On the other 
hand, amplitude modulation offers a challenge! 
R.f. drive power is a significant part of the output 
power of the transistor; therefore, at power levels 
of a watt or more it will be necessary to modulate 
r.f. driver stages. The fewer driver stages you 
modulate, the easier will be the tuning.

A push-pull modulator for a.m. will spare the 
aggravation of burned-out finals. In a single- 
ended modulator where current is always flowing 
in one direction in the audio side of the modula
tion transformer, there will be a violent surge 
when power is removed. There is a good possibil
ity of destroying some or all of the modulated r.f. 
stages. Granted that with proper phasing and 
j udicious switching the danger is eliminated. But 
most of us can’t afford the first mistake.

Tuning
While no single procedure will suffice for all 

transistorized transmitters, a few hints are listed 
below.
1) Dip tanks when possible. Network couplings 

may also show resonances at frequencies other 
than the one of interest, on the g.d.o.

2) Keep a receiver tuned near the transmitter 
frequency to monitor for oscillations.

3) When possible, disconnect succeeding stages 
until first stages are tuned.

4) Never insert or remove a .transistor with 
voltages applied.

5) If an amplifier breaks into oscillation, remove 
power immediately. Check for excessive heat
ing of the transistor.

6) Check transistors for heat during timing. If 
too hot to touch, remove power until the 
transistor is cool.

7) Use a g.d.o. or absorption wave meter as a 
frequency indicator to be sure your tuning is 
correct. Other frequencies (usually harmonics

Fig. 3—Class A buffer amplifier. Citi is tuned to the oper
ating frequency, usually, but frequency doubling also is 
possible at v.h.f. For 50 Mc. operation Ci can be 22 pf. 
and It 7 turns of No. 22 on a Miller type 4500 form, 
using an RCA 40404. For other frequencies, remarks under 

Fig. 2 also apply to constants in this circuit.
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of the basic oscillator) may accidentally be 
tuned in some stage.

8) A high v.s.w.r. may indicate the presence of 
strong harmonics rather than a mismatch at 
thedesired frequency.

9) Tune for best amplitude modulation after 
the r.f. output is peaked, by starting at low 
modulation levels using a single tone. Increase 
modulation gradually, retiming at each level 
for lowest distortion. The process is more 
difficult at higher frequencies where a.m. may 
also f.m. slightly as the output reactance of 
the final transistor changes.

Aids to a Successful Transmitter
Emitter biasing is preferred to other tech

niques. Some manufacturers have shown op
timized circuits where no emitter resistor is used, 
but don’t.you try it. Some current limiting is 
needed for tuning purposes and surge protection.

Bypassing of the emitter and supply voltage 
points may require two or mure capacitors of 
unlike values. The secund bypass should be 5 
to 10 times the capacitance of the first. Good 
capacitors for this application are feedthrough, 
disk ceramic, and laminated-ceramic types. 
Incomplete bypassing may cause low-frequency 
parasitics in the stage due to its higher gain at 
lower frequencies. A second problem which is 
greatly reduced is incomplete bypassing due 
to lead inductance.

A typical base return on a power stage would 
be. a low-Q choke. Not so easily found, you say. 
One suitable substitute is a low-resistance wire- 
wound resistor. Two to ten ohms would be 
appropriate values. The Q of a regular choke may 
be reduced by shunting it with a luw-valiie 
resistor or by placing ferrite beads on the choke 
leads. But why all the fuss about low Q'l Simply 
that the motorboating mentioned earlier will be 
suppressed. Use of a coil of heavy wire in the

Rg. 4—The Class C frequency multiplier. The transistor 
is at or slightly beyond collector cutoff with no base-bias 
network. Ci Lt is tuned to the desired multiple of the input 
frequency. Representative values for doubling from 72 to 
144 Me. using an RCA 40404 would be Ci, 5.6 pf., and 
Lt, 2l/z turns of No. 22 on a Miller type 4500 form. The 
r.f. choke should be 6.8 ph. Cs, the coupling capacitor to 
the next stage may be a variable to match the next

stage inpul by proper tuning.

Fig. 5—Class C power amplifier circuit used for drivers 
and finals.l f one of the circuits in Rgs. 3 or 4 precedes 
this one, C4 will not be needed since it performs the same 
function as C2 in the other circuits. CitiCs is a pi network 
with constants appropriate for the operating frequency; 
other types of network such as the T also are usable. 
See text for remarks on bypassing. Typical values for the 
transistor types indicated:

* Noninductive

4 Me. 50 Me. 144 Me.
Ci— 170-780 pf. 

mica
25-280 pf. 
mica.

0.9-7 pf. mica.

Cs—0.003-0.005 pf. 
mica.

50-480 pf. 
mica.

4-40 pf. mica.

Li— 1.3 ph. 0.1 ph. 3 turns No. 16, 
14-in. diam.

Qi—RCA 40444 2N3375 2N3375

Rr—1 ohm; n.i.* 1 -3 ohms,n.L* 1-3 ohms, n.i.*

RFCi—68 ph. 4-ohm, 3-watt 
wire-wound or 
6.8 ph.low-Q.

2.4-ohm-3-watt 
wire-wound or 
l.Oph. low-Q,

RFCs—App. 68 ph. 4 turns No. 16, 
’/4-in. diam.

VA turns No. 16( 
14-in. diam.

collector circuit of the final amplifier, rather than 
a conventional choke, will also reduce the tend
ency to oscillate.

Chokes in the base return are preferred to 
resistors because of the enhancement of the col- 
lector-to-emitter breakdown. Reverse biasing of 
the base-emitter junction would be still better 
except that the transistor is more susceptible to 
secund-breakdown in that type circuit.

A high-conductivity chassis is recommended 
for low losses. Copper or silver-plated chassis are 
best. An orderly layout on the chassis is also 
beneficial. Trying to compress the size of the 
transmitter may create losses and instability.

Power supplies with poor regulation are unde
sirable for use with a transistorized transmitter. 
The worst case would be a car’s power system. 
Not only will the output power vary drastically, 
but detuning will occur. By using the highest 
available voltage (compatible with requirements 
already discussed) transients and line variations 
will have the least effect, but a good regulated 
supply is ideal.

(Continued on we 168)
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'MWFGimmicksh and Gadgets

A Milligallon For 15
BY WES HAYWARD,*  W7ZOI

an amateur activity of increasing popularity 
Z\ is experimentation with low-power solid- 

4- state transmitters. The appeal of QRP 
work is derived largely from the simplicity and 
portability of the equipment used. However, 
most of the equipment described in the literature 
is designed for the SO- and 40-meter bands, where 
the circuitry is of minimal complexity. This is 
unfortunate in that current propagation condi
tions make the 10- aud 15-meter bands very 
attractive to the low-power enthusiast.

The “ milligallon ’' rig shown schematically 
in Fig. 1 was designed for the 15-meter band and 
uses two inexpensive (04 cents) epoxy-cased 
silicon transistors. The rig’s simplicity is realized 
by operating the oscillator, Qi, in its third-over
tone mode. Garden-variety 7-Mc. crystals are 
used. The amplifier, Q2, operates in the common
emitter configuration and has a power input of 
almost one watt. Hence the name “milligallon.” 
With a 12-volt power supply, the measured 
power output was one-half watt into a 50-ohm 
resistive load. With the transistor shown, the 
supply potential should not exceed 12 volts and 
modulation should not be applied to the Q» 
collector. Diode CIli aud its associated circuitry 
provides a convenient means for tuning the trans
mitter and may be used with a v.o.m. or v.t.v.m. 
A method for measuring power output is included 
in Fig. 2.

The transmitter is built ou the 2 X 3-inch 
* 1801 Uth Ave. N.W., Puyallup, Washington 98371

printed-circuit board shown tu Figs. 3 and 4, and 
the finished circuit card is mounted inside a small 
aluminum box of suitable size. The crystal socket 
aud p.c. board shoidd be mounted so that the 
interconnecting lead length is small. The author 
included a ceramic wafer switch in his unit which 
serves as an antenna changeover switch. Extra 
terminals also remove the power supply from 
the transmitter during receive periods.

IN34

Fig. 2—Dummy load and peak rectifier for measuring 
power output. The fixed capacitor is ceramic.

Toroid coil forms 1 are used for both of the 
timed circuits for reasons of compactness, shield
ing aud economy. After the transmitter has been 
built, a 51-ohm resistor should be temporarily 
connected to t he antenna terminals to serve as a 
dummy load. Adjust capacitor G’t for good keying 
as monitored in a communications receiver, and 
tune the output tank capacitor, C2, for maximum

1 A kit of 2 small suitable toroid coil forms is available for 
SI.00 postpaid from Alcom Electronics. 2025 Middlefield 
Road. Mountain View, California, 94040. Fairchild tran
sistors are available through any Fairchild distributor.

Fig. 1— Circuit diagram of the 21-Mc. ’’milligallon”. 
Fixed resistors are composition, /j watt or smaller. Fixed 

capacitors are ceramic.
Ci, C2—7-100 pf. midget compression mica trimmer 

(Elmenco 423).
Li—App. 2.5 /.'h.; 30 turns No. 28 on ferrite toroid form 

(Arnold type FE-0437-0501, 0.437 inch, ad.; 
see also footnote 1 ).

U—5 turns No. 28 on same form as Li.
U—5 turns No. 22 on same type form as Li.
U—App. 0.8 juh.; 17 turns No. 28 on same form as I3.
U—4 turns No. 22 on same form as
Qi, Q2—2N3641 (Fairchild) or equivalent.
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Fig. 3—Circuit board layout (bottom 
view), full size. Shaded area is copper; 

white area is etched out.

power output as indicated by a voltmeter con
nected to the meter terminals or the peak-reading 
r.f. voltmeter connected to the dummy load 
(Fig. 2). The transmitter should be used only 
with a well-matched 50- or 70-ohm antenna. If 
the s.w.r. is excessive the builder should consider 
an antenna tuner such as the T network described 
by Johnson2. Capacitor IT should be repeaked 
when the antenna system is connected.

Since the total current drawn by the trans
mitter is about 100 ma., power may be econom
ically supplied by a 12-volt lantern battery. If a

2Johnson, “Band-Switching Transmatches,” QST, Oc- 
tober, 1967.

line-operated power supply is desired, the circuit 
used in the author's receiver8 would be ideal.

The results obtainable with the milligallon 
will amaze all but the .seasoned QRP-er. In the 
first month of operation, the author made con
tacts all over the U.S. and Canada and with 
several stations in Japan. The antenna was one 
of the popular trap verticals. When conditions 
are good, a 10-db. pad is inserted in the antenna 
line to add to the challenge. For five bucks worth 
of parts and a couple of evenings work, the rig 
is certainly hard to beat. SsEEl

8 Daughters, Hayward, and Alexander, ‘’Solid State 
Receiver Design using the MOS Transistor,” Part II, QST, 
May, 1967, p. 25.

Fig. 4—Plan-view photograph, full size, of the Milligal’on. Principal com
ponents are identified in this view as an aid to assembly; ones not labeled 
can easily be recognized by referring to Fig. 1. The dark areas are copper 
backing on the opposite side of the translucent circuit board and correspond 
(reversed left to right) to the layout shown in Fig. 3;
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USING SUN NOISE
BY DON LUND,*  WA0IQN

of sun ■.
serious v.h.iSffiE2BB 

formauce of 
uring thjygggj^ 
eanJgjHKjjgl^J^^

()u r ,-i i m ho re Is to set our 
the reIaffi®fip!M^^ 
the sun, the anterffiiOjBiO®ffiOA^ 
receiver performan8C3),S'0® of
these sets of
third. l?iivaily/’we'll expl<ii’e Sotne of thi; pitfalls 
inherent iiy3BilS®taL‘® i

Solar Temperature, Antennas and 
Receivers

Twenty years or so.#gj3i|^ 
arguing over whether 
sun was hotter l imn,Ike. visible surface. Radio' 
astronomy provided ¿Stale of the e-^^^^ihat 
t he outer atmosphertrafas much hottsThdp most 
astrophysicists hadj^reviously ima®lpd. The 
result was that the “apparent temperature” of 
the sun increased with wavelength, at all wave
lengths longer than a centimeter or so. (Apparent 
temperature comes in because the size of the sun 
is different at different wavelengths. So the sun 
is taken to be the same size as the optical sun, 
and apparent temperature is the temperature it 
would have, to radiate the measured power, at 
given wavelength, from tliis size of disc.)

What happens if we point an antenna at the 
sun? If the beam width of the antenna is just 
exactly the size of the sun, the antenna tempera
ture will be the same as t.he temperature of the 
sun at this wavelength. Antenna temperature 
doesn't mean that we could burn a finger on the 
antenna; it means that the antenna is delivering 
the same amount of power to the transmission 
line that would be delivered by a resistor heated 
to the antenna temperature. This means that if 
we took a 50-ohm resistor, and heated it to 
400,000°K, it would generate the same amount 
of noise at 432 Me. as would be delivered to a 
50-ohm resistor by an antenna with a Li-degree 
beam width pointed at the sun.

Antennas used by hams are not that sharp. 
If an antenna with a 10-degree beamwidth were 
pointed at the sun, its gain would be less, and 
it would deliver less power to the transmission 
line than a W-degree antenna. Said differently, 
the antenna temperature would be lower for 
the broader antenna. In equation form

* P.O. Box 1664, Boulder, Colorado 80301.

is the antenn%;femperature, T. the 
Ieinperature of the sun, SA, is the solid 

visual sun (7 X IO-6 
steradians A and % is the solid angle correspond
ing tq the imif-powiTbeamwidths of the antenna1. 
®the half-angles to;;half-power 

beam« j<11hs in i he horizontal and (vertical planes 
j®® th® (, <

R» = ~ -“7% 57 3> approximately.

was 15? to 
the --3 db. points in the horizontal .plane and 
10®ithev<wti<®plm a solid angle

: ~/ 7 .5 \ / 5.0 \
Ui = -. I -r_'4 IÍ ) -- 8,99 x 10~s steradians 

4 \Oi .ó /
Piy’JheRpténiia® Ctanecfód to a feed line which 
has some loss. lf we call the feed line loss, when 
expressed as a ratio, A, we have
IB,1W a Ai B d y B

y i2a

-for Tb, the temperature at the receiver terminals 
due to the power received from the sun. T„ 

usually taken as 
BSlfll

ttZAEjih po sienal input, the receiver temperature 
is
WlB Tr =W|1) Ta

where' IV is the noise factor® the receiver (noise 
fac^Els related to noise figttre in the following 
way^jf we express noise figure as a ratio, and 
add. I; we have the noise factor. A 6-db. noise 
figure corresponds to a noise factor of 5. ).

If the sun noise at the output of the receiver is 
d decibels above the receiver noise, and if we 
converted to a ratio, call it D, then d — 10 login 
D, and combining all the above, we have:

AtB + (1 -Ain -.0 (#--1)70 
i-a

The answer to “how many db.’s of sun noise” 
t hen is

D~ B-'BH
An equation much like this has appeared here 
before2 * *; perhaps this presentation, which shows 
where such an equation comes from,“will help in 
understanding what will be said later.

Let's work an example, showing how practical 
results may be predicted. If the receiver has a 
noise figure of .5 db., then N = 4.16. If the feed
line loss is 2 db., then A = 0.631, and if we are 
interested in 432 Me. the apparent solar tempertt- 
turéis about 500,000°K for a condition when the 
sunspot number is 50 (see below). T„ is 290°K 

1 For further discussion, see Pawsey and Bracewell
Radio Astronomy, Oxford University Press, Oxford,'
England, 1955, p. 21. Steradian: The solid angle subtended 
at the center of a sphere by a portion of the surface whose 
area is equal to the square of the radius of the sphere.

-See Bray and Kirchner, “.Intenna Patterns from the
Sun." QST, July I960.
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(about room temperature) and 12» = 7 X IO-6. 
If the antenna beamwidth is 10° by 10° to the 
half-power points, its half-beamwidth to half
power points is 5° by 5°, and 12a = 6-0 X it)-3. 
Then
r. 1 r„ ..... ■> x 105 7 x 10-6 , D _ ------ । 0^31------------ - -—— — -|-

4.16 - 1 L 2.9 X 192 6.0 X 19-i 
(1 - 0.631)^ = 4.14 

Converting this back to decibels, the sun noise 
should be almost 6.2 db. above the receiver noise 
for this system. There is one problem with this 
calculation: The sun radiates noise of both verti
cal and horizontal polarization (usually equal 
amounts) while most antennas accept only one 
polarization. If this is the case, the antenna only 
accepts half the incident radiation, and we must 
subtract 3 db. for polarization loss. In such a case, 
the sun noise would be 3.2 db. above receiver 
noise.

Making Measurements
The radio astronomer would measure N, .1, and 

the antenna parameters, and then knowing these 
would measure T, daily by measuring daily values 
of D. As hams, we are probably more interested 
in measuring the antenna parameters, or in 
monitoring our receiving system to make sure 
everything is working the way it should. This 
way leads to some trouble, simply because we 
don’t know enough about Ts. At frequencies 
below about 1000 Me., the apparent solar 
temperature isn’t very well known for several 
reasons. The first is that not too many solar 
observatories have measured solar temperatures 
daily over a long period of time in this frequency 
range. While Potsdam, Ottawa, and Toyokawa, 
among others, measure daily solar temperatures 
between 1,099 and 19,000 Me., and have over 
most of a sunspot cycle by now, not very many 
protracted measurements are available for the 
frequencies we are talking about. The second 
reason is that the solar temperature varies from 
day to day. Radiation at these frequencies comes 
from high in the solar atmosphere, and there is 
still much to be learned about this region of the 
sou. Therefore, solar temperatures often show 
little correlation with sunspot number, which 
is really a measure of activity in the lower part 
of the sun's atmosphere. The best guess that can 
be made as to solar temperature as a function of 
frequency, and the amount it. increases for a Wolf 
Sunspot Number of 100, is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Temperature
Percentage 
Increase

Fre (Sunspot No, (Sunspot No.
quency 0) 100)
144 Me. l,100,000°K 10%
220 1,100.000 12%
432 400,000 50
1296 150,000 100

These values have been obtained by comparing 
the reported results of Allen3 with the daily 
values reported by the Toyokawa Observa tory of 
the Research Institute for Atmospherics of 
Nagoya University. The accuracy of these values 
is not very good.

With this caution in mind, some good informa
tion can be obtained from monitoring solar 
temperature. One thing that can be done is to 
find, experimentally, what the beam width of an 
antenna is. If D turns out to be more than 2 
(that is, 3 db. above receiver noise), we can find 
the half-power beamwidth (20tt and 20y) by 
pointing the antenna at a point in the sky that 
the sun will cross, and letting the sun slowly 
drift through the antenna pattern. When the 
sun is in the center of the antenna pattern, put a 
3-db. attenuator between the antenna and trans
mission line (not between the converter and i.f. 
strip). Such an attenuator is easily made from 
coaxial cable (about 29 feet of RG-58/U for 
432 Me.). Clock the times at which the receiver 
output from sun alone is the same as with the 
sun at the center of beam and the 3-db. attenua
tor in line. Since the sun drifts one degree every 
four minutes, dividing the minutes (between 
calibrated —3 db. points) by 4 gives the half
power beamwidth in degrees (20). Turning the 
antenna on its side and repeating will measure 
the beam width in the other plane. If the antenna 
does not give more than 3 db. of sun noise, you 
will have to use a signal generator, and rotate the 
antenna to measure these beamwidths.

Knowing the beamwidth and the feed-line 
loss, one can measure the receiver noise figure 
(assuming a value for TQ. This can be compared 
with the noise figure measured by using a noise 
generator. If by measuring solar temperature, 
using the values you think are correct for your 
system, you come close to the values shown in 
Table 1, then you can be sure that your system 
is performing properly. By measuring these things 
daily, you can check the performance of your 
total system.

Summary
In the preceding sections, we have discussed 

how to measure receiving system parameters, and 
how to monitor system performance to guard 
against deterioration. Should you suddenly get 
1 db. of solar noise, when you have been getting 
3 db., you know that your system needs some 
checking. Finally, we discussed some of the rea
sons why this is not an exact measurement, but 
rather should be taken as an indicator of system 
performance. ¡UST-j

8 Allen, “The Variation of Decimetre-Wave Radiation 
with Solar Activity,” Monthly Notices of the Hoyal 
Astronomical Society, p. 174 (1957).
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Hints
For the

Kinks
Experimente

IMPROVING THE VU2JN TRANSMITTER

[N ease some experimenting amateur has diffi
culty trying to build “A Transistor Trans

mitter From India” as described by VU2JN on 
page 16 of QST for November 1967, here is a 
possible remedy. The oscillator in my unit would 
not oscillate with any of my seventeen 40-meter 
crystals. As shown in Fig. 1, the problem was 
solved by adding a 330-pf. silver mica capacitor, 
C’i, between the base and the emitter of the 
OC171. Now the oscillator starts readily with 
any 40-meter crystal. — Bob Richardson, 
W6WHM

OSC.

Fig. 1—Diagram showing W6WHM’s modification to the 
VU2JN transmitter. The only added component is Ci, 

a 330-pf. silver mica. Resistances are in ohms.

CLEANING CRACKLE FINISHES
A Hint & Kink in QST, August, 1966, sug- 

-A. gested that an art-gum eraser be used to 
clean crackle finishes. However, better results 
can be obtained by cleaning the finish with 
xylene and then applying a coat of Krylon clear 
lacquer. If xylene is hard to get, use gasoline. 
- IO A AM *

rpiiE August 1966 Hint & Kink on cleaning 
crackle finishes is too slow. For quicker re

sults, get a bottle of Soil-Off or Mr. Clean. Either 
one will lift the dirt off and put on a nice sheen. — 
Carl E. BrCmn, W7HRV

ALUMINUM FINISHES

In reference to W3K0C’s article, “ Aluminum 
Finishes,” in QST for October 1967, there 

are two other convenient places, which the author 
neglected to mention, for cleaning, etching and 
dyeing aluminum: the bathtub and the toilet 
bowl. The toilet bowl has a flushing feature 
which, besides its obvious benefits, may be 

altered to facilitate dyeing with a hot solution. 
By reaching inside the toilet tank to close the 
flush valve when the water level in the bowl is 
low, you can substitute a pot of hot water for 
the bowl’s contents. — William J. Davenport, 
WA20ZV

IMPROVED METHODS FOR WIRING 
83-1SP (PL-259) PLUGS

Wiring 83-lSP plugs can be annoyingly diffi
cult. Many amateurs do not follow the 

manufacturers’ instructions to tin the braid be
fore inserting the coax into the plug, because 
they find it impossible to fit cable with tinned 
braid into the body of the ,83-lSP. This is due to 
the fact that the diameter of the shield increases 
when the braid is trimmed, since it is impossible 
to cut the shielding without disturbing it. How
ever, if the method to be described is used, the 
shielding is not, upset, the tinned braid does not 
become overly large, and the plug can be screwed 
onto the cable without difficulty. Here is the 
procedure:

1) Referring to Fig. 2, remove 13/16 inch of 
the vinyl jacket.

2) Remove 13/16 inch of the braided copper 
shielding. This is easy to accomplish with a small 
fine-ridged file. First cut the braid with a corner 
of the file. Then remove all the stray ends of the 
wire shield, by rubbing the flat side of the file 
against the edge of the vinyl jacket.

3) Bare inch of the center conductor and 
tin the wire.

4) Remove 5/16 inch of the vinyl jacket and 
tin the exposed braid.

51 Screw the plug on the cable. At the four 
body holes, solder the braid to the connector, 
and solder the center conductor to the tip of the 
plug.

6) Screw the coupling ring on the assembly. 
— Samuel Ansel, WB2AIOL

Fig. 2—Coaxtal cable as prepared for insertion into an 
83-1 SP plug. See the text for details.
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itiob about fifteen years I have been using the 
■I- following method to install 83-1SP connectors 
on coaxial cable. Although over a kilowatt has 
been run through the connectors, there have 
never been any breakdowns. The prepared cables 
look professional, and the continuity of the out
side conductor is about as good as it can be.

Remove about two inches of the vinyl cover. 
With a 100-watt soldering iron, tin the braid 
from about 3s inch from the vinyl to near the 
end. After the shield has cooled, cut the braid 
and polyethelene dielectric % inch from the 
vinyl. In order not to nick the center conductor, 
cut only part way through the dielectric. Flex 
the polyethelene at the cut and it will break free. 
Place the coupling shell on the cable and then 
attach the connector. Thread the end of the 
vinyl into the plug until the braid bottoms. Put 
a dab of solder in one hole of the body, being 
sure that the heat transfer is from iron to body 
to braid to solder. For good continuity between 
the braid and the connector, it is very important 
that the heat from the braid melts the solder. 
It is not necessary that the hole be tilled with 
solder; the solder should run inside the body 
and help complete the connection. Finish the 
job by soldering the center conductor to the tip 
of the plug... Frank .1. Eberhardt, W6VL11

Fig. 3-—Steps for preparing RG-8/U for installation in 
83—1SP connectors.

S— ome hams do not tin the braid of RG-8/U 
when wiring 83-1SP (PL-259.) plugs to the 

coax, because they find it hard to insert a tinned 
cable into the connector. The result can be poor 
shield-to-connector contact or a possible short 
circuit between the center conductor and stray 
wires of the braid. However, these problems 
don’t need to occur, since there is a satisfactory 
way of preparing tinned braid. Referring to 
Fig. 3A, remove Ijg inches of the vinyl jacket, 
and tin the braid as shown. Then using a tube 
cutter, such as the type used to cut copper pipes, 
remove 13/16 inch of the braid (Fig. 3B). Next 
move the cutter toward the end of the coax and 
remove inch of the dielectric. With this 

method, you can cut as deeply as you wish, and 
the work can be inspected as you go along. To 
complete the installation, slide the coupling ring 
on the coax, insert the cable into the plug, solder 
the shield to the body, aud solder the center 
conductor to the tip of the connector.... Epps 
Griffin, W5HBD

Fig. 4—The two meters shown on this d.c. supply have 
homemade faces. See the text for details.

NEW FACES FOR OLD METERS

Recently 1 built a regulated d.c, power supply
■ using transistors. Not having a well-stocked 

junk box, the only devices I could find for 
monitoring the output voltage and current were 
two surplus VU meters. The meters were the 
right size and they worked well when properly 
shunted. However, the meter faces were horrible. 
They had uneven orange graduations on a 
black background.

The faces were too small to be redrawn by 
hand, since they measured only 1 by 114 inches. 
In addition, my fingers are not very small and 
my drafting capabilities are extremely limited. 
These factors caused me to use the photographic 
method to be described.

A Poloroid Land camera with a close-up lens 
attachment is used to photograph a hand-drawn 
template of the desired scale. At a focusing dis
tance of 9^i inches, any object on the finished 
print will be half its original size. By drawing 
the scale twice its original size — a rather simple 
undertaking — you can easily produce the exact 
meter face needed.

A compass, ruler and scissors are the only tools 
required to make the template. Draw the meter 
face on bright white drafting paper. A lettering 
set for the numbers will add to their appearance, 
but it isn't a must if a little patience is used.

Two 75-watt lamps near the template will 
provide sufficient light for the photograph. Once 
the picture is taken, cut a hole for the meter 
pointer and two mounting screws, and then trim 
the print as required.

Remember that since the finished picture from 
a Poloroid is 3K by 4I< inches, any meter face 
below this size can be made. Each black and 
white photograph costs only 25 cents. As can be 
seen from Fig. 4, the results are professional 
looking. John Michael Shaw, KiLRE/KL7
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Raiding The Junk Box
Q H
E H

■ Everyone has a junk box full of goodies. The following m 
® articles show two new ideas for u tilizing old gear, and we u
■ hope will lead to other inspirations. 2
E ' > E
&£■■■■■■■■■ Ji ■■■■■■■■■■■&■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■!!■ ■■■■■■■■■■

Crystal Stable Frequency Control 
With Your Old V.F.O.

BY J. WAYNE WALLER,* W4TZB

anyone who has tried operating s.s.b. with a 
ZA v.f.o. not designed for less than 200 cycles 

J- drift per hour has found that this is a 
sure way to quickly become unpopular in. a 
round table. The strict drift requirement has no 
doubt discouraged many would-be homebrew 
s.s.b. rigs, as the design and construction of a 
very stable v.f.o. is beyond the ability of the 
average amateur. By using two mixers, one tak
ing the sum aud the other the difference of the 
input frequencies, it is possible to cancel the 
effect of the v.f.o. frequency on the output fre
quency and make the output variations due 
only to the changes in frequency of a crystal 
oscillator. If a temperature-controlled oven-type 
crystal were to be used, a drift of only a few 
cycles per year could be obtained; but even with 
ordinary amateur-type crystals the drift is only 
a few cycles per day.

Description of the System
To see how the system functions, consider 

Fig. I which shows how a 9-Mc. output is ob
tained with a v.f.o. frequency of 3.98 Me. Now 
suppose in the course of several hours the v.f.o. 
(assumed to be unstable) drifts 10 kc. to a fre
quency of 3.99 Me, Fig. 2 shows the new con-

*3610 Sevier Heights Rd., Knoxville, Tenn. 37920

Fig. 1—-System block diagram showing output 
for an input of 3.98 Me.

ditions and how the output is still 9 Me. Note 
the added feature that the output can be made 
almost any convenient frequency needed for a 
particular s.s.b. system simply by choosing the 
proper crystal frequency. Therefore older v.f.o.s

Fig. 2—System block diagram showing output 
for an input of 3.99 Me.

having a 3.5 to 4.0 Me. output can be used with. 
455 kc., 5 Me., or 9 Me. s.s.b. systems. Fig. 3 
shows clearly how variations of the v.f.o. fre
quency are cancelled and any drift in the v.f.o. 
results in no change in the output frequency. 
Fig. 4 shows the sensitivity of the output fre
quency to the crystal frequency. It is therefore 
important, to use a high quality crystal along 
with a well designed oscillator circuit.

The Circuit
A three-tube version of the system is shown 

in Fig. 5. It uses two 6CS6 pentagrid mixers

The system described here permits 
the use of an old v.f.o. for stable 
s.s.b. applications. Any variation of 
the v.f.o. frequency is cancelled by 
double mixing.
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and a 6C4...ei',ystal oscillator. Vg operates in a 
modified triode, circuit „noted for its constant 
output voltage and excellent frequency stability. 
Its output feedszbne of the 6(186 tubes as a 
regular pentagrid.! mixer-giving a sum output, 
while the second.'tube, IT, is cathode driven (as 
in grounded-grid). A detailed explanation of 
these three circuits will be unfitted as both are 
to be found in any recent Handbook. While con-

OUTPUT

•out 6.0 — 
(MC.)

3.0

3.6 3.6 4.0
V.F.O. FREQjMC.)

Fig. 3—Output frequency vs. v.f.o. frequency.

Fig. 4—Output frequency vs. crystal oscillator frequency.

Fig. 5—Three-tube version of the double mixing system

struction is not. critical, leads less than two 
inches should be avoided since the decreased 
reactance of the longer leads may cause the 
oscillator to quit.

Operation
The circuit described has been hi use for 

several months with an old Ileathkit VF-1 as 
the v.f.o. and no detectable change in the output 
frequency lias occurred during that time. Don't 
throw away that old v.f.o. — give it a new chance 
with this special circuit. |q5T— '

Dummy Loads from the Junk Box
BY ERNST F. SCHROEDER,* DJ7HS

I
p you decide to build your own dummy load, 
you will discover a very fundamental problem 
to deal with: the input impedance of an an

tenna system represents a complex value that 
varies with frequency. For transmitter tune-up 
you therefore need a dummy load having exactly 
identical impedance (or you will have to retune 
the transmitter after switching over to the 
antenna).

*48 Bielefeld. Froebelstr. 68 W. Germany
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No high-power carbon resistor or similar de
vice meets this requirement. That is indeed 
theoretically impossible and not due to tech
nological difficulties. Some digging into the 
theory of transmission lines will show this.

Let us assume that we have got an antenna 
with a matched coaxial transmission line. This 
means that we will find an input impedance at 
the transmitter end of the cable equal to the Z 
of the cable. If We happen to knowthe distributed
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line constants of that cable (/”, G', L', C"), we 
can calculate the Z by Equation 1.

R' -F j<pLf

G' 4" j^C
(1)

Equations 2 and 3 give us j and a.

:gnf

This leads us into the middle of the problem; 
Nobody can construct or adjust a resistor or 
network to a value given by a square root (with 
the exception of such values as V49, of course ). 
Furthermore, Eq. 1 shows that Z varies signifi
cantly with frequency, f. This shows, that there 
can't be a network of lumped elements having 
the same impedance-characteristic as a trans
mission line.

The consequent use of the theory of trans
mission lines can show us the way out of the 
problem to a new and simple design:

If we terminate a, length of coaxial cable with 
its Z (we know now that we cannot construct 
this Z, but let us assume we had a “black box” 
representing this Z at its terminals), we will 
measure this Z at the other end of the cable, 
regardless of the length of the cable. We now 
terminate the end of another length of the same 
cable with the input of the former. Now the 
input of the new length of cable shows the Z. 
By using only electrical measurements we can 
never tell the black box with cable from the 
black box alone (Fig. I). At last we replace the

Fig. 2—Connection of the transmitter, antenna and the 
dummy load.

Fig. 1—if the black box represents the true impedance 
of the cable, it is not possible to tell the length of the 

cable by measuring the input impedance.

black box with the remaining free end of the 
cable.

The resulting device is a ring of coax. If we 
make connections to the inner conductor and to 
the shielding braid, we can measure the Z of the 
cable at any point of the ring.

The rest is fairly simple: We take about 10 
inches of RG 8./U, connect the ends by means of 
a u.h.f. “Tee” and connect the remaining re
ceptacle to the transmitter (Fig. 2).

Measurements have shown ihe excellent 
quality of this dummy load. The frequency re
sponse of the v.s.w.r. is entirely flat over a 
frequency range from 160 to 2 meters. The 
v.s.w.r. is exactly 1:1 in this frequency range.

If the dummy load is made from the same 
cable as the antenna feed line anil if the trans
mitter is tuned up on the dummy load and then 
switched to the antenna, there will be no mis
match at all.

Power capability is 1 kw. c.w. for periods up 
to one minute. As the r.f. power is not radiated 
but dissipated, the dummy load gets quite warm 
after that time. This can be tolerated, as the 
tune-up of most amateur linears does not last 
longer than half a minute. If more power capa
bility is to be achieved, a longer piece of cable 
has to be used. This will reduce the v.h.f. capa
bility of the dummy-load, as the length of the 
cable should not exceed 2/8 at the highest 
frequency to be used.

Simplicity atid cost of this new design cannot 
be compared with any other dummy load. You 
can build t his more-t.han-excellent dummy load 
from your junk box. If everyone used it for 
tuning purposes, there would be less QRM_on 
our bands.

A Study of Hertz vs. Cycles Per Second
BY NOBLE HALE,* W0JIH

various ramifications of a new program 
I usually are not fully apparent until some 

time has passed during which program im-
*836 N7<'iay,lOAwoort, Mo., 63122. 

piementation has survived the attacks of de
tractors and footdraggers. So it has been with 
the changeover from cycles per second to Hertz. 
The author has expended considerable investi-
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Fig. 1

gative effort in an attempt to simplify the appli
cation of Hertz, and herein presents the results 
of the study.

Shortly after the new terminology was an
nounced, a preliminary study revealed a not. 
unexpected relationship between the two fields 
of thought. The McDonnell Data Processing 
Division was brought into the picture and gen
erously offered the use of its latest model com
puters. From the thousands of matrix points 
that poured from the machines, a sufficient num
ber was selected to prepare the conversion chart 
shown on semi-log graph paper iu Fig. 1. 

acceptable mode of presentation. A nomograph 
was suggested inasmuch as the engineer of today 
is accustomed to using shortcuts and approxi
mations in his approach to prototype designs. 
Fortunately the relationship could be reduced 
to such a nomograph through the use of a con
stant, and Fig. 2 was released.

Fig. 2 was an instant success and untold 
quautitites of the nomograph, uow in its 6th 
printing, were distributed at no cost, and appli
cation was made to NASA for approval.

Comments from Washington (paralleled by 
those from Cape Kennedy) were to the effect 
that although the project seemed to have demon
strated the ease of using the new system, i.e., 
the nomograph, a faster means of application 
was desirable.

At that point in time, all the available infor
mation was fed into Fortran computers in an 
English language program. In retrospect it 
really wasn’t much of a gamble, but at the time 
we held our collective breath, while we waited 
for the printout.

HERTZ (HZ.) 
123456789 !0 
i i I i i i i I i-r 123456789 10

C.P.S.
INSTANT NOMOGRAPH

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Realizing that the emotional reaction to the 
Hertz program introduced obstacles to its im
mediate acceptance, it was decided to field test 
the impact of the curve of Fig. 1 before further 
effort would be scheduled. Accordingly, the 
completion date of the project was slipped to 
accommodate the necessary psychological inter
polations.

Feedback from users quickly revealed an iuter-
reMed pattern of need for a more uniformly

That the effort paid off is quickly apparent 
from a study of Fig. 3. This is the Instant Nomo
graph that is now universally used. Its utter 
simplicity encourages memorizing it in its en
tirety. The nomograph itself can be filed for 
occasional reference.

The author invites correspondence from those 
who have difficulty in grasping the nature of 
the study. Permission is hereby granted for 
unlimited reproduction and distribution of the 
charts and nomographs. [tJST^

Interested in a career in electronics? If so, Elec
tronic Industries Association has a free booklet, 
“Planning a Career in Electronics.” It’s colorfully 
illustrated and gives an interesting history of elec
tronics, some statistics on the industry, along with 
educational and career information. Get yours by 
writing L. AI. Rundlett, W3ZA, Electronic indus
tries Association, 2001 Eye St., N.W., Washington, 
I). C. 20006.

“A Complete Two-Band Station for the V.TT.F. 
Beginner”.... a reprint of four articles that ap
peared in July, August, September, and October, 
1901 QXTn-—is still available for 5ué (no stamps, 
please) from the ARRL, 225 Main Street, Newing
ton, Connecticut 00111,
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^Recent Equipment^
To <SLcqu.a.in.t you with, the technical features of cumntamateut'''ge<ar.

Heathkit SB-620 “Scanalyzer”

IF the term “spectrum analyzer” rings no 
familiar bell for the average amateur, surely 

“panoramic adapter” does. The two have the 
same roots. The panadapter is the box camera 
of the family while the analyzer is the fancy job. 
Like the cameras, the panadapter and spectrum 
analyzer operate on the same principle.

To appreciate the difference, you need to 
understand how the panadapter works and must 
have some comprehension of its limitations. 
Stated briefly, the panadapter displays as vertical 
“pips” on a scope tube the signals that happen 
to be present in a selected portion of the r.f. 
spectrum. The horizontal spacing between the 
pips is approximately proportional to their 
frequency differences, and the pip heights are 
approximately proportional to the various signal 
amplitudes. The panadapter manufactures this 
display by rapidly and repetitively tuning over 
the same band of frequencies; it amounts to an 
automatically-timed superhet receiver designed 
to work from i.f. signals in your regular commu
nications receiver.

The spectrum analyzer does t.he same thing 
but, like the lens in a fine camera, is capable of 
showing considerably more detail — its “ resolu
tion” is better.

One important factor in panadapter or spec
trum-analyzer resolution is the selectivity of the 
intermediate-frequency amplifier built into the 
adapter. A single frequency going through the 
amplifier is that and nothing more, but the 
display on the scope-tube face is a trace of the 
amplifier's output as the signal is swept through 
the i.f. passband. The selectivity of the i.f. 
amplifier in the garden-variety panadapter is 
not, particularly high. Fig. 1A shows what might 
happen in a hypothetical case. A single con
tinuous unmodulated signal is centered in a 
narrow spectrum, 10 kc., at the left. The pan
adapter display at the right is the result of 
sweeping the signal through an i.f. amplifier 
having a fi-db. bandwidth of 2 kc., the signal 
amplitude being on a linear scale. Although the 
signal actually occupies essentially no spectrum 

space, it appears to occupy nearly half the 10 kc. 
band.

Now if there are two signals 1 kc. apart, as in 
Fig. IB at the left, there is a considerable portion 
of the sweep time during which there is i.f. 
output from both signals. A response of the i.f. 
system to such a combination might look some
thing like the pattern at the right. (The pattern 
will vary from instant to instant,-since the deflec
tion amplitude depends on the relative phases 
of the signals at the instant a particular part, 
of the i.f. band is swept -..i.e., it depends on the 
sweep rate.)

If the panadapter’s i.f. bandwidth is reduced 
to, say, 100 c.p.s. the scope pictures are quite 
different. Fig. IC shows how, at the right, the 
same single unmodulated signal would look with 
the highly-selective i.f. system. Now when there 
are two signals, each produces a separate pattern 
as shown at the right in Fig. ID. The increased 
resolution with the narrow i.f. justifies calling 
the device a spectrum analyzer instead of a 
plain panadapter.

However, bandwidth is not the only factor. 
The higher the selectivity the higher the effective 
Q of the i.f. amplifier. A high-Q circuit has a 
mechanical analog in a heavy flywheel; both have 
liigh inertia, electrical in the circuit case and 
mechanical in the flywheel. They tend to resist 
being started and stopped. This modifies the i.f. 
response to a signal that may be swept through 
the passband. If the sweep is slow enough, the 
actual selectivity curve will be traced with 
reasonable accuracy, as in Fig. IE at the left. 
A fast sweep, however, will find the i.f. circuits 
lagging behind, and the amplitude never builds 
up to its real value. Neither does it decay as fast 
as it should. The pattern displayed by the scope 
might look like the right-hand drawing in Fig. IE.

Thus high resolution comes only at a double 
price — high selectivity and slow sweep speed. 
In practical use, this means that the spectrum 
of a group of rapidly-varying frequencies, such 
as the frequency components of a voice-modu
lated signal, cannot be displayed with any
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accuracy. The frequencies and amplitudes of such 
a composite signal vary far too rapidly for all of 
them to be “caught” by a sweep moving slowly 
enough to give good resolution. To be displayed 
properly, the components of a modulated signal 
must be unvarying in amplitude. Steady tone 
modulation (a two-tone signal if s.s.b. ) is neces
sary.

One other feature usually distinguishes the 
spectrum analyzer from the panadapter. A 
choice between linear amplitude response ('pip 
height directly proportional to relative ampli
tude) and logarithmic response generally is 
available. With the latter, decibel comparisons 
can be read off the scale directly.

Now that the background has been trod we can 
get down to the specific piece of equipment. The 
Heathkit SB-620 “Scanalyzer” is a panadapter 
with the extra features discussed above that 
make it useful for closer spectrum analysis.

Bear in mind that the Scanalyzer, like other 
panadapters, is basically a fixed-frequency am
plifier working in what is usually called the 
intermediate-frequency range. Its output is 
detected by an ordinary rectifier, and the. d.c. 
from this detector is used to deflect the beam 
of a cathode-ray tube vertically. The horizontal 
movement of the beam is controlled by a sweep 
circuit. In order to get the frequency display 
the amplifier must be preceded by a frequency 
converter having its oscillator tuning controlled 
by the same horizontal sweep voltage that moves 
the c.r. beam. Thus the spectrum to be displayed 
is tuned in synchronism with the horizontal 
movement of the bright spot on the tube face. 
Each signal in that spectrum shows up on the 
screen as it is automatically tuned through the 
selective amplifier.

The converter could shift signals from their 
“ natural” frequencies directly hito the adapter’s

(B)
-5

(0
-5

(D)

0 +5

(E)
______ LJ______

-5 0 +5
SLOW SWEEP

0 +5
FAST SWEEP

The input circuits (amplifier and mixer) are between the 
panel and the power transformer in this top-of-chassis 
view of the SB-620. The i.f. amplifier with its two-crystal 
filter runs from front to back alongside the shielded 
cathode-ray tube. The switches on the panel are the 

sweep-width (left) and amplitude-scale selectors.

Fig. 1 —Effect of selectivity and sweep rate on cathode
ray patterns. A, B: medium-selectivity with sweep rate 
appropriate for the selectivity; C, 0: high-selectivity 
and appropriate sweep rate; E, high-selectivity with 

suitably-slow and too-fast sweep rates.

i.f. amplifier, but the conventional panadapter 
looks at them at some point in the i.f. chain of 
a communications receiver; the receiver supplies 
a first conversion. This is also the scheme 
built into the Scanalyzer. The converter in the 
SB-620 is designed to work from a receiver i.f.,1 
and suitable components are supplied so that you 
can set it up for whatever intermediate frequency 
may be used in the receiver you have. Any signal, 
you wish to look at must first be converted to 
that i.f. You can look at any incoming signals 
your receiver can pick up, by this method, and 
you can also look at your own transmitter if your 
receiver can operate while you transmit. This 
lets out the transceiver because the receiver in 
such a set is out of commission whenever the 
transmitter is on.
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C.R.t. DISPLAY

AMP. OR SWEPT REACTANCE SAWTOOTH HOR. DEFL.
MIXER R.F. OSC. MOD. OSC. AMP-

fig. 2—Block diagram of the SB-620. Owners of the now-superseded HO-1 3 "Ham Scan" will recognize basic similarities 
in circuit to the earlier model, which was described in "Recent Equipment" in November 1964 QST.

To kike care of this situation, among others, 
there is an input arrangement on l.he back of the 
Scanalyzer for introducing an outboard oscillator 
to convert the actual frequency of your trans
mitter to the Seaiialyzer’s input frequency. 
Thus transmit ter checks can be made without the 
aid of a receiver.

This is all shown in the block diagram, Fig. 
1. The input tube, IT, operates as an amplifier 
at. the communications receiver’s intermediate 
frequency when the Scanalyzer is used for 
panoramic reception. Its plate is coupled to l.he 
mixer, ITa, through a circuit that, in general, 
will have a bandpass (at least 100 kc. ) depending 
on the receiver's intermediate frequency. Since 
the i.f.s in present, receiver designs vary from 
about 6 Me. to 455 kc., no one coupling circuit 
will serve for all receivers. The kit supplies parts 
for all of them, and you make your choice at the 
time of assembly. Once the choice is made, the 
input through “B” to IT must be at the chosen 
frequency if the SB-620 is to function as a 
panoramic adapter.

However, the signal input to IT through “ A” 
can be at any frequency you like if a second r.f. 
voltage is introduced through “B” to beat with 
it and produce the selected intermediate fre
quency. In such a ease IT becomes a mixer 
father than a simple amplifier. A circuit change 
is made by a rear-mounted switch which dis
connects the cathode bypass capacitor that is 
used when IT T a straight amplifier. In this mode 
of operation, the SB-620 is an independent piece 
of equipment (except that the external oscillator 
is required) and does not need to be used in 
conjunction, with a receiver. An oscillator sig
nal of at least 100 millivolts is required for 
good mixing. It can be supplied by a signal 
generator or test oscillator, or by a tunable 
oscillator you make up for the purpose. In the 
case of some conversion-type transmitters having 
provision for connection to the v.f.o,, the v.f.o. 
output could be used for supplying the beat 
frequency to look at one’s own signal; this de
pends on the conversion setup.

Whatever1 the i.f. chosen, it is converted to 
350 kc. in ¡Ta- The beating oscillator, ITh, 
for this mixer is regularly swept through an 
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adjustable band of frequencies (which also 
depends on the i.f. chosen — the parts are 
furnished in the kit) in synchronism with the 
horizontal sweep voltage for the c.r. tube. A 
voltage-variable capacitor (Varicap) whose ca
pacitance is varied by the sawtooth sweep 
voltage provides the recurrent tuning. As each 
signal goes past 350 kc. it causes a response in the 
narrow-band (approximately 200 c.p.s. pass
band) crystal filter which is then amplified in 
two 350-kc. stages, IT and IT, and finally rectified 
in the diode section of IT- The triode section of 
IT is used as a d.c. amplifier to provide adequate 
vertical deflection voltage for the 3RP7 cathode- 
ray tube. This is a flat-face 3-inch tube having 
a long-persistence phosphor so that the slow- 
sweep pattern will be visible long enough for 
inspection.

The sawtooth oscillator is a slow-charge HC 
circuit using a neon bulb for fast discharge. To 
get reasonably constant horizontal sweep speed 
across the tube face the bulb is driven through 
a high resistance from about 600 volts d.c., so 
that only the nearly-linear part of the charge 
characteristic is used. The sawtooth output 
voltage drives IT, the horizontal deflection 
amplifier, which incorporates phase inversion to 
get. a push-pull deflection voltage for the c.r. 
tube. One tube section of this stage also drives 
the. Varicap frequency modulator.

¡Switch-selected sweep widths (width of fre
quency band scanned) of 10 and 50 kc. are 
provided, and there is a third position on the 
switch for adjustable sweep width (a separate 
control is used for this). The sweep rate or speed 
at which the spot moves horizontally is tied 
in with the sweep-width switch. In the narrow
band position the spot takes nearly two seconds 
to move across the screen; .it is faster in the 
50-kc. position, and ranges from 5 to 15 per 
second in the variable position, depending on the 
setting of a separate sweep-rate control.

Among the nine front-panel controls there is 
an amplitude-scale switch having three positions: 
linear, in which the vertical deflection is directly 
proportional to signal amplitude; log, calibrated 
in decibels: and a 20-db. position which retains 
the log scale but inserts 20 db. of attenuation. 
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This last pushes the normal 40-db. log range up 
to 60 db., so a wide range of signal levels can be 
examined ou a decibel basis.

Assembly of the kit is straightforward; a 
large part of the wiring is in a preassembled 
harness. The complete job, from opening the 
shipping cartou to completion of alignment, took 
about 25 hours; about 19 hours of this was 
actual assembly and wiring. There is a certain 
fascination about the alignment process for any
one haviug au interest in measurements; the 
temptation is to spend hours at it in an attempt 
to get the last possible refinement in accuracy. 
The instruction manual details two methods of 
going about it, one using a calibrated signal 
generator, having an accurate attenuator, and a 
wide-range audio oscillator (which the builder 
may or may not have available), the other making 
use only of the receiver with which the instru
ment will be used as a panadapter. There is a 
built-in 20-db. attenuator iu the r.f. input 
(spectrum analyzer) line that can be used for 
checking.

Some of the adjustments can be a bit tedious 
- for example, getting a fixed-frequency pip to 

stay put at the center of the screen when the 
sweep-width switch is moved through its three 
positions aud the variable sweep-width control 
is turned through its range. Three interlocking 
adjustments are involved. Likewise, a lot of 
time can be spent on getting the log amplitude 
scale as right as possible. It is relatively easy, 
with a good signal generator, to get the 20-db. 
and 4<J-db. points to come out where they belong 
on the scale supplied for the c.r. tube face, but 
fin our case at least) the 10- and 30-db. deflections 
didn’t want to match the scale marks exactly. 
By giving a little here and taking a little there 
it was possible to get the log scale deviation to be 
within a maximum of about 2 db. — estimated,

Bottom-of-chassis view. The i.f. amplifier runs horizontally 
at the center. Power-supply filter capacitors are at top 
center, with high-voltage circuits for the cathode-ray tube 
at the bottom. The row of variable resistors along the rear 
apron of the chassis (left) are non-operating controls 

used in initial setting up.

Heathkit SB-620
Height : b% inches.
Width: 10 inches.
Depth: lO1/^ inches.
Weight: 10 pounds.
Power Requirements: 120 or 210 volts 

a.c., 50-60 c.p.s., 10 watts.
Price Class : $120.
Manufacturer: Heath Company, Benton 

Harbor, Mich.

since the scale has only 10-db. calibration marks 
-. the inaccuracy being greatest at the 30-db. 
point. This is adequate accuracy for most ama
teur purposes, of course, and is mentioned 
principally in the (probably vain) hope that 
users of the instrument will be a bit more realistic 
about their readings than most hams are about 
the s.w.r. that they “measure” with an ordinary 
bridge, or the decibels that they “measure” 
with au S meter.

The frequency sweep, which was set up for 
455-kc. receiver i.f. iu our kit, was reasonably 
linear; the frequency scale was compressed about 
20 percent at the left-hand edge of the screen 
as compared with the right. There is no inde
pendent adjustment for this, aud since it depends 
on how well the sweep voltage is matched to the 
oscillator tuning, which in turn is determined by 
the Varicap characteristics, it may possibly vary 
somewhat from kit to kit. I t may also depend 
on the receiver i.f., since different components are 
used for different groups of intermediate fre
quencies.

Probably the major application of the Scana- 
lyzer in the amateur station is as a panoramic 
adapter, aud for this purpose it has much more 
to offer in both resolution and flexibility than its 
predecessors. Spectrum analysis of one’s own 
transmitter is not the sort of thing to be in
dulged in constantly since it is a project in itself. 
For regular monitoring au ordinary scope is 
much better, as a practical matter, since a spec
trum analyzer won’t show much of quantitative 
value on normal signals. But for a detailed, if 
necessarily time-consuming, look at the things 
coming out <if a transmitter, the SB-620 can 
show very much more than any panoramic 
adapter that we have met previously. With the 
necessary accessory equipment — aeoiitinuously- 
variable (and stable) signal generator or oscillator 
capable of covering as much of the r.f. spectrum 
as possible, a two-tone audio generator, a dummy 
antenna and, preferably, some good attenuators 
that are uot frequency sensitive (so some of the 
r.f. at the dummy antenna can be applied safely 
to the Scaualyzer) — it is possible to get a pretty 
good picture of all the things, wanted or un
wanted, that the transmitter is putting out. The 
experience can be a real education. The instruc
tion manual tells how to go about making many 
of these tests, as well as giving a good deal of 
information on typical signal displays. — HUW
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^Q'echnicarL- 
Correspondence

TRIANGULAR LOOP ANTENNA
Technical Editor, QST:

An easily-constructed rotatable antenna which 
may surprise you with its excellent performance is 
the triangular loop of one-wavelength periphery. 
This antenna is equivalent in gain to a one-wave
length circular or square loop; that is, it exhibits 
about O.5-db. gain over a horizontal half-wave 
antenna at the same height above ground. Its hori
zontal pattern is a figure eight with two.horizontal 
main lobes at right angles to the vertical plane of 
the loop, a pattern similar to. that of the dipole 
antenna as shown in the ARRL Handbook. It has a 
better front-to-side ratio than the dipole, however.

This antenna is easy to construct with hand tools, 
is quite light in weight, has a low wind profile, low 
susceptibility to fading of DX signals, and is easily 
turned by a TV rotator.

Triangular loops for several bauds may be strung 
concentrically on a single supporting structure con
sisting of three bamboo or fiberglass arms and may 
be fed from a single feed line. The radiation resistance 
of a one-wavelength periphery loop of this type is 
about 140 ohms. As it is a balanced-to-ground an
tenna, a balanced feed line is recommended for low- 
noise reception. When fed with a balanced feed line 
the loop antenna wall respond only to the magnetic 
component of a nearby interfering radio-frequency 
field (noise). It will not respond to the electrostatic 
field of the noise. The recommended feed line is 125- 
ohm twin coax with the shield grounded and a 
balanced impedance-matching device used between 
line and receiver or transmitter. The length (L) in 
inches of the loop may be found from L = 11,800//, 
where f = frequency of operation in megahertz.

One way of constructing the triangular loop is 
shown in Fig. 1.- Other simple methods may be used. 
For example, a spider can be constructed using four 
pieces (one piece for the mast support) of 1X1 X 
1 -¿-inch angle welded together. The method shown 
in Fig. 1 for joining the wire loop and feed line works 
quite well for any antenna. The piece of Plexiglas 
can be anchored to the mast for a single-element 
loop or allowed to- hang free in multielement arrays.

DETAIL OF WIRE LOOP TO 
FEEDUNE CONNECTION

Fig.1

Antennas covering four bands can be strung on 
one frame structure using dosed loops for 10, 15 
and 20 meters and an open-ended triangle for 40 
meters. The 40-meter antenna is a half-wavelength 
wire folded triangularly on the support with the 
two upper ends insulated from each other where 
they meet at the vertical supporting arms. All the 
antenna wires are fed at the center of the bottom 
horizontal leg as shown in Fig. 1. The triangular 
loop can be oriented with its apex toward the 
ground and fed at this lower apex. Gain is the same 
with the apex down as with the apex up (apex up 
shown in Fig. 1); however, the author’s conclusion 
is that the antenna is more susceptible to fading of 
DX signals with the apex of the triangle oriented 
toward the ground, as determined by listening tests 
over a six-months period with both orientations 
mounted on the tower.

Multiple element rotary beam antennas can be 
constructed using the one-wavelength triangular 
loop as a basic element. A beam using four elements 
on 10, 15 and 20 and two elements on 40 meters is 
in use by the writer. — Norman B. Watson, WGDL, 
5501. Via del Valle, Torrance, California yOoGo,

BINARY-DECIMAL COUNTER READOUT
Technical Editor, QST:

Since publication of the article by William Skeen, 
K6YRQ, on a home-built frequency counter for 
measurement of audio frequencies (QST, January 
1965), I have accumulated parts to build a similar 
unit. For a long time 1 have had wishful thoughts 
about building a counter, but the inclusion of all

the desired circuitry (totalizer, readout display, 
reset, timing gate, etc.), ! felt, tended to put it 
out of the amateur class. After all, the least expen
sive commercial units.cost a few hundred dollars. 
Mr. Skeen's article presents a simple and yet com
plete approach to a rather complex requirement.

Perhaps one deterrent for amateurs considering 
building bis unit is its rather inconvenient binary 
display readout, and the resultant necessity to add 
a column of digits to realize the total count repre
sented. With a quite simple circuit change, it is 
possible to have a combination binary-decimal 
readout. Each significant decimal digit is found by 
adding binary numbers, so one need never add to a 
figure higher than 9. The changes reduce the total 
count capability .for a given number of flip-flop 
stages, but the readout system is more quickly 
interpreted.

The changes convert four consecutive EF stages 
into a decade divider section by adding two feed
back loops. Feedback is used from Pin 1 of the
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Fig, 3—Two-band quad Matching

Fig. 4—Standing-wave ratio curves 
taken with a laboratory-type v.s.w.r. 
bridge. Measurements were made at 
the transmitter ends of the transmission 
line with the antenna array mounted 
on a steel tower 44 feet above ground.

third stage to Pin 7 of the second stage (see Fig. 2, 
page 33, January 1965 QST) and similarly from the 
fourth to the third stage of a decade section. The 
connections for feedback consist of a 12O-pf. ca
pacitor and a 470K resistor in series. This simulates 
six extra pulses in the chain of four stages, so that 
all four will reset to zero on the count of 10 instead 
of the normal 16. Thus, 12 FF stages will indicate 
to a count of 999. The numeric values assigned to 
the neon indicators of a decade section with this 
feedback system are 1-2-2-4 for the four FF stages, 
counting from the input stage. At the end of a 
counting period, the value of each decimal digit of 
the total count is obtained by adding values for 
four lamps from the appropriate decade section. 
Arranging the lamps vertically in sets of four would 
probably contribute to faster readout. Fig. 2 repre
sents a total count of 7536, using 16 FF stages (4 
decade sections).

As a matter of some interest in using a power-line 
controlled counter, 1 have made several long-term 
checks on the accuracy of the 60-cycle line fre
quency and find it to be quite good — a second or 
so a .week error is common. However, the short
term stability is less. Cheeks made recently indi
cated errors at times of as much as 4 parts in, IO4 
(although the average is about 2 parts, in 1U4), in 
•5-minute periods during the week. The error appears 
to be higher on weekends than during the week'.. 
The error may be tolerable for audio work, but if a 
counter was built to count directly to 10 Me., for 
example, a crystal-controlled time base would 
definitely be preferable. — Jerry Hall, K1PLP, 
15 Endleiyh Ave., Pinehurst, Mass. 0186V.

TWO-BAND QUAD MATCHING
Technical Editor, QST:

While experimenting with a two-element two-, 
band cubical quad antenna the problem of matching 
the antenna to a 50-ohm transmission line arose.! 
The antenna is a “plain vanilla’’ quad built around 
information in WOSAI’s book, Quad Antennas-. My 

method of feeding the antenna did not produce 
fantastic front-to-back ratio or forward gain. It 
merely made the standing-wave ratio more accepta
ble to the 32S-3B used at the home QTH.

After building the two-band quad I checked it 
with a General Radio 1606 impedance bridge and 
found the 10-meter antenna to be about 118 ohms 
and the 15 meter antenna to be about 91 ohms at 
resonance. This is 2.36:1 and 1.82:1, or approxi
mately 2:1 for a 50-ohm transmission line. The feed 
system I describe here made the v.s.w.r. much 
nearer the desired 1:1.

The heart of the system is a ferrite-core auto
transformer. The measured impedance ratio is very 
close to 50:107 ohms. The insertion loss is less than 
0.2 db. from 15 to 30 Mhz. when terminated in. 107' 
ohms. When it is terminated in 50 or 200 ohms the 
insertion loss is less than 0.35 db. from 15 to 30 
Mhz. Several transformers were built before these 
figures were obtained, and after a suitable design 
was achieved it was connected to the quad as shown 
in Fig. 3. You do not have to sacrifice F/B ratio 
for a more acceptable v.s.w.r. by detuning the re
flector stubs; simply adjust the tuning stubs for 
maximum F/B ratio and then design the transformer 
for the proper impedance ratio. Also, lowering the 
v.s.w.r. places a iarger portion of the desired band 
within an impedance range the average pi-section 
tuner will accept.

In answer to on-the-air inquiries: yes, performance 
of the antenna varies considerably from one end of 
the band to the .other.

This antenna feed system is a broad-band device, 
so'don’t forget to use a low pass filter. — Toney L., 
Madnino, ITS Al UK, Carrollton, Texas.

SWITCH 
TO SAFETY!
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Commercial

BY BILL WAGEMAN, W0BUR/K5MAT*  AND CAROL WAGEMAN, W0HQH*

The radio amateur or SWL who is interested in. 
purchasing used commercial gear is confronted 

with a bewildering choice of equipment in all price 
ranges. This index, an attempt to make it easier 
to find appropriate information, presents most of 
the interesting reviews, advertisements, and modifi
cation articles in QST on the great bulk of commer
cially-made transmitters, receivers, and trans
ceivers that have appeared since World War il. 
An effort has been made to be as complete as pos
sible, but undoubtedly there are a few omissions. 
Nothing has been skipped because of prejudice.

Unfortunately, because of space limitations, it 
has not been possible to include other pieces of gear 
that might be of interest (for example, power 
supplies, converters, VFOs. etc.), but in many cases 
this information may be found in conjunction with 
an associated item.

The list is alphabetically by manufacturer, with 
each model in alphabetical-numerical order. Refer
ences for each piece of equipment are given in the 
order of their appearance, with the abbreviations A 
for advertisement, R for reviews, and Ai for articles 
dealing with modifications. Page numbers are given 
only when it is not obvious from the table of contents 
or index of advertisers as to where the information 
may be found.

Manufacturers listed here are not necessarily still in 
business nor are addresses still correct. Consult the 
“Index of Advertisers” in recent issues of QST for the 
names of current manufacturers engaged in the ama
teur radio business.

Thus, CENTRAL ELECTRONICS, 100V A Dec. 
57. M Dec 62 p 63 refers to an ad in. the Decem
ber 1957 issue of QST and a modification described 
on page 63 of the December 1962 issue, both of 
which are concerned with the Model 100V. It 
would be necessary to look up the manufacturer 
in. the index of advertisers to determine the location 
of the ad mentioned. In a few cases it may be 
necessary to look under one of the alternate manu
facturers names to find the proper ad.
ADAM ELECTRONICS CORP.— 410, A Apr. 55; 
1010, A Apr. 55
ALLIED RADIO (KNIGHT-KIT) — Lincoln, A Feb. 
61; R-55, R Sept. 61; R-100A, A Nov. 62; SX-255, 
A Feb. 56;T-60, R Apr. 62;T-I50, R Jan. 63;T-100, 
A Oct. 59; TR-106, R Oct. 66; TR-108. R Oct. 67; 
Y-726. R Oct. 58
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. (AMECO) —R-5, 
A Aug. 67;TX-62, A Aug. 64; TX-86. A Nov. 60 
AMERICAN GELOSO ELECTRONICS — G209-R, 
R July 59; G222/TR. A Nov. 59

*1114 North Luna Circle, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.

AMPLEX RADIO PROD. — KW-62, R July 58

AMPLIDYNE LABS — 621, A Dec. 64

AUDAR (TELVAR and MECK IND., JOHN) — 
T60-1, A Aug. 4ó;T60-2. A Sept. 48

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS (PIERSON) — 
KE-93. R May 58

BABB ELECTRONICS—TRA-6, R Jan. 59; TRA- 
10, A Mar. 59

BABCOCK — MT-5A, A Apr. 53; MT-5B, A Mar. 54

BARKER & WILLIAMSON — L-1000-A, R Sept. 
56; L-1001-A, A Jan. 58; LPA-1, A Nov. 60; 51SB. 
R Mar. 55; 5100, R Mar. 55; 5100-B, A Dec. 55; (»100, 
R Sept. 63

BRAD THOMPSON IND. (B. T. L) — LK-2000. 
A Nov. 66

CARDWELL — Fifty-Four, A Aug. 46

GENTIMEG ELECTRONICS—132, R Feb. 60

CENTRAL ELECTRONICS— 10A, A Nov. 52; 10B, 
R Aug. 54; 20A. R Jan. 54 p 47, M Dec. 63; 100V, 
A Dec. 57, M Dec. 62 p 63; 200V, R Aug. 61, M June 
62 p 59; 600L, A Mar. 55

CLEGG ASSOCIATES —Cruiser, A Dec. 67

CLEGG LABORATORIES (Also See SQUIRES- 
SANDERS)— Apollo Six, R Nov. 65; Apollo 700, 
A July 64; Interceptor, A Apr. 62; Interceptor B, 
A Dec. 63; Thor VI, R July 63; Venus VI, R Sept. 
64; Zeus, R Sept. 61; 22’er, R Apr. 65; 62T10, A June 
56; 66’er. R Apr. 67; 99‘er, A June 61; 250-6C, A 
Reb. 58

COLLINS RADIO—KW-1, A Oct. 50; KW-1, 
A Aug. 57, M May 59, M Nov. 59; KWM-2, A Nov. 
59, M Apr. 62 p 38, M June 63, M Mar. 67; KWS-1, 
A Mar. 55, M Mar. 60 p 48, M Nov. 64 p 58; 30K, 
A June 46; 30L-1, R Nov. 61; 30S-1. A Nov. 58; 
32S-1, A Nov. 58, M Nov. 59 p 54, M Apr. 62, M 
Dec. 63, M Nov. 64, M Dec. 64, M Mav 66, M Apr. 67; 
32S-3, R Feb. 63, M Dec. 63, M Nov. 64, M Dec. 64, M 
May 60, M Apr. 67; 32V-L A Dec. 47, M Apr. 54, M 
Oct. 65 p 95; 32V-2, A Mar. 50, M Oct. 65 p 95; 
32V-3, A Sept. 51, M Oct 65 p 95; 32W-I, A Mar. 55; 
5IJ-1, A Nov. 49; 51S-1, A May 63; 62S-L R Nov. 63; 
75A. R Sept. 47 p 54, M Jan. 54. M Feb. 56 p 47; 
75A-2, A July 50, M Sept. 54 p 39, M July 55, M Feb. 
56 p 47; 75A-3. A Dec. 52. M Sept. 54 p 39, M July 55, 
M Feb. 56 p 47, M Apr. 58 p 62; 75A-L R Apr. 55, 
M Feb. 56 p 47. M Mav 58 p 76, M Mav 63, M Tuly 64; 
75S-1, A Nov. 58, M Dec. 64; 75S-3, R Feb. o2, M 
Apr. o7; 75S-3B, A Mar. 64; 310-B, A Mar. 49

COSMOS INDUSTRIES—Cosmophone 35, R 
June 58; Cosmophone 1000. A Sept. 59
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G'RAFTRONICS —CT-120, A Jan. 62

CREATIVE ELECTRONICS (TRANSCON) — 
Transcon, R Dec. 57; Transcon 6, A June 60; Trans
con 10, A J une 60

DAVCO ELECTRONICS —DR-30, R Jan. 67

De WALD — OM Radio-Phone, A Mar. 61

DOLLAR- ROBERT —222, A Feb. S3; 226, A July 53

DRAKE, R. L. —L-4, A June 06; R-4, A Feb. 65; 
RIA, A Dec. 07; T-4, R May 66; T-4X, R May 66; 
TR-13, A Feb. 63, M June 66; TR-4, R Dec. 65; 1-A, 
R Nov. 57; 2-A, R July 60; 2-B, A July 61; 2-C, 
R Dec. 66; 2-NT, R Dec. 66

EBY SALES CO. — PCK-100, A Feb. 55

EICO —"20, R July 59; 723, R Mar. 61; 753, R 
Mar. 66

ELDICO —MR-2, A Sept. 52; JIT-2. A Sept. 52; 
SSB Jr., A Sept. 52;SSB-1OO. R Feb. 56;SSB-100C, 
A Mar. So; SSB-100F. R Feb. 58; SSB-100M. A Mar. 
58; SSB-500, A Mar. 56; SSB-1000, R Jan. 57; SSB- 
1000F, A Apr. 58; TR-1TV, R Oct. 54; TR-75TV, 
A Sept. 52

ELECTRO-COMM CO.—ER-6, A Apr. 56; HT-2, 
A Nov. 55

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL MFG. CO. — EMI, 60-6, 
R Aug. 02; VX-101, A Dec. 47; V X-101 Jr., A July 47

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO. (ELENCO)— 
Commander, A Nov. 58; SS-75, R Dec. 52 p 42; 
X-4, R Dec. S3 p 58;77, A Nov. 54; 400-T3, A Jan. 54;

ELECTRO-VOICE (RME)— RME-4300, R Oct. 56; 
RME-4350, A Mar. 57; RME-4350A, R Sept. 58; 
RME-6900, R Feb. 61

ELENCO (See ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO.)

ELMAC (See MULTI-PRODUCTS CO.)

EL-TRONICS— AE-30, A Mar. 48

EMESGO (See MODERN SPACEMASTER 
PRODUCTS)

EQUIPMENT CRAFTERS, THE (TECRAFT) — 
Hawk VI, A Sept. 60; Sidewinder, A Sept. oO;TK20, 
R June 56; 220, A Nov. 55

GALAXY ELECTRONICS (See WORLD RADIO 
LABS)

GELOSO (See AMERICAN GELOSO ELEC
TRONICS)

GLOBE ELECTRONICS (See WORLD RADIO 
LABS)

GONSET — Commander, A May 52; Commander 
11, A June 55; Communicator, A Aug. 54, M July 63 
p 74, M Nov, 64 p 59: Communicator III, K Mar. 
58, M Oct. 58 p 74. M Nov. 64 p 59; Communicator 
IV. R Apr. 61, M Nov. 64 p 59; G-28, A June 58; 
<4-33, A Sept. 58; G-13, A Jan. 59; G-50, A Apr. 59; 
C-63, A Dec. 59;G-66, R June 56. M Mar. 58 p 59; 
G-76. R Mar. 61, M Feb. 62 p 33; G-77. R Apr. 57; 
GC-102, A Dec. 62; GC-105, R July o2; GR-211, 
A Oct. 61;GR-212, R Apr. 62; GSB-100, R Sept. 59, 
M May 60 p 83;GSB-101, R Aug. 60, M June 60 p 41; 
GSB-20I, R Feb. 62; MSB-1, A Dec. 60; Sidewinder 
(900A), A Aug. 63; Sidewinder (910A), R Aug. 05; 
2M Linear, R Oct. 55; 6M Communicator. R May 
55, M Nov. 64 p 59; 6M Linear. A Oct. 55; 500-W, 
R Dec. 54; 903-A, R Aug. 65; 913-A, R Aug. 65

HALLICRAFTERS — FPM-200, A Aug. 57; HA-2, 
R Sept. 02; 11A-6, R Sept. 62; IIT-1G, A May 50;

HT-I7, A July 47; HT-18, A July 47; HT-19, A Jan. 
49; HT-20, A Nov. 52; HT-30. A Oct. 55; HT-31, A 
June 55, R Jan. 56; HT-32, R Mav 57. M Feb. 60; 
HT-32B, A Jan. 63; HT-33, A Feb. 57; HT-37, R 
Mar. 60;HT-40. R Dec. 61;1IT-U, R July 62:HT-H, 
A Nov. 63; HT-45. A May 64; HT-16, R Aug. 66; 
S-38, A June 46;S-40A, R July 46, M Apr. S4.-S-10B, 
A Aug. 50; S-53, A Apr. 48; S-76. A June 53, M Nov. 
54; S-77, A Deci 50; S-85, A Oct. 54, M Dec. 58 p 69; 
S-102, A Apr. 56;S-103, A Apr. 56; S-107, A Nov. 59; 
S-108, A Nov. 59;SR-34, R June 59;SR-42, R July 65, 
M Feb. 66 P 70; SR-16, R luly 65, M Feb. 66 p 70; 
SR-75, A Mar. 51; SR-150, R .lune 63; SR-160, 
A Dec. 63; SR-500, A June 65; SR-2000. R May 67; 
SX-42, A Dec. 46, R May 47 p 48, M June 50 p 56; 
SX-43. A Jan. 48, M May 51, p 136; SX-71, A Feb. 
50; SX-73, A May 52; SX-88, R June 54; SX-96, R 
June 55; SX-99, A Jan. 55. M May 59 p 50;SX-100, 
R Dec. 55; SX-101, R Oct. 57; SX-110, A Mav 60; 
SX-111, R May 60; SX-115, R Mar. 62; SX-117, 
R May 03; SX-122, A Apr. 64; SX-130, A May 66; 
SX-110, R Dec. O1;SX-116, R Apr. 66

HAM CENTER (See HERBACH & RADEMAN)

HAMMARLUND—Four-20, A Julv 47; HQ-88, 
A Sept. 64; HQ-100, R Jan. 57; HQ-100A, R Dec. 61; 
HQ-I05TR, R Dec. 61,HQ-110, R Aug. 58;11Q-11OA, 
A May 62; HQ-129-X, R June 46, M Nov. 50 p 106, 
M Sept. 55 p 48; HQ-110-\. A Aug. 53; HQ-110-X A, 
A May So; HQ-115, R June 59; HQ-115A, A May 64; 
HQ-115X, R Dec. o1; HQ-150, R Dec. 56; HQ-160, 
R Oct. 58; HQ-170, R Feb. 59; HQ-170 A. A Nov. 62; 
HQ-170A-VHF. A June 64; HQ-180, R June 60; 
HX-50. R Mar. 63; HX-50A, A Jan. OS; HX-500, R 
Oct. 60; HXL-I, R June 64; PRO-310. K Apr. 56; 
SP-600-JX, A Aug. 52

HART INDUSTRIES —Hart 75, R Feb. 56

HARVEY RADIO LABS. — 100-T, A July 46

HARVEY-WELLS-—-Bandmaster. A luly 51; R9, 
A Jan. 55; B9A, A May 58; T90, R Sept.'55; TBS-50, 
A Dec. 47

HEATHKIT— Apache, R Mar. 59, M June 59 p 62, 
M Dec. 59 p 52, M Mar. 60 p 48, M Nov. 60 p 54; 
AR-1, M May S3; AR-2. A July S3; AR-3. A Mar. So; 
AT4, A July S3, M Oct. 55. M Dec. 55 p 96, M June 
56 p 77, M Nov. 50, M May 57; Cheyenne, R Apr. 60, 
M Oct. 60 p 51; Chippewa, R July 00; Comanche, 
R Apr. 60; DX-20, A Dec. S6; DX-35, K Sept. 56, 
M June 58 p 71; DX-10, A Dec. 57; DX-60, R July 
61; DX-100, R Dec. 55, M June So p 77, M Aug. So, 
M Feb. 57 p 59, M Feb. 58 p 09, M Sept. 58, M Apr. 
59, M June S9 p 62. M Aug. S9 p S3, M Nov. 59 p 55, 
M Feb. 60 p 50, M Aug. 62 p 56, M Sept. 62, M July 
64 p 81; DX-I00B, A Mar. S9; HA-14. R Nov. 65- 
HA-20, A Oct. 62; HR-10, R July 63; HR-20, R Mar. 
64, M Oct. 67 p 47; HW-12, R Jan. 64, M Apr. 05; 
HW-16, A J uly 67; HW-19, A Apr. 60; IIW-22, R Jan. 
64. M Apr. 65; 1IW-29, A Apr. 60, M Oct. 60 p SO; 
HW-29A, A Nov. 60; HW-30, R Nov. 60; HW-32, 
R Jan. 64, M Apr. 65; I1X-11. A Sept. 61, M Dec. 61 
p. 62; HX-20, R Mar. 64, M Mar. 66 p 44; HX-30, 
R May 63; Marauder, R Oct. 62; Alohawk. R Dec. 
58; Mohican, R Dec. 60, M July 62 p S3; Pawnee. 
R Jan. 62, M Aug. 64 p 64; SB-100, R Sept. 66, M 
May 67 p 49, M Nov. 67 p 50; SB-101, A Feb. 67- 
SB-110, K Feb. 66; SB-200, R May OS; SB-300^ 
R July 64. M Dec. 66; SB-301, R Mar. 67; SB-100, 
R Jan. 65, M July 65 p 80, M Dec.66; SB-101, R Mar. 
67; Seneca VHF-1, R Jan. 61; Warrior, R June 61

HENRY RADIO —2-K, R June 65; 2K-2, R Nov. 67

HERBACH & RADEMAN (HAM CENTER) — 
ECO-1, A Oct. 46

HUNTER MFG. CO. —Band-It 20B, A Oct. 50; 
Bandit 2000A, A Feb. 63; Bandit 2000B, A June 64; 
Bandit 2000C, A Sept. 67; Cyclemaster 20A, A 
Oct. 48
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INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL—ADR Series. A 
Oct. 63; AOT-50, A Oct. 63; KB-1. A Nov. 59; SBA- 
50, R Sept. 67; SBX-9, R Sept. 67;STP-50, A Oct. 58; 
T-12, R Dec. 57

INTERSTAR—SR-700E, R Aug. 67; ST-700E, 
R Aug. 67

ITT MACKAY MARINE —3010-B, R Apr. 67

JOHNSON, E. F.— Adventurer, R Aug. 55, M 
Sept. 58; Challenger, R Dec. 59; Courier, R Aug. 58; 
Invader, R July 61; Invader-2000, A Sept. 60; 
Messenger, A May 00; (Navigator, R May 58; 
Pacemaker, R Apr. 57; Ranger, R Sept. 54. M Nov. 
57 p 89, M Jan. 59 p 61, M Feb. 59 p 49, M Apr. 59, 
M Feb. 60 p 51, M Jan. 61 p 59; Ranger II, A Sept. 
01, M Sept. 06 p 85;Thunderbolt, R July 58; Valiant, 
R Sept. 57; Valiant II, A June 62; V iking Kilowatt, 
R Feb. 55; Viking Mobile, A Aug. 52, M May 58 
p 78; Viking I, A Sept. 50, M June 52, M Dec, 52, 
M Oct. 53 p 47, M July 54 p 39; Viking II, A Jan. 
53, M June 55; 6N2, R Mar. 57; 6N2 Thunderbolt, 
R Jan. 60; 500, R July 57

JUSTIN — Mobiltrans, R Oct. 64

KNIGHT-KIT (See ALLIED RADIO)

LAFAYETTE —IIA-144, R June 67; IIA-225, A Jan. 
65;HA-23O, A Apr. 65; 11A-250, R June 66; HA-260, 
A Oct. 67; HA-350, R Dec. 64; 11 A-110, A Sept. 66; 
IIA-160, A Sept. 66; 11A-650, R Mar. 66; 1IA-750, 
A Dec. 67; 11E-10, See KT-200; IIE-25 Voyager. 
A Feb. 61; UE-30, R Nov. 61; I1E-45, A Dec. 61, 
M Feb. 67 p 49; I1E-50, A Oct. 61; IIE-80, A June 63; 
KT-200, A Sept. 59; KT-390 Starflite, A July 62

LAKESHORE INDUSTRIES—P-400-GG, A July 
56; P-500, R Mar. 55; Phasemaster Jr., A June 54; 
Phasemaster II, A Oct. 55; Phasemaster II-A, 
A Nov. 57; Phasemaster II-B, A Apr. 58

LETTINE RADIO — 210, A July 50; 262, A Aug. 60

LW ELECTRONIC LAB — LW-50, R May 54; 
LW-51, R Dec. 59; LVV-51 DeLuxe, A Aug. 60; 
LVV-51 Double Deluxe, A Feb. 62; LVV-90, A July 57

LYSCO—-Transmasters (Mobile), A Mar. 51; 600, 
A Aug. 50; 6Ü0S, A Dec. 51; 650, A Feb. 52

MARS (See PAUSAN GO.)

MASTER MOBILE MOUNTS—Mobile GO Power, 
A Apr. 63

MECK IND.. JOHN (See AUDAR)

MEISSNER (See THORDARSON-MEISSNER)

MICAMOLD — X.TR-1, A Mar. 48

MILLEN —90800. A Feb. 46; 90801, R July 54; 
90810, A Oct. 47; 90881, A Feb. 47

MODERN SPACEMASTER PROD. (EMESGO) — 
TR-6, A May 62

MORROW—Falcon. A Feb. 57; MB-6, A Feb. 58; 
MB-560, A Sept. S5;MB-560A, R Nov. 56; MB-565, 
A Feb. 58; MBR-5, R May 56; PWSeries, A June 60; 
SBT, A Oct. 58

MOSLEY ELECTRONICS —CM-I, A Sept 61

MULTI-PRODUCTS CO. (ELMAG) — A-51, A 
Dec. 51 n 108, M Feb. 53 p 59, M Mar. 53 p 62; AF-67, 
A Nov. 53, M Oct. 58 p 75. M Jan. 59 p 58. M May 59 
P 48; AF-68, A Feb. 60; PMR6-A, A Feb. 53; PMR-7, 
R July 56

NATIONAL —HFS, A Apr. 48; IIRO-7. A Ian. 49; 
IIRO-50, A Mar. SO, M May 64; 1IRO-50-1, A May 
51; IIRO-60, A July 52, M Feb. 55 p. 38, M Apr. 66;

1IRO-500. A Oct. 64; INC-33. A Mar. 48; NC-16, 
A Mar. 46; NC-57, A Nov. +8; NC-66, A Dec. 57; 
NC-88, A July S3; ¡NC-98, R Aug. S4; JNC-105. R Apr. 
62; INC-109. R lan. 58, M June S9 p 61; ÑC-125, 
A Oct. SO; NC-155. R July 62; NC-I73, R July 47 p 46; 
NC-183, A Jan. 48; ÑC-183D, A Apr. S’; NC-188, 
A Aug. S7; ÑC-190, K Oct. 61; NC-270, R Jan. ol; 
NC-3Ó0. A Nov. 55, R Jan. 56, M Oct. 57 p 90, M Mar. 
58, M Apr. 58. M June 60 p 41; NC-303, R Apr. 59; 
NC-400, R Feb. 60; NCL-2000, R Feb. 65; NCX-3, 
A Oct. 62; NCX-5, A Sept. 64; NCX-5 Mark 11, A 
Aug. 65;SW-51, A Jan. 51; 200, R Dec. 67

NEIL CO.— Alpha 6, A Nov. 58; Beta, A Oct. 60; 
Mobileer, A Aug. 60

P & H ELECTRONICS — L200M. A Dec. 58; 
L600M, A Dec. 58; LA-100, A Feb. 56; LA-400-B, 
A J une 57; LA-100-C, A Apr. 59; LA500M Spitfire, A 
Aug. 63; 2-150, A Sept. 62; 6-150, A Feb. 62

P & K ELECTRONICS —501C, A Aug. 56; 501DX, 
A Apr. 57; 501R, A Aug. S6

PALCO ENGINEERING—Bantam 35, A Apr. 55

PAUSAN GO. — Mars Thunderbird, R Mar. 60

PIERSON (Also see AUTOMATION ELEC
TRONICS) — KP-81, A Aug. 46

POLY-COMM (See POLYTRONICS LAB.)

POLYTRONICS LAB. (POLY-COMM) — PC-2, 
A Dec. 62; PC-6, R Apr. 63; 6-2, A Aug. 60; 10, A 
Aug. 60; 62b, R Apr. 62

RACAL COMMUNICATIONS —RA-17, R Oct. 65

RADIO INDUSTRIES —Loudenboomer Mark II, 
R June 62

RADIO MANUFACTURERS ENGINEERS (RME, 
Also see ELECTRO-VOICE) — RME-45, R Oct. 
46; RME-81, A Mar. 47

RADIO SHACK—-Realistic DX-150, A June 67

RADIO TRANSCEIVER L ABS — IIFM-25, A May 
46; 1IT-HI, A Dec. 46

RADIOVISION—Commander, A June 50 p 81

REALISTIC (See RADIO SHACK)

REEVES INST. (RELIANT) — L-103, A Apr. 62

RELIANT (See REEVES INST.)

SERVO CORP. —R5200, A Apr. 56

SIDEBAND ENGINEERS —SB1-LA, r Sept. 64; 
SB2-LA, A Jan. 65; SB-33, R Apr. 64; SB-31, R July 
66, M Feb. 67 p 48

SILVER, McMURDO — 700, A July 46; 701, A Nov. 
47; 702, A Nov. 47; 703, A Nov. 47; 800, A inly 4ft; 
801, A Nov. 47; 802, A Nov. 47

SOLAR ELECTRONICS — Solar System VI, A 
Sept. 60

SOMMERKAMP ELECTRONIC— FL-200B, A 
June 66; FL-1000, A June 66; FR-100B, A June 66

SONAR RADIO CORP.—CD-2, R May 55;MB-26, 
A Oct. 51; MB6I1, A Aug. 47; Mono-Bander, A July 
62; MR-3, A Oct. 52; MR-4, A Mar. S3; SR-9. Á 
Oct. 51; SRT-120, A Dec. 52; VFX 680, A Apr. 47

SPECIAL DESIGN PRODUCTS —SDP-1000L, A 
Dec. 57

SQUIRES-SANDERS —SS-1R, R May 64
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STANGOR (See STANDARD TRANSFORMER 
CORP.)

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP. (STANGOR) 
— ST-202-A, A Oct. 47; ST-203-A, A June 48

SUBURBAN RADIO (SUBRAGO) — MT-1SX, A 
Aug. 48; 75T, A Oct. 48

SUN RADIO— PA-500, A Dec. 47

SUPREME TRANSMITTER CORP.— AF-100, A 
Jan. 47

SWAN ENGINEERING GO. —Mark I, A July 65; 
Mark II, A Aug. 67;SW-240, A Feb. 63; 100 Series, 
R Aug. 62; 250, A May 66; 350, R Sept. 65; 100, A May 
64; 500, A Mar. 67

TAPETONE —Sky Sweep, A Dec. 58

TECHNICAL MATERIAL CORP. (TMC)-GPR- 
90, R Oct. 55; GPR-90RX, A Jan. 58; GPT-750. A 
Jan. 56; GPT-750D, A Apr. 58; PAL-350, A May 
58; SBE-1, A Apr. 58

TEGRAFT (See EQUIPMENT CRAFTERS, THE)

TELVAR (See AUDAR)

TEMCO (See TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. 
CO.)

THORD ARSON- MEISSNER — Signal-Shifter. A 
Aug. 48, M Oct. 53, M Apr. 54 p 49; 2-CW, A Jan. 53

TMG (See TECHNICAL MATERIEL CORP.)

TRANSGON (See CREATIVE ELECTRONICS)

TRANSITRON —500, A Apr. 55

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT MFG. GO.
(TEMCO)—RA Series. A July 47;75GA, A May 46;
500GA, A Aug. 46

TRANSTECH—432T, R Aug. 59

UTICA COMMUNICATIONS CORP. —65ff( A
Mar. 64

VOCALINE—AT-30, R Jan. 59

WHIPPANY LABS —Lil Lulu (R), A Jan. 65; Lil 
Lulu (T), R Aug. 63

WILCOX ELECTRIC — 99A, A June 46

WORLD RADIO LABS (See also GALAXY ELEC
TRONICS. GLOBE ELECTRONICS, WRL ELEC
TRONICS)— Atlas 2 KW, A July 63; DSB-100, R 
Dec. 58; DuoBander 84, R Nov. 66; Galaxy HI, R 
Oct. 64; Galaxy V', A Jun. 64; Galaxy V Mark II, A 
Feb. 67; Galaxy 300, R Oct. 63; Galaxy 2000, R. Jan. 
66; Globe Champion, A Sept. 48 ; Globe Champion, 
R Feb. 58; Globe Chief, R Oct. 56 Globe Chief 
Deluxe, R June 60; Globe HiBander, A June 58; 
Globe King,- A* Oct. 47 ; Globe King I0OB, A May 
52; Globe King 500, A July 54; Globe King 500B, 
A Aug. 56; Globe Scout, A Oct. 52, M Oct. 55 p 44; 
Globe Scout 66, A May 57; Globe Scout 680, A 
May 57; Globe Scout Deluxe, R June 60; Globe 
Trotter, A June 46; IIG-303, A May 62: LA-1, A 
Nov. 57; Meteor SB-175, R Dec. 62; Mobiline Six, A 
July 60; TC6A, A Nov. 64

YUBA-DALMOTOR —DM-1000, A July 60; DM- 
4000, A July 60 Ifeq

Western Hams Get Into The Swing of Incentive 
Licensing

As soon as definite information on incentive licens- 
A. ing came out, a group of ham operators in the 
Portland, Oregon area holding general licenses 
organized a class and presented it to the Portland 
Community College, requesting that a theory class 
be taught. They found ready response from the 
directors and a teacher was secured who already 
has had years of experience in teaching radio theory. 
Hal Potter, W7MYG, the competent instructor, 
guided fifteen hams through an eleven week course. 
of theory study aimed at improving their knowledge 
of their hobby and preparing for Advanced Class 
FCC examination and license. Classes were held at 
the Community College Monday and Wednesday 
nights from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m. and the attendance 
throughout the eleven weeks was 100 percent. 
Some of the members came from out of town to 
attend, which showed real effort on their part.

It was interesting to note the various occupations 
of these hams who were so vitally interested in 
their hobby of ham radio and signed up for the 
course: K7PQF, Veterinarian; K7KWA, Dentist; 
WA7AHW, Printer; K7HKW, Construction; 
K7QBA, Medical Technician; W7DXY, Accoun
tant; K7KWM, Registered Nurse; K7ANC, Sales 
Engineer; K7BII, Personnel Assistant; W7ZLC, 
Warehouseman; K7ADI, Electronics Supply Clerk; 
K7HUT, Shoe Salesman; K7PHP, Garage Owner/ 
Mechanic; WA7DR0, College Student; K7MSZ, 
Landlord, retired. The instructor, W7MYG, is an 
Avionic Technician, in private business, and also

K7KWA instructing the Incentive licensing class at the 
Portland, Oregon Community College.

a certified electronics instructor for Portland Com
munity College. K7KWA says “The course was a 
complete success and all of us felt that incentive 
licensing was a good thing for us. It got us off our 
operating stools and into the classroom. Instead of 
"beefing” on the air about the pros and cons of 
incentive licensing we got into the spirit of the thing. 
We got the message from FCC and we are haying a 
real ‘trip’.”
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This station made quite a hit at the North East Ohio Boy 
Scout Jambo last October, showing amateur radio to the 
scouts. At the operating position are (I.) WA8SIL and 
WA8SJC, both Star Scouts of Chesterland, Ohio Troup 195

Spark rigs are not out of the picture yet. Here are two 
operated for demonstration purposes by Ralph Thetreau, 
W8FX and Harry Walsh, K8DX. K8DX gave a short 
lecture and demonstration with the able help of W8FX at 
the November meeting of the South Eastern Michigan ARA 
in Detroit. A QSO was carried on between the front and 
back stage before a very interested group of hams. W8FX 
was working mobile as can be seen! The two brass 
pounders still have their original calls having started 

with 8FX and 8DX.

The Braille Technical Preus has printed 
sample questions and answers for the Ad
vanced and Extra Class licenses in their 
January and February 1968 issues re
spectively. Braille editions (Grade II) are 
available at 60 cents each. Talking Book 
editions (16% r.p.m.) are available at 
$1.00 each. The Braille Technical Press, 
Inc., 980 Waring Avenue, N. Y., N. Y. 
10469

Here are three former League directors representing 
over 150 years of amateur radio activity. From left are 
W7ZC (West Gulf Division), W2ZI (Atlantic Division), and 

W6MLZ (Southwestern Division).

LeRoy Langhaar, W2FRK was awarded the First Army 
MARS trophy for outstanding public service. Shown (from 
left) are Lt. General Seaman, W2FRK, Commanding 
General 1st U.S. Army, Ed Liscombe, K4KNV, Chief Army 
MARS; and Bob Sheridan, W3REH, 1st U.S. Army MARS 

Director.

Is your XYL in favor of ham radio? W5CVW’s is. This is 
the ham shack/den which she designed. Bill has been a 
League member since 1922 and was first licensed as 

8BWK in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Colorado — The Boulder ARC will hold its annual auc

tion at the National Guard Armory, Boulder, Colo., April 
28 at 1:00 p.m. Further information from Don Hanaford, 
WA0NFO, 303-443-2386.

Florida—The Orlando Radio Club will hold their 
Hamfest April 27 and 28 at the Statler-Hilton Inn, 32UU 
W. Colonial Drive. Orlando, Florida. There will be meetings 
for Army, Navy and Air Force MARS, RACES, ARRL, 
QCWA, and Floridoras; forums on v.h.f., sideband. ATV, 
and DX; transmitter hunts and c.w. contests and, of course, 
the displays of the many manufacturers of ham equipment.

Georgia — The Columbus ARC will hold their annual 
Hamfest on April 6 and 7 at the Fine Arts Bldg., located at 
the Fair Grounds in Columbus, Ga. Bingo for the XYLs 
and harmonics. Communications will be on 3985 kc. f or 
reservations or information contact Harold DeVaughn, 
W4FIZ, 3804 Condrad Dr., Columbus, Ga. 31904.

Illinois — The Chicago Suburban Radio Assn, will hold 
their annual auction on Wednesday, April 3, at National 
Hall, 3907 Prairie Ave., Brookfield, Ill. at 8:00 p.m. For 
more information contact WA9CCQ, Karl Weisshappei, 
3122 Clinton Ave., Berwyn, Ill. 60102.

Illinois — The Moultrie ARC is having its 7th annual 
Hamfest at Sullivan, Illinois in the American Legion Pa
vilion, April 28.

Illinois — The Seventh Annual Dinner Dance of the 
6-Meter Club of Chicago will be held at the Park Manor 
V.F.W., 1301 W. 87th St., Chicago, on Saturday, April 6 
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets from members or by mail from Alike 
Oorbett, K9RNZ, 5215 73rd Court, Summit. Hl. 60501.

I ndiana — The honoring of old timers will be the theme 
of this year’s annual Banquet of the North-Eastern Indiana 
RC to be held at the Library in Waterloo, Saturday, April 
20. A place will be available at 2:00 p.m. for those who wish 
to come for eye-ball QSOs and to talk over old times. The 
evening meal will be at 6:45 with a program following. 
Reservations may be made with WA9GNA, Harold Mo 
Entarfer, Waterloo, Indiana 46793 before April 15. The 
price of the evening meal will be §3.00.

Kansas — The Coffeyville ARC Hamfest is April 21 
at Pfister Park, Coffeyville. No advanced registration 
needed, bringjcovnred dish. Talk-in on 3.920 and 145.1 Me.

Maine—The PAWA will hold its Annual Banquet 
on April 20 at the Holiday Inn in Portland.

Maryland—’The B&O/C&O Railroads ARC will hold 
its 9th Annual Banquet on April 20 at the Barn Restaurant, 
750 Ritchie Highway, N.E., Glen Bumie, Md. Tickets 
are 85.00 each prior to April 10 and §6.00 after that date. 
Please make your reservations early to Joseph W. Zorzie, 
W3LBC, K “GO” Telegraph Office, B & O Central Bldg. 
107, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

Ohio — The Dayton Hamvention April 27, Wampler 
Arena Center, Dayton, Ohio, sponsored by Dayton Ama
teur Radio Assn. QSO in person at the nations foremost 
radio event of the year. Technical Sessions, exhibits, hidden 
transmitter hunt. Bring the XYL for an outstanding Ladies 
Program. Join the satisfied participants who return year 
after year in celebrating Ohio Amateur Radio Week. For 
information write Dayton Hamvention, Box 44, Dayton, 
Ohio 45401.

New Jersey—All RTTY stations in the Delaware 
Valley are invited for the meeting to discuss plans for 
organizing an RTTY assn, for the area. The meeting will 
be held at National Park Boro Hall, Grove and Lakehurst 
Sts., National Park, N. J., April 15 at 8:00 p.m. For more 
info write RTTY Committee, 560 Barlow Ave. Woodbury, 
N. J. 08096.

New Jersey — The Second International V.h.f. Confer
ence being held May 2-4. 1968 will feature top v.h.f.ers 
from everywhere! VK3ATN has already indicated he will 
attend. All three days will feature talks, symposiums and 
other events at the Garden State Plaza, Rts. 4 <fc 17, 
Paramus, N. J. in conjunction with the Ham Radio Expo 
(see March QST, pg. 69), Activities will culminate in the 
Banquet, Saturday, May 4, at 7:30 p.m. A program of 
first class entertainment headlined by star entertainer 
Jean Shepherd, K20RS, speaker of note, prizes, together 
with a superb top sirloin of beef dinner at the luxurious 

Champagne Towers, Rt. 17, Lodi, N. J. will interest OMs, 
XYLs aud YLs alike! Banquet tickets at §7.95 — YLs and 
XYLs at §6.95 — are available from the East Coast VHF 
Society, WA2WEB, Box 1263, Paterson, N. J. 07509.

New York — The Rockaway ARC Spring Auction will 
take place Friday evening April 26 at 8:00 p.m. at the Amer
ican Irish Hall at Beach Channel Drive (At Beach 81st St.), 
Rockaway Beach, N. Y. Doors will be open at 6:00 p.m» 
to accept items for sale. One dollar donation accepted at the 
door. For information write to Rockaway ARC, P.O. Box 
205, Rockaway Park, N. Y. 11694,

Washington—’ The Skagit Club Hamfest has been set 
for April 20 at Arlington.

COMING A.R.R.L. CONVENTIONS
April 26-27 — Michigan State, Lansing»
June 1-2 — New England Division, 

Swampscott, Mass.
June 7-9—-NATIONAL, San Antonio, 

Tex.
June 29-July 1 — Saskatchewan Prov

ince, Saskatoon.
June 29-30 — Rocky Mountain Division, 

Cheyenne, Wyoming.
June 29-30 — West Virginia State, Jack- 

son’s Mills.
August 3-4 — Central Division, Spring- 

field. 111.
August 31-September 2 — Southwestern 

Division, Phoenix, Arizona.
September 28-29 Roanoke Division, 

Greenboro, N. C.
October 12-13 — Hudson Division, Tarry

town, N. Y.

ARRL MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION
Lansing April 27 & 28

The ARRL Michigan State Convention will 
be held in Lansing on April 27 aud 28, 1968 at 
the Jack Tar Hotel. Registration, manufacturer’s 
¡lisplays and hospitality room activity will start 
at 2 p.m. ou Friday. That evening there will be 
tours, a technical session, and initiation into 
the Royal Order of the Woulf Hong. The ladies 
will have a special program while the Wouff 
Hong session is in progress. Saturday morning 
the registration, swap and shop, and manufac
turer's displays will open at 8 a.m. There will 
be net meetings, council of clubs meeting, ARRL 
Forum, DX Forum, au outstanding ladies pro
gram, and technical sessions throughout the day. 
The Saturday evening program will be a family 
type program with professional entertainers. 
Registration is $2.00 in advance (before April 25) 
or $2.50 at the door. For further information 
write convention chairman Currin Skutt, W9FSZ, 
119 North Foster Avenue, Lansing, Michigan 
48912.

Interested in 160 meters? Hams in the New 
England and Middle Atlantic states have formed 
the Northeastern States IGO-meter Association to 
promote fellowship on the band. Membership in- 
quiries may be directed to Association president, 
W1EUB.
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REPORTED BY BOB HILL,*  WIARR

Jowls went unshaven, leaves went unraked, 
homework went undone: the Silly Season 
was here again. The OM muttered incoherent 

warnings to the rest of the family and disap
peared into the shack, slamming the door behind 
liim. It was the 34th ARRL November SS!

This year's wild doings (Nov. 11-13, 18-20) 
resulted in 842 phone and 1088 c.w. logs adding 
to t he mailbag sag at Hqs., with some interesting 
trends to be noted. Phone activity edged ever 
closer to parity with c.w. as many participants 
found that QSOs went faster and were more 
numerous on sideband. Section-hunters flour
ished: 59 marksmen (21 voice, 38 code) found the 
range for all 75 multipliers — quite an increase 
from last year’s total of 26. A third and somewhat 
peculiar phenomenon: of the 1947 logs sub
mitted, 314 (almost one in six) represented 
either portable, multi-, or “guest” operation.

Logs, logs, logs. About half a dozen were com
puter printouts, while W4BW went one better 
with a computerized dupe sheet. Some hand
written logs, like W7FCD’s, were almost works 
of art in their neatness and precision: others—- 
well, we were unable to award the Larson E. Rapp 
Memorial Booby Prize to the deserving entrant 
because we couldn’t read his name or address, 
and he didn’t put his call down anywhere any
way. Nearly everyone had something to say, so 
don't feel offended if your comments didn’t make 
the writeup: we’d have to print a special issue of 
QST to include them all! But remember that all 
comments are read and all suggestions evaluated.

As usual, most comments fell into one of five 
categories: (1) “Had a ball,” (2) “Where was 
[fill in a section']?” (3) “Murphy,” (4) “Wait

* Assistant Communications Manager, ARRL.

till next year,” and (5) “ Let’s-drop-let’s-add- 
let’s-change.” We had the customary quota of 
broken bones, defunct rigs, tilt-over towers that 
weren’t supposed to, babies being born between 
iNR 286 and NR 287 - make your own list! 
Suggestions for improving the SS included: drop 
the power multiplier, increase the power multi
plier, change the criteria for a score multiplier, 
go back to two weekends, more hours, fewer 
hours, restore signal report to the CK — and 
a few strange characters even said they like the 
SS just the way it was. Several guys still stuck 
on a.m. commented sadly on the hopelessness 
of it all: several comments about that cloddish 
clique that runs a kilowatt (or more) and claims 
the low-power multiplier, implied that some 
entrants who signed the “ I-have-observed-all- 
e.ompetition-rules” must have observed them 
from a considerable distance. And to you fellows 
intrigued by what effect the new FCC regs 
will have on the ’68 Sweeps: you’ll have to wait 
another year, since both weekends of the up
coming fracas will be over before November 22!

LED SECTION BOTH MODES
K1GAX W4NQA K7RAJ
K1LPL W4USM W9YT
W1BGD/2 K5RHZ WA9ITB
W3BES K2EIU/5 WA0CVS
W3GAU W5WMU VE1APP
K4BAI KZ5FX VE2BMS
K4PUZ W6BIP VE5US
K4WJT WA6IVN VE7EH
W4BVV KH6IJ 3C8BB

"Long may that haunting DIDIDIT-DIDIDIT ring out 
across the airwaves.” — K2KUA
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For the third year, a thousand-point bonus was 
offered to each entrant attaching an SS message 
in proper form with proper handling data in
cluded. One-third (647) of the troops went forth 
to battle this MSG dragon; 70% succeeded in 
slaying the beast, but the others returned with 
nothing but singed sideburns to show for their 
efforts. If you were in the latter platoon, most 
likely you (1) omitted the precedence, (2) mis
counted text word-count for the CK, or (3) put 
down inadequate handling data.

As long as we’re on a military kick, let’s look 
at the big guns for ’67:

Phone. Single operator: K4WJT 193,918, 
W2RLM 189.550, K8D0C (WA8LE0, opr.) 
178,707, K1LPL 176,904, WA6IVN 176,400, 
WA4PXP 174,886, K5RIIZ 168,276, K4PUZ 
167,610, W3GRF (K1ANV, opr.) 167,056, 
W5WMU 166,140. Multioperator: WA0CHH 
172,563, K0VVY 167,112, WA9IIEU 133,809, 
WA0CJU 129,717, W3ZKH 108,091.

C.W. Single operator: W9YT (K9ZMS, opr.) 
139,563, K1LPL 138,883, W6RW (W6DQX, 
opr.) 135,563, W1BGD/2 134,313, K4GSU/3 
131,123, K2EIU/5 130,281, WA9ITB 130,028, 
W3BES 128,813, K4PUZ 125,013, W9LKJ 
124,921. Multioperator: K4VDL 128,438, K5LZO 
125,550, WA3EPT 117,250, K0VVY 115,610, 
WA0DKA 103,410.

(Parenthetically, VE5US deserves honorable 
mention for topping Canada, both modes: 151K 
with VE5DK behind the mike; 115K with 
VE5UF sending Morse. Extra-FB performances 
from VE-land!)

Intra-sectional struggles are always a high
light of any SS. Most of the real Pier-Sixers were 
on c.w. this time. In EMass, W1MX (K3QDD, 
opr.) nosed out K1EUF by nine, points (98,790 
to 98,781); in WPa we had a thriller among 
WA3BLE (104,843), K3HKK (K3AHT, opr.) 
(104,483), and WA3IXN (103,660.); Michigan 
was the scene of a spirited struggle among 
K8UDJ, W8UM, and W8SH, operated bv 
K8MF0, W8CQN, and K1ZND, respectively. 
Other close races were in SNJ (WB2TEN and 
W2HDW), Miss. (K5AEU and K5IIN), NLI 
(W2GGE and W2AJR), NNJ (WB2RKK and 
W2NNL), Vt. (WA1HXU and W9BLQ/1), 
Alaska (KL7JDO and KL7MF), SJV (W6QMC 
and K6RTK), NG (W4NQA and K4MPE) 
and Alberta (VE6ATH and VE6VV). Only four 
sections had really intense battles on phone: 
MDC (W3GRF and W3AZD), Wis. (W9YT 
and K9LBQ), Nebr. (WA0HSX and K0CVA) 
and Va. (W4BVV and K4CG). It doesn’t pay 
to let up even for a minute!

Novice entrants were paced by Minnesota’s 
WN0RAG with a score, of 8,505; other WN 
certificate winners were WN1HGS WN1HIIA 
WN1IUE WN2ANI WN2ARD WN2BND 
WN2CAL WN3HOM/3 WN4GTG WN6VXJ 
WN8WIA WN9ULI and WN9IJ0P.

Clubs
Forty-six ARRL-affiliated clubs submitted the 

necessary three individual entries aud secretary’s 
letter in order to vie for the handsome coco- 
bolo gavel that goes to the highest-scoring club 
each year. For the fourth .year in a row, the 
potent Potomac Valley Radio Club crew grabs 
that gavel! PVRC’s active Activities Manager 
W3TMZ had what one car manufacturer calls 
“a better idea”: rather than split the boys into 
just two large intra-elub competing teams, Jack 
appointed ten team captains, each to have nine 
or ten members on his squad. The result was 
spectacularly successful, as 92 PVRCers turned 
out, blitzing the opposition by a margin of more 
than two million points! Special recognition goes 
to K1ANV, whose stout performances from 
W3GRF (on phone) and W4BVV (on c.w.) led 
the club on both phone and c.w. — uo easy feat 
when you look at that roster of Potomackers.

Oddly enough, one man topped both modes for 
the second- and third-place clubs, too. W3BES 
stands at the head of runnerup Frankford Radio 
Club’s 64 entries, and W8QXQ is champ of the 
fast-rising Indian Hills Radio Club, whose 
fine effort moved them from eighth in ’66 to 
third in !67. Central Michigan ARG was the 
only other club to go over the million mark. 
Connecticut Wireless, with nearly the same

If the faces aren't familiar, the voices should be. At left 
is K0CVA, whose 834 phone contacts was fourth high 
nationally; at right is WA0CHH, chief op of the Missouri 
multiop effort that garnered a "multi-top” 172,563 
points and a "75 sweep.” Behind CHH is an unidentified 

stationary object.
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FB total as last year, still slipped a bit from 
third to fifth. Germantown. RC’s talented 
teenyboppers moved up a notch, from 7th to 
6th. The top ten is rounded out by the Univer
sity of Rhode Island RC, Miami Valley Ama
teur Radio Contest Society, and South 
Jersey RA.

Here arc the standings by mode:

Phone
Potomac Valley RC 
Frankford RC 
Indian Hüls RC 
Germantown RC 
Miami Valley ARCS 
Central Mich. ARC 
Univ, of Rhode Island RC 
South Jersey Radio Ass’n 
Conn. Wireless Ass’n 
Synton ARC

Hank C.W.
1 Potomac Valley RC
2 Frankford RC
3 Indian Hills RC
4 Conn. Wireless Ass’n
5 Central Mich. ARC
6 Minn. Wireless Ass’n
7 Nittany ARC
8 Massillon ARC
9 Univ, of Rhode Island RC

10 South Jersey Radio Ass’n

We look forward to a very interesting future 
competitive situation in Minnesota, where two 
new and promising clubs have recently been 
formed: the Minnesota Wireless Association, 
whose membership is 100% ARRL and which, 
under the guidance of W0TKX, gathered over 
586,000 points in its initial venture; and the 
Viking Amateur Radio Society, which, in the 
words of Secretary W0BMY, “has dedicated 
itself to becoming a real factor in amateur 
radio,” and whose club station WA0CJU turned 
in a cool 130 kilopoints multiopping phone. So 
have at it, you two clubs, and Gopher that 
gavel next year!

Musings
. . . on Doing Better. “Didn’t have much operating time, 

but did real crummy, even for 20 minutes. Will go all out 
next year and break the 25-point barrier.” — WB6Y AX. 
. . . Germantown RC’s WA3DNV broke said barrier, 
going from 21 phone points in 1966 to 14,040 this year. 
A 5,850% score increase is not to be sneezed at. ... “I 
think the SS is trying to tell me something about my c.w. 
By switching to phone this year my score is eight times as 
high. Now if only 1 could do the same next year.” ■ 
W A0OTE. Now if you only could, Jim. you’d wind up 
with — urn — 642,8-18 points, a very creditable showing 
indeed. . . .

. . . on Time, the Subtle Thief. “Been in every SS since 
01, the marathon affair which lasted nine days, like the 
Novice Roundup.”.. - W6BIP. At least two other original 
SSers were still at it this year. W7EKE (ex-W9ERU) and 
the 1930 winner, W1ADW. who says the SS is better than 
ever. ... “I nominate W2WE longest licensed in the 
contest (OK 13).”— WA6JDT. Waal, W6AM has him 
beat by a year, “ It’s good to meet old friends in the SS,” 
Don says. ...” It is a sobering thought to find that out 
of 343 stations worked, only 11 have licensing dates older 
than mine. Time QRQs.”....W2LEJ. . . . “Nice contest 
...*a lot like old times back in the 30’s.”— . 
“A certain WB2 gave me CK 71 three times, until I told 
him what it was.” — WA8RUJ. Best wishes to that WB2 
for his next 96 years in ham radio, too. ...” My CR 17 
(first licensed as 1ABW Feb. 1.917) really caused ’em to 
Hip,” — “Enjoyed meeting again many of the
oldtimers I used to work years ago as W6PBV from SCV 
Section.” — K7K0K. . . .

. , , on Sweeping Clean, “ A funny thing happened on the 
way to a clean sweep: needed SF and couldn’t find one, 
so called CQ SF. W6B1P answered and it shook me so, 
I almost lost him. VE8ML was an anticlimax.”....W4FRO. 
“What a delight working VE8MP for my 75th section. 
The DX contests really teach you how to dig for the hard 
stuff.” ■ K8HZU. “Didn’t mean to be very active this 
year, but once I heard the normally-rare sections blast-

CLUB SCORES’

Club Score
Valid 

Entries Phone Winner C. IF. Winner
Potomac Valley Radio Club............................................ 4,948,841 92 W3GRF W4BVV

(K1ANV. opr,) (K1ANV, opr.)
Frankford Radio Club.................................................... .. 2,934,247 64 W3ÖEÖ W3BEH

1.345.245 41 W8QXQ 
W8VPC

W8QXQ
Central Michigan Amateur Radio Club............................... 1,054.162 21 K8UPJ 

(K8MFO. opr.)
Connecticut Wireless Association..................... .............. .. 928.580 19 K1HTV W1BGD/2
Germantown Radio Club (Pa.)........................... .. 879,192 19 WA3CQW WA3DCM
University of Rhode Island Radio Club...................... 766,557 1.0 K1LPL K1LPL
Miami Valley Amateur Radio Contest Society (Ohio)... 739,159 18 WA8MCR K8BPX
South Jersey Radio Association............................................. 723.174 33 W2ORA K2AA 

(W2FYS, opr.)
Minnesota Wireless Association.......................................... 586,383 11 W0AA

(VV0TKX. opr.)
Nittany Amateur Radio Club (Pa.)................. 529,330 17 K3HKK 

(K3AHT, opr.)
K3HKK 
(K3AHT, opr.)

Massillon Amateur Radio Club (Ohio)............. ............ .. 528,142 19 W8YUU K8QHJ
Svnton Amateur Radio Club (111.)................... .. 505,663 K9YNG W9JCK
order of Boiled Owls (Ohio)........... ........................................ 390,865 WA8RWU W8ETU
Wisconsin Valley Radio Association............................. .. 384,309 12 W9ÄQM W9RQM
West Park Radiops (Ohio).............. .................................. 374,273 17 W8IPA/8 W8AJ W
Buckeve Shortwave Radio Association (Ohio)............ .. 326.835 11 W8VQ1 W8OY1
Candlewood Amateur Radio Association (Conn.)....... 321,492

W4U8M
W1CBM

310.783 13 W 4 US M
Suffolk County Radio Club (N. Y.).......... .. ................... .. 302,013 16 WA2QEB K2ZYR
West Valley Amateur Radio Club......................................... 301,080 8 WB6UHF WB6KPN
Westside Amateur Radio Club (La.).......................... ..
1200 Radio Club (Mass.)............ ............................

282.937 5 W5ÜU K
270,165 9 K1.KNT WA1HRG

Niagara Frontier DX Association (N. V.)........................... 269.247 WA2BEX W28SC
Rochester Amateur Radio Association (N. Y.).................. 252,817 16 WB2RCB W2ADN
Viking Amateur Radio Society (Minn.)............................... 249,395

11
W0IVZ

WÀ2ÀSMTrl-County Radio Association, Inc. (N. J.)..................
Radio Club of Tacoma (Wash.)................................... ..

222,211 W2WE
217,073 10 W7BUN K7VPF

Bpringtield Amateur Radio Club (Ohio)............................... 212.091 9 W8HQX WA8ZGO
Gallatin Amateur Radio Club (Mont.)............................ .... 197.044 6 WA0ATY/7 K7KOK
Louisville’s Active Radio operators (Ky.)........................... 189.038 8 W4CVI W4CVI

4
West Aills Radio Amateur Club (Wis.)................................ 172,164 5 WA9NVY
Johnson City Radio Association (Tenn.)............................. 149,192

W8DQL
WA9RJLOak Park Amateur Radio Club (Mich.)............................... 142,729

WA9RJLMorton West High School Amateur Radio Club (I1L)... 122,016 6
111,925 6 VE3EVZ

WA8TYF83,754 F.
Motor City Radio Club (Mich.)... .......................................  • 81.924 W8ÖS•j.North Penn Amateur Radio Club....................<................... 54.089

9 W7CJL W7ERHBoeing Employees Amateur Radio Society (Wash.)........  
Chicago Radio Traffic Association............   -.........
R. F. Hill Amateur Radio Club (Pa.)...................................

45,476
W9REC

20,836
18.460

10
3

W3BUR W A3 ABN 
WA5JWUIrOUlsiana Toch Amateur Radio club....................................

10,810 K2HGR
Northern Chautauqua Amateur Radio Club (N. Y.)... 4.833 4 ...... WB2VVW
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Clean sweeps were numerous this year, and pictured 
right (top to bottom) are three reasons why. Neatness 
and portability are the characteristics of the setup 
at WA0NTY ("Nuts To You—it’s cold in North Dakota"), 
a popular signal in the phone affair. The Heath-line 
equipment is mounted in a %-inch plywood console that 
can be readied for shipping in just half an hour, should 
Al ever feel the urge to silently steal away to a more 
temperate clime—like maybe South Dakota. . . . 
KP4BJD looks muy contento in his VP9 shorts, and no 
wonder: he had 500 A3 QSOs, with over 200 on 28 Me. 
alone, to go along with the balmy weather in Santurce. 
Bien hecho, Gabriel. ... If your c.w. operation didn’t 
include 40 or 15 you probably didn’t work Nevada, 
because you didn’t work WA7GCY (below). Mark and 
helper WA7GUFsent out sparks from Sparks to 137 eager 

section-chasers.

ing through on 15 I decided to try for the clean sweep. 
KV4AM saved the day by providing .the West Indies 
Section. 1 never even heard any of the KP4 gang.” — 
K8KFP. Al got all 75 in 100 QSOs and only 14 hours of 
brasspounding. . . .

. . . on Being Rare Game. “The pileups for Maine were 
great fun and I hope I didn’t miss too many that needed 
the multiplier,” — K1GAX. “At some of the reactions 
some people gave when they learned my section, you’d 
think I was the only ham in Wyoming!”—WA7EWC. 
Local QRM is provided for Bruce by WA7DNZ, who lives 
across the street. And the same section’s W7TSM un- 
auxiously awaits the mess of QSLs that his SS activity is 
sure to stimulate. . . . Reliable KZ5FX offers a chilling 
thought: “Next year I’ll be a W, and who from KZ5 will 
make clean sweeps possible?” Who indeed? Say it ain’t 
so, Clem! . . . Here’s why you missed W.I. on c.w.: “Relay 
went out in rig between phone and c.w. contests, so wasn’t 
able to keep promise to be back for c.w.” — RP^DBJ. 
“Ordinarily, being a California ham is not much of a treat. 
But during the Sweepstakes any station here in the Santa 
Barbara Section does cause a sensation!”—W6RFU 
(WB6DPV, opr.). Jim took the ’64 SBar award with 30 
watts of a.m. and 80 QSOs. . . . “Enjoyed working SS 
from Nevada; it’s almost like being a DX station. First 
SS in about 10 or 12 years for me. Last one was using my 
other call. K6BWD. Ran into several longtime friends.” —- 
W7EJU. “I must have been the only VE2 in the contest. 
Now 1 know what the DX feels like, and they can keep it! 
Even had a K2 on c.w. pick me up in the Canadian 75- 
meter phone band and entice me above 3800. We must 
have been really rare.”..- VE2BMS. “Had fair propaga
tion the first day [of the phone weekend], was all set for a 
big second day, but condx were the worst I ever saw during 
SS; also had power interruptions on Sunday for approxi
mately 3.H hours. Glad to give some stations a NWT 
multiplier.” — 3C8BB. Marsh even managed to work 
his own call-area on c.w. by nabbing VE8YM. . . .
... on Cheating. "I. cannot but feel that misuse of the 

QRP multiplier must result in a hollow victory, if you win 
and God-only-knows-what if you do not.” — W4BRB.

. “After hearing a couple of guys on the air bragging 
about their always cheating in the SS by running high 
power and claiming low power, 1 decided I would get my 
linear out of the house for the weekend so no one could 

accuse me of cheating. So I dropped it off at W5UKK’s 
house for safe keeping. I am going to do this every year, 
because I have no desire to have anyone include me in with 
such a bunch of slobs.”.... KX/ATF. . . . “KILL SS 
cheaters!” — WA3FHB.

Vox Pop
“There were some contacts given same number due to 

error in my logkeeping. Next year I’ll use ARRL logs.” — 
W6JVA. And what about you other nonconformists? 
. . . “My first SS, and I should not even have attempted 
it -without a direct-readout numerical clock.” WB4.HFJ. 
“ We gave up a weekend leave to operate the SS, and we’re 
glad we did,” enthuses Navy's W3AD0. “Losing to Navy 
doesn’t make us too happy but it did provide a lot of good 
experience-tor our new ops,” counters West Point’s W2KGY. 
.. . “Worked KHG1J through a W6 pileup!” — WA^UAZ. 
“Special thanks to Dick, KV4AA, who is always there on 
14U81 when you need W.I.”....W8VM (W8CQN, opr.). 
“Many sections rare in CD Party easy here, but many 
easy in CD rare here.”— WA8MCQ. “ Ever try to send 
with a cast on your thumb?” — WA8UPU. . . . K9ZMS 
and W^USM, among others, mentioned the conflict with 
pro football on TV. Wish Pete Rozel le would get smart and 
reschedule the games—after all, we were here first. . . . 
“Using last year’s check-sheet, after having crossed out 
the. old call letters, I was surprised to see most of the. same 
stations back in the contest this year, on the same bands.” 
-..  W2QFQ. “An outstanding factor was the discrepancy 
in the times of contacts. My clock was checked against 
WWV, but I noticed variations of 2 to 4 minutes in reports 
received. Lack of transceive capability was very detri
mental to speed of zeroing in.”— W^ZNI. “Ten-meter 
phone was excellent. Like we say here in San Juan. “ Estaba 
de película.” — &P4BJD. “To future Novices; learn to 
listen more and send less—it helps in picking up Section 
multipliers.”... WN7HPK. “Drank 2.7G gallons of coffee 
and 6 quarts of beer, flic!”— WB6BBC. “Sending UK 
54 SV was ‘tongue-twister’ on c.w,; either that, or I 
have a lousy fist.”— WAdJDT. “My stupendous score is 
directly a result of Murphy’s Law. After 13 years in amateur 
radio, this was to be my first attempt at the SS. Aud how 
I planned it! Alas, come Saturday at 5 p,m. my wife pre
sented me with the winner: my 41 son, who scored 8 lbs., 
8 oz,, a good one in that league, lii.” — KmKGE. “Nearly
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went permanently QRT when lightning hit 100 feet away 
from my antenna.” - WB2ZSG. “They sure do send 
fast, don’t they!”— IVBSUZU. “I wouldn’t wish having 
73 multiplier-son my worstenemy. You could havea nervous 
breakdown looking for the other two. I wonder what It 
must be like winding up with 74.” — K^BMI. “To pad 
oat my low score a bit I drafted my Hist message and set 
about trying to get it into a net. Broke into the Grey- 
Bruce Net with my twenty-five 80-meter watts and found 
the NCS, VE3FGV, was most cooperative and even took 
the trouble to make some kind comments at the end of the 
session. If I’m not careful I’ll find myself hooked on traffic 
handling — have to find some use for the rest of my pad 
of message-blanks.” — VE3FXZ. “ My 2nd op never called, 
never showed, and I haven’t heard from him since.” — 
WB2MJD. “My first big c.w. venture since Novice Round
up in 1953!”— W0PAN. “Bumped into 3C8BB right at 
the start of the SS again — honest, no sked! Surprised 
to see N.H. among the hard-to-work this year for the first 
time in ages.”...  W^KFC. “One fascinating aspect of the 
Sweepstakes is looking at the statistics after the contest. 
I tested the high-power vs. low-power argument this year, 
and a complicated analysis of my statistics convinces me 
that high power produced no more than 10% more QSOs 
than low power would have (and I threw away that 1.25 
score multiplier to do it). To heck with high power!” — 
WAD VT. “ What an exercise in the gentle art of zero-beat
ing. (Too bad some of us flunked the course.) ” • W^ZM. 
“One could feel the tension on 15 metres a few minutes 
before Z hour as everyone watched their clocks count down. 
Thereafter it was sheer bedlam, but the contest was a rag, 
nevertheless.”— VE7BHN/W0. “This was my first 
contest, Hope to do better next year with more operating 
time." — R.9YNG, who led III. on A3 with 114K. “Passed 
out after my 527th QSO. and that ended it.” — W A9LVJ. 
. . , We salute: W0IYH, who operated 20 s.s.b. only and 
still got all 75 mults: Technician WB2VVZ, who worked 
six stations on 6 meters with 5 watts to a 40-meter dipole; 
and 15-year-old WA7CSK, who ran 100 watts on c.w. for 
14 hours with an indoor dipole in a house at the bottom of 
a deep gulley — and made the clean sweep in just 170 
exchanges. . . . “My sincerest thanks to WA3IID. who 
missed his first chance to operate an SS and probably the 
last chance for the next five years, for loaning me his re
ceiver so I might operate,”.... WASGKI. “As usual, man
aged to get- the hard sections and miss the easy ones.”.... 
n’3C’5Z. “QRM was heavy on the Novice bands.”...  
WN3HYJ. (Yeah, aud about those other bands . . .) 
...” First S3 for me since *63; been QRL as DL4LA.” — 
W5QGZ. “Three cheers and a tiger for all those guys like 
3C8BB and KL7AIZ who took a spin up into the Novice 
band to give us peons (hi) a chance at the goodies,” praises 
WN0RAG, who deserves some cheers himself for piling 
up the highest Novice score in the affair. Tim adds, “My 
biggest kick was working F3VN/W2 in NN.J. Made the 
afternoon more enjoyable for me aud I hope he liked our 
American-style contest.” Okay, let’s find out: “Really 
enjoyed my first SS. I was impressed by the courtesy of the 
operators, in spite of the high level of activity and QRM 
— but where were the old-timers? I felt like a grandfather 
passing out CK 501” — F3VN/W3. The Gallic touch was 
evident- in the second call area, as F2 YS also was on helping 
out at K2RDM. Vive les Suipstecques! . . , " I worked 
California on 80 meters!’’... WN8YYV. . . . K1KDP 
used the phonetics “Kosher Dill Pickle” and found they 
attracted more attention than his section, WMass. . . . 
Mot every member of the Potomac Valley Radio Club is 
an enthusiastic SSer. K3NPV did his duty and participated 
both weekends, but John’s comment is merely “Bah. hum
bug.” . . . WA8TKW, at the tender age of 12, ran up

A Noisy¿HALLEH4E/"
El AKA

almost 50K in the A3 portion and may have his Advanced 
ticket by this time. . . . “ Who sez you can’t work anyone 
on 6 meters — K8MMM gave me NR 286 after only 3 
hours contest time!” —- WA8NVW. Hmmni . . . “Forty 
meters never closed. I was constantly surprised by the Sixes 
that called me in the wee hours: couldn’t even get a cat
nap. Biggest thrill was 3C8BB coming back to my CQ.” 
— KJiUAR/£. ... “I thought some Novice operators 
were better than some General Operators. Had to go hunt
ing through the Novice band to get the last of 75: Okla
homa!”— WA0KXJ. . . . This year’s Edsel Murphy 
Award goes to the crew at W0GHZ, who report, “ We heard 
on ten meters Sunday morning that the hamburger drive-in 
across the street was robbed. We had a clear view of it all 
night but nobody was watching.” . . . What a pleasant 
jolt to get 49 c.w. logs from Connecticut and five multi- 
operator phone entries from —• of all places — Montana. 
. . . “First evening of phone SS 75 meters was skipping 
to East Coast as if it were 10 meter«.” — W6VUZ. “The 
East and West Coasts have one thing in common: the 
Midwest stations with big signals.” — K3DVS/6. “Had 
so much trouble finding an SJV station last year that I 
decided to pack my gear and portable quad and go there 
myself. But near the end of the contest I heard another 
SJV station giving numbers well above 500.” — K6YNB/6. 
“ Borrowed about 20 crystals — - almost as good as a v.f.o.” 
— WN1HHA. "Would have put in more time, but the 
USA skip up this way real good for only about 9 or 10 
hours a day. The rest of the time you might as well spare 
the iron, for they just don’t hear you.” - KL7JD0. 
“I’ve had it! After nine years of Sweepstakes, I’ve de- 
cided that to go all out one more time would be sheer 
suicide. You can only go so far, and after a while operating 
skill becomes irrelevant, with physical endurance taking 
over as the deciding factor.” — K7CTI. Want to bet that 
Mac won’t be in there dispensing 600-or-so Montana 
QSOs again next year? ..." Enjoyed contest very much. 
Hardest part was recopying the score sheet into my station 
log. Didn’t find one lid in the entire contest. Everyone 
was very patient and considerate in the heavy QRM. 
My congratulations to everyone connected with Sweep
stakes.”-™ WA9LED. "Missed San Diego—thought 
I’d worked it early!”—• WSGAU. “What a roaring and 
noisy challenge,” marvels 15-year-old VE1AKA. "It was 
a weekend, of constant distraction, with out-of-town 
visitors galore and domestic chores aplenty, but I did 
manage to have a ball and meet a new friend: K5IIN 
dropped in a week after the SS to shake hands and visit 
awhile. Next year we will both ‘come out fightin’ 
again, but until then we are the best of friends, hi." — 
K5AEU. Attention W4KFC: K5IIN lives on Signal

The loudest noise from Potomac-Iand was generated by 
K1ANV, who led PVRC on both phone (from W3GRF) 
and c.w. (from W4BVV). Gene was a big reason for that 

whopping club total!
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Hill Drive. . . . “One of the biggest, advantages of using 
VOX is that you don’t get the mike-stand dirty while 
you’re eating.”... . WB6KPN. “Wasted many minutes try
ing to get my section across. One W3 even argues that 
there was no such section as Orange!” — KOGJD/6. 
“Suggest, an expedition to Maine in 1968.”— W3AXW. 
“Murphy struck about two o'clock: my mother,” — 
WA3AMU. . . . One Central Division entrant was very 
emphatic in his avowal that he had operated alone, by 
himself, with absolutely no outside help, aid, or assistance. 
Ills score: 3. . . . “With everybody calling CQ SS. who’s 
left to come back to 'em?” — W A9RPD, “Screech-owl 
perched on dipole all night long — added two S-unite to 
my signal.” — WN2CAL. Calling H0OT, no doubt. . . . 
“ If this year’s SS can be used as an indication, WPa may 
one day be as competitive as EPa and MDC! ”.. K3KM0. 
“Ever try to find a drugstore that has a 6CL6 at 12:15 
Saturday night? VESBMS. “I wish that the only 
VO1 was answering calls instead of choosing who to call, 
and that the KP4 had given me an exchange, but that's 
life on 7 Me.! This was the best-mannered, most, profes
sional-sounding SS I have ever heard. It was as if everyone 
cared enough to send his very best.”— W5WQ.N. “Forty 
meters was really great until the BBC came on.” — 
WN31JR. “Worked a KL7 for 50th state. Also worked 
other ‘easy’ sections like NWT, Wyo„ KZ5, etc., but 
never even heard a San Diego or SF.” — WA9IXF. 
“My apologies to those who had to QRX while I replaced 
the fuse in my keyer. Luckily I discovered the problem 
before running out of fuses! ” - IITl-WC'-tf, “ Used a small 
heater to ward off frostbite in my uninsulated 5' X S' 
shack up on Kickapoo Mountain.” — W A3 ATX 13, 
“My cold made my ears ring so bad I couldn’t tell the 
dits from the dahs.”...W3QMZ. “Next year, back to the 
old VE3 prefix instead of 3C3, which I m sure contused 
a lot of people. Missed Idaho for 70, because a W7 there 
refused to work anybody in the Test.” —3C3EEW. . . . 
After being dormant for 15 years, VE2PJ rejoined the 
SS madness and says, “ My impression is that today there 
are more good c.w. operators than ever before.’ . . . 
“ Happy to hear 10 open on Sunday. KHGIJ and KH6GGU/ 
mobile running S9 with the beam the other way. Heard 
many rare sections: KL7, KP4, VE8, Wyoming, Nevada.” 
— K9(JCR. “First phone entry in several years and L 
overestimated my antenna and underestimated the QRM.” 
— KnHCK. “ After 4500 revolutions in 21 hours my ‘CQ 
Sweepstakes’ voice tape-loop and me were worn pretty 
thin, The tape-ioop seemed to pull them in. better than I 
could do live. Hmmm . . — K9LBQ. ... In a thrill
ing intra-family c.w. contest, W2ZVW nosed out sibling 
rival W1NJM, 1756 to 3760. . . . “Murphy, you dirty 
rat. Got in only 13 hours operating because of having to 
work both Saturday night aud Sunday afternoon, thus 
few contacts— lotta tears. Going back to 2 meters, where 
I know I won’t work anybody.” — Kb ATT. . . . W9SZR 
and W3DV0, at the latter’s QTH, racked up 611 two-ways 
in 73 sections on 40 c.w. Ray reminisces: “I was on the 
key and SZR was presumably asleep in the next room. 
He ran in and yelled, ‘Get that NWT CQ’ when I was 
fishing around and did not hear him and SZR zeroed the 
receiver for me. The guy apparently sleeps with one ear 
open for DX when there is a speaker blasting in the vi
cinity.” W9SZR enjoyed no small measure of fame as 
HI8XAL. ... “I feel left out. didn’t work W4KFC!” — 
K3VXV13. Never mind, there were several people that 
didn’t. One, two, three . . . “Sending with a straight 
key for 15 hours sure gets the arm tired.” --WB2ZEU. 
“Herewith my ARRL Sweepstakes log for 1967. 1 have 
several excuses for it, like this: (a) Since I do not expect to 
be around for the next Canadian Centennial in 2067, I 
decided to use my Centennial 3C prefix. This is definitely 
a handicap in bauds! (b) Could not work the contest full 
time due to lack of sleep, as 1 was brutally forced to attend 
a wild party the night before- the contest, (c) I need a 
new receiver, (d) Everybody else needs a new receiver, 
(e) A temperature inversion over Alliston during the con
test. I couldn’t get out! (f) A diabolical plot on the part of 
sections such as Vermont, Nevada, VE8, Oregon and 
others not to work me. (g) There must be others, but 
either I can’t think of them or prefer not to mention them! 
It was a most interesting contest, though, and 1 hope to 
overcome all the aforementioned obstacles for the one next 
year!” — 3G30N.

THIRTY-FOURTH SWEEPSTAKES 
CONTEST

Scores are grouped by Divisions and Sections. . . . The 
operator of the station first-listed in each Section is award 
winner for that Section unless otherwise indicated. . . . 
Likewise the “power factor” used in computing points in 
each score is indicated by the letter A or B. . . . A indi
cates d.c. power up to and including 150 watts (multiplier of 
1.25 c.w., 1.5 phones), B over 150 watts (multiplier of 1). 
. . . The total operating time to the nearest hour, when 
given for each station, is the last figure following the score. 
. . . Example of listings: W3GAU 112. 333-508-74-A-19 or 
final score 112, 333, number of stations «508, number of mul
tipliers 74, power factor of 1.5, total operating time 19 
hours. . . . An asterisk denotes Headquarters Staff mem
bers, ineligible for awards. Superscript one denotes Novice 
certificate winners. Multi-operator stations are grouped in 
order of score following single-operator station listings in 
each section tabulation.

Phone Scores
ATLANTIC DIVISION

Delaware
W3GAU 112.333-508-74-A-19
W3CKH 28,886-201-49-A-UK3NaUY 2«,391-233-57-B-12
W3DRD 21.798-173-63-R-12
W A3DUM 15.112-147-32-A-15 
W3IYE 14,766-107-46-A- 9
W3NNK 1350- 25-1S-A- 2

Eastern. Pennsylvania
WBBES 
K3MNJ
VVA3CQW 
W3GHM 
K3QDV 
K3QGQ/3 
K3TUF 
WA3DUM 
WA3CE.T 
K3DPQ 
K3BN8 
K3HTZ 
K3PSW 
W3QMZ 
W3MWC 
WA3FUE 
W3KT 
W3EAN 
WA3DSZ 
WA3EVIJ 
W3GRS 
W3BGN 
K3MCO 
W3CGB 
WA3DNV 
W3BUR 
K3GY8 
WA3BSC 
W3CXO 
W3KDF 
K3LBG 
W3EQA 
WA3GFZ 
W3FND 
WA3CMD 
WA3EMQ

153.U4-714-72-A-24 
120.998-553-73-A-21 
113.U33-567-67-A.-24 
105.155-507-70-A-20 
94.500-50J-63-A-19 
93,668-453-69-/1-24 
9O.576-448-68-A-17 
86,784-452-64-A-24 
71.082-361-66-A-19 
62,985-324-65-A-21 
60.705-429-71-B-22 
56.200-403-69-3-16 
52.866-269-66-A-18 
42.545-320-67-B-15 
42.252-253-56-A-12 
42,210-340-63-3-21 
31,659-173-6 l-A-13 
30.2W-266-57-B-12 
3i),040-22U-44-A-10 
29.232-174-56-A-14 
23,187-131-59-A- 9 
20,664-16 4-42-A- 4 
1« 920-1JX-48-A- 9 
16,014-157-51-3-10 
14.040- 121-39-.A-14

5640- 80-29-B- 4 
4805- 80-31-B- 8 
3864- 56-23-A- 3 
1998- 37-18-A- 8 
1581- 31-17-A- 2 
1075- 5- 5-A- 1
616- 22-14-B- I 
369- 41- 3-A- 5
75- 5- 5-A- 1 
75- 5- 5-A- 1 
60- 10- 2-A- 6

WA3EGD (4 oprs,)
38.211-272-47- A-24

W3YP (5 oprs.)
36,010-265-68- B-21

WA3AAN (WA3s AAN HGX)
29,253-199-49-A-22

Maryland-D. C.
W3GRF (K1ANV, opr.)

167.056-749-74-A-23
W3AZD 
W3DPJ 
W3EIS 
WA3AMH 
K3JYZ 
WA3FHB 
W A3 AUS 
WA3DSD 
VV3JPT 
K3NPV 
W3CSZ 
W3KMV 
W3FYS 
W3EFZ 
W3HVM 
W3AXW 
W3HRE 
K3GYA 
W3OTC 
W3MSR 
W3KDP 
W3MCG 
W3TMZ 
W3DVA
WA3DNH 
K3OAE/3 
WA3EOP

162.241-757-71-A-24 
1O2.115-48.5-7O-A-24
95.05J-475-66-A-24 
76.356-404-63-A-24
72,355-335-71-A-18 
68.891-366-63-A-18 
60,296-436-68- B-16 
59.4O0-330-60-A-2O 
44.920-240-61-A-23 
37.642-319-59-B-10 
36.423-214-57-A-14 
29.559-169-59-A-19 
29,104-214-68-B-14 
26,650-150-57-A- 8 
21,840-182-60-3-13 
21.294-169-63-3- 9 
16.986-149-38-A-17 
15.469- 91-53-A-10 
14.445-IKM5-A-17 
11.70O-10O-39-A-10

7245- 
2887- 
1520- 
1351- 
60Ù-
495-

69-35-A- 6 
38-17-A- 4 
20-13-B- 1 
13- «-A- 2
20-1.5-B- 6 
15-ll-A- 1

W3ZKH (K3EST, W3s TMZ
ZKH) 108.U91-735-73-B-24

W3MVB (W3MVB, W9SZR)
85.000-600-70-3-23

WA3EPT (7 oprs.)
62.136-432-72-B-24

W3AD0 (4 oprs.)
58.100-415-70-B-24

K3IVO (6 oprs.)
34.510-301-58-B-23

K3AHB (K3AHB, K0ECG)
31.995-197-54-A-19

WA2BLV 
W2ORA 
WB2RVX 
K2PZF 
WB2BYF 
WB2CGVV 
K2AGU 
W2QDY 
K2CFR

Southern New Jersey
1O1.008-463-72-A-2O
80.64O-385-7O-A-24

WA2DVU ; 
\VB2TEN/2

WB2UVR 
W2OWA 
WB2Fau 
W2QKJ 
W2DAJ 
VV2PFQ 
W2ZUL 
WA2BZV 
WA2EMB 
W2UGL 
VV2EWN 
W2ITG 
K2IEO 
W2EWO 
VVB2SCK

67,980-515-66-B- - 
54.549-277-66-A-21 
45.837-233-66-A-17 
29.250-150-65-A-l« 
25.610-197-65-B-16 
23,010-195-59-B-15 
22,750-125-58-A-lO 
21.240-177-6O-B-1O

19.836-174-38-A-23 
19.026-151-42-A-20 
16,254-194-42-B-19 
15,904-108-46-A-12 
15,616-128-61-3-15 
13,800-138-50-B- 5 
11,316- 92-41-A-I3 
10,488- 92-38-A-14

972(1- 90-36-A-13 
6743 - 73-31-A- 5 
5880- 70-28-A-1S 
1300- 15-10-B- 2
520- 20-13-B- 2 
510- I7-10-A- 2
300- 15-10-B- I
260- 13-10-R- 2

W2PAU (W2s E8X PAU)
72,820-3 46-70-A-23

WB2ZJR (WB2S WRP ZJK)
16,014-158-34-A- 9

WB2CPS (K2YBN, WB2CPS)
1.4,352-151-48-3-17

WB2YNU 
WB2RCB 
W2ADN 
W2VDX 
W2DIZ 
WA2BEX 
WB2YQH 
WB2UQJ 
WB2SMD 
K2CEI 
W1BUS/2 
WA2GGX 
W2SSC 
K2KIR 
K2SWT 
W2SNI 
W2QY 
K2EQB 
W2ZCZ 
WA2WHA 
WB2YVP 
WA2SWW 
WA2KMI 
W2PDS 
WB2YQO 
WB2WZ 
W2HNE

Western New York
65.565-355-62-A-17
47.025-275-57-A-13
44.982-296-51-A-19 
43.216-296-73-B-18 
37.372-217-56-A-15 
35,400-200-59-A- 9 
34,200-200-57-A-U 
31,747-304-53-3-22 
26.116-161-52-A-12
22.133-H4-65-A-13 
20.898-I31-54-A-I9
19.29S-134-48-A-10 
Ì3.230-105-42-A- 4
10,179- 88-39-A- 4

9306- 99-48-B- 9 
8960-112-40-3-10 
66O0-100-22-A-X3 
3540- 88-20-3- 2
3300- 5D-22-A- 4
3219- 37-29-A- 8
2772- 44-21-A- 5
1800- 45-20- 3- 4
1452- 33-22-B- 2
1350- 45-I5-B- 1
360- 15- 8-A- 2

6-

WB2YUT (WB2s OYE YUT)
37.779-259-49-A-24

WB2VZV (multipor.)
28.O77-191-49-A-2O

K2CC (WA2SJC, WB2AFS) 
3976- 72-28-B-4

Western Pennsylvania
K3HKK (K3AHT, opr,) 

85.252-413-68-A-21
K3KMO 54.969-272-67-A-21
W A3GGV 47,125-364-65-B-18
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K3FCK 
WA3ENR 
W3KQD 
K3SJB 
K3S1Q 
WA3RJG 
WA3BRE 
WA3BUY 
W3NEA1 
W3NLU 
K3UGx\l 
U3WLE

45,000-250-60-A-20
41.013-217-63-A-20
31,494-181-58-A-16
25.828-247-44-B-16
24,336-169-72-3-12 
W15-149-45-A-18 
14,580-110-45-A-12 
13,209-L19-37-A-20

8743- 89-29-A- 5
5400- 75-36-B- 5
5025- 67-25-A-16
2961- 47-21-A- 4

WA9EDU 3591- 00-21-A- 8
WA9TZU 3270- 55-20-A- 6
K9KSA 2830- 31-20-A- 3
W9NUW (WA9RAK, opr.) 

J 238- 28-15-A- 2
W9VHA 720- 20-12-A- 2
WA9NDV 210- 16- 5-A- L
K9GDF/9 189- 9- 7-A- 1
U WiUX (4 oprs.)

91,944-640-72- B-24

DELTA DIVISION
Arkansas

WA5RTG 45,143-233-65-A-16
WA5QP1 37.982-225-57-A-15
WA5KQQ 7110- 80-30-A-I0

Louisiana
W5WMU Ï66.14U-789-71-A-24
WA5LGO 103.275-459-75-A-21

K4IJA/4 
WB4AXQ 
WA4SMS 
WA4ZIR 
W4LDL

KSHZU

2795- 42-23-A- 4
92- 44-18-A- 2
56- 19-14-A- 3

- 17-13-A- 1
600- 25-12-B- 1

Michigan
149,163-660-75-A-23

W81’GVV (WA8PBD, opr.)
110,547-520-7l-A-24

WA3GJ (J (4 oprs.)
6/.200-350-64-A-24

WA3UAE (WA3s AYQ HAE
HxUV) 23.484-Z12-57-B-24

WA3DET (WA38 BUM DET)
22.523-194-39-A-17

CENTRAL DIVISION
Illinois

K9YNG U4,161-560-69-A-18 
VV A9L V J 104,319-520-6 7-A-2O 
VV9JUK 101.U13-445-75-A-24 
K9M ED 8 i, 156-406- /2-A-24

A9EOD i 6.Ô81-386-67-A-16
K9UDZ 75.762-366-69-A-21
W9GEG 71,640-500-72-3-24
K9CZU 66.124-324-6/-A-21
U A9UVB 63.6B5-3OO-7Ü-A-Z3 
W9ÏKU 50,0/4-412-67-3-21 
WAVKJL 51,918-2ô5-68-A-22 
WA9OTD 49,19»-31d-ôl-A-21 
W9KU V 48, /59-25J-6Ô-A-20
K91DQ 48.198-277-58-A-10 
WAVUUE/9

WA9NWK 
WA9LED 
WA9TCW 
WA9KAU 
W9JJT 
WA91BC 
WA9AJB 
W9YDX 
K9VGT 
K9MD0 
WA9FAH 
WA9UCH 
W9OUS 
K9UCR 
W9J1MY 
W9VBV 
W9NLF 
K9BQL 
WAVEKJ 
WA9KLU

45.540-220-69-A-19
42.930-239-60-A-23 
36,300-221-55-A-18 
33,264-200-56-A-ld 
32,718-299-57-3-17 
27,888-166-5B-A-16 
22.688-139-55-A-12 
20,140-116-55-A-ll 
19.140-116-55-A- 8 
17,955-143-63-3-12 
17,2U0-120-45-A-13 
16.380-1U5-52-A-12 
J 5,035-133-39-A-U 
L2,120-1<H-40-A-13 
U.468-122-47-B- 6

8400- 81-35-A-10 
6510- 70-31-A- 4 
480U- ÔÜ-32-A- 5 
4320- 60-36-B- 6 
2700- 45-20-A- 5

45- 5- 3-A- 1
WA9UEU (multlopr.)

133.809-611-73-A-23
WA9NDK (WA9S NDK QBM)

62.58 Ü-298-7Ü-A-21
W9EUN (7 oprs.;

51.U51-387-67-B-22
W9BXU (WA9S KLU UOS)

42,168-251-56-A-23
WA9NPS/9 (K9UKK,

WA9NF8)
32.712-282-S8-B-19

WA9TQW (WA9s KPD TQ\V, 
WN9UDX)

31.590-206-52-A-24
WA9KVA (WA9S KVA RXX)

23,036-222-52-3-24
] ndiana

WA9ITB (WA9NF8, opr.)
155,925-694-75-A-24

W9ZRX lll,888-5U5-74-A-18
K9DVZ 100,013-447-75-A-24
K9CU Y 70,409-323-73-A-23
WA9AUM 6U.858-322-63-A-13
WA4W1N/9

W9CUC
WA9AQZ 
WA9BMN 
K9UBF 
W9KDJ
WA9TJK
W9JVF
K9HCK 
W9VDB 
W9DGA 
K9UKM/9 
W9U EM/9

59.904-312-64-A-20
46,400-250-63-A-14 
35.452-262-44-A-2U
28,379-242-59-3-13 
22,593-222-34- A-17 
18,144-168-54-3-13

9045-1U1-30-A-13 
6820-110-31-B- 4
3100- 50-31-3- 9 
3038- 49-31-3- 6
1180- 15- 6-B- 2
816- 2M7-B- 1 
756- 21-12-A- 1

WA9NPM (WA9s NFM TKH
TJL) 58.216-299-64-A-23

Wisconsin
W9YT (K9KGA, opr.)

l47,298-664-74-A-21
K9LBQ 142.750-676-70-A-24
W9KQM 135.576-616-73-A-24
WA9JDT 6O,480-32O-63-A-16
W A9N V Y 55,168-296-61-A-18
W9GMV 44,680-312-70-3-20
WA9EPL

9HXJ
A9SQN

WA9HUZ
W9ZHE 
K9HFR 
WA9NSR 
K9VUJ 
VV9UMQ 
WA91RK 
W9NYJ

44.239-250-5K-A-20
40.658-218-65-A-18
30.733- 188-53-A-18
3O.447-199-51-A-24 
28,600-221-65-3- 9 
18,136-119-48- A-12 
13.168-104-39-A- 8 
1O.388-1U6-49-B-10

9984- 64-52-A-18
7446- 73-34-A- 6 
6990-117-20-A- 7

“CLEAN SWEEP” HONOR ROLL

Worked All 75 Multipliers

Phone: W2RLM WA2BVU W4KFC 
KSAEU K5IIN WA5CBE WA5LÜO 
W6TZN WA6IVN WB6WEG W7BUN 
WA7FFU K8HZU WA8MCR K'JDVZ 
W9JCK WA9ITB W0IYH WflSOZ

WAOCHH* WA0SDC

C. W. : K1EUF W1BIH W1EOB WITS 
WA1DJG W1BGD/2 W2SZ* K3HTZ 
W3BES W3DPJ W3GHM WA3EPT* 
K4AEV K4BAI K4CG K4VDL* W4DVT 
W4FR0 W4KFC W4MCM W4NQA 
W4PTR WA4UBH/4 K2EIU/5 K5LZO* 
K6AEH W6RAV K7CTI K7RAJ K7UKC 
WA7CSK K8KFP K8UDJ W8SH W8UM 

W9YT WA0KXJ WA0SDC
* multioperator

DAKOTA DIVISION
Minnesota

WA0KDS 99.671-484-69-A-22
K01UZ.........86,184-400-72-A-24
WA0KEQ 79,853-413-65-A-22
W0RYM 
WA0J KT 
W0IVZ 
WA0QAK

65.637-334-66-A-24 
49,093-349-69- 3-22 
24,771-150-53-A- 9

7410- 65-38-A- 7 
4368- 52-28-A- 8K0BFT -.... . — — - -

WA0FVVC/0 4176- 87-16-A- 9
W0ÀA ÎW0TKX. opr.)

1539- 27-19-A- 6
W0YDX 
W01BJ

1.162- 14- 6-B- 2
1001- 1- 1-A- 1

WÀ0CJU (8 oprs.) t
129.717-619-71-A-24

W0YC (5 oprs.)
5O.652-382-67-B-24

North Dakota
W0HBC (WA0HYI, opr.)

151.505-719-73-A-23
.......... ...... .. 75,275-376-67-A-24

48,56 4-284-57-A-16
28.305-185-51-A-17

WA0NTY 
WA0PFK 
WA0LJM 
K0FRP
WA0LJN 
K0R8A/0

12.168-105-39-A-12
5856- 61-32-A- 8
.1716- 33-26-B- 4

Knuth Dakota
WA0CPX H0,947-551-67-A-21
K0ZTV 19.4S8-138-47-A- 8
WA0OML 4617- 62-27-A-16
WA0QMV 624- 16-13-A- 3
K0VVY (W8GKB. WA0QCC) 

167.112-775-73-A-24
W0BXO (WA0s ARZ DNG 

MWN) 67.600-373-60-A-22

K5AGI
W5ERR 
WA5MMD
W5QPB
WA5KAJ
W5JFB

K5HN
K5AEU
K5SVC

31.92U-19O-56-A-16
25,480-165-51-A- 6
19,188-123-52-A- 9

Mississippi
102,075-681-75-3-24
85.575-575-75-B-18
76.212-438-58-A-14

K4PUZ 
K4UWH 
W4SQE 
W4OGG 
WB4DAM 
WB4CXM 
WA4COU 
WA4YNE 
WA4ZU1

Tennessee
167,610-758-74-A-24
58.56J-3UÔ-64-A-13
54.60>2«9-7O-A-21
25.926-149-58-A-12

W4ODR (WA1EVN, WB6EIU, 
WA0MKF)

58.145-329-59-A-19
WA4UCE (5 oprs.)

48,620-374-65-B-24
WB4EHK (WB4s EHK FNN) 

2550- 51-25-B-16

GREAT LAKES 
DIVISION

K4RZK
WA4UAZ
W4CVI
W4NWT
W4KZF
WB4HTQ

Kentucky
59.760-415-72-B-24 
55.460-392-7O-B-14 
50,932-229-73-A-i5 
4.9,72 J-232-70-A-23 
10.881- 93-39-A-l I

9291- 82-38-A- -

K8LJD 
W8VPC 
W8OWG 
K8BGZ 
WA8RUJ 
W 3TBF/8 
K8UDJ 
W8QQL 
WA8GGN 
W8ELE/8 
W8DQL 
WA8UBQ 
W8DUS 
W8TWA/8 
WA8VVU 
W8MFU 
K8MFO/8 
W ABBOT 
WA8KME 
W8DM 
W8NBN 
WA8MCG 
WA8MAM 
W8KSZ 
W8VWY 
VVA8VGQ 
WASSKG

71,273-366-65-A- - 
69.34U-340-67-A-20 
62.12Ô-451-71-B-23 
58.378-262-73-A-24 
54.036-31Ü-D/-A-24 
49,5/2-365-68-3-20 
47,286-222-71-A-18 
46,092-336-69-3-21 
35.472-172-67-A-17 
33.256-169-64-A-14 
25.46Ô-234-55-B- 8 
21,328-244-42-3-11 
20.880-183-58-3- 7 
15,872-124-64-3- 8 
14,67U-16d-30-A-19 
11,400-114-50-3-13

6U9U- 70-29-A- 2 
5175- 70-25-A- 5 
376U- 4U-23-A- 5 
3212- 73-22-B- 5 
2862- S3-27-B- 8 
1733- 28-21-A- 4 
1486- 20- 9-A- 7 
1125- 25-15-A- 3
616- 22-14-B- - 
300- 1U-10-A- 1
60- 5- 4-A- 1

WA8LAY (W8CRP, WASS
LAY QCW)

60.480-280-72-A-21
K8HKM (K8HKM, W8TJQ)

53.362-262-67-A- -
WA8LBH/8 (multlopr.)

42,84U-24O60-A-19
WA8FVD (K8ZZV, WA8FVD)

35.41U-185-62-A-16
WA8OPC (WA8S UPC UNS,

VE3DOA)
21,656-184-67-B-17
Ohio

K8DOC (WA8LKO, opr.) 
1.78,707-841-7 l-A-24

W8ILO Î47.742-661-74-A-24
W A8MCR 146,913-651-75-À-21
W8MEL 
W8WPU 
W8QXQ 
WA8RVVU 
WA8PZA 
K8BPX 
W81FA/8 
K8EHU 
W8HSK 
WA8TKW 
WSbUB 
W8MXO 
K8BSM 
WA8UQH 
W8YHU 
W8VVDU 
WA8SLW 
WABVGK 
K8RMK 
W8ZJM 
W8CEA 
W8VQI 
WA8BZE 
W8TAI 
W8UPH 
W8DWP 
W8HQX 
K8GVK 
WA8USP 
W8VZE 
W8LHV 
WA8TKM 
W8AJW 
W8USP 
WA8FBZ 
W8FFK 
WA8CXV 
W8OY1 
WA8CWU 
W81C8 
WXHYV 
WA8MQP 
WA88UP 
WA8rLR 
WA8ZGC 
W8ETU 
K8EKG 
WA8UHN 
W.18JUÎ 
W8DZG 
W8OYL 
W8NHO 
W8IDM 
WA8LVT 
WA8EYA 
K81S8 
WA8ZDK 
W8VYU 
WAsryL 
W81JZ 
K8x\EB 
W8B1M 
WA8FZS

135,420-610-74-A-21 
128.677-583-73-A-22
93.90/-419-74-A-22 
81.342-368-73-A-2Ü 
81.282-437-62-A-2Ü 
77.8Ü0-400-64-A-1Ü 
74,880-419-60-A-24 
70,720-332-70-A-23 
62.38U-341-6O-A-19 
49.647-247-67-A-18 
49.446-246-67-A-19 
48,606-225-71-A-15 
47,860-330-71-B- - 
47.637-237-67-A-18 
46.647-219-71-A-21 
44.313-264-55-A-22 
43,875-225-65-A-20 
43.578-269-54-A-24 
42.1U2-260-53-A-13 
4U, 187-185-73-A-13 
39.544-176-73-A-13 
37.4Ü0-275-68-R-22 
36.326-194-61-A-17 
36,126-223-54-A-22 
33.390-315-53-B-19 
32.722-156-68-A-15 
30.426-252-39-A-22 
29,990-223-65-B-14 
28,984-212-G6-B-U 
28,36U-19I)-48-A-15 
27,984-212-66-B-16 
27,750- 185-5O-A-2O 
27,361-153-58-A-lU 
27,196-148-59-A-lU 
26,469-173-51-A-16 
26.134-142-59-A-12 
25.740-13D-66-A-2« 
25.080-220-57-B-15 
24,888-136-61-A- - 
24,868-2(M-39-A-16 
24,255-193-63-B-19 
23,142-133-58-A- 8 
21,475-175-39-A- 5 
21.370-196-35-A-20 
21,079-146-46-A- - 
21.0UU-125-56-A-11 
20,433-139-49-A- 8 
19.950-133-5Ü-A-13 
19,225- 135-45-A-14 
16.39J-1U-45-A-10 
15.795-117-45-A- 9 
15,744-164-48-B-18 
15,513-108-45-A- 9 
15.4UÜ-120-40-A-13 
15,150-152-50-3-12 
14.664-104-47-A-13 
13,862-102-42-A-ll 
13,789-147-29-A- 9 
12,817-101-39-A- 7 
12.816- X9-48- A-20 
12,700-100-39-A- 9 
12.300-100-4Î-A- 8 
12.150-135-30-A-15
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W8VCF 
K8STP 
W8GSD 
K8RWE 
WA8TYF 
W8ENH 
W8EX1 
K8HED 
W8GMK 
WA8NYS 
W8AEB 
KSCQA 
W8TWJ 
WA8RCN 
W8POR 
WA8IGD 
K8HEV 
WA8SCZ 
WA8RMZ 
WA8NVW 
WA8RGV 
WA8LWH 
W8MOH 
WA8WSP 
W8TNF 
K811S

12,088- 77-72-B- 7 
11,920-W4-35-A-15 
1U.750-13D-25-A-12

8708- 64-44-A- 6 
7830- «7-30-A- 4 
6630- «5-34-A- 6 
6615- 64-35-A- 6 
6612- 87-38-B- - 
6200- 65-40-A- 7 
5394- 62-29-A- 5 
4150- 42-25-A- 4 
3564- 50-24-A- 6 
3264- 68-24-B- 3 
2220- 37-20-A- 3 
1924- 22-14-A- 5 
1824- 38-24-B- 4 
1750- 25-10-A- - 
.1.408- 32-22-B- 2 
1405- 46- 3-A-16 
11)77- 26- 1-A- 3
986- 29-17-B- 6 
675- 25- 9-A- 3 
405- 15- 9-A- 3 
111- 37- l-A-10
81- 9- 3-A- 3

WB2ZCJ 
WB2TÖY 
WB2JYM 
WB2LDV
WB2QGB 
W2CIY 
WB2YBE

11.125-125-27-A-13
10.120-110-46- R- -

5346- 66-27-A- 4
5100- 75-34-8- 5
4050- 50-27-A- 3
2205- 35-21-A- 3

(WB2RKK. opr.j 
1428- 34-14-A- 1

W2GLQ/2 (4 oprs.)
85.630-434-65-A-24

WB21ILH (WB2s HLH HMS)
56.476-276-67-A-18

MIDWEST DIVISION

WA0LEW
WA0SDC 
WA0OTE
K0YVU
WA0PUJ
WA0KXJ 
W0IYH
WA0PTV 
WA0J8D

Iowa
136.728-636-72-A-24 
121.750-8Ü5-75-B-22
80,356-389-68- A-20 
78.385-369-70-A-24 
76.296-354-71-A-23 
41.654-355-59-R-23 
34.200-228-75- B-19 
I7.595-129-46-A-2Í

2442- 37-22-A- 3

WÀ8VBV 3- 1- 1-A- 1
K8WBL (4 oprs.) 

«9,510-499-70-B-23
W8EDU (6 oprs.)

56.1Ü0-415-68-B-24
WA81XI/8 (8 oprs.)

49.680-280-RO-A-24
W8GYG (K4JYN, WA8WRO)

11.610-130-45-B- 7

K0RNZ
W9ECV/0
WA0LG8
WA0KDJ
WA0PGI 
W0SPF 
W0LXA 
WA0JRZ

Kansas
104.932-736-74-B-24
67.065-460-73-B-23
44.51O-236-63-A-18
38.044-196-63-A-19

HUDSON DIVISION

W1BGD/2
K2UAR/2

Eastern New York

W2HES 
WB2UUD 
WB2EXZ 
WB2ROU 
WB2YIL 
W2IP 
WB2FXB

72,820-380-63-A-l 1 
5Ü.268-285-59-A-24 
38.564-311-62-B-16 
29.484-182-54-A-14 
27.2U2-235-58-B-24 
23.220-180-43-A-13

7161- 77-31-A- 9
1425- 25-19-A- 4
360- 15-12-B- 2

W2SSZ (7 oprs.)
64.860-473-69-B-24

K2RDM (F2YS. K2RDM)
56.680-447-65-B-24

W2KGY (7 oprs.) 
49,660-382-65-B-24

W2AEE (WA2s BNK LEN) 
J 5,545-121-43-A-14

WA0EMS 
VV0QWÖ 
K8KJN/0 
K0DEQ 
W0PEM 
K0VVH/0 
K0REV 
K0FCW 
K0JPL 
W0SOZ 
WA0PFU 
W0ULJ/0 
K0ETY 
W0DSW 
WA0PUL

M issouri
147.621-673-73-A-23 
103,356-481-72-A-20
77.952-406-64-A-16 
58.942-394-74-B-19 
5O.266-238-69-A-22 
46.072-315-72-B-23 
45.549-362-63-B-17 
35,400-200-59-A-16 
25.472-200-64-B-ll 
24,600-164-75-B-16 
18,156-165-51-6-12 
16,660-116-45-A-15 
10,260-114-45-B- 6

3700- 50-18-A- 4
1242- 25-18-A-12

New York City — Long Island
W2RLM
WA2BVU 
WA2FTS 
WB2ZTQ
WA2QEB

189.550-849-75-A-24
154.238-690-75-A-24
89.970-637-70-B-24
84.904-443-64-A-24
62.370-330-63-A-20

WA0JBY
W0ZLN

(5 oprs.)
61.030-437-69-B-24
46.684-371-63-B-24

Nebraska

W2AJR (WÁ2UWA, opr.)
55,800-310-60-A-19

W2LEJ 
WB2YJZ 
WB2UZU 
VVB2YKL 
WB2ZBM 
W2ZV 
W2GKZ 
WB2ZXJ 
K2RAR 
WB2V1A 
WB2MJD 
WB2BZZ

WB2ROV 
WN2DBA 
WB2HTW 
W2TUK 
WB2Q1L 
WB2VFF 
W2UN8 
K2HGR 
WB2ÓLD 
WB2VYM

41.846-343-61-B-23
38.115-231-55-A-24 
32.712-188-58-A-15 
26.1Ü0-150-58-A-18
23.100-210-S5-B-13 
21.1BÜ-120-56-A-16
19,476-149-62-B-10 
18.840-158-40-A-18
17.192-154-56-B- 8

9324-126-37-B- 9 
7020- 78-30-A- 6
6816- 77-32-A- 6 
4526- 74-31-B-15 
2160- 45-16-A- 8
1434- 64- 7-A-17 
1380- 19-10-B- 3
1050- 25-14-A- 1
1023- 3- 3-A- 2
240- 10- 8-A- 4 
120- 10- 4-A- 2
36- fi
lo- 3- 

(WB2s MVA

4-B- 1

WA0HRX 125.542-611-68-A-23
K0UVA 121.764-X34-73-B-22
K0LFA 60.522-459-66-B-19
K0VVO 45,504-320-72-8-19
VVA0GVJ 30,600-170-60-A- 8
WA0OPQ 26,280-219-60-B-19
WA0KAQ/0

12,160-
K0ODF 11.886-
W0WLO 9491-

NEW ENGLAND 
DIVISION
Connecticut

K1HTV W8.676-501-72-A-24
W1CSM 87.265-4O5-71-A-24
W1GNY* 84.214-414-R7-A-23

VYM VZU)
1O1.760-530-64-A-24

WB2UIY (WB2S UÍY ZGG)
88.255-418-70-A-24

WB2ZAB (WB28 ZAB ZQE)
61.62U-316-65-A-22

WA2PXB (4 oprs.)
54.66U-458-60-B-24

W2DSC (WA2s APT UNO
31.784-274-58-B-17

WB2UNT (WB2s MGH POX
UNT) 29.040-177-55-A-18

WB2UOA (WB2s UOA UPB)
16.667-139-41-A-12

WB2SÖZ 
W2JKH 
W2NNL 
W2DMJ 
WB2WIX 
W2WE 
WB2UAQ 
WB2KNN 
WB2RKK 
WA2ABM 
F3VN/W2 
WB2ZU1 
W2QFQ 
W2ECOWB2YLC

Northern New Jersey
116.513-605-65-A-20
87.296-646-67-B-24
76.500-375-68-A-2U
72.252-336-72-A-19
43.660-371-59-B-18
25.984-205-64-B-16
25.521-181-47-A-22
21.204- 186-38-A-24
17.7ÖÜ-148-40-A-17 
17,066-161-53-B-ll 
16,060-146-55-B-13 
15.415-155-31-A-13 
12.960-135-48-6-14 
12.9OO-100-43-A-H 
ll,530-135-26-A-13

72.388-331-72-A-l 3
52.02U-437-60-B-13
4O.455-220-62-A-I8
34.U47-291-39-A-24
32.256-224-48-A-12
22.545-167-45-A-12
22.313-214-53-B-18
14,184- 99-48-A- 9 
10.824-123-44-B-10

6045- 65-31-A- 4
1045- 5- 3-A- 1

K1WIM/1 (K1S WIM YXK)
61.132-451-68-B-21

WA1CJE (WAls QJE CYT)
15.210-130-39-A-14

Eastern Massachusetts
KIRNT 91.825-435-70-A-24
WA1EOT 73.216-354-68-A-24

42.77G-333-65-B-I6 
31.266-195-54-A-17 
3Ü.739-266-59-B-23
25.821-151-57-A-13

71X1- 84-43-B- 9
5560- 60-38-B-10
5280- 55-32-A- 8

WA2ZEW/1 4704- 50-32-A-1O
K2AJA/T 627- 19-11-A- 1
W1KBN (4 oprs.)

95.777-483-67-A-23
W1FW (5 oprs.)

44.76 4-364-62-B-21
WA1FMM (WAls FMM HER)

29.253-200-49-A-16

Idaho
W7TY 12.OÜO-1OO-4O-A-21
WA7EWV 10,600- 81-40-A- 9

Montana
W7TYN 88.332-433-68-A-20 
WA0ATY/7

33.488-264-62-8-21 
WA7BQS 28.236-181-52-A-l 3 
K7LTV/7 21,840-l30-56-A-13 
K7PGL 10.800- VO-4O-A- - 
W7CBY 5106- 69-37-B- 5 
WA7BKW (WA7s BKW CWF

DGF1 1O8.OOÜ-525-72-A-24 
WA7XQY (K7TZZ. W7NML, 

WA7IQY) 78.39O-391-67-A-23
W7ED (WA7S GHW HOD

1A L) 60.3Ü0-336-60-A-24 
K7CTÌ (K7CTI. WA7DMA)

55.8Ü0-3UÜ-62-A-13 
W7FO/7 (7 oprs.)

39.323-255-59-B-23
Oregon

K7WWR 66.030-3KJ-71-A-18
K7STK 38.336-301-64-B-Ü
K0Y8W/7 10.578- «6-41-A-12
W7ZUL (K7HBN. W7ZÜL)

73.485-355-69-A-21
WA7EFP (WA78 EFP HYM)

72.009-384-63-A-22
IfWashington

Maine
55,948-395-71-6-16
21.228-174-61-B-12

9400-100-47-6- «
2704- 52-26-6- 6

New Hampshire
W1BUT 47.41O-432-S5-B-19
WA1HXH 11.736-163-24-A-12

Rhode Island
K1LPL 176.904-819-72-A-24
W1KMV (K1JYN, opr.) 

127.980-598-72- A-20
W1YNP 100.232-755-67-B-2Ü
WA1FNK 49.860-277-60-A-19
K1KYI 45.933-251-61-A-23
K1HMO 39,564-314-63- B-24
WA1EEJ 11,488-152-23-A-lO
K1YDA 9900-132-25-A-ll
WA1GND 3692- 71-26-B-10

W7BUN 122.50U-540-75-A-20
K7UKC 114.318-786-73-B-24
WA7FFU 75.3U0-502-75-B-24
K7ONF 65.856-347-64-A-21
WA7BHH 58.272-3D4-64-A-18
W7IEU 15.835-115-43-A-12
WA7CXD 8920- 80-33-A- 5
K7ÍNE 86UD-I00-43-B- 4
W7CJL 8325- 75-37-A-12
K7CZM 5699- 70-41-B- 9
K7RRB 4950- 15-1 l-A- 2
K7IND 4284- 51-28-A- 9
WA7ACQ 2772- 42-22-A- 4
K7KYG 2188- 22-18-A- 6
K7EKX 2016- 42-16-A- 7
WA7IO1 1260- 30-21-B- -
K7VPF 450- 15-10-A- 3
W7OS 12- 2- 2-A- 1
WA7FID (4 oprs.) 

14.382-141-51-B-13

PACIFIC DIVISION
Vermont

W9BLQ/1 1- 1- 1-B- 1
Western Massachusetts

East Hay
WA6IVN 176,400-793-75-A-24
W6VNH 69,877-480-73-6-18
WB6BID 13,974-137-51-B- 8

K1KNQ 98.601-476-69-A-23
K1KDP 87,536-436-67-A-24
K1DGQ 48.393-283-57-A-21
WA1GIH 21.242-UÄ-49-A-12
W1EOB 17.464- 98-56-A- 8
W1YK (Kis THQ TK8.

WB2FPG)48,591-259-63-A-19

NORTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

A laska
KL7MF 33.800-260-65-6-14
KL7AIZ (4 oprs.) 

71.001-567-63-B-23

Whether he’s in Iowa, Michigan, or
Ouagadougou, enthusiastic WA0SDC 
can always be counted upon for a 
superlative performance in any con
test. Tom (who formerly operated 
W8UM while at the University of 
Michigan) demonstrated his SS versa
tility by racking up 121K on phone 
and 122K on c.w., and joined W4KFC 
(who else8) in the difficult feat q{ 

swM'ipmq dean on bolh inodes

mm!

KÏÏ6IJ
Hawaii
75.744-526-72-B-20
Nevada

W7EJU 44.744-332-68-B-20
WA7DIA/7

10.047-100-34-A- 8
Sacramento Valley

WB6UNP 79.074-357-73-A-24
WB6MZX 70,380-340-69-A-l 9
WB6WZL 38,513-198-65-A-13 
WA6JDT 8820- 70-42-A- 7
W6VUZ 3096- 43-24-A- 4
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Nan Francisco
W6BTP 45,360-216-70-A-18
K3DVS/6 1173- 23-17-A- 3

San Joaquin Valley
K6YNB/6 11R.104-534-74-A-21
W6TZN 77.550-517-75-B-24
W6HYK 1612- 31-26-B- 3

WB6ZGJ
Santa Clara Valley

VVB6MOE
W6ISQ 
WA6TZN

59,228-442-67-B-19
22.272-193-58-B-17

5310- 59-45-B- -
429- 13-11-A- 2

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION

Colorado
WAOCVS 148.355-702-71-A-23
K0JGF 88.775-669-67-B-16
W0KYI 54.992-302-61-A-17
W0BWJ 15.616- 87-56-A- 8
W5NML/0 «992- 74-36-A- 5
K0GVA 4154- 67-31-B- 6
W0HEP/0 256.5- 45-19-A- 6
W0ATA 311- 12- 9-A- 2

K4IXG 171- 10- 9-B- 1
WA4RDA (4 oprs.) 

19,580-181-55-B-12
W4SVX (K4GIE, W4SVX,

WA4COD)
16,072-165-49-13-21

Georgia

Orange
K0GJD/6 151.416-7O1-72-A-24
WB6TTDC 99.960-490-68-A-22
WB6WEG 89.213-399-75-A-2O

K6LY (5 oprs.)
81.622-565-74-B-24

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina

W4NQA 95,973-652-73-B-22
WA4FFW 56.780-427-68-B-21
WA4IWE 31.584-1R9-56-A-19
K4EOF 20.448- 96-71-A-14

New Mexico
WA5QJQ «4.533-44O-65-A-15
W5MYM 48.328-247-64-A-21
WA5POK 38.661-265-49-A-16
K5STL 12.U87-119-34-A- 5

K4BAI 137.944-635-72-A-24
WBIDWD 120,855-589-70-A-15
K4RIN 56.004-359-52-A-15 
WA4YEJ 52,740-293-60- A-17 
WB4AJR/4 16.952-164-52-B- 9 
K4PIA 4959- 57-29-A- 5
K4EZ 3712- 58-32-B- 3
WB4HSG 3- I- l-A-10
K4YSG (K4s NVN YSB.
WB4FWK) 77.724-383-68-A-24

WB6 FOR 63,054-339-62-A-23
WA6WFW 16.335-149-55-B-18
WB6YPX (W6DLE, WB68

WRX ZID)
78.660-38O-69-A-12

K6JLJ
San Diego

21.709-117-59-A-12

K4WJT 
W4YDD 
WA4VZK

south Carolina
193.91R-870-74-A-24
108.524-517-71-A-19 
«7.437-412-71-A-13

mah
K7RAJ 138,196-622-74-  A-23
W7CYH 88.780-667-66-B-22
W7GXC 66.990-391-58-A-22
WA7AUW 31.713-163-63-A- 7
WA7HQU/7 ÍK7QEZ,

WA7HQID
65.205-311-70-A-24

WA7EVI (WA7s EVI GQD)
25.300-176-50-B-22

WR4EMF (AVB4S EMF GDQ)
26.776-180-48- A-l 2

VVB4FAM/4 (W4WKP, 
WB4FAM) 1156- 34-17-B- 3

Western Florida
WA4VIY 57,960-415-70-B-24
WA4EPH 2000- 40-25-B- 4
WA4ECY (4 oprs.)

83,785-644-65-B-24

W4BW
Virginia
H2.887-512-74-A-19

K4CG (K3WUW, opr.)
ill.528-776-72-B-24

Wyoming
WA7EWC 99.087-463-71-A-24
W7TSM 44.856-4O5-56-B-16
WA7DNZ 8991- 81-37-A- 3

West Indies
KP4BJÜ 67,728-505-68-B-20
KP4DBJ (KP4DBJ, 

WA0GQH)

Santa Barbara
W6RFU (WB6DPV, opr.)

36,380-270-68-0-14
W6GEB 17,316-111-52-A- 9
W6BHZ (VVA7CW.M, Opr.)

11,880- 90-45-A-12

K5RHZ

WEST GULF 
DIVISION

Northern Texas
168.276-758-74-A-22

WA5CBE 144.788-644-75-A-24

W4KFC J 
W4PTR 
K4CGC 
W4DKU 
W4ZM 
K4VDL 
W4YGY 
K4ÓRQ 
W4.TVN 
K4ZA 
W3IZI/4 
W4WBO 
K4AEV 
K4ASU 
W4MOJ 
W4PHL
K4JQO 
K4CFB 
WB4HIP* 
W4GF 
WA4KYR 
W4YZC 
WB4BW 
W4OP 
WA2Ul'T/4

106,900-706-75-B-20 
93,820-442-70-A-19 
92.556-429-72-A-23 
77.479-340-74-A-22 
61.588-306-66-A-15 
53.064-270-66-A-19 
48.250-226-70-A-17 
42.315-228-62-A-18 
39.060-211-62-A-12 
26.38Ü-141-60-A-15 
24,825-166-50- A-II 
23.230-143-52-A-14 
21.532-160-45-A- 6 
20.400-I50-68-B- 6 
20,224-180-54-B-17 
12,218- 92-45-A-10 
10,280-129-40-B-I2

9936-13R-36-B-16 
9309-M7-29-A- - 
9062-100-46-B- 6 
8876- 90-44-B- 6 
7095- 22-1 l-A- 3 
2254- 49-23-B- 6 
1160- 29-20-B- 4

t 1018- 3- 3-B- 1

SOUTHEASTERN 
DIVISION

W4USM 
W4AKS 
W4HFU 
W4DS 
W4ZNI 
WA4QVQ 
K4IKR 
W4NLI 
WA4RBH 
WB4EOW 
WB4BNO

KZ5FX

West Virginia
WA8VQT 60.940-558-55-B-24
WA8TWR/8 1134- 27-14-A-
WA8UUY 48- 10- 2-A-10
K8QYG 8- 2- 2-B- 1

2.275-165-45-A-13

WA5LUM 
W5TMZ 
WA5QXD 
K5BWK 
WA5QER 
WA5NGH 
W5QGZ 
W1ZGH/5

99.U70-470-7O-A-23 
»4.973-509-63-A-20 
86,940-621-70-B-21 
66,980-502-68-B-24 
63.440-522-61-B-24 
62.937-335-63-A-22
58.500-300-65-A-21
33.432-199-56-A- -

1431- 27-18-A- «

Alabama
39.367-203-63-A- 9 
28.275-192-50-A-13 
23.272-128-58-A-U 
18.492-134-69-B-13 
16.146-104-52-A-12 
15.821-100-53-A- 6 
15.444- 99-52-A- 6 
15.180-110-46-A- 4

3864- 43-23-A- 4
84- 7- 4-A- 6 

(WB4S BNO RNP)
60.882-280-73-A-24

Canal Zone
47,817-255-63-A- -

Fast Florida
WA4PXP 174.886-798-73-A-24
W4PZV (WA4SVO. opr.) 

123,516-570-73-A-24
WA4VLQ 76.582-371-68-A-23
WA4LFP 65.789-363-61-A-20
WA4VBN 5«,080-3U5-64-A-15
WA4UFW 55.068-354-52-A-18
W4PKD 4864- 64-38-B-16
W4ILE 297- 11- 9-A- 1

SOUTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

K5WIQ/5 _______ ..
WA5QQQ (WA5s QQQ QQR)

Arizona
K7PXI 114.099-521-73-A-22
W7FCD 33,174-194-57- A-10
W0HNF/7 9177- 81-38-A- 6
WA7ERH 2040- 34-20-A- 1

60.8R5-369-55-A-24
WA5QEZ (WA5S PPG QEZ)

38.830-353-55-B-23
Oklahoma

WB6HGU 
WB6YKM

Los Angeles

WB6UHF 
WB6KPN 
K6YFZ 
K6BEP
WB6TSN

W6SBB 
WB6TVH 
WB6JOI 
W6EIG 
WB6ROR 
W6QYR 
WB6ZEP 
WA6STJ 
K6QFG 
WB6ARH 
WA6RQQ

K5JIT 55,965-288-65-A-19
KSHWO/5 1275- 38-17-B- 5
WA5RMF (WA5S QIQ ÄMF)

37.497-221-58-A-24

107,139-507-71-A-24 
94.424-642-74-B-24 
72,863-364-67-A-24 
67.001-356-63-A-22 
62,928-305-69-A-17 
44.64O-242-62-A-22

21.216-136-52-A-14 
20,727-141-49-A-24 
16,832-116-49-A-13

Southern Texas
132.202-591-74-A-24
57,888-304-64-A-1.3
31,311-215-49-A-18
24,675-239-35-A- 5
22,278-159-47-A- 6

WA5LVJ 19,030-175-55-B- - 
WA4YPM/5

18.750-188-50-B-16
WB2LZF/5 9916- 74-67-B-13
WA5GZX (WA5S GZX QVE

RLZ) 70,174-384-6 l-A- 23

CANADIAN 
DIVISION

Maritime
VE1APP 4726- 46-27-A- 9
VE1AKA 1092- 27-14-A- 7

Here’s a talented trio of Californian SSers. Air Force Capt 
K0GJD/6 (upper left) piloted ¡his Swan 400, TA-33 
and V-4-6 vertical to a supersonic victory in the A3 mission 
John soared over the opposition with 700 two-ways 
151K, and highest altitude in both Orange and the South
western Division. (Yes, W3----- , there is an Orange 
Section.) . . . Contest QSOs from San Joaquin Valley 
are seldom plentiful, but this year K6YNB/6 and Fresno’s 
W6TZN (bottom left) handed out a total of more than 
1050 exchanges during the voice weekend. One of 21 
mikesmen to cross off all 75 on the multiplier list. Art 
became a firm believer in transceive operation as a 
result of his Sweepstakes doings. . . . WA6IVN totaled 
1456 contacts and 300,000 points for two weekends’ 
work—which, may we say, is making hay in a big way in 
East Bay. Steve, who pleads for an end to unnecessary 
repetition of preamble info on c.w., utilized a Gonset 
GSB-100 transmitter to pump r.f. into a TH6-DX at 78 
feet, 40-meter rotary dipole up 65 feet, and an 80-meter 

wire vertical.



VEINV (VEls AKW NV)

VE2BMB
VE2WA

VE3EVZ 
3C3ES 
3C3GKW 
VE3GLZ 
VE3DPG 
VE3DMU 
VE3EZM

^2,65^411-65-3-23
Quebec
7 5,028-398-62- A-21

558- 16-12-A- 1
Ontario
46.045-231-65-A-16
29,382-166-59-A- 8
13.630-145-47-B-10

7980- 86-35-A- 6
7752- 69-38-A- 6
3872- 88-22-B- -

VE4SD
3C4ÖT

¿Manitoba
57.392-434-68-B-20
20,706-179-58-3-15

VE4UM (8 oprs.)
39.600-313-66-B-24

Saskatchewan
VV15US (VE5DK. opr.)

151.626-686-74-A-24
3C5TO

VE6AGV
VE6MA

21.988-132-53-A-21
Alberta
34,580-266-65-B-16
29.621-403-49-A-13

VE7EH
VE7BAV

British Columbia
63.280-452-70-B-18

7278- 79-27-A-22
Yukon. - Northwest Territories

û|.p£ jolote I

* HAIAgu^ER DRIVE-IK ACROSS
THE WAS JOBBED r s -
VIE HADA ¿LEAK VIEW OF O’ 
THE PLACE ALt HI<>HTZ 
but no one was watahih^/"

WB2OYE/2

3C8BB 19.968-192-52-B-17

C.W. Scores
W3DYA 
WA3DNH 
WA3GFN

2540- 28-22-A- 5
1178- 31-19-B-10 
476- 17-14-3- 4

WB2YQH 
WA2PCW 
WA2BEX 
W2ADN 
WA2ÖPH 
WB2FWG 
W2TFL 
WB28MD 
W2SEI 
WA2UXZ 
K2KKH 
K2DJD 
WA28WW 
W2GB 
WB2ZVQ 
W2D1Z 
W2QY 
WA2A1V 
WB2VVW 
WB2YQO 
W2PDB 
K2DNN 
WB2ZCC 
WN2CAL1 
W2ZCZ 
W2IJJÖ 
WN2ZOW 
WN2APH 
WN2AWX 
W1BUÖ/2 
K2UAN 
WN2BSG 
WB2ZYW 
WA2CZQ

60,559-385-63-A-23 
56.875-35Ó-65-A-20 
36.653-273-54-A-22 
36.225-230-63-A.-10 
35.126-247-57-A-13 
33.930-261-52-A-21 
32,940-216-61-A-20 
31,123-211-59-A-lU 
27.859-221-51-A-18 
27,530-190-70-B-ll 
21,945-154-57-A-lO 
21.315-203-42-A-15 
18,696-165-57-B- 9 
14,O4O-16(M5-B-13 
I3.500-120-45-A-14
11,270- 98-46-A-18

7995- 82-39-A- 8 
6000-100-24-A- 9 
4880- 61-32-A-20 
4030- 62-26-A-13 
3300- 60-22-A- 8 
3250- 50-26-A- 3 
2596- 42-19-B- 6 
2350- 52-25-B-20 
2058- 26-18-A-24 
1440- 32-18-A- 4 
1375- 15-10-A- 5 
1170- 26-18-A-14 
1040- 29-16-A-16
618- 19-13-A- 9 
399- 15-11-A- 4 
230 - 12- 8-A- 3 
175- 14- 5-A-15

28-
10-

4- 4-B- 2

ATLANTIC DIVISION

W3GAU 
W3IYE 
K3COO 
W3DRD 
W3NNK 
WA3GKI

Delaware
94.980-509-74-A-21 
43.12U-308-70-B-16 
33.94O-219-61-A-12 
27.048-176-62-A-19 
19.575-135-58-A-13 
1O.335-106-39-A-17

W3YP (4 oprs.)
34.524-274-63-B-24

WN3IMG (WN3S HST IMG) 
1876- 44-19-A-12

WA3EPT (8 oprs.)
117.250-621-75-A-24

W3DVO (W3DVO. W9SZR)
89,206-611-73-13-24

W3MVB (W3MVB. WA3AU3)
70.414-503-69-B-24

K2CC (4 Oprs.)
25,200-210-60-B-21

W2TOP (W2TOP, WA2CUZ) 
2M15-I82-53-A-2Ì

WA2BCI (WA2BCI, WB2W11)
8815- K6-41-A- 7

Eastern Pennsylvania

Maryland-D. C, 
K4GSU/3 131.123-720-73-A-24 
W3EIS 112.325-611-73- A-24
W3MSR 95.9!)lb«51-73-B-24

W3BE8 
W3YUVV 
W3GHM 
W3NOH 
K3MNJ 
W3BGN 
WA3DSZ 
W3CPS 
WA3DCM 
K3HTZ 
W3KDF

128.813-687-75-A-24 
114.608-623-74-A-23 
1U0.313-535-75-A-22 
98.273-533-73-A-21 
85.68U-476-72-A-16 
83.64Ü-492-68-A-15 
81,000-450-72-A-18 
78.030-477-68-A-24 
77.655-501-62-A-24 
76.525-506-75-B-22 
«6.869-413-65-A-16

W3AZD (K3OAE, opr.)
93.592-643-72-B-24

Southern New Jersey 
WB2TEN 92.440-508-72-A-24 
W2HDW 90.165-525-68-A-21 
WB2MOQ 75.140-442-68-A-21 
WA2BLV 70,125-425-66-A- -

Western Pennsylvania 
WA3BLE 104,843-571-73- A-24 
K3HKK (K3AHT. Opr.)

104.483-583-71-A-23

W3AEQ (WA8BJD, opr.) 
61,360-416-59-A-17

K3JGJ 58.800-280-70-A-15
W3ISE 58,752-408-72-B-17
W3B1P 58.575-330-71-A-17
WA3ATX/3 . _

51.836-301-69-A-23 
50,881-350-73-B-12 
43.690-257-88-A-17 
37.950-253-60-A-ll 
27.985-193-58-A-14 
27.500-25Í-55-B-15 
27,480-229-48-A-ll 
26,510-241-55-B-10 
2O.1UO-120-67-A-16 
19.875-151-50-A-15 
18,963-207-37-A-15 
18.240-114-64-A- 7 
16.807-172-49-B-ll 
16,400-164-50-3- 8 
14,500-100-54-A- 7 
1346U-140-47-B-15 
13.000-1U0-&2-A- 4 
12,275-110-41-A- 7 
10.U0-W8-39-A-14 

9504-104-44-B- 5 
9405-100-38-A- 8 
7750- 9U-30-A-14

W3MWC 
W3KT 
K3L4VR/3 
W3EER 
WA3CEJ 
K3MCO 
W3EAN 
W3JET 
W ASGAT 
WA3ENY 
W3GHB 
W3CGB 
W3QM.Z 
W3MPX 
K3RFB 
W3INH 
K3FSV 
WA3GLX 
W3EQA 
W3DVC 
WA31PR

W3GRF 
W3DP.T 
W3CRE 
W3AEL 
W3JXS 
W3MFJ/3 
W3CSZ 
W3AXW 
W3TMZ 
K3JYZ 
K3TVF 
W3AFM 
W3FYS 
WA3GZM 
WA3DYW 
W3MCG 
W3RNY 
W3EFZ 
K3NPV 
WA3AMH 
K3CYA 
W3MNE 
WA3GMC 
WA3GUI 
W3KDP 
W1QMM/3 
W3TN 
W3KMV 
WA3GATT 
WA3HAN 
W3QGB 
WN31JR 
WA3HKF

90.948-616-74-B-18 
88.375-587-75-B-24 
81,738-503-65-A-23 
69.458-441-62-A-16 
«9,010-412-67-A-23 
67,2ÜCI-381-Ö6-A-20 
62.808-372-67-A-17 
57,816-397-73-B-21 
55.714-415-66-B-12 
49.128-279-69-A-15 
47.260-257-72-A-23 
41,316-313-66-3-16 
37.668-2Ô8-73-B-14 
37.465-25Ö-59-A-24 
35.075-231-61-A-24 
34.720-281-48-A-16 
34.719-253-55-A-14 
34,433-253-67-B-ll 
33.390-265-63-B- - 
28.256-211-55-A-22 
27,815-173-62-A- - 
23,936-187-64-B-24 
20.680- 190-44-A-18 
15.625-164-36-A-13 
14.250-114-50-A- 9 
12.573- 107-47-A-13 
11.830-114-38-A-14

9640- 98-36-A-17 
7588- 85-31-A-10 
5092- «7-38-B- 6 
4719- 77-25-A- 9 
4219- 53-25-A-22 
3300- 66-20-A-13

K2AA ( W2FŸS, opr.)

K2CPR 
WB2BGH 
K2AGU 
W2EBW

61.425-351-70-A-23

W2PU (K8JLF. opr.)

41.425-231-70-A-14
38.U25-236-65-A-15 
27,720-199-70-3-12 
24.650-213-58-B-22

WA3ÍXN 
K3KMO 
W2KAT/3 
K3EXE 
W3LMM 
W3NEM 
W3KQD 
WA3GJU 
WA3ENR

WN3HOM/31
6145- 74-28-A-19

WA3EMO 
W3QOR 
K3EUR 
W3ADE 
W A3 ABN 
W3BUR 
WN3HMU 
WA3CTW 
K3HNP 
K3ÖXR 
K3JLI 
WA3GMS- 
WN3IBE 
K3LBG 
K3ZOL 
WN3HYJ 
W3STA 
W3CEI 
W3OXO 
K3DPQ/3 
WA3CMD 
WN3IQU 
WA3DNV 
W3PNL

6130- 77-27-A- 8 
5475- 73-30-A - 4 
5325- 71-3Ü-A- 5
4756- 82-29-B- 6 
4165- 60-28-A-19 
4125- 50-25-A- 2 
3760- 51-24-A-24 
3476- 52-27-A- 7 
3378- 52-26-B- -
2828- 39-29-A- 9 
2375- 50-19-A- 5 
2168- 51-17-A- 4 
2125- 48-20-A-24 
2102- 29-19-B- 3
1550- 3J-20-A- 
1238- 31-18-A- 
1200- 30-20-B- 
1.080- 27-16-A- 
J0SO- 30-18-B-

2 
9

5 
5

650- 20-13-A- 4
601- 19-13-A- 4 
385- 16-11-A-19
315- 15- 9-A- 2 
150- 10- 6-A- 1
.23- 3- 3-A- 1K3PSW — - » -

K3BN8 (K3BN8. WA3JCA)
41,876-366-58-B-21

Phone

W2QDY 
WB2UVB 
K2ERC 
WB2VHÜ 
WB2SCK 
K2BG 
WB2UEY 
WB2ZEU 
WB2ZPB 
W2ZVW 
K2IEQ 
WN2CXL 
W2DAJ 
K2PI 
W2PAZ

22.538-191-59-3-13 
21.8U0-200-52-B-17 
1R.498-151-49-A-17 
16.125-Í50-43-A-15 
16.100-184-35-A-18 
16.048-131-49-A-13 
13.950-140-50-B- 9
10,413-liy-35-A-21 

702U-108-26-A-15 
5135- 79-26-A-14 
4756- 82-29-B- 2 
4740- 79-24-A- 6 
3705- 57-26-A-17 
3024- 54-28-B- 3
1155- 33-14-A- 4 
420- 14-12-A- 3

K3RZE 
WA3GPK 
K3VXV/3 
K3UÖM 
WA3GZQ 
K3RXK

103.660-585-71-A-24 
76.060-418-72-A-22 
52.785-306-69-A-19 
45.958-300-62-A-24 
45.500-260-70-A-15 
44.74U-324-54-A-18 
29.925-190-63-A- - 
26.438-225-47-A-13 
23.ÜU2-186-62-B-15 
L9.448-187-52-B-23

WA3CQG/3 
K3CFA

1Ú, 160-127-32-A- 9 
8960-113-32-A-13 
5873- 81-29-A- 8 
2550- 31-20-A- 8 
1200- 30-16-A- ft 
1080- 36-12-A- 4
935- 22-17-A- 5 
455- 14-13-A- 7

WA3HMV (4 oprs.)
23.954-204-59-B-24

WA3HAL (WA3S GTE HAL) 
5670-108-21-A-19

CENTRAL DIVISION
W2PAU (W2s ESX PAU)

82.271-465-71-A-23
WB2ZGR (VVB2S YCZ ZGR)

38,563-312-50-A-22
W2REB (K2PWV. W2REB)

28.560-340-42-B-20

W9LKJ 
W9JGK 
WA9HEU 
W9NPG 
W9YYG

Illinois
124.921-687-73-A-23 
1.14.333-623-73-A-24 
106.215-582-73-A-23 
92.288-535-69-A-24 
84.952-574-74-B-23

K2K1R 
W2MTA 
W2SSC

Western New York
116.523-638-73-A-24
92.889-505-73-A-24
74.621-449-67-A-12

DIVISION LEADERS

K9TKT (K9UIY, opr.)
68.580-383-72-A-22

WA9HVQ 63.896-378-67-A-23
WA9OTD 
WA91XF

59,438-425-55- A-22 
56.6U5-337-66-A-23

C.W.
ngle Operator Multioperator Single Operator Multioperator
W3GRF W3ZKH Atlantic K4GSU/3 WA3EPT
WA9ITB WA9HEÜ Central W9YT W9JDJ
VV0fíSC K0WY Dakota WA0HYT K0VVY
K4PUZ W40DR Delta K4PÜZ WA4UCE
K8D0C K8WBL Great Lakes K8UDJ K8BFT
W2RLM WB2VYM Hudson W1BGD/2 W2SZ
WA0EMS WA0CHH Midwest WA0SDO K0GXR
K1LPL W1KBN New England K1LPL K1DFC
W7BUN WA7BKW Northwestern K7CTI W7TRE
WA6IVN K6LY Pacific WA6IVN WB6QIT
K4WJT Roanoke W4BVV K4VDL
WAÕCVS WA7HQU/7 Rocky Mountain WA0CVS
WA4FXP WA4ECY Southeastern K4BAI WA4UBH/4
K0GJD/6 WB6YPX Southwestern W6RW WB6NWK
KñRHZ WA5GZX West Gulf K2EIU/5 K5LZO
VB5US VE1NV Canadian VE5US VE3EZM
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Louisiana is represented on the clean-sweep honor roll by 
WA5LGO, who turned up a Vermont station only an 
hour before the voice contest ended. Larry radiated with 
a 20-15-10 beam, 40-10 vertical and 80-40 dipole.

K4UWH 79.100-440-7LA-18 
tVA4VYL 51,000-300-68-A- -
VV4DRT 37.193-259-58-A-23
W4OGG 6600- 66-40-A- 5
VVA4ZUI 5895- 67-36-A-16
WB4DAM 4050- 7U-3Ü-B- X
WB4FNN 3900- 60-26-A- X
WN4G88 650- 23-13-A- 7
WA4UCE (4 oprs.)

32.450-275-59-B-24
GREAT LAKES 

DIVISION
.Kentucky

W4CVI 83.6U3-447-74-A-22
WB4AIN/4 73,420-510-7 l-B-23

K9DWG 56.088-32L70-A-19 
53,25')-30l)-71-A-24 
51.841-31L67-A-20 
46.14O-297-6LA-15 
45.200-260-6X-A-19 
38.699-231-67-A-ll

WA9SLM
W9REC 
WA9UOS
tVA9UAG
W9ZSQ 
W9ITPK
WA9QQB 
K9EFC 
W9FIPG 
WA9JTS 
tV9AGM 
WA9RFF 
W9QWM 
WA9QMB 
\V9tVR
K0TDB/9 
WA9SVR 
WA9VPP 
WA9RPD 
W9.JJN 
WM9THJI 
W9YAC 
W9VBV

35.598-269-66-B-16 
34,618-227-61-A- 8 
28.X05-166-67-A-1R 
21,739-212-4 l-A-21 
Ì5.696-I53-5LB-19 
14,980-139-44-A-12 
14.170-109-52-A-17 
12.249-120-4Ì-A-1R 
I2.240-U9-34-A-1R 
11.993-123-39-A-12 
11.825-112-44-A- 7

9435-102-37-A- 9 
7401- 96-3 LA-11 
7099- 7IMR-A- 7 
6480- 73-36-A- 4 
5769- 80-36-R- 5 
5696- 75-31-A- 7 
5001- 49-33-A- 4 
3510- 59-24-A- « 
3130- 49-35-B-13 
3375- 55-25-A- 7 
1X05- 38-19-A- 9 
1620- 36-18-A- 4 
1238- 28-18-A- - 
1216- 32-19-H- 2 
1209- 37-15-A- 9 
1020- 31-12-A-IO

WN9USA 
WN9VNJ 
W9OVZ 
tVAO^DV 
WA9RUD

7972- 83-42-B- .5 
7146- 79-33-A-16 
4520- 59-32-A-17 
4063- 64-26-A-15 
3375- 50-27-A-12 
3105- 46-27-A-22
2686- 40-19-A-14 
2313- 37-25-A- 4
640- 32- 8-A- 8 

3- I- 1-A- I.

WA4TWB 
WA4UAZ 
K4LIA/4 
W4DHE 
W4YDL 
WA4U1H 
VVB4BEO 
WA4SMS 
1V4NWT 
K4YZU 
WB4F0T 
W4LDL 
WA4ZIR

56.430-342-66-A-2U 
24.920- 184-65-B-12 
20.625-167-50-A-19 
I8.976-163-47-A-13 
16.932-I73-51-B-16 
W.605-115-34-A-11

5845- 
2350- 
1950- 
1750-
960- 
210-

75-39-A-10 
57-34- A- 5 
27-20-A- 4
39-25-B-
35-20-A-
30-16-B- 2

W9KMM (4 oprs.)
19.392-203-48-B-17

DAKOTA DIVISION
Minnesota

W0AA (tVOTKX, opr.) 
92,525-526-7'

K0ZXE 
VVA0LKL 
K01JL

82.449-46;
’O-A-20 
4-A-24

76,63 L463-67-A-23
76.418-445-69-A-21

W0YC (WA0FMF, opr.)

WN9UTTQ
N9VQF 

'A9KL

WA0KDS 
W0IYP 
K0GNC 
WA0PRT 
W0LAJ 
W0PAN' 
WN0RAG’ 
WN0SEN 
K0RFT 
W0KUI 
WN0RVVH

74,520-418-72-A-24 
64.571-392-67-A-2O 
63.O54-439-71-B-24 
15,975-142-45-A- 7 
13.600-160-34-A-21 
11,340-108-42-A- 8

8800-100-44-B- 7 
.8505- S2-38-A-16 
4750- 52-30-A-2Ó
405- 14-12-A- 3 

50- 5- 5-B- 1 
10- 2- 2-A- 1

W9JDJ (WA9s EOD HSR LOT)
58,338-363-65-A-22

WA9RXX (WA9s KVA. RXX)
23,934-234-41-A-24

W9EUN (4 oprs.)
2772- 55-28-B- 4

WA0DKA (WA0s DKA PRL) 
Ì03,410-57R-72-A-24

WA0CJU f6 oprs.)
.,1WT 92.744-527-71-A-24
WN0RVN (5 oprs.)

4909- 73-33-A-23

Michigan
K8UD.T (K81MFO, opr.)

124,313-663-75-A-24
W8UM (VV8GQN, opr.)

120.90J-806-75-B-24
W8SH (KIZND, opr.)

W8DQL 
VV8URD 
W8VPG

120.188-6U-75-A-24
99.330-609-66-A-23
89.63.8-505-71-A-24
89.113-591-70- A-23

W8i’GW (WÀ8RBD. opr.)
73.365-444-67-A-22

WA8LWK 
tVAXDNZ 
WA8AIAM 
WAXKME 
WA8TQN

72.719-455-65-A-23
64.040-399-64-A-15
63.528-402-63-A-24
62.305-366-67-A-24
53.544-338-65-A-24

W8HFM (WA8QAF, opr.)

K8HKM 
K8HZU 
WAxbVD

Indiana
WA9ITB 139.028-707-73- A-24
WÄ9AUM 100,800-569-72-A-24
VV 9RGB 92,620-509-72-5-22
K9CUY XX.22X-474-74-A-24
K9MMFI 53,985-369-61-5-19
W9JOO 38.491-273-57-A-20
WA9EBR/9 39.875- UH-65-A-22
WOCUC 29.238-226-66-R-20
W9DGA 28.976-270-52- R-10
W A9 NXY 16.526-172-39-A-12
K9HCK H.639-133-55-R-16
K9UKM/9 5280- X0-33-R- 3
W9ROJ 4009- 8O-25-R-11
W3TNO/9 2420- 46-22-A- -
WN9UJB (WN9s TTAR U.1R)

4604- 73-29-A-18

WA0HYI 
WA0OVW 
WA0ELO 
WA0PPK 
K0RÖA/0

North Dakota
112.959-637-72-A-24 
25,043-189-53-A- 9 
11,856-118-46- B-10

9509- 95-4Ó-À-12
4760- 68-35- B- 6

South Dakota
W0SM V 87,407-617-71-B-24
WA0OML 1475- 3')-2o-A-14
K0ZTV 630- 21-12-A- 1
K0VVY (W8GKB. WA0QCC) 

115,610-637-73-A-24

DELTA DIVISION
Arkansas

K5TYW 59.838-4O5-73-B-14
WA5KUD 49.806-309-65-A-20

Wisconsin
W9YT (K9ZMS. opr.)

139.563-743-75-1-24 
W9RQM 12 i.915-6HO-74-A-24 
tV9MYJ X6.2B5-487-71-A-24 
W.19NVY 6 4.645-3X2-68-A-21 
WA9JGO 57.600-329-72-A-19 
W9P.JT 55.626-382-73-R-22 
\V A 9 FT RS 46,935-30 ’ )- 63- A - - 
W9NUW (WA9RÄK. opr.)

3I.920-225-57-A-16
WA9HCZ 29,89 )-2155-Por-64
W9GOC (WA9LBN, opr.)

28.489-179-64-A-12

WA5PWX 
W5ERR 
WA5GVB 
W5ttG 
tVA5J tVU 
WA5NRZ 
WA5ADT

Louisiana
I00.731-574-7LA-22
84.135-474-71-A-24 
73.425-445-66-A-21 
69,440-435-64-A- - 
39.589-329-61-B-14 
33.598-22L59-A-20 
33.375-27O-50-A-15 
14.678-153-57-A-18 
13.599-127-43-A- 7

4858- 67-29-A- 9
3- 1- 1-A- I

WA9TTA 
WA9NSR 
tVA9MCC 
tVOTXF 
K9GDF
WA9SQN

22.995-179-52-A-21 
16,238-115-53-A- 6 
I3.658-185-5LB-22 
12,60)- 90-56-A-13 
11,324-150-38-B- 4 
10.000-100-36-A-10

Mississippi
K5AETJ 81.570-577-70-B-22
K5IIN 78.313-553-7LB-24
WA5OYU 8369-I05-32-A-21

K4PTTZ
W4SQE

Tennessee
125.013-689-73-A-24
S3,880-466-72-A-24

W8PVI 
VV8ELE/8 
VV8WVn 
WA8OFW 
WA8xVICQ 
W8DOI 
W8DM 
W8TJQ 
W81USK 
WASUSU 
W8EGI 
WAH U ML 
WA8VRB 
W8JITP 
WN8VJT 
K8ETU 
W8SS 
W8MPD 
WA8UPIJ 
K8BGZ 
WA8VGQ 
WN8tVOQ 
W8VWY

52,640-335-64-A-22 
51.12O-286-72-A-23 
19,655-301-66-A-15

(KXZZV, opr.)
39.528-328-6 l-B-20 
39.U88-266-59-A-20 
38.837-275-71-B-20 
27,413-215-51-A-ll 
27,075-239-57-3-22
27,000-200-52-A-13 
22.756-166-55-A-15 
16.600-166-40-A-12 
13,910-107-52-A- 9
11,059- 85-52-A- 8 
11,O19-K)8-+1-A-13
10,000- 90-40-A- 6

808O-101-32-A-2O 
7440- 98-31-A-16 
5425- 70-31-A-10 
5425- 73-31-A-15 
5256- 73-36-B-14 
5250- 60-35-A- 5
4750- 75-20-A- & 
3640- 53-28-A- 7

595- 17-14-A- 2
50.
35-

W8REN (WA8SNKA RVE)
52.345-361-58-A-24

WN8ZDR (WN8s VMS WGZ
ZDR) 

WA8RWL
5950- 70-34-A-19 

(multlopr.)
4788- 57-42-B-10

Ohio
110,774-603-73-A-24 
101.835-558-73-A-24
97,360-529-73-A-22
96.305-567-6X-A-24
92.3UU-52U-71-A-19
87.68X-475-73-A-22
86.250-502-69-A-24
85.085-505-67-A-23

65,880-433-6 l-A-16 
84.970-418-62- A-1X
4.268-451-57-A-22 

63,280-346-72-A-23 
63,135-414-61-A-24 
62.583-357-69-A-23 
62.360-385-64-A-19 
60,463-357-67-A-17 
58.720-367-64-A-24

K8BPX 
W8UPH 
WA8G1VU 
W8YGP 
WA8TYF 
WA8RCN 
\VA8rmN’ 
WXLHV 
WA8RVVU 
K8DDG 
W8DWP 
W88ZU 
K8UQA 
K8GVK
WXVQI 
VV8MXO 
VV8WD1J 
W8NHO 
K8VAK 
W8GOE 
W8FFK 
K8ÖWE 
K8VCW 
W8YPT 
W8Z5M 
VVA8REN 
W8IDM 
W8CHT
K8XKO 
1VA8NXS 
WA8JUY 
K8KFP 
K8BSM 
tV8EXI 
WA8LVVH 
W8VZE 
W8NWR 
WA8MGD 
WA8VNU 
WA8VBV 
K8KRN 
W8DZG 
WAXUYZ

54,750-300-73-A-14 
51,040-417-60-8-21 
48.914-333-74-B-21 
46.632-350-67-B-I4 
43,240-321-66-B-lX 
43,200-270-64-A-20 
42.713-255-67-A-16 
42.529-300-71-B-2Ó 
41.U63-225-73-A-17 
40.455-30X-65-B-15 
40.100-230-68-A-I7 
39.57U-266-58-A-17 
39.125-250-61-A-20 
36,228-231-6 LA-21 
33.5OO-250-67-B-20 
29.869-205-59-A-13 
2X.981-204-55-A-18 
28.557-252-57-B-23 
28.288-185-59-A-16 
25.764-227-57-B-14 
25.750-165-60-A-12 
24.795-17L58-A-15 
24,375-150-65-A- 9 
23,165-171-52-A- - 
22,863-161-55-A- 7 
22.815-169-54-A-19 
21,188-162-50-A-12 
20,140-132-58-A- - 
19.895-174-46-A-19 
19.759-175-43-A-13 
19.36U-136-54-A-20 
18,750-100-75-A-l 4 
17,800-150-56-B- - 
17,415-129-54-A-l 0 
16.675-145-46-A-13 
16.665-122-52-A-14 
1.5,578-2(I1-3LA-U 
14,850-11 L54-A-12 
14,846-164-43-R-lO 
14,345-15L38-A-15 
12,524-134-43-B-13 
12,440-104-44-A-15
12.255-114-43-A-18

W8EDU (WA3BGE, opr.)
11,844-141-42-B- 5

WA8MCR 
W8GMK 
W8YHU 
W8KMF 
W.WKKN 
W8GFH 
WA8GRR 
WA8PLR 
W81CS 
WA8FJA 
K8ML0 
WA8GYT 
W8ENH 
W8HQX 
WA8RZD 
WA8CFJ 
WNXWIAi 
WA8OPH 
VVA8OPD 
K8KEG 
K8SEV 
WARSCZ 
WA8RXM 
WN8WGX 
W8WPC 
K8BFZ 
WN8WYW 
W8VDF 
WN8YYV 
WAXSLtV 
W/V8VBS 
WA8EYA 
WA8ZDK 
WN8YSV 
tVNXYJG 
tVNXYHN 
WN1FINQ/8 
WA8NVW

11,670- 98-44-A- 7 
10,690- X5-57-B- 9 
10,630-107-36-A-U

9690- 95-51-B- - 
9688-125-31-A- 8 
9678- 79-49-A- 7 
8600- 80-4U-A-14 
78Ü0-1U4-3O-A-IO 
7780-113-24-A-l 2 
6250- 50-30-A- 4
6050- 61-40-A-17 
5775- 77-30-A- 3 
5557- 74-31-B- 9 
5270- 62-34-A- 9 
5175- 69-30-A- 5 
3944- 64-23-R- -
3375- 56-25-A-16 
3263- 46-29-A- 4 
31)10- 43-28-A-13 
2990- 52-23-A-15 
2733- 33-21-A- 9 
2728- 45-31-B- 3 
2400- 40-24-A- 4 
1829- 45-19-A-14 
1568- 34-19-A- 3
1386- 33-21-B- 5
1260- 34-I6-A-22
1026- 57-19-B- «
900- 24-15-A-1O
768- 32-12-B- 2
624- 20-16-B- 2
574- 23-14-B- 6
553- 17-13-A- 5
230- 12- X-A. 5
163- 17- 5-A-10
113- 8- 6-A- 3
106- 12- 5-A- X

K8BFT (K8S BQY DHT NPH)

Wi
60.638-388-63-A-24 

'8CEA (tV8s CEA UEX) _
45,800-374-60-B-13

HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York

W1BGD/2 134.313-711-75-A-24
VVB2C8Y 
W2MEL

49.28U-311-64-A-23 
43,633-283-62-A-11
38,940-265-59-A-21 
37.043-225-66- A-21 
36.815-247-58-A-20 
36.225-288-63-R-l 7 
25,020-210-48- A-13 
24.720-210-60-B-15 
12,510-139-36-A- 8 
I2.488-1U-45-A-1Ó

WB2YBX 825U-1O0-33-A-15
W2AEE (WA2BNK, opr.) 

7562-101-38-B- x

72 QST for



70.500-477-75-B-24

WB2YBQ 7000- 75-32-A- 9
WA2BUN 3410- 44-21-A- 4
WN2BNDI 3185- 51-26-A-KI
WN2BR1 1475- 2Ü-10-A-12
W2FSL 975- 26-15-A- 5
WN2BHK 735- 22-14-A-1O
WB2UHZ 494- 19-Í3-B- 1
WN2CRW 45- 6- 3-A- -
K2KGE 10- 2- 2-A- I
WB2UTTD 10- 2- 2-A- 1
W2SZ (5 oprs.)

r

Phone

QSO LEADERS
{Single-operator)

C.W.

Pastern Massachvseüs
W1MX (K3QDD, opr.)

98.790-699-70-B-24

New York City-Lona Island 
W2GGE 98.272-666-74-B-23 
W2AJR (WA2UWA. opr.)

K2ZYR 
WB2FAJ 
WB2VTM 
WA2KSD 
W2GKZ 
WB2SZZ 
WB2YKL 
W2ZV 
WB2SEQ 
WA2VDA 
W211G 
W2DUS 
WB2BCI 
W2HAE 
WB2UJS 
WB2ROV 
W2UAL 
K2HGR 
WB2QIL 
WA2URD 
WB2VFF 
W2LPA 
WB2WXR 
WB2WXP 
WN2ARD» 
K2OUK 
\VB2ZSG 
VVB2H1R 
WN2AXL 
WN2ZWT 
WB2ZXR 
WB2VIA 
W2TUK 
W2UNS 
W2TNI 
WB2UZU 
WB2BFP 
WB2ÜZX 
WB2OLD 
WN2AVX 
WB2AXH

97.738-545-71-A-24 
78.899-445-7I-A-23 
«4.000-400-64-A-19 
53,760-420-64-A-I7 
45.795-323-71-B-17 
39.836-266-73-B-12 
34.223-256-54-A-20 
27,280-176-62-4-20 
27.070-158-66-A-20 
23.530-18I-52-A-12 
20.273-159-5Ï-A-16 
17,425-206-34-A-19 
16.875-150-45-A- 8 
12.U95-118-41-A-17 
11.869-106-45-A- 8
10,051- 95-43-A-Í4

8625-115-30-A-14 
8269-123-27-A-ll 
8118-1UO-41-B- 7 
7000-1.00-24-A-16 
6107-100-31-B- 6 
5600- 80-28-A-12 
5040- 84-24-A-10 
4900- 70-28-A-17 
4089- 71-29-B- 6 
4088- 67-30-A-16 
3800- 5>28-B- 6 
3444- 48-29-A- 7 
3063- 49-25-A-14 
2205- 42-21-A-ll 
1775- 4O-2Û-A-16

1152- 32-18-B-
1063- !5-17-Á- Í
825- 30-1 l-A- - 
553- 17-13-A- 7 
390- 13-12-A- 3

193- 11- 7-A- 2
176- 11- 8-B- 2
83- 8- 6-A- 4

WB2HMS (WB2SHLH HMS) 
54.640-373-72-B-22

WB2YCC (WB2s YCC YKU) 
35.630-255-56-A-24

Northern New Jersey
WB2RKK Í
W2NNL 1
WB2NZU i
K2C0R *
K2BMI '
WB2TFK Ì
WB2SSZ í
WA2ASM (
WB2JYM ¡
WB2RJJ
WB2ÜEK :
WB2YEW i
WA0NOH/2

96,030-534-72-A-23 
»1.263-522-70-A-24 
89.750-5UU-71-A-23 
76.466-493-63-A-23 
75.464-417-73-A-22 
72.O00-4O0-72-A-24 
64.790-430-62-A-15 
61.450-391-62-A-21 
55,913-355-63-A-l7 
55.438-335-65-A-17 
37.890-264-56-A-16 
37,500-300-50-A-19

K4WJT 870 W8UM 800
W2RLM 849 K1LPL 761
K8D0C 841 W9YT 743
K0CVA 834 W6RW 724
K1LPL 819 R4GSU /3 720
WA0SDC 805 W1BGD/2 711
WA4PXP 798 WA9ITB 707
WA6IVN 793 W1MX 699
W5WMU 789 K2EIU/5 690
K7ÜKC 786 K4PUZ 689

F3VN/W2 72
W2HDT 3
WB2BZO (5 oprs.)

fi- 6-B-

65.975-377-70-A-24
W2GLQ/2 (5 oprs.)

41.480-305-68-B-24
W2BSC (WA2HLH, WB2CRX)

29.848-288-52-B- -

MIDWEST DIVISION

W AOS DC 
K0AZJ 
WA0KXT 
WA0JSD 
W0QVA 
WA0QYS 
W0YSE

W0TLH 
WN0QND 
W0QZK/0 
WA0RJ Y

Iowa
122,875-652-75-A-23 
83.600-473-70-A-18 
67.825-447-75-B-24 
27.825-210-53-A-16
18.8UJ-2O0-47-B- 9 
14.331-119-45-A-2O

8009- 75-43-A-ll 
5694- 73-39-B- 9 
3270- 55-24-A-W 
2363- 47-21-A-16 
1838- 35-21-A-13
220- 11- 8-A-10

K0GXR (K0GXR, W5LZG)
85.733-486-71-A-24

W0GHZ (4 oprs.)
3273- 62-22-A-24

K0BWT 
K0PFV 
K0KED 
VV0YRN 
WÀ0KDJ 
W9ECV/0 
WA0LWU

Kansas
38,28O-24O-66-A-16 
18.800-161-47-A-I8 
16.680-162-49-B-11

9225- 90-41-A-13
66110- 66-35-A- 7
6408- 52-52-B- 4

(K3ZMI, opr.)
3094- 50-25-A- 4 

W0QQW (5 oprs.)
28.0'72-246-58-0-15

KI MOT 
W1BIII 
W1DDJ 
WA1D.IG 
WA1FGN 
WIACR 
W1WCG 
K1TIIQ 
K1HTV 
W1E.JI 
WA1CJE 
W1EEN* 
WA1IUL 
W1BDI 
WITT.V 
W1RZG 
K1IAVC 
W1CNY*

63.750-426-60-A-21
61.050-410-75-B-15 
«Ü.895-365-66-A-23 
57,850-380-75-B-23 
55.663-365-6I-A-19 
54.743-406-54-A-22 
52.188-325-63-A-19 
46.208-304-61-A-16 
43.230-263-66-A-10 
42.788-246-70-A-I9 
40.463-250-65-A-22 
34.278-261-51-A-10 
32.118-222-58-A-22 
31.500-200-61-A-17 
30.562-261-59-B-16 
29.242-266-54-B-19 
27.648-260-54-A-23 
26.260-202-52-A-12

W1AW (W1ARR. opr.)*

KIEUF 
WIDAL 
K1PRB 
WAIFHIT 
K4LAY/1 
K1CUD 
WA1IIRG 
W1AQE 
K1VUT 
W2AZ0/1 
WA1EOT 
W1EIQ 
K1KNI 
K1QFC 
W1PLJ 
WA1FCD 
WA1DYU 
WN1HGS* 
W1WLZ 
WN1HRT

98.781-522-75-A-24
76.42U-420-72-A-23 
58,709-353-67- A -24 
56.508-416-68-B-21 
55.77O-33S-66-A-2O 
52.699-306-69-A-2O 
30.994-220-57-A-24 
27,555-167-66-A- - 
23.273-161-58-A-14 
19.500-156-50-A-2O 
13,110-114-46-A- 8 
12,600-116-50-B-16 
10,250-100-4 l-A-12

8568-119-36-B- 4 
7884-11Ü-36-B-11 
2785- 55-26-B-15 
2778- 51-22-A-12 
2365- 46-22-A-2O 
2100- 50-21-B- 2 
2035- 37-22-A- 8

New Hampshire

W1RSR 1344- 32-21-B- 6
WN1ISH 90- 7- 6-A-13
WIBET 83- 6- 6-A- 2
W1KBN (K1FVS. WBZs NGI

WFJ) 57.443-333-69-A-2O

K1GAX
W1GKJ
W1PDN/1

Maine
29.915-I93-62-A- 9
13,440-140-48-B- 7

32- 4- 4-B- 1

W1DXB 
W1EEF 
W1BUT 
WA1FCN
K1PQV 
K1AC

58.823-357-66-A-22 
Ò3.520-451-60-B-23 
12.Ú52-131-46-B- 8

8305- 76-44-A-14 
3063- 50-25-A- 8 
1725- 30-23-A- 4

Rhode Island
138.883-761-73-A-24

W2DMJ 
WB2ZCI 
W2GBY 
WB2ZSH 
W2WE 
W2ECO 
WB2QQU 
WB2GGO 
W2IBZ 
W2NEP 
W2EWZ 
W2OPE 
WB2NSV 
K2SBW 
W2ZEP 
WB2OHK 
W2VJN 
W2ABL 
WN2ANÍ1 
W2CIY 
WN2AXY 
W2JKH 
WN2AMM 
VVN2CHJ 
W2LRO 
K3PLJ/2 
W2MFP 
W2JDH 
WN2BRW

32.463-245-53-A-19 
30.800- 193-64-A- 9 
27.355-251-42-A-15 
24.380-184-53-A-16 
21.13Û-245-33-A-17 
15.813-I28-50-A-16 
15.210-117-52-A-15 
14.125-150-35-A-22 
13.750-11O-50-A-13 
13,090-154-34-A- 9 
12.250- 70-70-A-1Í 
10,125-150-27-A-ll

840D-150-28-B- 6 
6000-100-24-A-17 
5400- 90-30- B- 7 
5400- 9Û-24-A- 6 
4608- 82-22-B- 3 
4464- 93-24-B- 2 
4332- 57-38-B- 4 
4185- 62-27-A-19 
3300- 55-30-B- 7 
2588- 46-23-A-16 
2375- 63-19-B- 3 
2370- 40-24-A- 7 
1995- 38-21-A- - 
1710- 36-19-A- 2 
1705- 31-22-A- 3
633- 23-11-A- 2 
595- 17-14-A- 3 
140- 8- 7-A-10

K0JPL 
K8KJN/0 
W0QWS 
K0DEQ 
WA0ELM 
W0KCG 
K0JPL 
WA0PUL 
WA0LJV 
WN0RVR 
K0YGR 
WN0QXN 
WA0PFU

Missouri
113.055-628-73-A-23 
X6.395-467-74-A-24 
71.730-403-72-A-23 
55.924-308-69-R-19 
46.699-297-63-A-11 
38.413-220-70-A-17 
27,720-176-63-A-lO 
13.210-111-44-A-16 
10.106-116-35-A-17

5950- 70-34-A-16 
2100- 41-21-A- 8
275- 11-10-A-I0

K1PQS 
WITS* 
W1DIT 
W1AFM 
W1ZJJ 
W1ADW 
W1TCJ/1 
WN1IUE1 
WA1GIX 
WN1HVL 
W1EFW 
WlNJiM* 
W1FTX 
WA1GGN 
W1TX 
WNHQJ 
K1DPB 
WA1FZE 
WAIGFW 
W1YNC 
WAITED 
WA1CYT/1

25.161-233-54-B- 7 
25.UOO-2O1-50-A-16
22.5Ü0-150-75-B-14 
21.731-143-61-A-16 
13.965-147-38-A-10

9956-146-27-A-16 
9350-110-34-A- 8
6562-103-27-B- 4 
58110- 64-30-A-22 
5256- 73-29-A- 7 
4900- 62-26-A-l? 
3940- 70-21-B- 4

W1KMV (K1JŸN, opr.)
K1LPL

102.240-568-72-A-20
WA1BLC 44.400-279-64-A-I8
WA1FNK 42.70O-280-61-A-24
W1EIR 3L.920-230-56-A-19
K1 TA V 9188-105-35-A-12
KI YD A 867U-102-34-A-13
WA1HBG 1800- 40-18-A- 9
WA1GND 1240- 31-20-B- 9

Vermont
WA1HXU 34,716-289-66-B-1R
W9BLQ/1 32.988-207-65-A-14
KllTZG 17.663-157-45-A-12
W1PEG 13.566-166-42-B-21

Western Massachusetts

W0QEV (5 oprs.)
66,409-391-67-A-24

W0EEE (WA0S CXI IKI OXO)
56.736-394-72-B-23

W0WLO 
WA0GVJ 
K0OAL 
K0ODF 
WN0RSK

Nebraska
71^20-402-72-A-21
41.950-260-63-A-

3565- 46-31-A-
75- K)- 4-A..

NEW

W1ECH 
W1CSM 
K1JHX 
WA1FCB 
WA1FJU

ENGLAND
DIVISION
Connecticut

117.180-632-74-A-24
94.670-565-68-A-23
88.048-605-72-B-24

I 67.184-494-68-B-18
64.O0O-40O-63-A-2Ó

That proud smile belongs to Larry, WA3BLE, c.w. winner 
for WPa after a furious struggle with K3HKKand WA3IXN 
—would you believe three lOOK-plus scores from that 
section? BLE did the trick with a DX-60, Drake 2B, TH6-DX, 
inverted vee, and a dipole. You’ll be hearing him from

Lehigh University next year.

3762-
3760- 
3600- 
2968-
2678- 
2580-
2550- 
2254-

57-33-B- 2 
47-32-A- 3
52-20-A- 5 
41-24-B- 2 
52-21-A-20
43-24-A- 6 
51-20-A- 5 
50-23-B- 3

W1EOB 
K1KDP 
W1EZD 
W1WF 
WN1HHA1 
K1DGQ

101.875-538-75- A-22
60.210-335-72-A-24 
47,232-369-64-B-15 
18,590-150-52-A-U

1360- 32-17-A-
385- 15-11-A.

WN6WKN/1 
WN1HFF

2500- 4O-16-A-I4
1838- 35-21-A- 3
1823- 24-14-A- 7
304- 16- 9-A- 4

WA1IXB (WA1CQW, opr.) 
1- I- LA-

WIYU (4 oprs.)
52.680-391-68-B-24

K1WIM/1 (Kis F NTT WIM
YXK) 15.440-286-64-A-23

K1QKR (WAls CQW CYT)
570- 19-12-A- 1

K1DFC (K1DFC. WA1FEH)
78,192-543-72-B-24

WA1HEC (4 oprs.)
22.968-2Û0-58-B-23

NORTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

.4 taska
KL7JDO 
KL7MF

38.354-255-61-A-15
38.052-302-63-B-12
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WB6RSS 14.025-128-44-A-15
W6BYH 10.238- 91-45-A- 7
WB6MCA 648U- 81-32-A-19

WN8YCD (WN88 YCD YCE)
123- 7- 7-A- 8

Santa Clara Valley
K6EBB 11O.96O-608-73-A-24
K6QEZ (WABAMW.opr.)

96.915-549-7I-A-24
WA6LFA 32.815-253-63-B-24
WA6TZN 25.296-172-59-A-13
W6GJV 23.375-170-55-A-15
WN6YNK 586«- 62-33-A-21
WB6AXG 5376- 84-32-B- 9
WB6QIT (4 oprs.)

80.80R-546-74-B-24
K6LY (4 oprs.)

64.440-449-72-B-24

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina

98,875-653-75-B-23
97,108-520-74-A-24
64.940-387-68-A-21
59.625-350-67-A-19 
16,808-155-52-B-18

KH6FON/4 14.606-143-4 l-A-19
WA4WSU 9975- 95-42-A-22

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION

Colorado
WAOCVS 120.345-680-7I-A-24
WOW M E 71,663-417-70-A-22 
W5NML/0 62.6U0-390-64-A-24
VE7BHN/W0

W0HEP

41.974-270-63-A-21
36.28Ü-224-63-A-23 
20,956-202-52-B- 6 
16.184-146-52-R- 6 
12.760- 98-48-A- 9

3UÜÜ- 50-24-A- 3 
i860- 31-24-A-U

96- 8- 6-B- 1
New Mexico

W5Q.TH 1O7.500-6O1-71-A-24
K5STL 51.228-331-62-A-14
WA5M11R 44.715-271-66-A-23
WA5NEB 16.233-153-43-A- 9
WA5ROU 1623- 32-22-A-18

Utah

Missouri’s 13-year-old WN0RVR breezing along on a 
TO keyer en route to 5,950 Sweepstakes points. Toni’s FB 
setup also includes a Drake 2NT transmitter, 2C receiver 

and a 14AVQ vertical.

WB4BGL
W4BNTT
WB4EQW

4750- 60-25-A- 2
4000- 50-30-B- 7
336- 14-12-B- 2

K7RAJ 117,438-625-75-A-24
W7QDM 110.760-626-71-A-24
K7VGW 20.719-169-5I-A-15
WA7BSG 1829- 20-17-A- 1

KL7FRZ 
KL7EWA
KL7AIZ (5

15.520-134-55-B-20
Il ,988-115-54-B-15

opts.)
50.317-378-67-B-24
Idaho

WTLW 50.490-312-66-A-24
K7CPC 13.536-111-49-A- 6

WN7HPK 2073- 33-13-A-17
WA7EYN 1657- 39-17-A-16
W7DRA 1496- 29-21-A- 5
WA7GLC 1403- 26-22-A- 7
K7RSB 1350- 27-20-A- 6
W7EVT 1250- 25-20-A- 3
W7BUN 3- 1- l-A- I

South Carolina
K4WJT 118.475-635-74-A-24
WA4VZK 64.25Ô-362-71-A- -
WB4CPE 2498- 37-27-A- 6
K4YTZ (WB4DFW, opr.)

1015- 30-14-A- 4

K7CTI 
K7KOK
W7FLB

Montana
114,750-614-75-A-20
51,350-320-65-A-22
25.436-181-57-A- 6

K7ETV/7 22.545-167-54-A-13
WA7BQS 450- 15-12-A- 2

Oregon
K7BPR 94.276-530-71-A-24
K7WWR 7080- 76-32-A- -
WA7ETL 2300- 58-16-A-24
WA7DGF 1460- 37-20-B- 8
WA7HGD 488- 17-13-A- 8
W7TRE (K7DSS, W7TRE) 

S8.658-362-66-A-23
Washington

93.656-S04-75-A-24
61.132-453-68-B-19
46.97U-312-61-A-15
45.9Ü0-270-68-A-15

WA7CSK
WA7FOE

23.200-148-6Ó-A-19 
21.250-150-54-A- 8 
19.305-143-54-A-13 
17.500-143-50-A-22 
15.X8Ü-132-46-A-14

5125- 50-33-A-ll
2243- 44-23-A- 3

PACIFIC DIVISION

Virginia
W4BW (K1ANV, opr.)

124.765-670-74-A-22
W4KFC 108.100-716-75-B-19
W4PTR 106.750-564-75-A-24
K4AEV 102.0ÛU-550-75-A-18

Wyoming
WA7EWC 63.813-377-67-A-23
W7TSM 49,265-430-59-B-21
WA7CLF 37,320-227-64-A-14
W7HRM 4514- K1-37-B- 6
K6UVJ/7 3299- 47-29-A- 7
WA7DNZ 1664- 32-26-B- 2-

SOUTHEASTERN 
DIVISION

Alabama
W4USM 104.323-559-74-A-23

WA6IVN 
K6AXTD 
K6BX1 
WB6ETY 
WB6BBC 
K6LRN 
W6FAR

Fast Bay
121.268-663-74-A-24

34.650-220-63-A-24
203- 9- 9-A- 2

3- t- l-A- 1
WN6WFN (WN6s WFN YMB)

1418- 35-18-A- 9

KH6IJ
Hawaii
80.240-590-68-B-18
Nevada

WA7GCY (WA7s GCY GUF)
14.548-137-46-A-23

Sacramento Valley
W6NKR 65.213-353-74-A-21
W6EGX 51.405-298-69-A-20
WA6JDT 19.415-127-58-A-12
W6VUZ 8075- 85-38-A- 9

San Francisco
W6BIP 47,508-321-74-B-20
W6WLV 35.720-21R-64-A-19
W61ZR 240- 12- 8-A- 6

San Joaquin Valley
W6QMC 43.428-329-66-B-18
KÖRTK 39.26U-209-64-A-13

It looks as if K8MFO, operator of K8UDJ during the Al 
event, is trying to tell us something about the key to a 
clean sweep. Don obviously knows whereof he speaks, 
since he got all 75, plus the Michigan winner’s certificate, 
in a close race with W8UM and W8SH. All three lads 
made the sweep: could it be something in that bracing 

Michigan air?

W0QZR/0 had 35 contacts, 21 sections and 13 hours of
fun with this mini-power rig. The transmitter consists of a 
2N918 oscillator, 2N918 doubler and 2N3866 final; 
the receiver is a Regency transistor converter working 
from a pocket radio; the antenna was a dipole taped

W4YGY 99,050-530-74-A-18
K4CG (K3WÜW. opro 

96,300-642-75-B-24
W4DVT 
W4NH 
W4ZM 
W4SNU 
W4DKU 
W4YGO 
K4iJQL 
W3IZI/4 
W4TKR 
W4YZC 
W4GF 
W2IWP/4 
W4NHX 
K4CFB 
W3ZKH/4 
K4ORQ 
W4KXV 
W4RAE 
W4WBC 
W4MOJ 
K4MXF 
WB4DRD 
WA4WJJ 
WA4YOX

81,475-537-75-0-22 
77.623-450-69-A-21 
73.9U0-405-72-A-I8 
72.968-423-69-A-20 
71.910-400-72-A-22 
69.1)36-52 4-66-B-24 
68,424-410-67-A-23 
62.240-393-64-A-24 
61.149-345-71-A-20 
53,159-373-56-A-18 
49.725-307-65-A-15 
48.Ú60-267-72-A-19 
45.900-306-60-A-21 
45435-306-59-A-18 
44.730-252-71-A-23 
41.391-332-63-B-21 
34.615-249-54-A-12 
32,419-2(IU-65-A-18 
31.744-248-64-B-16 
30,550-240-65-B-23 
27.509-200-53-A-IO 
27.280-250-44-A-23 
20.313-125-65-A-15

(VVB4DVD. opr.)
20.055-191-42-A-19

W4XA (W4TFX; upr.)
13.035-162-33-A-10

W4PNK 
K4ASU 
W4GHW 
WN4GTG1 
W4FZG 
W4JAT 
K4UYY 
WB4HOU

to the ceiling. Joe’s 
signal may not have 
been a rock
crusher, but it was 
at least a stone
grinder (No? How 
about a pebble

pusher?)
W0GKY/4 
WB4EOW 
W4YFN 
W4HFU

22.875-150-61-A-16 
»15X-U1-33-A-22 
3063- 33-25-A- 4

75- 6- 5-A- 1
WB4BÑO (WA4RNP. 

WB4BNO)
20,250-180-45-A-16

KZ5FX

9430- 93-4 l-A- 4
8520- 94-40-B- 6 
7363- 98-31-A-22
7200- 91-32-A-18 
4590- 51-36-A- 4
3625- 50-29-A- 5
3408- 47-29-A- 4
3048- 54-23-A-13

K4VDL (K4VDTa WB2ZFX)

Canal Zone
72,870-529-70-B-13

K4TIG/4 
W4BRB 
W4KET 
W41TQZ 
W4FRÜ

Baslern, Florida

WA4UFW

K4IXG
W4LEP
WA4YNP

128,438-686-75-A-24

HVSZ Virginia
W8HRQ 46.63O-338-54-A-21
WA8POS 25.440-260-47-B- 9
WA8TWR/8
WA8RDW
W8J WX

13,860-154-36- A-
12,100-122-40-A-
11.660- 106-44-A-13

WN8VLM 4030- 55-31-A-16
WA8O1B (WA3LA.Q. opr.)

2200- 44-25-B-ll

1U8.719-615-7I-A-24 
78.366-444-71-A-22 
74.004-407-73-A-20 
66.130-390-68-A-24 
62,156-333-75-A-22
43.291-295-59-A-23
33.600-210-64-A- 8
22.005- 163-54-A-1Ï
14,690-113-52-A- 9
11,500-115-59-8-14
10.005- «9-58-A-Í7

7500- 75-40-A- 6
5938- 63-38-A- 4
4240- 53-32-A- 3
812- 29-14-B- 3
481- 19-11-A-12

WN4FQ1C 88- 9- 5-A- 2
WN4FLW 3- I- t-A-10
WA4OAB (WA4OAB, WB4s

AMY CTO
27J46-235-49-A-24

WA4RIJ (WA4RIJ. WA5ETA) 
18.900-171-45-A-18

WA4RDA ÍWA4RDA, WB4s 
CPP FHA)

15.708-155-51-B-13
Georgia

K4BAI 118.188-625-75-A-24
K4RXN 101.561-558-73-A-24
W4MCM 90.6U0-6O4-75-B-24
K4PXA 36,974-272-54-A-15
K4EZ 21.23Ü-I94-55-R-1O
WN4HLC 114- 8- 7-A- 7
WA4UBH/4 (WA4UBH, 

WB4AJR)
60.100-394-75-B-23

WB4EMF (WB4s EMF GDQ)
15.625-I50-39-A-22
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WB6VBM 10- 2« 2-A- 2
WB6NWK 0VB68 NWK

O LD) 88.995-525-68-A-23
WB6RZH (WB6s RZH VEJ)

65.325-402-65-A-24
WA6WZD (WA6s WOY WZD)

53.680-448-61-B-24
WB6WMT (WB6S PXA RGO

WAIT) 22,880-208-55-6-16
WN6VOF (4 oprs.)

6545- 77-34-A-21
WN6WCS (\VN6s VVCS WQA) 

2075- 44-20-A-24
WN6YUQ (WN6s YUP YUQ) 

1024- 37-13-A-24
Orange

WB6NRK S6.400-480-72-A-20
WB6WEG 74.988-432-70-A-21
K6OIZ 58,788-426-69-6-22
WB6TYZ 15.100-I20-47-A-14
K6OVJ 13.380-113-48-A-13
K6YNB 5185- 61-34-A- 5

San Diego
W6JVA 60.528-342-71-A-15
K6CAG 14,445-107-54-A- 7

Santa Barbara
W6GEB 75.004-407-73-A-23
VV6BHZ (WA7CWM, opr.)

36,450-261-60-A- -

VE1AE 
VE1AKA
VO1GF (4

VE2BM8
VE2WA
VE2PJ 
3U2AWR

13.065-134-39-A-17
6040- 78-32-A-12

Oprs.)
19.500-196-40-A-24

Quebec
91,125-515-70-A-24
38.588-221-70-A-13
23.525-170-53-A-13

3625- 74-25-B- 4

WÃS BRUTALUy FORCEP 
TO ATTEMP A VII UP 
FART/ THE NIGHT BEfORE * 

... 3¿3oN

WA4QPL (WA4VOA, 
WN4FJG)

2438- 53’23-B-ll

VVB6HGU 85.470-581-74-B-24

Western Florida
WB4DHZ 23.595-226-55-B-2O
WB4GYX 14,365-122-44-A-I3
WA4ECY (WA2VXV, 

WB41ÏKM, WA9JWD
48,256-416-58-B-24

B'esi Indies
KV4AM 3312- 72-23-B- 4

75,799-416-72-A-24
70.015-420-67-A-24
58.123-347-67-A-24

W6SBB 
WßOED 
W6RCV 
W6UME

54.513-313-70-A-15
32.915-247-52-A-14
26,164-2U-62-B-17
23.798-171-57-A-19

W6LS (VV6DDB. opr.) 
23,585-178-53-A- -

SOUTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

Arizona
W7EKE 118,165-639-73- A-23
W7FCD 28,215- 199-57-A-12 
\WKRW 3878- 50-33-A- 4
WA7FCV (WA7b DAZ FCV)

47.250-3O0-63-A-24
Los Angeles

W6RW (W6DQX, opr.)
135.563-724-75-A-22

K6AEH 123.156-661-75-A-24

K6BEP 
WB6TMC 
WB6KVA 
WN6VXJ1 
WB61QT 
WB6ZEP 
K6CDW 
WB6WS 
K6YFZ 
WN6VUS 
K5MHG/6 
W6AM 
WA6RQQ
WN6YWM 
WBÖROR 
WN6ZEC 
WB6TVH 
WB6YAX

16.740-14Í-48-A-13

6273- 57-37-A- 5
5525- 65-34-A- 7
5456- 59-31-A- 7
4888- 58-34-A- 7
4263- 55-31-A- 6
1575- 35-18-A-15

648- 22-14-A-10
360- 16- 9-A- 6
288- I2-12-B- 1
270- 12- 9-A- 4
203- 16- 6- A- 3
138- 11- 5-A- 1
98- 7- 6-A- 3
23- 3- 3-A- 1
23- 3- 3-A- 1

3C3EEW 
VE3GCE 
3C3ON 
VE3DGB 
VE3BC 
VE3FXZ 
VE3BMR 
VE3DH 
3C3CKW AHESBQIj 
VE3ÆD 
VE3CWN
VE3DPG 
\Œ3BLK 
VE3ABN 
VE3EZM

EZM)

Ontario
61.583-357-69-A-21 
43.555-282-62-A-Í8 
35.840-225-64-A-16 
27,056-241-45-A-14 
24.650-I71-58-A-15 
22.600-136-64-A-15 
16.425-146-45-A-13 
14,688-129-47-A- R 
11,025-123-45-B- 9 
10.XW-122-36-A-13

8559- 85-41-A-ll
3900- 58-20-A- R
1488- 35-17-A- 4
1093- 23-19-A- 9
200- 10- 8-A- 2

(VE3S EVE’ EVZ 
56.610-338-68-A-24

Manitoba

WEST GULF 
DIVISION

Northern Texas
K5RHZ 1Ü9.865-602-73-A-21 
WA5CBE 85-008-46U-74-A-2U 
W5DWT 73.695-439-68-A-13 
W5QGZ 6U.235-359-66-A-23
WA5PQÍ 45.850-345-52-A-17
W5ONL 41.600-261-64-A-16
K5YED 40.194-319-63-B-22
WA5RAI 2173- 43-23-A-16
WA5NHI 1710- 36-19-A- &
WN5SX8 450- 20-10-A-12
WA5QEZ 0VA5S PPG QEZ) 

37,480-304-60-6-23
Oklahoma

K50CX 120.970-675-72-A-24

16.445-158-44-A-16
646- 19-17-B- 1

12- 3- 2-B- 2

Saskatchewan
VE5US (VE5UF, opr.)

115.300-641-72-A-24

VE6ATH
VE6VV
VE6FN
VE6MA
VE6AUH

Southern Texas
K2EIU/5 130.281-690-75-A-24
W5JAW H2,850-61.3-74-A-24
W5WQN 23.D68-158-73-B-24
K81AE/5 21.195-I59-54-A-21
W5F1T 3675- S6-28-A-10
W5AR 2750- 58-25-B-I3
K5LZO (K5LZO, WA5LES)

125.550-848-75-B-21

CANADIAN 
DIVISION

Maritime
VE1APP 27.198-237-46-A-13

Alberta
36,359-225-63-A-l 5
35.604-258-69-B-15
23,779-189-51-A-l 1.
17.684-151-47-A-12

3031- 55-25-A-15

British Columbia
7R.225-449-70-A-20
68.000-400-68-A-24
22.948-186-59-B-12
22.560-155-56-A-22

1760- 32-22-A- 9
1105- 34-17-B- 2

Yukon-Northwest Territories
3C8BB 57,915-353-66-A-23

Check logs: {Phone) W1AW 
(multlopr.j, VVB2YBA, W3AYS. 
WA9JFU/8: {CMA W2DMG, 
VV2BLL, WB2VZV, W3AYS.
W4JBM. XVB6MZX, K7EFB. 
K7GLD, WA9JFU/8, WA9SYD, 
W0KYI, VE3AWE, VE7OM.

%Rg>StravslS
^£9Bi>à!9Kb»mniiiiaimnnntfflBmBtamctSKaiiaBass=aanMhiS3SS»æ=»>>wBBBKtaMSKS:

A contest without W9YT would be like a BPL listing without 
W3CUL. Operators K9KGA (left) and K9ZMS (right) 
wound up at the top of the Wisconsin heap on both phone 
and c.w., respectively, with the Al entry also high score 
among Central-Division competitors. The boys enjoyed 
the luxury of a photoelectric CQ-wheel and a voice 

tape-loop.

QST congratulates . . .
W. Walter Watts, W4VI, on his promotion to 
senior executive vice-president of RCA.
Paul Kinas, WN9VKF, on his appointment to the 
Merchant Marine Academy.
Frank A. Gunther, W2ALS, named President of 
the Armstrong Memorial Research Foundation.
Cho Yo-Sung, HM1AA, on receiving his doctorate 
in engineering; from Yale University.
Mary Stockstill, WB6SSZ, the first deaf-blind 
Novice, on receiving her Conditional Class license. 
Wayne E. Overbeck, K6YNB, appointed editor- 
in-chief of the Daily Record-Gazette (Banning, 
Calif.).
Stuart D. Gowan, W1RST, on publication of his 
book (co-authored with Dr. W. R. Guild) Vigor 
for Men Orer ¿10.
Arthur K. Meen, VE3RX, ARRL Associate 
Counsel, on his election to the Ontario Provincial 
Parliament.
Dr. Harold Rosen, W5JKW, named “Edison of 
space” for his design of the Early Bird satellite.
Kenneth M. Gleszer, W1KAY, presented Con
necticut’s special achievement award for service 
to the handicapped by Governor Dempsey.
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QgaPUBLIC SERVICE CORPS’»»

CONDCTED BY GEORGE HART,*  W1NJM

Which Approach?
vast month our lead dealt with the question 
.Li of which mode to use in performing our public 
service communications. This month we deal 
with a subject much more basic, touching as it 
does on the very concept of public service and 
actually bringing up the possibility that our 
approach is basically wrong and has been all 
these years.

It started with a letter from W0LIQ respond
ing to our bit on “Whither Public Service?” 
which appeared in Oct., 1967, QST. The League, 
said W0LIQ, seems to be in a dilemma regarding 
arguments for “justifying” ham radio, having 
pushed the concept of public service for so 
long. The argument that public service is para
mount, he contends, is losing ground rapidly.

“Most hams,” he goes on, “conceive ‘ham
ming’ as a pastime game that does not include 
public service activity. This means that the 
game hamming and the game public service are 
in conflict if these are to occupy the same 
frequencies at the same time. It seems more 
reasonable for us to shift our justification for 
ham radio to a more substantial and enduring 
base, and do a selling job that is easier to defend. 
Is not amateur radio a tremendous demonstration 
of civil and international freedom of speech? 
Do we not find the minds of our youth excited 
about their scientific futures by this fostering 
of their creativity? It seems to me that the public 
service responsibilities of ham radio are becoming 
a weak argument.”

In connection with this same ARPSC lead we 
received a number of other letters, some of 
them agreeing heartily with the thought that 
in an emergency we shall always have to im
provise, so why all the emphasis on preparedness? 
Now DM W0LIQ comes along with the sug
gestion that our basic approach is wrong, that 
if public service isn’t popular, then we should 
push what amateurs are interested in doing, and 
create justification for doing it so that we may 
continue to occupy frequencies.

Admittedly, Roy's thought is somewhat revo
lutionary. It proposes, in effect, that the League 
devote its energies exclusively to what amateurs 
want, without any regard for what is really in 
the best interests of amateur radio as a whole, 
now and in the future. The latter, after all, 
could be a matter of opinion.

We suppose that from one standpoint it could 
be argued that democracy is based on popularity, 
either of an individual or an idea. But there 
is more to it than that — quite a bit more, 

* Communications Manager

because enlightened people sometimes have a 
funny habit of voting for what they believe to 
be most beneficial for the whole, regardless of 
personal conveniences, and elected officials very 
often exercise their judgment based on what 
they think is best, not solely on what they think 
then- constituents would like most. If our found
ing fathers had taken the path of least resistance, 
we wouldn’t be here today. True, they sometimes 
get the axe as a result, but you’d be surprised 
how many beneficial measures are put into effect 
this way.

So it seems to be a question of two different 
approaches. Either we amateurs base our efforts 
on what appears to be most beneficial, or we 
start with what is most popular and work to 
justify it as beneficial. Which approach should 
be used? A little of each, maybe? — WIN J AI.

Preparedness Its Own End
In our ARPSC source material file we came 

across a memo from K0OAL, SEC Nebraska, 
with which he enclosed a note from a Nebraska 
amateur who volunteered to undertake an EC 
assignment. “At present,” the note said, "I am 
not a member of ARRL. I also do not know of 
any amateur here that is. But I will be glad to 
join . . . and help you get this under way.”

We consider this a most admirable attitude, 
one which we wish more of our dedicated ama
teurs could adopt. This particular amateur didn’t 
say he, or his local colleagues, were anti-ARRL 
in general, but it is implicit in his note. What is

Gettysburg, Pa., members of Adams County Amateur 
Radio Society are shown working on two 432-Mc. trans
ceivers that will be used for emergency communications. 
Left to right are K3ONW, WA3EC1, K3EUG and W3DMV. 
Photo by W3KGN.
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NET REGISTRATION

Name of

CD-85 is the form to use when reg
istering your net for the net directory. 
Don't have one? They’re available from 
ARRL Headquarters. A facsimile can 
be used, just follow the form and refer 
to instructions elsewhere in this column.

Net Designation (if any).••••••••.Freq.••Mgr............. ..
(Call)

Days.••••••••••••.Starts.•«••••••••••••.Ends...»•*•••.....GMT

Direct coverage

Purpose of Net.NTS?.••««« 

Liaisons.

Submitted by............................
(lour call)

Previously registered?.•••••«•••

CD-85 (R664)

admirable is that despite this, he (and we hope 
at least some of his townspeople) wants to join 
the League so he can become EC and do a 
public service job which the League sponsors. 
Whatever it is that has turned him away from 
the League, it is not the public service program, 
which he considers necessary and beneficial and 
worthy of his support.

There are probably thousands of amateurs who 
stay out of the League because of one thing, 
for one reason, one incident. What is it? In
centive licensing? DXCC policy? QRM from 
League-sponsored contests? A sharp letter re
ceived from headquarters? Dislike for the current 
SCM or director? One such item (or even two) 
is hardly sufficient cause to withdraw or withhold 
support of all the other things the League does, 
many of which you must approve. Are you 
against public service? Don’t you want the 
amateurs to be represented before FCC, at 
international allocations conferences? Are you 
opposed to the program of international good 
relations we are working so hard on?

No matter how hurt you have been at some
thing the League has done, if you stop to think 
of it you will find the balance strongly in favor 
of support of the majority of its programs. 
It’s axiomatic that we can’t please everyone, 
that the League’s policies and programs can’t be 
100% popular, but there are so many of them 
and they cover so many facets of the hobby 
that it’s just as impossible to displease everyone, 
or even to displease anyone 100%, if he stops 
to think about it.

The Nebraska EC candidate stopped to think 
about it, and joined the League so he could 
take a job that is a lot of work and pays no 
money. We know he’ll be a good EC because he 
will be critical and keep everyone on his toes, 
including his SEC, SCM and headquarters. We 
wish we had 1500 more like him. — W1NJM.

Trans Canada Net
In operation for the past five years, the Trans 

Canada Net, although not a part of the National 
Traffic System, is a part of the ARPSC family. It 
meets Sundays at 1800 GMT on 14,140 kc. There 

are three net control stations: VE3FLG is Eastern 
NCS; VE4XN is Central NCS and net manager; 
VE6ADX is Western NCS. The net is called at the 
appointed time by each NCS, a preamble read and 
a 15-second pause for emergency traffic observed. 
Both formal and informal traffic are handled.

The net is called by VE call areas, in an order de
termined by the NCSs prior to net call-up time. In 
each call area, NCS will call for stations with traffic 
only. After all stations with traffic are in, these sta
tions will be directed to call the station wanted. 
Stations thus put in contact will move to another 
frequency. When their traffic is cleared, they return 
to net frequency. Only after all stations with traffic 
are cleared will the NCS call for check-in by other 
stations.

When checking in, stations state their calls, 
locations, and traffic, if any. They are then expected 
to remain in the net until excused by the NCS. No 
casual QSOing on the net frequency is permitted. 
At the close of the net, all NCS will make a closing 
statement.

That’s the Trans Canada Net, gang. It’s all
Canadian from coast to coast, a modern version of 
old Trunk Line I.

Is Your Net Registered?
We expect that the 1968 edition of the Net Direc

tory will be particularly valuable because of many 
net frequency changes as a result of the amateur 
regulations effective Nov. 22. There is also another 
change that is very significant and that is the wide
spread observance of the practice known as Daylight 
Savings Time.

Take a look at your 1967 Net Directory (only 
edition that has appeared on 8'4 X 11 sheets) 
and look up the date of last registration. If your net 
is properly listed and the date shown is Jul7 or as 
a squeaker Aug7, you need not make a new registra
tion. Also, if you have sent in a registration after 
July 1967 and no changes have been made in time, 
frequency, etc., please do not send a new registration 
at this time. Otherwise, non) is the time to register 
in order to assure your net’s appearance hi the 1968 
edition of the Net Directory.

There are five items required for a registration: 
(1) Name of net; (2) Frequency; (3) Day or days of 
the week per GMT; (4) Meeting time in GMT 
(followed by * if net meets one hour earlier during 
periods of daylight saving time); (5) Statement of 
the Public Serrice performed. Note that only nets 
operating in the amateur bands and rendering a 
public service are eligible for listing in the Net
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Jim Benson, W80UU, Ohio SEC, seated at his operating 
position. Note the control unit Jim built which contains 
antenna switch, rotator, timer and clock. The plywood 
cabinet is finished in maple to match living-room furniture; 
the inside panel and drop lid are covered in formica.

Directory. Please use the CD-85 Net Registration 
card (available from ARRL) or a reasonable 
facsimile for each net being registered. Incorrect or 
sloppy registrations, or those showing local time 
instead of GMT may result in your net appearing 
incorrectly or not at all. Please observe the following 
instructions when making your net registration.

1. Name of Net. Write or type the name of your 
net exactly as you wish it to appear in the directory. 
We have found that some of the best nets are those 
with short, concise names. Please use abbreviations 
such as AREC, SSB, CD, EM, ARC, PON, etc.

2. Net Designation. Many nets have designations 
used in the call-up, or brief combination of letters, 
or numbers and letters, by which the net is generally 
known, if you have one, let us know. Examples are 
EAN for Eastern Area Net, M6TN for Michigan 
6-Meter Traffic Net, etc.

3. Frequency or frequencies in kc. If your net 
operates on more than one frequency be sure to 
correlate them with the day and time. Frequency 
bands or segments are not sufficient.

4. Cull of Net Manager. Just his call letters: if no 
official net manager, give the call of the amateur 
who can supply further information about the net. 
This is usually the call of the person who registers 
the net, or who should be making the registration.

5. Days. Tell us which day of the week the net 
meets per GMT (Zulu) time. If the net meets daily, 
this is 365 days per year; if it meets Mon. thru Eri., 
put M-F, etc. Be extra careful that the day is in 
GMT as well as the time (e.g., if your net meets 
Sunday by local time at 2000 EST, enter Monday 
01O0Z).

6. Net Starting timers) and ending time or dura
tion. All nets are registered in GMT only. If the net 
meeting time shifts an hour during periods of daylight 
savings time show this by an asterisk (*). If the 
time is shown in other than GMT, the net may not 
be listed. Instead of ending time, put the length of 
a typical directed net session in minutes, or the usual 
time the net is free for informals.

7. Direct Coverage. The coverage area assigned the 
net (if part of a system) or the coverage provided by 
regular participants. Do not include coverage 
provided by liaison with other nets. Use abbrevia
tions where possible and if the net covers a county, 

city or ARRL Section, show this. If your net name 
includes the town name or county, simply show the 
ARRL Section or State, because this is usually more 
meaningful than a footnote. National Traffic System 
nets have definite boundaries which are well known 
so do not jeopardize listing as NTS by showing 
coverage that is contrary to NTS principles.

8. Purpose of Net. Just a word or two showing the 
public service performed. Does it fall in the category 
of an emergency net (E), a traffic net (T), a weather 
net (W) etc.? If it is some special purpose, describe 
the public service performed.

9. National Traffic System/ Indicate if your net 
is part of the National Traffic System. Note that 
Local nets meet weekly or more often, and maintain 
liaison with the Section NTS net; Section nets meet 
at least five times a week, usually 7 or 14, and main
tain liaison with the Region NTS net.

10. Liaisons. NTS nets show their proper liaison 
net. Other nets may show nets with which they 
maintain regular liaison. Please do not show liaison 
with non-amateur services such as CB, MARS or 
CAP.

11. Previously registered/ Give us the year in 
which the net last appeared in a Net Directory. 
If it is a new net or the name has changed, show 
either No or old net name.

12. Submitted by. Give us your call letters. If you 
have more than one call, use the one by which you 
are best known. This makes you responsible for all 
the information in the registration. Unauthenticated 
or unsigned registrations will not be entered.

Don’t forget that we start compiling the informa
tion in July and if your registration comes in after 
July 15, your net may not appear until the 1969 
Net Directory.

Diary of the AREC & RACES
On Sept. 28, W3DWG/VR6 on Pitcairn Island 

made an urgent appeal for medical assistance 
K9TRW in Chicago, operated by W9JFT, answered 
the plea. There was no doctor on the island but only 
a resident nurse with limited medical facilities. In 
cases of serious illness, patients had to make a 3400- 
mile voyage to New Zealand. After obtaining some 
details, W9JFT called a doctor and briefly described 
the situation. The doctor then came to station 
K9TRW and talked with the island nurse via 
amateur radio. The doctor took, notes and prescribed 
treatment considering the limited facilities avail
able, and promised to consult again the next day. 
On Sept. 29, the nurse reported that the patient 
was feeling better and responding to treatment. 
On Oct. 3, the island nurse requested assistance 
regarding another person and by mid October, both 
patients were doing well and the nurse felt that no 
further assistance was needed. ... - W9JFT.

On Oct. 3U, seven tornadoes hit the Miss. Gulf 
Coast area. K5TYP, operated by 24 different 
amateurs, handled 289 messages in a multi-station 
setup with transmitters on 81), 40, aud 20 meters. 
There was also some activity on 6 and 2 meters. 
Most of the traffic was handled the first night 
although the station was manned for one 38-hour 
continuous stretch. The Miss. Sideband Net on 
3888 kc. was in operation for 7.^ hours with W5EBF 
and K5S YG doing an outstanding job in the affected 
area. WA5KEY operated almost continuously 
with WA5PTE and W50DY relieving at times. 
Because all stations on or near the net frequency 
were cooperative and sincere, the net could not 
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have had better coordination. — IFJEMJI, SCM 
Miss.

On Dec. 13 at about UU15Z, VE2AJS of Quebec 
West broke into the Reseau De Telephone Du 
Quebec Net on 3780 kc. and asked for some im
portant information from the operators of dams 
in Rapide Blanc Beaumont, La Touque and La 
Tranche. VE2ASK of La Touque was able to deliver 
some messages to the operator of the Quebec Hydro 
at La Touque, and send back replies. There was a 
period of nearly three hours during which La 
Touque had no communications with Shawinigan or 
Trois Rivieres. At 0325Z VE2EB of Shawinigan 
announced that normal communications had been 
restored between Trois Rivieres and La Touque. 
VE2AQC, who had been net control for the period, 
checked and found that normal communications 
had been restored. He then thanked all those who 
relayed and obtained information and closed the 
net. — VE2AJD EC Trois Hirient, Quebec.

From Dec. 21 to Jan. 28, thirty different amateurs 
utilized the facilities of the West Coast Amateur 
Radio Service on 7255 kc. to report eleven different 
accidents and two vehicle fires to authorities. There 
were also a number of cases of stalled vehicles and 
obstructions reported to the Highway patrol. On 
Jan. 23, WB6CGA called in on 7255 kc. to locate 
a station in San Francisco in order to relay emer
gency medical information to a doctor in San 
Francisco. WB6CBW aud WB6BSD moved to 29 
meters and made direct, contact with HR1WM and 
passed the information. — WB6IZF

On Jan. 26, VE2BAI relayed two messages be
tween VE2BUC of Iles de la Madeleine and VE2LG 
of Quebec City because of difficult band conditions 
on 3781 kc. The messages relayed involved inter
urban communication system failure and probable 
time of restoration of service. -..  CE2BA1, EC 
Jonquiriers, Q uebec.

On Jan. 26 at about 0500Z, K5DGS reported an 
explosion and fire at a chemical plant in Deer 
Park, Texas, via the 2-meter f.m. repeater WA5QLA. 
Pasadena Radio Officer WA5OYS and the c.d 
director placed the local emergency plan into effect. 
Fortunately there were only 4 injuries. The operation 
was completed about 0645Z, but while several of 
the amateurs were drinking coffee, there was another 
blast and they saw a ball of fire shoot up into the 
sky. WA5BUV, EC/RO Montgomery County, re
ported a ship-barge collision near the Baytown- 
LaPorte Tunnel, about 7 miles south of the plant 
explosion. W5CWL and K5HXR headed to the 
location and again the local emergency plan was 
activated. W5RZM, K5SCR and K5GNK want to 
the north side while W5CWL and K5HXR went 
to the south side of the channel. K5GNK used his 
marine mobile equipment to talk direct to the 
vessels involved. Requests for the Sheriff’s Dept., 
Coast Guard and Immigration officials were then 
relayed via amateur frequencies. No casualties re
sulted, but property damage was heavy. Amateur 
operation was completed by 0745Z. As a matter of 
coincidence, WA5OYS had planned his Simulated 
Emergency Test exercise around such an emergency 
to be carried out Jan. 28. WA50PK and K5HXR 
had also completed plans parallel to the actual 
disaster. — K5HXR, EC/RO Harris County, Texas.

On Dec. 14, operation Santa Claus was held in 
Des Moines, Iowa, under the sponsorship of the 
Des Moines Radio Amateur Association and the 
Central Iowa VHF Club. A local radio station 
put out requests for items which might brighten 
the Christmas of others. Over 1100 calls were made 
in a 6^ hour period. Amateur Radio operators 
dispatched the calls from the studio via remotely 
controlled equipment on three amateur bands. 
Thirty mobile units and eight cars without radios 
were driven over 1800 miles throughout the after
noon and evening. This 18th annual operation 
made Christmas a little brighter for 700 Des 
Moines area families.

On Dec. 18 and 24, Alabama Emergency Net R 
on 6 meters was called into session for weather 
alerts. W4WGI asked WA4DBQ to use the mobile 
unit to check several areas of Huntsville, Ala., 
for flooding. It was soon realized that more than 
flooding conditions prevailed and actually a small 
tornado had been through the area. The information 
was radioed back to the control station and the c.d 
office. Police were directing traffic in a heavily 
damaged area but information had not been given 
to other organizations. This alert emphasized the 
need for inter-agency communications. — HL14DRQ, 
OVS, Huntsville, Ala.

Forty-three SEC reports were received for De
cember activities, representing 16,105 AREC mem
bers, a drop of 1109 members from the Dec. 1966 
report. The following sections reported: Ala, Alta, 
Ark, BC, Colo, Del, EFla, EMass, Ill, Ind, Kans, 
Ky, La, Ale, Mar, Alich, Mo, Alont, Nebr, Nev, 
NH, NLI, NC, NNJ, Ohio, Okla, Org. Que, SF, 
SCV, Sask. SDak, SNJ, STex, Tenn, Utah, Va, 
Wash, WVa, WFla, WNY, WPa.

We received 496 SEC reports from 57 different 
sections in 1967, a drop of 63 reports from 1966. 
We are very pleased to report that twenty-seven 
sections reported every month in 1967. This is one 
more 100% section than for 1966. In accordance 
with usual custom, we list herewith the 100% 
sections, with number of consecutive 100% years 
hi parenthesis: EFla (16), NLI (14), Mich (9), 
SDak (8), Alta (6), Ala (5), NG (5), NNJ (5), 
Mo (4), Sask (3), Colo (2), Del (2), EMass (2), 
Mont (2). Okla (2), Org (2), WPa (2), Ark, Conn, 
IU, Mar, Nebr, Que, SNJ, Utah, Va, WNY. Missing 
only one report for 1967 were: Ga, Ind, Kans, Ky, 
Nev, Ohio, SCV, STex, Wash. The foUowing sec
tions submitted no SEC reports for 1967: Alaska, 
Ariz, C.Z., EBay, ENY, Ida. Iowa, Man, 
Minn, NDak, NMex, RI, SC, SJV, Vt, W.I., 
WAIass. Wyo.

National Traffic System
April is the month that “daylight saving” time 

goes into effect. We have previously expressed our 
opinion of this institution, but have been told that 
the columns of QST are not the place to air our 
personal opinions. So we’U refrain, this time — if 
we can.

But as you aU know, DST is the practice of 
advancing the clock an hour so we can aU kid our
selves into thinking we’re following the same old 
daily routine, when actuaUy we’re doing it an hour 
earlier. Thus we get up an hour earlier, eat lunch 
an hour earlier, quit work an hour earlier (this 
gives us more daylight before bedtime, hence the 
name), usually dine an hour earlier, and finaUy
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January reports:
Ses-

Net sions
EAN.........................45
CAN.........................42
PAN......................... 41
1RN..........................72
2RN».........................58
3RN..........................70
4RN..........................74
RN6......................... 86
RN7..........................63
8RN1 ... ....................58
9RN’.........................54
TEN1....................... 62
ECN.........................82
TWN....................... 50
Sections2.............2808
TCC Eastern... 168s
TCC Central... 1243
TCC Pacific.... 1653

Aver- Represen- 
Traffic Rale aye talion (%)
3080 1.445 68.4 91.8
2220 1.142 52.8 100
1978 .960 48.2 100

965 .398 13.4 94.0
586 .612 10.1 95.2
782 .453 11.1 100

1218 .455 16.5 83.4
1686 .643 19.6 100
741 .323 11.9 52.5
609 .426 10.5 97.7
670 .609 12.4 91.0
764 .560 12.4 90.4
343 .223 4.2 75.2
352 .248 7.0 52.8

18866 6.7
1425 
1082 
1171

WAZAEL and WB6CBW are shown operating the official 
station of Sahara Amateur Radio Operators Convention 
at the Hotel Sahara. Las Vegas, Nev., on January 4 
through 7. This station was set up and manned by members 

of the West Coast Amateur Radio Service.

retire an hour earlier. It works, too. It doesn’t work 
with animals, only humans, because animals don’t 
have our high order of intelligence. They can’t fool 
themselves.

There we go again!
Anyway, since just about every state (maybe 

all of them this year, we haven't heard) is officially 
changing, it becomes necessary for NTS to change 
too. So, effective April 29 at 0000 GMT, NTS will 
commence operating one hour earlier in all its 
operations. That is, not actually one hour earlier, 
because the clock will — er, no, it is actually one 
hour earlier, but the clock will stay the same. 
What we mean is, it will be but it won't be. See? 
Golly, we’re a little confused ourselves.

But don't panic, we'll get it straightened out. 
What you have to do is go right on keeping all your 
skeds the same as you have always kept them, at 
the same times by your clocks. That is, unless you 
keep your clocks on GMT, which everybody is 
supposed to do but hardly anybody does. If you do 
(use GMT, that is), then all your skeds are an 
houi' earlier than you usually keep them. OK? 
Phew! Of course if you’re one of these guys who 
has two clocks, one on local time and one on GMT, 
and you advance your local clock an hour on April 
28, then there’ll be one less hour between your Local 
time and GMT than there was before. Then, be
cause you’ll be keeping your skeds an hour earlier, 
you'11 keep them by the normal time on your local 
clock, but an hour earlier on your GMT clock. Get 
it?

Perhaps an example will help. Let’s say you’re an 
east coast amateur. Better make that a west coast 
amateur, or we’ll be accused of being regional again. 
You’re a west coast amateur, sitting in your shack 
on Sunday, April 28. Your clock (local) says it’s 
1.830. Your GMT clock says it’s 0130 (April 29). 
Your net usually meets at 1900 by your local clock, 
0300 GMT. But now, since it’s after the time .your 
local clocks are changed, your net will meet at 
1900 (no change here, because the nets meet an 
hour earlier local) and at 0200 GMT, an hour 
earlier' than before.

Got that straight, now? See you on the net, 
April 29 at — ahhh — 1900, or 0200 GMT, or is 
it 0300 GMT? See you some time around then!
—

Summary.......... 3665 38538 EAN 18.6 —-
Record............... 2981 28192 1.158 12.5 —

1 SET information not included.
2 Section and Local nets reporting (88): AENB, D, H, 

M, O, P. R, T, AM (Ala.); OZK (Ark.); HNN (Colo.); 
CPN (Conn.); FAST, FATT, FMTN, FPTN, FSBEN 
GN, QFN. SATN, TPTN, WFPN (Fla.); GSN (GaA; 
QIN (Ind.); ILN (111.); Iowa 75; KPN, KSBN, OKN, 
OKS, PI (Kans.); KRN, KTN, KYN (KyA; LAN (La.); 
PTN (Me.); MEPN, MODS, Termite (Md.-DeL); EMN, 
WMN (Mass.); M6TN, QMN (Mich.); MJN, MSN 
MSPN (Minn.); MNN, MTTN (Moj; NEB (Nebr.); 
NJN, AREC, NJPN, PVTEN (N.JA; Roadrunner 
(N.Mex.); NU, NYS (N.Y.); NCN, NCSB (N.C.); 
OSSB (Ohio); OLZ. SSZ (Okla.); EPA, EPEN PFN 
PTTN, VHFTN (Pa.); RISPN (R.I.); SDN <S.Dak.); 
RTPN, TN. TPN, TSSB, TTN (Tenn.); NTTN, TEX 
(Texas); BUN (Utah); VTNHN (Vt.-N.H.); VN, VSBN, 
VSN (Va.); WSN (Wash.); WVPN <W.Va.); BEN, 
SWRN, WSBN (Wise.); APSN (Alta.); GBN, RPQ 
(Ont.-Que.).

3 TCC functions performed not counted as net sessions. 
January SET reports were included where possible; 

however, the number of net sessions during SET is an esti
mate.
January TCC reports:

Func- % Sue- Out-of-Net
Area tions cessful Traffic Traffic
Eastern 168 91.1 3769 1425
Central 124 88.8 2328 1082
Pacific 165 89.1 2044 1171
Summary 457 89.8 8141 3678

TCC roster: Eastern Area (W3EML, Dir.) Wls 
BJG EFW EMG NJM, WSs GKZ MTA SEI, Kite KTK 
RYH, IF.4ÍS BLV UWA WBA, WB«s OYE RKK UIIZ 
IF.ÎS AIZ EML NEM, K3MV0, WA3BLE, W^s DVT 
NLC ZM, K4KNP, IF8s CUT RYP UM, K8KMQ, 
IF.18s OCG POS ZGC. Central Area (W0LCX, Dir.) 
W40GG, Kis BSS DZM, WA4WWT, WB4AIN, W5KRX, 
Wí)s CX.Y DYG JUK VAY, W0s INH LCX TDR, KBs 
AEM YBD. IFA0S DOU MLE. Pacific Area (W7DZX 
Dir.) »’ÖS BGF EOT HC IPW TYM VNQ, KSs DYX 
LRN IBI, IFAÖs BRG LFA ROF, WB6s HVA RJX, 
177» AAF HMA ZB ZIW, WA7CLF.

Other Net Reports:
Net Sessions Check-ins Traffic
7290 44 2174 1063
Mike Farad. 507 378
Coast Guard 22 656 33
QTC 333 258
New England Teenage 31 354 325
East Coast Traffic 24 105 52
HBN 31 469 496
75 Interstate 31 1152 538
20 Interstate 22 481 3207
EATN 25 326 318
North American 27 616 392
Kans PON 792 126

ÍSbtA
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Portable and Mobile Regulations
A Summary of the Regulations for Operations Away from Home

at last, it’s Spring. Now we can start contem- 
/% plating those trips away from home. It’s

•L time to brush up on the rules for ham 
operating from a portable location, from a car 
or boat. Some changes were made last Winter, 
too — so you should read this even if you think 
you’re with it.

Anytime you are going to operate away 
from home for more than 48 hours without a 
return to the address shown on your license, 
whether portable or mobile, you need to be cov
ered by a notice to FCC. Formerly, such notices 
were valid for 30 days; under present rules they 
are valid for periods up to a year provided there 
is no change in the facts contained in your notice. 
For example, if you always go up to your country 
place the last week end of the month and operate 
from there, you cau now send one notice for the 
whole year, giving the expected dates and the 
other information mentioned in this discussion. 
If you’re a traveling salesman who always follows 
the same route, again you may submit one notice 
a year, giving the approximate dates and places,,,-: 
for all your trips. If, after sending.in: a notice 
for either type of activity, you decide, to change 
the routine in any respect, thenian additional 
notice is required; otherwise; you need send a 
notice only once a veer. -

There are 24 FCC districis scattered around 
the country and its possessions, each headed by 
an Engineer-inkCharge and encompassing a 
certain amounLof real estate. The approximate 
district boundaricAAre showrron the map; a list 
by counties can" be? found in I he ARRL License , 
Manual. You inail notice.« to the Engineer-in- 
Chargerdf each(district in which you plan to 
operate. The point is that FCC wants to be able 
to reach its licensees within a reasonable time, 
and if you’re not home it wants to know just 
where you can be reached. You may mail a post
card, carbon copy or even mimeographed notice 
early enough for the notification to reach each 
engineer before the operation begins. It’s wise to 
make a notation in your log as well.

The following rules tell you exactly what in
formation is required when sending notification 
of portable or mobile operation.

Section. 97.97 Notice of operation, , . .
The notice required by this section shall contain the 
following specific information:
(a) Name of licensee,
(b) Station call sign.
(c) Authorized fixed transmitter location.
(d) Portable location(s), or mobile itinerary as specifi
cally as possible, or temporary fixed transmitter loca
tion, or new permanent fixed transmitter location.
(e) The dates of the beginning and end of each period 
of operation away from the location specified in the 
station license.
(f) The address at which, or through which, the licensee 
can be readily reached,

(g) In the case of mobile operation, the official name, 
registry number or license number (including the name 
of the issuing state or territory, if any) of the aircraft, 
vessel, or land vehicle in which the mobile station is 
installed aud operated.

Canada: American hams whose vacation 
travel will take them into Canada can get permis
sion from the Department of Transport, Ottawa, 
Ontario (or its Regional Offices) to operate under 
their U. 8. calls if Canada. (Since there is no 
Canadian equivalent of the U. S. Novice and 
Technician Classed holders of these classes are 
not eligible.) You should request the necessary 
forms from the D<t>artment of Transport a few 
weeks before youi planned departure through 
Ottawa or the nearest of these: 739 West Hast
ings Street, Vancouver 1, B. C.; Federal Building, 
9820-107th Street, Edmonton, Alta.; Winnipeg 
Gen’l. Post Offictt-Bldg., 266 Graham Avenue, 
Winnipeg 1, Manitoba; 25 St. Clair-Avenue 
East, Toronto 7, O,nt.; Regional Administration 
Bldg., Montreal International Airport, Dorval, 
P. Federal Bhjg., P.O. Box 42, 1081 Main 

-Street, Moncton, N. B. A reminder: when a 
U. S? licensee operates outside the country, he is 
required to notify the ifCC Engineer of his home 
district in advance.

Ciuiadians coming south can get application 
blanks from the, Secretary, Federal Communica
tions Commission, Washington, D. C. 20554. 
The VEs also notify FCC .Engineers for the dis
tricts in which travel is contemplated, in the 
samemanner as W/Kjicensees, 
( Mexico: As a unilateral courtesy, without a 

Tornial agreement of any kind, Mexico» has from 
time to time permitted U, 8. aniateursAo secure 
mobile licenses. Fbr current information, write 
the L-iga Mexicana de Radio Experimentadorea 
A. C., Apartado 907, Mexico 6, D.F., Mexico.

New Identification Rule: When you are op
erating mobile you need no longer show your 
approximate geographical location. Under rules 
adopted in 1967, the word “portable” or “mo
bile” is followed by the number of the call sign 
area in which you are located, for phone opera
tion: “. . . W1XXX mobile three.” When 
you operate c.w. away from home, it’s just 
“. . . W3XYZ/6” whether you’re portable or 
mobile.

On the high seas, .you now indicate the region 
of the International Telecommunications Union 
in which you’re operating. Region 1 is roughly 
Europe, Africa, the Near East aud all of the 
U.S.S.R. Region 2 is the Western Hemisphere, 
including Hawaii. Region 3 is the remainder of 
the world, most of Asia and most of Oceania. 
For phone operation from a ship or airplane 
two hundred miles from Australia, you’d say 

, W7QRK mobile Region 3”; on c.w.
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United States Radio Districts

Address the District FCC Engîneer-in-Charge
1. India and State Streets, Boston, Mass. 02109
2. 641 Washington Street, New York, N. Y. 10014
3. 2nd and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106
4. Gay & Water Streets, Baltimore, Md. 21202
5. Granby &. York Streets, Norfolk, Va. 23510
6. 240 Peachtree Street N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30303
7. 51 S.W. First Avenue, Miami, Fla. 33130
8. 600 South Street, New Orleans, La. 70130
9. 515 Rusk Avenue, Houston, Tex. 77002

10. 1314 Wood Street, Dallas, Tex. 75202
11. 312 No. Spring, Los Angeles, Calif. 90014
12. 555 Battery Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111

13. 620 S.W. Main Street, Portland, Ore. 97205
14. 909 First Avenue, Seattle, Wash. 98104
15. 19th Street at California, Denver, Colo. 80202
16. 6th 8c Market Streets, St. Paul, Minn. 55102
17. 601 E. 12th Street, Kansas City, Mo. 64106
18. 219 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, III. 60604
19. Washington Blvd at Lafayette, Detroit, Mich. 48226
20. Ellicott & Swan Streets, Buffalo, N. Y. 14203
21. 502 Federal Building, Honolulu, Hawaii 96808
22. 322 U.S. Post Office, San Juan, P. R. 00903
23. 4th Avenue at F Street, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
24. 1919 M Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20554

W7QRK/R3.” The words “aeronautical mobile” 
and “maritime mobile” and the c.w. equivalents 
“AM” and “MM” are no longer a part of the 
identification. Nor is it necessary now to send 
your complete latitude and longitude under such 
circumstances.

Examples of Notices: First, a two-week va
cation involving portable operations:

Engineer-in-Charge
Federal Communications Commission
India and State Streets
Boston. Massachusetts 02109
Dear Sir:

This is notice that amateur station W4ABC will be 
operated in portable status at Johnson’s Camp, Algon
quin, Maine, between April 25 and May 10, 1968.

John A. Smith, W4ABC 
1357 W. Evergreen Ave. 
Springville, Ala. 35146

Another for an extended mobile trip, with, 
multiple copies in separate envelopes addressed 
to each district involved.

Engineers-in-Charge
Federal Communications Commission
Districts 18, 17, 15, 11
Gentlemen:

This is notice that amateur station W9XYZ will be 
operated in mobile status along the itinerary and for 
the dates shown below. Installation is in a 1968 Ford 
sedan, Illinois license plates 327-918.
May 4-6,1968 U.S. Routes 30 and 6, Chicago to Omaha
May 7—9, 1968 Routes 6 and 30, Omaha to Denver
May 10-12,1968 Routes 40 and 189, Denver to Provo, 
Utah
May 13/16, 1968 Route 91, Provo to Los Angeles, 
(% Mayfair Motel, Ocean View Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif.)

Yours truly,
John A. Smith, W9XYZ
327 Brandon Avenue
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Or, to make things simpler, send a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to ARRL Hq., with 
your request for Forms S-43 (a) which the 
League has made up to help you file your Notice 
of Operation Away from Home.
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Mobile Laws
In several states and municipalities, there are 

laws which deal in one way or another with mo
bile radio communications. While they affect 
normal amateur operation but little, it is well at 
least to know about their existence. We present 
herewith a summary of such laws on which we 
have been able to obtain information, with no 
guarantee of its completeness:

California: Los Angeles has a city ordinance 
prohibiting the installation in a motor vehicle of 
receiving equipment which can tune to munici
pal (.fire and police) frequencies.

Connecticut: The law prohibits the operator 
of a motor vehicle from using two-way radio 
while such vehicle is in motion, but is intended 
primarily to cover subscribers to the telephone 
company’s mobile service, and specifically ex
empts amateurs, RACES, and most other mobile 
services.

Florida: The law prohibits the use in a motor 
vehicle of equipment capable of receiving on. 
police frequencies; however, amateurs are spe
cifically exempted.

Indiana: Prohibits use in motor vehicles of 
equipment capable of receiving on public fre
quencies.

New Jersey: Prohibits use in motor vehicles of 
equipment capable of receiving on police fre
quencies, unless user has a permit from local 
chief of police.

New York: Same as New Jersey.
North Dakota: Prohibits installation and use 

of mobile short-wave receivers without a permit. 
(Like many others of this nature, the law was 
originally passed to give authorities a means to 
control “ambulance-chasers.” To our knowledge 
it has never been applied to amateurs, though 
technically it could be.)

South Dakota: Same as North Dakota.

As a matter of interest, the states of Connecti
cut and Vermont prohibit the installation of a 

television set in a motor vehicle in a location 
where it can be seen by the driver!

It goes without saying that any amateur oper
ating mobile should double-check to make cer
tain he has his motor vehicle operator license, 
registration, and amateur license always in his 
possession.

Keeping an Amateur 
Station Log

The FCC requires every amateur to keep a 
complete station operating record. It. may also 
contain records of experimental tests and adjust
ment data. A stenographer’s notebook can be 
ruled with vertical lines in any form to suit the 
user. The Federal Communications Commission 
requirements are that a log be maintained that 
shows (1) the date and time of each transmission, 
(2) all calls and transmissions made (whether 
two-way contacts resulted or not), (3) the input 
power to the last stage of the transmitter, (4) 
the frequency band used, (5) the time of ending 
each QSO and the operator’s identifying signa
ture for responsibility for each session of operat
ing. During a period of continuous mobile oper
ation, the time of each transmission may be 
omitted, provided that the dates and times of 
commencing and terminating such mobile oper
ation are entered in the log. Messages may be 
written in the log or separate records kept — but 
record must be retained for one year as required 
by the FCC. For the convenience of amateur 
station operators ARRL stocks both logbooks 
aud message blanks, and if one uses the official 
log he is sure to comply fully with the Govern
ment requirements if the precautions and sug
gestions included in the Jog are followed.

Complete FCC Rules
Complete FCC amateur rules and explana

tory comment are contained in the Radio Ama
teur’s License Manual, available from ARRL, 
Newington, Conn. 06111,for 50fipostpaid. |qs^|

NEW
Amateur Radio Incentive Licensing Study 

Guide, by Robert M. Brown, K2ZSQ/W9HBF, 
and Tom Kneitel, K2AES, published by Editors 
and Engineers, Ltd., New Augusta, Ind. 160 
pages, 5Vá X 8%, $2.75.

“Something new is being created: ‘exclusive reserved 
bands,’ something the United States has never known in 
its . . . Amateur Radio Service.” When a knowledgeable 
reader finds such a statement in the opening paragraph of 
this new publication, he might wonder whether the re* 
mainder of the text could contain similarly-inaccurate 
information. And with good reason.

One would think that two hams earning a living in the 
writing field would at least have done a little research 
and not have committed such additional inexcusable goofs 
as reproducing and recommending use of a renewal form for 
amateur licenses which was discontinued in 1961!

Yet some of the material can be useful; the circuit dia
grams are certainly reliable, since nearly all are identical

BOOKS
to those in the ARRL License Manual. Unfortunately for 
the reader, the similarities are to an outdated manual 
and many of the sample test questions are based on the 
older FCC exams, not the current ones. On regulatory 
questions, their answers are often in error. E.g., one ques
tion refers to the 1947 Atlantic City documents, which have 
not been in effect for nearly 10 years; others give years-old 
suballocations for high-seas mobile, and for f.s.k. operation.1 
Several references in the text and promotional material 
indicate we hams total 200,000 — a figure applicable to 
1960.

All of which belies the claim that “all material is fresh 
and up-to-date,” and points to the conclusion that for 
someone who wanted to upgrade his license five or ten years 
ago, this might have been a very useful book. — W1LVQ

1 Interestingly enough, the same (and then correct) an
swers given in the 1959 CQ License Guide, a flagrant plagiar
ism of the ARRL Manual, including wholesale copying of 
the schematics. — editor.
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Happeningé of the Month
ADVANCED AND EXTRA FOR SHUT-INS

Plugging a gap in the present incentive license 
structure, the Federal Communications Com
mission has proposed new rules to allow volun
teers to conduct examinations for Extra and 
Advanced Class. The suggested text would 
apply to applicants for the higher classes who 
are unable to appear at an FCC exam point 
because of protracted disability. The applicant 
would have to furnish a physician’s certificate 
as is now done under the disability rule for Con
ditional Class. The examiner chosen by the 
applicant would have to hold a license equal to 
or higher than the class of license for which, the 
applicant is being examined. Otherwise, the rules 
already in effect for tests supervised by volunteers 
would govern.

The proposal is known as Docket 17989. Any 
interested party may file comments with FCC 
on or before April 1. Replies to the comments 
of others may be filed until April 15. Formal 
participation calls for an original and fourteen 
copies, but the Commission customarily takes 
into consideration informal comments in letter 
form submitted by individuals, it is also possible 
that these deadlines will be extended if FCC is 
requested to do so.

The ARRL Executive Committee will be 
meeting as this issue goes to press to consider 
this docket and handle routine business.

LICENSE SUSPENSION
The First Class Commercial and Advanced 

Class Amateur licenses of Arthur II. Jones, Jr., 
W3IRL of 4017 Cold Spring Lane, Baltimore, 
Maryland, were ordered suspended for a period 
of three months in an Initial Dccisioti issued by

The QST article, "Transceive with Transistors (Almost),” 
won the December Cover Plaque for author Varoujan 
Karentz, W1YLB. Making the award are Middlesex 
ARC prexy W1ILP, ARRL Director W1QV and Vice 

Director W1EAE. (Photo by WA1CDW)

WHO THE DEVIL IS WHO?

A Tioo-Letter Call Conversion Chart
One of the non-controversial features of 

the incentive licensing program was a 
change in the rules governing issuance of 
two-letter calls (e.g., W6XX) making 
these calls available on request to Extra 
Class licensees whose first license was ob
tained at least twenty-five years earlier.

After some delay, ECC’s computer 
started turning out these choice monikers 
in February; here are some early results:

Now Was Now lf«s
W1AM W1CNB W4MC W4FFHW1AU W1KHW W4MW W4VCS
WiAX W1JYH W5AK K5PNI
WlCE W1JBI W5CX K5SYL
VV1CW WHVPO W6CP W8CPU
W2AH W2KIT «'6DC W6WH
W2BJ W2PEO W6DL WB6RTC
W2CJ W2VRU W6DM W6YTA
VV2CY W2PZI W6DQ K6BPR
W2DF W2NRV W6DZ K6RWO
W2FR W2SEI W6EJ K6H0R
W2GA WA2VVEE W6EL K6CYG
W2GS W2BBP W6EM W6MT0/FDY
W2HI W2KIR W6FJ W6EZL
W2IN W2TQZ W6FN W6GKK
W2IW W2GFX W6FU WWEB
W2IZ W2MKT W6GP W6YMD
W3AC W3.TNM W6JH W6SFG
W3BI OMQY W6MI W6YZD
W3BQ K3C0R W6RR W61TA
W3GZ W3TXQ W7BE \WPOU
W3EB K30KX \V7BK W7JYZ
VV3FU K3GYA W7BP K7TJN
W3Ü0 K3BEK W7BT K7KGG
W3GN W3MSR W7BQ K7JHA
W3GZ W3FMG W8AN W8TZO
W3HK W3ELI W8A0 W8RGL/TPW
W4BW W4CXA W8BJ WA8QYK
W4DD IY4UE VV8BQ W8DJD
W4DM W4PTR 1V8CC W8IQS
W4DN W4NFR W9AE W9E0V
W4EU W4YHW W9AN W9JFA
W4EY K4DGL VV9BQ W9KQL
W4FF W4QDF W9CB W9VUD
\V4FY W4EIE W0AW W0VBR
W4HM W4YGY W0AY W0NCKW4HO WA2MMW W0BB K01VPZ
W4IC W4HUE W0BV K0YGRW0CC W0GBD

Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumowiez. Mr. 
Jones was found to have fraudulently assisted 
an applicant to obtain an operator’s license.

The hearing examiner stated that Mr. Jones, 
acting as a volunteer examiner, certified to the 
Commission on September 11,1962, that William 
A. Azmon had passed the prescribed five word 
a minute Morse Code test which is part of the 
examination for the Technician Class Amateur 
license. On November 4, 1966, when Mr. Azmon 
was interviewed in the FCC Baltimore field 
office, he was able to identify only five Morse 
Code characters correctly. (Inder questioning 
he revealed that Mr. Jones, who had been his
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Ham radio was represented at the Mid-America Boat 
Show at Cleveland's Public Auditorium. Chairman 
WA8OFT, K8ONA and K8IMF surround “Miss North 
America" (Lynda Hydock) as she poses at the exhibit's rig.

business partner in 1962, had certified him as 
proficient in code to enable him to get the license 
he required for the business. Mr. Jones did not 
testify in his own behalf.

In setting the three month suspension the 
hearing examiner stated that the offense threatens 
the integrity of the volunteer examiner system. 
While there are mitigating circumstances, in 
that except for the single incident Mr. Jones has 
earned a reputation for professional competence 
and integrity in his community, Hearing Ex
aminer Naumowicz concluded that “the offense 
is too severe to be entirely without consequence.”

The initial decision became final on December 
20, 1967.

A number of revocations, fines and suspensions 
of amateur licenses are in various stages along 
the legal road, and will be reported in QST from 
time to time as the penalties become final.

NEW JERSEY LICENSE PLATES
Speaker of the Assembly Albert Smith of 

New Jersey has introduced a bill, A-265, pro
viding for call letter license plates for amateurs 
in the state. It is co-sponsored by Assemblyman 
Louis R. Aikins, W2VJH and has been sent to 
the transportation committee. Governor Richard 
J. Hughes is known to be opposed to the measure 
and can be expected to veto it. Supporters feel, 
however, that if the majority of amateurs and 
radio clubs support the bill, a veto can be over
turned.

In Georgia, a bill has been introduced to allow 
“vanity plates” for an extra $10, but amateurs 
on the scene have taken steps to see that the 
amateur plates, which cost only a dollar, are not 
affected by the bill.

Behind The Diamond
Number 3 of a Series

About thirty-five years ago a young 
college instructor had to take keys to the 
hamshack away from his best brass
pounder who was in imminent danger of 
flunking out. The two are still in close 
contact today: the student was George 
Hart, W3AMR/W1NJM, now commu
nications manager of ARRL; his sympa
thetic but strict 
mentor was Gil
bert L. Crossley, 
W3YA, ARRL di
rector from the 
Atlantic Division, 
member of the 
Executive Commit
tee and since 1966 
a vice president of 
the League.

Gil not only rep
resents the largest 
ARRL division, but 
one which is always 
hyperactive in League elections. Gil has 
been on the ballo^Wght times since 1953, 
has alwavs had a4.Ie.ist one opponent anil 
15 in all, and h^TaUfed a total of 18,652 
votes to 14,20#'other candidates 
combined. “ “ A

Two facto^SMtaiid ai^: tenacity and 
travel Direxft^ CrSsslej ^ias stuck with 
good ideas^ ifitrqtiw'ing Uiltai repeatedly 
at Board meS^^untiladaption. As for 
travel, Gill,ffitiFrehti report fhows 42 ham
fests, dinner* ar ElttHlBcetjfigs visited and 
9552 miles logged during 4967 alone.

Gil was first;liceused in 1915, and has 
held the Extra 1954. A League
member since 1923 fc®d now a Charter 
Life Member), Iw^yfis elected as first 
section commumca'&rps manager for West
ern Pennsylvania iu 1928. For eight years 
he held appointment under former di
rector Brad Martin, W3QV, as assistant 
director. He has been an official relay, 
official phone and official bulletin station. 
Gil has been radio officer for Centre 
County and deputy radio officer for the 
State of Pennsylvania civil defense. He 
was also public relations officer for the 
U.S. Civil Defense Amateur Radio Al
liance. He’s presently assistant state di
rector for Army MARS. Gil taught 
electrical engineering at Pennsylvania 
State University for 44 years, retiring 
with, the title Emeritus Professor. He and 
his wife Navonne have twin sons and a 
daughter. One of the boys is Ed, W3SMF, 
also a Life Member.
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/ v. Those Higher-Class License
ExaminationsHave 'iw got

*

In Six Parts—Part II

I
N our rearrangement of the FCC sample 

questions for the Advanced and Extra Class 
examinations, described last month, the sec

ond broad grouping included those that could 
be classified as dealing generally with circuits 
and their operation. This is the subject of the 
present installment. As there is no way to draw 
a really sharp line between “general” questions 
and those dealing with specific problems of 
transmitting and receiving, the selection of ma
terial is of necessity somewhat arbitrary. The 
studying you do for this section probably will be 
more comprehensive than actually is necessary, 
yet it will not be time wasted—later groups of 
questions will cover the extra ground you now 
explore.

Examination of the FCC samples below shows 
that they range through applications and char
acteristics of components (for the most part in
cluded in the study suggestions in Part I of this 
series), basic methods of operating amplifiers 
and oscillators, cathode ray tubes and displays, 
and some measurement procedures. As before, 
the study material is to be found in the Hand
book. We recommend the following:

Components and applications: Handbook 
pages 52-55 in the 1967 and 1968 editions.

Rectifiers and associated filter data: Pages 
326-335 (1967) or 304-313 (1968).

Amplifier circuit types and operating classes: 
Pages 59-75 in both editions; pages 81-86 
(1967) or 80-87 (1968); pages 154-158 
(1967) or 150-154 (1968).

Oscillators: Pages 73-75 in both editions; 
page 86 (1967) or 87 (1968); page 101 
(1967) or 103 (1968); pages 149-154 
(1967) or 145-150 (1968).

Measurements—basic, frequency, and the c.r. 
tube: Pages 518-529 (1967) or 528-539 
(1968); pages 550-553 (1967') or 561-563 
(1968).

It is necessary, too, to reiterate that you may 
get actual questions similar to those on related 
subjects in the General Class exam.

The FCC sample questions below are marked 
(A) and (E) to indicate, as before, that they 
come from the Advanced and Extra Class ex

aminations, respectively. They are followed by a 
short quiz of our own in multiple-choice form. 
There aren’t any formulas to be memorized for 
this group of questions, although actual ques
tions may call for the use of some of those listed 
in last month’s installment.

FCC Sample Questions
(A) How are bypass capacitors used? 

How should their impedance compare io 
the element they shunt?

Bypass capacitors are used for providing a 
direct route for signal-frequency current through 
a part of a circuit where there is a possibility 
that it might take an undesired path. (As an 
example, the signal current should not be per
mitted to flow through the power-supply circuits 
of an amplifier stage.) The impedance of the 
bypass capacitor must be low compared with the 
impedance of the circuit to be bypassed. As an 
approximation, the impedance of the capacitor 
should not exceed 10 percent of the impedance 
of the circuit into which the signal current is to 
be discouraged from flowing.

(A) Why does a type 6146 tube have 3 
prongs connected to the cathode?

The 6146 (and other types of tubes intended 
for v.h.f.) have multiple cathode leads to reduce 
the lead inductance between the actual cathode 
inside the tube and the ground point external to 
the tube. At v.h.f. the small inductance of the 
cathode lead can cause undesirable feedback from 
the plate circuit to the grid circuit. Connecting 
several leads in parallel reduces the total in
ductance as compared with the inductance of 
a single lead.

(A) How does a full-wave bridge rectifier 
operate? What is the schematic diagram of 
this rectifier circuit?

A full-wave bridge rectifier consists of four 
rectifying components, two operating in series 
on each half of the cycle; one rectifier is in the 
lead to the load, the other is in the return lead. 
The current flows through two rectifiers during 
one half of the cycle and through the other two 
rectifiers during the other half of the cycle. The 
basic schematic is shown on the next page.
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Full-Wave bridge rectifier

(A) Compare the pentode, tetrode, and 
triode for use in an r.f. amplifier stage. 
Give advantages and disadvantages of 
each.

Tetrode and pentode r.f. amplifier tubes de
signed for use in receivers have very low plate- 
to-eontrol-grid capacitance, so feedback is gen
erally insufficient to cause self-oscillation. Hence 
the stage can be operated without neutralization. 
The plate resistance of such tubes is very high; 
thus the tube does not load down the output 
tuned circuit to lower its Q and impair selectivity.

Transmitting pentodes and tetrodes also have 
low grid-plate capacitance, but its value is larger 
in power tubes than in small receiving tubes and 
feedback, although small, frequently is the 
cause of self-oscillation. In such cases neutraliza
tion is necessary. These tubes, particularly the 
tetrodes, have very high power sensitivity (ratio 
of r.f. output power to grid driving power), and 
many are capable of operating at full output 
without grid current (no driving power except 
that needed for supplying circuit losses) in Class 
ABi. A disadvantage is the necessity for a screen
grid power supply, and the fact that with plate 
modulation the screen grid must be modulated 
along with the plate to obtain linear modulation.

A triode always requires high driving power 
for full output, and because of its relatively 
large grid-plate capacitance must be neutralized 
to prevent self-oscillation in conventional grid- 
driven circuits. In cathode-driven circuits neu
tralization may not be necessary with triodes 
designed for this type of operation.

(E) Why is there a practical limit to the 
number of stages that can be cascaded to 
amplify a signal?

Although there is no theoretical limit to the 
number of amplifying stages that can be cas
caded, it becomes difficult to maintain stability 
in a practical amplifier when the overall gain is 
very high. With very high gain an extremely 
small fraction of the output power, when inadver
tently introduced into the amplifier’s input cir
cuit, can cause self-oscillation. Such feedback is 
difficult to prevent in practical construction. 
It is particularly difficult in amplifiers operating 
at radio frequencies. Also, there is a practical 
limit to usable gain because signals weaker than 
the noise (thermal noise and shot noise) generated 
in the amplifier's front end remain masked by 
the noise no matter how great the amplification, 
since both signal and noise are amplified equally.

(E) How are grounded-grid amplifiers 
used in electronic circuits? List some ad
vantages and disadvantages of their use.

The grounded-grid or cathode-driven amplifier 
has found little or no application at audio fre
quencies, but is used extensively for r.f. amplifi
cation, both receiving and transmitting. The 
grid is maintained at ground potential and the 
signal or driving voltage is applied to the cath ode, 
the output being taken between plate and ground. 
The feedback capacitance from the output to the 
input circuit of a triode tube operated in this 
way is considerably less than the feedback ca
pacitance when the cathode is grounded and the 
grid is driven; as a result, triodes of suitable in
ternal construction can often be used without 
neutralization at h.f. and even v.h.f.

In. grounded-grid operation the cathode circuit 
and plate circuit are, in effect, in series. The 
driving stage therefore contributes to the total 
output power, in addition to supplying the 
normal driving power (if any is needed) for the 
amplifier tube. Since the driver is supplying its 
share of the output power at low voltage, the 
impedance it “sees’ in the cathode-driven cir
cuit is relatively low. Because of this extra “fed- 
through” power taken from the driver the power 
gain of a grounded-grid stage is comparatively 
low, but the output is high and the plate effi
ciency is otherwise comparable with grounded- 
cathode operation. As a linear amplifier for 
s.s.b., the grounded-grid amplifier provides a 
better load for the driving stage than a grounded- 
cathode amplifier operating Class ABj or Class 
Bg. This is because the relatively high ratio of 
fed-through power to power actually consumed 
in the grid-cathode circuit of the amplifier tube 
makes the load on the driver fairly constant; 
thus no “swamping” is needed as would be the 
case with a grid-driven amplifier in which grid 
current flows over part of the modulation cycle.

The grounded-grid amplifier is useful as an 
rJ. amplifier in v.h.f. receivers because a triode, 
which has lower noise than a pentode, can be 
used with very simple neutralizing circuits or 
none at all, while neutralization of a grounded- 
cathode amplifier that must be tuned over a 
considerable frequency range would be difficult 
at these frequencies. The low input impedance 
readily can be matched to the antenna system for 
maximum signal-power transfer.

As compared with a grounded-cathode ampli
fier in transmitting applications, the principal 
disadvantage of the grounded-grid amplifier 
when used as a Class-C amplifier for c.w., f.m. 
or f.s.k. is that more driving power is required. 
Also, for amplitude modulation it is generally 
necessary to modulate the driver along with the 
amplifier if 100-percent modulation is to be se
cured. In s.s.b., the grounded-grid amplifier’s 
extra driving power requirements are a disad
vantage only when compared with Class AB, 
operation with grounded cathode; in Class 
AB2 or Class B? the power required from the 
driver for low distortion is roughly the same 
because of the necessity for swamping.
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(A) When is an amplifier operating Class 
A? Class B? Class C?

A Class A amplifier is one operated in such a 
way that the waveform of the signal output 
voltage is identical with the waveform of the 
signal input voltage. With vacuum-tube ampli
fiers this is achieved by using a value of grid bias 
that places the operating point in the center of the 
linear portion of the grid-voltage/plate-current 
characteristic and confining the signal amplitude 
to the linear part of the characteristic. Usually, 
the grid is not driven positive with respect to the 
cathode in Class A operation. In transistor 
amplifiers the base bias is chosen so that the 
relationship between base current and collector 
current is linear over the entire signal cycle.

A Class B amplifier is one in which the signal 
output power is proportional to the square of the 
signal input voltage. (This relationship also is 
true of power and voltage in a simple resistance, 
a “linear" device, so the Class B amplifier is a 
“linear" amplifier.) Class B operation is achieved 
by choosing an operating point such that the 
amplifier takes little or no d.c. power in the 
absence of signal, and then driving the amplifier 
into conduction over the linear portion of its 
grid-voltage/plate-current curve, in the case of 
a vacuum-tube amplifier, aud over the linear 
portion of its base-current/collector-current char
acteristic in the case of a transistor amplifier. 
Since the amplifier is operated near its “cut-off” 
point (for plate current or collector current) it 
is beyond cutoff during most of one half-cycle of 
the signal input, so the output is delivered in 
approximately half-cycle pulses. In a Glass B 
radio-frequency amplifier the pulsating output 
is made sinusoidal by the use of a tuned output 
tank circuit, which filters out the r.f. harmonics 
generated in the amplification process.

The Class B amplifier can be used for audio 
amplification if two such amplifiers are connected 
in push-pull. The amplifiers then conduct on 
alternate half cycles and the combined output 
reproduces the complete waveform.

The Class C amplifier is primarily one in which 
the signal power output varies as the square of 
the instantaneous value of the plate voltage — 
that is, it is an amplifier that is capable of being 
modulated linearly by an audio source. With 
vacuum tubes, Class C operation is achieved by 
making the plate current flow in short pulses, the 
amplitude of which depends on the instantaneous 
plate voltage. As the plate-current pulses must 
have a duration of less than one half cycle of the 
signal input, the grid bias must be well beyond 
the value that gives plate-current cutoff. Similar 
considerations apply to the collector current 
and base bias of transistor Class C amplifiers. 
The Class C amplifier is used at r.f., where the 
tuned output tank circuit filters out the har
monics generated in amplification and makes the 
r.f. output essentially sinusoidal.

(E) List several advantages and disad
vantages each for Class A, Class B, and 
Class C amplifier operation.

The principal advantage of the Class A ampli

fier is that its output is a reproduction of the 
entire waveform of the input signal, usually 
with little or negligible distortion. As commonly 
used, the vacuum-tube Class A amplifier also 
takes no power from the signal source (this, 
however, is not true of Class A amplifiers using 
the conventional type of transistor). The fact 
that the actual signal waveform is reproduced 
without distortion makes the Class A amplifier 
useful in broad-band applications, because 
resonant circuits are not required for suppressing 
harmonics. The disadvantage of Class A opera
tion, in power amplification, is that the amplifier 
efficiency (ratio of useful output power to power
supply input power ) is low — of the order of 15 to 
25 percent in most eases. Also, the maximum 
power dissipation occurs when there is no input 
signal, since in a Class A amplifier the input 
power remains constant with or without signal. 
Thus an amplifying device having relatively 
large power dissipation capability is required if 
appreciable power output is to be secured.

The principal advantage of the Class B ampli
fier is that its efficiency is relatively high -..of 
the order of 75 percent at maximum signal input, 
with modern vacuum-tube tetrodes and with 
transistors. With proper adjustment, the alter
nating output voltage across a load resistance 
is proportional to the signal voltage applied to 
the input of the amplifier — that is, the rela
tionship between input and output is linear. 
However, since the plate or collector current 
flows over only a little more than one half cycle 
of the input waveform the simple Class B ampli
fier is not suitable for audio amplification; the 
distortion in the output signal would be intol
erable. The amplifier may be used at radio fre
quencies if an output circuit having sufficiently 
high Q to suppress the r.f. harmonics created by 
Class B amplification is used. In such case, the 
linear relationship is used to advantage in 
the amplification of modulated signals, since 
the modulation envelope will be reproduced in 
the output with relatively little distortion. In 
general. Class B amplifiers require power from 
the driving-signal source over part or all of an 
input half cycle. This may cause distortion unless 
proper precautions are taken to maintain good 
voltage regulation in the driving source under the 
varying load represented by the Class B ampli
fier’s input circuit. Class B operation can be used 
at audio frequencies if two tubes or transistors 
are used in push-pull (or its equivalent), in 
which case one amplifier supplies one half of the 
output waveform and the second supplies the 
other, thus reproducing the entire signal input 
waveform. The push-pull circuit also can be 
used at radio frequencies, although, it is not 
necessary for linear operation since a single 
amplifier can reproduce the modulation envelope 
of a modulated signal as explained above.

The Class C amplifier operates at the highest 
efficiency of any type and therefore is capable of 
developing more output power, for a given dissi
pation rating in the tube or transistor, than Class 
A or B amplifiers. However, the operating condi-
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tions (plate or collector current flowing during 
less than half the signal input cycle, and peak 
driving voltage such that the amplifier is driven 
into plate-current or collector-current saturation) 
cause the output waveform to be highly dis
torted, and the relationship between driving 
voltage and output voltage is not linear. The 
Class C amplifier therefore is not suitable for 
the amplification of modulated signals, or for 
any applications — as at audio — where low 
distortion of the input signal is required. In 
Class C r.f. amplifiers the waveform distortion 
is substantially eliminated in the output by the 
use of tuned circuits having sufficiently high Q 
to suppress the harmonics generated in the 
amplifier, but the nonlinear relationship between 
input and output voltage remains. Class C 
operating conditions are favorable for direct 
modulation of an r.f. amplifier, and this type of 
amplifier is almost invariably used in the modu
lated stage of an amplitude-modulated trans
mitter. In practice, Class C amplification re
quires considerable driving power from the input 
signal source, so the power amplification ratio of 
a Class C stage is considerably lower than in 
Class B or Class A amplifiers.

(E) What improper operating conditions 
are indicated by the upward or downward 
fluctuations of a Class A amplifier’s plate 
current when a signal voltage is applied to 
the grid? How can this be corrected?

Upward fluctuation of Class A amplifier plate 
current with excitation indicates excessive nega
tive grid bias: hence, the grid bias should be 
decreased. Downward fluctuation of plate current 
with excitation indicates insufficient negative 
grid bias; hence, the bias voltage should be 
increased. (Either condition also may be caused 
by overdriving, for which the remedy is obvious.) 
The correct bias is the value which allows 
the plate current to remain unchanged when a 
signal is applied to the grid circuit. (Because 
of unavoidable nonlinearities in practical am
plifying devices, Glass A power amplifiers 
operating at maximum drive and output will 
show a small upward shift in plate current in 
normal operation, although there would be no 
such shift in an ideal amplifier.)

(E) What improper operating conditions 
are indicated by grid current flow in a 
Class A amplifier?

This indicates that the tube is being over
driven — that is, the driving-signal voltage is 
too large. (Note: In Class-A operation as nor
mally used, the grid is never driven positive.

; However, this is not a necessary condition for 
Class A; the basic definition is that a Class A 
amplifier is one in which plate current flows 
throughout the signal cycle. The grid can be 
driven positive, and thus result in grid-current 
flow, provided the driving stage can deliver 
power into the variable grid load without dis
tortion.)

(A) What are some common types of 
oscillators employed in amateur equip
ment? How can each be identified in circuit 
diagrams? What part does feedback play in 
these oscillators? What points in the cir
cuits should be coupled to provide good 
feedback?

(See earlier Handbook references for circuits 
and identification.)

Feedback is a method of introducing a small 
amount of the output power into the input cir
cuit, in phase with, the input signal, to sustain 
oscillation. In a vacuum-tube oscillator, the plate 
and grid circuits should be so coupled.

(E) What factors determine the fre
quency at which a quartz crystal will oscil
late?

The factors determining the frequency at 
which, a quartz crystal will oscillate are its 
physical dimensions (in high-frequency crystals, 
principally the thickness.) and mode of vibration, 
the angle at which, it was cut. with, respect to 
the optical axis and the manner in which it is 
mounted. The exact frequency is also a function 
of the crystal temperature and the electrical 
characteristics of the circuit in which it is used, 
particularly the circuit capacitance that may be 
in shunt with the crystal.

(E) What frequency should a crystal os
cillator circuit be tuned to for maximum 
stability?

Minimum power dissipation in the crystal and 
consequently less heating and frequency change 
will occur when the feedback i n the oscillator is 
such that the least r.f. voltage, consistent with 
the required output amplitude, is.applied to the 
crystal. If the oscillator circuit is one having an 
adjustable tuned circuit, the tuning should be 
set as far as possible from the resonant frequency 
of the crystal while maintaining satisfactory 
operation.

(E) What determines the fundamental 
operating range of a multivibrator?

The fundamental operating range of a multi
vibrator is determined primarily by the time 
constants of the RC feedback circuits. It is also 
affecte.d by the characteristics and operating 
voltage of the tubes or transistors used in the 
circuit.
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(E) How does a cathode-ray-tube oper
ate? How should the plates of a cathode-ray 
tube be biased?

In the eathode-ray tube, a narrow beam, of 
electrons, formed in an electron “gun,” is di
rected toward a fluorescent coating on the front 
transparent face of the tube. On striking the 
coating, the beam causes the fluorescent material 
to emit a spot of light. The position of the spot 
can be changed by deflecting the beam, after it 
leaves the gun, by applying voltage to pairs of 
“deflecting plates” set at right angles. Alternat
ing voltages cause characteristic patterns to 
be formed on the tube face. The plates should 
be biased so that the spot, when at rest, is at a 
desired position (usually the center) on the tube 
face.

(A) What are Lissajous figures in oscil
loscope operation? What scope patterns 
would be produced if the signal applied to 
the horizontal input has a frequency equal 
to two, three and four times the frequency 
of the signal applied to the vertical input?

Lissajous figures are oscilloscope tracings 
showing the amplitude, frequency and phase 
relationships of two a.c . signals, one applied 
to the vertical deflection plates and the other to 
the horizontal plates. A signal applied to the 
horizontal input with twice the frequency of that 
applied to the vertica. input would produce a 
figure-8 pattern. This and the other examples 
are illustrated for the case where the signals are 
in phase.

(E) Should a voltmeter have high or low 
in ternal circuit resistance ? Explain.

A voltmeter should have high internal circuit 
resistance. A low-resistance meter would draw 
a relatively large current from the circuit under 
test, and if the circuit itself has high resistance, 
the reading will be low as compared with the 
true conditions existing without the meter in the 
circuit.

(E) What means may be employed to 
measure low frequencies? High frequen
cies? V.h.f. and u.h.f.?

In principle, the same basic methods can be 
used for all frequencies. All methods use, ulti
mately, some well-established standard as a 
reference.

Measurement at amateur frequencies for ex
ample, is generally based on standard-frequency 
transmissions from WWV. For radio frequencies 
one widely used system employs a LOO-kc. 
crystal oscillator and its harmonics, which are 
useful up to 30-50 Me. as a rule. A 1000-kc. 
crystal oscillator also is frequently used, the 

harmonics being detectable to 150 Me. and 
higher. In either case, some means for adjusting 
the oscillator frequency is always provided so a 
harmonic can be set to exact zero beat with one 
of the several standard radio frequencies trans
mitted by WWV. Although such oscillators 
provide only “check points” at 100-kc. or 
1000-kc. intervals, they establish with high ac
curacy the limits of many amateur bands and 
sub-bands. For smaller intervals frequency 
dividers generating signals at subharmonics of 
the oscillator frequency — e.g., 50 kc., 10 kc., 
etc. — can be used for equal percentage accuracy 
at intermediate points.

Measurement is accomplished by using a re
ceiver to determine the pair of adjacent check 
points between which the unknown signal lies. 
A more exact measurement of the frequency can 
be made by using the receiver dial for inter
polation between the check points, after cali
bration (the dial can be calibrated from a series 
of check points) or by comparing the audio
frequency beat note between the signal and a 
check point with a calibrated audio oscillator 
set to the same tone.

An alternative method is to use a heterodyne 
frequency meter, a tunable oscillator covering 
some fairly-low-frequency range, such as 1750- 
2000 kc. or 3500-4000 kc. and thus limited to 
amateur-band coverage, and carefully calibrated 
against known check points such as those from 
a 100-kc. crystal oscillator. The signal (and its 
harmonics) from the heterodyne frequency 
meter can be adjusted to zero beat with the un
known, using the receiver, and the frequency 
read from the calibrated dial of the meter. 
For checking the station transmitter, a simple 
detector can be built into the frequency meter 
as a detector for zero beat, the receiver sensitivity 
not being necessary in tliis ease because the 
transmitter signal is strong. The disadvantage of 
the heterodyne frequency meter is that its 
accuracy is not comparable with that of the 
standard against which it is calibrated, in the 
absence of a continuous cheek against the 
standard, because of frequency drift and other 
factors that affect the frequency of self-controlled 
oscillators.

Frequency measurement in the audio range is 
usually by means of a variable audio frequency 
oscillator. An accurate calibration can be made 
by using the standard audio frequencies trans
mitted by WWV as modulation on its r.f. carrier. 
An assortment of calibration points can be ob
tained with Lissajous figures on an oscilloscope 
pattern, using the standard audio frequency 
signal on one set of plates and connecting the 
oscillator output to the other set.

For rough frequency measurements around a 
transmitter where r.f. power is available, an 
absorption wavemeter may be used. The wave
meter is a simple tuned circuit, usually provided 
with some type of indicator which either shows 
the relative r.f. current in the circuit or the 
relative r.f. voltage developed by the circuit; 
either will be maximum when the wavemeter
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circuit is tuned to resonance with the unknown 
frequency. In some cases an indicator may not 
be necessary, since the circuit being checked 
may itself be capable of indicating the resonance 
setting of the wavemeter; a sharp change in the 
plate current of an amplifier is an example.

In the u.h.f. range there may be practical 
difficulties in applying the standard check-point 
method described above. In such cases a linear 
variation of the absorption wavemeter — Lecher 
wires, for example — will serve for measurement 
of the wavelength, which can then be converted 
into frequency. Measurement accuracy is not as 
high as might be desired, however.

Examination-Form Questions

QI. What principal advantage does a 
grounded-grid amplifier have over a 
grounded-cathode amplifier for linear am
plification of single-sideband signals?

A — It doesn’t need a grid choke.
B—-It gives more power output than a 

grounded-cathode amplifier.
C — It never needs to be neutralized.
D — It inherently provides a constant 

load for the driver.
E—it can be coupled more easily to the 

exciter.
Q2. If the frequency of a vacuum-tube 

crystal oscillator drifts noticeably in a 
short period after a cold start, which of the 
following are the most probable causes?

A — The plate power input is too high.
B — Tube heater voltage is low.
G — Feedback is excessive.
D — Grid-leak resistance is too low.
E — There is not enough feedback.

Q3. If the plate voltage on a Class C am
plifier is reduced to one-half, what should 
happen in its output circuit?

A — The power output should be one-haif 
its former value.

B — There should be no change in power 
output.

C — The plate current should not change.
D — The plate current should decrease to 

one-half its former value.
E — Both the plate current and power 

output should decrease to one-fourth 
the former values.

Q4. What is the purpose of a multivibra
tor in frequency-measuring equipment?

A—It stabilizes the oscillator in a hetero
dyne frequency meter.

B—It can be used as a substitute for a 
crystal in a secondary standard.

C — It acts as a frequency divider and 
harmonic generator.

D — It is an efficient frequency multiplier.
E — It controls the feedback in a crystal 

oscillator to improve the waveform.
Q5. Name a distinguishing feature of 

Glass A operation with a transistor am
plifier»

A—-The d.c. collector current does not 
change when a signal is applied to the 
base-emitter circuit.

B — The amplifier always has a bias re
sistor in the emitter return circuit.

C — The base and emitter are at the same 
d.c. potential.

D — Transformer coupling has to be used.
E — Class A operation is usable only at 

audio frequencies.
Q6. Which of the following statements is 

true?
A — A Class C amplifier is useful in radio- 

telephouy only when it is plate- 
modulated.

B — The plate efficiency of a Class C 
amplifier is essentially constant at all 
levels of plate voltage.

C — A Class A amplifier makes a good 
frequency multiplier.

D — Class A, B and C amplifiers require 
different basic circuits in r.f. ampli
fication.

E — A Class B amplifier is usable only 
for linear r.f. amplification.

Q7. What is the purpose of plate decou
pling circuits in multistage transmitters?

A — To prevent intrastage parasitic oscil
lations.

B — To avoid overdriving the final am
plifier.

G — To regulate the coupling to the 
antenna circuit.

D — To prevent generating harmonics in 
the TV bands.

E — To reduce the possibility of feedback 
between stages.

(Answers on page 166,)

(Please note: In the answers to questions in 
Part I, page 148, March QST, the captions for 
the drawings should be transposed.)

Back Copies and Photographs

Back copies of QST referred to in QST 
issues are available when in print from 
our Circulation Department. Please send 
cash, money order or check — 75p for each 
copy — with your order; we cannot bill 
small orders nor can we ship c.o.d.

Full size (8 by 10) glossy prints of equip
ment described in QST by staff members 
(only) can be furnished at $1.50 each. 
Please indicate the QST issue, page num
ber, and other necessary identification 
when ordering, and include full remittance 
with your order — we do not bill nor ship 
c.o.d.

Sorry, but no reprints of individual QST 
articles are available, nor are templates 
available unless specifically mentioned in 
the article.
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INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION

ews
GB2LO AT CITY OF LONDON FESTIVAL

An unusual feature of the 1968 City of London 
Festival, July 8th to 20th, will be the amateur 
radio station installed and operated by the 
Radio Society of Great Britain.

Equipment will be operated by volunteers on 
the amateur frequencies in the 10, 15, 20, 40 
and 80 meter bands under the call of GB2LO. 
The Society’s Public Relations personnel will 
be on hand to explain the station and its function 
to visitors.

INTERNATIONAL MEETING WILL SIGN 
VK1EC

This month, the Economic Commission of 
Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) will hold their 
24th Session in Canberra, Australia. This is a 
very important international conference and 
many top government officials will be present.

Because of the importance of the occasion, 
the call VK1EC (Economic Commission) has 
been issued for the three weeks of the Con
ference. Operation will center on 20-meters s.s.b. 
and conventional a.m., and possibly some 40- 
and 80-meter activity. All stations contacted 
will receive a special QSL for the event.

EA6ITU
During the COIR sessions (broadcasting study 

groups of the International Telecommunications 
Union) at Palma, Majorca, April 27-May 10, 
it is expected that EA6ITU will be in operation.

QSL BUREAU CHANGES
The following are new QSL bureau addresses; 

a complete bureau list will appear in the June 
issue. Norway: Norsk Radio Relae Uga, P.O. 
Box 21 Refstad, Oslo 5, Norway. Canada: (VE2 
Bureau) J. Ravenscroft, VE2NV, 353 Thorncrest 
Ave., Dorval, P.Q., Canada. Australia: (VK3— 
Victoria) E. Trebilcock, 310 Gillies Street, 
Thornbury, Vic. 3071. (VK4—Queensland) In
wards QSL Officer, Box 638J, GPO, Brisbane, 
Qld. 4001. (VK5, VK8 — South Australia) 
G. W. Luxon, VK5RX, 27 Belair Rd. Torrens 
Park, S.A. 5062.

At the October, 1967 meeting of the VK6 Branch of the 
Wireless Institute of Australia, VK6RU received an award 

for his 21 years of service as VK6 QSL Manager. 
(Photo by VK6KK.)

DJ6QT is shown receiving an ARRL DX Competition award 
for top European phone score from Deutscher Amateur 

Radio Club president DL1QK.

Here ore some of the gong you may have worked in the 
Bermuda contest sponsored by the Radio Society of 
Bermuda: From left are (seated) VP9FW (Bermuda's 
only YL), VP9DL, VE1 PL (last year's contest winner), 
VP9CP, VP9BY, VP9AX, (standing) VP9FK, VP9FU, 
VP9AK, VP9FO, VP9BN, VP9FW, VP9L, VP9FX, VP9BO, 

and VP9FJ.
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FAREWELL RSGB BULLETIN
Starting with the January, 1968 issue, the 

name of the official publication of the Radio 
Society of Great Britain has changed from 
RSGB Bulletin to Radio Communication. RSGB 
points out that the name change was made, not 
to imply a change in direction, but to better 
indicate to the uninitiated the area of interest 
covered by the journal.

SPANISH CONVENTION
The Union de Radioaficionados Españoles 

will hold their II Convention Internacional de 
Radioaficionados en Espana in Zaragoza, May 
22-26, 1968. The program will include meetings, 
tours, luncheons and dinners. Detailed informa
tion and registration cards may be obtained 
from: Delegación URE, Apartado 86, Zaragoza. 
Registration deadline is April 15.

MEXICAN CONVENTION
Liga Mexicana de Radio Experimentadores 

announces that their National Convention will 
be held in the city of Monterrey from May 30, 
to June 1, 1968 (the weekend before the ARRL 
National Convention in San Antonio). Visiting 
U.S. amateurs will be able to obtain temporary

Above are Floro Spinelli, LUZCK, President of the Radio 
Club Argentino, and (right) Secretary Justino Gimenez, 

LU9AW.

licenses to operate from Mexico. For further 
details write LMRE, % Antonio Pita M,. 
XE1CCP, Pasco Echegaray 106, Echegaray, 
Mexico.

April 1943
. . . Editorially, K. B. Warner comments on 
WERS, not only as an emergency network appli
cable to situations directly caused by acts of the 
enemy, but also as a highly useful and necessary 
facility to be used in the ease of natural disasters, 
such as floods, hurricanes and the like. Some inland 
communities seem to believe that they are immune 
to enemy action and have been slow to take up and 
implement WERS aud it is hoped that the realiza
tion of their potential usefulness in the case of 
natural disasters affecting the public safety will stir 
some of the lazy communities to action.
. . . We have previously paid visits to the Army, 
Coast Guard, Air Force and Navy. This month 
Clinton B. DeSoto, W1CBD, takes us on a tour of 
Camp Lejeune, N. C. where the Marines are busy 
transforming ordinary young fellows into tough, 
highly-trained fighting men. Radio operators here 
are also fighting men, as is every Marine. Copiously 
illustrated with photographs supplied by the Marine 
(Dorps, you get a real good look at what goes on at 
this and other camps.
. . . Want to build a siphon tape recorder so that 
you can see what kind of fist that high speed artist 
has? This recorder, described by J. P. Gilliam, 
W9SVH, won’t record music or speech but produces 
a wavy line resulting from c.w. signals. These have 
been in use commercially for quite some time and 
some operators can copy code from the tape at a 
speed fifty percent faster than by ear. This writer 

knew a couple of fellows who read the tape at 65 to 
70 w.p.m. for two hours at a stretch. The device 
looks a little complicated to build, but might well be 
done as a club project. Samples of the tape are 
shown.
. . . George Hart, W1NJM, Acting Communica
tions Manager, points out that a seeming conflict 
in rules governing WERS is easily resolved if one 
remembers that normally FCC is in control of 
WERS operations, but in case of enemy action the 
army takes over. Under the former, call signs must 
be given at the beginning and end of each transmis
sion of whatever length. During an attack, say, no 
call signs are to be used and transmissions must be 
limited to 30 seconds duration and then no oftener 
than once every two minutes.
. . . George Grammer, W1DF, continues this 
course in elementary a.c. mathematics, this time 
discussing such things as average and effective 
values. You should read this one, if your old issues 
are handy.
. . . Having previously referred in this column to 
various WERS rigs employing self-excited oscillators 
aud sometimes m.o.p.a., we now have a crystal- 
controlled transmitter for WERS purposes. This is 
described nicely by F. E. Brooks, Jr., W5JLZ.

— W1ANA

Bulletins of local weather conditions, astronomical 
events, and other scientific data of interest to radio 
amateurs are transmitted daily from WA1I0X 
at the Talcott Mountain Science Center (see June, 
1967 QST, p. 56). Bulletins begin at 1630 GMT 
on 145.54 Me. and are followed by a period of 
listening for other stations.
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Correspondence 
From Members-

TECHNICAL ABILITY
<T Your salute to Rod Newkirk caused me to go 
back 26 years with some nostalgia arid the thought 
that perhaps there is a hidden message of sorts here 
for the young amateur of today and the proponents 
of limited licensing and limited technical ability etc.

In 1942 there developed a critical need for high 
speed radio operators and the plea went out accord
ingly. A group of very young amateur radio operators 
volunteered for such work with radio station WAR.

It was certainly no small tribute to amateur radio 
to see these 20-year-old boys within a few weeks take 
their seats alongside the finest radio operators in 
the world and become respected by their superiors 
and fellow operators.

It was my pleasure to have been one of those boys 
along with Rod Newkirk. I also recall a skinny 
individual named Len Chertok, W3GKF, and very 
clearly remember a handsome devil coming in one 
day for his first day’s work and paying more atten
tion to all the good-looking girls in the station than 
the business at hand: Bob Denniston, W0NWX.

Ln later years as a Marine Corps communicator 
I saw a transition from the usual stroke of good 
luck to have a radio amateur assigned to your unit 
to recent years where having an amateur radio 
background means little or nothing on the record.

Whose fault is it that the state of the art has 
become so simplified that so many radio amateurs 
are just not interested in going behind the on-off 
switch? I think amateur radio has lost something 
along the line but I am also thankful that something 
like this comes up to remind us of the days that were 
a bit different to say the least. — Norman Gertz, 
Providence, Rhode Inland,

Quite a few people maintain that amateur radio 
doesn’t lead anyone to a career, as it did in the past. 
I don’t know if one case means anything. However, 
for what is is worth, my case seems to refute the 
critics.

Like many who choose astronomy as a career, 
my decision was made at a very early age (about 
12!). All of my education beyond high school has 
been devoted to preparation for the Ph.D. in As
tronomy. In my particular ease, I had envisioned 
myself as an optical astronomer. You know the 
type — long hours at the eyepiece of a large tele
scope in any kind of clear weather, even longer 
hours interpreting the resulting data.

In 1965, I was introduced to amateur radio by 
my younger brother, Andy, WB2RZU who had just 
become a Novice. Anopheles Marconi bit and I got 
my Novice, aud Tech., and then General, principally 
due to the code practice from W1AW. I did then 
and do now get considerable enjoyment from ama
teur radio. The kind of enthusiasm that amateur 
radio creates is bound to spill over into other areas.

My advisor must have noticed the shift in my 
interests because when I successfully passed the 
Ph.D. qualifying exam in the beginning of De
cember, he surprised me with the suggestion that 
I might like to do a thesis in radio astronomy. 
This is highly unusual because this institution has 

never had anyone do a thesis in radio astronomy! 
It was doubly a surprise since the work was to be 
done at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, 
the finest institution of its kind in the world.

As a result, it would appear that I am going to 
become a radio astronomer. It is clear to me that 
amateur radio will be responsible for my career. 
Now 1 can spend those long hours monitoring radio 
noise. Anyway, the control room is heated. Hi! — 
William J. Webster, Jr., WB2TNC, National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, Virginia.

FREE AIR?
C, I am aroused to the point of concerned anger by 
continual assertions that we owe our use of the radio 
spectrum to the fact that the government feels 
amateur radio to be in the public interest. This may 
very well be true but if so it is a shameful state of 
affairs unless the “public” in whose interest amateur 
radio operates, consists of the quartex' of a million 
or more radio amateurs.

Every citizen in this country and especially those 
who are directly involved in its government had 
better realize that the government (including the 
FCC) exists because it is In the public interest and 
not vice versa. Otherwise we will soon see the com
pletion of the metamorphosis of our “free” country 
into a socialistic totalitarian state which will even
tually be dissolved into anarchy by the rebellion 
of those who have had a taste of freedom. It isn’t 
difficult to see these very trends in our society today.

Two facts seem clear: (I) A large proportion 
(probably a majority) of those interested in personal 
use of the radio spectrum tor the purpose of trans
mission as well as reception are radio amateurs. 
(2) The air is free, no one has more nor less of an 
a. priori right to it than anyone else. Therefore, the 
only point of view that will keep our country free 
demands that we take the position illustrated by the 
following summary: We who are interested in ama
teur radio have organized into various amateur 
radio societies in order to increase our enjoyment 
of the hobby. We insist on a proportional share of 
the spectrum and we invite the Government, in 
the term of the KCC, to regulate our activities in 
order to establish sound operating procedures and 
put the force of law behind them. We do this be
cause it is in our best interest to do so, because we 
enjoy our hobby most when it is so regulated. But 
the regulations which are in force must, fox* that 
reason, be so because we request them and not at 
the whim of some government agency.

As I see it, your editorial of February 1968 reflects 
a lamentable state of affairs. When are we going to 
wake up and return to the ideal of government of 
the people, by the people, and for the people? — 
Richard B. Davidson, WB6VSP, Los Angeles, 
California.
(Editor’s Note: If OM Davidson3» premises were followed, 
then a million CBers— who have as much “right” to 
“insist” as we —could properly ciaim five times as much 
spectrum as amateurs have. Thank goodness access to the 
spectrum is determined mostly on the basis of contribution 
to the public interest and not on sheer numbers or other 
political bases.!
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ADVANCEMENT
After going into, amateur radio only a year ago 

and receiving my General as my first license, I was 
a little unhappy when the new licensing procedure 
was announced.

But I bought a new copy of the License Manual 
and began studying all over again. This morning I 
passed my Advanced Class on the first try.

I now think the licensing procedure is better in 
many ways. As soon as my two years of holding a 
license expire in May of 1969,1 will try for the Extra 
Class. — T. L. Caldwell, WASHTS, Audobon, 
Pennsylvania.

c You may be interested to know that I started my 
study in amateur radio in July 1967.

1 passed my Novice in November, 1967.
I passed the Technician December, 1967.
I passed the General January, 1968.
I passed the Advanced .February, 1968.
When my two years waiting period is up I will take 

the Extra Class. Thanks for your helpful publica
tions. 1 am 50 years of age —enjoying amateur 
radio very much. — F. Theodore Wilder, WB4ICZ, 
Griffin, Georgia,

At first I was very skeptical about the whole idea 
of “incentive licensing.” In fact, it sounded terrible. 
Like many other hams 1 didn’t really learn the 
theory — just kind of. Now I’m ready to improve 
myself. I don’t care to be a run-of-the-mill ham 
operator. — James H, Larsen, W A&LPK, Ames, 
Iowa,

<L Thanks for helping me to get my Extra ticket 
today.

The code practice sure comes in handy. QST also 
helps a lot with theory not to mention the Handbook 
or the License Manual.

Let me say I was in favor of the new system of 
licensing; had it not been for the extra incentive I 
would have been later in getting the Extra Class 
license. All of us are a little lazy to say the least and 
this was just the kick in the pants I needed to get 
going or be left behind. — Beier C. Johnson, KI VCH, 
Somerset, Massachusetts.

C, I recently took the new Advanced Class exami
nation which, as I had expected, was a formality —■ 
somewhat easier, in my opinion, than the General 
Class test 1 took eleven years ago. Probably this 
was unavoidable, as there simply is not enough 
difference between the General and Extra Class 
technical requirements to permit any real gradation 
of difficulty in an intermediate test. What I do not 
see, is why anybody from now on is going to bother 
with the General Class license. Any man who has 
passed the 13 w.p.m. code test is a fool if he does 
not go for the Advanced directly; there is so little 
difference between the two tests that if he can pass 
one he can pass the other.

The predictable result will be the transformation 
of the General Class into a very large static group 
of holdovers, most of whom, being relatively in
active, will never bother trying to go higher. And 
to save these gentlemen the trouble of showing up 
at an FCC field office, the rest of us are about to be 
afflicted with an insanely complicated system of 
reserved sub-bands, with all the makings of a 
citizens-band type of enforcement mess.

The League’s original proposal, in RM-499, would 
have avoided some of this by phasing the General 
Class out entirely in the major high-frequency

’phone bands. 1 supported this proposal, even though 
the League apparently thought better of it. Before 
very long, they may have reason to revive it. — 
Jonathan T. Morey, W2HXF, Princeton, New Jersey,

d A few days ago I received several back issues of 
QST and was surprised to find that incentive 
licensing had been approved. Having expected this 
I successfully qualified for the Extra Class license 
in March 1967.

My amazement was not with the passage of the 
regulation, but with the comments some of my fellow 
hams have made. You don’t know how sorry I am 
for them. It must be absolutely terrible to require 
a person to know what goes on behind the shiny 
emblazoned panels of their “ guaranteed for 9U 
days” equipment. No, I’m not an advocate of home
brew gear, but 1 do know how my signal is produced, 
how to control it, and how to fix it when it ails.

Why do I say all of this? Simple! I was able to 
find enough time and interest to further my knowl
edge of electronic principles and circuitry when 
employed as an intern in a very busy hospital. 
Besides working daily and every third night, I 
wanted to know the idiosyncrasies of advanced 
techniques in electronics.

I did it because I love amateur radio and what it 
stands for. I take personal pride in successful ac
complishments. All I can say to anyone who claims 
he doesn’t want to know any of the advanced 
technology required by modern day communications 
is, “shape up or ship out.” There is no room for 
stagnation. Anyone who sincerely appreciates 
achievement and is willing to put forth honest 
effort to do so will succeed. I have wearied from 
the sad laments of those who would condemn a 
little bit of proficiency. We don’t need you, and had 
we the power, we may not want you.

To the ARRL, continued success for the program 
of advancing the state of amateur radio. — Stephen 
A. Kriso, M.D., KaOMP, FPO, New York UGoOl,

C, I am 63 years old and it is with great pity I 
read the pros and cons regarding the changes which 
are a part of life. 1 for one at 63 can clearly see 
most of our troubles are the failure to accept change 
and to conform with the times and if the young 
could see this there would be less of the nonsense 
written in complaining about changes.
I’m glad I’m an ARRL member! I’m glad the use 

of the choice sections of the bands must be earned! 
I have no fight with an^’one. The a.m. boy can 
clobber me with carrier, the s.s.b. boy can run his 
gallon on top of me, the c.w.: man can turn his 
electronic key up to 55 w.p.m. and I’ll take him on 
with joy. I listen with patience to the griper and 
the know-it-all. The stumbling Novice is my friend; 
1 even like CBers — they may someday be con
verted. I like QST, CQ, 7J and even Popular Elec
tronics — they all offer me tidbits I like. If at 63 
one hasn’t learned that none is perfect but all have 
some beautiful sides to them he’s a lost case. I 
guess its great to be an idiot, Hi! — Bill Nagata, 
W2EGI, Syosset, Long Island, New York.

OP MANUAL
In the twenty one years that 1 have had an ama

teur license I have never been more impressed with 
an ARRL non-teelmical publication than The 
Radio Amateur's Operating Manual. I think it is 
terrific and wish I had purchased one when you 
first advertised it. — D. S, Webber, W1PCD, Bangor, 
Maine»
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INFORMATION PLEASE
<[ Recently I have had surgery in the form of a 
thoracotomy whereby myorcardial electrodes were 
inserted in the heart, and the pulse generator was 
implanted subcutaneously below the diaphragm 
near the abdominal wall. The pacemaker (pulse 
generator) is a mercury cell-powered transistorized 
blocking oscillator working into a saturable core 
transformer followed by a transistorized amplifier 
which discharges a tantalum electrolytic capacitor 
and thus provides a pulse that is basically rec
tangular in shape, has a duration (pulse width) of 
1.5 to 2.0 milliseconds, and is biphasic (current of 
opposite polarity is delivered during the interval 
between pacing pulses). The rate (pulse/min.) and 
current (amplitude) are adjustable.

Quite naturally, X am concerned about the in
fluence of external fields on an implanted pace
maker inasmuch as I expose myself to many different 
types of electromagnetic fields of varying intensity. 
In response to my query about the effect of r.f. 
currents generated by my transmitter (1 kw.) at 
frequencies ranging from 3.5 to 30 megacycles, the 
manufacturer reported they would conduct such 
tests at one of their employees homes who also has 
a kw. rig. They reported that they were unable to 
detect any adverse effects upon the pacemaker's 
performance. On the strength of their report, X 
have since then confirmed this by operating my 
station and noting no change in my pulse rate. Of 
course, I have no means at my disposal to measure 
the amplitude (output) to see if it is constant.

There are many unanswered questions, however, 
such as what would be the effect of r.f. fields in the 
multi-kw. range as is usually the case with com
mercial induction heating and welding units? What 
is the effect of strong d.c. fields?

Although my interest is inherently a selfish one, 
inasmuch as I am directly affected, it follows that 
my queries may elicit information from your 
readers which would benefit others who also are 
living with implantable pacemakers (either endo
cardial or myorcardial).

1 shall deeply appreciate hearing from anyone 
who has had first hand experience with such prob
lems or who may have access to clinical data con
cerning these questions, which I believe to be valid 
and in need of investigation.-— V. L. Spoley, 
W2ASF, Bronxville, New York.

(I A year or so ago I thought my hearing might be 
deteriorating faster than the normal frequency 
response due to age. I had my hearing checked and 
was advised that at about 41)00 cycles there was a 
dip in the normal curve which would indicate 
damage due to noise injury. We need a frank and 
informative article on low to treat ears, describing 
what is excessive noise, how to know when .you have 
reached the danger point, and how to avoid it. Is 
there an expert who could undertake the writing 
of such an article? I am sure the fraternity would 
he ever grateful.

I have enjoyed ham radio since before my first 
QSO in about 1920, aud I have always thought jt 
was something to retire to in my old age. 1 do not 
want to limit my accomplishing this by damaging 
my hearing!— (Name withheld by request).

EDSEL MURPHY’S LAW
<[ Congratulations on Edsel Murphy’s laws (Febru
ary 1968). I have been an amateur only a short time, 
but I find these laws holding quite true. 1 had a 

piece of coax cut off so short that it had to be spliced; 
by ashovel falling down along a wall; to mention just 
one of many. Hi. Thanks for the great rag, keep it 
up. — Iio rudd K. liundberg, WN71FA, Redmond, 
Washington.

€[ Notwithstanding the frustrations, I guess that 
“Old Murph’’ hit on the magic ingredient that keeps 
us old time.s “rollingour own” ham gear. If it worked 
the first time we would soon tire of the whole affair 
and give up for lack of interest. 1 wonder if that is 
not why so many of our fraternity who consider 
themselves “commercial” hams lose interest in 
their hobby and fall by the wayside. Edsel Murphy 
wasn’t so bad after all! — James P. Gillespie, 
W^LQC /W8BKK, Nashville, Tennessee.

1 believe the author overlooked one very impor
tant law in the “trouble shooting” category. This 
law will be found to hold in most shacks.

“ After climbing the WU-foot tower to adjust the 
yagi’s matching device it will be observed that the 
high s.w.r. was caused by loading into the transistor
ized receiver instead of the beam.” Variations of this 
anyway. — Gary Straub, Marion, Ohio.
[Editor’s Note: See “League Lines,” page 10.1

FET, EME, PDQ, ETC.
Saw an interesting looking article in the January 

number entitled “A Layman’s look at E.m.e., part 
II.” Recognized that I did not know what e.m.e. 
is, so looked it over. Gould not find anything but 
the initials, so hunted up the first part. Looked it 
over carefully also, but still nothing but initials. 
I’m frustrated, for I just cannot concentrate on the 
article until 1 know exactly what it stands for! Can 
guess Moon Echo, but what’s the first one? Elec
tronic? Please explain. Would it not be a good idea 
to assume that there is some reader who has for
gotten or never knew, and print it out somewhere 
near the first of the article? — Greg M. Evans, 
n'0C^LS. Custer. South Dakota.
[Editor’s Note: Sorry, we get into the habit of using 
abbreviations and sometimes forget that they can be 
cryptic to the reader seeing them for the first time. Anyway, 
e.m.e. is an accepted term for moonbounce, coming from 
the German equivalents of the words “earth-moon-earth” 
— fortunately the initials are the same.!

DISTRESS
<T The data contained in “ Amateur Radio and Dis
tress Information” (QST, Jan. ’68) should be kept 
handy in the shack of every active ham. Chief Dean, 
a top operator in every sense of the phrase, has 
done a fine job of compiling this info. Distress and 
emergency calls do originate daily, and not just on 
emergency frequencies. So, don’t say, “I’ll never 
hear anything like that.” You might be the one who 
intercepts a call today, tomorrow or maybe next 
week. Be ready!—- Paul F. Folmabce, EMI, U.S. 
Coast Guard, WAjBRS/MM, FPO, San Francisco, 
(California.

QST EXTRA
C When I want to read a QST “Extra” article, I 
have to grit iny teeth, wrinkle my nose, and pull 
my eyes out an extra ten diopters to read the print 
underneath that red ink splashed across the page. 
Why make it so hard to read? Don’t any of you. 
guys sit down and read QST after it gets printed? 
It would serve you right! — Red-eyed but cordially. 
— Larry Triggs, W2YBK, Fairport, New York.
[Editor’s Note: Sorry, Ui\i! We’re using a lighter overprint 
this month which should make the text easier to read.J
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Pt Od HOW'S DX?
OikT TT'ffi-_____________ -   _____________________

CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,*  W9BRD

How:
The DX Century Club Award is one of the most 

popular and sought-after awards in all of amateur 
radio, and among the most difficult to acquire. 
Its issuance is carefully supervised at ARRL 
headquarters. , . .

....The Radio Amateur's Handbook

Fig. 1—Bob White’s Tricky Toboggan Run.

In the fourth decade of ARRL’s DX Century 
Club, hamdom’s most widely coveted circle, we 
find almost three hundred long-haul experts 
qualified for QST’s DXCC Honor Roll listing. 
There are 300-country men in abundance. Most 
deservingly, the DX limelight tends to focus on 
them. They’ve brought the state of the art of 
DX pursuit to a highly polished summit in what 
amounts to the greatest DX contest of them all.

The excitement of this high-level chase tends 
to obscure the importance of DXCC’s threshold, 
the 100-country goal. If now there are thousands 
of DX enthusiasts pressing toward their 300th 
country, how many more are in the lower QRM 
layers nearing No. 100?

Fig. 1, derived from statistics supplied by 
Wls CW and YYM of ARRL’s Communications 
Department, gives a vague but impressive idea. 
The graph’s shaded area, like the submerged 
portion of a huge iceberg, holds a vast number of 
70-, 80- and 90-country folk! Were it to shrink, so 
would the future eminence of DXCC.

Thus we should appreciate one of the most 
important complexities of the job done at 
ARRL’s DXCC Desk. While still satisfying 
exuberant demands of the endorsement-hunting 
triple-DXCC gang, W1CW & Co. must see 
to it that the award’s basic values aren’t whittled 
in the process.

New DXCC members of today and tomorrow 
deserve an award as worthy as that earned by 

* 7882-B West Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 111. 60656.

yesterday’s applicants. This stability is even 
more important to the DX talent toiling far 
higher on the DXCC ladder. Who wants to be 
king of the hill without a hill?

Better late than never, here’s a newsclip 
from last year’s “How’s” miscellany file of 
probable import to those battling toward DX 
big-gun rating:

F.A.A. BANS
TOWERS HIGHER 

THAN 2000 FT.
Washington, July 11 (UPI) — The Federal 

Aviation Agency today banned the construction 
of television, antenna towers and other similar 
structures higher than 2000 feet.

The new regulation labels any structure higher 
than 2000 feet “inherently a hazard to air navi
gation and an inefficient utilization of the air 
space.

FAA said anyone proposing to build a tower 
higher than 2000 feet will have the burden of 
convincing the agency that it will not endanger 
air traffic. A “no hazard” finding, the FAA 
added, will be issued “only in exceptional cases.”

Hmm — would still needing Albania be an 
exceptional case?

That doggoned Novice Round-up — pile-ups 
near 7160 kc. get wilder every year. It suddenly 
dawned on us, after sweating out a Nebraska 
WN0 in mid-February, that this is a potentially

— Reprinted from March, 1958, QST
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explosive situation. More and more higher-class 
types rush the beginners in each NR while the 
supply of Novices holds fairly steady. Which 
reminds us that we gotta hit the book, Jeeves. 
As W9GFF points out, FCC is sponsoring its big 
Extra Round-up come November.

What:
Sure we want your log for the 1968 ARRL DX Contest. 

Whether you made just one QSO or one hundred, it's your 
contest and you ought to vote. April 20th is postmark 
deadline, OM — mad awayl________ We haven’t docu
mented DX doings on 14-Mc. voice since December, so let’s 
hitch old Pegasus to the “How’s” Bandwagon and hit the 
road. As usual, “UJ8KAA (110) 15” means that UJ8KAA 
is reported near 14,110 kc. around 1500 GMT. . . .
Of) phone, described by Ws 2DY 2VOZ 3DWG/VR6 

3HNK 4Y0K 5QGZ 8YGR 9LNQ, Ks 4HQD 4TWJ 
9UCR, WAs IDJG 1GXE 6.JDT 7AUW 8MCQ 8WSI 
9THB, WBs 2RJJ 4EWU, KP4DBJ, P. Kilroy and J. 
Stevens, offers the audio of AP2s AD (181) 3, AIR (205>, 
SG (212) 18, CEs 1FC 1HU 3AE0 2, 3BD 3CN 4AJ (100) 
20, 4DT 6EQ 8AA 8CP BAT (100) 16-18, 0AE (225) 
2-9, GNs 2AR (202) 8, 8BC 8BV 20, 8FV (220) 5, GO8MN 
(218) 23-4, CPs 1EE (157) 0, IGF 5AÔ 5BH 23, 6GC 
(145) 20, 8BB, CRs 4AE O, 4AJ (255) 0, 4AK (119) 19, 
4BG (180) 0-8, 4BL 0-3. 4BO (204) 21, 5SP (185) 21-22, 
6AI 23, 6BX (195) 7, 6DO (197) 21, 6HI 20, 6IK 61S 
1.175) 4, 6IV (155) 22, 6JW 6KR 7BV 15, 7CD 23, 7CI 5, 
7CO (193) 4, 7DS (331) 0, 7GF (198) 15, 7IZ (110) 17, 
GTs 1'LN 1PK (175) 6, 2AO (200) Is, GXs 5BR 5CS 7BY 
(178) 0, 8BM, DM4WPL. DUs 1FH (205) 22, 1BSP 2AF 
9FB (190) 17, EAs 6BC (110) 19, 8CP 9AQ (224) 17, 9EJ 
(200) 17, Els 4J 7AF 9Q, ELs 2AC 3, 2AJ 30 8B (205) 22, 
8H (210) 5, 81 8J 18-21, EPs 2BQ (191) 16, 2DA (194) 
1«, 2DW 15, 3AM (196) 6, ET3s BEL (130) 17, USA 
(124) 15. F9KY/FC, FB8ZZ 8, FG2CD (155) .19, FG7s 
TH XL (332) 20, XT (175) 10, FK8s BK ( 105) 8, BL, 
FM7s WD 23, WQ (250) 22, FO8s AB (122) 17, AG 4, 
AN 23, BQ BS (221) 8, BV 4, FP8CY (175) 20, FR7s ZD 
(196) 3-4, ZG (145) 19, ZN (145) 20, FW8RC (210) 4, 
FY7s YG (190) 20, YL 0, YM 4, GCs 2LU (215) 8. 8HT. 
HB0AG (210) 17, HGs 2LX 4, 5MP 8RS (190) 19-0, 
HH9DL (338) 23, HI8XDA 23, HL9s AA (223) 13, KP 
(217) 12, KR (213) 2, KY TT TY (210) 4, US 1, HKs 
6AAY 6AZQ OAI5,0BIS (180) 6. 0BKW (185) 2, HP1XYZ 
3, HRs 1MD (330) 13-14, IKS 21, 2VFB (315) 3, 6EB 
(205) 4, taboo HSs 1AZ 1RZ/3 (120) 16, 4AK (105) 17, 
HV3SJ (154) 19, ISls PPB (160) 17, TDW (296) 23, 
ITls UDN 17, LTF (107) 16, JAs IAEA 1ANG IBU ICC 
IDAN 1DFQ 1GTS 1IB 1ZZ 3KHB BAD 6BXA 6DCE 
7MA 7NZ 8ADQ 8GY 8HK 8KH 8LL 9AG 0AXV, 
JT1KAA (112) 13, JW5YG (205) 19-20, JXs 3XK 6RL 
(170) 0, K8NHW/XV5 (132) 9, KAs 2KA (180) 1-2, “NY 
(110) 8, 9MF, KGs 4USB (160) 10-23, 4USC (292) 4, 
4USF 4, 4USL 4USM 4USN 8, 4USQ 16-0, 4USV 1-3, 
4USX (262) 4, 6BY (250) 8, 6CL (320) 11, 6CM 6JC. 
KGs 4AM 4CX (300) 2, 5ALY (220) 7, 6AQG 6AQS 
6FAE 6IG (210) 16, 6IF 6SA, KJ6BZ (220) 6, KM6DE 
(202) 6, KR6s BD GF (202) 12, KN MH MU WH, KS6CL 
10, KV4s AB 4, AD BW (207) 4, FA, KW6EJ (200) 8, 
KX6s DQ (232) 8, DB FA (297) 5, FN IN, LJ2X (328), 
LXls DB WR (127) 19, M1B (225) 6-7, MP4s BBW (185) 
4, BCC (129) 14, BGE MBC (190) 19, OAs ST 4AG 0, 
4CV 4TX 3, 5AY 6BU (300), 8D/3 9L (185) 21, OD5s 
BZ (210) 4, EJ 19, FC (210) 4, OEs 7UD (205) 16, 9ZBJ 
(155) 2, OHOs AA (160) 23-0, NI, OXs B38 20, 3DJ 22, 
3DM (239) 4, 4AA (221) 2, 1AC, 4AD 5AB 5AC 1,5AG 
SAK (262) 15, OYs 1AB 2YL (252), 3B 2, 4OV 9IM 
(215) 17, PJs 2CE (223) 15, 2CT 2MI (200) 18, 2MJ 3CC 
3, 3CL 3, 3CR, P Ys 400 (197) 19, 4 VT 23. BMC 3. 8SV 1. 
PZls BF BW (226) 4, BX (210) 4. CI (130) 20, SL2ZI.

HS4AK, on the International Telecommunications Union 
ban list at time of writing, has hopes of early authoriza
tion for W/K/VE/VO contacts. Meanwhile we can only 
listen to Arno's FB signal near 14,105 kc. around 1700 

GMT. (Photo via W1JMY)

SM2COP, SPs 8CA 9ANH 18, SVs 1BN 0WL 0WEE, 
TAs 1AX (202), 1LY (130) 18, 2BK (332), TFs 2WKD 
21, 2WKP (175) 13, 2WKR (191) 1, 3EA, TG9s DF (310) 
17, RN (233) RU (295) 2, TIs 1EVA (105) 22, 2AB (225) 
1. ÔCMR (210) 3, TJli AG (182) 21, QQ (197), TN8s AA 
(190) 15, BK, TR8AG (101) 20, TU2s AF (195) 22, AY 
(117) 22, BA (175) 0-4, BL 6, GA (260) 0, CO, U5ARTEK 
of the Crimea, UAs 2AO 2KAW 2KBD (105) 18, 9KDL 
(230) 12, 9TE OIE 0NM 7, UB5s KAW (150) 7, KMX 
14, OT (195) 4, WF, UG2s BF (202) 3, CK 15-16, UF6s 
BG (211) 18. CW (175) 19, KPA (203) 14, KTM, UG6s 
AW (211) 18, KAA (120) 16, SG (143) 10, UII8BO (255) 
6, UI8s AG 3, LC (130) 14, UJ8KAA (110) 15. UL7s FA 
(113) 21, JA 3, LA, UM8s FZ (200) 9-13. KAB, UO5PK 
(112) 17, UR2s AR 14, KAW, UWs 9XZ 0IH (215) 2, 
VESs us RCS RX, VKs 1GD (250) 13, 9AN 9DR 9KS 
90M 9ON 9X1 (116) 13-16, 0IA (100) 17, 0JP 12, yTO, 
VPs 1CP 1DL 1FR (320) 17, ILL (332) 23-2. IPV 2AA 3, 
2AC 2AZ (195) 17, 2AW 2GAE (190) 23, 2GBG (202) 4, 
2GN (190) 23-0, 2KM (230) 11-12, 2LA (213) 1, 2MH 
(102) 17, 2MJ (168) 23, 2MO 2SM 2, 2SY (219) 11-13, 
5AA (202), 5AB 2, 7NF (180) 7-8, 7NS 8FL (172) 1, 
8HZ (202) 1, 8IE (188) 23, 8IG 8IU 4, 8JC 8JD (325) 
19, 8JF 8JI IB, 8JN 8JR 2, 9BN (138) 14, 9DC (138) 15, 
9FK 9FT 9FX 23, 9VV, VQs 8BI (193) IB, 8BZ (202) 14. 
8CA 13, 8.CC (195) 17, 8CDC (239), 8CG 8CI 13. 9JF 9V 
(203) 18, VRs IL (220) 5-B, 2CC (185) 20, 2DI (220) 19, 
2DK (137) 9, 6TC (205) 8, VSs 6CO 6DO 9MB (170) 20, 
VU2s BK 12, GQ (209) 13, DKZ (203) 15-16, FN 13, GM 
KV 17, LE KM, WA2CWG/OA6 2, XEls (JB DDP KB 
WS XQ, XP1AA (258) 2, XW8s AZ 5, BQ (194) 1, BS (200) 
13, BV BX (205) 13, YAs IDAN (21B) 3. 2KAT, YJ8BW 
(195) 8, YKJLAA (160) 14, YN3KM (330) 13, YSs 1CPE 
(320) 4, IMAX 1WPE (247) 5, 1XEE (320) 20. 2CEN 17, 
2RAR 2RTS 2RU 23, YU3TXT (195) 17, YVs 2GU O, 
4AU 23, ZB2s A AP (250) 18, AY, ZC4s AK 15. BI (175) 
5, CN (180) 4, ZDs 3D 7FF (238) 23-0, 7KH (332) 22-1, 
SAB 8DX 3, 8HAL (173) 1, 8JES 8RH 8WK 9BE (260) 
18, ZEs 1OX (332) 23, 5JU (325) 8KY, ZF1GC (186) 23, 
ZP5s GF (140) 20, JB (212)T, JU, ZSs 3JJ (158) 18-19, 
3LU (180) 4, 9H 9L (207) 20, 3A2s GL MJC (120) 8, 
4S7s BR (140) 16, PB 17, 4U1ITU (218) 16, 4Wls H 18, M 
(135) 15, 4X4s BL (195) 4, DK FQ (202) 15, MQ RW, 
4Z4AO, 5A4AB (210) 6, 5H3s JL (240) 19, JO KJ (155) 
18, 5N2s AAF AAX (160) 18, ABK (188) 21, ABW, 5R8s 
AS (199) 16, AU (145) 17, AZ (162) 17, BC BP (135) 17, 
5U7s AK AL (210) 22, AN (221) 0, 5Vs ZAB (106) 8, ZRQ 
(150) 18, 4EG (148) 17, 5W1AT (210) 5-6, 5Z4s AA (155) 
18, AN IR 16. JL (198) 21, JW 18, KO (202) 15, LG (176) 
19, 6O1GB (103) 21, 6W8s BE BM (218) 8, CM DK Î201) 
23, 6Y5s AM (224) 15, CB (185) 20, EM GB (2001'0-3', 
LA (225) 15, RA (225) 15-16, 7P8AR 16, 7Q7s AM (140) 
1.7, EC 6, LZ PBD, 7Xs 2AR 0AH (175) 17, 8P6s' AH 
(207) 13, AM AZ (192) 21, BX 1, CC 7, CE, 8Rls G 
(210) 5, G 3. J P S, 9F3USA 22. 9Gls BB DY GA (340) 
0, GM 0, KT 16, YJ YK, 9H1M (332) 14-17, 9J2s AP 
(120) 18, BC BK 16, IE (255) 4-5, JC LK, 9K2s AM BY, 
9L1S DW 9, GQ JJ 23-3, TW (174) 23, 9M2» DX 23-0. 
NF 17. PO (183) 10-13, 9N1MM (190) 10-11, 9Q5s BY 
025) 6-7, EB 19, PI (195) 17, PT, 9U5s BB (105) 19-20, 
HI (235) 19, 9Vls MS (184) 13, OM, 9X5s AA (220) 20, 
CE LB PB SA (197) 16. SM 22, WE (103) 17, 9Y4s AR 
(153) 21, LP (180) 14-15 aud VT (200) 23, all but a few 
using monosideband. And this is only a sampling!

Next month we hope to spot-check 20 c.w. with the aid 
of Ws 1AYK 2ADP 3HNK 4Y0K 7POU 81BX 9LCG 
9LNQ, Ks 2BMI 4.TWJ 5MHG/6 5YUR 6OZL 0SAJ, 
WAs ICYT IDJG IFHU IGXÈ 2PZD 3HRV 5PÜQ 
8MCQ 8PVN 9THB, WB2s SSK ZQE, HER, followed by 
further treatments: (15 c.w.) Ws 3HNK 4YOK 7POU 
9LNQ, K5s MHG/6 YUR, WAs ICYT JDJG IFHU 
3DSD 5MIN 8PVN, WB2s FPG SSK, HER, WNs HON 
4GSS 4GTI 4IIF; (15 phone) Ws 2DY 3DWG/VR6 
4JVN 9LNQ, K4TWJ, WAs IDJG 3DSD 5PIF 7ÂUW; 
(10 o.w.) Ws 4Y0K 5QGZ, WAs ICYT IDJG 5PIF 
8MCQ 9QBM; (10 phone) Ws 4Y0K 5QGZ 8YGR 9LNQ, 
K4TWJ, WAls CYT DJG, KG6IC, KJÏ6BZF, P. Kilroy; 
(40 c.w.) Ws 3HNK 4YOK 8YGR. K5MHG/6, WAs 
ICYT IDJG IFHU 3DSD 5MBC 5PUQ 8MCQ 8PVN, 
WB2FPG, WNs 3INI 41IF: (40 phone) Ws 3DWG/VRB 
8YGR, Mr. Kilroy; (80 c.w.) Wb 1SWX 4YOK, WAs 
CYT IFHU IGXE 8MCQ, WN1I0N; (160 c.w.) W1BB, 
WAls FHU and GXE with more reporters to tile. Got your 
1 ()-meter double- 11XCC yet?

98 QST for



Where:

HEREABOUTS —Plenty of “QSLers of the Month” 
this month — CN8BV, CR5CA, DL4EO, EL2s AK 

n, EP3MK, FP8DJ, G«YL, GD3A1M, GM5s AFP AIF, 
HAs SMB 4KYB HKVB 8CK pLL, HB0AG, BPI IE, 
JA1KSO, JH1BBU, KH6EDY, KL7FTM, KX6DB, 
OF2PB, OH0AA. OY9IM, PA0FF, PJ3UU, SV0WL, 
TG0AA, TJ1QQ, TU2CA, UF6AM, VE8ME, VKs 4OP 
9GN, VR1L, VP7EB, VS9ARS, WB2PXZ/VP9, XW’8BX, 
YN3KM, YOs 3RF 8GP, YS1WKE, YU1VR. YVSs 
CIZ/1 CKR/1, ZB2BE, ZDs 7GS SHAL 8J, ZP5KA, 
ZS1ACD, 4X4CJ, »H3KJ, 5R8CQ. BWSBF, 8P6BU, 
9J2s W WR aud 9Y4TW, plus QSL managers Ws IJ YH 
2CTN 4.DQS 4YWX 6CUF 6RGG 7VR0, Ks 4KJN 
4RCS 6MHD and WB2UKP, all commended for snappy 
QSL comebacks by “How’s” contributors Ws 1.SWX 
8IBX 8YGR, Ks 2MFY 5YUR, WAs 1FHU 2HIU 3ATX 
3DMH 3DSD 3FRL 5MIN, WB2ZQE, KG6AQI and 
s.w.L Kilroy- Any prompt pasteboarders you'd like to 
applaud? Hal pl These italicized colleagues seek
assistance toward glomming QSLs from holdouts men
tioned: W40GG, KSGBV, HK0AI, HG2KLD. KR6UL; 
W7BA, ZS2MI; K2MFY. EA8EN '66, 5R8BA; K5F UR, 
4M4A; WA3DMH, KH6GEL; TTA9 UVP, CT2BO, EL2D, 
FG7TH, PJ2ME, TF3AB, VP1MW, YS1W, ZEIS, 
ZP5CF, 4M4A, 5U7AK and 9Y4LJ. Any ’alp? In this con
nection W8IBX observes, “In .your ‘help!’ section I see 
calls of stations from whom I’ve gotten cards after months 
and, in some cases, years of waiting. In many instances 
1 guess the key word is ‘patience.’ ” Ah, impatience is 
characteristic of ail new generations, especially fledgling 
DX generations who have yet to discover that a two-way 
QSL exchange via bureau is not unusually a matter of 
months and months. W9NN recently received an African 
QSL fifteen years after QSO. What’s the rush, OMs?

VVA0PUQ volunteers for QSL managerial duties 
should any overseas types be needful WA5OUG’s
tour as YN1FR QSL tender starts with QSOs of February 8, 
1968 “Ex-ZD8HL has been active as VP2AC,”
records W2GHK. “His QSLs are handled by ‘DXpedition 
of the Month.’” ______ARRL Assistant Secretary 
W1UED indicates that KZ5GS is arranging to assume 
charge of the Canal Zone bureau K6KDS, noting
evidence of spurious ZF1DX activity, points out that he 
used the call only from 2050 GMT, October 23, 1967, to 
1830 the 28th of that month .____„_ _ “AU cards received
are answered 100 per cent via bureaus,” declares OA8V‘ 
“except those with s.a.e. (self addressed envelopes') and 
IRCs (International Reply Coupons) which I send back 
direct. My Callbook address is undependable since mule 
train over the Andes is rather slow.” Paul’s best mail route 
appears in the listings to follow DX News-Skaet
adds to last month’s Barbados call correlationships: 8P6s 
AE (VP6AK), Ai (VP6AP, AU (VP6FD), BN (VP6LX) 
and CA (VP6UN), addresses unchanged ..... . — . - In ISWL’s 
Monitor we see that W40RT’s KG1AA QSL responsibilities 
go only for QSOs of September aud October, 1965 
NCDXC’s DXer sagely cautions tuat QSLs sent direct to 
remote regions be addressed as plainly as possible, giving 
minimal indication that IRCs or other goodies are inside 

W0QKC takes over K0TCF’s share of W9\VNV’s 
DXpeditionary QSLing WA6AHF’s QSL pro
prietorship for HK0s BKW and BKX begins with QSOs 
of December 18, 1967.

ASIA — VSBAZ’s QSL aide, W6GB, is former K6GMA, 
ZX address unchanged. Wait, who also manages ZL3AB 
and ZS5PG QSLs, remarks, “There are too many fellows 
who do not understand what s.a.s.e. means, or are just 
freeloaders by nature. With increased postage rates, no self
addressed stamped envelope means no QSL.” New ur casual 
DXers usually are insufficiently aware of the supply-vs.- 

demand QSL problem. GC8HT explains it: “A rare DX 
station, ur a mere handful of stations in places like GD GC 
7Q7 9L1, etc., face a potential 280,000-plus ops in the U.S.A, 
and some 145,QUO in the rest of the world, almost half a 
million. The only solution to the confirmation problem 
is for all of us to help by following necessary QSL instruc
tions.” ........ .  . - UA1CK/JT1 QSLing neared completion
in February but was complicated by receipt of hundreds 
of cards that didn’t jibe with Vlad’s logs.

AFRICA—\V4HUE becomes W4IC, address the same, 
A. and Doc writes, “VQ9TC has left the Seychelles but I 

expect, to receive his logs. Hope the boys will be patient.” 
. _ ..........  WA4STL becomes W4GK at his regular QTH and 
states, “Still have logs and QSLs for 9Q5AB and 7X2AII 
contacts but I am not QSL manager for 7X0AH.” 
“1 send very few QSLs direct from Morocco,” says ON8FV 
(W1NTH), recommending the services of his QSL agent, 
W2GHK . ... .......- W3HNX can confirm 5A3TX contacts 
scored from October ’64 to July of '66 but has no connection 
with subsequent users of the call. _ . _ . - VQ9J W’s island
hopping QSOs in the Aldabras bailiwick can be confirmed 
through W2GHK’s DXpedition of the Month facilities 
.......... .... F9MS tells VERON’s DXprese he holds FB8YY 
logs for QSOs on March 9 to December 13, 1967 
DX News-Sheet has it that South Yemen, formerly Aden, 
will use the 7OA-7OZ prefix block LlDXA’s
DX Bulletin suggests G. Barrett, c/o The Lodge, Hanslope, 
Woverton, Bucks., England, for ZD7IP convincers 
CR5SP, VQ9G, ZD9BE, 7Q7PBD and 9X5GG are behind 
schedule with log shipments to W2GHK — patience, 
please. Stu’s DXotM activities will mark a fifth anniversary 
next month, some 400 kiloQSLs handled so far.

OCEANIA — “I’ll be on Guam for two more years,” 
notifies KGfiAQI, “Best QSL routes are via WA0PQF 

or the KG6 bureau, the former being fastest. This also 
holds for Barrigada Amateur Radio Club’s KG6ALW 
contacts for which I have logs.” VR1L tells
KGfiAQI that QSLs should not be sent his way via the 
Gilberts or Ellice group unless you’re willing to tack on 
three or four months transit time WA9OMR and
ZK2AE, who ought to know, testify that ZK2AU’s per
sistent operation Is unauthorized. In fact ZK2AE is sure 
he’s the only ham on the island _____ _  „ KH6GLU (KP6AP-
VR3DY) undertakes QSLing for past, present and future 
VR3C contacts on the customary basis of s.a.s.e., or s.a.e. 
with. IRCs. “I’ll schedule VR3C regularly for latest QSO 
information because Fanning receives only two ship calls a 
year, these from Australia." DX Newx-Sheet
suggests Rev. H. Hanlin, 1131 NW 2 4th St., Oklahoma 
City, Okla., 73106, for ’67 KC6BW cards, also noting that 
VK0IA of Macquarie isle wants QSLs via N. Foxcroft, 
VK3UO, 181 Victoria Rd., Northcote, Victoria, 3070, 
Australia.

EUROPE — W2CTN’s QSL service for 0Y6FRA, Faroe 
club installation, commences with QSOs of last Novem

ber, according to word from OY7ML _____ __ ISWL’s
Monitor remarks that France has gone into the F6 prefix 
after gobbling up two-letter Fl possibilities DX
Newa-tiheet says U A1KED QSLs still are dispatched 100 
per cent by E. Krenkl, RAEM, Chapligin St. 1-A, Moscow, 
U.S.S.R., but Ernst gets logs from Franz-Josef Land only 
thrice yearly WB2IEC affirms that he does North
and South American QSLing for 9111R  ................ LA6U 
of NRRL says W9WNVb 3Y0AB label is the only call 
currently valid for Bouvet isle......................HV3SJ assures
K5YUR he works no c.w., spurious contradictory evidence 
notwithstanding Now a few specific postal recom
mendations, bearing in mind that each is neither neces
sarily accurate, complete nor “official”:

EL9s C and B, left and right, operate from a remote mining camp in Liberia’s jungle. Ben and Wim prefer 15 meter. 
You may also work EL9B/2 and EL9B/8 now and then, for Wim’s work sometimes puts him on the road. (Photos via 

Ws 8RWP and 11KE)



/CR4BK, C.P. VO, Sao Vicente, Cape Verde Is.
CR4BL, Box 64, Praia, Cape Verde Is.
DL4QG, SP/4 Sexton, Helm. Spt. Det., APO, New York,

N. Y., 09742
HG2KRD, Box 147, Veszorem, Hungary
HK0s BKW BKX ( via WA6AHF)'
HL9US, Sig. Sect., 8th U.S. Army, AC or SCE, APO, San 

Francisco, Calif., 96301
HR4SN, S. Navarrete, P.O. Box 2, Isla Tigre, Amapala, 

Honduras
HS4AK, A. Kosko, MB, OSD/ARPA, R&D Field Unit, 

APO, San Francisco, Calif., 96346
I1KN, C.P. 113. Perugia, Italy
JA9BTW, N. Nishida, 3-29-12 Higashiyama, Kanazawa, 

Japan
JX6RL, % Norwegian Embassy, Reykjavik, Iceland (or 

via NRRL)
K0ILI/KG6, O. Johnson, P.O. Box 1048, APO, San

Francisco, Calif., 96334
KC4USF/mm, USCGCSouffc Wind (WAGB-280), % FPO, 

New York, N. Y.
KH6GLU, E. DeYoung, 1942A Iwaho Pl., Honolulu,

Hawaii, 96819
OA7BI, E. Cervero, Box 26, Maldonado, Peru
OA8V. P. Wyse, Casilla 2492, Lima, Peru (or via RCP)
OY4OV, O. Petersen, Box 184, 3800, Torshavn, Faroe 

Islands
SMs 5CAK 5CBN 5EAG 6GPI 7GPI (via WA9AEA)
TAUB, P.O. Box 699, Istanbul, Turkey
TG4SR, Box 20 Guatemala City, Guatemala
TJ1AR, B.P. 26, Garoua, Cameroon
TJ1AS, R. Zanotti, Box 49, Yaounde, Cameroon
TT8AN, P.O. Box 443, Fort Lamy, Tchad
TU2BX, Box 20647, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
UC2AA, P.O. Box 41, Minsk, Byelorussian S.S.R., U.S.S.R.
VP8HZ (via RCU of Uruguay)
VP8JH, % E. Chilvers, 1 Grove Rd., Lydney, Glos., 

England
VP9FC, Tudor Hill Lab., % FPO, New York, N. Y., 09560
WB2PXZ/VP9, J. Marchitto, Box 3161, APO, New York, 

N. Y.,09856
YNIRER, Box 1272. Managua, Nicaragua
YU3TXT, P.O. Box 53, Idrija, Yugoslavia
ZK2AE. H. Coleman, P.O. Box 57, Niue Island, So. Pac.
4J7B, Box 88N, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
5VZAB, S. Daburow B.P. 362, Lome, Togo (or to DJ2VZ)
5W1AT, % H. Berham, GPO, Apia, W. Samoa (or via 

W4ZXI)
7P8AB, Dr. A. Jaques, P.O. Box 389, Maseru, Lesotho
7Q7AM. Box 215, Lilongwe, Malawi
7Q7PAX, S. Kletzien, P.O. Box 700, Blantyre, Malawi
8P6AM, W. Dowrich. Whitehall Rd., St. Michael, Barbados
9X5AV, H. Verju8, P.O. Box 104, Kigali, Rwanda
9X5BW, W. Berger, P.O. Box 608 Kigali, Rwanda

CP1EO (via WA0FVR) 
CR7GJ (viaCTlFL) 
EP2DA (via W2MXB) 
EP2DW (via W5IXQ) 
G3VVYX (via G3RUV) 
HG8RS (via HC2GRC) 
HK3BLD (via LCR-A) 
IT5FRU (to I1ZIZ) 
JW5YG (via NRRL) 
KC6CO (to W6GEO) 
KL7FRY (to W8DGP) 
OY6FRA (via W2CTN) 
TF2WKR (to K2AQG) 
VK9CJ (to VK4CJ) 
VKÖIA (via VK7ZKJ) 
VK0JW (see text>

VP2AG (see text) 
VQ9TC (see text) 
VR3G (via KH6GLU) 
VR3DŸ (to KH6GLÙ) 
VS6AZ (see text) 
YNIFR (via WA5OCG) 
YS1WKE (via K4RCS) 
YS1XEE (via WB4BOJ) 
ZD9BH (via ZS6XL) 
ZIy3AB (see text) 
ZL4RB (via G3VIR) 
ZS5PG (see text) 
5VZRQ (via VÉ2AFC) 
7P8AR (via W4BRE) 
7P8YL (to 7P8AR) 
7Xs 2AH 0AH (see text)

8P6BU (via WB2UKP 9X5MF (via HB9MQ)
9H1R (see text) 9Y4VU (via WA3EPB)
9Q5AB (see text)

Ws 1JMY 1SWX 2ADP 2DY 2VOZ 4GK 8IBX 9LNQ, 
Ks 2MFY 5YUR 9YRA, WAs IGXE 5PUQ, WB2s IEC 
ZQE, KG6AQI, OY7ML, Columbus Amateur Radio 
Association CARAscope (W8ZCQ), DARC’s DX-MB 
(DL3RK), 1)X News-Sheet (G. Watts, 62 Belmore Rd., 
Norwich. Nor. 72. T, England), Florida DX Club DX 
Report (W4BRB), International Short Wave League 
Monitor (A. Miller, 62 Warward Ln., Selly Oak, Birming
ham 20, England), Japan DX Radio Club Bulletin 
(JA1DM), Long Island DX Association DX Bulletin 
(W2GKZ), Newark News Radio Club Bulletin (L. Waite 
39 Hannum St., Ballston Spa, N. Y.), North Eastern OX 
Association DX Bulletin (K1IMP), Northern California 
DX Club DXer (Box 608. Menlo Park, Calif., 94025; attn. 
K6CQF), Ontario DX Association Long ¡¿kip (VE3DLC), 
Southern California DX Club Bulletin (WA6GLD), Utah 
DX Association Bulletin (W7LEB) and, last but hardly 
least. VERON’s famous D Xpress iPA0s FX LOU TO 
VDV W WP) deserve your thanks for the preceding data. 
More!

Whence:
EUROPE — Those who are still airworthy after the 

annual ARRL affair will lind other DX contests on 
the docket this month and next. From 1500 on April 20th 

to 1700 the 21st, USKA (Switzerland) holds its annual 
Udvetia-^ DX Contest on 10 through 160 meters, c.w. and 
phone efforts combined. The usual RST- or RS001, RS002, 
etc., serials will be exchanged between Swiss amateurs 
and the rest, of the world. Each HB station can be worked 
once per band at 3 points per contact, this point total to be 
multiplied by the number of Swiss band-cantons worked, 
for final score (watch for these canton designators appended 
to HB calls: AG AR BE BS FR GE GL GR LU NE NW 
SG SH SO SZ TG TI UR VD VS ZG and ZH). Logs post
marked within 30 days of the contest for shipment to AI. 
Roschy, HB9SR, USKA Traffic Manager, Chemin Grena
diers 8, 1700 Fribourg, Switzerland, will be eligible for 
possible certificates of merit to be awarded high scorers. 
Good chance to gun for the 22 QSLs necessary to qualify 
for USKA’s coveted 11-22 certification! The
I ntemational Telegraphic Contest, an annual affair sponsored 
by Russia’s Central Radio Club takes place from 2100 
GMT on the 4th of May to 2100 the 5th, 3.5 through 28 
Me. Everybody works everybody in this one, except that 
“contacts between amateurs in the same city are not 
allowed.” You may use the entire 21-hour contest period 
but each log entry must cover no more than your best solid 
12-hour stretch. “CQM” is the contest call, and the usual 
RST0Q1, RST002,etc., serials will be exchanged by non U- 
stations. U.S.S.R. entrants will transmit RSTs plus oblast 
(district) numerals, and a given station can be worked but 
once per band. Each completed contact with a station (a) 
on your continent counts one point (no intracity QSOs), and 
(b) outside your continent counts three points, this total to 
be multiplied by the number of different countries accumu
lated. Log entries go to the Central Radio Club, P.O. 
Box 88, Moscow, and must be mailed by June 1, 1968. 
Certificates of merit will be available to certain high-scoring 
participants, aud your submitted logs may help you qualify 
for such U.S.S.R.-issued sheepskins as W-100-U and R- 
150-S. Good huntin'! The International Amateur
Radio Club (Switzerland) 1968 Propagation Research 
Competition runs solid through this month, each participant 
invited to pursue colleagues in the 89 other Contributed to 
Propagation Research zones world wide on 160 through 10 
meters via voice, code or printer. Serial exchange consists

HB9$ AFM and GJ (left and right) become HB0$ AFM and GJ from time to time, an old Swiss ham custom inspired by 
Liechtenstein's alpine splendor and your ARRL DX Century Club. (Photos via WAI DJG)



OX3DM teaches physics, chemistry and math in Godthaab 
when not visiting with DX friends on 20, 15 or 10 meters. 

Ole’s favorite phone spot is 21,333 kc.

of RS or RST plus one’s two-digit GPR zone indicator at 
1 point per contact, 2 points per mobile contact, or 3 
points per mobiloto-mobile QSO. Rush large s.a.s.e. to 
contest chairman W3ZA for the complex zone data and full 
details.
A SIA— ARRL President W0NWX jarred the 160-meter 

jA. ¿X world at 1305-1300 GATT last January 28th by 
working KA9MF, 1880 to 1998 kc., for his final top-band 
continent. Bob’s homespun 50-watter was honked to 700 
feet of copper. W1BB, reporting this frat, finds that 
W8AN0 was also heard at KA9MF HL9U8,
manned by WA0FIX and WB6POH, is available daily on 
14,050-kc. c.w. around 0U30 GMT, 21,390-kc, phone at 
2300. Bob and Grant point out that Korea’s Kimchi award 
is no longer issued TRC (Turkey j is on the receiv
ing end of a two-year helping of OST thanks to NCDXC’s 
WA6AHF________ W2ADP found IIB9BJ at the kev of 
9N1BUZ ________ VU2MSK (W3AISK) tells Hq.’s
W1YYM that the VU2 gang was primed and ready for 
the ARRL Test. No fair signing 'em up with the Potomac 
Valley bunch, Ed \V3HNK’s newly married friend
4X.4RD is thinking about DX again _______ KR6s eye
near-by Daito and Rosa isles DXcursionally
JTs 1AB 1AD 1AG 1AJ 1 KAE and 2AA are reported work
able on c.w., 1KAA on sideband, while across the border 
UA0s KYA YC YO YR and XT abound on 14-Mc. c.w., 
YE and YP on voice.
AFRICA — Liberian jungle notes courtesy W8WRP via 
A W1IKE: EL9s A, B and C, operating at a mining camp 
100 miles from Monrovia, are the sole means of outside 
communications for their community. .Ui do DXing on 21 
Me., EL9A with a TR-3 and homebrew 3-element beam, 
EL9B a 350 and similar radiator, and EL9U a T4-X/T4-A 
and TA-33 up 55 feet________ Ex-CR5CA tells K2KBI 
he expects to be a CR7 soon___________VE2AFC’s buddy
5VZRQ likes 14,135 kc. around 2100 GMT
KlATY visited recently with ZS6LJ and other South 
African amateurs. “It was heartwarming to see all those 
beautiful tribandors so far from home.’’ .... ...... .. ZE4JS 
tells W3HNK he’s back on 15 c.w. rarin’ to go .... ______ 
“Much fun in. the Test,” exclaims CN8FV, due to depart 
Morocco in June African items via literature of
aforementioned clubs and groups: 7P8AB, a 15-meter c.w. 
fan, is ZSGBME’s OM, and neighbor 7P8YL is the wife of 
7P8AR. . . . Tristan’s ZD9BE likes sideband while 
Gough’s ZD9BH holds to straight a. in., both around 14,110- 
14,150 kc. at 1900-2200 GMT. . . . ZS9s H and L on 20 
sideband at 1000-1900 GMT, and Q on 21,090-kc. c.w. at 
1800 or so keep Botswana boiling. . . . Many EA0s, 
4Wls, cte.. appear and disappear so frequently because 
Swiss Red Cross radiomen work six-week hitches. HB9PL 

has eight 4W1 QSLs in file. . . . VQ8BZ’s Rodriguez trip 
as VQ8BZR produced 114 December two-ways. . . . 
FH8CD’s layoff leaves the Comoros up to FII8CE, 21,200 
kc. at 1500 GMT. . . . Two CR4 contacts since February 
8, 1968, may qualify you for a special Cape Verde certifica
tion. Check with CR4AJ. . . . TJIQQ’s EA0AH effort 
resulted in 1463 contacts, 893 with W/Ks.

( ACEANIA — The Indonesian decree of late December
’ authorizing ham radio quickly produced hundreds of 

licenses and considerable activity. ARRL Assistant General 
Manager WHKE understands that Indonesia intends to 
remove itself from International Telecommunications 
Union banned status shortly. Monitor W1AW! . _ . _ ..  
“In five months I made more than five thousand contacts 
with stations in 140 countries,” recounts Pitcairn’s 
W3DWG/VR6________K8WXC of KG6IC writes from 
Iwo, “KG6IJ has no operator at this time but you may 
hear the station in contests operated by KA9JP. KC6BY 
puts Yap on 14,250 or 14,330 kc. almost dailv, also 28,635 
kc. on week ends, 2200-2400 GAIT. KC6BY, KG6s IC 
and SA experiment with radioprinters near 14,190 kc.” 

“I work VR1L regularly and will be glad to 
arrange skeds with Bob,” offers KG6AQI Niue
soloist ZK2AE writes, “Later this year I’ll have an SB-401 
on all DX bands. Aleanwhile I operate 75 phone with fifty 
watts of a.m,” W2GHK says that VK9DR should
soon be back at it on Christmas after mainland leave 
. Pacific patter via the clubs press: Ex-ZLIABZ-
ZL3VB-ZL4JF opens a one-vear tour on Ross isle as 
ZL5AA. . . . 0Z3JX/mm, 14,325 kc. at 1730 GMT, 
operates aboard liutha Dan with an Australian Antarctic 
expedition, . . . KC6s AO CL CAI and JC offer Eastern 
Carolines, KC6s AQ BY CD CK and CO represent the 
Western version, KC6CO due to complete work on a Lee 
Marvin movie this month. . . . You may previously have 
hooked Alacquarie’s VK0JW as V81JW, 9AIs 4JW, 6JW, 
9V1JW, VKs 2BJK or 4GTT. John likes 14,075-kc. c.w. and 
14,125-14,220-kc, single-sideband. . . . VK6IZ Is supposed 
to become VK2BKK in Sydney. . . . HS3DR, 9AI2s BD 
NF and XX may be signing VS5RCS in Brunei on 1.8 
through 28 Ale. about now.
QOUTH AMERICA — “DX conditions next to the 
O equator seem to be outstanding,” exults OA8V, ex- 
KP4AWII, “In forty hours of 10-meter contest work I 
made 1100 QSOs with 93 countries. I’ve also been working 

(Continued on page 170)

OA8V radiates on 75 through 10 meters from Yartna-
cocha, a jungle spot eight degrees off the equator. Paul,
who deals with some of Peru's thirty languages for
Wycliffe Bible Translators, formerly signed KP4AWH.
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CONDUCTED BY LOUISE RAMSEY MOREAU,* WB6BBO

In the Beginning

Radio began as a “man’s game,” for there is no 
record of a woman being present when the 

letter “S” was sent from Poldhu, in 1901, nor do 
any existing pictures show a woman in the room 
at St. Johns, Newfoundland as Marconi received 
that signal. In fact, history doesn’t even hint at 
a feminine touch when wireless was in the pablum 
stage. The only possible woman appears in 1907, 
when a Miss Lillian Todd, helped organize the 
Junior Aero Club of U.S. In 1909, this group 
became the Junior Wireless Club Limited, with 
Miss Todd as the honorary president. So far as 
is known, she is the first woman to be connected 
with radio.

Most records state that 1915 was the first year 
to see a woman operator listed. There have been 
vague hints of others, but none have been verified 
nor has any evidence been presented to back 
these suggestions. Now, after sixty-odd years 
of amateur radio operation, it is worth while to 
know just who were the gals who spoke fami
liarly of sync-gaps, decrement, audions, detectors, 

* VI, Editor QST, Please send all news notes to 
WBBBBO’s home address; 1036 East Boston St., Altadena, 
Calif 91001.

It is unusual to have twelve licensed YLs in one radio club. 
Seven showed up for this picture of the Jayhawk ARC 
YLs. Left to right: (front row): Patricia Beard, WA0EMQ, 
Judy Caldwell, WN0SCW, Cleo Mahoney, WA0SHE. (back 
row): Vivian Rybum, WA0PSL, Anita Suptic, WA0HSK, 
Charlotte Crozier, WA0NDG, Irene Nichol. (Not pictured 
Ella Koons, W0AYL, Wanda Beattie, WA0PLC, Kathy 
Draskovitch, WA0LTU, Geraldine Arnold, WA0LHN, 

Susie Powell.) 

and who watched the blue spark jump across 
the electrodes, and remember the ozone in the 
shack. Thanks to the research of E. A. Ras
mussen, W6YPM, with his historical library of 
all the Government Call Books, the Aylesworth 
Agency Call Book, and the Gernsbaek Blue 
Books, it is possible to give a fairly complete 
list of the ladies who were a part of the court of 
King Spark.

1910 Gernsbaek Blue Book 
FNFN, assigned to Herrold and Glass. Herrold was 
Doc Herold, and Glass was a YL.

1911 Aylesworth Call Book 
NI, Inez Kinney, Ocean Park, California

1913 Government Call Book 
2MN, Vivian Carrougher, Brooklyn, New York 
2IA, Winifred Royce, Brooklyn, New York
6GK, Gladys Kathleen Parkin, San Rafael, Cali
fornia

1913 Government Call Book 
(Supplement #1, October 1913) 

8EZ, Mary Alice McConaughy (no address given)
1914 Government Call Book 
(Supplement #2)

IVO, Shirley Haskell, Essex, Connecticut.
1915 Government Call Book 

8NH, Emma Candler, St. Mary’s, Ohio
1916 Government Call Book

1NV, Margaret L. Campbell, Rockport, Massa
chusetts
1ASP, Helen B. Colson, Watertown, Massachusetts 
i WX, Miss Cecil Powel, Hartford, Connecticut 
6SO, Kathleen Parkin, San Rafael, California 
9TZ, Rea M. Lamb, Kenosha, Wisconsin

1917 Government Call Book 
7FG, Winifred Dow, Tacoma, Washington

1919 Government Call Book
1RO, Edith Rotch, Boston, Massachusetts

1920 Government Call Book 
1DBE, Mae Smith, Manchester, New Hampshire 
1PAE, Winifred H. Campbell, Watertown, Massa
chusetts
4DG, Mable T. Lewis, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
6BP, Kathleen Parkin, San Rafael, California

1921 Government Call Book 
1OX, Harriet El Lee, Marlboro, Massachusetts 
1CDP, Eunice Randall, New Bedford, Massachu
setts
2AEZ, Beverly Clark, New York, New York
2AXB, Gertrude McCollum, LongBranch, New York 
2JW, Augustine Wirth, Newark, New Jersey 
3AFZ, Della Maskell, Bridgeton, New Jersey
3BCK, Marion Garmhausen, Baltimore, Maryland 
SOS, Delma Pearl Anderson, Enid, Oklahoma 
5PJ, Mrs. Julia Garrett, Ft. Worth, Texas
9ACB, Lorraine F. Jones, Kirkwood, Missouri

“YL News and Views” is most grateful to 
W6YPM for doing this research for the column.
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Kay, K0BTV, and Marte, K0EPE, Convention co-chairmen, 
going through the file drawer on the coming convention.

Hostesses for the YL activities of the ARRL National Con
vention The Alamo YL Club. Seated left to right: Ruth Jank, 
K5OPT, Ella Munsch, W5TSE, Frances Bruemmer, W5KQG, 
Aileen Turnage, K5OPV. Standing: Peggy De Lay, 
WA5GZO, Gerry Buckanan, K5YCE, Inez Cole, W5WXT. 
Not present when the picture was taken Katherine Pirrie, 

K5TSZ. (Photo by W5KHL.)

Spark began to give way to c.w., and, from 
1922 on the list of licensed YLs grows in numbers. 
There may have been others in the earliest days 
before the licensing laws, if so, the fact that they 
are women operators is not indicated. The above 
list gives us the pioneers in what is sometimes 
called “the distaff side of amateur radio.”

There is no record of whether Miss Lillian 
Todd actually operated a wireless station in 
1909, probably as in the case of Annie Ellsworth, 
and Samuel Morse she gave badly needed moral 
support. However, the entire amateur service 
owes Miss Todd a grateful vote of thanks, for 
her encouraging leadership of the Junior Wireless 
Club Limited, that later became the highly 
respected Radio Club of America, that has given 
so much to the communications field.

The whole picture has changed radically since 
a YL named Glass operated with the call FN, 
in 1910. If 21 A, 2MN, 6GK, and 8EZ, were to 
check over the list of International Abbreviations 
that they received with their licenses in 1913, 
they would find many different meanings from 
the present day list. Two they would find are the 
same now as they were 55 years ago. QSL has 
never changed, and QRV meant then the same 
as it means to every member of YLRL—“I 
am ready.”

Time is Getting Shorter and Shorter!
YLs who suddenly remember “Omygawsh! I hope 

I’m not too late for the two major YL gatherings 
this summer —” still have time to register.

ARRL National Convention, San Antonio, Texas, 
June 7, S, 9. Plenty of YL activities have been 
planned, including a Friday night party, “A Get 
Together,” Coffee Session with a special program, 
and a ladies luncheon. There will be tours, and, of 
course the Saturday night dance.

YLRL International Convention, June 13-16, 
Denver, Colorado. They are working towards the 
deadline in Denver, and everything looks great. 
These affairs happen only once in four years, and 
the Colorado Club has something for everyone who 
attends. Be sure to get your registration in by dead
line time. Not one gal who attends will be sorry".

Elaine, W0HEM, and Marge, WA0EGG. Registration 
Chairman, and YLRL Convention treasurer, with net for 

paperweight favors.

Trillium Memorial Week Winners
Albert Theodore Jensen Memorial Trophy — 

Steve Cody, VE3BBC
Runners up: Cliff Peterson, VE3AST

Bill Harje, VE3EFX
L. Passingham, VE3ARI

The Trillium Memorial Week is to be an annual 
affair, with a trophy for the winners. Next one will 
be November 1968.

TI2JAA, Clemencia Acuna
TI2JAA, is the first woman to receive the Ezzio 

Mazzali Cup, awarded by the Radio Club of Costa 
Rica, for humanitarian work. Clemencia’s activity 
in emergency net operation, making arrangements 
to give assistance to those in need takes up about 
six hours a day. It was for her tireless work in this 
field that she received the 1967 award. The inscrip
tion on the cup reads: "For the best humanitarian 
work by a Ham operator for the year.”

TI2JAA has been operating for six years, and has 
been very active in both the Interamerican, and
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WN9UDV, Mary Kay Mitchell, a senior at New Trier HS 
plans to lose he» Novice cal1 soon.

WN9RJJ, Helen "Muffy" Koch, Secretary of the WNTH 
ARC. Also a senior at New Trier High School, Winnetka, 
Illinois, she plans to take her General Class soon, as 

well as the Second Class Radiotelephone exam.

Panamerican Nets. The entire Acuna family are 
licensed amateurs. OM, Jose is TI2JA, and their 
daughter, Julietta, is TI2KI.

JV6QKK’— “Gene" Sheetz
Happiness, to Gene, is painting, millinery, the 

Hammond organ, her family, genealogy, and, of 
course amateur radio. A member of YLRL, ARRL, 
the YLRG-LA, and activity with both the Ra
mona Radio Club of San Gabriel, as well as the

Gene Sheetz, W6QVK.

Monterey Park Radio Club, she has no time to be 
bored.

Gene became interested in amateur radio while 
she was a journalism student at the University of 
Nevada. She received her License after the Sheetz 
family had moved to California in 1937, and has been 
active ever since.

Her journalistic background made Gene the 
natural choice for the posts editor of the Monterey 
Park Radio Club paper, a term as publicity chair
man for the Los Angeles YLRC, as well as Ramona 
Radio Club’s Historian. For her work in compiling 
their history, she was presented “Ham of the Year” 
award of the Ramona Club in 1962. But that didn’t 
stop either Gene, nor the awards for in 1967, she was 
again named “Ham of the Year, ” this time by the 
Monterey Park group.

As with all of us her family is her main interest 
and love, but unlike most of us she has extended the 
interest to the genealogy field, and has compiled 
a family history that has included tracing over 1000 
descendents of her great-great Grandfather Clark.

W6QVK, and OM, Charles, W6PTF, are one of 
the few husband and wife teams that are members 
of QCWA. rgst^l

M^-Strays^
The Foundation For Amateur Radio, Inc., with 

headquarters in Washington, D. G. announces the 
sixth John W. Gore Memorial Scholarship for either 
graduate or under-graduate study. The Scholarship 
for 1968-1969 consists of a $500.1)0 award. It may 
be re-applied for in succeeding years.

Licensed radio amateurs who intend making a 
career in electronics or related sciences may now 
apply for the 1968-1969 scholarship application.

To be eligible, applicants must have completed 
one year in an accredited college or university and 
must be enrolled in a course of studies leading to a 
bachelors or higher degree. They must also be radio 
amateurs holding a valid FCC license of at least a 
General Class rating. Preference will be given to 
applicants from the area served by the Foundation 
— the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia, 
although those living elsewhere are not excluded.

Scholarship applications should be mailed not 
later than August 31, 1968, and should be addressed 
to: Chairman, Scholarship Committee, Foundation 
for Amateur Radio, Inc., P.O. Box $5902, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20014.

The Foundation for Amateur Radio, Inc., is a 
non-profit organization devoted to the advancement 
of Amateur Radio. It is composed of trustees repre
senting radio clubs in the District of Columbia, 
Maryland and Virginia area.

John W. Gore, W3PRL, in honor of whom the 
Scholarship was named, was until his death in 1960 
the President of the Foundation. A prominent radio 
amateur in Baltimore for many years, he was a vice 
president of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation 
there.

The. Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with’the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, too. It’s 
06111.
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CONDUCTED BY BILL SMITH,* WB4HIP

VK3ATN/K0IJN QSO on 144
another in an ever-increasing number of 144- 

Me. e.m.e. (moonbounce) contacts was made 
February 12, when VK3ATN worked K0IJN at 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, between 0843 and 0907 
GMT.

VK3ATN’s capabilities are well-known, but 
not KOIJN’s. Henry Theobalt, K0IJN, has 
worked alone quietly at his e.m.e. project except 
for advice rendered by K6MYC. Henry built his 
160-element collinear array on a 34-foot long, 
3J^-inch diameter boom and mounted the nearly 
600-pound array on the side of a rotatable tower. 
The center of the array is 63 feet above ground. 
The rotating tower handles azimuth positioning, 
but his elevation control is unique — and like
wise difficult to describe. The array is actually 
mounted on an ‘arm’ which is moved by a winch 
arrangement from the ground, selsyns are used 
for position read-out.

The amplifier is a conventional pair of 
4CX25OBs delivering 650 watts to the antenna 
through J^-inch Heliax. A change-over relay and 
tube pre-amp (Minnesota winters are too cold 
for transistors!) are mounted at the feedpoint. 
In fact, all of the equipment Henry used is com
mercial except for the antenna, patterned after 
KBMYC’s design, and the mount and control 
mechanism.

Previous to the contact, Henry had never 
heard his own moon echoes, and had hurriedly 
prepared for the schedule with VK3ATN. Several 
stations on the West Coast were a.warc of the 
test and several minutes before K0IJN’s schedule 
with VK3ATN, K6MYC called K0IJN blindly 
and Henry answered him! The time element be
fore the scheduled test and some automobile 
ignition noise prevented a possible contact be
tween Henry and Mike. But VK3ATN and 
K0IJN heard each other immediately as their 
schedule began. Signals were well above the 
noise level and the contact was easily completed. 
Henry said his only problem was ignition noise 
and a stiff Minnesota wind buffeting his array, 
causing some aiming difficulty.

VK3ATN heard other signals during the test 
period but was only able to contact K0IJN; high 
line noise at VK3ATN probably prevented con
tacts with K6MYC and W6YK. K0IJN heard

*8end reports and correspondence to Bill Smith, 
WB4HIP, ARRL, 225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111.

1 Declination, Angle in degrees north or south of the 
celestial Equator (the circle that would be formed at a 
right angle around the polar axis).

A 160-elemenf collinear mounted 63 feet in the air was 
used by K0IJN for his e.m.e. contact with VK3ATN. This 
retouched photograph illustrates the unique elevation 
method; the entire tower rotates, allowing azimuth control.

both California stations, and K6MYC heard all 
three stations plus his own echoes!

The approximately 9405 mile contact between 
Ray and Henry is the second-longest on record, 
surpassed only by the 10,417-mile VK3ATN- 
K2MWA/2 contact on November 28, 1966. 
Congratulations, gentlemen!

International V.h.f. Conference
The East Coast V.h.f. Society is sponsoring the 

conference May 2-4, in connection with the Garden 
State Amateur Radio Exposition at Paramus, N. J. 
The exposition is being held in one uf the world’s 
largest shopping centers, the Garden State Plaza, 
at the intersection of Routes 4 and 17.

Concluding the three-day event is the Saturday 
night banquet featuring an address by Ray Naugh
ton, VK3ATN, of moonbounce fame.

Tickets are available from the East Coast V.h.f. 
Society, Box 1263, Paterson, New Jersey for $7.95. 
and $6.95 for YLs and XYLs. Write now because no 
tickets will be sold at the door.

220-and-Up Directory Ready
Copies of the long-awaited directory have been 

mailed to all OVS appointees and those who sub
mitted a completed questionnaire. Additional copies 
are available upon request, accompanied by a 
stamped self-addressed envelope, with 12^ postage.
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VE2HW built this 1296-Mc. cavity amplifier from the 
article by WB6IOM, page 17, January 1968 OST. The 
builder says the amplifier tunes as easily as a 3.5-Mc. final.

U.h.f. Signal Source
VE2HW’s OVS report last month mentioned a 

signal source for 432 and 1296 Me. Obviously this 
is a useful device for the u.h.f. man, so I asked him 
for the details. The schematic and photographs 
provide the necessary information. There are two 
antenna connectors on the case, one each for 432 
and 1296. The antenna whips are 6?4 and 2J4 
inches long, respectively.

VE2HW’s address is Don Watters, 427 Hampton 
Court Road, Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Quebec, Can
ada.

The VE2HW 432 and 1296 Me. signal source puts out a 
signal audible for several city blocks. The "osc” trimmer 

is Ci on the schematic.

Some Thoughts on 432
Within the past 24 months interest in 432 Me. 

has grown markedly. Now many of us are exploring 
our lowest u.h.f. band, discovering its possibilities 
for tropo scatter, aurora, e.m.e. (moonbounee), 
ATV and inte.rference-free f.m. operation. The 30- 
Mc. wide band has been mostly void of amateur 
signals except a few hardy souls who pioneer, and 
government radar. Solid-state developments now 
make low-noise reception easily obtainable and the 
varactor tripler allows the builder to inexpensively 
and easily produce r.f. Twenty watts, typical of a 
varactor tripler output, and a good antenna, have 
proven enough for tropospheric DX.

Experience at this frequency is gained mostly 
through the school-of-hard-knocks. Fortunately 
some of those so educated have agreed to share their 
know-how. “Grid,” W4GJ0, Sarasota, Florida 
offers the following observations.

“We never used to think of 2 meters as an es
pecially noisy band, but it is, when compared with 
432. When tropo conditions are good, 432 is often 
open longer (sometimes by days) and signals 
stronger, for a given power level, than 144. Easily 

The VE2HW signal source is built into a standard 5% X 
3X2 inch utility box. The trough line is made of a piece 
of .032 brass sheet 4” long and on a side. The center 

conductor is a 4-inch long 14-inch brass rod.

worked long-distance paths on 432 may be marginal 
on 144, and those who wait for favorable conditions 
on 144 before trying 432 are missing many exciting 
possibilities. We’ll never appreciate 432 until there 
is much more random operating by well-equipped 
stations.

"As on all bands, the antenna is the weak link in 
too many cases. There are some very poor commer
cial 432 antennas on the market, and many ham- 
built ones are no better. Of all the antennas de
scribed in various publications, those that perform 
the best with duplication are the Tilton Yagis and 
the extended-expanded collinears. The latter usually 
win the antenna gain contests, but I suspect this is 
largely because their greater size, and the fact that 
the collinear is more tolerant than Yagis of sloppy 
construction and inaccurate physical measurements. 
Hours of optimizing can be negated in a moment if 
Yagi dimensions and construction are not scrupu
lously followed. Low-loss feedline is a must; RG-8/U 
is not good enough.

“Am aid for evaluating antenna and receiver per
formance is a stable signal source. I use a crystal- 
controlled transistor oscillator placed in a garage 
several blocks from my station. Xt runs continuously
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Fig. 1 —Schematic diagram of the VE2HW 432 and 1296-Mc. signal source. It is powered by two 9-volt 
batteries, all resistors are '/i-watt, or smaller.

Li—7 turns No. 22, Yz inch diameter, Yz inch long. Link 
is 2 turns No. 22 at cold end.

Lz—8 turns No. 22, Yz inch diameter, Yz inch long.
Ls—4 inch long Yz inch brass rod, tap 1 inch from one end. 

Solder rod into trough at both ends.
Lt—Link 1 inch long No. 20, Ys inch wide, bent into loop,

and is perfect for providing a signal of known 
strength and direction.
“Most ham-built parametric amplifiers I’ve seen 

leave much to be desired. Unstable pumps and poor 
mechanical design are two reasons. When they’re 
good, they’re still great, and the Q of the device 
is helpful. But today’s transistors come so close in 
performance, that one need not despair at not hav
ing a good stable paramp, especially if you don’t 
have a nearby high-power 432 station.”

Al, W0DRL, Topeka, Kansas, an enthusiastic 
432 fan, has these comments.
“I’ve been licensed for 20 years, worked much 

choice DX and hold DXCC, WAG and WAS, but 
my best amateur experience was the night I turned 
on the 432 gear, called CQ, and there was W9AAG 
answering. I worked five different stations that 
evening and all the work I’d put into 432 was worth 
those contacts.
“Since then I’ve discovered 432 doesn’t require the 

ultimate of equipment. Under favorable conditions 
I’ve worked 325 miles with four watts, a pair of 
Tilton Yagis and 100 feet of RG-8/V. A varactor 
tripler driven by an existing 2-meter transmitter is 
an excellent way to begin.

“ Propagation is primarily tro pospheric, necessitat
ing a study of the daily newspaper weather maps. 
One soon begins to predict when and where the 
band is going to open. I have a file of maps for days 
when the band was good, and studying them is 
quite educational. Winter conditions have surprised 
me. I worked W9BRN in Indiana, about 600 miles, 
one December night. But the most fun is working 
tropo scatter — at least 1 think that’s what it is. 
W9WCD at DeKalb, Illinois has been worked 150 
times since last summer. I’m putting 300 watts into 
100 feet of half-inch Heliax and a 44-element Tilton 
Yagi array. I can change the height of the antenna 
from 30 to 75 feet and still hear the Illinois station 
95 percent of the time. The signal usually peaks at 
about 50 feet, but varies from day-to-day. Another 
phenomenon I’ve noticed on this path is a constant 
flutter or echo effect on the signal. On several 
occasions I’ve turned my antenna slightly North of 
true and separated his signal into two different

close to Ls.
Ci—9-pf. air variable
Cg—No. 8 brass machine screw with% inch diameter brass 

nut soldered on thread end, forming capacitor 
plate after mounting trough, but soldered before 
£3 is installed. Use a nylon lock nut on outside of 
box.

frequencies, 100 to 200 cycles apart. Returning the 
antenna to its original true bearing again produced 
a single signal with an echo.

“ A ham willing to put forth some effort in building 
equipment, studying, and using his ideas, can greatly 
contribute to the art of amateur radio. Por a number 
of years 2 meters was considered a “local” band, but 
due to dedicated efforts we’ve proved the band is 
capable of excellent DX. I feel 432 is in the same 
position today; we really haven’t given it a chance. 
The amateur should give serious thought to how 
he fits into the space communications picture, aud 
if he begins work now, he is sure to be in on the 
exciting moments ahead.”

AI Olcott, K7IGW, at Las Vegas, Nevada has 
these suggestions.
“The important thing is an antenna that works, 

whatever it is. There is no such thing as a bad 
antenna, only bad procedures and methods of using 
the hardware. West Coast antenna measuring con
tests have revealed some poorly operating antennas, 
both commercial and homebuilt. My personal 
observations of all v.h.f./u.h.f. arrays is that rarely 
does one exceed 18 db. gain over a dipole. The 
ARRL V.h.f. Manual is very good in its description 
of tuning 432-Mc. antennas. However, it should be 
stressed that results may be misleading if the trans
mitter is putting out r.f. on other frequencies, as 
well as 432.
“A protection system is necessary in converters 

using bipolar transistors, to prevent burning out the 
first-stage with r.f. The use of a shorting-type 
coaxial relay, or one from the APX-6 equipment, 
provides protection for all but high-power operation. 
In that case, a time constant delay may be necessary. 
The use of hot-carrier diodes or r.f. shunt diodes in 
the front end of my converter has proven intolerable 
for weak-signal work at 432. I’m still looking for a 
diode that will introduce little shunt capacitance; 
they should have low capacitance, fast rise time 
and be of the germanium type. Mounting the con
verter close to the changeover relay is necessary for 
weak signal detection, to avoid one-quarter and 
odd-multiple resonant lengths of coax between 
the relay and the converter. K7ZIR says experi-
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Hans Lohmann Rasmussen, OZ9CR, Aasum Odense, Den
mark, OZ9FR and several Copenhagen University students 
built this 25-foot parabolic antenna. It is built of one- 
centimeter thin-walled steel tubing, obtained from a 
Danish shipbuilding yard, and covered with wire mesh. 
The entire antenna, including the drive system, cost less 
than $200 and has an interchangeable feed dipole for 
432 and 1 296 Me. Parametric amplifiers for both bands 
have been completed and high power transmitters are 

under construction. (W3BLC photo)

meuts with 432 transmitters indicate that tuned 
lines are inefficient and that the cavity method is 
best.”

Al also notes tropospheric variances over moun
tainous paths, and that a parallel between 144 and 
432 conditions can. not be established in that 
terrain. In Canada, most 432 activity is confined 
to Quebec and Ontario. VE2LI, active on 432 since 
1962,says:
“I started with a 6252 tripler, 5894 amplifier, and 

a single 4CX250B in a square box cavity. My first 
contacts were arranged by schedule, after it became 
apparent there wasn’t much activity. The antenna 
was a 32-element collinear and the converter used 
a 416B r.f. stage, noise figure unmeasured. A para
metric amplifier was built, and it worked well as 
long as the impedance of the array remained 
constant. It was quite impressive to hear the signal 
from a test oscillator increase as pump voltage was 
applied, and the noise remain unchanged, but the 
paramp was useless in wet weather because the 
antenna impedance varied.

“There is no great secret to 432 propagation. 
Watching the barometric pressure has been my 
labor for years. The low and high pressure areas give 
one a good indication of what to expect. (Stalled or 
sloro-moving areas of high pressure may produce 
excellent tropo conditions. ) In January the barometer 
often reads very high and signals are extremely 
good, Winter signals are generally less subject to 
deep fades than summer signals because there are no 
pockets of warm air. In the summer, unless the 
barometric pressure is very high, signals are strong 
but exhibit very deep fades in. a matter of seconds.

For long hauls, however, September and October 
seem to produce the best signals because of warm 
days and cold nights, triggering temperature inver
sions. The most favorable time appears to be be
tween 2100 and 2300 local time.” (Sunrise conditions 
should be equally good due to the heating of the upper 
air, or the reverse of evening atmospheric conditions.)

Several conclusions may be drawn from these 
notes: low power and a well-matched array fed with 
low-loss transmission line are adequate for many 
interesting contacts; most commercial and many 
homebuilt antennas are poorly designed and con
structed; a certain amount of simple test gear must 
be built for ultimate equipment performance; 
watching 144 for favorable 432 conditions is un
reliable, and more random use of the band is needed 
before its potential is developed.

Aurora contacts have been made on 432, and 
WA0IQN says theory indicates that 432 aurora 
signals should be approximately 23 db. down from 
144. Amateurs could contribute greatly to the study 
of aurora above 400 Me.

The following articles and publications are sug
gested for further study of 432 practices. QST, 
March. 1966, WlCER’s discussion of varactor 
multipliers, including an easily constructed tripler; 
QST, April 1966, WlHDQ’s article, “Yagi Arrays 
for 432 Me.;” The Radio Amateur's V.H.F. Manual 
(ARRL), a 432-Mc. cavity amplifier plus many 
construction tips, and VHF for the Radio Amateur 
published by CQ Magazine, page 35, extended- 
expanded collinears.

There has been nothing offered here that is new, 
but we hope this brief symposium will develop still 
further interest in the 420-Mc. band. There is no 
time like this summer to get started.

OVS and Operating News
50 Me. DXers were disappointed that there was 

no recurrence of the early January Ft openings near 
the first of February. The m.u.f. hovered several 
megacycles short, of 50 Me. But on February 11, 
WA6HXW. near Los Angeles, reported the m.u.f. 
above 50 Me. art 1939 GMT and KII6NS laying a 
potent signal into Southern California. WA6IIXW 
also worked KII6BZF and KII6GKL. AH three 
Hawaiian stations were using s.s.b. in the first 
15 kc. Of the American phone band. The Fz opening, 
which lasted until 2115 GMT, came on the heels of 
an exceHent aurora between 2100 GMT, February 
10 and 0800 GMT the following day. The aurora 
reappeared about 2300 GMT, but was not as intense 
as the initial display. Numerous aurora contacts 
were reported during the two sessions.

During the previously reported late December 
and early January Fz openings, W5SFW, Amarillo, 
Texas worked his ollth 50-Mc. state, KH6NS. 
Congratulations, Phil! W5SFW says a 5 kw. beacon 
is now operating at Point Barrow, Alaska on 46.374 
Me. beamed towards Anchorage.

Reports of Es during January and February were 
received from WA1DPX, Massachusetts; K2TXB/2, 
New York; W3BWU, Pa.; W6DOR; WA7GFP, 
Oregon; W4FJ, Virginia and WA8E0W, Michigan. 
During an opening at 0030 GMT, February 1, 
K2TXB/2 worked into Southern California on 
multi-hop Es.

W6PUZ/7, Mercer Island, Washington works his 
50-Mc. scatter with 60 watts input and a 3-element 
Yagi 30 feet high. But it has been sufficient for 
nearly 200 scatter contacts since late November, 
including more than 50 with WB6NMT over a 
1100-mile path! W6PUZ/7 says schedules with 
WB6NMT produce good residual signals and 
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nearly 50 per cent copy. Signals during the Decem
ber Geminids and January Quadrantids meteor 
showers were nearly solid, but the meteors actually 
distracted from the weak, residual signal. K7ICW, 
at Las Vegas, submitted his usual detailed report, 
including a number of scatter contacts such as an 
800-mile haul to W0JXK/7, Idaho. At Beaurepaire, 
Quebec, 16-year-old Don Falla, VE2DFO, recently 
became interested in s.s.b. scatter, and reports 
several nice contacts using a SB-100 and 5-element 
Yagi. Don says the VE2s would appreciate W/Ks 
looking north more frequently.

144- Me. aurora openings DXcited many operators 
in the northern latitudes during late January and 
in February. Aurora was reported on January 19, 
28, 29 and February 10 and 11. K2HLA, New 
York, says the January 19th opening was of short 
duration, and that he worked WA8RQJ in Ohio. 
The January 28-29 opening was reported by 
K2HLA and W3KWH in Pennsylvania. Wls, 2s, 
3s, 8s, 9s and 0s plus VE2 were worked, the best DX 
appears to have been W3KWH’s exchange with 
K0MQS, Iowa. The evening of February 10 proved 
interesting as W3KWH worked Wls, 9s and 0s 
including K0MQS, Iowa, W0RLI, Minnesota and 
W9HHX, Wisconsin. W3BDP, Delaware, and 
W9YYF, Illinois, each worked a new state when 
they contacted one another over an approximately 
700-mile path. K0MQS heard W3BDP, about 950 
miles, but W3BDP could not hear the Iowan. The 
time was 2045 EST; auroral conditions lasted from 
about 6 p.m. until midnight, EST. The aurora 
returned about sundown the 11th and lasted until 
at least 3 a.m. the 12th. W3KWH worked 
WA9DOT, Wisconsin, and K4QIF in extreme 
Southeastern Virginia worked W9BRN, Indiana, 
and heard W9YYF, Illinois, about 700 miles dis
tance. Two stations, VE2BGJ and K9AWV, 
Illinois, worked their first aurora and reported 
contacts with many stations, and the Illinois station 
heard Vermont’s K1BKK, about 800 miles. Also 
during this session, K8AXU, Ohio, heard K2CBA in 
New York on 220 Me. Aurora was also noted the 
evening of the 12th, but the intensity was not nearly 
us good as the previous two nights. WA2EMB 
heard nothing on 432.

While tropo conditions were generally poor, the 
last two days of January were quite good from 
Iowa through the Mississippi and Ohio River val
leys into Western New York. On the 30th, 
K2TXB/2 -worked K0MQS with extremely strong 
signals.

Several hardy souls continued random meteor 
scatter schedules through the annual doldrums of 
m.s. activity, but you won’t convince K0MQS it 
wasn’t worth the effort. Dick worked K7NII, near 
Phoenix, on February 4th at high noon. The con
tact was made on a handful of short bursts and gave 
Dick state number 41.

Remember Tommy, W2UK/KH6UK? He is re
ported active on 2 meters once again from New 
Jersey. If you ever have an opportunity to hear 
Tommy speak, don’t miss it!

E.m.e. news comes from K6MYC. Mike says 
SV1AB in Greece is now allowed back on the air 
after that country’s political problems. And because 
of complications resulting from an extreme drought 
in Australia, VK3ATN has had to abandon e.m.e. 
plans for 432 and 1296. but will continue on 144 with 
his present proven system.

.220 Me. is showing some suggestion of increasing 
occupancy. W1DZA, Stratford, Connecticut added 
his contribution to my previously barren 220 port
folio, saying he has completed a 15-element Yagi, 

coaxial filter and converter for 220, and is at work 
on a 300-watt amplifier. Headquarters staffer 
W1ARR noted on a Sweepstakes log from WB6NTL 
that the Californian is running s.s.b. on 220, has a 
32-eleinent collinear, is building an amplifier, and 
wants schedules. W2SEU savs 220 is far from dead, 
and lists W1N0C, WB2CNK, K2JDI, K2GHU, 
WA2FFB, W2BPU and WB2KSZ as active. He 
says the New Jersey stations are active early in the 
evenings. KIABR, Cranston, Rhode Island says 
he now has 20 watts and an 11-element Yagi on 
220. K4EJQ, Tennessee, and K4MHS in North 
Carolina are both said to be readying 221.) equipment. 
And in the Boston area, K4GGI/1, K9AQP/1, 
WA5I0D/1 and W1MX are all active. WA5I0D/1 
runs a 5894 into a 9-element Yagi, while K9AQP/1 
has a 832A, FET converter and 8-element Yagi. 
Kl YON reports many of the same stations and says 
that Tuesday night remains 220 night in New 
England.

Bob Cooper, K6EDX, has the following comments 
on 220 activity, “The lack of activity and real 
interest can be traced to a lack of equipment. It 
may be a ‘chicken and egg’ situation, but let’s face 
it, without some type of incentive there isn’t going 
to be much equipment built, and without the equip
ment there won’t be any contacts. I, too, agree the 
220 standings are shameful — by the very apathy 
they indicate on all of our parts.’’ Bob goes on to 
suggest special multiplier credit for 220 contacts 
during League v.h.f. contests. However, previous 
Contest Committee experience has shown little is 
gained, except to anger operators in the less popu
lated areas of the country. Surely someone, some
where has a equitable rules system that will help 
solve some of the contest problems, but alas, there 
is always some 220 activity during contests, but it 
disappears immediately thereafter until the next 
contest.

432-Me. conditions were good on several cold 
winter nights, keeping interest in the band at a 
high level. On January 22 W3RUE, Pennsylvania, 
worked his 13th 432-Mc. state, Tennessee’s K4EJQ, 
and a slow-moving high pressure area opened the 
band from the midwest to the east coast on January 
28 and 29. K8AXU, Ohio, and W9BRN, Indiana, 
worked on the 28th, 300 miles, and WAOHUV, 
Illinois was heard by K8AXU in extreme Eastern 
Ohio. K4QIF, Virginia, caught a good coastal 
opening as the high pressure area drifted east on 
the 29th. Rusty worked 13 different stations in four 
states, the best DX being about 400 miles. And 

(Continued on page ins')

AI Tyler, W0DRL, has made Kansas readily available on 
432 with this homespun station ending in a pair of 
4CX25OBs and sixteen 11-element W1HDQ Yagis.
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lU OPNe.ws'‘g Ut
GEORGE HART, W1NIM, Communications Manager 

ELLEN WHITE, WIYYM, Deputy Comms. Mgr. 
Administration: LILLIAN M. SALTER, W1ZJE DXCC: ROBERT L. WHITE, WICW
Contests: ROBERT HILL, W1ARR Training Aids: GERALD PINARD

Public Service: WILLIAM A. OWEN, W1EEN

Poll Survey. What in tarnation, you may ask, 
is a “poll survey”? ARRL appointees know, 
because they have received the response sheet, 
and over 600 of them have returned it, some
times elaborately decorated with their scribbled 
comments (although we asked them not to!). 
Affiliated clubs also received it, and a couple 
dozen returned a consensus. What it is, is a sheet 
containing a number of proposals of current 
interest with a request that each recipient’s 
reaction be expressed by a simple “yes” or “no.” 
All these questions had been discussed previously, 
either in QST or a CD Bulletin.

A poll survey is not a referendum, or a mem- 
bersliip vote, or an election. It’s merely one tool 
of several used to try to ascertain how a repre
sentative segment of active amateurs feel about 
certain topics of current interest in the operating 
field. It is not binding, but advisory; however, 
where the consensus is overwhelming one way 

or the other, it seems advisable either to look to 
the validity of our sampling or to take immed
iate steps to implement or withdraw, as the case 
may be.

The operating membership will be vitally in
terested in what results have been obtained in 
this poll survey. A complete analysis and con
clusions have been presented in a bulletin to 
appointees and affiliated chibs, and these will 
be used as a guide in making changes which 
seem to be indicated. Many of the return sheets 
were accompanied by modifying or qualifying 
letters, most of them extremely well thought 
out. Although 600 returns from a mailing list of 
6,000 or so does not seem particularly impressive, 
we were pleasantly surprised to get that many. 
Briefly , here is a rundown of the results based on 
the first 600 sheets received:

1. Should the number of CD parties per year be reduced? 
Yes, 123. No, 349.

OPERATING EVENTS (Dates in GMT) 
ARRL-IARU-SCM-Affiliated Club-Operating Events

April May June

1-30 IARC Propagation Research 
Competition (p. 75, 
Feb. QST).

5 Qualifying Run, W6OWP

6 LO Time (League Officials 
only)

16 Qualifying Run, WIAW

20—21 H-22 Contest (p. 100, this 
issue).

20-22 CD Party (c.w.)*

27-28 Ohio QSO Party (p. 104, 
March QST).

Wisconsin QSO Party (p. 122, 
this issue).

PACC Contest (p. 91, 
March QST).

27-29 CD Party (phone)*

* League Officials and Commu
nications Dept. Appointees 
only.

2 Qualifying Run, W6OWP

4 LO Time (League Officials 
only)

4—5 Russian Contest (p. 100, 
this issue),

Nebraska QSO Party (p. 134, 
this issue).

11 FMT (ARRL Official 
Observers, only).

11-13 Georgia QSO Party (p. 154, 
this issue).

15 Qualifying Run, WIAW

1 LO Time (League Officials 
only)

8-9 VHF QSO Party

13 Qualifying Run, WIAW

14 Qualifying Run, W6OWP

21-23 Field Day

July 13-15 CD Party (c.w.) 
20-22 CD Party (phone)

Sep. 7-8 VHF QSO Party

Oct. 12 -14 CD Party (phone)
19-21 CD Party (c.w.)

Nov. 9-11 SS (phone)
16-18 SS (c.w.)

no QST for



2. Apply versatility rating to appointments. Yes, 185. 
No, 188.

Revise the ARRL appointment structure. Yes, 171. 
No, 211.

4. Eliminate power multipliers:
a. In the Field Day. Yes, 106. No, 416.
b. In the Sweepstakes. Yes, 177. No, 371.

5. Give more credit for 100% emergency power in Field 
Day operations. Yes, 416. No, 62.

6. Give more credit for traffic handling during Field 
Day. Yes, 306. No, 181.

7. Limit time for setting up for FD. Yes, 344. No, 143.
8. Put into effect some version of an unannounced Field 

Day. Yes, 238, No, 239.
9. Use a geographical multiplier in Field Day. Yes, 253. 

No, 147.
10. Put into effect some version of an unannounced 

Simulated Emergency Test. Yes, 224. No, 91.
11. Move NTS operating schedules one hour earlier 

from AI ay through October. Yes, 223. No, 137,

12. Substitute a new over-all point system for the present 
BPL column. Yes, 162. No, 102.

So, on the basis of this survey alone, what 
changes are indicated? Well, if you go strictly 
by majority vote, we should give more credit for 
100% emergency power on ED, give more credit 
for traffic handling on FD, limit time for FD 
setups, use geographical multipliers on FD, have 
an unannounced SET, put NTS on “daylight 
saving’’ time, and replace the BPL with a 
“point” system. Seven changes, out of 12 ques
tions. But remember, this is a sampling, not a 
membership vote. In order to be sure of the 
trend of sentiment, we have to examine other 
methods of judging it and combining them with

@ DX CENTURY CLUB AWARDS @
From January 1, through January 31,1968, DXCC Certificates based on contacts with 100-or-more 
countries have beenissued by the ARRL Communications Department to the Amateurs listed below.

W8BVF.... 287
PY4GA.... 211
PY4BR.... 215
W3BK..... 2UX
HM7ASA... 182
WB2YNX.. 165
W7GGO. . 139
6Y5RD. , . . 138
WB6NRK.. 136

135
WA5JJH... 126

K3JYZ . . . .
DL1EC. . ..

.123 

.118
UC2KAG. . . 118
LA4UL1.... 117
WB6NRO.. 1 16
W1CED, .. .114
W3GBF.... .113
HV0WV.... 1 10
VE2DCY. . . 110
KZ5GN.... . 109
WAICDW. .109

UB5KAF. . .108
VE2BFP-. . .108
JA1AZR.. 107
W3DPR. . . .107
K.1LVVC. . . .106
W3FLZ.. . . .106
K5PKA... ..105
wouws.. 105
D.L5NI. . . . . 104
UB5TN... 104
W4PEW.. .. 104

W6EBO... ..104
WA8TYF. ,. . 104
DL9QM . . . . 103
K4VHF..., .103
K0DEQ...,,.103
W1PBT... ..103
D.T9ON.. .., .102
K6JAH.. . ,, .102
UA3GO. ,, .102
WB2EUU., 102
W4CBG. . .. .102

K7VPF. ... .100 
K8AFW. . ..100
K0UYO.. . . .100 
WA1CJE.. . .100
WB2SLQ.. . .100
WA3GGV... 100
W3JET.........100
W3QZV........ 10 0
WA5OUW...100
WA9UNB... 100

W4E1N... . .102
J A1HXW. . 101
TFP2AY.... .101
W3DHG . . .101
WA4UNK.. .101
W8QQL.... .101
W9EVX. .. .101
K2GPK.... . 100
K2SFA . . . . .100
K4WVX.. , . ion
KH6FM8. . . 100

W6VNH,... 163 OX4AA____ 120
5N2AAX....152 WB2R8W...119
DL9SV......... 147 SV0WL......... 117
WB2LRK.. . 139 W3BK...... 116
K9ZB1......136 W4OKO....111

WA4OPW.. . 203 W6PRO..... 131 K5TQ.T . , . . .110 WB2SAF... .103
W8KVF. . . .110 W62C......... . 103
W5AC.... .109 CT1PQ., . . .102
J A0SU........ .105 SV0WV.... . 102
K5MFA. .
WA8PYL. .

. 105 

.104
W2VDX. . . .102

W4PEW. .. .102 W3AXW... .100
PZ1CE . . . . .101 WA4UNK.. . 100
W4DQD.. . .101 W7ZZC.... .100
W2BHK . . . 100 W8HXR,.. .100
WB2HBV.. .100 9M6NQ.... ,10V

Endorsements issued for confirmations submitted from January 1, through January 31, 1968, are listed below. Endorsement 
listings through the 300 level are given in increments of 20, above the 300 level they are given in increments of 10. The totals shown 
do not necessarily represent the exact credits given but only that the participant has reached the endorsement group indicated.

320 280 240 VE3XK W2FLD YU2NEG 11B5ND Ufos
K8IKB WA2HUV DJ5AA W3BWZ W4KN W1PEG K2DDK
W6WX OH2LA 

W1MD0
WB4BD0
WA6CAL

WA5RQA 
W6MPY

160
F3TK

W2NEP
WB2QKT

K4RBZ
K8UZX

310
K2UKQ 
W1U0P 
WA2D1G 
W3KDP
W0AUB

260 W2LWI WB6CIY W7TLG HB9AIJ W4PGK LA3H1
DL1QT WB2F0V W9OVF WA7FIG K4CFR WA4PFD 0Z6HS
DL7BK
HK3AFB
K1CDN

W6FLT
W7RVM
W8NPF

WA0CPX W0HNA K9CZV
W3CAA
W5GZR

W5TXN
W6QNJ
WA6TKQ

W2VJ0
WB2J0X 
\VB2N‘ZU

K40EI WA8MCR 200 180 W7BCV WA6ZQN WB2RSW
K0BLT W9YT DL1AM K3BSY W8KC W8ZNO W4LXA
VE1AFY W0MAF K1SLZ K9ALP W8QBG WA8PYL W40HP

300 VP7NS K5VTA LA8PF WA88NM W9JCK W4WWG
K2TQC
WB2F8W

WA4GCS
WA4H0M 220

K0YIP
0Z4FF

SM5BFJ 
UC2WP

WA8TPL W9TQA W5IRG
W5ZWX

WB2HX0 W7ATV JA4XW PYIBTX WA1ABW 140 120 W6EJT
W61SQ W9WGQ K1JHX VE4SK WB2PWU DUTY DJ20EC VV60JW
W6KTE W0CKC K4THA W1PYM W0PFG K4NVI EA3KT W8KVF

310 280 VE1AFY 220 180 K1SLZ W50LG 120
W1U0P K81KB W2CES HP1JC I1KG PA0UC WA5RQA F5SJ
WA2RAU PY4KL W2FXA W9HPS K4PSR VE4AS K2DGI

SM5CZY W3NIG W0MAF WA4WTG VP7NH W6A0I K0GSV
WB2HXD W9DNE WA6AHF W3KEK WA6D0B WB2QKT

WA6DET WA8SXM W7RPH W4LXL300
WB2FSW

260
HK3AFB

240
DJ5AA

200
WB2HZG W7WS W8GKM

W6WX K4OEI JA2ADH VE3BSJ 160 140 YU2NFJ WA9PZU
W8BGU OA4CV WA4H0M VE3EVU K1DRN VE3BIF YV3CN YV4QG
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this poll. Where the opposition seems to repre
sent more than, say, a third, it’s pretty strong 
opposition. So, as a rule of thumb, perhaps it 
would be wise to proceed with caution where the 
results in the survey alone show less than a 2-to-l 
ratio. This would narrow the prospective changes 
down to three, because our sampling feels very 
strongly only about (1) 100% emergency power 
on FD, (2) limiting time for setting up FD and 
(3) having an unannounced SET. For corrobora
tion on other matters, we have to look at other 
methods.

Don’t kid yourself about the amount of work 
involved in conducting such poll surveys — or 
in the results of soliciting comments either, for

BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE
Winners of BPL Certificate for January Traffic:

Call Grig. Reed. Rei. Del. Total
K6BPI.,.,.,. 1783 1605 178 8788
K0ONK...... .... 62 2289 2227 't7 4615
W3CUL/4.... ....238 37 1754
W7BA.............. .... 9 769 692 74 1544
KSTEY........... .... 8 816 697 4 1525
WA2UWA.... ,...115 730 620 10 Í 505
W5OBD........... .... 27 659 657 0 1343
WA1FVH. . .. .... 62 563 349 177 .1151
K3MYS........... .... 103 523 453 8 1087
WB6GGL. . . . .... 20 514 504 to 1048
WA4EXB.... .... 15 493 394 99 1001
W6RSY........... .-X J 489 352 106 984
WA7DXI..... .... 51 479 416 978
WÜIEÖ............. 419 446 ïf 920
W3EML.......... .... 48 473 377 1 899
W6KVQ. ..... .... 0 419 419 0 838
W6GYH ...^ .... 73 350 320 23 766
WA1EEJ......... .... 74 361 262 29 726

4 A 359 265 23 692
K5BNH........... .... 24 300 280 87 691
W3CUi>........... .... 102 298 276 14 690
W7DZX........... .... 25 354 281 11 671
W0LCX........... .... 24 360 263 17 664
W2SE1........... .. 318 299 » 648
WB2NKN... . .... 21 310 291 19 641
K3N8N............ .... 257 191 149 42 639
WA7DMA.. ., ....... 9 300 309 '7 625
WA4SCK........ .... 33 281 285 7 606
K0YÖD........... .... 17 292 238 31 578
W7HMA......... 281 265 o 573
WB6BBO........ .... 33 ’* « 2 262 K 572
WA0DOU___ .... 12 278 278 0 568
W6E0T........... ..... 6 277 274 0 557
WA4WWT. . . .... 46 261 241 0 548
WA1EYY. .... 50 252 198 47 547
W7ZIW...... .... 29 257 252 a 540
K0JPJ.............. .... 17 255 247 18 537
W6MLF.......... .... 101 197 219 ¿i 522
W6BGF......... ___ 30 243 220 23 516
WA0GHZ.... .... 16 238 30 230 514
WB4DXX.. .. .... 18 246 241 507
W3FOQ....^ .... 32 270 151 53 506
WA0MLE. . ____122 222 154 8 506

Late Reports
K3MYS(Nov.) .... 53 524 464 8 1049
WA0DOÙ (Dec ) 11 273 273 1 558
KDZ8Q (Dec.). ..... 6 268 10 247 531

BPL for 100 or more originations-plus deliveries
K1DGQ 302 W2OE 121 W3TN 107
W4BAZ 228 WA4WZZ 121 K61B1 107
K7PXA 2U7 W4RZL 120 WB2UVB 106
K0ZSQ 207 WA4SM8 (20 K8KMQ 105
WB2QÏL 205 WB6INO 119 WA2TBS 104
W B2UQP 202 WA9xM.HL 119 W A3 EECJ 104
W81V 184 WA9QBM 118 WA4DYL 104
WA2UUP 163 WB2PJH 117 VE2ADE 104
K7NQX 156 W1LYQ 116 W3MPX 103
WA6BYZ 143 K2KDQ 116 W3VBA 103
VE2ALE 140 WA3JCA 116 WA4WQU 103
WA4AGH 136 W1TXL 113 WA3GAT 102
K1PNB 133 WA0ORO 112 W41LE 101
WA3FCP 133 WB4GTG 111 Late Reports
WB2NÖV 125 WA3CQO HO WAXARJ (Dec.) 128
WA4WSW 125 WA6AUD 110 WB6TYZ (Dec.) 117

W B2DDQ 107 'A B6PKA (Dec.) Ill
More-Thon-One-Operator-Stations

W0KY 380 K7PXA 207 K6QEH 111
BPL Medallions (See Aug.. 1954, p. 64 have been

awarded to the following amateurs since last month's
listing: WA1EEJ, WB6TYZ, K0AKK, W01E8,
KH6GHZ.

The BPL is open to all amateurs in the United States,
Canada and U.S. Possessions who report to their SCM
a message total of 500 or a sum origination and delivery
points of 100 jr more to any calendar month. All
messages must be handled on amateur frequencies
within 48 hours of receipt in standard ARRL form.

that matter; but we have this thing about 
being accused of being high handed and arbitrary 
about decisions on contest and other rules. 
Therefore, solicitation of opinions and poll sur
veys on operating questions will continue from 
time to time, as the time and people to do the 
work on analysis become available. Your opinion 
is thus solicited. We can’t guarantee that it will 
make things go your way, or even that it can be 
acknowledged, but it will be considered and will 
liave some weight. This much we can, promise.

Those New Galls. It’s starting. The masthead 
of this column will show at least one call change 
in the department, with perhaps more to follow. 
In all our operating activities we are starting to 
hear new calls identifying some oh-so-familiar 
lists and voices. Some of the holders are having 
a lot of fun mystifying old friends. “Guess who 
I am?” is getting to be the name of a new game 
in amateur radio.

This is fine, for those who want to play it. 
It’s a little less funny to your Circulation De
partment, which must change mailing stencils 
for all of them, and to the administrative branch 
of your CD, which must change its mailing 
stencils for appointees and the like. But it’s 
necessary, so we’ll handle it somehow.

When it comes to reissuing all certificates 
showing the new call in place of the old one, we 
have to ask for mercy. Please, gang, have a 
heart! We understand your pride and joy in a 
new two-letter job replacing that cumbersome 
three-letter call you’ve been struggling with all 
these years. But if you achieved an award under 
that old call, isn’t it appropriate that this be the 
call that should be shown on the award? It’s 
even possible that at the time the award was 
achieved, someone else held the two-letter call 
now assigned to you. Changing your call is like 
changing .your name. Suppose you changed your 
name from Jack Smith to Joe Jones, and you 
have a closet full of bowfin g trophies containing 
the former name. Would you ask the bowling 
alleys who gave them to you to change the name? 
Do you think they would take kindly to it if vou 
did?

Besides, whv would vou want to change your 
name?— WlNJH.

ELECTION NOTICE
To all ARRL members in the Sections listed below;

You are hereby notified that an election for Section Com
munications Manager is about to be held in your respective 
sections. This notice supersedes previous notices.

Nominating petitions are solicited. The signatures of five 
or more ARRL full members of the Section concerned, in 
good standing, are required on each petition. No member 
shall sign more than one petition.

Each candidate for Section Communications Manager 
must meet the following requirements prior to deadline 
date listed below; (1) Holder of amateur Conditional Class 
license or higher. (2) A licensed amateur for at Least two 
years immediately prior to nomination. (3) An ARRL full 
member for at least one year immediately prior to nomi
nation.

Petitions must be received at ARRL on or before 4:30 
P.M. on the closing dates specified. In cases where no valid 
nominating petitions were received in response to previous 
notices, the closing dates are set ahead to the dates given 
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herewith. The complete name, address, zip code and station 
call of the candidate and signers should be included with the 
petition. It is advisable that eight or ten full-member signa
tures be obtained, since oa checking names against Head
quarters files, with no time to return invalid petitions for 
additions, a petition may be found invalid by reasons of ex
piring memberships, individual signers uncertain or ignorant 
of their membership status, etc.

Elections will take place immediately after the closing 
dates specified for receipt of nominating petitions. The 
ballots mailed from Headquarters to full members will list 
in alphabetical sequence the names or all eligible candidates.

The following nominating form is suggested. (Signers 
should be sure to give city, street address and zip code to 
facilitate checking membership.)

Communications Manager, ARRL [Place and date] 
225 Main ¡St., Newington, Conn. 06111

We, the undersigned full members of the............
................. .. .................. .. .ARRL Section of the...............  
Division, hereby nominate..................... .. .....................................
as candidate for Section Communications Manager for 
this Section for the next two-year term of office.

You are urged to take the initiative aud file nominating 
petitions immediately. This is your opportunity to. put the 
man of your choice in office.

■—George Hart, W1NJM, Communications Manager

Section Closing Date
Karita Barbara.Apr. 10,1968
Eastern New York.Apr. 10,1968 
East Bay........... ...  .Apr. 10,1968 
Wyoming.......... ...  .Apr. 10,1968 
Louisiana.........Apr. 10,1968

Quebec.....................Apr. 10,1968 
Eastern

Massachusetts,. .Apr. 10,1968
South Carolina. .. .Apr. 10,1968
Arizona.................... May 10,1968
Utah......................May 10,1968
Western

Pennsylvania,.. .June 10,1968
Iowa........................June 10,1968
Idaho...................... June 10,1968
WesternNew York. June 10,1968 
SanJoaqini Valley. June 10,1968 
Montana.................July 10,1968 
Northern Texas....July 10,1968

Present 
SCM Term Ends
Cecil D. Hinson,. .Aug. 10,1966 
George W.Tracy. .Feb. 10,1968 
Richard Wilson. . .Feb. 10,1968 
WayneM.Moore, .June 9,1968 
J. Allen ¿Swanson,

Jr............... .June 10,1968 
Jim Ibey................June 11,1968 
Frank L. Baker,

Jr......................... June 15,1968
Clark M. Hubbard.June 26,1968 
FloydC.Colyar.. .July 14,1968 
Gerald F. Warner.July 15,1968

Robert E. Gawryla Aug. 7,1968 
Owen G. Hill........ Aug. 17,1968 
Donald A. Crisp .. Aug. 17,1968 
Charles T. Hansen. Aug. 17,1968 
Ralph Saroyan... .Aug. 20,1968 
Joseph A. D’Arcy.Sept. 9,1968 
L. L. liarbin Sept. 12,1968

ELECTION RESULTS
Valid petitions nominating a single candidate as Section 

Manager were filed by members iu the following Sections, 
completing their election iu accordance with regular League 
policy, each term of office starting on the date given.
Southern New Jersey Edward G. Baser, W2ZI Mar . 4,1968
Georgia Howard L. Schonher, W4RZL Mar. 26, 1968
Connecticut John J .McNassor, W1GVT Apr. 11,1968
Saskatchewan Gordon 0. Pearce, VE5HP Apr. 11,1968

JANUARY CD PARTIES
Previous phone score and QSO highs wilted under a 

barrage of firepower from the cannons of K2EIU/5 and 
KOQPH/7 (doesn’t anybody ever stay home?), both of 
whom riddled the previously untouchable target of 400 
contacts by a fat margin; Ken, in fact, hit the bullseye 
for over 500 two-ways, while Alan finished a solid second 
with a FB performance from Wyoming; K4BA1 and K1CEC 
also racked up over 100K on voice. A3 activity was spiced by 
operation from VE4NE and KL7FLS — welcome to the 
fun, Bess!

So much for the sunshine; now a few dark clouds. (I) 
Some entrants whose scores would normally appear iu 
high-claimed did not bother to list their times of operation. 
(2) Concerning club operation, both the operatoria.) and 
the station must hold CD appointments. About half 
a dozen fellows disregarded this rule. (3) Several of the gang 
commented on the juvenile and highly questionable oper
ating tactics of a certain very active phone participant. 
Such dismally boorish manners have no place in any activity 
....and certainly not in CD Parties, which are supposed to 
attract the savviest ops! We hope the offender wises up in 
a hurry. —W1ARR
Claimed scores, QSOs, sections, hours.

C.W.
K2EIU/5 280,840-819-68-20
W8UM (K2SIL, opr.)

279,390-827-67-20
WA0SDO 264,520-772-68-18
K2KIR 264.225-806.-65-17
W8SH (K1ZND, opr.)

256,750-783-65-20
WA91TB 250,240-731-68-20
K4BA1 247,000-753-65-19
W3EIS 213,525-651-65-20
WA2UWA 202,150-622-65-18
K0AZJ 192,465-607-63-20
W1BGD/2 186,795-586-63-14
WB4AIN/1 186,450-559-66-19
KIRIN 185,280-579-64-19
W0TDR 180,180-541-66-20
WB2NZU .159,250-186-65-18
WB2RKK 157,480-501-62-17
WA8ZÜC 156,160-481-64-11
VE2DOW 155,295-488-63-20
W4DVT 147,735-462-63-1.4
K3HKK (K3AHT, opr.)

132.370-427-61-10
W8RYP 128.405-414-61-18
K0ÜRK 127.440-426-59-10
W0INH 120,780-359-66-11
WA8TYF 120,600-397-60-13
K8HKM 120,300-398-60-20
W9PJT 116,565-405-57-17
WA4WT 114,165-380-59-12
WA7DMA 113.765-369-61-18
WB2UHZ 108.750-369-58-15
VE7ASY 106.200-360-59-19
KI ABC 105,610-351-59-16
W4ILE 104,690-354-58-16
W4BZE 104,460-388-59-10
W9AQW 103,545-351-59- 6
K50CX 102,55-5-381-53- 9
WA3JCA 102,480-366-56-20
K4PUZ 102,030-351-57- 7
W1JYH 101,400-331-60- 3

W4KFC 101,185-336-59- 4
W9YT (WA0IAW. opr.) 

101,175-355-57- 7
KITES 100,60.5-348-57-16
W6RW (W6s DGH DQX,
WB6OLD) 337,350-1038-65-20

PHONE
K2E1U/5 164,160-506-64-20
KGQPii/7 138,600-457-60-19
K4BA1 117.115-390-59-17
KLCEC 103,395-334-61-13
WA2U WA 96,000-320-60-14
WA511S 91,155-303-59-18
W9QQG 87,175-312-55-17
WA0SDC 82,360-278-58- 7
W9YT (K9FWF. opr.) 

78.590-268-58- 9
K2QDT 71,340-242-58- 8
WIAW (W1ARR, opr.)

70,675-250-55- 9
W1PÏM 51.570-186-54-12
W5PWG 49,440-201-48-12
W41LE 48,000-193-48-14
W9EGQ 47,940-181-51-10
W6OKW 45,645-176-51-18
W3E1S 44,345-175-49- 7
W1JYH 44,250-170-50-3
K1DGQ. 41.850-186-45-20
K2DXV 40,000-153-50- 5
WA1EEJ 36,980-170-43-11
W1FJ1 36,800-157-46-18
W0PAN 36,190-151-47-11
W8DQL 33,000-151-44- 4
WA3BGE/8 32,400-130-48- 8
WA3GLI 32,400-135-48-14
W4KFC 28,800-121-45- 4
WB2RKK 28,470-139-39- 7
VE3DMU 28,000-140-40-11
W2GKZ 27,600-113-46- 5
WB2UQP 26,220-135-38- 9
K0DEQ 25,410-117-42- 5

CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM
Twice each month special transmissions are made to 

enable you to qualify for the ARRL Code Proficiency Cer
tificate. The next qualifying run from WIAW will be made 
April 16 at 0230 GAIT. Identical tests will be sent simul
taneously by transmitters on listed c.w. frequencies. The 
next qualifying run from W60WP only will be transmitted 
April 5 at 0500 Greenwich Mean Time on 3590 and 7129 
kc. CAUTION! Note that since the dates are given per 
Greenwich Mean Time, Code Proficiency Qualifying Buns 
in the United States and Canada actually tall on the eve
ning previous to the date given. Example: In a converting, 
0230 GMT April 16 becomes 2130 EST April 15.

Any person can apply. Neither ARRL membership for 
an amateur license is required. Send copies of all qualifying 
runs to ARRL for grading, stating the call of the station 
you copied. If you qualify at one of the six speeds trans
mitted, 10 through 35 w.p.m., you will receive a certificate. 
If your initial qualification is for a speed below 35 w.p.m. 
you may try later tor endorsement stickers.

Code practice is sent daily by WIAW at 0030 and 0230 
GAIT, simultaneously on all listed c,w. frequencies. At 
0230 GMT Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, speeds are 
15 20 25 30 and 35 w.p.m.; on Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
and Sundays, speeds are 5 10 13 20 and 25 w.p.m. For
practice purposes, the order of words in each line may be 
reversed during the 5 through 13 w.p.m. tests. At 0030 
GMT daily, speeds are 10 13 and 15 w.p.m. The 0230- 
0320 GAIT runs are omitted four times each year, on desig
nated nights when Frequency Aleasuring Tests are made 
in this period. To permit improving your fist by sending 
in step with Wl AIV (but not on the air!) and to allow check
ing strict accuracy of your copy on certain tapes note the 
GAIT dates and texts to be sent in the 0230-0320 GAIT 
practice on those dates:

Date Subject of Practice Text from February OST 
Apr. I: It Seems to Us, p. 9
Apr. 4: .1 Zero-Beating Method,* p. 17
Apr. 10: The Wooden. Yagi, p. 41
Apr. 18: Amateur Radio Public Service Corps,* p. 66

Date Subject of Practice Text from Understanding 
Amateur Radio, First Edition

Apr. 22: Screen Modulation, p. 84
Apr. 26: Carrier vs. Talk Power, p. 85

^'Speeds will lie sent in reverse order, Irighest speed first.
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W1AW SCHEDULE, APRIL 1968
The ARRL Maxim Memorial Station welcomes visitors. Operating-visiting hours are Monday through Friday 

3 p.m.-3 a.m. EST, Saturday 7 p.m.-2:30 a.m. EST and Sunday 3 p.m.-10:30 p.m. EST. The station address is 225 
Alain Street, Newington, Conn, about 7 miles south of Hartford. A map showing local street detail will be sent upon 
request. If you wish to operate you must have your original operator’s license with you. The station will be closed 
April 12, 19G8, Good Friday.

GMT* Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

0000
0030

..........
Gode Practice

..................... RTTY OBS3’ ’
Daily1 10-13 and 15 w.p.m.

......................

0100 C.W. OBS1 C.W. OBS1 (J.W. OBS1 (?.W. OBS1 C .W. OBS1 CI.w. OBS1
0120-02UÜ4 

0200
■ • • • ............

Phone UBS2
7.080
Phono OBS2

3.555
Phone OBS2

7.080e
Phone OBS2

3.555»
Phone OBS2

7.080
Phone OBS3

0205-0230* 
U23U

..................... ..................... 3.945 50.7 145.6 1.82
Code Practice Dally1 15-35 w.p.m. TThSat., 5-25 w.p.m. MWFSun.

3.945

0330-0400*
0400 RTTY OBS3

• .............. ' ■ 3 555 
RTTY OBS3

7.080
RTTY OBS3

1.805
RTTY OBS3

7.U80
RTTY OBS3 RTTY OBS3

0410-0430* 
0430 Phone OBS2

3.625
Phone OBS2

14.095
Phone OBS2.

7.045
Phone OBS2

14.095
Phone OBS2

3.625
Phone OBS2

0135-0500* 
0500 C.W. OBS1

7.255
C.W. OBS1

3.945
C.W. OBS1

7.255
C.W. OBS1

3,945
C.W. OBS1

'* OKE
C.W. OBS1

0530-0600* 
0600-0700 
0700-0800
2OU0-21U0 .14.280

3.555e
7.080
14.280 
21/28«

7.080e
3.945
7.255
14.095

3.555
14.100
3.945
21/28»

7.255
3.555
14.100
14.280

3.555
7.080
14.280

2100-2200 ................... . 14.100 14.280 14.100 14.280 14J.00
2300-2345 .......... 7.255 21/28» 21.1« 21/28« 7.255

1 C.W. OBS (bulletins, 18 w.p.m.) and code practice on 1.805, 3.555, 7.08, 14.1, 21.075, 50.7 and 145.6 Me.
2 Phone QBS (bulletins) on 1.82, 3.945, 7.255, 14.28, 21.41, 50.7 and 145.6 Me.
3 RTTY OBS (bulletins) on 3.625, 7.045, 14.095 and 21.095 Me. 170/850 cycle shift optional in RTTY general 

operation.
4 Starting time approximate. Operating period follows conclusion of bulletin or code practice.
5 Operation will be on one of the following frequencies: 21.075, 21.1, 21.41, 28.08 or 28.7 Me.
6 W1AW will listen in the novice segments for Novices on band indicated before looking for other contacts.
7 Bulletin sent with 170-cycle shift, repeated with 850-cycle shift.
Maintenance Staff: Wls QIS WPR. * Times/days in GMT. General operating frequencies approximate.

A.R.R.L. QSL Bureau
The function of the ARRL QSL Bureau system is to 

facilitate delivery to amateurs in the United States, its 
possessions and Canada of those QSL cards which arrive 
from amateur stations in other parts of the world. All you 
have to do is send your QSL manager (see list below) a 
stamped self-addressed envelope about 4M by 9}^ inches in 
size, with your name and address in the usual place on the 
front of the envelope and your call printed in capital letters 
in the upper left-hand comer.

Cards for stations in the United States and Canada 
should be sent to the proper call area bureau listed below. 
Wl, KI, WAI, WNl1—Hampden County Radio As
sociation, Box 216 Forest Park Station, Springfield, Massa
chusetts 01108.
W2, K2, WA2, WB2, WN2.... North Jersey DX Assn., 

P.O. Box 505 Ridgewood, New Jersey 07451.
W3, K3, WA3, WN3 —Jesse Bieberman, W3KT, RD 1, 

Valley Hill Rd.. Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355.
W4, K4— tl.L. Parrish, K4HXF.RFD 5, Box 801, Hickory, 

North Carolina.
WA4, WB4, WN41 —Richard Tesar, WA4WIP, 2666 

Browning St., Sarasota, Florida 33577.
W5. K5, WA5, WN5—’Hurley O. Saxon, K5QHV, P.O. 

Box 9915, El Paso, Texas 79989.
W6, K6, WA6, WB6, WN6 —San Diego DX Club, Box 

6029, San Diego, California 92106.
W7. K7, WA7, WN7 — Willamette, Valley DX Club, Inc., 

P.O. Box 555, Portland, Oregon 97207.
W8, K8, WA8. WN8 — Paul R. Hubbard, WA8CXY, 921 

Market St., Zanesville, Ohio 43701.
W9, K9, WA9, WN9 — Ray P. Birren, W9MSG, Box 519, 

Elmhurst, Illinois 60216.
W0, K0, WA0, WN0 — Alva A. Smith, W0DMA, 238 East 

Main St., Caledonia, Minnesota 55921.
VE1 — L. J. Fader, VE1FQ, P.O. Box 663, Halifax, N. S. 
VE2....Jolin Ravenscroft, VE2NV, 135 Thomcrest Ave., 

Dorvai, Quebec.
VE3 — R. H. Buckley, VE3UW, 20 Almont Road, Down

view, Ontario.

VE4—I). E. AIcVittie, VE40X, 647 Academy Roadj 
Winnipeg 9, Alanitoba.

VE5— Fred Ward, VE5OP, 899 Connaught Ave., Moose 
Jaw, Saskatchewan.

VE6 — Karel Tettelaar, VE6AAV, Sub. P.O. 55, N. Edmon
ton, Alberta.

VE7 — H. R. Hough, VE7HR, 1291 Simon Road, Victoria, 
British Columbia.

VE8 — George T. Kondo, VE8 ARRL QSL Bureau of 
Department of Transport, Norman Wells, N.W.T.

VO1 — Ernest Ash, VO1AA, P.O. Box 6, St. John’s, Newf.
VO2 — Goose Bay Amateur Radio Club, P.O. Box 232, 

Goose Bay, Labrador.
KII6, WH6 — John H. Oka, KII6DQ, P.O. Box 101, Aiea, 

Oahu. Hawaii 96701.
KL7, WL7 — Alaska QSL Bureau, Star Route C, Wasilla, 

Alaska 99687.
SWL— Leroy Waite, 39 Hanum St., Ballston Spa, New 

York 12020.
1 These bureaus prefer 5X8 inch manila enve

lopes.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Changes of Address

Important postal changes in handling 
second-class mail matter are now in effect. 
Please advise us direct of any change of 
address. Four weeks notice is required to 
effect change of address. When notifying 
please give old as well as new address and 
your zip code. Your promptness will help 
.you, the postal service and us. Thanks.
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EIMAC
The R. L. Drake L-4B linear amplifier shown here 
uses two of EIMAC’s new 3-500Z zero-bias triodes in 
grounded grid circuitry to achieve 2-kW PEP SSB 
input and 1-kW de input on CW, AM, and RTTY. Drive 
power is 100 watts PEP and 75 watts CW, AM, and 
RTTY.

Drake chose EIMAC 3-500Z’s because these 
rugged, compact, high-mu power triodes are ideal for 
grounded grid operation. They can provide up to 20 
times power gain in a cathode driven circuit. And 
the two tubes have a total plate dissipation rating 
of 1000 watts.

For more information on EIMAC'S line of power 
tubes for advanced transmitters, write Amateur 
Services Department, or contact your nearest EIMAC 
distributor.

3-500Z's used in Drake's 
linear amplifier for
2 kW PEP at 3.5-30 MHz

3-500Z TYPICAL OPERATION*

DC Plate Voltage ................................ . ..................2500 V
Zero-Sig DC Plate Current**..............................130 mA
Single-Tone DC Plate Current ............................ 400 mA
Single-Tone DC Grid Current............................ .120 mA
Two-Tone DC Plate Current................................. 280 mA
Two-Tone DC Grid Current.................................... 70 mA
Peak Envelope Useful Output Power ................... 500 W
Resonant Load Impedance .. ........................... 3450 ohms
Intermodulation Distortion Products................. .“33 dB
•Measured data from a single tube 

‘•Approximate

EIMAC = -
Division of Varian m

San Carlos, California 94070 ■
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EIMAC has a rugged 500 watt 
tetrode that is ready 
to talk before you are.

We knew you weren't satisfied with ordinary push- 
to-talk mobile and airborne UHF/VHF communica
tions systems. Why? They took up to 60 seconds to 
warm-up. You needed more power and you needed 
it with "instant talk" speed.

The EIMAC metal ceramic X2099B is the only 
tetrode combining 500 watts of plate dissipation 
with instant warm-up. The quick-heat cathode in the 
X2099B takes only 250 milliseconds to warm up to 
half power or 70% of peak current. You can drive 
the X2099B with low level solid state, and you can 
air cool it.

The X2099B is available only at EIMAC. We’re 
ready to talk whenever you are. (415) 592-1221.

Contact your nearest distributor or Varian Field 
Office for further information. Offices are located in 
16 major cities. Ask information for Varian Electron 
Tube and Device Group.

TTPICAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Class ABe Radio Frequency Linear Power Amplifier

DC Plate Voitaqe 
1600 2600 V

DC Screen Voltage .......... 200 250 V
DC Grid Voltage . ................................................-24 -34 V
Zero-Signal Plate Current ........ 250 ¿25 mA
Max Signal DC Plate Current ....... 455 370 rnA
PEP or CW Plate Output Power . ..... 400 500 W
Third Order Intermodulation Distortion . . . —36 -38 dB
Fifth Order intermodulation Distortion .... —54 —46 dB
Filament Voltage............................................... 2.5 2,5 V
Filament Current ................................  10.0 10.0 A
Warm-up Time (to half power) ...... 250 - ms

EIMAC
Division of Varian çjfH***^

San Carlos, California 94070
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• All operating amateurs are invited to 
report to the SCM on the first of each 
month, covering station activities for the 
preceding month. Radio Club news is 
also desired by SCMs for inclusion in 
these columns. The addresses of all 
SCMs will be found on page 6.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
DELAWARE—SCM, John L. Penrod, K3NYG—RM: 

W3EEB. PAM: W3DKX. K3LGC is back in Delaware 
and active un 2 meters. W3EEB made the BPL in Dec. 
W3JYG has been appointed to “Intruder Watch.“ The 
recent SET was a huge success. WA3IIX is mobile on 
6 meters. WA3FYS has a new v.h.f. receiver and is very 
active in lower Sussex County. W3DKX has a new 
Galaxy 5. We regret to announce W3JFR as a Silent 
Key. W3RDZ is doing a terrific job as OO. Those in
terested in joining a local radio dub in New Castle 
County are asked to see W3KET or WA3DYG. In Kent 
County see K3NVV or W3CZS and in Sussex County 
WA3GSM. These amateurs will fill you in with the de
tails. Net traffic: DEPN, QTC 59, traffic 15: DSMN, 
QTC 83, traffic 18; DTMN, QTC 34, traffic 1. Traffic: 
(Jan.) W3DKX 27, W3HKS 26, K3NYG 26, WA3DUM 
10, WA3DYG 5, WA3GSM 4, WA3HWC 3. WA3IID 1. 
(Dec.) K3NYG 66, W3DKX 31, W3HKS 10. WA3HWC 
9. WA3FYS 4, WA3IID 2.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, George S. Van 
Dvke, Jr., W3ELI (now W3HK)—SEC: W3AES. RMs: 
W3EML. K3MVO, K3YVG, W3MPX. PAM: K3MYS. 
V.H.F. PAM: W3FGQ. EPA, QNI 383, QTC 410; PTTN, 
QTC 285; PFN, QNI 532. QTC 522; EPA V.H.F., QNI 
263, QTC 324; EPAEP^T, QNI 558, QTC 263. OO re
ports were received from W3FGQ, K3HNP, W3BFF, 
K3RDT, W3NNC, W3KEK; OBS from WA3AFI, K3- 
WEU; OVS from W3FGQ, WA3EEC, WA3CQO, K3- 
VAX, W3CL. Those making the PPL: WA3CQO, 
WA3JCA, K3MYS. W3EML, K3NSN. W3FGQ, K3VBA, 
WA3GAT, WA3EEC, WA3FCP, W3MPX, W3CUL. New 
officers: ARTICS ARC—K3UZO, pres.; WA3HDJ, 
vice-pres.; WA3GTL. secy,; WA3BCE, treas. PENN 
Wireless ARC—W3LCY, ’pres.: K3ZFD, vice-pres.; 
WA3HBT, corr. secy.: K3HNP, rec. secy.: K3JQH. 
treas. Delmont ARC—K3WNO, pres.; K3MQR, 1st vice- 
pres.; W3PSM, 2nd vice-pms. • WA3FZX, secy.; K3- 
j,TO, treas. Donald Trayes, 341 Miller St., Bangor, Pa., 
needs help to get his ham ticket. Any volunteers? 
WA3FPM is organizing an explorer troop. WA3B8V is 
cut oft’ from ham radio at school this term. WN3HMK 
passed the Tech. Class exam. WA3CXZ has a brand- 
new OVS certificate. The .XYL of W3SAO spoke at the 
R. F. Hill ARC Banquet. WA3CND has a new antenna. 
WA3HVR made 100 SS contacts on 6 meters. From 
Splatter to Splatter says that W3C AU has had 40 years 
of ham radio starting with spark and now is s.s.b. 
W3CUL still is basking in the sunny south. WN3HMU 
passed the big “G.” The Bucks Co. HS ARC is run
ning a car wash to raise money for ham gear. K3HNP 
complains of key clicks from too many active local 
hams. W3MV0 still is in there strong. W3NNL is busy 
building a complete solid state station. W3CID is going 
great on the traffic net. W3MPX is using a Russian 
tank receiver on MARS. K3WEU finally made WAS. 
The U. of P. ham station is active in traffic. WA3EWV 
is conducting code classes for Marion ARC. K3MDG 
operated in the SET from the State Health Center at 
Valley Forge Hospital. A club display of ham gear 
boosted interest in a ham club at school, reports WA3- 
EMO. W3LI needs help at the Phila. Shriners Hospital 
to conduct code classes and operate the station. Any 
volunteers? Looks like the Mt. Airy V.H.F. Club has 
done it- again. Traffic: K3MYS 1087, W3EML 899, W3- 
CUL 690, K3NSN 639. W3FGQ 506. WA3JCA 395, W3- 
AIZ 286, K3YVG 256, K3MVO 248, K3PIE 243, W3MPX 
240, WA3ATQ 239, K3VBA 230. W3AES 213, WA3CTP 
209. WA3CQO 189, WA3CKA 180, WA3GAT 180, WA3- 
EEC 173, WA3FCP 154, W3VR 147, WA3FPM 117, 
W3ELI 116, WA3AOJ 115, WA3EXW 102, K3WAJ 101, 
K3RTX 100, W3CID 94, WA3EM0 90, W3FPC 87, 

K3WEU 82, K3KJJ 74, K3BHU 73, W3NNL 61, WA3- 
AFI 60. WA3CXZ 59. K3PSO 58. WA3GLI 53, WA3CND 
52. WA3EMQ 48, WA3HGX 46, K3RUA 41, W3ABT 38, 
W3JKX 37, K3SLG 37. WA3HIT 36, K3MDG 35. W3- 
BUR 32, W3OY 30, K3KKO 23, K3UZO 23, W3RV 20. 
WA3RSV 10, K3HKW 9, W3GSX 7, W3HNK 7, K3FOB 
4, WN3HMK 4. W3VAP 3, W3ADE 2, WA3BJQ 2, 
W3CL 2. WA3HVR 2, WA3IAZ 2. K3VAX 2. W3BFF 
1, WA3BTV 1, W3CAU 1, W3EU 1, WA3EWV L WN3- 
HMU 1, W3KEK 1. (Nov.) K3MYS 1049.

MARYLAND-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—SCM, 
Carl E. Andersen, K3JYZ—SEC: W3LDD.

Net Freq. Time

MDD 3643 0000Z
MDDS 3642 Ù130Z
MEPN 3920 2300Z

1800Z
MTMTN 145.206 0100Z 

0030Z
CVTN 145.615 0200Z
AREC 3820 2300Z

Days Sess.QTC QNI 
Äre.

Daily 37 378 1,2.0
Daily 29 43 5.4
M-W-F
S-S
M-Th-S-S 12 21 10.6
Tu-F
Sn-F 7 2 1.6
Sn 4

Mgr.

K30AE, RM
W3CBG, RM
K3NCM.PAM

K3NOQ

WA3CFK
W3LDD, SEC

New appointees: WA3GTX as OO Class I (upgraded 
from Class IV); W3VDU as EC for Cecil County; 
WA3BMM as EC for Montgomery County; W3CDA as 
EC for Wicomico County; WA3CGT as Asst. EC for 
Wicomico County; K3OAE as Asst. SEC for MDD oper
ations; WA3GDB and WA3GLP a» Asst. ECs for 
Frederick County. Endorsed appointments: W3JZY as 
PAM for v.h.f. nets, OPS and ORS; W3MCG as RM 
and ORS. W3TN again made the BPL. WA3EOP reports 
activity on MSTN at 2200 EST on 50.4 Me, WA3GAU, 
now Advanced Class, is the new pres, of the CARC. 
WA4QLP/3 is the operator behind the key at W3'D0. 
U.S. Naval Academy. W3LQY is active again on MEPN. 
K3LFD reports a full-blown SET from Anne Arundel 
County, including newspaper publicity. W3ATQ rebuilt 
his power supply in 3 hours to bent Murphy’s Law in 
the SET. W3GEB is overcoming his space problem for 
an 80-meter antenna with a basement counterpoise sys
tem. W3TMZ has started a new paper for the PVRC 
called The PVRCer. Flu and two term papers wiped 
out WA3CFK in the SET. WA3GLP also is a victim 
of school work but has completed a couple of antennas. 
W3ZNW is performing liaison work between MDD and 
2-meter nets. W3JPT has been QRL monitoring phone 
stations. W3TXQ will now be known as W3CZ and 
K3CYA is W3FU. W3QA has been spending his time in 
Rome, N.Y., and K3OAE commutes between Florida and 
here. WN31YS was active in the Novice Roundup. Your 
SCM enjoyed a nice visit with the Springbrook High 
RAC and met a fine group of young men interested in 
amateur radio. W3RKK, pres, of the Baltimore ARC, 
reports an upgrading class for General Class that meets 
each We<L evening. Traffic: (Jan.) W3TN 238. WA3HTQ 
192, K3GZK 143, W3CBG 141, K3JYZ 127, W3ATQ 126, 
W3CWC 78, WA3CFK 74. WA4QLP/3 58, WA3ERL/3 51, 
W3LDD 51, K3LFD 47. W3LBC 46. W3ZNW 44. K3ORW 
17, W3GEB 16, W3UE 16, W3LQY 14, WA3GLP 13, 
W3EOV 12, K3LFN 12, K0ECG/3 10, WA3EOP 6. WN3- 
IYS 6, WA3FRL 4. (Dec. ) WA4QLP/3 7.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, Edward G. Raser, 
W2ZI—Asst. SCM: Charles E. Travers, W2YPZ. SEC: 
W2BZJ. RMs: WA2KIP, WA2BLV. PAM and NJPN Net, 
Mgr.: W2ZI. NJN reports QNI 418 stations, traffic 327. 
NJPN reports QNI 796 stations, traffic 264. W2BZJ re
ports the SET activity was better than last vear. 
WA2ANL is a new OBS: K2SOL. WB2BGH, WB^FJE 
and WB2SFX are new OPSs; W2PU, Princeton U., is a 
new ORS. SCARA’s officers are W2BYW, pres.; WB2- 
FIS, vice-pres.; W2CXC, secy.; WA2SIP, treas. EC 
WA2ANL reports two new nets in his area: The 6- 
Meter Net meets at 10 p.m. on 50.4 Me., the I0-Meter 
Net at 9:30 p.m. on 29 Me. WA2DNG sent in his log 
for the V.H.F. Contest. W2SJT has been in Florida for 
several weeks. W2MZR is touring California. WB2GTE 
is trying to contact his daughter in the Peace Corps in 
Korea. WB2BGH made the BPL in Dec, W2ZVW re
ceived his Extra Class ticket. A new NJPN Net Roster 
was issued Jan. 1, 1968, printed bv W2YPZ. If you 
wish a copy send a radiogram to W2ZI. WA2DID joined 
Air Force MARS. WB2VMQ and WR2MNF received their 
Advanced Class licenses recently. WB2WXA is the new 
Asst. EC for Haddonfield. New officers of the Burling-
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inn County RG are W2GFL. pres.: WA2QZQ, vice-pres.: 
WB2WLS, sew.; WR20UC, treas.' Rancoeas Valiev ARA 
officers are K2YBN. pres.; WB2ZMY, vice-pres.: WB2- 
LWZ. treas.; WB2ZEU, secy. W2ZI and K2MBW are 
recovering from the flu. Traffic: (Jan.) WA2KIP 145, 
WB2UVB 135, W2ZI 94, W2BZJ 75. W2PU 65. W2CKF 
64, VVA2ANL 62. WA2UPC 57. WB2VMQ 42, W2YPZ 
31. WB2APX 25. WA2DVU 21. K2SOL 21. W2ZVW 19. 
W2ORS 17. WB2BGH 13. K2MBW 13, K2SHE 13, 
WB2MNF 12, WA2ABY 9. WA2DID 2, WB2FJE 2, 
WB2WXA 1. (Dec.) W2YPZ 10. K2MBW 8.

WESTERN NEW YORK—SCM. Charles T. Hansen, 
K2HUK—kEC: W2RUF. PAM: W2PVI. RMs: W2EZB 
and W2FEB. NYS C.W. Net meets on 3670 kc. at 1900, 
ESS on 3590 kc. at 1800. NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. at 2200 
GMT, NYS C.D. on 3510.5 and 3993 kc. (s.s.b.) at 0u00 
Sun. and 3510 kc. at. 1930 Wed.. TCPN 2nd Call Area 
on 3970 kc. at 0045 and 2345 GMT. NYS Countv Net 
on 3510 kc. at 1400 GMT and 2345 GMT on Mon. Con
gratulations to W2OS and W2SEI on making the BPL. 
The Walton Radio Assn, elected K2EZK, pres.: W2THO, 
vice-pres.; W2OSL. secy.; WB2AGX. treas.; WB2VNB, 
art. mgr.: W2FMU. trustee. The CVARA elected W2- 
RME. pres.; WB2DJJ. vice-pres.; K2JVE. secy-treas.; 
WA2LFI, publicity. W2RUF has resigned as manager of 
the NYS C.W. Net because of the pressure of other 
duties, namely as mgr. cd the NYS County Net and 
the very important job of SEC. W2RUF has beeii with 
NTS C.W. so long that her name has become almost 
synonomous with its mention. The SCM of E.N.Y. and 
I witJi to convey our thanks to Clara for her long 
years of dedicated service tn the job and for the ex
istence of one of our finest nets in NTS. W2MTA, of 
Newark Valley, has agreed to take over as manager. 
However, he has asked that Clara remain as a con
sultant to give the net the benefit of her 20 years 
experience as net mgr. I am sure that W2RUF still 
will be an active call on NYS C.W. NFDXA has de
cided to operate Field Day from Gradl Mountain and 
has issued its annual challenge tn RDXA. Don’t forget 
the W.N.Y. Hamfest and V.H.F. Conference Sat., May 
11. at Vince’s 50 Acres, The latest report, from KARA 
is 97 new members, bringing the club total to well over 
400. The Fulton ARC elected WA2SOO. pres.; WA2- 
ZXT. vice-pres,; WN2BFH, secy.: WA2GRT, treas.; 
K2DUR, director-at-large. AU amateurs are invited to 
report monthly tn their SCM via Fnrm 1 report cards, 
available from Headquarters for the asking. The North 
Country Radio Club elected W2BYZ. pres.: K2SAC, 
vice-pres.: WA2HEC. secy.-treas. W2CY is the new call 
for PS-W2PZI. W2SEI takes oyer as acting 2RN mgr. 
from WA2GQZ. Traffic: W2SEI 648. W2OE 483, W2MTA 
442. WB20YE 380. WB2GAL 261. W2RUF 254. K2RYH 
219, W2LYG 168. WB2SMD 166. WB2VSL 144. W2HYM 
140. WA2NDC 120. W2FEB 90. K2DNN 64. WB2YUT 38, 
W2RQF 31. K20FV 30. WB2ZDK 28. W2FCG 26. W2- 
CFP 20. WA2UFI 20. K2IMI 17, W2PZL 17, WB2YUP 
15. K2QDT 14. WA2ANE 13, W2BL0 9. K2BWK 8, 
W2PVI 7. WB2FPG 3, WA2GLA 3, K2SSX 3, WB2VND 
3, WA2WVF 1.

CENTRAL DIVISION
ILLINOIS—SCM., Edmond A. Metzger, W9PRN—

SEC: W9RYU. RM : W9EVJ. PAMs: W9VWJ. WA9CCP.
WA9RLA (v.h.f.) Cook County EC: W9HPG. Net
reports:

Net Freq, Times Days Tfc.
[EN 3940 kc. 1400Z Sun. 13 (39 Dec. )
ILN 3760 kc. OOOOZ Daily 334
NCPN 3915 kc. 130ÛZ Mon.-Sat. 158
NCPN 3915 kc. 1700Z Mon.-Sat. 158
Il’.PON 3925 kc. 2300Z Mon.-Fri. 330
Ill PON 50.28 Me. 0200Z Mon. & Thurs . Norcport
111 PON 145.5 Me. 0200Z MWF

No reportTNT 145.36 Me. O200Z Sun.-Fri.

WA9RGZ, WA9EBM and W910G were elected officers 
of the Peoria Area Amateur Radio Club. Sept. 15 has 
bwu set for the club’s Annual Hamfest in Peoria. The 
Ninth Regional Net accumulated a traffic total of 1159 
during January, W9HPG introduced W9DNP, W9REA. 
WA9QNU and W9KPC as the new officers of the JARS 
(Joliet) at the club's inauguration dinner. The Wauke
gan V.H.F. Society and Amateur Radio Club (WA9LIV) 
has its 2-meter f.m. repeater in operation. Naw ap
pointments include WA9QBM as ORS; WA9TAF and 
W9KFQ as OBSs and WA9QVK as OO, WN9WPE is 
a new Chicago call. WA9UNR was elected president of 
the Monitor Club. K9PXK’s new QTH is Phoenix. 
Aria. K9PXW is now a missionary in Bangalore, India, 
and will operate from there suon. W9KMN is a new 
Extra Class licensee. K9HKJ was elected secretary of 
District 72 School Board. W9MSG. K9PGN. K9AQJ and 
W9YMF were elected officers of the Chicago Area Radio 
Club Council. Inc. WN9VK0 is now u General and 
WA.9UAG passed the Advanced Class exam. WA9QXT 
would like Novices to check into his WN Net and those 
interested mav contact him. The Chicago Radio Subur
ban Association held its Old Timers’ Nite Pot-Luck 
Dinner Feb. 7. K9TXJ has installed a new 18AVQ ver
tical antenna and is operating on all bands. On Feb. 
18 the Rockford Amateur Radio Association held its 
Ham fest and Swapfest. Make a date for the Central 
Division Convention Aug. 3 and 4 to be held in 
Springfield, III. Write to 104 North Sixth Street for de
tails. Also write to the Illinois Sesquicentennial Com
mission, i07 South Fifth Street in Springfield, for in
formation on its QSL awards. New officers of the CATS 
are K9AQJ, W9ABC, W9GRW and WA9MKQ. The 
CATS has passed the 200 membership mark to become 
the largest RTTY club in the world. WA9MHU and 
WA9QBM are recipients of the BPL award for Jan, 
traffic. Traffic: WA9MHU 296, W9EVJ 183. WA90TD 
172, WA9QBM 142. K9KZB 116. W9JXV 100, WA9CCP 
86. WA9QXT 78. K9BTE 52. WA9SPA 45, W9HPG 42. 
W9H0T 39. W9LDU 38. WA9LDC 37. WA9TOC 25. 
WA9PI.T 22. W9PRN 22. WA9SFB 21. K9HKJ 18. W9- 
IDY 13. W9LNQ 9. WN9VOX 8. K9HSK 6. WA9KQD 
5, WA9FIH 4. K9HRC 4. WA9QFT 4, K9HVS 2. W9- 
KFQ 2. K9TXJ 2.

INDIANA—SCM, William C. Johnson, W9BUQ—Asst. 
SCM: Mrs. M. Roberta Kroulik, K9IVG. SEC: WA9LTI.WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Robert E. 

Gawryla, W3NEM—SEC: K3KMO. PAM: K3VPI 
(v.h.f.). RMs: W3KUN, W3MFB, W3UHN, K3SOH. 
Traffic net«: WPA. 3585 kc. daily at 7 p.m. local time. 
KSSN. 3585 kc. Mon. through Fri. at 6:30 p.m. local 
time. W3YA was island-hopping in the West Indies dur
ing the cold snap. K3ZGI is now in California. K3UPO 
lost his beam and tower to a sleet storm. K3QAY and 
K3WTZ have been operating 6-meter f.m. regularly in 
the Erle area. W3UHN has a new two-element quad 
tor 20 meters. W3MIZ is now recuperating at home from 
an operation. The Indiana County ARC reports it is 
sponsoring code and theory classes this spring; W3PHD 
and K3VDE are using new SB-lOls. Kilo Watt Har
monics reports W3KPI has a new Swan 500: W3SHT 
is in Florida: W3TQN is attending Penn. Tech.; the 
Steel City ARC has installed a 64-element 2-meter co
linear array 60 feet hight. The Nittany ARC reports 
that top honors in the 1967 Pennsylvania. QSO Party 
go to WB2UFV as high-scoring non-Pennsylvania sta
tion and K3ILC as high-scoring Pennsylvania station. 
All participants submitting logs will receive the com
plete results of the QSO Party in the mail. WA3EPQ 
is now running 1 kw. with full break-in. W3KUN re
ports WPA was very active in the SET operation this 
year with 18 sessions, 103 QNI and 143 messages. The 
WPA Traffic Net for Jan. had 31 regular sessions. 216 
messages, 408 QNI plus 11) visitors. Traffic: W3KUN 
300. W3NEM 299. WA3BLE 268. K3PYS 217. W3LOS 
162, WB2TNB/3 145. WA3AKH 141, W3BLZ 128. K3HKK 
86 (W2KAT. K3AHT, WA3HAL ops). K3SOH 53, 
WA3HAL 38. K3HCT 21. W3KPJ 19. W3L0D 19. WA3- 
GPK 18. WA3HST 18, K3RZE 12, K3ASI 8, W3UHN 
8. WA3IPU 5, K3KM0 2. K3SJN 2. W3YA 2.
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Nets
IFN
ISN

QIN
IPON
IPON

Freq. 
3910 
3910

3656 
3910
50.7

Time Tfc.
1330 Daily 2300 M-F 
0000Z M-F 2300 Sat-Sun.

2130 M-S
1)100Z Daily
1250Z Sun.
0200Z M-T

316 
489

210
160

Mgr.
K9IVG
K9CRS
W9HRY
K9EFY
WA9NLE

W9KAG reports for the River Forecast Net Jan. traffic 
36. K9YST reports for the White River Valley AREC 
Net Jan. traffic 16. W9ILU reports for the Great Lakes 
Emergency Net Doc. traffic 75. QTN honor mil: W9BDP 
30. WA9MTY 28. WA9KAG 24. W9UQP 21. K9DH0 18, 
K9HYV 18. WA9MXG 16, W9JUK 15. W9QLW 15. Your 
SCM listed the following call wrong in Jan. QST: W9- 
JUX was listed as WA9JUX and K9JUX. K9HYV was 
listed as K9HVY in both Jan. and Feb. OST. Kokomo 
ARC’s new officers are WA9GKT, pres.; K9VIB, vice- 
press.: WA9VZW. secy.; W9B-FD, traes.: W9MZN. di
rector-at-large; NC officer. WA9QEQ; EC, K9CWG. 
The Kokomo Emergency Net meets at 0200Z Mon, on 
50,7 Me. K9IVG had antenna trouble. WN9WKA is a 
new Novice at Hobart. WA9ITB passed the Advanced 
Class exam. WOBUQ’s slow-scan is about ready. At the 
Indiana Amateur TV and U.H.F. Club’s meeting Jan. 
27 G3EKE was the speaker on British Amateur Radio 
and TV. The SET was a success in Indiana. The Red 
Cross Chapter of Indianapolis had its bomb shelter test 
tn coordinate with the SET. WA9LGQ. Red Cross ARC, 
was activated to handle emergency. All messages were 
on 50.7 Me. starting at 2030 GMT Sat. the 27th until

(Continued on page 13Z)



ver«sa«til*i*ty (vur’se-til’e-ti), n., the 
quality or state of being versatile; spe
cifically, a) competence in many things, 
b) ability to move freely in any direction.

the definitive ham rig... Heathkit SB-101 Transceiver 
with SB-640 External LMO and SB-200 KW Linear

Versatility has real meaning when you operate with 
this Heathkit trio. With the SB-640 & SB-101 com
bination you have five frequency control options . . . 
external variable control of transmitting frequency 
. . . internal or external variable control of trans-
ceiving frequency . or crystal control of trans-
milting or transceiving frequency . . . almost enough 
versatility to put you in two places at the same time. 
In operation, whether you are a DX hound, net 
control, contest operator, or just a guy who likes a 
lot of action, you’ll appreciate being able to move 
freely anywhere. And with the SB-200 KW Linear 
you’ll be heard anywhere.
Order the SB-101 for the best value in SSB trans
ceivers. Front panel selection of upper or lower 
sideband; SSB or CW filters; PTT or VOX control; 
plus built-in CW sidetone; built-in 100 kHz cali
brator; 1 kHz dial calibration; true linear tuning; 
fixed or mobile operation.
Order the SB-640 for the most versatile use of your 
SB-101. It’s like adding a second receiver; provides 
external frequency control by LMO or either one 
of two crystals; features same calibration and smooth 
dial mechanism as SB-101; powered by SB-101.
Order the SB-200 for maximum power output at 
lowest cost. 1200 watts PEP, 1000 watts CW;
drives with 100 watts; built-in SWR meter, antenna 
relay, solid-state power supply; ALC; shielded, fan- 
cooled amplifier compartment; pre-tuned cathode 
input; circuit breaker protected; 120/240 VAC.
Kit SB-101, transceiver, 23 lbs......... ..................  
Assembled SBW-101, transceiver, 23 lbs.. . . 
SBA-301-2, optional 400 Hz CW filter, 1 lb.. . , 
SBA-100-1, mobile mounting bracket, 6 lbs.. . 
Kit HP-13, Mobile power supply, 7 lbs.............  
Kit HP-23, Fixed-station power supply, 19 lbs. 
Kit SB-640, external LMO, 9 lbs........................  
Kit SB-200, KW linear amplifier, 41 lbs.............
Assembled SBW-200, KW linear amp.; 41 lbs.

$370.00 
$540.00 
. $20.95 
.$14.95 
. $64.95 
. $49.95 
. $99.00 
$220.00 
$320.00

Compare the Specifications
PARTIAL SB-101 SPECIFICATIONS — RECEIVER SECTION: Sensitivity: Less 
than 1 microvolt for 15 db signal-plus-noise to noise ratio for SSB operation. 
SSB Selectivity: 2.1 kHz minimum of 6 db down, 5 kHz maximum of ¿0 db 
down — 2-.1 nominal shape factor — 6:60 db. CW Selectivity: (With optional 
CW filter SBA-301-2 installed) 400 Hz minimum at 6 db down, 2.0 kHz maximum 
at 60 db down. Spurious response: Image and IF rejection better than 50 db. 
TRANSMITTER SECTION: DC power input: SSB: 180 watts P.E.P. continuous 
voice. CW: 170 watts — 50% duty cycle. Oscillator feedthrough or mixer 
products: 55 db below rated output. Harmonic radiation: 45 db below rated 
output. Transmit-receive operation: SSB: Push-to-talk or VOX. CW: Provided 
by operating VOX from a keyed tone, using grid-block keying. CW side-tone: 
Internally switched to speaker in CW mode. Approx. 1000 Hz tone. Carrier sup
pression: 50 db down from single-tone output. Unwanted sideband suppres
sion: 55 db down from single-tone output at 1000 Hz reference. Third order 
distortion: 30 db down from two-tone output. Noise level: At least 40 db below 
single-tone carrier. RF compression (TALC): 10 db or greater at .1 ma final 
grid current. GENERAL: Frequency stability: Less than 100 Hz per hour after 
20 minutes warm-up- Dial accuracy — "resettability": Within 200 Hz on all 
bands. Electrical dial accuracy: Within 400 Hz after calibration at nearest 
100 kHz point. Cabinet dimensions: 14%* W x 6%’ H x 13%" D.
SB-640 SPECIFICATIONS — Frequency output, LMO: 5 to 5.5 MHz. Fre
quency output, crystal: 4.975 to 5.525 MHz. Frequency stability: Less than 
100 Hz per hour after 20 minutes warmup from normal ambient conditions. 
Less than 100 Hz for =fe!0% line voltage variations. Visual dial accuracy: 
Within 200 Hz on all bands. Electrical dial accuracy: Within 400 Hz after cali
bration at nearest 100 kHz point. Dial mechanism backlash: Less than 50 Hz. 
Front panel controls: Main (LMO) Tuning dial; LMO/XTAL switch; Crystal 
Selector switch — XIAL 1 /XTAL 2. Panel light: ON when transmitting or trons- 
ceiving frequency is controlled by External LMO. Rear apron facilities: Con
nector to SB-101. Frequency Adjust trimmers XTAL 1 and XTAL 2. Power re
quirements (from SB-101 Transceiver): 150 VDC at 5 ma. 12.6 VAC at 450 ma. 
Dimensions: 6%' H. (plus feet) x 10' W. x 11%’ D. (including knobs).
SB-200 SPECIFICATIONS — Band coverage: 80, 40, 20, 15 & 10 meters. Maxi
mum power input: 1200 watts P.E.P. SSB, 1000 watts CW. Driving power 
required: 100 watts. Duty cycle: SSB, continuous voice modulation; CW, 50% 
(key down time not to exceed 5 min.). Third order distortion: 30 db or better 
at 1000 watts P.E.P. Output impedance: 50 to 75 ohm unbalanced; variable 
pi-output circuit. SWR not to exceed 2:1. Input impedance: 52 ohm unbalanced; 
broad-band pretuned input circuit requires no tuning. Meter functions: 0-100 
ma grid current, 0-1000 ma plate current, 0-1000 relative power, 1:1 to 3:1 SWR, 
1500 to 3000 volts high voltage. Front panel controls: Load; Tune; Band; 
Relative Power Sensitivity; Meter Switch, Grid-Plote-Rel. Power-SWR-HV; and 
Power Switch, on/off. Tube complement: Two 572B/T-160-L (in parallel). 
Power requirements: 120 volts AC (gi 16 amperes (max.), 240 volts AC (a1 8 
amperes (max.). Cabinet size: 14%' W x 6%' H x 13%' D. Net weight: 35 lbs.

HEATHKIT I960 FREE '68 
CATALOG 
Describes these and 

over 300 other Heath- 
kits. Save up to 50% 

by building them your
self. Use coupon and 

send for your FREE 

copy!

I HEATH COMPANY. Dept. 9-4
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

SS3BS0il-i

a

Enclosed is $________________________

Please send model (s)______________  

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Please send Credit Application.

plus shipping.

Name.

Address.

City.

(Please Print)

I.
.................. .................... ....... .................... State------------------------------------------Zip
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-195
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DUALITYIf

SWAN 410C
FULL COVERAGE 
EXTERNAL VFO
The Model 410C Frequency Control 
Unit is designed for full coverage 
of 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters. It 
is intended for fixed station opera
tion and plugs directly into Model 
500C. It may also be used with 
Model 350C. Eight ranges, 500 kc 
each, 5 kc calibration.

$115
DUAL VFO ADAPTOR
Provides for the addition of second 
VFO for separate control of trans
mit and receive frequencies. Plugs 
directly into Model 500C and may 
also be used with Model 350C and 
other Swan transceivers.
MODEL 22 $25

MARS OSCILLATOR
Five crystal controlled channels 
with vernier frequency control. 
Plugs directly into Model 500C and 
may also be used with Model 350C 
and other Swan transceivers.
MODEL 405X 
(less crystals) . . $45

SIVAN SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE... ASK THE

SWAN 500C 
SSB-AM-CW 
TRANSCEIVER
Five band, 520 watts for home 
station, mobile and portable 
operation.
The new model 500C is the latest 
evolutionary development of a basic 
well proven design philosophy. It 
offers greater power and additional 
features for even more operator en
joyment Using a pair of the new 
heavy duty RCA 6LQ6 tetrodes, the 
final amplifier operates with in
creased efficiency and power output 
on all bands. PEP input rating of the 
500C is conservatively 520 watts. 
Actually an average pair of 6LQ6's 
reach a peak input of over 570 watts 
before flattopping!
The 500C retains the same superior 
selectivity for which Swan trans
ceivers are noted. The filter is made 
especially for us by C-F Networks, 
and with a shape factor of 1.7 and 
ultimate rejection of more than 100 
db, it is the finest filter being of
fered in any transceiver today.
For the CW operator the 500C in
cludes a built-in sidetone monitor, 
and by installing the Swan VOX Ac
cessory (VX-2) you will have break in 
CW operation.
Voice quality, performance and re
liability are in the Swan tradition of 
being second to none.

$520

SWAN 117XC 
MATCHING
AC POWER SUPPLY
Complete A.C. supply for 117 volts, 
50-60 cycles, in a matching cabinet 
with speaker, phone jack, and indi
cator light. Includes power cable

and
with plug for transceiver, and A.C. 
line cord.

14CSWAN
DC CONVERTER
Converts the above 117XC A.C. power 
supply to 12 volt D.C. input for 
mobile, portable, or emergency 
operation.

$65

HAM IVHO
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SWAN MARK II 
LINEAR AMPLIFIER
Two Eimac 3-400Z Triodes provide 
the legal power input: 2000 Watts 
P.E.P. in SSB mode or 1000 Watts 
AM or CW input. Planetary vernier 
drives on both plate and loading con
trols provide precise and velvet 
smooth tuning of the amplifier. 
Greatly reduced blower noise is pro
vided by a low RPM, high volume fan. 
Provides full frequency coverage of 
the amateur bands from 10 through 
80 meters and may be driven by any 
transceiver or exciter having be
tween 100 and 300 watts output.

$395

PLUG-IN VOX UNIT
Plugs directly into Model 500C, and 
may also be used with Model 350C 
and other Swan transceivers.
MODEL VX-2 ... $35

MARK II POWER 
SUPPLY
May be placed beside the Mark II, or 
with its 4% foot connecting cable, 
may be placed on the floor. Silicon 
rectifiers deliver 2500 volts D.C. in 
excess of 1 ampere. Computer grade 
electrolytic filters provide 40 mfd 
capacity for excellent dynamic regu
lation. A quiet cooling fan allows con
tinuous operating with minimum tem
perature rise, thus extending the life 
and reliability of all components. 
Input voltage may be either 117 or 
230 volts A.C.

$235
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SWAN 350C 
SSB-AM-CW 
TRANSCEIVER
Our improved standard 5 band model, 
now in production and still only...

$420

SWAN" 14-117
12 VOLT DC SUPPLY
Complete D.C. supply for 12 volt 
mobile or portable operation. In
cludes cables, plugs, and fuses. Will 
also operate from 117 volt A.C. by 
detaching the D.C. module & plugging 
in 117 volt line cord. Negative 
ground standard. Positive ground 
available on special order.

$130



0330 GMT Sun. the 28th. 65 messages were handled by 
14 amateur v.h.f. stations. On 50,250 Mc. there is » 
net at 0100Z every evening. WA9OLM is net control 
most of the time. This net is in the southern part of 
Indiana. W9HRY reports that 1967 was the best year 
for QIN for cheek-ins although he Ims not been able 
to top 1959 in total traffic of 6099, Amateur radio ex
ists because of the service it renders. Traffic: (Jan.) 
K9IVG 464, WA9LTI/WA9MTY 454, W9HRY 353, W9- 
QLW 308, K9FZX 305, K9HYV 172, WA9FDQ 160, 
WA9VFM 140, WA9KAG 131, WA9WFE 119, K9EOH 102, 
K9STN 84, W9BUQ 75, K9CRS 67. WA9LGQ 65. 
K9VHY 62. VV9SNQ 61. W9DKR 46, WA9BGI 45, W9- 
UQP 43, K9YST 40. W9JUX 36, K9ZLB 36. WA9BHG 
32. K9ZBY 32. K9RWQ 29, W9YYX 29, K9EFY 28. 
WA9CFW 25, W9FWH 19. WORTH 17. W9PMT 16. 
WA9AXF 15, K9ILK 15, W9DZC 13, WA9GJZ 13. K9- 
KFM 13. W9LG 13. WA9TKZ 13. W9DGA 11, W9RDT 
11, K9FUJ 10, W9CMT 9, W9WGN 9. K9JQY 8, W9CUC 
7. K9GBR 6, WA9ABI 2, WA9RNT 2. (Dec.) W9JUX 
194, WA9MXG 67. W9RTH 45. WA9BNX 9.

WISCONSIN—SCM. Kenneth A. Ebneter, K9GSC— 
SEC: W9NGT. RM: WA9MI0. PAMs: W9NRP, WA9- 
QNI and WA9QKP.

Net Freq. Time Days QNI QTC Mgr.
BWN 3985 kc. 1300Z Mon.-Sat. 430 252 W9NRP
BEN 3985 kc. 1800Z Daily 732 191 WA9QKP
W8BN 3985 kc. 2300Z Daily 1347 254 WA9QNI
WIN 3662 kc. 0U5Z Daily WA9MI0
SWRN 50.4 Mc. 0300Z Mon.-Sat. 3 K9DBR

New appointees: W90DD as OPS, ORS and OBS. Re
newed appointment: W9PJT as OVS. K2LXY is in 
Wisconsin for 3 years of studies. The Wisconsin QSO 
Party will be held Apr. 27 and 28. WA9NDV has made 
WAS. WA9NBU is operating out of WA8CQR and cor
responding with a ham in Ghana. WA9LRW has added 
an SB-610 to his shack. K9CPM has his shack all set 
with emergency power. W90DD has equipped the shack 
with a Drake* R4B/T4X-B and Hunter Bandit 200OC. 
The Wisconsin WNA Picnic will be held July 7 at Fond 
Du Lac. New Mancorad Radio Club officers are W9KQB, 
pres.; K9RFZ. vice-pres.; WA9EZU, secy.-treas. WA9- 
8YD has a new 10-meter antenna, passed the Advanced 
Class exam and is NCS on BEN. Many stations report 
participating in the SET. Congratulations to all for 
the fine showing. Traffic: (Jan.) W9DND 414, W9DYG 
331. W9CXY 330. W9ESJ 210. W9IFS 185, WA9NVY 184. 
WA9NDV 150, WA9QKP 140, W9AOW 123, WA9RAK 
109, WA9QNI 89, K9KSA 83. K9FHI 71, W9DXV 69. 
W9AYK 68. W9ODD 57, W9GXU 51. WA9GJU 50. WA9- 
IZK 48. K9CPM 44, W9NRP 43. K9GSC 41. W9KRD 
38, WA9SYD 26. WA9NBU 22. K9JMP 21, W9RTP 20. 
W9CBE 19, WA9PKM 17. W9MWQ 12. K9TBY 12, 
W9YT 9. K9EMG 8, W9G0C 8, W9BCH 5. W9IQW 5.

WISCONSIN QSO PARTY
April 27-28, 1968

Wisconsin SCM K9GSC alerts Wisconsin ama
teurs only to the QSO Party to be held April 27 
and 28, between 1600 and 2300 GMT both dates. 
Categories arc phone 160-10 meters, phone 6 me
ters and up and c.w. 160 meters and up. Exchange 
consecutive QSO numbers, starting with number 
one, RS(T) and county. You may work each 
station only once in each category and separate 
logs for separate categories are required. Cross 
band, cross mode and multiple transmitters are 
not permitted. Contacts are not permitted on nets 
in session. Logs must show time, station worked, 
reports, band, emission, input, numbers ex
changed and county names. No power limit. Score 
one point for each contact, add the message credit 
if applicable and multiply by the number of coun
ties worked. 25 points can be added to the contact 
points (before multiplier ) if a message is sent in 
correct ARRL form to the SCM stating the cate
gory, county and input. This must be sent within 
two days after the contest ends. A copy of the 
message with handling data must accompany 
the log for credit. Suitable trophies (for first 
place winners) and certificates with ribbons will 
be awarded. Suggested frequencies: 3662 3985 
50,400 145,350 and 146,940. Logs must be post
marked no later than May 29. 1968 and sent to 
Wm. Wachholz, K9HJS, 918 North Third Ave.. 
Wausau, Wisconsin, 54401. Any violation of the 
contest or FCC rules may result in disqualifica
tion. Decisions of the contest committee are final.

K9KSA 5, WA9LRW 5, WA9EZU 4. W9JRZ 4. (Dec.) 
WA9IZK 92, K9VUJ 2.

DAKOTA DIVISION
MINNESOTA—SCM, Herman R. Kopischke, Jr., W0- 

TCK—SEC: WA0IEF. RMs: K0ORK. WA0EPX 
PAMs: WA0MMV, WA0HRM. MSN meets daily on 
3685 kc. at 0030Z. MJN meets Tue.-Sun. on 3685 kc. 
at 0100Z. Noon MSPN meets Mom-Sat. on 3945 kc. at 
1805Z, Sun. and holidays at 1500Z. Evening MSPN meets 
daily on 3945 kc. at 2315Z. Congrats to WA0HRM. new 
Evening MSPN PAM. Dave took over the duties from 
WA0JKT, whose college studies prevented him from 
devoting the time he felt he should to it. Our sincere 
thanks to WA0JKT for his services these last two years, 
;tnd to WA0HRM for accepting the appointment. Ap
pointments renewed: W0HEN as EC, OO and OPS 
and WA0MMV as EC, PAM and OPS. Our thanks to 
WA0MMV for accepting the PAM duties on the Noon 
Net for another year. W0ZMU, TI2RGS. HC1RT, enjoy
ing a well-earned vacation, showed slides of the fa
cilities of HCJB, the shortwave missionary broadcast- 
station in Quito, Equador. where he is an engineer. 
EC WA0FFU reports the Lake Superior AREC Net 
is having excellent activity. WA0DOT passed the Extra 
Class exam and has his XYL studying for Novice. 
WA0PXT has gone 6 meters with a mobile using n 
halo and a five-element beam at his base. OO WA0IAW 
reports sending 9 violation reminders. K0ERQ is hack 
on the nets since K0LWK and VP J helped get her 
antenna back up. The Minn. YLs are trying to reorganize 
on 3820 kc. at 9 a.m. Mon. EC K0ICG recently returned 
from Cal. where he and his XYL visited relatives. Traf
fic: (Jan.) K0ZRD 275. WA0IAW 251. K0ORK 158. 
WA0EPX 116. K0SRK 105. W0TCK 71. WA0HRM 
51. W0ATO 47, WA0MMV 46. W0HEN 39. W0KNR 
36. W0BUC 34. K0FLT 30, WA0ODB 30, WA0OLA 
30, K0ZBI 22, WA0DFT 18, WA0JKT 18. WA0OEJ 
18. W0KLG 16. WA0JPR 15, W0SZJ 15, WA0LVK 13, 
WA0DOT 12, WA0PVH 12. WA0IYM 8. W0ISJ 6. 
WA0NQH 5. W0OET 5, K0SXQ 5. K0CNC 4, W0- 
EQO 4. WA0EZQ 4, WA0PLM 4. WA0SSN 4. (Dec.) 
W0KLG 10, WN9VXM/0 8, W0UMX 8. WA0PXT 7.

NORTH DAKOTA—SCM, Harold L. Sheets, W0DM 
... SEC: WA0OYL. OBS: K0SPH. PAM: W0CAQ. 
RM: WA0ELO. The Minot Amateur Radio Assn. held 
its 5th Annual Banquet. Harold Carnahan, c.d. direc
tor. was the guest. New officers are W0HJU, pres.; 
W0HVA. vice-pres.; WA0LXB, secy.-treas.; K0YAF, 
sgt. at arms. W0DQX has transferred to Blaine, Wash. 
K0SPH was under the weather for awhile but is back 
again. WA0HUD and WA0ELO have been doing a nice 
job on TEN Net. WA0HUD has been working on the 
quad to get back on 10 meters. WA0OVW got the 
gremlins out of the SB-401 in time for the DX Con
tent, The International Hamfest date was set for July 
20-21 on the American side of the Peace Gardens. 
W0ECX reports that there will be a Ham Picnic at 
the Kindred Park on June 30. WONMV has hem build
ing a new SB-200 and will soon have it on. The SET 
program went off with the RACES Net. PON and N.D. 
CW Net participating. Thanks to WA0AYL. K0SPH. 
WA0HUD. WA0F.LO. K0RSA for doing the job of 
betting it up. W0TUF has all the bugs out of the SR-150. 
W0CBM is on with a new Swan 500 and works 40 meters 
more. W0VBE received his Extra Class license. WA0- 
ELO passed the Advanced and Extra Class exams and 
W0HBR reports that his son WA0QBD. who is in the 
service, passed the Extra Class also. W0DM gave three 
Novice tests and continues to teach others for the Gen
eral tests. W0TXQ, from Detroit Lakes, was his guest 
for a few days. WA0TBR is recovering from eye surgery. 
The Forx Amateur Radio Club has started Novice classes. 
Meetings are held at the home of K0RSA.

RACES Net 22sess. 790check-ins Tfc.84 K0SPH
YLWXNet 24 413 7 WA0MND WA0GRX
CWNet 14 57QNI 39 WA0ELO 
NDPONNet 8 161 48 WA0HUD

Traffic: WA0HUD 184. WA0AYL 130. WAOELO 87. 
W9QNI/0 32, W0WWL 28, K0PZK 21. K0RSA 21. 
WA0GZA 20. W0DXC 17. WA0JPT 16. W0DM 15. 
KOSPH 15, WA0MND 6, WA0TBR 5.

SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM. Seward P. Holt, K0TXW
—SEC: W0SCT. RM: W0IPF. Phone Net Managers: 
K0BSW. WA0LLG. K0HHD/2 and his XYL announce 
the arrival of a new daughter Feb. 2. K0FKK has 
been i&sued the call DL4RE and is mounting a beam 
for contact home. WA0MRY has completed his keyer 
7. WAOHMP and WA0PNB passed the Advanced Class 
exam. Net Manager K0BSW thanks all who helped to 
make the net participation greater this past year. RM 
W0IPF announces that by 10 QNIs within three months
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six pack

National offers six of the world’s finest receivers to meet your partic
ular requirement.

Receiver number one provides greater amateur band performance and 
features than any amateur receiver ever built. ■ Receiver number two has 
the widest frequency range (from 5 Kc to 30 Me) of any general coverage 
communications receiver ever built for lab or commercial application. 
■ Receiver number three is completely solid-state for high reliability, ver
satility and portability. It operates from 12/24 V.D.C. or 115/230 V.A.C. 
This receiver draws less current than a couple of dial lamps (when its dial 
lamps are switched off), and provides instant-on operation. ■ Receiver num
ber four incorporates specific features for high selectivity and has a six-pole 
filter to provide built-in steep-skirted 500 cps, 2.5 Kc, 5.0 Kc, and 8 Kc 
bandwidths with passband tuning for CW and SSB. Also AGC threshold 
control to knock out background QRM. Also a 50 db notch filter. ■ Receiver 
number five has a phase-locked frequency synthesizer to replace conventional 
high frequency oscillator crystals for superior stability and over-all calibra
tion. ■ Receiver number six offers frequency meter performance with 1 Kc 
dial calibration and accuracy over its entire tuning range, 24 feet of band
spread per megacycle, and 10 Kc per turn tuning rate.

Each of these receivers is called the HRO-500. National’s new HRO- 
500, at $1675, is the finest total receiver you can buy ... at any price. Inter
ested in trying out National’s new sixpack? See your National dealer for 
an opener.

NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC. 37 WASHINGTON STREET, MELROSE, MASS. 02176
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yuu may reeeive a S. Dak. tìeetion Net certificate. 
Trafile nets: N.JQ Net. 278 QN1. 25 QTC, 42 intorniai. 
Eveuing Pilone Net, 1275 QNI, 90 QTC, 152 inlormals. 
S.D. C.W. Net, 73 QNI. 24 QTC in 14 sessions. Sioux 
Falla 2-Meter Net, 22 QNI in 4 sessione. Trafila: W0- 
m 383, K0VYY 238, WA0LLG 70, WA0MYS 52. 
W0SCT 42. WA0MWN 29, W01PF 25, WA0HTQ 21, 
WÀ0PNB 10. WA0QMV 111, W0DVB 9, WÀOPZA 9. 
WA0FUZ 6, WA0MRY 6, W0RWM 8, WA0HOJ 5, 
K0ZTV 5, WA0BWJ 4. WA0ÙKH 4. W0FJZ 4, K0- 
KOY 4, WA0JXH 1.

iilso tin old friend with a new call, WA5TNQ. We are 
always glad to have new amat.-urs in Mississippi, .mi 
we welcome WA5TSU, WNSTSE, WN5TTG, WN5TTQ, 
WN5TRJ, WN5TRF, WN5TQC. WA5TPP. WN5TOD, 
WN5T0N, WN5TNN, WA5TNQ, WN5TWZ aud WN5- 
TWI. Brothers W5BW and K2UE had a fine reunion, 
getting together on the Coast and comparing pictures 
uf' their rias from 1915 to the present. Check into our 
nets: Gulf Coast Sideband Net, dailv 1730 CST 3925 
kc. Miss. Sideband Net. dailv 1815 CST 3888 kc. Miss. 
C.W. Net, daily 3647 kc. at 1845 CST. Traffic: WA5SKI 
210, W5BW 71. W5EMM 22, WA5RXV 17.

DELTA DIVISION
ARKANSAS—SCM, Curtis R. Williams, W5DTR- 

SEC: WA5IIS. PAM: WA5PPD. RM: W5NND. The 
Central Arkansas Radio Emergency Net (CAREN) lias 
elected W5QFD as net mgr., WA5FAV as asst, net mgr. 
and WA5FDR as Secy.-treas. CAREN has a 2-meter 
repeater working with input 146.3 and output 145,5 using 
rhe call W5DI, WA5LUY and WA5OOY have a repeater 
working with input either on 50.32 or 146.34 and output 
on 50.5. New officers of the Central Arkansas ARC are 
W5DTR. pros.: WA5OOY, vice-pres., WA5QWY, secy.- 
treas. : and WA5QAK, act. mgr. Several AREC groups 
had good exercises during the WET. Net reports for .Inn.:

TENNESSEE—SCM, Harry A. Phillips, K4RCT— 
Asst. SCM: Llovd Shelton. WA4YDT. PAMs: W4PFP, 
WA4CGK, WA4ÉWW. WB4GHL.

Net Freq, 
T8SB 3980 
TPN 3980

ETPN 3980
TON :'.98fi 
TN 3635
TTN 7270

Days Time Sas. QNI QTC
Tuv-Sim. 0030Z 29 1990 285
M-Sat. 1245 33 1434 245
Sun. 1400
M-F 1140 23 522 23
Thurs. 0200 iWed.nightCST)
Daily 0100 31 273 213
Daily 2200 31 40 114

Mgr.
WA4CGK
W4PFP

WA4EWW
W40GG

WB4GHL

Net Freq.
OZK 3790
BN 3815
APR 3885
APON 3825

Time
0100Z 
ÜU30Z 
1200Z 
2130Z

Sens. Tratte QNIs
31 56 268
37 137 802
27 12 684

106 412

Mgr.
W5NND
WA5PPD
K5ABE
W5MJ0

Activity during Jan., was good with many new stations 
reporting into our section nets. Traffic: (Jan.) W5OBD 
1343, W5NND 241. W5DTR 93. W5MJO 88. WA5PPD 
82, W5QFU 81. WA5IIS 47, WA5LYA 21, WA5KEF 17, 
WA5PKO 13. WA5TLS 13, K5TYW 11. WA5QPI 9. (Dec.) 
W5QFU 54.

LOUISIANA—SCM, J. Allen Swanson, Jr.
SEC: W5BUK. RM: 
W5UQR.

W5CEZ .V.H.F. PAMs
W5PM— 

WA5DXA,

Section nets were in session for two 8-hour periods on 
3980. 3635 and 7270 kc. during the SET. Tlie traffic 
total was approximately 435. The Nashville AREC Net 
operates on 50.3 Me. Tub.. Thurs. and Sat. at 2100 CST. 
W4SGI has a new call. WB41ED. Nomination forms 
tor the award of Outstanding .Amateur in Tenn, arc 
available from Teun. Council secretary, W4PRY, 3816 
Bedford Ave., Nashville 37215. The deadline is Alay I, 
Presentation will be made at the Crossville Picnic in 
July. Our thanks to W4IDY for serving as temporary 
RM. Traffic: W4OGG 315. W4DIY 313. W4FX 183. 
W4SQE 168, WA4URA 99, W4RUW 95, WA4NEC 90. 
WB4EKI 88, K4OUK 54. W4WZH 48. W4PFP 44, W4- 
WBK 43, K4FKO 30, K4MQI 25, WA4GLS 24, WA4CRU 
23, WB4ANX 22, W4PQP 19, WA4CGK 17. WB4EHD 
17, K4PUZ 17, WA4TJJ 16, WB4FCE 14, W41TIY 12, 
WA4EWW 10, W4SGI 9, WA4AJB 8. WA4YDT 8.

Net Freq. Days Times/GMT Net Mgr.
LAN 3615 Daily 1X130/0400 W5MBC
Delta 75 3905 Sun. 1330 WA5EVU
UPON 3870 Sun. 1300 W5KC

The Lake Charles gang will put on a hamfest this year. 
Details later. W5SWS has been mnhiling a lot lately. 
WA5QVN reports the Twin City hams have started 
code and theory classes. WA5UEB is the new call of 
the Winnsboro High ARC. K5ANS/5 transmits Official 
Bulletins via RTTY on 3625 kc, Mon. through Eri., 
except Wed., at OoOOZ. Congrats to W5NYY on his new 
Advanced Class ticket, WA5EID is plagued by school 
skeds. WA5OJG says the Batrop boys are toying with 
joining civil defense. The Springhill AREC group had 
a very excellent SET exercise with the mayor, council- 
men. and press observing from mobiles operated hv 
W5ADE. K5QNK and K5ELJ, in addition to WA5FRU 
and W5SQO. LAN operated Sat. aud Sun, for many 
hours, The GNOARC also had special exercises. WA5- 
OHH is working on gear for 6 meters. W5GZR. from 
the Teche Bayou Country, has up a new three-element 
quad, homebrewed. WA5KLF is working on RTTY 
equipment. W5EA is not. too active except in MARS. 
W5JFB says the first week end of the ARRL DX con
test was exceedingly hot with QRM. W5PBQ heads the 
OARC for 1968 in Slidell, K5AGI is the proud pos
sessor of an Extra Class ticket. WN5TKF, of the OARC, 
became the first, ham to receive a license in 1968 through 
the NOLA District Office of the FCC. W5LHS, New 
Orleans West Bank EC, reports a very fine SET exercise 
with a visit to the fixed station by the director of the 
NOLA Red Cross. WN5TZL is a new ham in St, Mar- 
tinville, a graduate of W5EXI’s school. W5NQQ will 
continue as editor of the LARK. My term as your SCM 
expires in June. Watch QST for request for nomina
tions. Traffic: W5CEZ 255, W5KRX 146. W5MXQ 125. 
W5MBC 105. K5ANS/5 89, WA50HH 66. W5GZR 47, 
W5PM 15. W5EA 14, K5WOD 12. WA5NYY 8. WA5QVN 
7, W5KC 4. WA5EID 3, WA5KLF 2. WA50JG 2, WA5- 
LGO 1.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION
KENTUCKY—SCM, Lawrence F. Jeffrey, WA4KF0 

-SEC: W40YI. Endorsements: WA4FMY as EC. WA4- 
GHQ and W4WNH as OVSs, WA4WWT as ORS.

Net
KRN 
MKPN 
KTN 
KYN 
FCATN

Freq. 
3960 
3960 
3960 
3600 
50.7

Days GMT QNI
M-F Í130 424
Daily 1330 395
Daily 0000 1002
Daily 0000/0300 473

0200 94

QTC Mgr.
8(1 K4KIS

214 K4TRT
867 WA4AGH
848 W4BAZ
28 WB4AFH

WA4SIQ is looking for stations for the N.E, Kentucky 
V.H.F. Net. WA4WWT tops Kentucky in traffic again. 
W4CDA is working hard to promote a 2-meter net in 
the Danville area, on 144.35. New officers of the Northern 
Kentucky Amateur Radio Club are W4VLA. pres,; 
WA4LPC. vice-pres.; WA4ZVI. rec. secy.; WA4NXD. 
eorr. secy.; W4OTM, treas. K4RZK is the new serv. 
<»f the OVARA. W4PII is pres, of the Queen * Tty 
Emergency Net. WN4IEN is a w Novice in Central 
City. Congratulations fn WA4WWT on being named 
Central Area TCC Operator of the Year. The Second 
Annual Kentucky Traffic Meeting was very successful, 
thanks to the efforts of W4BAZ. who acted as chairman. 
Traffic: (Jan.) WA4WWT 548. WA4DYL 495, W4BAZ 
366. WA4AGH 281. WA4WSW 246. WA4UAZ 224. WB4- 
AIN 216, W4NBZ 185. WA4SMS 175. WA4VUE 168. 
WA4KFO 133. K4MAN 125, W4YOQ 104. W4OYI 93. 
WA4GHQ 90, WA4BZS 64. W4CDA 56, W4GVU 56. WB4- 
BKG 52, WA4IBG 47. K4TRT 44, W4BTA 35, WB4FOT 
35, WA4UHR 32. WA4WQZ 32. WA4UGQ 24. W4KJP 
22, K4VDO 22. W4MWX 20. WB4BTM 19. K4UMN 16. 
K4H0E 15. WB4AFH 14. WB4CIY 13. W4SZB 12, W4- 
KKG 11. K4LOA 11, K4FPW 9. W4AD0 8, WB4CJM 
1, WA4SIQ 1. (Dec.) K4HOE 19. K4UMN 13.

MISSISSIPPI—SCM, S. H. Hairston, W5EMM—SEC: 
W5JDF. It is amazing that WA5SKI handles as much 
traffic and still make such good grades in college. W5- 
LEA still is doing a fine job as NCS, operating c.w., 
a.m., s.s.b., 80 through 10 meters, with old Navy expe
rience being helpful. W5ODV has taken over as asst, 
net mgr. and secy, of MSBN and is doing a good job 
under the leadership of Net ’Mgr. WA5KEY. Thirty-one 
ses.sions were called, with 1301 call-ins and 113 emer
gency and priority messages delivered. We are glad to 
welcome K5UYP and his new bride tn Jackson and
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MICHIGAN—SCM, Ralph P. Thetreau, W8FX— 
SEC: K8GOU. RMs: W8FWQ. W8RTN. WA8OGR. K8- 
KMQ. PAMs: W81WF. K8JED. V.H.F. PAMs: W8CVQ. 
W8YAN. Appointments: K8TGQ and WA8MDK as ECs; 
WA8IAQ as ORS; W80WG as OPS. Süent Key: WA8- 
UDA. W8N0H is home and on the air.

Net
QMN
WSSB
PON-DAY 
B/R 
PON-C.W. 
M6MTN

Freq. Time
3663 2300
3935 0000
3935 1600
3930 2230
3645 2400
50.7 2100

Days QNI
Dy 1.094
Dv 926
M-Sat. 386
M-F 838
M-Sat. 153
M-Sat. 321

QTC Bess. 
565 63 

96 31 
3^9 27

42 27
40 26

Mgr.
W8FWQ
K8AYJ
WA80GR
K8JED
VE3DPO
WA8LRC



Salam hit the ball's-aae!

...the solid-state R-530 by Galaxy. The result of 3 years of exhaustive research, the 
R-530 was designed for the exacting standards of laboratory, amateur, broadcast and 
HF monitoring and point-to-point complex system communications. The R-530 incor
porates the finest components, the most desirable features and the most up to date 
engineering possible. It provides accuracy of 1 KHz tuning throughout the 0.5 to 30 
MHz frequency spectrum. Its frequency stability is amazing... less than 100 Hz drift 
after turn-on.

We, at Henry Radio, are proud to sell the R-530 and we are confident that the owner 
of this fine receiver will share our pride. We cordially invite you to come in or write 
for complete specifications.

Henry Radio has a great antenna package program ... big savings. Write for literature7\

’ EASY FINANCING • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF 
PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models. 
Our reconditioned equipment carries a 15 day trial, 90 day warranty and may be traded back 
within 90 days for full credit toward the purchase of NEW equipment. Write for bulletin.
TED HENRY (W6UOU) BOB HENRY (W0ARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)

CALL DIRECT ... USE AREA CODE

Butler, Missouri, 64730 816 679-3127
11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif., 90064 213 477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif., 92801 714 772-9200

"World's Largest Distributor of Amateur Radio Equipment"
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When you write for our 
condensed high fidelity 
SPEAKER, ELECTRONICS 
or MICROPHONE catalogs...

UPEN 3920 2230 Dy 472
LENAWEE2 145.36 0200 Dv 276
MEN 3930 1400 Sun. 275
SWM2 145.26 0100 Tue. 125
QWN 7160 2230 M-W-F 30
NOON 50 50.41 1700 M-Sat. 204

30 31 K8ZSM
60 30 WA8UWQ
23 4 K8JED
20 6 W8CVQ
20 15 WA8V0G
4 27 WA8FXR

you really get a 
brief progress 
report on the state 
of the art in sound.
Both FREE 
for the asking, 
of course.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••B»•••••••>••••>
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 483Q
631 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Please send me the latest word on
H E-V high fidelity □ E-V microphones
1 am particularly interested in E-V Model .■■■-
Name_______ _______ _ ___________ __________—------- —
A d d r e s s  ____ _--- ---------- .--------- ---------------- — ■
City  -State.__________Zip___ ___

New officers: Amateur V.H.F. Assn.—W8JXU, pres.; 
W8CLH, vice-pres.; W8HK0, secy.; W8VRU, treas. 
Edison RAA—W8EMP, pres.: W8EQY, vice-pres.; 
WA8CLG. seey.-treas.; WA8JKC. W8VRB and WA8- 
SVA, board. Calhoun ARC—WA8LRC, pres.; K8IWX, 
vice-pres.; WA8VXE, seey.-treas.; WA8UDT, fin. secy. 
Sorry to hear that VV8TDA’s son was killed in a ear crash 
near Oscoda. Among the many clubs out for the 
“March of Dimes'’ were the CMARC. SVARA, Plym
outh. ARC and Hiawatha ARA. The SVARA will put on 
the Wouff Hong ceremony for the CM ARC Lansing 
convention, Apr. 26 and 27. W8CAM has been running 
code practice again on 1804 kc. and the Semara has been 
running code and theory classes through advanced week
ly. The SVARA starts a new slow code net at 1800Z in 
the 3.7 Me. band. The Van Buren Co. ARC is running a 
code/theory class for 11 weeks. Thanks to W8ZKL, the 
Catalpa Club now meets in the VFW Hall in Royal Oak. 
WA8DEX has a new (’nil ins exciter. K8DX now is on 
160 “tobacco road.” K8W0Z now is the father of twins— 
“push-pull?” SVARA's new hoard: K8IIB. W8CTY. 
W8KNB, WA8GRI, W8GAI. In 1967 none of Michigan’s 
OOs lived up tn minimum requirements. BPLers: K8- 
KMQ, W8IV, WA8ARJ. WA8MCQ is QRP 800 MW. 23 
states including Calif. W8THD made WAC nn 21 Me. 
Traffic: (Jan.) W8IWF 470. K8KMQ 411. W0GXQ/8 
327. W8JTQ 267. W8IV 189, WA8OGR 168. W8BEZ 1R5. 
W8QQK 120. WA8LXY 113. K8MXC 112, K8ETU 110, 
K3KRX/8 109, K8ZJU 108. W8IUC 93. W8FX 77. WA8- 
IAQ 73. W8RTN 62. WA8KME 58, WA8MCQ 55. WA8- 
UPB 52. W8EU 51, K8GOU 47, W8TDA 40. WA8ORC 38. 
WA8UWQ 38, WA8LRC 32. W8FWQ 31. W8MO 31. 
W8YAN 30, K8JED 29, W8UFS 27, WA8VOG 27, W8TBP 
20. W8OWG 18, W8OAF 17. W8CNL 16. W8IHD 14. 
W8RHF 14. WA8TSD 14, W8WVL 14. W8MRM 13; 
WA8GTM 12. W&TLP 12. WA8KRH 12, W8AUD 10, 
W8SCW 10. WA8VHG 10, W8HKT 9. WN8VRJ 9. WA8- 
GRI 8, W8MWG 8. W8N0H 8, W8MGM 7. WA8LPI 6, 
WN8WQS 6, W8DSE 5. W8ZHB 1. (Dec.) WA8ARJ 147, 
K8HLR 30, WA8JDF 18, WA8AXF 15. WA8UPB 14, 
WN8WZF 9.

OHIO—SCM, Wilson E. Weckol. W8AL—Asst. SCM: 
J. C. Erickson. W8DAE. SEC: W80UU. RM: W8IML 
PAM: K8UBK.

Net QNI QTC Sess. Ave. Freq. Time Mgr.
BN 836 534 83 3580 0000&03O0Z WA8CF.T
OSSBN 1925 1029 58 17.8 3972.5 2345Z K8UBK

Hope that all of you have been getting your station 
ready to enter the Sixteenth Annual Ohio QSO Party 
Apr. 27 and 28, sponsored by the Ohio Council of Ama
teur Radio Clubs. K8LMF and K8ONA vacationed in 
Florida and received an engraved plaque from the Mus
cular Dystrophy Assn, for their efforts in the recent 
drive for funds. K8ONA received the Florida Merit 
Award. Inter-City RC’s IRC News Bulletin tells us that 
a number of its members brought receivers, transmitters 
and transceivers to the club meeting and all were in 
working operation so now the members know how each 
piece of gear works, what the owner likes and dislikes 
about it. W8WEG tells us WA8FUE joined the Silent 
Kevs following an auto accident in Oida. K8BXT savs 
Warren ARA’s 1968 officers are W8TTQ, pres.; W8HCL, 
vice-pres.; K8BXT. secy.; WA8VNU. treas.; WA8- 
SRB, trustee; WA8KIG is active on 145 Me., WA8ANV 
is building a 2-meter solid state transceiver. W8TTQ is 
building an electronic keyer, WN8RFY is now WA8ZMY 
and W8HSP was married. Southeast ARC*» Ham-Fax 
says WA8AHU is home recovering from surgery. WA8- 
BZR received his Extra Class license. WN8ZBA and 
WN8ZNC, father and son, are new Novices. K8PJH is 
home from the hospital recuperating. The Ohio Six- 
Meter Net meets daily at 0000Z on 50.6 Me. Write to 
K8VCW if interested in organizing a daytime c.w. 
traffic net on the Novice bands for training and service 
related to school clubs. Toledo’s Ham Shack Gossip in
forms us WA8ZFB and WA8ZJF received their Gen. 
Class, WA8ZGO his Cond. Class. WA8ZHU his Tech. 
Class and WN8ZFL. WN8ZIF and WN8ZIG their Novice 
Class licenses, K8KFP graduated from Toledo U. and is 
moving to Chicago. K8QZK is in Viet Nam and W8TZO 
is now W8AN. Smoke Signals from the Indian Hills 
RC tells us Santa brought W8POR an SB-300 and SB- 
400, also W8ICS a scope and Hickok tube tester. Massil
lon ARC changed the name of its bulletin to MARC 
Feedback, suggested by WA8HZO, W8OUU and WA8- 
CFJ passed the Extra Class exams. K8DIU is in Viet 
Nam. According to Springfield ARC’s Q Fiver W8OG 
spoke to the club on the DX he has been working since
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GOTHAM’S AMAZING ANTENNA BREAKTHRU!!
How did Gotham drastically cut antenna prices? Mass purchases, mass production, prod
uct specialization, and 15 years of antenna manufacturing experience. The result: The 
kind of antennas you want, at the right price! In QST since '53.
All A nr Worked 42 countries in two 
III lill weeks with my Gotham Quad 
uunuu and only 75 watts . . . W3AZR BEAMS The first morning i put up my 

3 element Gotham beam (20 ft) 
I worked YO4CT. ON5LW. 
SP9ADQ, and 4U11TU. THAT 
ANTENNA WORKS 1WN4D VN

CUBICAL QUAD 
ANTENNAS — 
these two element 
beams have a full 
wavelength driven 
element and a re
flector; the gain is 
equal to that of 
a three element 
beam and the di
rectivity appears 
to us to be excep
tional! ALL METAL (except the insula
tors) — absolutely no bamboo. Complete 
with boom, aluminum alloy spreaders; 
sturdy, universal-type beam mount; uses 
single 52 ohm coaxial feed; no stubs or 
matching devices needed; full instruction 
for the simple one-man assembly and 
installation are included; this is a fool
proof beam that always works with ex
ceptional results. The cubical quad is the 
antenna used by the DX champs, and it i 
will do a wonderful job for you!

10/15/20 CUBICAL QUAD SPECIFICATIONS 
Elements: A full wavelength driven ele

ment and reflector for each band.

Compare the per
formance, value, 
and price of the fol
lowing beams and 
you will see that 
this offer is unprece
dented in radio his
tory! Each beam is 
brand new! full size 
(36' of tubing for 
each 20 meter ele
ment, for instance);
absolutely complete including a boom 
and all hardware; uses a single 52 or 72
ohm coaxial feedline; the SWR is 1:1; 
easily handles5 KW;%"and l"aluminum 
alloy tubing is employed for maximum 
strength and low wind loading; all beams 
are adjustable to any frequency in the 
band.
2 El 20
3 El 20
4 El 20
2 El 15
3 El 15
4 El 15
5 El 15

.........  $16

............... 22*

............... 32*

............... 12

Frequencies: 14-14.4 Me.; 21-21.45 Me., 
28-29.7 Me.

Dimensions: About 16' square.
Power Rating: 5 KW.
Operation Mode: All.
SWR: 1.05:1 at resonance.
Boom: 10'X 1%" OD, 18 gauge steel, 

double plated, gold color.
Beam Mount: Square aluminum alloy, 

plate, with four steel U-bolt assem
blies. Will support 100 lbs.; universal 
polarization.

Radiating elements: Steel wire, tern-1 
pered and plated, .064" diameter.

X Frameworks: Two 12' XI" OD alu-, 
minum ‘hi-strength’ alloy tubing,| 
with telescoping %" OD tubing and. 
dowel insulator. Plated hose clamps! 
on telescoping sections.

Radiator Terminals: Cinch-Jones two- 
terminal fittings.

Feedline: (not furnished) Single 52 ohm 
coaxial cable.

............... 16

............... 25*

............... 28*

4 El 10......... $18
7 El 10..................32*
4 El 6.................15
8 El 6....................28*

12 El 2..............   25*
*20' boom

ALL-BAND VERTICALS
“All band vertical!” asked one

skeptic. “Twenty meters is murder 
these days. Let’s see you make a 
contact on twenty meter phone 
with low power!” So K4KXR 
switched to twenty, using a V80 
antenna and 35 watts AM. Here is a 
small portion of the stations he 

: worked: VE3FAZ, T12FGS, W5K YJ, 
!W1WOZ, W2ODII, WA3DJT, WB2- 
iFGB, W2YIIIT, VE3FOB, WA8CZE,
K1SYB, K2RDJ, K1MVV, K8IIGY, 
K3UTL, W8QJC, WA2LVE, YS1- 
MAM, WA8ATS, K2PGS, VV2QJP, .. 
W4JWJ, K2PSK, WA8CGA, WB2- 
KWY, W2IWJ, VE3KT. Moral: It’s V 
the antenna that counts! ■ •

Now check these startling prices--! 
note that they are much lower than, 
even the bamboo-type:

FLASH! Switched to 15 c.w. and 
worked KZ5IKN, KZ5OWN, HC1- 
LC, PY5ASN, FG7XT, XE2L KP4- 
AQL, SM5BGK, G2AOB, YV5CLK, 
OZ4H, and over a thousand other

«

10-15-20 CUBICAL QUAD................... $35.00
10-15 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 30.00
15-20 CUBICAL QUAD...........................32.00
TWENTY ME TER CUBICAL QUAD. 25.00 
FIFTEEN METER CUBICAL QUAD. 24.00 
TEN METER CUBICAL QUAD........23.00

stations!
V40 vertical for 40, 20, 15, 

10, 6 meters................. §14.95
V80 vertical for 80, 75, 40, 

20,15,10,6 meters.......§16.95
V160 vertical for 160, 80, 75, 

40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters.. .§18.95(all use single coax feedline)
How to order: Send check or money order. We ship immediately upon receipt of order 

by railway express, shipping charges collect.

GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139
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ABSOLUTELYNEW
TRI-EX

W-51
FREE STANDING 
TOWER.
SUPPORTS 9 SQ. FT.
OF ANTENNA.
Shown with internal Ham M 
rotator and 2" mast.

INCLUDES 
FREE: RIGID BASE 
MOUNT
PRE-DRILLED TOP 
PLATE-For TB-2 
thrust bearing.

HIGH STRENGTH STEEL 
TUBING LEGS. Solid 
rod, "W" bracing.

EASY MAINTENANCE — 
No guys or house 
brackets needed.

• RISES TO 51 FT.— 
Nests down to 
21 ft.

HOT DIPPED 
GALVANIZED AFTER 
FABRICATION!
All welding by 
certified welders.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

*362‘o
FREIGHT PREPAID INSIDE 
CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION
7182 Rasmussen Ave., Visalia, Calif. 93277

his retirement. From the Treaty City ARA’s The Hearn 
we learn that the 1968 officers are W8LRE, pres.; WA8- 
KZR. vice-pres.; WA8KQQ, secy.-treas. The Lorain 
County ARA’s The Monitor informs us that 1968 offi
cers are WA8WUU, pres.; WA8THF, vice-pres.; Rodney 
Bendik, secy.-treas,. WA8WNG is a new Tech. K8UBK 
has moved to Greenville. There are seven licensed 
amateurs in W8BU’s family. From WASCOA’s column 
in the Cincinnati Enquirer under Ham Call we learn 
The Oh-Ky-In V.H.F. Society’s officers are K8OPH, 
pres.; K8GYH. vice-pres.; WA8L0W, corp, secy.; WA8- 
YXB, secy.; K8THT, treas., Queen City Emergency 
Net’s officers are W4PII. pres.; WA8GRR, vice-pres.; 
WA8STX, treas,; WA8C0A, comm, mgr.; W8SVU, edi
tor. Officers of the Ohio Valley ARA are W8BVF, pres.; 
WA8CDP, vice-pres.; K4RZK, secy.; W8ZJM, treas.; 
WA8ECQ and WA8NXD spent a few days in Mexico. 
Evendale AR Society’s officers are WA8STX pres.; 
W8GAN. vice-pres.; WA8STW, seev.; WA8BGK. treas.; 
and WA8TYF trustee of K8LUC; K8YH and K8YNF 
are back on 50 Me. after spending 1963 and ’64 in Ethiopia 
as missionaries and the OVARA awarded W8BVF a 
Drake wattmeter on being the amateur of the year. 
Westpark Radiops’ officers are K8GVK, pres.; W8IPA, 
vice-pres.; WA8YWX. seev,; WA8VNW, treas.; I<8- 
RKF, trustee. Six Meter Nomads' officers are K8PXR, 
pres.; K8SYJ, vice-pres.: WA8TTB, seev.; WA8TTO. 
treas.; W81NT, K8VGF, K8VJB, trustees. Canton 
ARC’S Feedline tells us they heard an Ohio Bell man 
speak on “Communications from Caveman to the Pres
ent.” WA8TWC is a new OBS. Traffic: W8RYP 329, 
W8IMT 272. WA8VNU 228, WA8TYF 224, W8NAL 214. 
W8OTHT 206, WA8PQL 203, W8CHT 192. WA8OCG 185, 
W8SZIJ 181, W8GVX 162, W8QCU 161, WA8UPI 132, 
W8ERD 122. W8GOE 119, WA8NTA 117. WA8LAM 113. 
WA8FSX 99. W8DAE 89. W8PMJ 86. W8FGD 85. K8ONA 
78. WA8SHP 68. W8WDG 68. W8OE 65, WA8MTS 64, W8- 
DHD 63. WA8MH0 53. WA8UNE 48, WA8ZGC 46. W8HII 
45. W8EFB 40. WA8PPK 39, WA8DWL 35, K8VCW 35. 
WA8PMN 33. K8DDG 32. WA8UQR 29, K8BYR 26. W8- 
FRV 26, W8TV 19, WA8ADU 18, WA8QFK 18, WA8- 
T.TTX 18. WA8MW 16. W8QXQ 16, W8VND 15, K8LFI 
14. WA8WJR 13. WA8UFM 12. W8LAG 11, W8ARW 10, 
WA8KPN 8. W8LZE 8. K8QYR 8. K8EKG 5. WA8AJZ 4, 
W8EEQ4, W8WEG 3, WA8COA 1, W8GQD 1.

HUDSON DIVISION
EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM. George W. Tracv, 

W2EFU—SEC: W2KGC. RM: WA2VYS. PAM: W2IJG. 
Section nets: NYS on 3670 kc. nightly at 2400 GMT; 
NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT; ESS on 
3590 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT. Appointment: WB2UUD 
as OVS. Our congrats to WB2NKN on making the BPL 
in Jan. After 34 years in E.N.Y.. W2HVR is now W1ERI 
in Hopkinton. Mass., on the lookout for old friends on 
the air. In Poughkeepsie. WA2EDN is a new General 
Class while in New Rochelle, K2SJN is the proud pos
sessor of an Advanced Class ticket. WA2BRF reports a 
new 832 rig on 2 meters; he also is studying for Ad
vanced Class. Jan. set a new E.N.Y. traffic record with 
28 reports received. Congrats to all our traffic stations. 
At the Schenectady Club. W2ZL and K2EJL presented a 
program on linear r.f. amplifiers. WB2KHH is the new 
editor of the dub’s -SARA News. The New Rochelle 
Club seated its new officers at the Jan. meeting. NYS
PTEN member WA2UZK is the net’s new 1st asst. mgr. 
Congrats, Jean. WB2VUK, WB2WAG and WB2WUS arc 
building 2-meter transverters. The Albany jranc, in
cluding W2JKI, WB2OTM and WB2RGB, were Active 
during the V.H.F. SS. Among those active on 220 Me. in 
Dutchess County are K2DNR, K2GXJ, W2HF and WB2- 
HXZ. The Poughkeepsie repeater on 2 meters, W2CVT. 
is reported bank on the air after minor relay problems. 
K2DNR is looking for DX skeds on 220. Sam runs 100 
watts to a ten-dement yagi. 'Traffic: WB2NKN 641, 
WB2TTHZ 365, W2THE 176, WA2VYT 146, W2EAF 144. 
WB2VVS 144. WA2WS 138, WB2YEM 101, W2EFU 45. 
K2SJN 35, WB2HZY 33, WB2FOA 32, WB2VJB 30, WB2- 
VTTK 18. WA2WGS 15. WB2ZEC 15. W2URP 14, WA2RTZ 
12, WB2UEQ/1 11, W2ODC 9. WB2UUD 9, WB2SHU 
8. WB2YBQ 8, WA2JWL 3, WA2BRF 2, WA2BUF 1.

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—SCM, 
Bluine S. Johnson. K2ÏDB—Asst. SCM: Fred J. Brunies, 
K2DGI. SEC: K2OVN. PAM: W2EW.

NLI* 
NLI VHF* 
NLI Phone* 
NLS Slow* 
Clear Hse 
Mie Farad 
Mie Farad 
All Svc 
NYSPTEN

3630 kc.
145.R Me.

3932 kc.
3715 kc.
3925 kc.
3925 kc.
3610 kc.
3925 kc.
3925 kc.

1915 Nightlv
1930 MTWTF
1600 Daily 
1845 Nightly 
1100 MTWTF 
1300 Ex. Sun.
0001 Niehtlv
1300 Sun.
1800 Daily

WA2UWA-RM 
WB2RQF-PAM 
WB2UQP-PAM 
WB2UQP-RM 
WA2GPT-Mgr. 
K2ITBG-Mgr; 
K2UBG-Mzr.
K2AAS-Mgr.
K2AAS
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SINGLE SIDEBAND and
RF COMMUNICATIONS are synonymous.

As this country’s first and most prolific designer and manufacturer of Type Accepted 
Marine Single Sideband Radiotelephones, RF Communications, Inc. stands as the ac
knowledged leader in this exciting and fast-growing new communications medium. RF 
products have earned the respect of those who own, use, and maintain them because 
they are built to the uncompromising standards of Commercial Grade construction.

If your future plans contemplate SSB communications, you owe it to yourself to review 
the equipment that brought SSB into a practical reality for maritime service.

New state-of-the-art products have just been introduced which truly add a new dimension 
to effective marine communication. We have a free 12-page brochure available which 
furnishes all the details. Simply write for yours.

Commercial Grade Communications is our business... our only business.

R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 UNIVERSITY AVENUE • ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14610

For employment opportunities, send your resume to the Personnel Director. An equal opportunity employer.
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Orv loads io 100 walls
■ Operate in any position
■ No spilling or leakage
■ Broad frequency ranges (DC to 11 GHz)
■ Power Ratings of 1,5,20,50, and 100 watts 
■ Low VSWR (max. 1.5 to 11 GHz)
■ Low, direct-to-user prices
Five convection-cooled 50-ohm loads in the 
Sierra 160 line provide stable termination of r-f 
power while testing, adjusting, and aligning CW, 
AM, FM, TV, and radar transmitters, and power 
sources. Dry construction ends coolant leakage, 
permits operation in any position. They’re rug
ged, lightweight, ideal for use on-site with mobile 
equipment and at field installations. They can 
be operated at 50% average power overload 
for 5 minutes, or 100% overload for 1 minute.

Cast aluminum bodies stabilize performance at 
full-rated power. Finned construction maximizes 
heat radiation (confirmed by infrared tests). All- 
metal, non-porous housings minimize r-f leakage. 
Models rated at 50 and 100 watts accept popular 
Sierra "Twist-Off" connectors for fast, convenient 
field changes.

*“Twist-0ff” connectors available: Types C, N, HN, 
LC, BNC, TNC, UHF, 1%" rigid line, male and female.

Model

Avg. 
Power 
Rating 
(Watts)

Connector 
Types

Frequency 
Range Price

160-1 1 N DC-U GHz $20.00

160-5 5 N DC-11 GHz $25.00

160-20 20 N DC-6 GHz $30.00

160-50D 50 "Twist-Off”* DC-5 GHz $49.00

160-100D 100 “Twist-Off”» DC-5 GHz $75.00

» ^Section nets. All times shown above are local. WN2- 
CVM and WN2COU are two new Novices from North- 
port. K2QPF has 3 kw. of home emergency power which 
he frequently tests. K2HTX now has a Ranger on 80 
meters. W2HAE has a Polycomm 62 on v.h.f. but still 
manages to sked 9Y4RA on 15-meter c.w. for some of 
the family in Brooklyn. WN2DMP picked up an EICO 
720 transmitter in Dec., but frosty weather lias limited 
the antenna to the wire coat-hanger variety. WN2DMI 
built his first transmitter from plain old raw materials, 
not that greasy kit stuff! The Bronx Amateur Radio 
Telephone Organization recently added a durable «Ad 
HQ-129X to ifs station on the 6th floor of the Bronx. 
Attention all club officials'. The policy of the Suffolk 
County Radio Club is reserve monthly meetings for 
guest sneaker, eye-hall. QSOs and general socializing. 
Routine business is handled by an executive committee 
composed of elected officials, committeemen mid ap
pointed committee chairmen. That policy can’t be too 
bad. because for the five years that this one has known 
the club its membership lias averaged a steady 180 mem
bers! Give you any ideas? The Great Neck North Se
nior HSRC is awaiting its new station license. The five 
stations making BPL this month are WB2PJH. WB2QIL, 
WA2UCP. WB2UQP and WA2UWA. WA2UCP, EC 
Kings County, says it was the best SET they’ve ever 
had ! K2UBG reports the Mike Farad Net was on the 
SET for 16 hours with 26 stations. WB2DZZ had his 
traffic total cut to pieces by N.Y.U. finals which had a 
little help from a blown receiver front-end. WB2HYK 
has a Model 15 printer ready to go on the RTTY mode. 
WB2YKL has a TH-3 Junior up around 15 feet for 10 
and 20 meters. WB2ZEL has been working feverishly on 
his SB-101 and should have it completed by now. WB2- 
PTS, who recently made WAC, Is using a 10-watt 40/80 
c.w. rig. W2DBQ is getting involved in RTTY on MARS 
where it is called RATT (?). K6GIL and W2PF ran the 
QCWA booth at the SAROC Harn fest in Las Vegas, 
where 60 QCWA members signed in and attended the 
QCWA Breakfast Jan. 16. W2BCB reports old Santa is 
late with some of that, brand-new up-to-date equip
ment that’s on order! W2BFN and WA2JZX got to
gether to design and build a couple of 160-meier rigs 
which puts them boh on that jolly nld band. Traffic: 
WA2UWA 1505, WB2U0P 322. WB2QIL 315, WA2TTCP 267, 
K2UBG 248, W2GKZ 195. WB2PJH 169, W2EW 152, WB2- 
RQF 137, WB2DZZ 129, WB2HYK 85. WB2YKL 64, 
WB2AEK 42. WB2MZE 31. WB2ZEL 31. WR2PTS 30, 
W2DBQ 27. WA2LJS 24. W2EC 11. WB2TTGP 11. K2IDB 
10, W2PF 10, WB2BKS 3, WB2RWD 3, WA2QJTJ 2.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, Louis J. Amo
roso. W2LQP-Asrt. SCM: Edward F. Erickson, W2- 
CVW. SEC: K2ZFI.

Net
NJN 
NJPN 
NJPON 
NJAN 
ECTN 
PVETN

ARPSC Section Net Schedules 
Freq. Time Dans Sess. QNI Tfc.
3695 kc. 7:00 p.m. Dy
3928 kc. 6:00 p.m. M-SbL
3928 kc. 6:00 p.m. Sun.

50,300 kc. 8:00 p.m. M-F
146,700 kc.. 9:00 p.m. Dv
145,710 kc. 7:30 p.m. M-F

Mgr.
31 418 327 W2BVR
31 796 264 W2PEV

4 108 59 WA2TEK
20 267 154 WA2KZF
38 424 276 WB2IY0
31 305 319 K2KDQ

FREE 1968 Sierra "Power Generation and 
Measurement Equipment" catalog on request. 
Mail coupon today!

PHILCO
PHILCO-FQRD CORPORATION
Sierra Electronic Operation 
Menlo Park, California • £34025

Sierra, 3885 Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, Calif. 94025

I
O Enclosed, $______________ .* Please send____________ _

Model(s)50-ohm coaxial loads, 

n Please send FREE 1968 "Power Generation and 
| Measurement Equipment” catalog.

Name___ ___________________—  _____________________ _

■ Company»________ _ __ ______________

Address___________________________________________ ____ __

■
 City___ __________________ .State______________ Zip___________ -

*(California residents, please add 5% sales tax)

New appointment: K2BMI as GO. Endorsements: W2- 
ANG and WB2RKK as ORSs: WB2QLF as OPS; W2- 
DMJ as EC for Wood-Ridge and vicinity; WB2BCS as 
EC for Bed Bank and vicinity; K2KDQ as .EC for 
Passair aud vicinity; WR2IYO as OPS; K2AGZ as <K„) 
Class I through. IV. K2ZFI. our SEC. reports an excel
lent turnout, for the 1968 SET. W2JDH is wondering how 
he can get a QSL from one of the 5 Colorado stations he 
worked for his WAS. W2EWZ met VE2AGY on a recent 
trip to St. Johns. They QSOed on 40 c.w. in 1955. K2- 
MFX is working on his 2-meter gear. WA2CRF now is 
on 80 through 10 with 2 meters on the side. W2CVW 
added a 432 converter to his gear setup. K2GPK has a. 
new quad. K2IEF put. up a new dipole for 80. WB2TKP 
reports he still is trapped by school work. WA2BMR has 
a new Gleoso receiver, WB2EKN is the newest member 
of the Gonyagle Net. WB2MVI passed the Advanced 
Class exarn. W2BBK operated PJ5MJ during the DX 
Test. Business sent, WB2RUM to G-Land. WB2KQC is 
back from JA-Land. WB2RJJ is enjoying his new HW- 
«32. WN2DZE is a new ham in Bergenfield. K2VVI went 
s.s.b. with a Swan .590, W2PBZ added 7 new ones during 
the ARRL DX Test. WB2EES is ex-WA0NOH. His 
QTH is Flanders and lie is on with a 11X-40 and an 
HQ-170. WN2DRJ had a ball in the Novice Roundup 
using tlie OM Antenna System. Hmmm. WN2CWP is 
studying for his General, WB2RKK was in both CD 
Parties and the Virginia QSO Party. WB2ZGP is on 2- 
meter m.c.w. WA2ZDA is in the “3” Min. Net and uses 
an HQ-110 and a DX-100. WB2RKK has offered to start 
a new slow net in the section. WB2QJT has his antenna 
system up again and built a GG 811. WB2ZCI joined the
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You work where the action is when you’re in 2-Way Mobile Radio 
Servicing—with police, airline crews, fire fighters, and other mo
bile radio users. Many, like CIE-graduate Ed Dulaney (above), 
own their own mobile radio businesses. Says Dulaney, “My CIE 
electronics course was the best investment I ever made. CIE de- 
serves fill! credit for greatly expanding my technical background.
I am much better off financially and really enjoy my work.’*

You earn a man’s pay as a Broadcast Engineer, putting glamorous 
radio and TV entertainers on the air, covering sports events and 
big news developments. “Now I am a Broadcast Engineer,” wrote 
Don Fosco after taking a CIE course, “and earn $150 more a 
month.” Once you get your FCC License and some broadcast 
experience under your belt, you can earn $185 to $215 a week at 
big city stations. (Photo above posed by models.)

Want a real man’s job and pay?
Your best bet today is Electronics!
Electronics is a great life for a man!
And breaking in is easier than you think.
Here’s how you can prepare right at home.
What does a real man want from his job?

A man’s pay, for one thing. Money enough to raise a family 
comfortably...take some exciting vacation trips...send the 
kids to college.

But you want a man’s satisfaction on the job, too. You don’t 
want to be just a workhorse harnessed to routine chores. Nor 
do you want to sit behind a desk and push a pencil all day. 
You want the feeling of doing something important—of being 
needed. Of having dozens, maybe even thousands, of people 
depend on you and how well you do your job.

Offers High Pay and Excitement
For that kind of satisfaction—a real man’s job and a man
sized pay check to go with it—your best bet today is elec
tronics. This booming field really separates the men from 
the boys. Every year more good jobs open up, and there just 
aren’t enough good men to fill them. The unprepared don’t 
stand a chance. But the fellow who takes the trouble to learn 
what it’s all about can write his own ticket.

For instance, how would you like to meet with top political 
leaders and sports celebrities—put glamorous radio and TV 
stars on the air? As a Broadcast Engineer you'll be an “in
sider” in the exciting worlds of show business, sports and 
news reporting.

Or how about getting out “where the action is”—working 
with your local police, firemen, airline crews, etc.? You can, 
by getting into 2-Way Mobile Radio Servicing. It pays con
siderably better than fixing television sets because you hold a 
Government FCC (Federal Communications Commission) 
License. You can even become your own boss—start your 
own service shop—come and go as you please.

How to Become “The Man in Demand”
And these are just a few of the many golden opportunities in 
the great wide world of electronics today. Computers...elec-

■ »i Cleveland Institute of Electronics1^11 ES 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. QT-63, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

tronic automation...electronically guided spacecraft...the 
whole world is going electronic. And the man needed to keep 
it all running, the electronics expert, will be “king.”

Breaking into electronics does call for some training. But 
you needn’t quit your job or turn your life upside down to get 
it. You won’t even have to set foot in a classroom. CIE can 
teach you electronics right at home... in your spare time.

Over the past 30 years we have developed special home 
study methods that take the mystery out of electronics...even 
for men who’ve had trouble with other studies. Your instruc
tor, an expert in electronics, will give you all the personal 
help you need.

Send for 2 Free Books
We offer two free books that tell all about career opportu
nities in Electronics, and how to prepare for them without 
previous training. Just fill out and mail the coupon below. No 
obligation. And the books may open the door to an exciting 
and rewarding life in electronics...doing a man’s job and earn
ing a man’s pay. If coupon is missing, write to address below.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.L BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.L Bill. If 
you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or are in 
service now, check box in coupon for GJ. Bill information.

r
I 
I 
I
I 
I
I 
!
I 
I
I
I 
I
I 
!
I 
I

Cleveland Institute of Electronics I 
1776 E.17th St., Cleveland, Chin 44114 I

IPlease send me without cost or obligation: |
1. Your 40-page book “H ow To Succeed In Electronics” de- I scribing the job opportunities in Electronics today, and j 
how your courses can prepare me for them. j

2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC Li- I 
cense.” |

iName—.................  ______ _ , . -Age—    !
(Please Print) j

Address_   ____ ______  j
City---------------- State _____—Zip—  — j

El Check here for G.I. Bill information I
AccreditedMemberNationalHomeStudyCouncil QT-63 | 

__________________________________________________ I
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PSSssst!!

4™ Edition

PON. New officers of the State Line .RC are WB2- 
NHD, pres.; K2KBK, vice-pres.; W2BZA, secy.; W2- 
NYU, treas. New oflirurs of the Blaomtvdd Amateur 
RC are WB2VUY, pres,; WB2NCE, vice-pres.; WB2- 
NCG, »jey.; W2EKM, treas. This group meets file 2nd 
and 4th Wed. ax the Bloomfield Civic Center. Traffic: 
(Jan.) WB2RKK 439, WA2TBS 390. K2KDQ 370. WB2- 
SEZ 224, WB2VLC 219, WB2ZSH 214, W2LQP 2fl. WB2- 
DDQ 204, WB2BXK 185, WB2NSV 181. WA2TAF 05, 
WA2ACJ 73. W2PEV 71, WA2TEK 70. WA2CRF 57. WB2- 
NZU 57. WB2ZCJ 49. W2CVW 48, WB2PXO 44. WA2CCF 
36, WB2CGI 34. WA2NJB 33. WA2VQP 31, WA2KZF 27, 
WB2ZDA 26. W2EWZ 20, WB2WF0 16, WB2ZCI 16, 
WB2SJH 15. WA2JSB 13, K2MFX 11, WB2VGL 11, WB2- 
BCS 10. WA2GLI 8. WB2ZGP 7. WB2YPQ 6, WB2KPD 
5, K2JSJ 4, WB2TKP 4, ODEL 3, WN2DRJ 3. (Dec.) 
WB2LYO 162, WA2CRF 73, WA3TEK 34, W2DRV 25, 
WB2ZCT 2.

MTO5VEST DIVISION
IOWA—SCM. Owen G. Hill. W0BDZ—Asst. SCM: 

Bertha V. Willits. W0LGG. SEC: K0BRE. W0NWX 
reports working KA9MF on 160 to complete WAC on 
that band. W0EMA was Iowa winner in the Conn. and. 
Del. QSO Parties, working them simultaneously. W0- 
PFP managed to work 58 stations in 24 sections during 
the V.H.F, SS on 50 Mc. W0LCX has been appointed 
director of the Central Area of the National Traffic Sys
tem. Under sponsorship of the Des Moines ARC and the 
Central la. V.H.F. Club, Operation Santa Claus was 
made possible. This dealt with the collection of toys, 
food, clothing, etc,, for the less fortunate at Christmas 
time. Another old-timer, W0OSC, is now a Silent Kev. 
K0GEY has been appointed OVS. K0UYN lost his 6- 
meter beam with the 50-ft. boom.

ff ey Bud! You say you’re a 
"dyed-in-the-wool” a.m. op? And 
you’re not courageous enough to 
mention your twinkling interest 
in s.s.b. to the old a.m. gang? 
Well listen OM, we’ve got just 
the thing for you: Single Side
band For The Radio Amateur. 
It’s a digest of the best s.s.b. arti
cles from QST. The newcomer as 
well as the experienced s.s.b. user 
will find it indispensable.

It includes discussions of theory 
and practical "how-to-build-it” 
descriptions of equipment. Cov
ers reception and transmission. 
By the way OM, it comes in a 
plain brown wrapper!

$2.50 u.s.a.
$3.00 Elsewhere

The American Radio Relay League, Inc.
Newington, Connecticut 06111

Iowa 75 Meter Net 
Iowa 160 Meter Net 
Tallcorn Net (Dec.)

27 Sess. QNI 1349 QTC 188
31 Sess. QNI 875 QTC 10
23 Sess. QNI 103 QTC 23

Traffic: W0LCX 664. W0LGG 300. W0CZ 287. K0BRE 
84, WAGDAG 50. W0EMA/0 47. K0EVC 29. WA0MIT 
28. W0NGS 21. KOTDO 14. WAOOTE 13, WA0JUT 9, 
W0GQ 6, WA0IAW 6, K0GHH 2.

KANSAS—SCM, Robert *M. Summers, K0BXF— 
SEC: K0EMB. PAM: K0JMF. RMs: WA0MLE, WA0- 
JFV. V.H.F. PAMs: WA0CCW. W0HAJ, WA0LSH. 
New ORSs are WA0KPE, W0AYX and W0CGZ. New 
OBSs-are WA0HZS and WA0KDJ. New OPSs are 
K0PSD and K0GIG. K0TC0 is now an OO. The 
Kansas WC Net. QKS, on 3610 daily at 0100 and 0400Z 
reports first, session QNI 259, QTC 104; second session 
QNI 166, QTC 49. A group in the midwest, has suggested 
7255 kc. as a mobile calling frequency and is cooperating 
with W0LXA on this effort. WA0IYX reports 42 states 
worked on 160 meters. The Kansas Post Office Net re
ports for Jan. QNI 792. QTC 126; Kansas Sideband Net 
QNI 773,. QTC 160; Kansas Phone Net Sun. QNI 93, 
QTC 9, week days QNI 79, QTC 9. New officers of the 
Newton ARC are K0EMB. WN0SXL, WA0FZG and 
WA0SWC. QKN, the Kansas Novice Net, reports tor 
Jan. QNI 29, QTC 18; the Kansas 2-Meter PI Net QNI 
82, QTC 29. AREO zones 7, 11 and 15 combined with 
ACARC 2 Wichita, Coffeyville 2-Meter, NCK 2-Meter 
and Newton 2-Meter Nets reports 48 sessions, 214 QNi. 
89 QTC. WA0JII and.JTJ are looking for QSOs around 
145.35. WA0BHG repoi'ts for the Hambutchers Net 
QNI 776, QTC 133, Coffeyville ARC has announced Apr. 
21 as its hamfest date. New officers of the ACARC are 
W0SPF, pres.; W0APG, WA0CCX, W0HYR and 
K0KCS, directors. If your club puts out a bulletin be 
sure and add your SCM to the mailing list. Traffic: 
(Jan.) WA0MLE 506, W0INH 487. K0BXF 240. K0- 
LPE 202. K0EMB 200. K0JMF 195. W0LXA 161, WA0- 
LLC 133, WA0JTT 130. W0AVX' 113, WA0JOG 113, 
WAQCCW 107. W0FII 88. WA0QOH 84, K0UVH 72, 
WA0KPE 68. WA0JQV 56, K0MRI 46. K0HGI 45, 
WA0KDQ 37, K0DVN 35, K0GZP 33, WA0OZP 31, 
WOCGZ 29. W01LB 23, WA0LSH 22. K0GII 17, W0- 
FDJ 11. WA0LLR 10. K0GIG 8, K0JID 5, W0WFD 5, 
WA0JFV 4. WN0TAS 4. WN0TCM 3. WA0JFC 2, 
WN0RQG 1, WN0TEF 1. (Dec.) W0ZGY 65,

MISSOURI—SCM, Alfred E. Schwaneke. W0TPK— 
SEC: W0BUL. 1 am sorry to report that. W0IJS is now 
a Silent Key. WA0KZT, a former member of UMC .RC 
(W0ZLN), was killed in Vietnam. W0KY received ORS 
appointment. WA0LEK was appointed club technician 
for W0ZLN replacing W0TTH, who graduated. SEC 
W0BUL reports receiving 164 individual station SET 
messages. 87 net reports for 9 extra net sessions held 
during the SET. W0BUL also reports 108 confirmed for 
DXCC. WA0OZO is now Advanced CI. WA0HQR had 
WA9GIH as a visitor in K.C. and both passed the Adv. 
Cl. exam. K0JPJ is back on RTTY. WA0PFU bought 
an HQ-170 from the local club» K0WIL and W0AMO
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Coming to your dealer soon.

The Hammarlund HQ-215
The solid state receiver for those who want to be one-up.

The Hammarlund HQ-215 brings to 
amateur radio a fully transistorized 
receiver offering a new high in 
sensitivity, selectivityand drift-free 
operation. Revolutionary unitized 
I-beam construction coupled with 
modularized design provides an 
unusually high degree of electrical 
and mechanical stability. A unique 
carousel dial with 22" of frequency 
calibrations means easy reading 
and resetability to within 100 
cycles. And heat free operation 
gives you long set life at peak 
operating condition. Here are the 
facts:
FREQUENCY COVERAGE; Com
plete ham band coverage, 80-15 
meters; 28.5—28.7 mcs on 10 
meters. Provision for 13 optional 
crystals providing 200 kc segments 
from-3.4 — 30.2 mcs built in.
IRANSCEIVE OPERATION: 
Provided.
FREQUENCY READOUT: Visual 
dial accuracy is *100 cycles on all 
bands.
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Less than 
TOO cycles per hour.

I-beam construction for strength

TRANSISTORS: 26 transistors, 13 
diodes and 2 Zener regulator 
diodes.
SELECTABLE FILTERS: 2.1 kc 
mechanical filter supplied. Plug-in 
space for two optional f ilters. Any 
filter may be switch-selected from 
front panel.
MODE: Selectable USB. LSB, CW, 
OR AM.
SERVICE: SSB, CW, AM, and RTTY.
SENSITIVITY: Better than 0.5 micro
volt for 10db signal-to-noise ratio.

Modularized for electrical stability

SELECTIVITY: SSB-2.1 kc mechani
cal filter, 2.1 shape factor.
DIMENSIONS: Size; 6.8" H x 15.8" 
W x 14" D.
WEIGHT: 21 lbs.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Exciting things are happening st 
Hammarlund. We need electronic 
engineers qualified in RF. SSB. and' 
FM engineering. Enjoy mountain 
vacation land living. Send resume 
to Director of Personnel.

EstubhM 1910

HRmmRRLUND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

73-88 HAMMARLUND DRIVE. MARS HILL. NORTH CAROLINA 28754



/ON17TH EDITION
of the world-famous

RADIO HANDBOOK
gave a demonstration of amateur radio to a North K.O. 
Boy Scout troop, A new tower whs erected at Liberty for 
Clay Co. RACES and PHD ARA. The antenna is a 
J-pole for 2 meters. Two uf the newe&t members nf 
PHD ARA are WAQEMS and his pupil, 10-year-old 
Novice Cl. Frank Wonschik. WA0TTU is back on the 
air after replacing a burned-out power transformer. 
Net certificates for MON go to K0JPJ, WAOPZI, 
K01FM, WA0HTN. Net reports:

• Most comprehensive how-to-build-it source
• Problem-solver for designers & builders

Completely revised and enlarged by William I. 
Orr, W6SAI. This is the comprehensive com
munications manual which is the industry 
standard for electronics engineers, technicans, 
and advanced radio amateurs. Explains in 
authoritative detail how to design and build all 
types of radio communications equipment.

LATEST HOW-TO-BUILD DATA
The new 17th Edition of the RADIO HANDBOOK 
presents design data on the latest amplifiers, trans
mitters, receivers, and transceivers. Includes greatly 
enlarged sections on single-sideband equipment and 
design, and semiconductors. Gives extended cover
age to r-f amplifiers, special vacuum-tube circuits, 
and computers. All equipment described is of modern 
design, free of TVI-producing problems.

THOROUGHLY REVISED & UPDATED
Provides a complete understanding of the theory 
and construction of all modern circuitry, semicon
ductors, antennas, power supplies; full data on work
shop practice, test equipment, radio math and cal
culations. Includes aspects of the industrial and 
military electronics fields of special interest to the 
engineer and advanced amateur. The 17th Edition 
of the RADIO HANDBOOK provides the broadest 
coverage in the field—complete information on build
ing and operating a comprehensive variety of high- 
performance equipment. A11 data is clearly indexed. 
832 pages; 6 Li x 914*; hardbound. Invaluable for 
amateurs, electronics engineers, and designers.

^ORDEk
/TODAY

NEW 17TH EDITION OF THE FAMOUS

RADIO HANDBOOK
No. EE 167 Only.................. $1295

Order from your electronic parts 
distributor or send coupon below.

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd.
P.O. Box 68003, New Augusta, Ind., 46268
□ Ship me EE 167, the new 17th Edition of the 

RADIO HANDBOOK at $12.95

$- .enclosed. □ Check □ Money Order

I Name   — --------——----------- ----- ——

j Address— ________ —-------- --------------------------------

I City____ _______ _____—State------------—Zip——
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Net
MEN 
MON 
MNN 
MoSSB 
PHD 
MTTN 
MTTN

Freq.
3885
3585
7063
3963
50.4
3940 
(Dec.)

Time 
2300Z 
OH)0Z 
1900Z 
24OOZ 
0130Z 
2300Z

Days Ness. QNI QTC Mgr.
M-W-F IS 22S 20 W0BUL
Daily 41 194 335 W0TDR
M-Sat. 27 122 128 W0OTJD
M-Sat. 27 688 177 W0RTO
Tue.(HMT) 5 104 20 WA0KUH
M-F 20 203 80 WA0ELM

18 237 78
Traffic: K0ONK 4615, K0YBD 578, K0JPJ 537, W0- 
KY 410. K0AEM 216, W0BUL 199, W0OUD 182. W0- 
TDR 128, WAOPZI 107, WA0HTN 96, WA0JIH 70, 
WOZLN 49, WA0KUH 48, WOKTO 30, KOJPS 24, 
K0GOJÖ 22, WA0OZO 17, WA0PFU 1.5, W0BFL 13, 
WAOHQR 12, KpOKB 12, WA0IHV 4, WApRxMW 3.

NEBRASKA—Acting BCM, V. A. Cashon, K0OAL 
—Monthly net reports for Jan. : Nebr. Emergency Phone 
Net, WAOGHZ, QNI 1312. QTC 136. Nebr. ’Morning 
Phone Net, WA0JUF. QNI 1115, QTC 75. West Nebr. 
Phone Net. W0NIK, QNI 712, QTC 38. Nebr. C.W. Net 
(NEB), K0AKK, 0100Z session, QNI 102, QTC 64: 
Ö400Z session, QNI 06. QTC 41. A KEO O.W. Net. WA0- 
EEI, QNI 11. QTC I. Nebr. Storm Net, WA0LÖY, 
2330Z session, QNI 10.52, QTC 107; 0030Z session, QNI 
1386, QTC 169, 160-Meter Phone Net, WA0CBJ, QNI 
598, QTC 8; Cornhusker Teenage Net, WA0OCW, QNI 
418, QTC 126; Nebr. SET Net, QNI 84. QTC 107. SET 
participation was excellent. Nebr. C.W. Net requests 
more QNI. Speeds are being reduced to 15 w.p.m. and 
below to encourage this. For more, information, cheek 
with RM K0AKK. AREC Phone Net, W0IRZ. QNI 
190, QTC 16. Dead End Net, WA0MCX, QNI 280, QTC 
14. For net report comparison: Jan. 1967, QTC 1811; 
.Tan, 1968, QTC 2621. Traffic : Glan. ) WA0DOÜ 568, 
WA0GHZ 514, WA0QMZ 156. K0AKK 142, WA0ORO 
134, K0OAD 105, K0JTW 86. WA0LOY «I, WA0OIIO 
54, WÄ0GVJ 52, WA0ODH 52, WA0OCW 49, K0LDP 
40, K0Q1X 46, K0KJP 43, K0JFN 39. WA0IBL 27, 
K0FJT 21, WA0PIE 24, WA0POO 24, W0AGK 21, 
K0DGW 21. K0VTD 21, WA0BOK 20, WA0IBB So, 
K0IXY 20, W0NIK 20. K0ODF 18, K0JPP 17, WA0- 
DXY 14. W0GEQ 13, W0LJO 13, W0BFV 12, K0JFO 
12, WA0PCC 12, WA0PSN 12, WA0.TUF 11. WA0OQX 
11. W0VEA 11, K0RRL 10, W0YFR 9. WA0GAT 8, 
W0HOP 7, WA0EEI 6, K0HNT 6, W0BFN 5, WA0- 
ÏKG «. W0ATU 4, WA0IVV/0 4. K0ECH 3. WA0RPB 
3, WA0JKN 2, WA0LRQ 2. K0SFA 2, K0UDW 2. 
W0WZR 2, W0KFY 1, W0PHÄ 1. (Dec.) WA0DOU 
558, WA0.OMY 40.

NEBRASKA QSO PARTY
May 4-5, 1968

Rules: Starts 1600 GMT May 4 and ends 2200 
GMT May 5, 1968. Use all bands, c.w. and phone; 
a.m. and s.s.b. classified as phone. The same sta
tion can be worked and counted for QSO points 
on each band and mode. Single operator stations 
only. Out of station stations send QSO number, 
RS(T) and ARRL section. Nebraska stations 
send QSO number, RS(T) and county. Out of 
state stations count 3 points per QSO. Nebraska 
stations count one point per QSO. Out of state 
stations multiply the number of Nebraska con
tacts X 3 points X counties; Nebraska stations 
multiply ARRL sections worked [plus a maximum 
of ten foreign countries] by the total number of 
QSOs. Suggested frequencies: 1815 3525 3982 
7025 7225 14070 14290 21070 21370 28050 and 
28600kc. Be alert for Nebraska mobiles changing 
counties which may be worked again on the same 
frequency. Top station in each Nebraska county 
will receive an award. The top scorer for each 
ARRL section and foreign country also receives 
award. (The Awards Committee will issue addi
tional certificates where deemed appropriate.) 
Logs must show date, time in GMT, exchanges, 
band, mode, points, a summary sheet with scoring 
and name and address in block letter. All logs 
must be received by June 10. Send to; The Lin
coln Amateur Radio Club, c/o Gerald L. Corning, 
K.0Q1X, 3829 “W” Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 
68503. Please include a large s.a.s.e. for results.



mf/siFR
Select Quality

Classic 10-15
A new beam for 10 and 15 meters. 
Revolutionary broad band capacitive 
matching^ Full power rated. Weather- : 
proof metal encased traps. Light
weight: 27.5 lbs. assembled. May be 
stacked with 20 and/or 40 meter 
beamS‘ *(Pat. Pend.)

Classic 33
Hard working for extra gain on 10, 15 
and ¿0 meters. Wider element spacing 
and improved clamping. Broad band 
capacitive matchiFuil power rating. 
Weatherproof traps for constant fre
quency stability. *(pat. Pend.)

TA-33
Excellent results for full ham band
width. Full power rated for 10, 15, 
and 20 meters. Strengthened center 
sections of the 28’ maximum length 
elements. Weatherproof traps for con
stant frequency stability. May be 
converted to 40 meters.

TA-33 Jr.
A low power beam with "authority.” 
Rated at 300 watts AM/CW, and 1000 
watts P.E.P, oh SSB, May be converted 
to MP-33 for higher power rating. Max. 
element length is 26' 8"

For more information on these, or any 
of Mosley antennas see your nearest 
authorized Mosley dealer, or write.

ZKZ 4610 North Lindbergh Blvd. Bridgeton, Mo. 63042
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YOU EARN YOUR FCC
FIRST CLASS LICENSE
or your money back!

5 NRI COMMUNICATIONS COURSES 
INCLUDE FCC LICENSE TRAINING 
Earning an FCC License can be quick and easy the NRI 
way. You can concentrate on a short FCC License course— 
"specialize” by training in Mobile, Aviation, or Marine 
Communications—or go all-out with the job-simulated NRI 
course in Complete Communications. It is the only home* 
study training plan that includes professional lab equip
ment specifically designed to give you on-the-job, ” hands 
on” experience as you train.
Whichever NRI Communications course you choose, with 

an FCC License you’re ready to operate, service and install 
transmitting equipment used in broadcasting stations, avia
tion, on board ships, and in mobile and Citizens-Band radio. 
And you MUST PASS your FCC exams or NRI refunds 
your tuition in full. Can you do it? The NRI record of success 
is outstanding. 87 % of NRI graduates pass their FCC exams.
Get full details today about five courses that include FCC 

License preparation, plus seven other training plans offered 
by NRI, the oldest and largest school of its kind. Mail cou-
pon. No obligation. No sales
man will call. NATIONAL 
RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Electronics Div., Wash
ington, D.C.

APPROVED UNDER Gl 
BILL. If you served since January 
31, 1955, or are in service, check 
Gl line in coupon.

MAIL NOW for FREE CATALOG
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 19-048
Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016

Please send complete data about FCC License training, other 
NRI courses checked below. (No salesman will call.)

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
CONNECTICUT—SCM, John J. McNassor, W1GVT— 

SEC: W1PRT. RM; W1ZFM, PAM; W1YBH. Net re
ports for Jan.:

Net Freq.
ON 3640
CPN 3880

Days Time
Dailv 1845
Mon.-Sat. 1800
Sun. ÍUU0

Bess. QNI QTC
44 512 854

32 563 309

1 
I
1 
i

0 FCC License Q TV-Radio Servicing (with color)
0 Complete Communications Q Advanced Color TV
[2 Aviation Communications

□
!□ 
!□

Marine Communications 
Mobile Communications 
Math for Electronics

0 Industrial Electronics
0 Basic Electronics
0 Electronics for Automation
0 Electrical Appliance Repair

Name.

□ CHECK FOR FACTS ON NEW Gl BILL

- - -- --------- Agft

Address.

City.
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL J.State. .Zip,

High QNI: CN-WA1HSN. W1ZFM and WA1IUL. CPN 
-K1EIC 29, W1YU and WA1IEG 28, W1GVT 27, Wl- 
YBH and W1LUH 26, W1MPW 25, WA1HEW 24, K1BOP 
22, K1DGK 20. K1SRF 19, WA1BDA 17, WA1EEJ 16. 
The Pi-Conn Bulletin is sent to all ECs by our hard
working SEC, W1PRT. Please take action on it. This 
made ECs aware of the SET and the need for par
ticipation, AJA clubs: Please make sure there is an active 
EC in your area. Appointees: Please check your certifi
cate date and send tor renewal when due. The (IN 
report includes 15 SET sessions and 278 QTC! The 
Candlewood ARA is holding a membership drive. The 
Talcott Mt. U.H.F. Society Club project: 420-Mc. trans
ceivers! Interested? Director W1QV attended a DX 
meeting in W6-Land. The increase in 2- and 6-meter 
activity indicates the need for a V.H.F. PAM. Sug
gested volunteers and nominees are wanted 1 Congratu- 
lations to WA1FVH (1151 total!) and W1EFW on Jan. 
BPL; WA1HEW on getting his 25-w.pan. certificate; 
WN1IZN. a new Novice, on his CP-20 sticker; WA1HLP 
on his new Gen. Class ticket; WA1GEK on the V.H.F. 
Newsletter; and K1YON on being the most active 220- 
Mc, station. W1AGJ is building a 2-meter repeater. 
WICNY is adding RTTY. WALFNJ is getting a 2-meter 
station. With deep regret we add W1ZTQ to the list of 
Silent Keys. 10, 15 and 20 meters enable amateurs in the 
Armed Forces to work Stateside. Please make every 
effort to work them. Traffic: (Jan.) WA1FVH 1151, 
W1EFW 692, WA1HSN 405. W1YU 344, W1WCG 268, 
W1LVQ 232, WA1HEW 224, W1BDI 220, WA1FNJ 202, 
W1NJM 198, WA1IEG 197, W1AW 168, K1UDD 158, 
WA1GYP 151. W1KAM 114, WA1FGN 109. WA1GGN 93, 
W1GVT 91. WA1CYV 90, W1MPW 71, K1SXF 71. W1EEN 
67. WA1GFW 59. K1TKS 55. WAIF JU 53, W1YBH 41, 
WA1HWX 28, WA1GOI 27, K1SRF 27. W1CTI 25, W1QV 
25, W1PRT 21. K1YGS 13. W1CSM 12. W1CUH 12. Wl- 
EIR 8. KXLMS 8, WN1IVG 7. W1RNB 6, W1ZL 5, Kl- 
CEC 4, WICNY 2. (Dec.) W1NJM 178.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, Frank L. 
Baker, Jr., WLALP—W1AOG, our SEC, received reports 
from W1UJF and WA1DXI and many BET messages. 
Sorry to have to report three Silent Keys, WILBY, 
W1HIL, K1TCK. W1ZQQ passed the Advanced Class 
exam. WITH has a new s.s.b. rig. K1EKO has her Extra 
(’lass. W1KWD is home after a stay in the hospital. 
WA1DWS is a new OBS. W1TRD is now RO and EC for 
Maynard. W1ZQM and K1BUF have a new s.s.b. trans
mitter on the way. W1EUJ has an SB-110A and an
tennas for all v.h.f. bands. The Norwood ARC elected 
K1HRV, pres.; WA1HRV, vice-pres.; WA1EOT, secy.; 
WA1DLU, treas. Meetings are held Mon. nights with 
code and theory classes. W1KBN did a nice job during 
the BET handling traffic for the Red Cross. W1BNS/3 
is in Butler, Pa., and on 75. The EMN had 31 sessions, 
223 QNIs, 257 traffic. EM2MN had 21 sessions, 117 QNIs, 
287 traffic. W1ZM0 is the new RO for Danvers. K1NFZ 
is on many bands. WA1BOS is on 6 m.c.w, WN1I0N 
worked VQ8CC with a new antenna on 15. WISE is 
home from the hospital. WNHZB is new in Belmont. 
WA1EKV is building a 1-kw. rig. W1FJI has a pair of 
813s on. K1CLM has a 275 Matchbox. W1EAE took a 
group to W1AW. WA1IYI, in Weston, is ex-WB6NRO 
and has DXCC. W6JCF/1 now is a major in the Air 
Force and is back in W6-Land. The 6-Meter Cross Band 
Net had 23 sessions, 160 QNI, 32 traffic, reports K1OKE. 
K1SLZ spoke on the ‘‘Legal Aspects of Amateur Radio” 
at the Framingham Club. W1MOJ is working on a fked 
for Raytheon hams around the world to talk with each 
other. WA1GTU is on 20-49. W1MV has his Extra (’lass 
license. W1HXK is having antenna problems. WA1DPX 
worked into W4-Land on 6, Many locals worked TI2NA 
on 6. K1ZCU is working on dynamic transducers. W100P 
spoke et the Wellesley A RS. WAls FSI and DRC are 
teaching the Novice course and WA1CON the General. 
K1YTV is in Air Force MARS. WA0GSA/1. on leave, 
visited K1PNB. K1MGP now is secy, of the Chelmsford 
ARA. W1AQE has over 1600 counties. Appointments en
dorsed: W1EMG, W1OJQ, W1AQE, K1BUF as ORSs; 
W1MOJ, W1QFN as ECs: W1HGT as OVS. W1AQE as 
RM for 15. W1AIP spoke at the Massasolt ARA with 
tapes and pictures of the Amateur Radio Oscar Satellite 
Project. WIBB’s group still is active. The Yankee RO 
had W1MCE discuss and outline the Amateur Extra 
course that he is going to conduct. The South Shore 
Radio Club will hold an auction Apr. 18 at the Viking
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^PiiD
Q>24 HOUR DELIVERY

We guarantee that we will ship all orders 
for 10 crystals or less within 24 hours

I of receiving the order.

sentry

*7&e

SEND FOR OUR 1968 CATALOG OF 
PRECISION QUARTZ CRYSTALS AND ELECTRONICS 

FOR THE COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1634 Linwood Boulevard -Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106 
FhXnE: 405-232-1431—TELEX; 071-361—TWX; 910-831-3175
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EXCLUSIVE 
2/p Glas 

TELESCOPIC 
FIBERGLASS 
SPREADERS

Glasdramat- 
ics—contin
uous strands 
of fiberglass 
simultane- 
ously woven, 
wound and 
drawn—then 
impregnated 
with epoxy 
resins.

ONLY
«595

POLY tri QUAD 
ANTENNA KIT
2 element . . , tri-band . . . 
power gain comparable to 3 
el yagi . . . lower angle of 
radiation ... greater capture 
area ... more efficiency.
• 8 Zip Glas Spreaders (13')
• 2 Universal Starmounts
• 1 Boom/Mast Adapter
• 1 Instruction Manual

$5995
3 el Kit....................$ 89.95
4 el Kit....................$119.95
Not Ready For Tri-Band?
.. .you get the same quality 
with POLY duo QUAD 
Kits (15-10) starting as low 
as $54.95 and 10 meter 
POLY mono QUAD Kits.

The Spreaders with the Ultra-Violet Shield
... greater flexural strength.. .superior to anything on the 
market...more durable.. .each Zip Glas section is final
dipped in rich, sky-blue epoxy paint...this final coat re
sists all types of weather deterioration... blocks out even 
the sun's destructive rays...adds years to spreader life.

Club with W1AKY as Me. The One-Land QSO Party 
>>u Apr. 27-28 is sponsored by the New England UHC, 
Chapter 32. Write to K1VGM for information. K9AQB/1 
is working on a 432-Mc. converter. W1MX is on 220 Me. 
W1JFG spoke on DX at the Framingham KC. WA1EYY 
and K1PNB made the BPL. WNls HE. ITK and IJK 
play chess on 2. Anyone interested? The EMN had 31 
sessions, 137 QNIs. 250 traffic. 34 stations. EMNN had 
13 sessions. 50 QNI, 23 traffic. K1FJM has a Central 
Elecs. 10-A s.s.b. rig. W1RPF has an NCX-5. also 
KIYGW. WA1GFT is on 10. K1PQG is on 2. K1OJQ lias 
a kw. for 2. WA1ETC was endorsed as OVS. Traffic: 
(Jan.) WA1EYY 547, W10JM 420. K1PNB 346. W1EMG 
259, W1FJI 258. WA1FAD 25«. WA1HXF 188, KICLM 
148, WIDAL 105, WA1DPX 82. W1ATX 74, W6JCF/1 74, 
WA1FKQ 54, WIDTH 50. WA1DEC 22, K1LCQ 21, 
WIDOW 20, K1OKE 17, WA1AJN 15. W1DXK 13, Wl- 
PEX 13, W1DKD 12, WA1CLR 9. WA1IYI 8, W1CT 7, 
WA1DED 6. WA1DFL 4. WA1GBT 4, K1HHN 3, WA1- 
DJG 2, (Dec.) W1KBN 74, W6JCF/1 «8, WUKN 2. 
(Nov.) WA1FÄD 340.

MAINE—SCM. Herbert A. Davis, K1DYG—SEC: 
K1CLF. KM : W1BJG. PAM: WA1FLG. Traffic nets: Sea 
Gull Net, Mon. through Sat. on 3940 kc. at 1700. Pine 
Tree Net, daily on 3596 kc. at 199, e.w. With deep regret 
we pass on that K1ZVN and WITH are Silent Kevs. 
Charlie was one of the old old-timers and was with 
Naval radio during WWI. Jack was an old-timer with 
a young call. He was very active in our nets and on 
Anny M IRS, also passing much traffic. The Ellsworth 
High School lias formed an active radio club with fifteen 
members with Ron Fortier, pres.: Wes Linscott, vice- 
pres. : Bob McVay, treas. Phil Laffin, past treas, lias 
moved to 6-Land, We welcome K1CLF as our SEC. He 
has been very active in emergency communications for 
some time, being with the AREC and RACES. At is a 
member of Army MARS. The PAWA has elected Kl- 
RQE, pres.; K1TJK. vice-pres.; K1TEV, chief op. The 
club welcomes all to its meetings. Traffic: W1BJG 413, 
W1GU 123, K1SOW 21, W1NND 16, K1TMJ 11.

NEW HAMPSHIRE—SCM, Robert C. Mitchell, Wl- 
SWX/K1DSA—SEC: K1QES. PAM: K1APQ. KM: Kl- 
BCS. Endorsements: W1BXM and K1PSR as OVSs; 
W1KCC as OPS; K1IIK as OO, ORS and OPS. Please 
note that your new RM is K1BCS and I am pleased to 
see a good c.w. man active again. Welcome back. Press. 
K1MOZ has moved to California. Pete was one of onr 
OBSs. Welcome tn new hams: WA1IWH. WN1IYR, 
WA1IYY and WN1IXZ. 160-meter man K1NBN has 
been working Europe. W1GGX is now a Silent Kev. He 
will be missed bv all of us. W1RCC is working DX on 10 
meters. K1UZG reports 123 check-ins and 106 traffic 
for VTNHN. Yours truly recently worked a UL7 and a 
1118 on 80 meters. George said the beam didn't work. 
Hmmm. K1QES reports 105 check-ins and 24 traffic for 
the NHAREC Net. Don also reports nn excellent turn
out for the Simulated Emergency Test. The MVAREC 
report by KIDWK shows 171 check-ins rind 13 traffic. 
WA9TDL is looking for a New Hampshire contact on 
phone, so all yon phone men stay alert. Traffic: K1BCS 
152. WA1EUJ 72. WA1HXH 70. K1PQV 54, W1MHX 49. 
K1QES 21. WNHIH 2, W1SWX 2.

Exclusive Universal
ONLY 

$R95

tí

Fits 
2' to 3" 
boom

Starmount;
At last, a spreader mount 
that grows ... you can start 

with a 2" 
boom, later 
add more 
elements 

on a larger boom without dis
carding your original Star
mount ... die-cast of corro
sion resistantaluminum alloy 
... equally rugged aluminum 
alloy boom/mast adapter 
complete with hardware.

RHODE ISLAND—SCM. John E. Johnson, K1AAV— 
SEC: K1LII. KM: W1BTV. PAM: W1TXL. V.H.F. 
PAM: K1TPK. RISPN reports 31 sessions, 333 QNI. 193 
traffic. SET messages were received from W1YKÔ, Wl- 
ZPG, K1ABR. W1VXL. W1BTV, WA1EEJ. W1TXL, 
W1JHF. K1ZFD, K1YGY. WA1AUL, W1JFF, WA1- 
DRB. WB2UQK and K5CBA. Under the new incentive 
licensing W1CNB now has a new two-letter call. W1AM. 
Congratulations. The W1AQ Club of Rumford elected 
the following officers: K1AGA, pres.; K1AMG. vice- 
pres.; K1LH, treas.; W1WAC. secy.: W1EJ. trustee. 
W1AQ has started to prepare for Field Day and elected 
K1AMG as chairman of that, committee. The chib has 
planned some renovations to the building and hopes to 
have them completed before this fall. The SCM still has 
several appointments open and any ham who can qualify 
should contact the SCM for applications. Clubs with 
special activities or programs should have their club 
secretaries send information on them to the SCM for 
publication in QST, Traffic: WA1EEJ 726. W1TXL 373. 
W1YKQ 193, WlBTV 190, K1YEV 67, WA1CSO 31, Kl- 
TPK 19.

For further specifications plus complete 
list of kits and individual components, write...

POLYGON PLASTIC CO.
Division of Plas/Steel Products, Inc.
Dept. 16817, 64 Industrial Park 
Walkerton, Ind. 46574, Phone (219) 586-3122

VERMONT—SCM, E. Reginald Murray, K1MPN-

Net Freq. Time Days QNI QTC Mar.
Gr. Mt. 3855 2230Z M-S 776 39 W1VMC
Vt. Feme 3855 1400Z Sun. 270 W1UCL
VTNH 3855 2330Z M-F 123 106 KIUZG
VTCD 3990^ 1500Z Sun. 30 19 WtAD
VTSB 3909 2230Z M-S 554 62 W1CBW

1330Z Sun.
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Compact ...all in one package

DRAKE MODEL TR-44B 
Communications Station

The TR-44B consists of an R-4B Receiver and a T-4B Trans
mitter in the same cabinet with built-in speaker. Ideal 
package for Ham Radio, Mars, RACES, Civil Defense, Na
tional Guard, Semi-Military, Government or Commercial.

Basically a 120 watt output AM-SSB-CW transceiver with 
provision for ten crystal-controlled channels and ten 500 
kc tuneable ranges with 1 kc dial accuracy. Receive and 
transmit on different frequencies by using crystal con
trolled transmit and tuneable receive. Receive and transmit 
on same frequency, either crystal-controlled or tuneable.

Operates on frequencies from 3 to 30 MHz (except no 
transmitting 5.0 to 6.0 MHz and no tuneable range for trans
mitting 11.0 to 11.5 MHz). It also operates 1.8 to 2.3 MHz 
standard or 2.3 to 3.0 MHz on special order. Receiver sec
tion of TR-44B may be operated 1.5 to 30 Me with the 
exception of 5.0 to 6.0 MHz. Crystals for fixed frequency 
channels and for tuneable ranges available.

Two power supply units for TR-44B: Model AC-4 oper
ates from 120-240 V, 50/60 cps source. Model DC-4 oper
ates from 12 V DC. Both these supplies operate transceiver 
on any mode continuous duty.

TR-44B is housed in a perforated metal cabinet 11%"H 
x 10%"W x 121/4"D. Unit less power supply weighs 30 lbs.

Amateur Net...

SHPQEOO Less power supply 
g and crystals

TR-44B offers all the advantages of a transceiver plus 

features found only in a separate complete receiver: 

• Four bandwidths of selectivity, 0.4 kc, 1.2 kc, 2.4 

kc and 4.8 kc • Passband tuning • Noise blanker • 

Notch filter and 25 kc crystal calibrator • Product 
and diode detectors • Crystal lattice filter • Solid 

state permeability tuned VFO »AVC •Minimum over
load and cross modulation.

MORE MUSCIE!

segsoo*
No increase in price! Amateur Net...

• Frequency Range: Ham bands 80 thru 10 meters. All frequencies 
3.5 to 30 Me covered with some retuning of coils • Plate Input: 2000 
watts PEP-SSB, 1000 watts DC on CW, AM and RTTY, Class B grounded 
grid with inverse feedback • Drive Requirements: 100 watts PEP-SSB, 
75 watts CW, AM and RTTY • Input Impedance: 50 ohms. Broad band 
tuned input for low distortion, high efficiency • Output Impedance: 
Adjustable Pi-Network matches 50 ohm line with SWR not to exceed 2:1 
• Built-in Antenna Relay • Two Taut-band Suspension Meters • Quiet, 
low velocity, high volume blower • Power Requirements: 230 V, 50-60 
C, 15 amps or 115 V, 50-60 C, 30 amps • Tubes: Two 3-500Z • L-4B 
13%"W, 7%"H, 14Xs"D. Wt.: 32 lbs. • Power Supply 634 "W, 7%"H, 
11"D. Wt.: 43 lbs.

DRAKE L-4B 
LINEAR 

AMPLIFIER
• Two new Eimac 3-500Z tubes give 

1000 watts total plate dissipation
• Built-in RF directional watt meter 

calibrated 300 and 3000 watts 
forward and 300 watts reflected

• Vernier plate tuning control
• Front panel AGC threshold 

adjustment and stand-by switch
• Epoxy finish and eye-ease panel

* Power Supply Is 
included in price 
of L-4B. Solid State, 
excellent dynamic 
and static voltage 
regulation. Separate 
for a more flexible 
installation.

For more information, see your distributor, or write:

Dept. 148 R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 540 Richard St. Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
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NEEDED!
Research Ship 
Electronics 
Technicians
We’re looking for some very fine and 
unusual ET’s to serve aboard our oceano
graphic/ASW research ships operating 
out of Miami. These are fulltime, perma
nent posts. We’re also interviewing for a 
one year billet aboard one of our ships 
operating out of Japan...start in June... 
and for a lab man for duty in an Antarc
tic research program.
The ET aboard our ships is responsible 
for repair and maintenance of SSB and 
AM radio, radar, echo sounders, and 
often, some scientific instrumentation. 
He reports to the captain and assists 
Navy and other scientists aboard. Work
ing ashore between cruises, he works on 
our vessels, yachts, and other commer
cial craft.
A 2nd phone license, preferably with 
radar endorsement, is required...2nd 
telegraph for the Japanese billet. The 
license is the least important qualifica
tion. As the sole radioman aboard ship, 
the ET must be a good troubleshooter 
and repairman. Working with scientists, 
he must be diplomatic and personable. 
Working at sea, he must be a thinking, 
inventive, “can-do” man who is able to 
solve problems with a limited parts and 
equipment inventory.
This work is challenging and may in
volve over 50% sea-time on cruises 
ranging from a few days to several 
weeks... usually in the Caribbean, the 
Bahamas, and the Western Atlantic.
If you are a U.S. citizen with an urge to 
do interesting work with other compe
tent people, we’d like to hear from you.

Send your resume, salary history, 
and references to: Rubin Smulin, 
Projects Electronics Manager

MAS
MARINE ACOUSTICAL SERVICES

INCORPORATED

1975 N.W. SOUTH RIVER DRIVE
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33125

(305) 374-1776/Cable MASINC/TWX (810) 848-7267

An Equal Opportunity Employer

P.S. We’re growing, and our Marine Super
intendent is looking for licensed and unli
censed seamen and diesel engineers. 

j The Vt. Trading Post Net had 38 check-ins. Welcome to 
Novice WN1IZD (Brattleboro) and congrats to new Ad
vanced Class WAHYK (8. Hero). Operation Educa
tional Amateur Radio has scored again with a radio 
exchange between Montreal and Burlington grade 
schools. Congrats, fellows. WA1GUV has been active on 
160-meter c.w. Remember ‘Mar. 31 is the deadline to get 
your logs in for the Vt. QSO Party. Traffic: K1BQB 
260. W1FRT 66, K1MPN 44. K1UZG 42, W1MRW 16. Kl- 
SLU 12, WA1GUV 11, W1KJG 2.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—,SCM, Norman P. 
Forest, W1STR—RM: VV1DWA. PAM: K1DGQ. SEC: 
Open. Western Mass. (e.w. net) reports 31 sessions and 
total traffic of 122. Attendance iu the order of activity is 
W1DVW (100%), K1AEC, K1WZY, K1IJV, WA1ÍSJ, 
W1DWA and W1AMI. The phone net reports Jan. as a 
very good month with special thanks to W1FJT for help
ing out with net control. Art is in Eastern Mass. Mike 
has done a very fine job getting the WMPN started but 
wouldn't you know, his company is transferring him to 
Illinois. A new PAM will be needed if the net is to sur
vive. Any takers? Total QNI 251, total traffic 312. The 
HCRAI is having George Grammer, W1DF, at its Apr. 5 
meeting. The topic will be s.s.b. The VARC is having a 
color-slide show featuring the ham shacks of the mem
bers. The Hilltoppers (HARE) has a new cast-iron stove 
and 3-gallon coffee pot. K1DPP is building a curtain ar
ray for 432 and 1296 Mc. His 12-year-old boy is studying 
to take the Novice exam. The HCRAI 10-Meter Net, 
which operated on 28.990 Mc. has an average of 11 sta
tions calling in on Wed. nights. The Connecticut Valley 
V.H.F. Net continues to attract quite a few stations 
(145.35 Me., Mon. at 9 p.m.) WN1IIPM built a 75-watt 
linear for 2. Traffic: K1DGQ 352, W1EOB 209, K1AEC 
156. K1IJV 144. W1DWA 118, W1DVW 103. W1UKR 60, 
WA1GAB 46. W1STR 38, WA1EYF 32, W1AMI 18, WA1- 
ISJ 14. W1ZPB 9, WA1ABW 6.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
ALASKA—Acting SCM, Albert F. Weber, KL7AEQ- 

KL7EVO erected his new sixteen-element 2-meter co
linear with the help of KL7GBG. KL7FRZ spent the 
month of January repairing his 753. KL7EKZ reports 
from Sitka that the Sitka Club has started Novice 
classes, and KL7EMA is hack from the University and 
on the air. The Arctic Club of Fairbanks also has started 
Novice classes, and is pushing hard to get everybody 
on c.w. KL7EKZ also reports that he has ordered a new 
HQ-180 for the station. W1ICB/KL7 will be spending 
most of the summer out on the chain doing field work. 
Now that the «lays are getting longer, the gang around 
Fairbanks is talking about bunny hunts, and we oven 
hear talk about a surprise winter Field Day like a few 
years back. It could happen. Traffic: KL7CAH 299.

IDAHO—SCM, Donald A. Crisp, W7ZNN-SEC: K7- 
THX. The FARM Net convenes at 0200 GMT 3935 
kc. week days. K7ECV is reported recovering after a 
serious illness. K7HLR is moving to Utah. WA7BDD 
was active with SET traffic on PAN and RN7. K7MFZ 
is building a new high-power supply. W71BG has a new 
SB-34. W7IWV is in the hospital. W70WA again is active 
after a serious illness. VV7ZNN has worked 300-mile DX 
with a single transistor on 80-meter c.w. K7THX, Idaho 
SEC, reports very fine participation during the SET and 
lots of interest among Idaho hams in building a strong 
Idaho Emergency Corps. FARM Net report: 838 check
ins, 104 traffic handled. Traffic: WA7BDD 229, K7OAB 
70. WA7ETO 37, W7GGV 23, W7ZNN 13, WA7EWV 12.

MONTANA—SCM, Joseph A. D’Arcy, W7TYN-8EO; 
W7RZY. RM: WA7DMA. PAM: W7R0E.

Montana Traffic Net 3910 kc (1100 GMT M-F 
Montana PON 3950 1515 GMT Sun.
Montana RACES 3996.5 kc. 1600 GMT 1-3 Sun.
Montana Section Net 3950 kc. 1700 GMT Sun. QN148 QTC 81

The Annual SET w*as held in the state of Montana with 
the following areas holding on-the-air tests: Harlow
ton, K7CHA EC: Billinas, K7UPH EC: Bozeman. 
W7NPV EC; Butte, K7MRZ EC; Helena, K7PFQ; 
Laurel. W7LBK EC; Great Falls, K7EGJ; Anaconda. 
W7VNE. There was a record turnout around the state. 
If you are not now a member of the AREC, check with 
your local EC and get signed up. If you are interested 
in the section c.w. Det, check with WA7DMA and he 
will fill you in on the details. If you are inerested in 
helping out with the WIMU hamfest, write W7WYG at 
Great Falls. Montana PON traffic: 34. Traffic; WA7DMA 
625, W7RZY 296, K7PWY 121, W7TYN 117. K7DCH 108, 
K7EGJ 59, W7LBK 59, WA6MDL/7 45, WA7DBN 21. 
W7SMY 12, K7SIK 10. W7CJN 7, W7OIQ 6, K7ELW 5. 
W7FIS 4, W7FLB 3. WUUM 3, K7JAT 3, K7M0W 3, 
K7WRH 3, W9INR/7 3.
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TOMORROW’S TRANSCEIVER TODAY BY YAESU

FTdx-4OO
Latest arrival on the American scene, 
Spectronics presents the FT dx 400. Yaesu 
engineers have looked into the future to pro
vide the present day amateur with a complete 
station in one package.
The usual "accessories" are standard equip
ment in the FT dx 400. Features built-in power 
supply, dual calibrators —100KC and 25KC, 
break in CW with sidetone, fully adjustable 
VOX system, four switch selected crystal con
trolled transmit channels in addition to VFO 
positions, and varactor controlled clarifier 
offers receiver offset tuning capability.
Remember, all these extras are included in 
this -new imported transceiver. Check the 
specs and ask your local dealer for a demon
stration dx trip with the FT dx 400.
$599.95 including power supply and all 
accessories except speaker.

SP-400 matching speaker $14.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE: 3.5-4Mc, 7-7.5Mc, 14-14.5MC, 
21-21.5Mc, 28-30Mc (3 more 500KC receiver bands 
can be added).
FREQUENCY STABILITY: Less than 100 c/s drift in 
any 30 minute period after warm up.
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE: 50 to 120 ohm unbalanced. 
MAXIMUM INPUT: 500W P.E.P. SSB, 440W CW, 
125W A.M.
CARRIER SUPPRESSION: —40db
SIDE BAND SUPPRESSION: —50db (at 1,000 c/s) 
DISTORTION PRODUCT: Down at least 25db 
AUDIO BANDWIDTH: 300-2,700 c/s
RECEIVING SENSITIVITY: 0.5uV„ S/N 20db (14Mc 
SSB)
SELECTIVITY: 2,3Kc (-6db), 3.7Kc (—55db) 
IF AND IMAGE RATIO: More than 50db 
AUDIO OUTPUT: 1 watt @ 5% distortion 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 8 ohm, 600 ohm 
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS: 18 tubes, 9 transis
tors and 33 diodes 
POWER SOURCE: AC 117 volts, 50/60 c/s 
DIMENSIONS: 15%" wide x 6>/4" high x 13%" deep 
WEIGHT: 50 Pounds

SPECTRONICS
BOX 356 • LOS ALAMITOS, CALIFORNIA 90720
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RCA 
has all-new 
FCC 
license 
training 
Get your license— 
or your money back!
Now RCA Institutes Home Study Training has the 
FCC License preparation material you’ve been 
looking for —all-new, both the training you need 
and the up-to-date methods you use at home —at 
your own speed—to train for the license you want! 
Pay-As-You-Order— lesson by lesson. You match 
your program and your budget to meet your own 
situation. Choose the FCC License you're inter
ested in —third, second or first phone. Take the 
course for the license you choose. If you need 
basic material first, apply for the complete License 
Training Program.
SPECIAL TO AMATEURS. This course-while designed 
for Commercial license qualification, contains much of 
the new material called for by FCC Docket 15928—ad
vanced and extra class you'll want to qualify for before 
November of 1969. QRX until you get the information.

Mail coupon today for full details and a 64-page 
booklet telling you how RCA Institutes Home 
Training can show you the way to a 
new career—higher income— 
and your FCC license,

RC/I
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Dep't BA-48 
320 West 31 Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10001

Please rush me without obligation, informa
tion on your all-new FCC License training.

OREGON—SCM, Dale T. Justice, K7WWR^.RM:
W7ZFH. PAM: K7RQZ. Section net reports: WA7AHW 
reports for the AREC Net, sessions 31, check-ins 741, 
contacts 83. traffic 32. QSTs 4 and maximum number of 
counties 17. W7ZFH reports for the OSN. sessions 22. 
check-ins 108. traffic 85. WA7H0R is operating maritime 
mobile from the USCG »flitter Modoc «.«ff the Oregon 
coast. WA7GCE is operating a code practice, net at 
05O0Z Wed.. Thurs. and Sat. on 3743 kc. Rusti has fre
quent check-ins from as far away as Alaska and Indi
ana. She also has several students at her shack for erwh 
session. K7BPR has a super flea-power rig (06 mw.) on 
10- and 15-meters c..w. He has worked 35 states and two 
countries. Quite impressive! Look for him on 21.075, 
21.021, 28.022 and 28.050 Me. Thurs, afternoons aud all 
day Fri. and Sat, The January SET was extremely suc
cessful with a large amount of traffic and some excellent 
local simulated disasters giving the mobiles and fixed 
stations a real workout. Reports were received from the 
Portland area. Josephine County area and the Yamhill 
County area. The Portland Area Two-Meter AREC Net 
now meets at 0330Z. Traffic: (Jan.) K7RQZ 359, K7IFG 
161, W7ZFH 120, K7WWR 106. WA7DCC 67. K7NTS 66. 
WA7DPK 31. WA7BYP 28, K7OUF 27, WA7HKV 21, 
WA7AHW 20. W7DEM 17, WA7EES 16, WA7GLP 9. 
K7EZP 5, W7KTG 5. (Dec.) WA7HKV 45, WA7EZJ 17.

WASHINGTON--SCM, William R. Watson, K7JHA 
(now W7BQ)—SEC: W7UWT. PAM: W7BUN. RM: K7- 
CTP.

WSN 3590 kc. 0215Z Daily QNI 336 QTC 435 Sess. 31
NTN 3570 kc. 1930Z Daily QNI 966 QTC 364 Sess. 30
WARTS 3570 kc. 0200Z Daily QNI 1699 QTC 125 Sess. 31

The 1968 SET is now history with the most active 
Washington participation ever attained. New appoint
ments: W7JHR as EC; WA7FKM, W7ZHZ, K7MGA, 
K7THG. K7YFJ as OPSs. A Public Service Award went 
to W7BTB for his FB job during the Alaska Flood. The 
Yakima Club is proceeding on plans for a state-wide 
hami'est to be held in July. New officers of the Rodeo 
City Radio Club are WA7EXX, pres.; K7OOM, seey.- 
treas. The Clark County Amateur Club reports a number 
of Novice graduates awaiting licenses. Another fine bulle
tin was received from the Mt. Baker Club. Over 70 net 
certificates were issued to new members of the NTN and 
WARTS Nets in a good kick-off for 1968. K7VNV and 
W70EB have good Novice and General classes under 
way. The Richland Club reports that K7RSM is a mem
ber of the Pueblo crew being held in North Korea. 
Clallam County ARC has 30 students in amateur classes 
at Peninsula College. W7AXT had an FB write-up in the 
local press during the SET. W7HMA passed the 35- 
w.p.m. CP run. W7ZIW passed the 30-w.p.m. CP run. 
Grays Harbor ARC reports activity is picking up on the 
6-meter FM Net. WN7GYR is now WA with a new Gen
eral. He also reports the largest Novice class ever held. 
W7ZA, W7EQY and K7MCA now are located in new 
QTHs. WN7FUF received the 1967 Tacoma Club prize 
for signing up the most new’ members, K7UDG has a 
new Galaxy 5. W7UWT has a set of slides with taped nar
ration on the ARPSC available for dub meetings through 
the ECs. It is recommended that the XYLs also be in
vited to see it. W7.JY presented an FB exhibit of ama
teur museum pieces at the Boeing Club meeting. We re
gret to report the passing of W7ZJM Jan. 29. SCM note: 
We have dropped all inactive Washington appointees and 
supplanted new and interested amateurs. Appointments 
are, as always, subject to continuing activity and inter
est. Traffic: W7BA 1544. WA7DXI 978, W7DZX 671 
W7HMA 573, W7ZIW 540, K7PXA 357. WA7DZL 330 
W7PI 328. K7CTP 243, W7KZ 207. W7JEY 148. K7JHA 
146. W7UWT 136. W7BTB 134. K7TCY 129, WHEU 115. 
W7MCW 106. K7VDG 100, W7AXT 80. WA7ACQ 54, K7- 
VNB 48, K7OVN 42. WA7HKR 37, K7THG 35. W7APS 

i 34, WA7FKM 33, W7GYF 33. W70EB 24, W7BTTN 23
W7AIB 21, WA7GVP 21. K7OXL 20. WA7HSJ 19. WA7- 
DBQ 17. W7AMC 16. K7MGA 15, W7RXH 14, K7YFJ 14 
W7SYE 11, W7ZHZ 10. K7SUX 9, W7AJV 6, K7EFB 5^ 
W7UU 2.

PACIFIC DIVISION
HAWAII—SCM, Lee R. Wical. KH6BZF—SEC : KH6- 

GHZ. PAM : KH6EEM. RM : Vacant. RACES Nets 
(40, 10, 6 and 2) coordinate with KH6AIN.

Name ...............   —

Net
League Appointees 
Friendly Net 
Pacific Interisland

Fre^.
7.290 Me
7.290 Me.

14.330 Me.

Time (GMT) 
O7O0Z 
2030Z 
Ó830Z

hays 
Wed.
M-F 
M-W-F

Address—.........  — ------------— —

City State........ ..... Zip , . —

My apologies for missing Jan. QST column, but business 
commitments on Midway Island precluded my return to 
Honolulu in time to file that report. The 10- and 15- 
meter bands continue to improve for the best DX propa
gation. May I say our .Alohas to KH6GGR. KH6BJ/6 
writes from his new QTH, 1574 Mary Avenue. ¡Sunnyvale,
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phased i
® I

QOUBLE-WVLFKj
ANTENNAS
Guaranteed impressive, superior 
performance overa single antenna 
system. Most uniform signal pat
tern superior to any single 
mounted antenna because of 
uniquely detailed phasing design. 
More consistent communication 
with virtually no fading or blind 
spots when changing direction in 
travel. No matter what your needs 
—HUSTLER will be the only an
tenna system you’ll ever need to 
buy!
If you have been a happy mobiler— 
you already have the Hustler mastand 
resonators. Now for the very best 
mobile signal, duplicate your present 
mount, mast, resonators, and buy the 
Double Talk 20 foot harness,

Model DTLS . . User Net $7.95
Constant communication with 
virtually no fading or blind 
spots when changing direction 
in travel.

A must for 
continuous 
measurement 
of standing 
waves. Observe 
SWR at all times 
with consistent 
accuracy.

I Model CM-52

User Net—$29.95

NEW-TRONICS CORP-I CLEV^AND^0HKh44113
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Now... 2000 Watts p e p
Full Power/Minimum Size 

FOR APARTMENTS • SUBURBAN HOMES 
Marine and Portable Operation

Md F PG Shipping i f

Bands 6-10-15-20 Meters

Power Rating 2000 Watts P.E.P.

El. Length 11'

Turn. Radius T
Total Weight 11 lbs.

Single Feed Line 52 ohm

SWR at Resonance 1.5 to 1.0 max.

6-10-15-20
METERS

The time proven 
B-24 4-Band an- 
tenna combines -» 
maximum effi- « 
ctency and com- & 
pact design to 
provide an excel- 
lent antenna a« 
where space is a 
factor. New end 
loading for max- » 
imum radiation — 
efficiency. No 7 
center loading.

Model B-24 - 
Net $59.95

Calif. 94086. He’d like me to pass his address to the 
many readers in hopes that you’ll all drop him a line. 
Those of you who want those “call plates” for the autos, 
a contact at City Hall is Lt. DeMello, phone 941-3311 
ext. CD desk. Lately we’ve been hearing old familiar 
voices on the bands with brand-new two-letter calls. 
News has reached me that many have passed the aA4- 
sanced Class test and received their new tickets. „1 re
minder: For those of you on the Island of Oahu, the 
Advance and Extra Class tests are conducted at 8 a.m. 
sharp Tue. and Wed., Room 502. Federal Bldg, (down
town Post. Office Bldg), Honolulu. KH6GHZ is feeling 
fine after minor eye surgery. KH6GEW was elected pres, 
of the Honolulu .ARC. Outside islands, please forward 
your election results to your SCM for publication. KH6- 
’EEM folded his antennas and moved into his new quar
ters. The ARRL DX Test was a success again this year. 
These past two .years, where KHBers are DX hunting 
the W/K. VE/VOs during this contest have demonstrated 
an excellent decision on the part of the ARRL Contest 
Awards Committee at the prompting of your SCM and 
such prominent DX contesters as KH6IJ, to name a few. 
Those ot you who have QSL envelopes on file with 
KH6DQ, QSL Mgr. Hawaii, are reminded that postal 
rates were increased several weeks ago. Help KH6DQ, 
the Postal Dept, and yourself for continued service by 
sending that increased postage rate to the KH6 Bureau, 
Box 161, Aiea. Hawaii 96701. The Honolulu DX Assn, is 
gaining in momentum. Keep those reports coining in to 
.vour SCM, see page 6 QST for his address.

MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA 
for 6-10-15-20 METERS

Needs no ground plane radials. Full elecrlcal
Yz wave on each band. Excellent quality 
construction. Mount with inexpensive 
TV hardware. Patented.

Height IV

Power Rating 2000 Watts P.E.P.

Total Weight 5 lbs.

Single Feed Line 52 ohm

SWR at Resonance 1.5 to 1.0 max.

Model 04 Net $34.95

NEVADA—SCM. Leonard M. Norman, W7PBV— 
SEC: WA7BEU. WA7ESM has gone RTTY with a 
Model 15. W0FKY/K7ZOK is now running 800 watts 
p.e.p. on 6 meters. W7PBV lias a new W-51 tS-j-px 
tower and is back on 2 meters. W7PRM and WA7CQS 
have their a.f.s.k. units completed for RTTY. AV6- 
RAY/7, trustee for K7GQD, reports all club station 
activities at Jackass Flats. Nev. have ceased because 
of lack of equipment. The Southern Nevada f.m. re
peater is down for modifications. 1V75TC has a new 
f.m. base station and handie-talkie. VV7CSB has a new 
Rohn Crank-up tower. A QCWA chapter has been 
formed in Nevada. W7YRY has a new Spaulding tower 
supporting a quad for those signals down under. 
W7CJK and son, WN7DKL, have a new Spaulding tower 
and three-element quad. WN7DKL passed the General 
and is hounding the postman daily for his new license. 
W7TVF is on 14.015-Mc. c.w. daily O300-05O0Z and will 
QSL those needing Nevada. K7ZOK is the new EC for 
Las Vegas. W7AKE received the first BN ARC certificate 
using 2-meter f.m. Traffic: VVA7BEU 41, W7YDX 8, 
W7PBV 2.

SACRAMENTO VALLEY—SCM, John F. Minke. Ill, 
WA6JDT-RM: W6LNZ. ECs: WB6MXD, K6RHW, 
W6SMU, WB6RSY, WA6TQJ.

SSSjiiSSS«®. tpr tree Brochure
Slf there is ho stocking distributor near you , 

order direct from factory. We pay . : 
shipping to your Qth if in Continental U.S. A.

Net
NCN
NCN/2 (Slo-speed)
Yolo Co CD
SCEN

Freq. 
3630 
3630 

,146.94 
146.25

Time 
0300Z 
04307, 
O30OZ 
0500Z

Days 
Daily 
Daily 
Tue.
Wed.

Mgr. or NCS 
WB6HVA 
WB6HVA 
WA6TQJ 
WA6CXB

1001 W. 18th Street • Erie, Pennsylvania 16502
• LEADERS IN COMPACT ANTENNAS .

M & Mrs Electronic Keyer 
the "DAH-DITTER®"

MODEL EK-1Ä

only $34.95
All solid state with space age Integrated circuits • 
Fully self-completing on both Dab and Dit • 
Fixed 3/1 Dah/Dit ratio for perfect code • Built- 
in AC power supply • Fully isolated reed relay 
output • Built-in side tone oscillator and speaker* 
Speed range 5 to 40‘WPM.

Send vour order direct to:
M&M ELECTRONICS

6835 Sunnybrook, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30328 

The above fisted nets are ARPSC nets (NTS and 
AREC). If you wish your net listed, is in that cate
gory, and. operates solely within the Sacramento Valley 
section, give me the details. WB6RSY, Redding, and 
K6KRL, Colusa, received Section Net certificates for 
their participation in the Northern California Net 
(NCN). New officers of the Sacramento ARC are WB6- 
MZX, pres.; W6PUI, vice-pres.; WA6CXB, secy.; 
WB6RVR, treas. The John F. Kennedy Senior U.S. 
Electronics Club is a new club in. Sacramento with 
WB6WJO, pres.; WN6YQQ, vice-pres.; WB6VKK, trus
tee. New officers of the Oroville ARS are K6ZNL, 
pres.; WB6FMI, vice-pres.; W6BLW. secy.; WB6RPM, 
treas. New officers of the Chico gang (GEARS) are 
WB6KAI. pres.; K6UHD. vice-pres.; WA6SCJ, seev.; 
WA6AMI. treas. Club bulletins were received from the 
Sac’to ARC, RAMS. GEARS. Oroville ARS. NHRC 
and AF MARS. W6Z.TW is putting up a new beam. 
WB6VBB lost his new quad in the Jan. winds. OPS 
WB6MAE is getting ready for the Extra Class. Traffic; 
(Jan.) W6LNZ 70. W6NKR 57. WB6MAE 36, WB6RSY 
28, K6KRL 7, WB6QZZ 6. WA6JDT 5, WA6CXB 1- 
(Dec.) WB6RSY 49. K6KRL 15.

SAN FRANCISCO—SCM, Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD— 
W6KVQ made the BPL again. WGWLV’s total included 
a lot of SET traffic. W6HVN, of AMRADs in San 
Francisco, was the speaker at the Feb. 'Marin Radio 
Club meeting. The Humboldt Amateur Radio Club now 
meets the 1st and 3rd Tue. at WB6DGJ’s QTH. W6ZC 
was voted into the Northern California DX Club. New 
officers of the Humboldt County Radio Club are W6- 
JSY, pres.: K6SBI. vice-pres.; W6SLX. secy.-treas. 
WA6RXM, Marin County OO, is at Occidental College
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The Total 
Qrowth Company

Hallicrafters is entering an exciting new era of growth. Our recent 
affiliation with Northrop Corporation has opened new areas of engineer
ing challenge. At our new ultra-modern Engineering & Administrative 
Center, located in northwest suburban Chicago, we are engaged in 
R&D activities which will lead to the development of a new generation 
of highly sophisticated techniques and equipment.
Here you’ll become an integral part of a small, dynamic task group and 
enjoy an environment conducive to professional growth and achieve
ment while working with pride and a continuing dedication to product 
excellence.
If you’re a professional who thrives on this concept of personal growth 
and creativity, you're invited to share these goals. Together, we can 
grow as far as professionals like yourself can take us.

ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS EXPERIENCE
• Radar Systems
• ECM Systems
• Vulnerability Evaluation
• Tracking Loop Analysis

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
• Semiconductor Circuit Design
• Microwave Circuits
• Solid State Power Design

ENGINEERING
CIRCUIT EXPERIENCE
• Electronic Countermeasures
• Solid State Power Supplies, 

Regulators & Modulators
• Microwave Applications Design
• Video Signal Processing Design

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Apply your knowledge & experience 
in the design & innovation of equip
ment packaging.

We invite you to “come grow with us.” Please submit your resume in 
confidence to: Roy C. Anderson, Professional Placement.

Engineering & Administrative Center 
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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POUCE - FIRE - MARINE 
AIRCRAFT ■ AMATEUR CALLS

AU NEW 1968 ,a

X LINE TUNAVERTERS!
CRYSTAL & TUNABLE=™“™TY

Tunable plus Crystal 
controlled (selectable 
with switch) solid 
state converters to 
change your auto and 
home radios into ex
cellent, sensitive, se
lective, calibrated VHF 
receivers!

THE BEST-CALIBRATED 6-1 TUNING
PLUS-DRIFT FREE CRYSTAL CONTROL-
PLUS-COMPLETE INTERCHANGEABLE 

CRYSTALS WITHIN BAND!!!!
For auto, home & tran

sistor radios.
Includes coax, mount & 

screws.
New FET transistor osci- 

lator & circuit.

• 1 year guarantee on parts 
& labor.

• Size—2% x 31/2 x 4% 
inches.

• American Made with Amer
ican Parts

Models for AM & FM Tunable & Crystal!
BAND MODEL COVERS OUTPUT 
CB & 10 M 273 X 26.9-30 me 1500 kc
6 meters 504 X 50-54 me 1500 kc
2 meters 1450 X 144-150 me 1500 kc
Police, fire,] f 348 X 33-48 me 1500 kc

Marine J 11564 X 150-164 me 1500 kc
Aircraft 1828 X 118-128 me 1500 kc
Models for AM & FM Tunable only 
Marine Marine 2.0-2.85 me 550 kc
SW & WWV SWL 10-20 me 1500 kc
Coupling Loop & Ext. Antenna for use with 

home and Transistor Radios ................ ......
Mobile Battery Eliminator, 12V to 9V...........  
Crystals—State Exact Listening Freq. .....

PRICE 
EACH

$32.95 ppd. 
Less Crystal

$19.95 ppd.
$19.95 ppd.

.$3.95 ppd.

.$4.95 ppd.
$5.10 ppd.

Order from: Fast AIR MAIL add $.85 ea.

HERBERT SALCH & CO.
Woodsboro Q, Texas 78393 

Marketing Division of 
Tompkins Radio Products

in Southern Calif. New ORSs an? WB6JQP and WB6- 
FLT. W6BIP. W6GQA and W6WLV were active in the 
Jan. CD Partv. K6TWJ represents the section on the 
Golden Bear Net while W6KVQ. W6NLM and K6TZN 
are heard on the Mission Trail Net. The Alarin Club 
has changed its Sun. morning Red Cross Net to 3915 
kc. W6EAJ is working on 3 ibu-watt .«olid state trans
mitter for his 160-meter work. Also active on the 160- 
meter band recently were W6ERS and WA6IVM. 
WA6PYN reports working KH6-Land on 6 meters. 
WA6NDZ has his mobile unit operating. If you have 
not received a copy of the San Francisco Section 
Courier, in its 4th year of publication, drop a line to 
the SCM. W6CYO handled an emergency situation re
cently in connection with a death in the jungle interior 
of South America. WA6BYZ handled a large amount 
of SET traffic as the outlet for the NCN in San Fran
cisco. Also active was W6CX0 at Red Cross Regional 
Hq. in San Francisco with the operation direct hy 
W6JWF. Several clubs in the section were represented 
at the Pacific Division meeting iu Oakland in Alar. The 
appearance of JT1KAA on 20 meters in early Feb. 
found W6PTS, W6ZC and WA6AUD working the Alon- 
golian station for Zone 23. The Cathay Radio Club in 
San Francisco is trying to reorganize. It interested con
tact K6KQN. The San Francisco Section Net meets 
regularly on 3900 kc. at 1830 local time, Mon. and Fri. 
The NON is looking for a regular Marin County outlet 
on this c.w. traffic net. 3630 kc. nt 0300Z. Those needing 
code practice should try the NCN slow-speed session 
at O430Z, same frequency. Traffic: W6KVQ 838, WA6- 
BYZ 218. W6VVLV 197, WA6AUD 190, K6TWJ 67, 
W6BWV 24. W6CY0 9.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY—SCM, Ralph Saroyan, 
W6JPU—The Northern California and Southern Cali
fornia DX Clubs held their Annual Convention in 
Fresno on Jan. 27-28, 1968. with 268 in attendance. 
Among those seen there whiv W6KTW. WA6WXP, WB6- 
JRL, K6RPH. W6JUK, W6JPU. W6KUT and W6HYG. 
WB6ETQ is operating XE0ETQ in Mexico and is on 
40-meter s.s.b. around 6 p.m. daily. 'The Fresno Ama- 
teur Radio Hamfest is around the corner. Remember 
the date, the first week, end of May, and send in your 
reservations to FARC, P.O. Box 783, Fresno, ('tdif. 
WB6DCP has a Collins station on the air. VV6JUK is 
using a BTL linear amplifier. The SET conducted by 
WB6TFU was successful. WB6TFU and WB6ETR have 
been operating the Fresno Veterans Hospital ‘'Studio” 
for over a year, handling many messages by radio, and 
sending them over land lines. W6NKJ is building a 
2-meter converter. The Kern County Amateur Radio 
Club is holding code and theory classes with WA6SCE 
and WB6ZWG in charge. VV6ADB still is active on NCN. 
W7AAF/6 and WB6PCQ are learning the Morse code. 
WB6IN0 is recuperating from surgery, and is very ac
tive on WCARS. WB6JZH is on 2-meter f.m. Traffic: 
WB6HVA 356, WB61NO 311. W7AAF/6 224, WA6SCE 
202, W6ADB 116, K6KOL 75.

W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE 
ANTENNA RADIATE!

STOP WASTING YOUR SIGNAL! 
REMEMBER, YOUR ANTENNA 
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
PIECE OF GEAR YOU OWN.
• No Radiation from Coax
• No Center Insulator Needed
• Perfect for Inverted Vees 

(Use Hang-up Hook)
• Built-in Lightning arrester
• Broad-Band 3 to 30 Me.
• Takes Legal Power Limit
• Two Models:

1:1 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm 
balanced
4:1 75 ohm coax to 300 ohm 
balanced

• A must for Inverted Vees, 
Doublets, Quads, Yagis and 
Multiple Dipoles.

$12.95

W2AU Complete pretuned Fiberglas Quad.......... $99.95
W2AU Complete pretuned Vinyl Quad.................. $64.95

UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS 
Unadilla, New York 13849

SANTA CLARA VALLEY—Acting SCM, Edward A. 
Gribí. WB6ÍZF—Asst. ¡SCM: Ed. Turner, W6NV0. 
SEC: W6VZE. RAI: W6QM0. Section meeting places;
Bay Aren AREC Net, 3900 Sun., 1830 GMT.
Northern California Net, 3630. Dailv. 0300 GAIT.
Monterey Bay Emergency Net, 147.16, Tue. 0400 GMT. 
Gur best wishes to W6ZRJ, past SUM, now Pacific Divi
sion Director. Doc can often be found monitoring 7255, 
WCARS frequency, during the day. SEC W6VZÉ has 
been busy stirring the .AREC pot. The Menlo Park- 
Redwood City-Palo Alto gang was particularly in
genious in soliciting participation contest style in the 
Í968 SET under the leadership of EC AV6DEF and ROs 
K6ANN and WA6QGX. W6U0K, WB6MED and WA6- 
VGR took the "win.” “place” and "show” awards. The 
Palo Alto Amateur Radio Club, under new pres. WB6- 
WLH. was very active in originating SET messages to 
the outside world. Others who reports lots of SET 
traffic were EC W6PLS and W6YBV. W6PLS also 
ploughed through QRM in the Old Old Timers Club 
First. QSO Party. W6OII continues to work the nets—■ 
Mission Trail, Golden Bear. Weather. WCARS, etc. 
W6AUC was MC at the Annual QCWA Dinner. WA6- 
OXE is now out of the hospital and active on 7255 
and 3952. Now that W6HC, retired Division Dire tor, 
has more spare time is it possible that we heard him 
on sideband recently? Welcome to K2AFQ from New 
Jersey, now in San Mateo. Greetings to WB6JGS, who 
comes to Pain Alto from Concord. W6HXY rims the 
Monterey Bay Emergency Net and recently had 32 
check-ins on the Alon, night check-in. K6DYX keeps 
the RTTY clatter going on the RATTS Net on 3620. 
WB6LYD is handling bulletins on v.h.f. teletype. Asst. 
SCM W6NVO attended the Christmas Dinner of the 
Central California Radio Council. W6MMG reports that 
the San Carlos Radio Club had 23 show up for new 
code classes. The dub has a new shack for its station,
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better sent... 
better received

with Belden wire and cable
... easy to use packaged lengths.

Antenna Rotor Cables
Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated 
cable for rotor applications. Color 
coded. Chrome, vinyl plastic jacket 
resists sun and aging.

Power Supply Cables
Excellent mechanical and electrical 
characteristics for long service life. 
Special jacket offers maximum re
sistance to abrasion and ozone. 
Use as power supply cords and 
interconnecting cables. Ideal for 
remote control circuits, special 
press-to-talk microphone circuits, 
and other applications.

Shielded Hook-Up and Grid Wire
Provide most effective TVI sup
pression. Vinyl insulated with 
tinned copper braid shield. Avail
able from 24 AWG to 12 AWG.

Coiled Microphone Cable
Provides low impedance for mobile 
microphone applications. Neo
prene jacket remains flexible at low 
temperatures. Available with or 
without shielded conductors.

Ham Transmission Lines-
Parallel Type
Uniform quality control provides 
uniform impedance. Brown poly
ethylene for best weather resis
tance and lowest losses.

Ham Transmission Lines— 
RG/U Type
Designed for lowest losses, longer 
service life, and maximum depend
ability. Cables are essentially flat 
with no peaks in attenuation to re
duce signal on either high or low
frequencies.

FOR FULL INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR BELDEN ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
The Belden line gives you maximum efficiency with lowest losses under 
all conditions of operation. There's a Belden wire or cable to meet every 
ham transmitting and receiving need. Shown here is only a small portion 
of this complete line. b-z-ba

BELDEN @

BELDEN CORPORATION • P.O.BOX 5O7O-A, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680
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Handbook 
Companion...

A concise, clearly written text for 
use with the Radio Amateur’s 
Handbook, A Course in Radio 
Fundamentals is ideal for the be
ginner but just as useful for the 
more advanced amateur who wants 
to brush up on his radio knowledge. 
For radio theory classes it is one of 
the most practical books available.

Complete with study assign
ments, experiments and exam
ination questions based on the 
Radio Amateur’s Handbook.

“You get more fun out of a radio if you 
know how and why it works.”

$1.00 POSTPAID ll
U.S.A.

$1.25 Elsewhere

he American Radio Relay League
Newington, Connecticut 061JJ

K6DKX, at Firehouse #2. San Carlos. Traffic: W6RSY 
984, WA6LFA 291. K6DYX 214, W6YBV 186. W6DEF 
178. W6HC 162. W6VZE 110, W6PLS 43, W6OII 24, 
W6ZRJ 22, W6AUC 11, W6ACW 10. W6RFF 6.

ROANOKE DIVISION
NORTH CAROLINA—SCM. Barnett S. Dodd, W4- 

BNU—Asst. SCM: Janies O. Pullman, WA4FJM. SEC: 
WA4LWE. RM: K4CWZ. PAM: W4AJT, V.H.F. PAM: 
W4HJZ. WA4KWC says the Buncombe County ARC is 
starting General code and theory cbisses soon. \VB4- 
BGL participated in the Virginia QSO Party. K4ZKQ 
has hts new radio .shack about completed. WA4QLP. 
who is now a midshipman at the U.S. Naval Academy, 
checked into the nets and handled traffic while on Christ
mas leave home. K4TTN is the new editor of Smoke 
Test, the fine bulletin of the Buncombe County ARC. 
because of the resignation of W4NQA, who has moved 
to Connecticut to assume duties at ARRL Headquar
ters as Assistant Circulation Manager.

Net Freq.
THEN 3865 kc.
NCN (L) 3573 kc.

Time. Days
O030Z Dailv
030DZ Daily

QTC Mgr.
217 WA4GMC
1Û2 WA4CFN

Traffic: (Jan.) WB4BGL 299. W4EVN 225. W4LWZ 191, 
W4RWL 178. W4FDV 99. WA4CFN 89. K5TGA/4 87. 
WA4FJM 71, K4CWZ 60. WA4ZLK 60, W4AJT 55. WA4- 
VNV 52. WB4CVM 46. K4VBG 43. W4BNU 42. K4EO 
41. K4CDZ 39. W4ZZC 37, W4NAP 26. WA4GMC 22, 
WA4AOZ 21, W4RF 17, WA4KWC 16. WA4UQ.C 16, 
WA4AKX 13, WB4CKS 12. K4PKE 12, W4YMI 12. K4- 
TTN 10. K4ZKQ 8. VVA4VLJ 7, W4ACY 5. WA4QLP 
5. (Dec. I WA4GMB 34, WA4AOZ 30. WA4QLP 7.

SOUTH CAROLINA—SCM, Clark M, Hubbard. K4-
LNJ-SEC: WA4ECJ. Asst. SEC: W4WQM. RM: K4- 
LND. PAM : WA4EFP.

SCN 3795 kc. Daily i)()00/0300Z
8CSSBN 3915 kc. Daily (JOOOZ Tfc. 134

Congratulations to WB4DXX on making the BPL. 
K4NJS again is active' on 80 and 40. W4NTO is QRP 
from Oklahoma City until Mar. W4JA. with a %-wuve 
vertical on 2 meters, QSOed West Palm Beach, 700 
miles, using 2 watts. WA4HFA has a 50-ft. tower and 
a new 15-meter beam. Welcome to WN4IMH from An
derson. Traffic: WB4DXX 507. W4FVV 51, W4NTO 51. 
K4LNJ 37, WA4NWI 26, W4.TA 24, K4EIB 10. WA4HFA 6.

VIRGINIA—SOM. H. J. Hopkins, W4SHJ—SEC: K4- 
LMB. RMs: K4MLU, WA4EDL. PAM: W4OKN. The 
new EC for the city of Norfolk is WA4BUE. The Roa
noke Division ARRL Officials meeting is expected to 
be held some time in Apr. Keep your ears open for 
details. Because of recently initiated FCC procedures, 
W4PTR became W4DM an<i W4YGY has been assigned 
W4HM; W4ZMT is rumored to have a two-letter call. 
The Virginia Century Club held a banquet in Virginia 
Beach which was attended hy Director W4KFU and 
W4QCW, of Richmond, who showed slides of his African 
expedition. W4KFC addressed the Tidewater Club and 
displayed slides of a contest expedition to Curacao. 
WA4TKB and WA4TCF are OM and XYL who frequent 
VSBN. W4ZM favors more SET exercises throughout 
the year. Objective: training. WB4GTS/WA2UFI votes 
WB4GTG as the most promising teen-age amateur of 
the year. W4GEQ and WB4GTG are recently-appointed 
ORSs. The number of Virginia amateurs preparing for 
a higher license grade are encouraging. Good show, 
gang. Traffic: (Jan.) W4DVT 341, WB4GTG 259. W4ZM 
226, K4KNP 207, K4TSJ 189. WB4FDT 180. K4CG 169, 
W UEUL 149. W4RHA 147. W4BZE 122, K4FSS 115. 
WB4DRB 110, W4SZT 110, WB4GTS 88, W4TE 82. WA4- 
PRG 75. W4MUJ 74, WA4FCS 72, K4MLC 69. WB4CVY 
68, W4QDF 51. W4KFC 49. W4OKN 49. W4SHJ 49, 
WA4JJF 42, W4GEQ 38. WB4DOY 34, W4IA 29. WB4- 
IRF 27. W4YZC 27. K4GR 26. W4DM 23, W4WG 21. 
W4ZMT 19, WA4NJG 16. WA4TKB 10, WA4TCF 9, 
W4JUJ 8. WB4GYV 7, W4MK 6, W4OP 6, WA4DAI 4, 
W4KX 4. K4SDS 4. WA41IRN 4. K4YEE 4, W4ZAU 4, 
W4LK 2. (Dec.) WB4CVY 66.

WEST VIRGINIA—SCM, Donald B. Morris, W8JM— 
SEC: W8IRN. RMs: K8MYU, K8TPF. PAMs: K8CHW, 
W8IYD. New officers of the East River ARC, Blue
field, are W8HNC, pres.: W8DYA. vice-pres.; K8UOA, 
secy.: K8ZDY. treas. WA8TWR has a new Heath 
Apache. Correction on Kanawha ARC’« officers: W8HCY 
is secy.; WA8UHL, treas, W8HZA was quite active in 
the SET; he also worked 62 stations on 160 in 4 hours. 
K8MYT.J, WVN (c.w.) Net. Mgr. accepted the RM post, 
formerly held by W8HZ A. W8AVW, WA8AVZ, WA8TWR, 
W8AKW, WA8OXI. W8VH, W8FFC. WA8PFB and 
WN8ZJR are organizing the Greenbrier ARC, with WA8-
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1968
EDITION

EXTENSIVELY
REVISED 

I

*7he standard reference work 
and text for everyone—radio 
amateurs, students, experiment
ers, engineers, lab men, techni
cians.

JL he 1968 Edition, through this extensive revision, continues 
its tradition of presenting the soundest and best aspects of cur
rent practice. Containing 35 new construction projects, The 
Handbook has more new material than ever before! Consider
able emphasis has been placed on solid-state devices, with re
vised chapters on their theory and also on their practical use in 
construction projects. Every important aspect of amateur radio 
is covered: transmitting, c.w., a.m., sideband, radioteletype; 
receiving; mobile; v.h.f.; propagation; antennas; construc
tion; theory; charts; diagrams; transistors; vacuum tubes; 
station assembly and operation. It is the up-to-date and com
plete Handbook.

$4.00 U.S.A, and Possessions, $4.50 

Canada, $5.50 Elsewhere. Cloth
bound Edition, $6.50 U.S.A. Posses
sions and Canada, $7.00 Elsewhere.

""’American Radio 
Relay League, Inc. 
NEWINGTON, CONN., U.S.A. 06111
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"CHOICE OF THE DX KINGS”

2 ELEMENT—3 BAND KIT SPECIAL
ONLYCONTENTS

• 8 Fiberglass Arms—skyblue color
• 2 End Spiders (1 pc. castings)
• 1 Boom/Mast Coupler—h.d. 

aluminum
• 16 Wraplock Spreader Arm Clamps $3,50 for PPD
• 1 CUBEX QUAD Instruction Manual Frt. Cont. U.S.

2-3-4 or more element Quads available 
Write for FREE BROCHURE and Price List

CUBEX COMPANY
P.O. Box 732, Altadena, California 91001

Phone: (213) 798-8106
YOU CAN'T SAY "QUAD” BETTER THAN "CUBEX”

THE LEAGUE EMBLEM
With both gold border and lettering, 
and with black enamel background, is 
available in either pin (with safety 
clasp) or screw-back button type. In 
addition, there are special colors, avail
able in the pin style emblem only, for 
Communications Dept, appointees.

Red enameled background for the SCM.

► Green enameled background For the RM, 
PAM, SEC or EC.

Blue enameled background for the ORS, 
OVS, OBS, OO or OPS.

THE EMBLEM GUT: A mounted printing 
electrotype, high, for use by members on 
amateur printed matter, letterheads, cards, etc.

Pin, Button or Cut: $1.00 Each, Postpaid

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
Newington, Connecticut 06111

PFB ;ts Sf<y. pro tern. K8GAG moved to Charieeton. 
Operating RTTY in the Morgantown area- are K8LGS/8, 
WA8TGG. WA8TMY. WA8YSB. W8GUL and W8CUL. 
The WVU Club Station, W8CUL. has 4 operating posi
tions, emergency power and all-band operation, any 
mode. The West Va. Phone Net reports 31 sessions with 
1114 .-tâtions handling 287 messages. WA8ÜPM, WAS- 
WZ. WA8SHT and K8HHV were active in the WVN 
CW Net. This net with 31 sessions handled 157 message^. 
À joint meeting of the State Radio Council and Con
vention Assn, was held in Charleston. Traffic: W8SQÜ 
283. K8MYU 253, WA8PÛS 158. W8TRN 79, WA8RQB 
76. WA8YSR < W8CKX 57, W8HZA 57. K8BIT 50, 
W8IMX 23. K8MQB 23. WA8TWR 22, W8JM 21, WA8- 
NDY 20. W8GUL 13, WA8LAL 13. WsWEJ 13. W8IYD 
11. WASWCK 10. K8ZDY 5. W8TGF 4, WA8UHI 4. 
WA8VYZ 4. W8UPH 3. K8YUW 3. WA8CKN 2. W8- 
IHC 2. WA8LFZ 2. W8MLX 2, K8PRC 2. W8QEC 2, 
K8QYG 2, WA8BUM 1. K8CFT 1. WA8CRW 1. WKRTF 
1, WA8FZS 1. W8GWR 1. W8KBM 1, WA8KQX t. 
WA8LFW 1, K8OQL 1, K8RLC 1. K8SOR 1. WA8ÜFX 
1, W8VOI1. WA8WIX 1.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
COLORADO—SCM, Richard Hoppe, K0FDII—Asst. 

SCM: A, E. Hankinson. WA0NQL. SEC: \\ 0SIN. 
PAM: W0CXW. Colorado Sectional Nets all partici
pated in operation SET in one of the busiest operations 
we have had. Congratulations to the Columbine Net on 
taking top honors with a QNI of 1053 handling 276 
formal messages. The Colorado Code Net also was 
valuable in scheduling extra sessions for maintaining a 
continuous liaison with TWN during the SET. We were 
all sorrv to learn of the passing of Ray S, Eldridge, 
K0PGQ, on Jan. 9. Ray’s contributions to amateur 
radio, particularly in helping Novices with c.w., will he 
greatly missed by his many friends. The Boulder Ama
teur Radio Club will hold its Annual Auction Apr. 21 
at 1 p.m. at the National Guard Armory in Boulder. 
You’re all invited to rome and browse through the 
goodies. Anyone willing to coordinate 2-meter nets with 
NTS? Please drop me a line. A late report from K0- 
ZSQ shows that she earned BPL last Dec., with a total 
of 531. Traffic: (Jan.) W0IES 920. K0ZSO 411, W0LRN 
313, W0KAU 238, WA0MNL 218. K0ECR 63, W0SIN 
63, K0MNO 25, K0GVA 11. K0IGA 10. WA0JTB 8. 
(Dec.) K0ZSQ 531.

NEW MEXICO—SCM. Kenneth D. Mills. W5WZK— 
Asst. SCM: Martv Petsonk. WA5MCX. SEC: K5KTQ. 
PAM; W5DMG. RM: WA5FJK. ORS: K5MAT. WA5- 
FJK and K5MAT have succeeded in forming a new net 
on 3.760 Me. at 1900 MST on Tue. for the purpose of 
handling traffic. The net call is NMN for the New 
Mexico Net. All check-ins are invited for practice in 
c.w. traffic-handling. WA5FFL reports he has been han
dling telephone relays at the rate of two or three a 
week nn the Intercontinental S.S.B. Net on 20 meters. 
WA5FFL was upgraded to Extra Class in Nov. ’67. 
The first meeting of the NMN had a QNT nf 5 and a 
traffic count of 5. K5MAT is Net Control. K5MAT 
worked New Hampshire for WAS. Attend the Division 
Convention in Cheyenne, Wvo., June 29 and 30. Traffic: 
(Jan.) K5MAT 43. WA5FJK 36. KWAB 20. W5N0N 
19. W5MVM 16. WA5.TNC 10. AV5NUI 9, WA5BLI 7, 
W5BWV 6. WA5MIY 5. WA7SBV/5 2. (Dec.) K5MAT 75.

UTAH—SCM. Gerald F. Warner. W7VSS-SEC: W7- 
WKF. RM: W7COX. Traffic nets:

BUN Daily 7272 kc. 1930Z
UARN Sat-Sun. 3987,5 kc. 1500Z

Several of the Northern Utah Clubs participated in the 
ARRL SET. A few individuals also generated messages 
in the SET indicating interest In the ARPSC. WA7- 
HSW -tmdified for n net certificate for his high level 
of participation in the BUN. WA7IAW is nearing com
pletion of a new kilowatt amplifier and improved 
receiver setup for 2 meters, Attendance during the 
UARN Net sessions is on the increase, up nearly 50 
percent m the lust 9 months, F.m. activity on 2 meters 
in Utah ^till In growing on 146.94 Me, WA7ARK. K7- 
A W Y and WA7BEX. in SLC, are regularly heard on 
2-moter f.m. Nominations for SCM in the Utah section 
are being Hcccpted until May 10. Rules for nominating 
can bp found in QST operating news. Traffic: W7OCX 
157, WA7BME 102. K7SOT 76. K7CLS 64, K7ERR 16.

WYOMING—SCM. Wnvne M. Moore. W7CQL—SEC: 
K7NQX. RM: WA7CLF. PAMs: W7TZK. K7SLM, 
OBSs: K7SLM, K7NQX. Nets: Pony Express, Sun. at
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THE COMPUTER comes to amateur radio!
HAMS! could you afford $1,000,000 = 

worth of electronic equipment? 7

NOW YOU CAN by joining the
COMPU-HAM Club

WHAT IS COMPU-HAM?
With COMPU-HAM, which means COMPUterized Hand
books for AMateurs, you can, for the first time, use the 
computer to improve the effectiveness of your gear.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
9 ACCURATE AND RELIABLE

This new and unique computer service exclusively for 
amateurs from Automation Technology, Inc., a re
spected name in the computer industry, brings the 
speed and accuracy of the electronic computer to the 
amateur radio community.

• PERSONALIZED AND MODERN
By using the COMPU-HAM HANDBOOK series, im
printed with your name and call-letters, you will become 
a member of the rapidly growing number of people 
who are benefiting from history’s greatest technological 
development; the million dollar electronic computer.

• TIME SAVING AND FUN
Why waste another second of your air time performing 
tedious calculations or guesstimating with 19th Cen
tury methods? Let our 20th Century computer serve 
you. Join the COMPU-HAM CLUB and receive your 
time-saving, personalized AUTO-BEAR*' Handbook today.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
For your COMPU-HAM Club Membership fee 
of $3.95, you will receive as a bonus abso
lutely free the AUTO-BEAR* (AUTOmatic 
BEARing) HANDBOOK. This handbook is the 
first in a series of COMPU-HAM Handbooks 
and services offered exclusively to amateur 
radio enthusiasts. Although, this handbook, as 
described opposite this offer, is in itself alone 
worth more than $3.95, you will In addition 
be entitled to receive any and all future hand
books and computer services at the club 

members special price. There are no other 
membership dues ever!.

CONTENTS OF YOUR AUTO-BEAR HANDBOOK
1. The angular bearing specially computed 

from your location to 500 cities world-wide.
2. Your distance from these 500 cities in 

statute miles.
3. The time difference in hours between your 

location and these cities.
4. Your deviation from True North.
5. Your latitude and longitude.

All you need do is complete ano 
return this coupon with your check 
or U.S. Money Order for $3.95 to:

COMPU-HAM
Automation Technology, Inc.
11141 Georgia Avenue 
Wheaton, Maryland 20902

THE COMPUTER DOES THE RESTI

Yes, enroll me as a COMPU-HAM Club member and rush my 
postpaid copy ot my AUTO-BEARi» Handbook.
Enclosed is $3.95 (Add 50(j for overseas delivery.)

My Name „.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------__

My Call Letters--------------------------------------------------—----------------------------------------------------.

Call Letters and Frequency of
AM Radio Station Nearest Me__________ .______________________

My Address is:
Street------------------------------------ ------------- ----------- --------------- -------,---------------

City----------------- -—______________ State.—„________ _ Zip____ „   ___
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THE DRAKE 
T-4XB 

TRANSMITTER
The Drake T-4XB offers many fine features . . . 
Solid state linear permeability tuned VFO with 
1 kc read out and 100 cycle stability. 80 thru 
15 meters completely and 28.5-29.0 me of 10 
meters with crystals supplied. Transceives with 
R-4, R-4A, or R-4B Receivers. VOX or PTT. 
Operates SSB/AM/CW. Conservative input 
power rating: SSB & AM-200 watts PEP, CW-200 
watts . . . Plus many other features . . .

T-4XB Transmitter 
AC-4 AC Supply

$430.00 
$99.95

ALSO IN STOCK 
R-4B Receiver $430.00

and other Drake accessories

We also have a large selection of used 
equipment. Write for Latest Complete List

IIIIIIIIIII OPEN HOUSE SEPT. 14th, 1968 llllllllll!

RADIO
P. O BOX 312 CONCORD, N.H 03301

FONE 603-225-3358

. IN THE DOG HOUSE?"

MOVE IN
WITH DESIGN INDUSTRIES 

WIFE-APPROVED
COMMUNICATIONS DESK

. . . would YOU believe . . . SOME hams are per
mitted into the house . . . perhaps even the 
living room when their station includes a Design 
Industries Communications Desk or Console?

Send Today For Our Special Wife Pacification Kit 
(Descriptive Brochure)

DESIGN INDUSTRIES, inc.
P.O. Box 12365 Dept. T
(214)-528 0150 Dallas, Texas 75225

0800 on 3920; YO daily at 1830 on 3610: Jackalope Alon, 
through Sat. at 1215 on 3920; WX Net. 0630 Alon, 
through Sat. uu 3920. The Rocky Mountain Division 
Convention will be held June 29-30 at the Hitching Post 
in Cheyenne. New appointment: K6UVJ/7 as EC for 
Cheyenne. W7VDZ now lias a couple of i>eatns up and 
is on the air s.s.b. W7BXS is traveling the southland 
for a couple of months. Another new Casper ham is 
WA7JES. Tlie SET went very well, in the state. It’s 
not too early to start planning for Field Dav. Casper 
now holds the traveling trophy. Traffic: WA7CLF 367, 
K7NQX 289, WA7EDC 164. K7ITH 73. W7TZK 64, 
WA7EUX 50. W7YWW 47. W7DXV 36, K7HHW 2X, 
K7VWA 22. W7NKR 13. K7TEG 11, WA7BDI 5, W7- 
H.LA 4, W7GSQ 3. K7JED 2.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
ALABAMA—SCM. Edward L. Stone. K4WHW—SEC: 

W4FPI, RM: WA4EXA, PAM: WA4EEC. New ECs: 
WA4FOI. Tallapoosa County; WA4CNH. Lee County: 
K4KMG, Bibb County. WN4I.DZ is a new operator in 
Athens, WA4ZWU is a new' Decatur General. The Hunts
ville and Decatur Clubs now have classes in session 
covering Novice to Advance Class. A real good piace 
to learn c.w. net procedure and improve your operating 
ability is on 3725 kc. at 5:30 p.m. CST with the AEND 
Training Net. WA4HXC, net mgr., will be most happy 
to have you QNI. Your SCM and SEC wish to con
gratulate the Alabama nets and operators for the fine 
effort during the SET. The increased reporting of sta
tion activities this month looks good, if you did not 
get your report in this month, make it a must nest 
and all succeeding months. V.h.f.ers: Start getting 
ready for the summer openings and the V.H.F. 
Party. All clubs and Field Day groups should have 
their committees working hard : .lune 21 will Mion bn 
here. Traffic: Clan.) WA4EXB 1001. K4PXR 417, WA4- 
AVM 302. K4WHW 161, W4FVY Ì57, K4AOZ 134. W4- 
FPT 118. K4BSK 84. WA4MTG 76. WA4VEK 72. 
WB4DIN 69, WA4FYO 64. K4PM0 58. WA4.TSM 52, 
WA4UXC 52, K4TNS 51, WB4EKJ 43. WB4BAS 42.
WB4EKK 29, K4KJD 29, W1BKI/4 28. WA4LQN 24,
WA5TOT/4 23. WA4GGD 22, W4WLG 22, K4KMG 21. 
WA4VVG 21. WA4AZC 20. WA4ROP 20. WB4ADT 19.
WR4BLX 17. W4UDJ 14. K4DRQ 11. WA4PIZ 11,
K4CZZ 8. W4DGH 8. K4RSB 6. WA4DYD 5, K4UUC 
5. K4EAO 4, WB4GZW 4. (Dec.) WAVUG 36, WA4- 
ZFA 36.

CANAL ZONE—SCM, Russell E. Oberholtzer, KZ5OB 
— The CARC and the Panama Radio Club were guests 
of the CZARA on a moonlight cruise through Galliafd 
Cut on the Pan Canai Las Crates. About 50 KZ5s at
tended; also W2AFZ. TG9RU/HP1, TG9RC/HP1 and 
TG9LN. K2RPM. W5ENZ and W4DXJ were recent 
visitors to the Zone. Pacific. Siders report activity on 
6 and 2 meters KZ5MW ( WA5SHN) QSYs to S. Caro
lina for a discharge. The CARC club station, KZ5PA, 
is fin the air again with a Drake TR4, RV4 and L4. 
CP1FG visited with KZ5JC. KZ5LM finally joined the 
s.s.b. ranks with n Swan 500. KZ5CT and KZ5SA put 
up a new 50-ft. tower and expect to be going real 
strong with their TR3 and a new Hunter Bandit. 
KZ5AJ raised a two-element quad. Traffic: KZ5WII 
185. KZ5AD 96. KZ50A 93, KZ5NH 84. KZ5MV 50, KZ5- 
FX 45, KZ5WR 36. KZ5OB 27, KZ5JC 18.

EASTERN FLORIDA—SCM, Jesse H. Morris. W4- 
MVB—Asst. SCM: William J. Biasingame, Jr., WA4- 
NEV. SEC: W4IYT. Asst. SEC: W4FP. RM C.W.: 
W4ILE. RM RTTY W4RWM. PAM 75M: W4OGX. 
PAM 40M: W4SDR. V.H.F, PAM: WA4BMC. WA4NEV 
has been appointed Asst. SCM of Eastern Florida. This 
has become necessary because your regular SCM must 

.spend two or three months out of the state. Tn my 
absence Bill will attend to the traffic reports and all 
routine matters. All correspondence directed to me will 
be forwarded, by Bill. The resignation, of W4TÙB as 
PAM for 75 meters has brought about a change in the 
PAM status. It was decided to leave the number at 
two for the time being, with W40GX taking over as 
PAM for 75 meters and W4SDR remaining as PAM for 
40 meters. It is with deep regret that we must announce 
that the following Florida amateurs have joined the 
Silent Keys: W4WSW, W4G0X. K4HNS, W4DVK. W4- 
HDC and K4IIH, Our sympathies are extended to all 
the families. WN4FLW now is WB4FLW. Ted received 
his Advance Class license and is already at work on 
the traffic nets. The SET in Florida has been termed 
a success by W4IYT. It is too early to tell but the 
change in time might bring about our best effort in 
Eastern Florida. W3CUL and W3VR have returned to 
Florida for the winter, as is obvious by the traffic listing 
below’. Welcome back, Mae and Al. Vero Beach ARC 
officers for 1968 are W4LEP, pres.; WB4ABX, vice- 
pres. ; K4EL, secy. ; WA4QVJ, treas. North Florida
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Latest Edition 
OF THE 

A.R.R.L.
WORLD MAP

COMPLETEL Y REVISED!
new edition of the ARRL WORLD MAP containing 

completely revised up-to-the-minute data. It is printed in 
eight colors by Rand-McNally, expert map makers.

C-XXs soon as you hear a DX station, you can see exactly 
where he is — the country prefixes are not just listed 
in the marginal index; they’re printed on the countries, 
themselves. Continental boundaries and time zones are
plainly marked.

rinted on heavy map paper measuring 40" wide x 30" 
high, this new ARRL World Map is easily read from 
your operating position.

$2 00 POSTPAID ANYWHERE

The American Radio Relay League, Inc.
NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
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SATURN SIX!
It is almost unbelievable that 

after eleven years the antenna 
that revolutionized mobile 6 
meter operation is

STILL the BEST

STILL the MOST POPULAR

STILL the STANDARD OF COMPARISON

STILL the SAME PRICE

Model S-l—Antenna, mast bracket, mast 
and bumper hitch $16.95

S-2—Antenna only 11.95
MT-1—Matching Transformer 4.95

HI-PAR PRODUCTS CO. Fitchburg, Mass. 01420

Amateur Radio Society officers for the new year are 
K4DSN, pres.; WA4VZF, vice-pres.; W4ORT, secy.; 
WA4TAQ. treas.; WA4FJA, act. mgr. Traffic: Uan.i 
W3CTTL/4 1754. WA4SCK 606, WB4EPD 435, W4ILE 359, 
WB4AIW 334, W4FP 276. WA4WZZ 262. WA4FGH 230. 
WA4NBT 224. K4YSN 218, W4FPC 209, W3VR/4 175. 
W4SDR 149, W4SMK 142. K4LEC 137. K4EBB 119- 
WA40H0 108, K4COO 101, WA4UDH 98, WA4TWD 83, 
WA4NBE 80, W4AKB 79. W4GUJ 76. WB4DD0 71. 
W4EHW 71. K4SHJ 71, W4MVB 69, W4TRS 66, K4EBO 
61. K4DAX 59. W4OGX 59. WA4FJA 58. W4SME 57. 
WB4DSP 50, W4TYT 46, WA4CIQ 44, WB4IIKP 33. 
W4YPX 33. W4PBK 32. W4ZAK 29. W4DV0 27. K4LPS 
25. WA4EYU 23. K4IEX 23. W4KHY 22, W4LEP 22. 
W4NGR 22. W4TJM 21. WN4FSF 20, W4GDK 18, 
W4CWI 17. WA4UFO 17, W4VPQ 17. WN4FLW 15. W4- 
BKC H. WA4TJS 11, WA4PWF 9, K4BLM 7. W4MSL1 
7, K4RCP 7, W4YJY 5, W4CBE 1. (Dec.) WA4EYU 26.

GEORGIA—SCM. Howard L. Schonher, W4RZL- 
Asst. SCM: James W. Parker. Sr„ W4KGP. SEC: W4- 
DDY. RM: W4CZN. PAMs: WA4WQ.U, K4HQL The 
Georgia Single Sideband Net is considering the possi
bilities of a late session. K4TIQI and WB4FMJ report 
good 50-Mc. activity, possible F2 DX Jan. 2 and 3 with 
\V6s in about noon each day. KH6NS was reported 
heard about the same time. On the 4th and 5th the 
W5s were coming through. During this period MUF 
checked to he 4K Me, Athens area 2-meter activity was 
tripled during ’67. The Lanierland Amateur Radio Club 
worked 13 states during the V.H.F. SS. W4FEW has a 
new TR-108. K4UJL is active again on v.h.f. WN4GTB 
has a 22er and is building a dream shack. WB4EMQ 
has a 32-element colinear. The Atlanta Area 2-Meter 
Net operates 145.350 at 0105. WB4APC QRD Viet Nam.

Nd Freq. Days Hess. QNI QTC
GSSB 3975 2000 Dy. 47 1291 549
GSN 3595 0000/0300 Dy. 82 662 381
GTN 3718 2200 Dy. * 132 35

WB4EMF built a 300-watt transmatch for $5.00. K4RIN, 
in graduate school, has four more hours for MS in 
Physics. W41SS has stacked “J” beams for 2. W4HYW 
went back to hamming alter wasting time with higher 
learning. Traffic: W4KZL 486, W4FÓE 474, WA4WQU 
295. WA4RAV 191. W4FDN 174, W4PIM 143. K4BAI 103. 
W4DDY 81, K4JFY 73. WB4AJR 62. WB4COD 57, 
WB4EMF 50, WA4JES 38, WA4LLI 33. KARIN 33, W4- 
ARH 9. W4ISS 3. K4TXK 3, VV4HYW 2. WB4APC 1.

CAMP ALBERT BUTLER INVITES 
NOVICES & TECHNICIANS OF ALL AGES

TO TRY FOR YOUR
GENERAL CLASS TICKET
THIS SUMMER! 9TH SEASON!
Also, a course for General Glass licensees who want to 

try for their Amateur Extra Firsts.
£7"îiis Co-Ed Amateur Radio Camp YMCA owned and operated, is 
I designed for iust 60 campers. There is no agejimit but a Novice 
or T echnician license is desired. Time will be divided between radio 
classes and the usual camp activities such as swimming, archery, 
riflery. golf privileges, etc.
Entire Staff consists of licensed hams who have been instructors in 

C Electrical Engineering in some of our finest colleges and uni
versities.
^’amp opens on August 3rd and closes August 17th.

Tuition of $175 includes usual camp expenses—note
books, textbooks. Health and Accident insurance.

C. L. Peters, K4DNJ Q4 •I General Secretary I
! Gilvin Roth Y.M.C.A. |
| Elkin, North Carolina 28621 I
| Please send me the Booklet and Application Blank for the | 
• Camp Albert Butler Radio Session. t
I NAME.  .......................................................................................... j
I CALL.................................................................................................... 
| address.....................................................................  1
I CITY...............................................STATE...............ZIP............... |

GEORGIA QSO PARTY 
May 11-13

The seventh annual Georgia QSO Party is 
sponsored by the Columbus Amateur Radio Club, 
Inc. and starts 2100 GMT Saturday May 11 and 
ends at 0300 GMT Monday May 13. 1968.

There are no time or power restrictions and 
contacts may be made once on phone and once 
on c.w. on each band with the same station. 
Exchange: QSO number, RS(T) and QTH: 
county for Georgia stations; state, province or 
country for others. (Georgia to Georgia contacts 
are permitted.) Scoring: Each complete contact 
counts 2 points. Georgia stations multiply their 
total QSO points by the number of different 
states and Canadian provinces worked. DX sta
tions may be worked for QSO points hut do not 
count as multipliers. Out of state stations will 
use the number of Georgia counties worked for 
their multiplier (a possible total ot 159). Awards: 
Certificates to the highest scoring station in each 
state, province, country, and Georgia county. 
Second and third place awards will be made in 
sections where additional recognition is deemed 
to be warranted. A plaque will be presented to 
the Georgia station submitting the highest s.s.b. 
score and one to the station with the highest 
overall Georgia score. Placques will also be 
awarded to the highest scoring out of state 
entry and to the Georgia club with the largest 
aggregate score. Frequencies: c.w., 1810 3590 
7060 14060 21060 28060; s.s.b.. 3975 7230 14290 
21410 28600; Novices 3725 7175 21110.

Your log should show date and time of con
tact. stations worked, exchanges, band, type of 
emission aud multipliers claimed. Include a 
signed declaration that all contest rules and 
operating regulations have been observed and 
mail your entry no later than June 3 to: Colum
bus Amateur Radio Club, Inc., att. Charles K. 
Epps K4BVD, 1638 Forest Avenue, Columbus, 
Georgia 31906.
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For professional, sophis-

$4.95

.$7.50

2 SPEED 
DRIVE UNIT

celver or 
circuitry.

•NEW 6/36 
DRIVE

4511 DAF.

$1.50 ea.

AM, CW or SSB
Wave envelope or trapezoid patterns
No tuning required
Up to 60 Me COAQ5
Will handle 5W to 1 KW
Uses standard connectors
Internal sweep
Size: 9^" deep, x 51/2" high, x 3W' wide

treated gear. Slow motion 
4.5:1 drive shaft con

trolled from 1" dia. satin anodized aluminum knob. 
Direct drive operated by I1/?" dia. dial. Mounts on 
outside of any thickness panel.

MOÛik 361

KtTt*

Model 4832/2K Waters Mod. 361 

CODAX 
AUTOMATIC KEYER

Dot-dash ratio 3:1 • Space-character ratio 1:1 
• Controls: Audio output level, on/off switch, 
speed control • Double paddle key, self-monitor
ing • Interconnects with any transmitter, trans-

Improved model with improved clutch mech
anism for even longer life. New black escutch
eon is plastic coated to insure great dura* 
bifity. Co-axial spindle provides 6:1 and 
36:1 under control of one knob.

receiver • Self-powered • Solid state 
Net $92.50

Model 4103/A
Wafers
Mod. 376

PROTAX 
ANTENNA 

SWITCH
Functions as a regular 

selector switch with 5 side' 
mounted (radial) connectors. Has the additional 
feature of automatically grounding the entire 
antenna system when the rig is not in use. 
Complete with knob, mounting hardware and 
escutcheon plate. Power handling 1000 w. 
VSWR less than 1.2:1 up to 150 MHz.

$12.50

PRECISION
PLANETARY-VERNIER 

for exceptionally 
fine tuning shown 

approximately 
actual 
size.

Superb craftsmanship by Jackson 
Bros, of Eng'and. Ball bearing 
drive. 1/4" dia. Shaft V/a" long; 
6:1 ratio. Vy FB for fine tuning. 
Easily adaptable to any shaft. 
Comparable value. $5.95 Model

Weight: approx. 5 lbs.
COME VISIT ARROW'S NEW 
NEW YORK CITY STORE AT 

97 CHAMBERS STREET

10 for $13.50

ARROW^ELECTRONICS INC ’ 516 —Wiie’4^6822"^

97 Chambers St, N. Y., N. Y. • 525 Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N. Y.
212 — Digby 9-4411

18 Isaac St., Norwalk, Conn. • 225 Rte. 46, Totowa, N. J.
203 — 838-4877 201 — ¿56-8555516 — Pioneer 2-2290

See a Factory Demonstration of the complete line of WATERS EQUIP
MENT, including the new 381 Transceiver System, 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.,
Saturday, April 20th, at ARROW, 97 Chambers St., New York City.
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MONOBEAMS
«

I

FOR 
MORE 
DX PUNCH

SS

■ 
■

I
Cush Craft Monobt*ams ccnihiru» ^upmoi 
fncal and mechanical ficifuics / ith the

11er 
best

■nilquality matrnak and workmanship They 
provide* leliabla^day-fo day amateur cummum« i 
cutions ana that extra DX punch, hen needed,

kS A28-3
A28-4 
A21-3 
A21-4 
A14-2 
Al 4-3

10 Meter, 3
10 Meter, 4
15 Meter, 3
15 Meter, 4
20 Meter, 2
20 Meter, 3

Element, Boom 
Element, Boom 
Element, Boom 
Element, Boom 
Element, Boom 
Element, Boom

10'
18'
12'
22'
10'
20'

$31.95 
42.95 
39.95 
59.95 
49.95 
77.50

WESTERN FLORIDA—SCM, Frank M. Butler, Jr., 
W4RKH-SEC: W4IKB. PAMs: (H.F.) WA4ZGI. 
(V.H.F.) WWW. RM: W4BVE. Section nets:

Net Freq.
WFPN 3957 kc.
QFN 3651 kc.

Time Days
2300Z Daily

2330/0300Z Daily

S?ss. QNI QTC
31 761 94
62 —

j j" »z* V1Ï s.

62 1 HAYWARD STREET 
MANCHESTER, N.H. 03103

DEALFkIOR .‘.'PITI TOI CATALOG

Pensacola: The Five Flags ARA now has its own quar
ters at the Red Cross office and a Clegg 22er, loaned 
bv K1ZKR/4. WA8SQG/4 is moving to Milton. W4UUF 
itas been appointed V.H.F. PAM and OVS. W7BNR/4 
improved his signal on WFPN with a new 75-meter an
tenna. Fort Walton/Eglin AFB: The EARS station, 
W4SRX, is back on all bands with the erection <»f h 
tri-band beam. EC WB4EER conducted a surprise SET 
drill ou 145.2 Me. Detuniak Springs: K4KHV/4 is now 
equipped with 2 kw\ of emergency power. Panama City: 
Bay County C.D. moved its 2-meter net to 145.2 Me. 
to be compatible with other N.W. Fla. counties. Port 
St. Joe: EC K4RZF installed antennas tor 75 aud 2 
meters at the new County C.D. Hq. Tallahassee: 
W4JGD was appointed ORS and acts as liaison between 
QFN and WFPN. Cross City: K1FVW/4 is stationed 
here with the USAF; he runs 2(H) watts to a vertical. 
Traffic: K4VFY 426. W4IKB 197. W4BVE 116, WB4GYX 
79, WB4DHZ 42, W7RNR/4 33, WA4JIM 32, WB4FLK 
12, WA4E0Q 8, WA4EPH 4.

Grand Central Radio, 
New York midtown headquarters 

for famous Hallicrafters.

New! Hurricane SR 2000 Transceiver 
$995. P-2000 AC Power Supply $395.

Now a 5-band amateur transceiver from Halli
crafters with professional electronic engineering. 
Exclusive amplified automatic level control. Full 
coverage provided for 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 
meters. See it at Grand Central Radio.

All Hallicrafters in stock for immediate delivery.
Complete Audio Demonstration Department.

Write or see us for the best deal. 
You know you can depend on us.

■ Grand Central Radio
124 East 44th Street. MU 2-3869.
One door east of Lexington Ave.
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SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION
ARIZONA—SCM. Floyd C. Colvar. W7FKK—PAM: 

W7CAF. RM: K7NHL. Congratulations to K7NOS on 
receiving his General Class license... WA7ERH has a new 
mobile installation in a Chevy II. OBS K7MTZ is re
covering after a period ot time in the hospital. The 
wheels are turning toward preparations for the 1968 
ARRL Southwestern Convention to be held in Phoenix 
this fall. K7PLO is doing a fine Job as editor of the 
TT7/O Newsletter, a publication of the Arizona Ama
teur Radio (Hub. Congratulations to WA7IFD on re
ceiving his ARRL Code Proficiency Certificate tor 21) 
w.p.m. The Tucson amateurs welcomes all newcomers 
to the area to meet them on 145.350 Me. New officers 
of the Arizona Amateur Radio Club are W7LXX, pres.; 
W7CEL, vice-pres.; W7CSZ, treas.: WA7DGY. >eev. ; 
W7CAF, act. mgr.; K7PLO. editor. Traffic; K7NÎIL 
302, K7ÜYW 146, WA7IFD 18. W7FKK 11.

LOS ANGELES—SCM. Donald R. Etheredge, K6- 
TJMV-SEC: K6QPH. Asst. SEC: K8AVQ. PAM: W6- 
MLZ. RMs; W6BHG. WA6KZI. WB6BBO. Congratula
tions are in order for WB6GGL, W6GYH. WB6BBO 
and W6MLF on making the BPL on Jan. traffic. Late 
kudos to WB6PKA on making the BPL in Dec. ’67. 
K6CYG now is licensed as W6EL. A new member of 
the W6LS Club is K6YDM. The Los Angeles Council 
of Radio Clubs has elected W6MLZ as chairman and 
W6UEI vice-chairman. Operation '‘Hello Mom” for 
servicemen in Vietnam handled 600 pieces of traffic from 
the Southwestern Division Convention location. The 
Queen Mary is being prepared for amateur radio oper
ation by the Associated Radio Amateurs of Long Beach. 
The output of the K6MYK repeater is being changed. 
K6EA is «lotng some antenna maintenance after his va
cation. W6FD is host to out-of-state guests presently. 
WB6UHF is telephone relaying. WB6KPN recently 
introduced a pack of Cub Scouts to ham radio. WB60LD 
notes a new addition to the gear collection, namely 
an NC-270 receiver. WBOTQS is a newly-qualified ORS 
appointee. WB6KGK is newly-elected to NCS of 
SOCON 2. W6HUJ finds time a premium because of 
job. requirements, W6AM reports better reception us a 
result of cooperation of the Edison Cn. W6RCV reports 
a 40-meter dipole up. W6KW. Southwestern Division 
ARRL Director, is distributing a questionnaire to 
League members in preparation for the League's Board 
Meeting. John also has a new SR-200Û transceiver, 
WB6GHB is looking for 432-Mc, walkie-talkie enthu
siasts. W6TXJ has been doing quite a bit of 40-meter 
mobiling recently. The Rolling Hills HS Radio Club 
reports WB6VVÔ. prexy: WB6PKA. vice-nrexy; WB6- 
UME. treas, : WB6TOV arid WB6T0X. directors. The 
TRW Radio Club now hosts licensing classes. Contact 
WB6WDS. The So. CmI. V.H.F. (Hub. K6BPC. is at
tempting to secure equipment and parts for the Aale- 
sund Radio Club of Norway. Free transportation of 
all donations of any size/weight has been arranged. The 
dub is interested in component parts for v.h.f.. u.h.f. 
use. Anyone interested in traffic-handling or AREC 
activities is invited to contncf the SCM for hill partic
ulars. Traffic: (Jan.) WB6GGL 1048, WGGYH 766, WB6- 
BBU 572. W6MLF 522. K6CDW 210, WA6KZI 194, 
WB6TMC 90. WB6OLD 84. WB6TQS S3. WB6PKA 79, 
W6BHG 67. K6ASK 25. W6PCP 18. W6HUJ 16. WB6AEL 
12, K6EA 12, K6ÜMV 12, W6AM 10, WûUSY S, WB6-



FAIRCHILD

rf/if LINEAR AMP
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TYPICAL CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS 
• 30 «HZ XF STRIP
• 10 MHI-200MHZ RF AMP
• COLOR TV SOUND-IF AMPLIFIER
• 10MHZ OSCILLATOR
• 30MHX LIMITING RF AMP
□ 716H audio amplifier

703H RF

□ $4* M WORTH OF 
■ ■ ■” ■ TRANSISTORS 

■ RECTIFIERS 
" ■ ■ RESISTORS 
■ ■ ■ CONDENSERS

■■i ■ DIODES ■ ETC.

Add 25C for handling

PLUS 
ANY 

S|0° * 

ITEM 
FREE

* or items 

totalling 
$1.00.)

$6.66
BOTH FREE WITH ANY $10 ORDER

EPOXY TRANSISTORS & IC’s
Fairchild, 
LJ 3—2N3683 

I I 4—2N3563 
I I 4—2N3643

Motorola, Texas, Bendix 
1000 MC 200MW TRANSISTORS .... SI 

NPN, 600MC, 200MW Fairchild............ $1
NPN, 25OMC, 350MW Fairchild............$1

3—B-5000 5W. 3Amp, NPN. Bendix transistors $1 
4—2N4313 PNP 600MC« 2O0MW Fairchild........... $1 
3—2N3565, 500HFE, NPN, 200MC J"' Fairchild,.$1 
3—2N4265, 400HFE, NPN, 350MC by Motorola $1 
1—DUAL 4 IN. GATE, EXPANDER by Fairchild $1

•QUAD 2 IN. NAND/NOR GATE

FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS«
GATE I

DRAW

GATEZ 
I BODY)

RAYTHEON

“ MOST.”
IGFET

Input I

2N3608 
p-channel

299 
ea

ONE WATT 
ZENER DIODES

Volts Volts
o 5.4 n 12.
1 1 6.4 i j 

ri
15.

1 1 8.2 22.
Ll 9.1 n 

Ll
24.

LJ 10. 27.

Volts 
□ 47. 
I I 50. 
□ 56. 
□ 68. 
□ 75.

«
Volts

I 82 
) 100 

J 120
I 150

□ ISO

85 WATT
NPN [JW«

SILICON 2N424
2

S1

l 1 AMP TOP HAT AND EPOXIES
PIV Sole PIV Sole PIV Sole
so □ 5< 800 □ 19c 1800 n 82,

loo Cl 7« 1000 □ 29< 2000 n 1.25
200 □ 8< 1200 n 42c 3000 ( 1 1.50
400 ( J 10« 1400 □ 55, 4000 IJ 1,95
600 n 15« 1600 □ 69,

10 million meg-

mövpMcai

r i 100 MICROAMP 
' PANEL METER

Madn tn U SAJ 
D Anonvgf 

Movtmnnli 299 
ea

TRIACS* 
AND 
SCRS **

Actual Size->.

1 AMP 
MICROMINIATURE 

SILICON RECTIFIERS

PIV Sale PIV Sole

so □ 7, 600 O 2d t
100 □ 9« 100 O 25.
200 
400

r i i2< 
□ 17«

1000 1J 39'

2 AMP 
SILICON 
RECTIFIERS

Sale

□ 45«

R 59 <U 69, 
I 1 89c

PIV Sale PIV

200 n 12c 1000
400 Li 16c 1200

600 1 1 19, 1400
800 LJ 29« 1600

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS

□ 1N1238 
□ 1N1239 
□ 1N1237 
□ INI 262 
□1N2637
□

HAM 
SILICON 
TUBE 
SPECIALS

(Replaces! Sale
5U4GB) .......2.39
5R4) ............4.39
0Z4) ............2.39
6AU4GTAI . 2.39

3**
PRV AMPS

866A) 

3DG4)
.9.99 

2.39

50 □ 
100 o 
200 Cl 
400 □ 
600 r i

AMPS
.35
.50
.75

1.25

□ □ □ o
1.75 £J

.85 
1.35 
1.95 
2.60

PIV 3A 6A 12A 55A
50 □ .06 n .16 n .20 n .so

100 Ll .07 i i •o 0 11 .25 ri .75
200 IJ .09 i i .30 LJ .39 n 1.25
400 i 1 .16 i i .40 1 1 .50 n 1.50
600 I 1 .20 LJ .55 1 1 .75 IJ 1.80
800 LJ .30 1 1 .75 LJ .90 Ll 2.30

1000 LJ .40 LJ .90 U 1.15 □ 2.70

SOLITROM DEVICES,
/ ""
/ piv Sole piv Sale

5 AMP A r 50 □ 19, 600 □ 5’»

Epoxy Rectifiers *
F loo 

200
400

□ 
□ 
□

25, 800 
39, 1000
45,

□ 69« 
□ «9«

RECTIFIERS

General Instrument
Full 
Wave 
Bridge

5 AMP
1500 P IV

1.5AMP
2000 PIV

□ 2 AMP silicon 
800 P IV RECTIFIERS

‘GLASS AMP 
ONE AMP 
PRV may be ex-

breaking down.

'SILICON RECTIFIERS
Sole 

□ 19, 
□ 21« 
LJ 32 < 
□ 45,

PIV Sale PIV
50 n 5 c 600

100 □ 7« 800
2 Op Cl 9« 1000
400 Í 1 12« 1200

AS advertised or your money back
I GIANT SPRING CATALOG ON: Parts, Rectifiers, 
|Q Transistors, SCRs, I.C.’s, Equipment, Etc. ’Oc

TERMS: include postage. Rated, net 30 days. COD25%

POLY PAK
^P.O. BOX 942 M 
^/Lynnfield, Mass. 01940
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THE DAYTON AMATEUR 
RADIO ASSOCIATION

17™ANNUAL DAYTON
HAMVENTION
Saturday, April 27, 1968

WAMPLER ARENA CENTER

DAYTON, OHIO

• Technical Sessions • Women’s Activities

• Exhibits • Flea Market

• Awards Banquet

Celebrate Ohio Amateur Radio Week at

fe DAYTON HAMVENTION
FOR INFORMATION, MAP, ACCOMMODATIONS, WRITE 

DAYTON HAMVENTION, BOX 44. DAYION, OHIO 45401

ATTENTION, HAMS!
PRICES CUTI

FORMERLY 
DK6O-62C 
110V-AC

NEW NUMBER 
60-262842

AVAILABLE THROUGH 
YOUR LOCAL 
DISTRIBUTOR

EFFECTIVE NOV. 15, 1967

I QMF 7, W6FD 6. WB6SXY 5. W6TN 5, W6YRA 4, 
W6DGH 3, K9ELT/6 3, W6RCV 2. (Dec.) WB6PKA 144. 
(Sept.) W6FD 81). W6HUJ 19.

ORANGE—SCM, Roy R. Maxson, W6DEY— 
Congratulations to BEC WA6ROF, RM K6IME and the 
1007« turnout of ARPSC officials and members and fel
low amateurs of the Orange section on their participa
tion in the BET. A number of messages addressed to 
the SCM indicated activity of various members and 
groups and your SEC received 71 messages from AREC 
members, which represented many sources of disaster 
information. Kudos go to EC WB6KVM for the excellent 
job he did as NC of the 75-Meter Net and the planned 
use. of mobiles and emergency-powered stations during 
simulated disaster tests. Thanks to all for your as
sistance, and if you missed this <»ne he prepared for 
the next. W6CPB telephone relayed from the USS 
Frontier to OC. K6IBI has RTTY and is having a 
ball. WB6WMX is a new General. W6BUK is getting 
tired of cramped, quarters and hopes to have a new 
mobile home shnrtlv. W6FB had as visitors W6AX, 
W6BTM, W6CWT and WA6DZR. He also participated 
in the SET and in the GOTO QSO Party: W/E of 
Jan. 27. WB6CQR, EC 2 meters has appointed as Asst. 
ECs WA6VPP, WB6W00 and WB6HJL. K6GMA worked 
England on 75 meters. Traffic: (Jan.) K6IBI 355, K6- 
(JEH 341, WB6JFO 309, WA6ROF 248. K6IME 90. 
WB6RVM 74. WB6TYZ 59, W6WRJ 47, K6MCA 39, 
W6PQA 8. WB6TIF 7, W6FB 6. WB6UCK 6, WGCPB 
2. (Dec.) WB6TYZ222.

SAN DIEGO—SCM, James E. Emerson. Jr., WB6- 
GMM—After eight hardworking years as SEC for the 
San Diego section W6SK has decided to take a well- 
deserved rest. Stepping into these all important shoes 
is WA6KHN. Even though Walt is one tough Marine 
he’ll need your help. The San Diego County Amateur 
Radio Council’s new officers are W6BKZ, chmn.; KbKX. 
vice-ehmn.; WA6TAD, secy.; W6NSR, treas. With our 
Division Convention being held in San Diego in ’69 
these people have a lot of hard work ahead of them. 
Let’s all give them our support. The, S.D. V.H.F. 
Club’s officers for this year are WA6OSB, pres.; WB6- 
AXW, vice-pres.; WA6SKT, sccy.-treas. Sporting a new 
1.1-kw emergency generator is WA6QAY. Our annual 
SET was a huge success, thanks to - WB6KSA, your 
newly-appointed PAM. W6BGF made the BPL in Jan. 
Six local hams accounted for 142 check-ins during the 
Dec- '67 SCN sessions. As a result we have 3 new 
ORSs in our section, K6CAG. WA6QAY and W6YKF. 
The SOB A RS reports the following officers: WA6DDD, 
pres.: W6GBF. vice-pres.; WA6TAD, secy.; WB6RES, 
treas. UC at SD boasts a. new ARC with WB6KMH in 
the pres, chair, WB6WSV, vice-pres.; and WB6WSU, 
secy.-treas. This club provided communications at the 
National Glider Meet at Torrev Pmes in Feb. Traffic: 
K6BPI 8788. W6EOT 557, W6BGF 516, W6VNQ 495. 
K6CAG 228/ W6LRU 215. W6ECP 124, WB6GMM 91. 
W6SK 64. WA6QAY 45, W6YKF 35. WB6UMT 14, WNG- 
VKU 2.

SANTA BARBARA—SCM, Cecil D. Hinson, WA6- 
OKN—SEC: K6GV. W60RW was active during the CD 
Party with 176 contacts in 51 sections. W60RW is very 
active and I had the pleasure of working him during 
my recent activities in TI2- and TI8-Land. Look for 
W60RW on 2 meters also as he is completing his v.h.f. 
rig. WR6BWZ has a Model 18 from MARS and will 
be RTTY as soon as the converter and a.f.s.k. units 
are constructed. K6GV was active during the recent 
SET until bis KWM-2 failed. Our BEC, K6GV. reports 
some 13 other local stations active during the SET. 
W60ED is a prospectiyeT KM appointee. WB6VKN just 
received his General. W6PPZ has completed a home
brew 15-meter beam. W6ZRR is working old South 
Dakota buddies on 14.240. WB6FOG is recovering from 
his illness. OTOE is on c.w. again after trying phone 
for six years and is having a ball, WA6QDA has moved 
to Arroyo Grande but still is active in the Estero ARC. 
WN6YRZ is trying his hand at 15 and 40 meters. WN6- 
YWF has 3 months Novice experience on 15 and 80. 
WA6QDA is putting up a new TH3 beam. Yours truly 
is happy to be back after a month on the sailing 
schooner The Swift of Ipswitch during which time the 
TR-3 performed well and I had the pleasure uf talking 
tn manv friends from as far awav as 5 degrees north. 
Traffic: WOOED 12. W6ORW 9. W6JTA 8.

DOW-KEY COMPANY
2260 INDUSTRIAL LANE

BROOMFIELD, COLORADO 80020

WEST GULF DIVISION
NORTHERN TEXAS—SCM, L. L. Harbin. W5BNG 

_A««.. SCM: E. C. Pool, W8NFO. SEC: W5PYI. PAM: 
W5B00. RM: W5LR. I am worried about the attitude 
of many hams, at least in the Northern Texas section, 
about the new incentive licensing regulations recently 
adopted by the FCC. T am still getting complaints about 
the new regulations adopted by the ARRL. The League 
did offer suggestions along with some 2(10 hams who
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A Comp 
MOBILE PACKAGE!

o o o o

80-40 M®*?'
SSB Tron«e,J'

$1599
the HOT one!

Includes: 1 ea.: Duo-Bander 84, 
DC384 Power Supply, one Band- 
spanner Antenna, BDYF Mount, 
3500 tnic, Mic Plug, PL 259 Plug, 
UG176/U Reducer and 25r RG58/U 
coax Cable. £11 supply cables are 
included.

È ORDER: ZZMAI03 package. $279.95
I ($14 monthly)

A Complete 80-40 Meter 
FIXED STATION PACKAGE!

A Real POWERHOUSE 
af a Real WRL Bargain Price!

A GREAT RIG...Now even Better than Before! 
Designed for the Amateur whose interest is 80 and 40 
meter SSB. Here’s Power (now 400 watts!) to make 
good contacts... a Selective Receiver... Stability... 
Compactness (only 5x1154x10"). It was a great value 
at the old price. Now you get 100 watts more power 
and can buy either of these two great packages at 
$20,00 less! Buy now on our easy monthly terms!

Includes 1 ea.: Duo-Bander 84, AC48 250 
watt supply, 80/40 Duo-Doublet Antenna 
kit, 350 mic., Mic. Plug, PL259 Plug, UG- 
176/U Reducer and 100 ft. RG58/U coax 
cable.

ORDER: ZZMA104 Package. $205.00 
($10 monthly)
ORDER: ZZMAI05 Package. $235.00

• 400 watt, PEP-SSB • Rugged — 
Reliable Printed Circuitry • 2k-Hz 
Dial Calibration • Dual-Speed 
Vernier VFO tuning • E-Z One- 
Knob Tune-Up —"Just Peak Out
put" • Built-in Speaker • Mobile 
Bracket supplied • Combination 
"S" and Output meter • Crystal 
Lattice Filter.

(Same as above with 400 watt AC 
supply) ($12 monthly).

i!
WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES, Ine. QST-g28
3415 West Broadway Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501
Please ship me the following: 
□ Duo-Bander 84 66MA059 $159.95
□ Duo-Bander MOBILE Package ZZMA103 @ $279.95*
□ Duo-Bander Fixed Package ZZMA104 @ $205.00*
O Duo-Bander Fixed Package ZZMA105 @ $235.00*
□ Your FREE 1968 HAM Catalog
L] My Check or Money Order for $.... .._ is attached.
LI Charge it to my WRL charge acct. #__

*Sorry—these reduced prices are without trade. Write us for trade-prices

Name_____________________ ____________________ __________

Address ________________________________________ __
City... ... .....        State Zip
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BALUNS 
"THAT DON'T BREAK DOWN" 
BROAD BAND 3.4 to 50 MC 

1:1 OR 4:1 RATIO
NOW BALUNS MADE THE WAY THEY SHOULD BE 
MADE. ONE FOR DIPOLES—ONE FOR BEAMS, AND
AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Weather and 
Moisture proof. 

Handles Maximum

FORFOR 
DIPOLES 

MOD. 5075-D

Order

legal power. 
Equipped with 

Coax 
Strain Relief.

Special 
Low Frequency 

Model 5075 
LF Range 

1.7 to 10 Me.

ONLY $9.95
Specify Ratio

BEAMS 
MOD. 5075-B

from your Distributor or Direct. 
Direct Shipment Prepaid.

6151 DAYTON-LIBERTY ROAD DAYTON, OHIO 45418 
PHONE: AREA CODE 513 — 835-5Û28

“The Quad People”

had the necessary energy and interest to write to the 
FCC about its proposed rule-making. Why don’t you 
read up on the regulations and find out who actually 
makes the rules. I believe you will Cud that the League 
does not make the rules so why blame them. WXGIU/5 
is doing a fine job as OO. W5PBN has been appointed 
OO. W5HRM was invited to give talks to two civic 
clubs in Mineral Wells, Tex. According to the write-up 
in the Mineral Wells paper he did a tine job explaining 
the why and wherefore of the amateur offering a public 
service. Ralph explained how the amateurs got started 
and their contributions to radio in general. Ralph is EO 
for Palo Pinto County and is veiy active in RACES. 
The KC Club of Ft. Worth, the Irving ARC and the 
Arlington ARC are holding classes in theory and code 
for upgrading licenses. K5WXW has a new four-element 
10-meter beam. W5DHR is now a real live sailor oper
ating MM and is near the Azores. Gene is on 14.317 
s.s.b. Listen tor him on that frequency. K5IHD has 
made DXCC. W5GVE, an active v.h.f. ham, is in Waco 
now. Bill recently moved to Texas from Alabama. The 
7290 Traffic Net reports 44 sessions, 2174 stations with 
1063 QTC. Traffic: (Jan.) K5BNH 691, WA5QQR 70. 
W5PBN 45, W5JSM 33, W5BNG 17, W8GIU/5 16, W5LR 
5. (Dec.) WA5QQR 63, W5PBN 41.

OKLAHOMA—SCM, Cecil C. Cash, W5PML—SEC: 
WA5AOB. PAMs: 75-W5MFX. 40-K5TEY. 6-WA5JGIT. 
2-K5ZCJ. New ECs: WA5DZP. Ponotoc Co.: W5K0Z 
Okla. Co. Congratulations to Extra Class K5TCG and 
Generals WA5SEB and WA5SEC. The new pres, of the 
Central V.H.F. Club is W5HXL. Vice-pres. is K5VRL, 
with WA5QYK, secy.: WA5JGU, treas. WA5KZA has 
completed the basic electronics extension course from 
U.S. Army Signal School. The Jan. SET operation was 
a great success* The Okla. Co, group simulated a tor
nado (for which Okla, is so famous) and operated out 
of the c.d. emergency shelter and the mobile van on 
75, 6 and 2 meters, plus constant contact with the WX 
station, Highway Patrol, Police, Sheriff’s Dept., Fire 
Dept.. CAP and Red Cross. Garfield Co. was on 75 
and 2 meters with two-state coverage through Wichita 
and Tulsa 2-meter relays and simulated a lost man in 
the wilds of the great plains of Western Okla. Comanche 
Co, was on 75 aud 2 meters with direct contact of all 
outlying communities with the c.d.. Red Cross and 
Police, simulating radiation fallout checks and reporting 
to the base station by mobile. Muskogee Co. was on 
75 with traffic to National and State Hq. Net reports:

Net Seu. QNIs QTCs
OT,Z 23 98 167
UPON 26 184 70

Net Sees. QNIs QTCt
SSZ 19 77 159
STN 26 «72 206

Listen far the hundreds of 
LK-2000 linears nowon the 
air and judge for yourself. 
Write for free illustrated* 
brochure or send $1.00 for 
technical and instruction 
manual.

BTILK-2000
LINEAR 

AMPLIFIER 
For SSB, CW, RTTY 
Maximun legal input 
Full loading 8O-1OM 

Rugged Eimac 3-1OOOZ 
Dependable operation 
Easy to load and tune 
No flat topping with ALC 
Distinguished console

Instant transmit 
High efficiency circuit 
Designed for safety 
Fast band switching 
Real signal impact

Price $795°°
READY TO OPERATE!

BTI AMATEUR DIVISION

Hafstrom Technical Products
4616 Santa Fe, San Diego, Ca. 92109

Traffic: K5TEY 1525, W8VDA/5 147. W5PML 65. WA5- 
AOB 52. WA5KZA 47, W5K0Z 42. W5MFX 41, W5FKL 
40. K5DLP 38. WSWR 29, WA5DZP 28, WA5IM0 27. 
W5UYQ 23. 1VA5QIQ 19. W5PWG 13, K5CAY 10, K5- 
CBA 8, K5ZCJ 8, K5WPP 6, K50CX 4.

SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM, G. D. Jerrv Sears. W5- 
AIB-SEC: K5QQG. PAM: W5KLV. RM: W5EZY. 
Congrats, fellows, on participation in the SET, the first 
Southern Texas has had simulated. For several years 
it seems it always turned «mt to be the iphI thing. 
K2EIU/5 reports 1325 contacts in the Phone and C.W. 
CD Party. WA5QKE now lias his Advanced (.’las« li
cense and is working on his Extra. W5AC has a new 
ESCO RTTY converter and will be on the air with 
19 and 100 soon. K5LQJ, for W5AC reports operation 
on both phone and c.w. in the ARRL DX Contest. 
The first week end on phone over 200.000 points were 
made. PAM W5KLV reports good response for the Na
tional ARRL Convention, also the STEN Convention 
coming up in Kerrville May 3, 4 and 5. EC KSIIZR 
advises he had plenty of practice during the flood on 
Jan. 18 in San Antonio so did not operate in the SET. 
EC W5TFW advises that new officers of the Port Ar
thur ARC are WA5JTZ. pres.: WA5DUG. vice-pres.; 
W5CNH, secy.-treas.; WA5HGH, act.; W5FCD, his
torian. The El Paso. W5ES, bulletin reports the flub 
is starting new code and theory classes. Goliad County 
now has a licensed amateur. WA5TMT. Cpt. William 
Mills now is located at Fort Monmouth, N.J. in the 
Signal Corps., operating as WA5TMT/2. Brownsville EC 
W5KR’s Off Resonance bulletin lists new officers for the 
Texas Southmost ARC as WA5GZI, pres.; W5KFI, 
vice-pres.; W5KR,. secy.;. WA5ISII, treas.; WA5HBI, 
K5SJA and K5EHY, directors:’ and also indicates two 
new amateur radio clubs are being formed. W5HBL 
heads a group of Union Carbide employees and a new 
club is being formed at. St. Joseph’s Academy. Traffic: 
(Jan.) WA5INZ 344. K2EIU/5 182. WA5QKE- 127. W5- 
QJ\ 109. WA5GZX 107. WA5MBC 107, WA5LVJ 101. 
W5EZY 98. K5HZR 98. W5AC 91. W5.ABQ 79. W5KLV 
55, WA5DIK 42, WA5MXY 38, WA5IQL 37, W5AIR 33,
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................ BARRY ELECTRONICS....................:
METERS! New Lot JUST ARRIVED/MADE IN U.S.A. All unused in original manufacturers cartons. This 
special purchase allows us to offer these high quality meters at about half the original price. For example:

2^" Square 
Plastic Case

3’4" Square
Bakelite Case

314" Square 
Plastic Case

4J4" Square 
Bakelite Case

4J4" Square 
Plastic Case

#460P

• 
• 
• 
•Ideal Models #250 P Í350B ^350P ?460B

•‘D.C. VOLTMETERS" •
0-10 VDC $4.99 $6.99 $6.99 •
0-15 VDC 4.99 $4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-50 VDC 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •
0-60 VDC 7.99 •
0-150 VDC $4.99 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-250 VDC 6.99 •
0-300 VDC 4.99 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •

“A.C. VOLTMETERS” •
0-3 V.A.C. 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-10 V.A.C. 4.99 •
0-15 V.A.C. 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-50 V.A.C. 4.99 6.99 6.99 w
0-100 V.A.C, 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-150 V.A.C. 7.99 • 

•
“D.C. AMMETERS”

0-1 Amps. 5.99 7.99 7.99
0*2 Amps. 7.99 a
0-3 Amps. 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 a
0-5 Amps. 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99
0-10 Amps. 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 *
0-15 Amps. 6.99 *
0-25 Amps. 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •

“D.C. MILLIAMMETERS” •
0-1 Ma. D.C. 5.99 7.99 •
0-5 Ma. D.C. 4.99 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-10 Ma. D.C. 4.99 4.99 4.99 6.99 6.99 •
0-25 Ma. D.C. 4.99 •
0-50 Ma. D.C. 4.99 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •
0-100 Ma. D.C. 4.99 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •
0-115 Ma. D.C. 7.99 •
0-200 Ma. D.C. 4.99 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •
0-300 Ma. D.C. 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •
0-500 Ma. D.C. 4.99 5.99 5.99 7.99 7.99 •

“D.C. MICROAMMETERS” •
0-50 Mu. D.C. 8.99 V
0-100 Mu. D.C. 7.99 9.99 V
0-200 Mu. D.C. 9.99 V
0-500 Mu. D.C. 7.99 9.99 9.99

•
FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER PLUG-IN TUBE SUBSTITUTES. Replaces 5U4, 5V4, 5Y3, etc. $2.95.
PREMIUM 5R4 TYPE PLUG-IN SUBSTITUTES. Rated for 4.000 PIV © 1 Amp. F.W.C.T. $4.95. 
JENNINGS UGSL-1000 VACUUM VAR. CAPACITOR. 10 to 1000 Mmfd. ® 3 KV. With Tuning 
Motor, which can be removed. Unused, orig. Gvt. boxed. Lab-tested and certified O.K. $79.00.
JENNINGS UGS 300 VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR. Tuning Range: 10 to 300 Mmfd @ 7,500
Volts. Supplied with tuning head and mounting brackets. Shaft dimensions: J4" diameter x 1" Long. 
Unused, Lab Tested. W x 2 ¡•§" fi x 9G" Long. $65.00 including shaft. (Cat. #19-249GA)
KW TRANSMATCH KIT (using all Millen new factory parts) . . . (See Oct. 66 (AST article on Lew
McCoy’s Transmatch page 38) Less Chassis, Meter and Coils. KW Kit @ $45.66. 150 Watt Kit «u 
$34.00. Each F.O.B. New York Citv. With coils $7 
TS-323/UR HETERODYNE FRÈQ. METER.

e.xtra.

Like new. W/xtal & Cabinet (less calibration 
book) ideal for VFO & other expermt’l use. 
$69.00 FOB warehouse, Ga., (Cat. #19-254GA) 
THERMADOR MOD. XFMR. Pri: 6600 Ohms.

1,000 Volt (P.I.V.) ® 1
Amp. Diodes. 30 c each
(100 for $25.00) 4° °amp

C.T. Sec. 2200, 4600 Ohms. Freq, plus or minus 
1 db (200-4000 CPS). Test: 5000 V. Will Modu
late 1 KW R. F. Unusued, Cat. #19-255GA. 
F.O.B. warehouse, Ga. $33.00.
2.0 MHY 100 MA. RF ENCAPSULATED 
CHOKE. 25 c each. (100 or more 200 each) Cat. 
#19-142.
B & W #3004 MINIDUCTOR, W Diam. 2" 
Long; 32 turns per inch. Cat. #19-143. Inductance: 
approx. 13.7. (Reg. Net 700) Special 250 each (100 
or more w 200 each.)
FACTORY FRESH TUBE TYPE 572B AT 
$15.95 (two or more at $14.95 each)

ALUMINUM DIE-GAST BOXES
Excellent for equipment building. Endless applications 
for Mfrs.. Labs. Experimenters, etc. Excel, for Junction 
Boxes. All have unique guide slot mounting systems for 
circuit boards. High standard of construction. Flanged 
edge construction (inner lip, insures tight seal). Strong, 
Rugged-Light: five sizes:

Also save on unused, lab-certified (R.F. tested) surplus 
and factory terminations. Jobber-boxed receiving tubes in. 
stock at 00% (and better) oft list.

STILL SPECIALIZING IN TUBES AND SEMI- 
CONDUCTORS — FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTOR 
FOR BOMAC, CETRON, ELMAC, ITT, JENNINGS 
MACHLETT. PENTA, RAYTHEON. VARIAN* 
WESTINGHOUSE AND MANY OTHERS.

BARRY ELECTRONICS DEPT. O-a
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012 4
WALKER 5-7000 (Area Code 212)

I □ Enclosed is money order or check and my order. Prices 
i FOB, NYC. Shipments over 20 lbs. will be shipped collect for 
I shipping charges. Less than 20 lbs. include sufficient postage, 
। Any overage will be refunded. Fragile tubes shipped via Rail- 
I way Express. Minimum order $5.00.
I {j Send 10c for 72 page Greensheet Catalog #18. (Prices sub- 
: iect.to change) Write for your copy.
I □ Send information......... ................................................. ..

#043A-434" L X 3%" W X l54" D 0) $1.50 
áO43B-4«4" L X W X 2^" D (m $1.75 
¿UÓ4A-6H" L X 4M" W X 2^" D $2.25 
7O85A-8H" L X W' W X 25á" D (œ $3.00 
/il06A-6?4" L X W' W X 2*6" D W $3.50 
For 50 or more of each size write.

I ............................................................
I Name................................................................................................Title
I Company..................... ............ ..................... ................... ..
I Address............................................................................................

I City................................  State..........................Zip. ...............
•’---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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GLEN SEZ:
Call or write for our special deal 
on good used equipment. Here 
is a partial list of our inventory.

National NCX5 MKII with AC 
power supply $529.00

Hallicrafters SRI 60 with DC 
power supply 249.00

Drake T4X with AC power supply 380.00
Hallicrafters HT44 249.00
Heath HW-12 90.00
Heath SB300 239.00
Drake R4A with speaker 339.00
National HRO500 900.00
Drake L4 575.00
Squires-Sanders SS1R with 

SSI Rs and SS1S 595.00

Adirondack Radio Supply, Inc. 
185-191 W. Main St. 

Amsterdam, N. Y. 12010 
518-842-8350

RADIO TELETYPE EQUIPMENT 
TELETYPE MODELS 28 ASR, 28 KSR, 28 LPR, 
28 LARP, 28 LXD, 28 LRXDI, 14, 15, 19, Page 
printers. Perforators, Reperforators, Transmit
ter-distributors, Polar Relays, Collins Receivers 
51J-3, R-388, 51J-4, R-390A. Hammarlund SP- 
600JX. Frequency Shift Converters.

ALLTRONICS-HOW4RD CO.
Box 19, Boston, Mass 02101 Tel: 617-742-0048

ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

m VTb"r~opL E X
Sending becomes t un instead of 
work with the SEMI-AUTO
MATIC Vibroplex. It actually 

does all the arm-tiring nerve 
wrecking work for you. Ad- 

V justable to any desired 
speed. Standard models have 
polished Chromium top parts 
and gray base. DeLuxe mod
els also include Chromium 
Base and red finger and 

thumb pieces. Five models to choose from, priced at $19.95 
to the 24K Gold Plated Base ‘’Presentation** at $39.95.

VIBRO-KEYER
Works perfectly with any 
ElectronicTransmitting Unit. 
Weighs 2?4 lbs., with a base 
3U"by 4^". Has Vibroplex’s 
finely polished parts, red
knob and finger, and thumb 
pieces. Standard model $18.95; De
Luxe model includes Chromium
Plated Base at only $24.95.

W/5

Order t oday at your dealers or direct

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.
833 Broadway New York, N. Y. 10003

FREE 
Fold«

K5HMF 2.5, W5T.FW 20, K5WYN 5. (Dec.) K2EIU/5 
170. W5AC 119, W5Q.TA 94, WA5MXY 90. (Nov.) WA5- 
INZ 528. W5AC 89.

CANADIAN DIVISION
ALBERTA—SCM, Harry Harrold, VE6TG—SEC: 

VE6FK. PAM APSN: VE6ADS. ECs: VE6SA, VE6SS, 
VE6XC, VE6PL, VE6AFQ. ORSs: VE6BR, VE6ATH, 
VE6ATG. OPSs: VE6HM, VE6SS. VE6AFQ. (Xh: 
VE6HM, VE6TY. OBSs: VE6HM, VE6AIF. Make your 
registrations now tor the International Glacier-Water
ton Hamfest to be held at Waterton Lakes National 
Park July 20-21. Supper will be served at 6 p.m. Sat. 
and breakfast Sun. at 7:30 a.m, with a good program for 
all. Make your own arrangements for accommodations. 
Preregistrations $3.00 per amateur and family. All 
monies should be sent to the Hamiest Committee, P.O. 
Box 54, Red Deer, Alberta; preregistrations cut-off 
postmarked July 1. We regret having to report the pass
ing of VE6AHW, Hinton, Alberta. The Vulcan Club 
should soon have another class ready for exams. Cal
gary, Edmonton and Red Deer are busy these days 
making for the International Hamfest, along with 
provincial ARLA, with the Border Area Club looking 
after the supper and breakfast and the Vulcan Club 
looking after communications. Traffic: VE6ATH 160, 
VE6AJA 103. VE6HM S3. VE6FK 23. VE6ADS 21. 
VE6SB 19. VE6SS 17. VE6AM 16. VE6AO 15, VE6ARU 
12. VE6ATG 10, VE6TG 10, VE6XC 8, VE6AKA 5, 
VE6BL 4, VE6AFQ 3. VE6PZ 2.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM, H. E. Savage, VE7FB 
—The SET was the best yet tor B.C.; 3755 had 110 
check-ins during the twelve hours in two parts. The 
East Kootenay ARC is looking for the history. Any 
past members have information? VE7AS had six feet 
of water m his basement during our heavy rain. Most 
of his equipment and tools were damaged. The Beaver 
Valley ARC semis along very interesting member ac
tivities, crystal-grinding, etc. Fort George ARC’S officers 
are VE7BGX. pres.: VE7BCF, secy. VE7OF found that 
antenna blows rigs up if left off. VE7JF has returned 
from the Canary Islands. Roval Citv ARA’s officers 
are VE7YM. pres.; VE7ABS, vice-pres,; VE7APJ, 
secy.-treas. VE7ATG is Alderman of Fort St. John. 
The BCARA Centennial Dogwood QSO Party winners 
were out-of-B.C., W8AJW; B.C., VE7EH. Penticton 
ARC’» officers are VE7DB, pres.; VE7APV, vice-pres.; 
VE7BNU, secy. VE7TR/9V1OQ is s.s.b. on 20 in the 
Canadian portion. VE7JF returned from the Canary Is
lands and reports only two «lays of sun and that was 
not. then>. It seems VETBK’s island in B.C. is the sun 
spot of the world. Right. Barrv? Traffic: (Jan.J VE7- 
APF 40, VE7BLO 37, VE7BHH 36, VE7AC 29, VE7BLS 
28, VE7FQ 25, VE7AAJ 5. (Dec.) VE7BHH 83, VE7- 
ASY76.

MANITOBA—SCM, John Thomas Stacey, VE4JT— 
VE4OT has moved to Alberta «nd VE4RV is now oper
ating from Swan River. VE5MW is now a resident of 
Flin Flon aud VE7BPK is awaiting transfer there by 
the Air Force. VE4NE took pari in the CD Contest 
on phone. VE4HI, VE4HK, VE4OL and VE4TC are 
busy testing their 2-meter f.m. mobiles for the upcom
ing snow-shoe race. The MA ARC has decided tn name 
its newsletter The Manitoba Amateur with issues slated 
in Feb., 'May, Aug. and Nov. VE4HI is editor. VE4EL 
now has his General. VE4GV sports a new Galaxy V 
and VE4AU a new Warrior linear. VE4DQ assumes du
ties as public relations officer for the Brandon ARC. 
The Fifth Annual international Hamiest will be held 
July 20 ami 21 on the American side of the Peace 
Gardens. Only the C.W. Net was active in the 1968 
SET. VE4ST reports that she is the only VE4 member 
of CLARA and invites all distaff amateurs to contact 
her regarding membership. The CLARA Net meets Sat. 
at 1700 GAIT on 14140 kc, Net reports: Phone Net— 
sessions 31. QNI 720. QTC 25. C.W. Net—sessions 32. 
QNI 183. QTC 124. Traffic: (Jan.) VE4EI 124. VE4JT 
78, VE4NE 54. VE4RW 43. VE4FO 14, VE4YC 12, 
VE4EF 10. VE4JA 8. VE4LQ 6. VE4XN 6, VE4Q.T 4, 
VE4GN 3, VE4FX 2. VE4IW 2, VE4JF 2, VE4RB 2, 
VE4SC 2, VE4DQ 1. (Dec.) VE4FO 14.

MARITIME—Acting SCM, William J. Gillis, VE1NR 
-Asst. SCM: R. P.' Thorne, VO1EI. SEC: VE1HJ. 
This is my first column as Acting SCM and I will do 
my best to serve the section until a new SCM is 
elected. It. is with deep regret that we record the pass
ing of VE1RT anrl VE1CM into the ranks of the Silent 
Keys. Sympathy is extended to VE1HJ, whose father 
recently' passed away. VE1AED is now in Cyprus with 
the Canadian Armed Forces. VE1AMC has acquired an 
HQ-170 and VE1ALS an HRO-60. VO1AQ received hia
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■ the latest in technical ideas and home construction ..«

■ featuring Jim Fisk, W1DTY, the well known amateur radio editor...

■ and including articles by your favorite authors.

\ hOW different?
It looks different — it is different! It’s easier to find 
information . . . easier to read-. . . easier to under
stand . . . easier to build from . . . it's a magazine 
you'll find it easy to like.

Write for FREE copy... or
One year for $5.00 ... or
Get ONE YEAR FREE — 3 years for $10.00

to Ham Radio Magazine, Greenville, New Hampshire 

03048. Be sure to include your name, address, 

call and Zip code.
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! Radio Amateurs 
f Reference Library 
i of Maps and Atlas

WORLD PREFIX MAP - Full color, 40" x 28", shows 
prefixes on each country . , . DX zones, time zones, 
cities, cross referenced tables ........ postpaid $1.00
RADIO AMATEURS GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE 
WORLD —from the center of the United States! Full 
color, 30" x 25", listing Great Circle bearings in de
grees for six major U.S. cities; Boston, Washington, 
D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles. 
................ ....................................................  postpaid $1.00
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA! Full 
color, 30" x 25" — includes Central America and the 
Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone 
boundaries, prefixes and time zones, FCC frequency 
chart, plus informative information on each of the 50 
United States and other Countries... .postpaid $1.00 
WORLD ATLAS — Only atlas compiled for radio ama
teurs. Packed with world-wide information — includes 
.11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and coun
try prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar pro
jection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica 
— a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages, 
size 834" x 12"..........................  postpaid $2.00
Complete reference library of maps — set of 4 as listed 
above ............................................  postpaid $3.00

See your favorite dealer or order direct.

WRITÍ FOR 
FRFÍ 

BROCHURE

RADIO AMATEUR II| Iy. eallbookiNc
Jjfepepi. A, 4844 W. Fullerton Ave.

¿jpR* Chicago, 111. 60639

WAVE and Centennial Awards. VO1DU has a now 
SR-101A and VOUR is on s.s.b. with an HW-12. New 
Labrador calls are VO2EH, VO2GB and VO2GD. 
VO2AK has a new Heathkit keyer. The ARCOWL Held 
a verv successful Christmas Partv for the children of 
Wabush. APN, sessions 52, QNI 475. QTC 124. Traffic: 
(Jan.) VE4AMR 88, VE1MX 87, VE1ARB 60, VE1RO 
32, VE10M 31, VE1ABS 29, VE1IT 16. VE1RY 2. (Dec.) 
VE1ABS 30.

ONTARIO—SCM, Roy A. White, VE3BUX— AREC 
Asst. National Coordinator: VE3VC. SEC: VE3EUM. 
The big news in Jan. was the SET Exercise. The ac
tivity was good and a special thank you to all tho>c 
who worked so hard. The c.w. hoys did a good job 
and their traffic-handling skill quickly separated the men 
from, the hoys. It was pretty to see the way s.s.b. and 
c.w. punched its way through when the going was 
tough. Odds and Ends. The Ottawa Valley Mobile Club 
has 35 or more on the 2-meter repeater setup and 
Ottawa-to-Montreal mobile-fo-mobile is quite the thing. 
VE3CIL finally broke down and went s.s.b. and VE3- 
ESE is increasing his power on 2 and 10 to a gallon. 
Wow! OFN still is looking for good controllers with 
s.s.b. equipment but able to copy a.m. and c.w. too. 
Any takers? VE3EUM is looking for ECs. If this is up 
your alley, give him a call. It would be appreciated. 
VE3CGO has just been appointed District Commissioner 
for the Guides and Brownies. Congrats, Doreen! Sorry 
that VE3YO has given up as EC for the Ottawa dis
trict but thanks for a swell job, Jack! We are goinir 
to miss you. Your SCM, with VE3CJ and VE3E’UM’ 
attended the RSO executive meeting in Oshawa to talk 
about mutual problems. It’s nice to experience that sort 
of cooperation. By the way, hats off to the RSO for 
u splendid job on behalf of the blind amateurs in On
tario. A lot of the bnys are going to be surprised to 
lind that their ARRL appointments are null and void 
unless they get their certificates into the SCM for (in
dorsation. so please got with it, fellows. Better chock 
that membership status too! Traffic: (Jan.) VE3BZB 
189, VE3DV 135, VE3GCE 131, VE3GI 129, VE3ATI 
124, VE3EBH 101. VE3DPO 98. VE3FGV 73, VE3DBG 
68, VE3RQL 63. VE3EHL 59. VESA WE 55, VE3BLZ 47, 
VE3AUU 30. VE3NO 26. VE3DTT 24, VE3BUR 18. 
VE3ETM, 18. VE3EBC 12. VE3EXW 12, VE3GLD 11, 
VE3DH 7, VE3DVE 6. VE3VD 4. (Dec.) VE3EBH 101. 
VE3DU 33.

/ can give you personal service on 
helping you select better gear per 
dollar for your operating pleasure. 
Over 30 yeara’experience. Big trades» 
easy terms. Used bargains.
VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY CO.

Gene Van Sickle, W9KJF Owner 
4131 N. Keystone Ave. 
On the northeast side of 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

ALL-BAND ANTENNA CONNECTOR

BUDWIG MFG. CO.,

HYE-QUE I molded connector has 
eyelets for securing antenna elements, 
heavy copper leads, coax PL259 con
nector for feedline, and tie-point for 
antenna support. Drip-cap protects 
connector. Reinforced. At your deal
er’», ur $2.95 postpd. Companion in
sulators, 2 for 99$ ppd. Instructions 
included.
P.O. Box 97A, Ramona, Calif. 92065

TELEVISION TELEMETER
TELEMETER PAY TELEVISION
PROGRAM SELECTOR-

Choice nf 3 programs that are tone 
operated in the VHF band, with prnvi- * -Wk w#
sinns for depositing the amount of money 31«* T P
required for each program as indicated on ” J
the coin register, and that also shows jjfiMnk-B*u7 S
a credit balance when an over-payment 
is made. A pre-recorded tape will give /
program information when desired. With
Tubes 1/12BH7. 1/6BF6.T/6BA8. 2/6U8: 4" speaker, j,, _ 
coin mechanism, tape magazine, etc. Size: 15 x 7 x 7": $1/1,95 
Wt: 25 lbs. #1001/5 .............................. ....................... *pa-r
LM Navy Type FREQUENCY METER-125—20.000 KC crystal cali
brated indicating equipment, heterodyne type. Used, with all parts: 
$29,50—Used, with all parts, checked: $39.50
ÄN/PDR-27 RADIATION DETECTOR-Used: $19.95

Prices F.O.B. Lima, O.—35% Deposit on C.O.D.’s 
BIG FREE CATALOG—Send for your copy today. Dept. Q

FAIR RADIO SALES
P.O. Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 45802

QUEBEC—SCM, J. W. Ibey. VE2OJ—SEC: VE2ALE. 
RM: VE2DR. PAMs: VE2BWL. VE2AGQ. To say the 
Jan. SET was a success in this section would be an 
understatement. The fine work of those participating 
deserves our thanks. VE2ASL, formerly of St. Jean, is 
now VE2ASL/LX. There are now six ARRL affiliated 
clubs in our section. VE2SD is going great with his 
KW-2000. The fine translation into French, of some 
important phases of ARRL organization by VE2BWL 
deserves praise as also does the six-page RTQ News
letter by VE2BRD. VE2ADE and VE2ÀLE made the 
BPL. Sincères félicitations à VE2AP qui u convolé en 
pleine période des fêtes. Tous les amis lui souhaitent 
le bonheur qu’il mérite. Le congrès annuel de RAQT 
aura lieu cette année à Plessisville et déjà plusieurs 
amateurs de cette localité travaillent fébrilement à reor
ganisation du Congrès, Le Radio Club de Québec 
(VE2CQ) a reçu les duchesses et le bonhomme Carnaval 
lors d’une soirée sociale du mois de janvier dernier. 
Bienvenue aux nouveaux amateurs qu’on peut entendre 
régulièrement sur le 80 mètres; VE2AJT. VE2BVÔ 
VE2AHZ, VE2DGN, VE2DEJ. Traffic: VÈ2ALE 222. 
VE2BVY 260. VE2OJ 171, VE2BWL 167, VE2DR 156, 
VE2ÀDE 154, VE2AJD 71. VE2BRD 69. VR2AGQ 61, 
VE2DCW 61. VE2BWL 58, VE2WM 39. VE2EC 22, 
VE2BMS 17, VE2CP 10, VE2BAI 4.

SASKATCHEWAN—Acting SCM, Gordon C. Pearce, 
VE5HP— Information on the SET exercise will be out
lined in the next issue as reports are not in and one 
area test still is to be carried out. Interest in teletype 
is increasing in Saskatoon, Estevan and Regina. The 
availability of used RTTY equipment still -s a problem. 
PAM VE5PZ is doing a good job. The AREC FCs, 
all confirmed: VE5DO, VE5NX, VE5RJ, VE5BO and 
VE5IL. Start thinking of the Saskatchewan Hamfest, 
to he held in Saskatoon June 29 to July 1. Directora 
of our SARL Districts are VE5WC. VE5LM, VE5TN, 
VE5RE, VE5NX, VE5EO, VE5LU, VE5YR, VE5SF, 
VE5IL and VE5FX. Let’s hear from them on all phases 
of their districts. New hams reported to have obtained 
their tickets are VE5KE, VE5SJ, VE5YB, VE5SE, 

. VE5AE, VE5DH, VE5FP. VE5RT, VE5KR, VE5DJ. 
VE5SP, VE5VO, VE5NH, VE4FY (a newcomer), VES
OS, VE5XD and VE5DE. Traffic: VE5HP 57. VE5RJ 
53, VE5LM 19, VE5RE 8, VE5BO 7, VE5LQ 7, VE5CF 
6, VE5OG 6, VE5PZ 5. VE5WL 4, VE5EQ 3, VE50O 
3, VESTS 3, VE5AQ 2, VE5FU 2, VE5IG 2, VE5LL 
2. VE5QN 1.
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ALL In excellent condition: Valiant, factory-wired, $250.00; 
NC-300, calbrator and speaker, $225.00; MM-2 Wave Ana
lyzer, $55.00. Johnson 275-watt coupler; $45.00. Heath AM-2 
Reflectometer, $10.00. W5LZL, 500 Cliuside Drive, Dallas, 
Texas 75080. Tel: 214-231-3895. „ ...... ..... ..............................
IMPRESSIVE Executive style ham stationery. Inexpensive. 
Write K3GWD Press, Harry Veon, RR 2, Wampum, Penna. 
16157.
EICO 753 SSB transceiver, HB power supply, $180.00; Eico 
460 ’scope, $80.00; HB transmitter, AM modulator, VFO, 
80 W, $35.00; 2 signal gens 2 tube-testers, multimeters, 
RLC Bridge, other misc. test equipment. Contents of large 
spare-parts collection offered very cheaply, including tubes, 
sockets, resistors, capacitors, controls, meters, much more. 
Will sell as lot or separately. Write or call for details. Al 
Goldstein, WA2ITQ, 245-30 Grand Central Parkway, Bellerose, 
New York 11426. Tel: 212-428-8103. ,
VIKING Ranger, push-to-taik. Used less than 20 hours. 
$190.00. NC-98 rcvr, built-in side-tone generator, $60.0U; 
Gonset Super 12 conv., $15.00; Morrow 5BRF 10-80 meter 
converter, $10.00; Gonset Super Six, $10.00; surplus crystals, 
$1.00; Dow DK-60 coaxial relay. $6.00; Lafayette bug, $7.00. 
SWR meter, $10.00: Drake TV-1000 low-pass $5.00. Push- 
to-talk mike base, $10.00; Lafayette HE-50 10-meter trans
ceiver with VFO, $60.00. R. D. Connor, W1ZQP» 47 Bed
ford Dr., No. Grafton, Mass. 01536. Tel: 839-6054.
FOR Sale: SB-100 modified with two crystal filters, HP-13 
and HP-23 power supplies, SB-600 speaker, $500.00. Ma
rauder HX-10, $200. All arc in mint condx. WA2DLX, 
R. S. Caverbill, Stanley Road, Cazenovia, N.Y. 13035.....................  
GONSET G-66 mobile receiver, 6, 12, 115 volts. 6 bands, 
AM, CW, SSB. Excellent. $90.00. G. L Anderson, 301-A 
Talge Hall, Collegedale, Tenn. 37315. ......... _________________
SSB Transceiver, Transistor, tube driver-final. See Dec. 1967 
QST. Set of printed circuit boards, $20.00. Boards for other 
projects. Send for list. Ivan Whitehouse, 16911 S.E. Foster 
Rd., Portland, Oregon 97236.___________________ ________
WANTED: 1932 Ford Majestic Radio. Manufactured by Gib
son and Gruno in Chicago, Illinois. Consists of two metal 
boxes 6x9x8 inches (one has a motor generator in it and 
the other a series of tubes), wooden speaker box and a 
control head with remote control cables. J. R. Jackson, 
21485 Silchester Circle, Northville, Michigan 48167.
HOWARD Radio: 75A-4. serial No. 5591, $395.00; SW-140, 
$119.00; R4A, $269.00: NC-300, $159.00: GSB-100, $179.00; 
B&W 5100B W/51SBOB, $195.00; M40, $69.00; M160, $69.00; 
Bonner 4 w/8 Servos, $240.00; Poly-calls, $29.00. Free list. 
Box 1269. Abilene, Texas 79604. Tel: a.c. 915-OR2-9501.
SELL: HRO, rack, spkr, coils 1 to 7, power supply, and 
rcvr. Section. Good operating condx. Best offer. K1QQX, 
420 Willard Ave., Newington, Conn. 06111. ______________
FOR Sale: Transistor TV camera (AT.V. XT-IA) with separate 
p/s and extra 1" Vidicon. $95,00 f.o.b. C. A. Weed, WA1BDJ.
COLLINS 75S3-B, 312B-4, 32S-3, 516F-2, cables, "manuals, 
factory cartons, all like-new, sell for $1,100 or your best offer. 
Eugene J. Berenz, K9ZPJ, 4542 N. 105 St., Wauwatosa, Wls. 
53225. Tel: 414-466-2184........................................ ................  
^5AL mint, $150. Pick-up deal only, sry. Lafayette Precon, 
$25.00. WB2AXH, 94 Brittle Lane, Hicksville, L.I., New York 
11801. ......................... ......................................... ............. ...................
KWS-1 in top shape, no alterations. This is top-flight SSB-KW 
but haven’t used it twice in 5 years and I am going to sell it 
to best cash offer in 30 days or less. Will ship. Also G-E 30 to 
54 Me. FM xmtr, 500 watts to PR 4-125; complete in 6 ft. cabi
net, with meters. $350.00. 3 Kw diesel power plant, 1200 
rpm for continuous duty. 230/115 VAC. W9DSV, Box 87, 
Webster, Wis. 54893.  _______________ __ __  ____
SELL: Perfect Novice station: Collins 75A-1 rcvr. Home
brew 30 watt Handbook xmtr. Coax switch, $175,00. Will con
sider breaking up. Adam Kerner, Ex/WN2ZTL, 25 Crescent 
Rd., Great Neck, L.I., N.Y. 11021. Tel: (5161-466-8927.
NATIONAL NC-270 receiver. Excellent condition. 80-6 inters, 
c.w,, A.M. and SSB with Hallicrafters R-47 communications 
speaker: $160.00. G. 1. Lipper, WB2AEX, 3688 Jules Lane, 
Wantagh, New York 11793. Tel: (516)-PEI-0722.__________

’ESTATE Sale: K7AX. DeLuxe Hallicrafters demon, station; 
SR-2000 s/P-2000 power supply; HT-46 and SX-146 combo: 
SR-42A w/HA-26 VFO; HA-1 keyer; R-51 spkr/clock; 14AVQ 
and 18AVQ verticals; TH6DX beam; Ham-M rotator, many 
other accessories. All items new or used less than 6 months. 
Manuals and original shipping boxes. Sell as package or indi
vidual items. Write for complete list and prices. Bruce Duncan 
Estate, 517 Dexter Avenue N., Seattle, Washington 98109.
TOROIDS: 88 mhy, unused, center-tapped, 5/$L50 postpaid. 
Heath DX-60A, new. $55.00; matching HG-10 VFO, new. $20. 
3 head Tee-Dee with sync, $50. Johnson 250-39 TR, $18,00; 
Johnson Valiant, $125.00; CDR AR-22, $20.00; Eico 495 cali
brator, $7.00; Eico 753 transceiver with p.s., $160.00: National 
NCX-3 transceiver, $165.00. RTTY page-printer paper, $5.50/ 
case. Wanted: Clegg 22’er, Gonset Communicator for 2M, 
Twoer. Matchbox, NC-300. Ham-M. Stamp for list. Van, 
W2DLT, 302Z Passaic, Stirling, N.J. 07980.
WANTED: Collins 51J-4. Will swap Nikon F Photomic with 
F:1.4, 58 mm lens, F:2.8, 35mm W/A lens, 105mm F:2.5 lens; 
also Nikon SP with 35mm w/a lens, 135mm F:3.5 telephoto 
lens. Camera equipment in mint condition with little use. 
W. J. Garrett, 1114 Ossington Avenue, Flint, Michigan 48507. 
Phone 313-233-6449............................................ .... ______
SAVE On new/used National-SBE-Ameco; callbooks. Jacka- 
loupe Engineering, Box 1054, Laramie. Wyoming 82070.________  
FOR Sale: Jones SWR meter, B&W low-pass filter, Mark 
heliwhip and base; Heath HO-10 ’scope, 08 ’scope sweep gen
erator audio generator electronic switch. Intercom variac 500 
watts, also other things. Send for list and prices. Edward 
Schofield, 301 North 3rd St., Lantana, Florida 33460,_______  
NEED 500 microsecond sonic on magnetic delay line or what 
have you? Louis Patia, 1357 Ocean, Santa Monica, California 
90401.,_____ __________________________________
NOVICE’S Sale:“ Gud condx: DX-40, $35.00; VF1 VFO, 
$10.00; Mint condx, HA-350, $115.00. Write WA3HLI, 805 
Indiana Ave., Monaca, Penna. 15061.

FOR Sale: HRO-60. 80-6 meter coils, speaker, $249.00; CE- 
20A, deluxe 80-10 VFO, $110.00; P&H 600A 6-meter trans- 
verter, $15.00; Eimac AF-67, $39.00 or you make offer. F.o.b. 
WA4TNU, George Reeves. Rte, 4, La Grange. Georgi a 30240. 
75A-4, serial No. 5640; 3 mechanical filters, $475.00; Eico 460 
’scope, $75.00; Sony 464-D tape recorder, $75.00; Viking Invader 
2000, $450.00. All one owner, with manuals. O. C. Lindsey, 
W5OBX, 1919 Ramada. Houston, lexas 77058._______ __
DRAKE TR-4 with a.c. power supply, never used! In original 
carton, Ameco output meter. Electro-Voice microphone, com
plete station $500.00. First check gets it K9AGN, S. De- 
righter, 403 Sunset Dr., Wilmette, Illinois 60091. Tel: AL6- 
1504,______ ________________________ ____________________
WANTED: Johnson or Heathkit SS-B~adapter. K2KKU. Tel: 
(914)-668-3677.________ _____________________ ________
SELL: HT-37, Mohawk RX-i, $300 pair, or will sell separately. 
Both factory reconditioned summer 1967. Both perfect. WA9- 
AUM, Box 63, Wiley Hall, Hanover, Indiana 47243. __ ___
SX-101A Hallicrafters receiver in perfect condx: $185.00. 
Charles Clark. 2910 Orchard Lane, Wilmette, Illinois 60091, 
KWM-1, matching a.c. supply. Immaculate: $250.00. Charles 
Jaeger, 436 Bellevue, Oakland, Calif, 94610.
WANTED: Used National Technical Schools FCC license 
course $3. J. J. Moran, 4205 Arthur St.. Hollywood, Florida 
33O2L  
FOR Sale: SX-110, clean, like new: $93.00. Shipping and 
insurance paid. Jolin, K8TVO, 331 Hillside Dr., Canfield, 
Ohio 44406._______ ________________________  _____________
FOR Sale: SR-150 transceiver and SWR bridge, PS-150 (with 
p.t. mike) A.C. power supply; PS-12 D.C. power supply; mo
bile mount Newtronic whip antennas with loading coils for 
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters. Package deal only. First best 
offer. Sry. no breaking up. K1VWL 140 Glen, New Britain, 
Conn. 0605 L_______________________________ __________
SX-101 Mark 111A, and speaker, $140.00 and Lettine. 40 watt 
xmtr. $10. Both OK. W2LZW.
SX-100 for sale, in excellent condx, for SSB, AM and c.w. 
reception. First $175,00 takes it. W2T1W, phone: 201-796-2932. 
0-52 28th St., Fair Lawn, NJ. 07410._________ ______________
VIKING Ranger F/W. $110.00. BC-221. $45.00. 250 OSTs 
1933-1960: $30.00. A. Urquhart, 198-26 Epsom Course, Hollis, 
L.L, N.Y. 11423._____________ J................ ....... ........ ...........................
HEATHKIT MR-i receiver, in gud condx, $50.00: Homebrew 
2-8111A 500-watt linear, w/supply, $80.00; Hy-Gain 40-10 trap 
doublet, $12.50; Hy-Gain 15-meter beam, $20.00. WA2POY, 
Kirschner, 274 Michael, Oakhurst, New Jersey 07710.
STATION Sellout: DX-100,HQ470, NC-88, "Viking""Match- 
box, Heath SWR, Headset, keys, manuals, all mint condx. 
Guaranteed. $400 takes package. Will sell separately. All in
quiries answered. K3ANU, 1305 West Russell St., Philadelphia, 
Penna. 19140, _________________________________ _____
WANT KWS-1 and/or 75A-4. Must be in excellent shanc. 
KWS-1 must also be over serial number 1200. Also want SC- 
201. Name price. Henry, WB2CNA, Tel: 201-327-9090.
SELL: Harvey-Wells TBS-50, C'W-AM xmtr, w/pwr supply 
and 40 mtr. VFO, great condx, $50.00; Heath GR-64 SW and 
Novice rcvr w/Heath GD-125 “Q” multiplier. Mint condx, 
$40, Heath VX-1 voice-control $10. $80 takes all. Gone SSB. 
Mark Franz, WA5SHT, 5107 Harvest Hill Road, Dallas, Texas 
75234..... .................................................................................................
2-METERS. P!ate modulated 500 watts, $125.00. Twoer, 
$30.00. Gonset HI, $140.00. K1MBA, John Templeton, 49 Saw 
M’H Wallingford, Conn. 06492................ ......................... ..............
SÄLE: Unused (3 pcs): Gonset G-76 with AC, DC supply; 
Hallicrafters SR-34 transceiver. All clean and in vy gud condx. 
Also Stcnman monitorscopc, antennascope, Hentot QF-multp. 
Write for prices, etc. Mrs. Dan Riordan, 1708 Park Blvd., 
West Sacramento. Calif. 95691.   ,
SAÎE: Viking II, with matching VFO and KW low-pass filter: 
$85.00. Command xmtr, $5.00. F.o.b. K3BYJ, ill Elm Ave., 
Morrisville, Penna, 19067._______________________ __________ _
KEYER Sale: Omega DA digital automatic I.C. keyer (with 
DA-3 option). $65.00, ppd. In mint condition. WB6YVW, 1755 
N. Wilcox, Hollywood. Calif. 90028.  
KWM-2, PM2. CC2. excelnt condx. Sale or trade for 32s and 
75s/PS. Need separate operation tor MARS. K7HRW, 1775 Mill 
Street, Reno. Nevada 89502.________________ ____________
SELL: Drake 2B, in mint condx, DX-40 with VFO. both in gud 
condx. sell separately or all for $225.00. Michael Phillippe, RR 
#1, Versailles, Indiana 47042. __________
“HOSS Trader” Ed says if you don’t buy your ham gear from 
him, you may pay too much. Limited supply of new equipment 
in factory sealed cartons, while they last. New Swan 500 Trans
ceiver, Regular Price, $495.00, Cash Price $395.00: One—new 
Drake TR-4, Serial #26033, Regular Price $599.95, Cash Price 
$479.00: Package Deal: New Eico 753 Kit 3 Band Transceiver 
and new Eico 751 Kit AC supply with speaker, $249.00, Cash 
Price $169.95: New Mosley Classic 33 and Demo Ham-M Rotor, 
$189,50: New Displayed RTI 2000 Watt Linear, $659,00. Dem
onstrator Equipment with factory warranty: Demo Ham-M 
Rotor, $94.50: Displayed Swan Mark II Linear, $495.00: New 
Demo SB-34, $329.00: Demo Drake T-4XB. $359.00: Demo 
Drake R4-B, $369.00: Special Rohn 50 ft. Foldover Tower, 
prepaid: $185.00. Ed Moory Wholesale Radio Co., Box 506, 
DeWitt, Arkansas 72042. Phone 946-2820.
QSTS 1920 to date: 1920—6 copies: 1954—10 copies; other 
years II or 12 copies. To 1932 mostly torn or missing covers 
and pages, in poor condition; 1933-1936 half ditto. 1937-1948 
about three torn covers per year; 1949 to date good condition. 
560 copies, as is, $175.00. CO: 232 copies 1945-1967 incomplete, 
good condition, $90.00. Plus transportation. W2ML, 42 Prescott, 
Garden City, N.Y. 11535.........     _
HAM, over 18, to instruct at a children’s camp in the Pocono 
Mountains in Penna. Own equipment required. Please explain 
type equipment and further qualifications to Pocono Highland 
Camps. 6528 Castor Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna. 19149^ _
SB-300 Heath SSB receiver, with AM filter, $225.00 or your 
best offer. Includes shipping. M. Pollack, East Larchmont Drive, 
Colts Neck, NJ. 07722.
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NO-STRING DIAL
No strings: no pulleys: no bock lash: no flimsy 
assembly. The No. 10037 is a sturdy mechanically 
engineered “Designed for Application" dial as
sembly which completely eliminates the annoy
ances of string-driven pointers, eliminates all 
indicator stutter or wobble and provides positive 
pointer travel and resetability. The pointer is 
driven positively by a flexible but nan-elastic 
molded gear driven rack which cannot slip, break 
or fall off a pulley. The geared flexible rack 
rides in a multi-slot extruded aluminum channel. 
This girder-like extruded piece provides mechan
ical rigidity to the assembly. Furnished complete 
with panel trim bezel and flexible coupling for 
output shaft.
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THE NEW CPC

Cat. No. 522-509 
(406-470 Me)«

100 db Isolation for 2 Me 
or Greater Separation

0

-20

-40

-60

-80

-100

0.8 db LOSS 3.0 db LOSS

-120
450 452 454 456 458 460

FREQUENCY IN MC
Graph shows response curves 
when tuned for 2 Me spacing

VERSATILITY PLUS!

* Exact frequencies 
must be specified

This new custom-engineered CPC Duplexer 
consists of six cavities — one band-pass and i, 
one reject cavity on the transmitter side, and t 
two band-pass and two reject cavities on < 
the receiver side. Aperture coupling is used 
throughout, eliminating many cables and con
nectors ordinarily required for multi-cavity 
duplexers. It is designed to fit a standard 19" 
rack, and is shipped pre-tuned to specified 
frequencies. Write for Catalog 667.

o.vis.oN pHELPS DODGE CORPORATION
Marlboro, New Jersey 07746 Telephone : (201) 462-1880 IbTmTV
Los Angeles, California 90065—«Telephone : (213) 245”1143

NEW WATTMETER
—(3 HünÎër J»1

NOT A 
KIT!
ONLY J.

$59-95 «

$290 
F.O.B. 

DES MOINES 
ONLY

PER WATT

it Remote Coupling (no clumsy R.F. cabling!)
Impedance: 52 ohms
Power Capability: 
Full 2000 watts

Frequency: 10 thru 80

Power Loss: Negligible
Size of Coupler: 
2%* x 2%* x S‘/4*

SOLD ONLY BY:

Jiunter Sales, âne.
BANDIT 2000C
• Full 2000 Watts PEP All Bands
• Built-in Direct-Reading Wattmeter
• Kit Form

TUBES FURNISHED FOR $60 A PAIR 
IF ORDERED WITH KIT

P.O. Box 1128, Des Moines, Iowa 50311

-

THE CLEANEST

$87.50

The AutoLevel is the first major breakthrough in 
volume processing in years. This unique device 
regulates the input signal to provide 14 db of com
pression. It is ideally suited to SSB and AM and 
may be used with ALC systems. A built-in bypass 
switch allows you to feed the microphone straight

TALK AROUND
through. Provision is also made for push-to-talk 
operation. The AutoLevel is not a clipper com
pressor - all regulation is accomplished, with a 
fast-acting photosensitive resistor that electron
ically regulates the input with a minimum of dis
tortion, If you would like to increase your average 
output and still maintain a clean signal, the Auto
Level is the volume compressor for you • • •

Features:
• 14 db of compression (minimum)
• 115-volt ac power supply
• Input bypass switch
• All silicon transistors
• G-10 fiberglass printed circuit board
» Simple installation (installs in microphone lead).

Dealerships available in some areas

RAYTRACK CO. • 2111 SPRINGHILL DRIVE • COLUMBUS, OHIO 43221
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"Decals *

- t
e/ittractive black and gold ARRL em
blem decals are available to League mem
bers from Headquarters. They measure 
approximately 4 by 2 inches, will adhere 
to almost any surface, metal, glass, wood, 
plastic, and come complete with direc
tions for applying. Use them to dress up 
your car, station equipment and shack. 
They’re supplied at 10 cents each — no 
stamps, please — to cover costs.

>•

M

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
Newington, Connecticut 06111

CQ de W2KUW
BEST OFFER!!

Paid ..........................for any piece of aircraft or ground 
radio units, also test equipment. All types of tubes. 
Particularly looking for 4-250 • 4-400 • 833A • 304TL 
• 4CX1000A • 4CX5000A et al. 17L • 51X • 390A 
• ARM • GRM • GRC • UPM • URM • USM units. 
TED DAMES CO., 308 Hickory St., Arlington, NJ. 07032

| HAM RADIO COUNSELOR, j
Male, for Co-Ed Camp in the Berkshires, Mass. & 

'J Able to instruct campers in the fundamentals Y 
of ham radio. Fully equipped Ham radio sta-

A tion. Write to Robert Kinoy, Camp Taconic, 4,
if 451 West End Ave., New York, N.Y. 10024 iy

k No Power Required
* Plugs Into Phone Jack
★ Low Insertion Loss 
k 120 Cycles Narrow
* 2 to 4 Ohms In, 2K Out

NOW
RAZOR SHARP CW 
RECEPTION WITH 
YOUR TRANSCEIVER!

WITH A CWF-1
Between Your Headphones 
And Your Rig
REQUEST BROCHURE Ch A 0E

Money Back 
Guarantee 1 w

z?

KLe©TRONlce(ING<

Dept. Q-4 
353 Pattie 
Wichita, Kans. 67211 
(316) 267-3581
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An I.C. Electronic Keyer
(Continued from page 25}

lower minimum speed. A value of Ri larger than 
about 50,000 ohms may cause erratic perform
ance. Reducing R2 will increase the maximum 
speed. Ci must be a good quality capacitor; 
the small imported electrolytics do not work 
well, aud the tantalum capacitor specified is 
recommended. (A paper capacitor would be 
ideal, but larger than all the rest of the circuitry.)

Resistors R, through R«. and capacitors C2 
through C'6 can easily vary over a 2 to 1 range 
with no degradation iu performance. In fact, 
the circuit works with A'-t aud Ra shorted and 
R(,-R~ open! So use what’s in your junk box.

To prevent r.f. pickup, keep the loads to the 
keyer paddle, speed pot, and power supply as 
short as possible.

(Note: Send a post card to the first author, 
W0ZHN, for printed-circuit board and parts 
availability and assembly information.)

Guidelines For Transistor 
Transmitters

(Continued from page 89}

There is no end to the list of suggestions which 
apply to the subject of solid state transmitter 
design. The intent of this article is guidance; it 
is not. intended to be absolute. Several sources of 
information are referenced below; however, the 
author invites comments and additions from 
people who are knowledgeable in this field. 0ST—|

References
Nelson, D. W„ “A Solid-State AM Transmitter for Two- 

Meter Operation ” BCA Ham Tips Vol. 26 No. 4, Fall, 1966.
RCA Silicon Power Circuits Manual, March, 1967, pp. 

294-355.
Minton, R., “Design trade-offs for r.f. transistor power 

amplifiers” The Electronic Engineer, March, 1967, p. 70.
Turner. Gari, “Exploding the Second-Breakdown 

Myths” EEE Vol. 15, No. 7, July, 1967.

World Above 50 Me.
(Continued from page 109}

W0DRL in Kansas worked W9FZD, Wisconsin, 
for what is likely the first 432 contact between their 
respective states. In Southern California, WB6NMT 
says he hopes to schedule KH6EEM on 432 this 
spring and summer.

Those reporting building projects underway in 
anticipation of scheduling by the time you read this 
include 500-watt finals at K8AXU and W4ET, 
Virginia, and K4GL, exW8PT, has a kw. and a 96- 
element collinear ready in South Carolina.

1296 Ale. was highlighted this month by the e.m.e. 
efforts of the Crawford Hill V.H.F. Club, W2NFA. 
At the time of this writing they had arranged at 
least four schedules for the two-day test period. 
K6MYC, WB6UAP, K6HCP and K6VQH were 
organizing a joint effort for a contact with W2NFA 
using a hybrid WB6I0M amplifier and an 8-foot 
dish, and K4QIF was hoping to have his 10-foot 

(Continued on page 170)



Now...
Tune your Antenna 
for Optimum 
Performance
with this new antenna 
noise bridge from 
omega-t... only * *$24.95!

Test antenna system for both resonant frequency and operating impedance.
Replaces VSWR bridges or other antenna test equipment.
Tests beams — whips — dipoles — quads or complete antenna tuner systems. 
For use over entire range — 1 to 100 MHz.

"Freight included in U.S.A. Complete applications data and operating instructions 
included. If no distributor near you, order direct. 
Dealership inquiries invited. For descriptive literature, 
write:

omega-1 systems incorporated
516 w belt line road • richardson, texas 75080 • (214) ad 5-5286

EXCELLENT SELECTION —AT EXTREMELY 
LOW PRICES —48 HOUR DELIVERY

Thousands of frequencies in stock. Types in
clude HC6/U, HC18/U, FT-241, FT-243, 
FT-171. etc.

SEND 100 for catalog with oscillator cir
cuits. Refunded on first order.

2400C Crystal Drive, Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901

EXCEPTIONAL BUY!----------------------
1200 V. P.I.V. Silicon 6 Ampere Stud Rectifiers, 
740 each, 15 for $10.00. We Pay Postage on $10 
or over orders.

LINCOLN RECORDS, Inc.
134-5 Wheatley Road 

Glen Head, N.Y. 11545

LRL-66 ANTENNA 66' LONG. 80 THRU 1OM Power rating 2 Kw. P.E.P. or over on 80, 40, 1 5
On 20 and 10 1 Kw. P.E.P. Transmitter inpu I

6
PRICE 
$30.00 

in Cant. 
USA. ppd.

2

3 4
OPERATES ON 5 BANDS AUTOMATICALLY

1. Loading coils for 80 & 40M doublet operation
2. Adjustable ends to set 80 meter resonance
3, 4. Decoupling stubs for 20 & 10 meters

LATTIN RADIO LABORATORIES • Box 44

5
5. Center insulator with female coax 2 ' 

connector to take PL-259 plug
6. Fittings on insulators to tie on rope

• Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

YOUR TAPE RECORDER IS READY TO TEACH CODE!
That’s right! Your tape recorder is ready to help your code study. 
The CODEMASTER tapes give you professional instruction via your own 
tape machine. Now generated by digital computer, the CODEMASTER 
tapes are unsurpassed for timing accuracy. Whether you’re just start- 
Ing, going for your Amateur Extra, or somewhere in between, the 
CODEMASTER tapes are your best code-learning buy! Find your CODE
MASTER tape below!

CM-1: For the beginner. A com
plete course of instruction is on 
the tape. Practice material at 
5, 7, 9 WPM. Prepares you for 
Novice exam. Includes code groups 
and punctuation.

CM-1%: An intermediate tape, es
pecially for General Class exam 
study. No instruction; just prac- 
tice. % hr 11 WPM; 1 hr 14 WPM; 
Vj hr at 17 WPM. Includes coded 
groups and straight text.

CM-2: For Extra-Class license 
study. Mostly straight text; some 
code groups. 1 hour at 20 WPM; 
y2 hour each at 25 and 30 WPM. 
For real QRQ, play this tape at 
twice speed!

CODEMASTER tapes are 2-track monaural; available in two sizes: 7-inch reel (3% IPS) and S^-inch reel (P/s IPS). 
Will play on any but full-track machine. SPECIFY both type and size of tape you want. Any tape, $5.95 postpaid USA 
4th class. Any two tapes, $11.00; all three, $15.00 PPD. Immediate delivery. CODEMASTER tapes are made only by 
Pickering Radio Company. Satisfaction guaranteed. Dealers: inquire.
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(Conf ¿nued from page 188)
dish mounted and fed with 100 watts in time for 
the test. We hope to have a full report on the results 
next month, deadline permitting. |q5T^

Multiband Ground-Plane
(Continued from page 18}

ARRL Handbooks) and s.w.r. bridge are con
nected, and the tuning network adjusted for 
maximum forward and minimum reflected power. 
Initially, it will be. necessary to determine 
experimentally whether series or parallel tuning 
is required for the particular combination of 
band, feeder length, and antenna length selected.

The tuned-line-fed ground-plane vertical an
tenna gives excellent performance, can be easily 
constructed in just a few hours even by a begin
ner, requires a minimum of installation space and 
costs less than five dollars, excluding the trans- 
match and s.w.r. bridge. The tuned circuit of the 
transmatch provides excellent discrimination 
against harmonic output from the transmitter. 
Ease of construction and portability make this 
antenna an ideal one for Field-Day use.

In case one wonders about the mismatch be
tween the line and the antenna, the secret is in 
the use of open-wire line. The loss in such a line 
with an s.w.r. of 25:1, at 10 meters, is less than 
the loss in RG-58/U when the latter is matched.

BETTER READABILITY
%AUTR0^ 19.95 AUTS 79.50

Preferred by better operators

ELECTROPHYSICS CORP.
_ 898 W. 18th St., Costa Mesa, Calif.

i Send
!for
I brochure

STANDARD 1
SIGNAL GENERATOR

MODEL SG-83B $295.00
50 Kc-54 Me. 1% dial accuracy. 1 
Me. xtal. Calibrated output 0,6 to 
160,000 microvolts. Pure sine AM 
to 50%—no FM. All transistor. Bat
tery or AC powered. Write for com
plimentary copy of instruction book 
with schematic.

Clemens Mfg. Co. 630 S. Berry Rd.. St. Louis, Mo. 63122.

DON'T QRT!
LT-5

$24.00 kit
$35.00 WIRED

When you leave your QTH 
put your LT-5 portable 40-80 

meter CW transmitter in your 

pocket.

SEND FOR FREE 
DATA SHEET

How’s DX?
(Continued on page 101)

75-meter s.s.b. with, KA7AB, VS6DO and PM2NF right 
through our jungle QRN. M,y linear blinks all the camp 
lights so 1 hold it down to about GUO watts. Antennas are a 
42-ft.-high quad for 10, 15 aud 20 meters, and a 60-ft. 
vertical for 40 ami 80 assisted by ten buried radials each 
about 50 feet long." _____ ___9Y4VU tells W8IBX his
new homebuilt electronic keyer takes two hours to warm 
up for proper operation. Almost human! __ ______PZ1CF, 
according to W3HNK, welcomes Stateside QSOs on 14,332 
kc. at 1900-2000 GMT.

HEREABOUTS — “We have eight or ten active OX3 
stations up here,” assesses 0X3DM, teaching at 

Godthaab, “OX3s are Danish or Greenlanders, OXls and 
OX5s are Americans.” .____ W3HNK says TI2JCC
hopes to sign “ z2” from Syracuse O’, soon, also that KV4EY 
is going barefoot after popping filters in ixis linear supply 
. — “Clearing the frequency of a rare DX station 
seems to be the problem of the day,” comments W2A.DP, 
also mentioning his QSL collection for QSOs with thirteen 
other ADP-sutlixed stations Ws 3CER and 4i KH
may sign ZF1CP or other ('layman call on 7 and 21 Me. 
later next month WN1I0N. digging for Asia and
Oceania, is horrified by the prehistoric phone signals that 
come drifting and splashing through the 21-Mc. Novice 
segment K7VPF claims a new wet-string antenna
DX record after raising two J Ais and a KH6 ................   If
you hear KGVVA/7 ’twill be Nevada Giant-killer
K2MFY closed out the old year with 105/85 countries 
worked/confirmed via his 45-watt Adventurer, dipoles and 
unipoles. “DXCC this year,” vows Ed In a frontal
attack on the language barrier, WB2ZQE devises friendly 
conversation pieces in a variety of foreign tongues. We 
tried this long ago with Spanish and got a QRQ burial by 
an eager CM6 . ____ DL8VQ/W2 greets European friends
on c.w. from Syracuse these days . _ . „ . ™ W1WQC finds 
Navassa isle still officially off limits for DXpeditioners 
_________The XE2 FBTC batch of ILS.Sixes tuned up in 
the Test for possible Revilla Gigedos DXcitemcnt
Wfis DOD and KG were selected as co-DXers of the Year 
by Northern California DX Club cohorts. WGN.HJ gained 
like distinction among Southern California DX Club 
brethren.

The Post Office Department promises faster mail service
with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you write league
Headquarters. Use ours, too. It’s 06111.

OMEGA ELECTRONICS COMPANY
10463 Roselle St. • San Diego, Calif. 92121
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■ with a MATERIAL DIFFERENCE!
Use, is one of the most dependable 

testimonials of endorsement, and Telrex 
products are in use in 139 Lands

SYSTEMS

SINCE 1921

“Beamed-Power”ANTENNAS, “BALUNS" 
I.V. KITS and ROTATOR SYSTEMS!
Most Technically-Perfected, Finest Communication 

Arrays in the World! Precisibn-Tuned-Matched 
arid “Balun” Fed for "Balanced-Pattern” to assure 

“TOP-MAN-ON-THE-FREQUENCY” Results

Enjoy World renown TELREX performance, 
value and durability! Send for PL68 tech, data 
and pricing catalog, describing professionally 
engineered communication antenna systems, 
rotator-selsyn-indicator-systems, “Baluns”, I.V, 
Kits, Towers, “Mono-Pole”, “Big-Berthas”, ac
cessories, etc. etc.

Communication
COMMUNICATION ■ Engineering

K Ol t Laboratories

ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712, U.S.A.

110-120 VOLT
A.C. 1,500-watt, 60-cyeles at 
3600 RPM. Light Plant. Fan- 
belt driven from pickup or 
small gas engine. Operates 
saws, drills, lights, even T.V. 
Weight 25 pounds. Guaranteed. 
With Voltmeter, switch, and 
pulley. Regular $89.50, now 
$49.50. Send check or money 
order. Specify 6 or 12 volt 
vehicle.

Virden Pemu-Bilt, Box 7066 QST, Amarillo, Tex. 79109

THE FASTEST GUN IN THE EAST
No horsing around, we pay fast ... in 24 
hours . . . and we pay more. We'll swap or 
trade new equipment too . . . We quote fast 
too. We also pay for shipping, insurance, etc. 
You call fast, now, collect, for fast quote.

SPACE ELECTRONICS 
div. of MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.

4178 Park Avenue. Bronx, New York 10457, (212) CY 9-0300

DXer’s
-Now . . . accurate great circle bearings and 
distances custom-computed from your exact 
transmitter location.
Enables precise antenna aiming, eliminates error from using 
map centered on some location other than your own.

• We compute the bearings and distances of over 350 cities selected to give you 
coverage of the world's land areas. Through the use of spherical trigonometry and 
the IBM System/360 Computer the bearings you receive are accurate to 1/1 Oth of 
one degree. All this for only $7.00 and a dollar off if you furnish us with the latitude 
and longitude of your transmitter location to the nearest minute.

• Any area not covered, with which you plan to be in frequent contact, will be 
computed for you at 30c per location. Merely provide us with location name and 
latitude and longitude of each point.

• Complete and mail the coupon below with check or money order PAYABLE IN U.S. 
CURRENCY, surface postage paid.
(If air mail is desired compute additional cost at 2 oz. or 60 gm.)

GLOBAL Computations
P.O. Box 2245 Rockville, Maryland 20852 U.S.A. If you furnish your

location to nearestNAME....
MAILING . 
ADDRESS

CALL SIGN

YOUR QTH LAT /.sLONG
How would you like the distances □ MILES □ KM

minute lat and long, 
deduct $1,00 from 
your price. If not, 
attach sheet 
describing exact 
transmitter location.
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NEW! IMPROVED!
SOLID STATE

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS

Priced from only $14.95 to $49.9S
Many new models available from .45 MHz:, 
to 450 MHz. Some with dual gate MOSFET 
R. F. stages and mixers. Crystal-controlled 
oscillators, full wave "UHF diodes for 
transistor protection and many more desir
able features. Send for your free convert
er catalog. Vanguard Labs., 19G—23 
Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423.

VAN GUARD LABS
Sales From Our Factory Made by Mail Only 

196-23 Jamaica Ave. Dept. S-4 Hollis, N.Y. 11423

HAM’S 
- CARIBBEAN RETREAT! 

Go foreign Antigua, W.l.
Hotel Beachcomber 

73, Bill Wyer, VP2AZ/Ex-VE3BP, 
G2ZB-DXCC
Box ¡0, Antigua, W.l. 

Caribbean DXpedition Headquarters

^.'"Meet Me ¡n St. Louie”J^.
at

HAM RADIO CENTER
8342 Olive Blvd. St. Louis, Mo. 63132

Amateur Radio Equipment 
Sales & Service

(314)’993-6079 Bill, W0QDF

RADIO OFFICER 
TRAINEES

A limited number of openings are available to 
men willing to train for the interesting and well- 
paid career of Marine Radio Officer aboard U. S. 
Flag merchant vessels. An F.C.C. 1st or 2nd Class 
Commercial Radiotelegraph license is required. 
These openings will be particularly appealing to 
younger men who have completed their military 
obligations. Write to The Radio Officers’ Union, 
Room 1315, 225 West 34th Street, New York, 
N.Y. 10001.

Getting Rid of L.F. Harmonics
(Continued from page 27)

filters and the feed line. The use of ordinary 
switches is not feasible because of the danger 
that harmonics will leak around the switch 
contacts and reach the antenna. With phono 
plugs and jacks it takes only a few seconds to 
change bands.

Half-Wave Filters For Four Bantis
The unit shown in the photograph consists 

of four half-wave filters, one each for 80, 40, 20, 
and 15 meters. The circuit of Fig. 1 is used for 
each of the four filters. None is included for 10 
meters because for this band a low-pass filter 
should be used to take care of harmonics falling 
in the television channels. A low-pass filter for 
TVI was described in a recent issue of QST3.

A 4 X 5 X 6-inch aluminum Minibox is used 
to house the filters. Any metal enclosure could 
be used, such as a chassis with a bottom plate 
to insure good shielding. Cost of the unit shown 
was kept low by using plastic pill boxes for coil 
forms and a single wire size for all coils. We 
checked with several drug stores and all of them 
had the boxes in various sizes and shapes ( we 
paid 15 cents for 8 boxes). The ones we used 
are 1 inch in diameter and 2 inches long. With 
the exception of the 80-meter coils, the length on 
each cod is 1 inch. The coils are mounted by 
drilling a hole in the bottom center of the form 
and then bolting the coil forms end-to-end on the 
partition in the Minibox.

To use the filter, merely open the coax line 
near the transmitter, install phono plugs on the 
line, and connect the filter in series with the 
line. Be sure to change filters when you change 
bands or you might burn out the capacitors.

The capacitors and coils used in this model will 
easily handle 75 watts with a maximum s.w.r. 
of 3 to 1. Some readers may want to build filters 
for higher power, but unfortunately we don’t 
know of any source of mica capacitors capable 
of handling higher power, at least without pay
ing an arm and leg for them. For the high-power 
gang a transmatch is the logical route to follow.

Some Additional Information
Many newcomers have the mistaken idea that 

a dipole cut for a given band won’t radiate 
harmonics because it is essentially a one-band 
antenna. This isn’t true. Any antenna will 
radiate harmonics. Also, it should be apparent 
that either trap-type multiband antennas or 
multiple dipoles with a single feed line make 
excellent harmonic radiators.

A Novice'—-or for that matter any higher- 
class license holder — should always make sure 
that each stage of his rig is tuned up properly. 
Never use more than rated driving power on 
each stage. Always assume that you have har
monics and take steps to keep them from being 
radiated. If you keep these things in mind you 
should be able to stay out of trouble with the 
F.C.C. Equally important, you won't be causing 
unnecessary interference to other hams. QST— |
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ou don't have to be a builder or experimenter. For every DXer or ragchewer 
there comes a time when he needs some technical answers—to trouble

shoot, modify or just to improve performance. And just to keep up with new 
developments in amateur radio these days is hard enough.

This is where League membership can pay off many times over. As a member, 
you get your own copy of QST every month with the best coverage of what is 
new and important in our art—right now. Your own personal technical informa
tion service via ARRL’s top technical staff. All this and much more for just 
$6.50, your annual dues. Can any ham afford not to be a League member?

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
Please enroll me as a member of ARRL. Enclosed is $6.50 (for Canada and the U.S.; 
$7 elsewhere) to cover my membership dues for one year and twelve issues of QST.

NAME________ —  --------------------- -------------------------—— ---------CALL

STREET-------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- ---- -

CITY______________ ____-_____ __ ____________ STATE______ _ _______ Zl P___________ _
(Please see other side of this page for list of 

available League publications.)
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this is the micro-ultimatic
• The original IC electronic keyer
• Squeeze or conventional opera

tion
• Linear speed control 10-60 WPM
• Built-in monitor oscillator
• Relay or transistor output option
• One year warranty
• $85 Amateur Net
• Send for descriptive folder

model K-l

—— PICKERING RADIO COMPANY
Post Office Box 29 
Portsmouth Rhode Island 02871

OFF

QUADS
(SOLD ONLY DIRECT TO THE AMATEUR)

FIBERGLASS SPREADERS ........... each $ 6.00
QUAD KITS from........................................39.95
6 METER QUADS from............„..................23.95
COMPLETE QUADS from............ . ...............49.95

Çk iff a ne PRODUCTS

406 BON AIR , TEMPLE TERRACE, FLA, 33617

88-108 MC FM RECEIVER
10 tube crystal controlled FM receiver with tubes. Volume, 
tone controls. 4 watt output, 115 v. 60 cycle. Metal cabinet 
8" high, 12" wide by 10” deep. With diagram, less crystal and 
speaker. Removed from service by Muzak when they went solid* 
state. $14.50 each; 2 for $25.00, plus shipping. Shipping 
weight 22 lbs.
LEEDS RADIO CO. 57Q Warren St.. New York. N.Y. 10007 

Tel: (212)-267-3440

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. Mfg. Div. BRADENTON, FLA.

?
 would like the following League publications shipped to me postpaid. I am 
enclosing payment of $---- -------- (These prices apply only to the USA.)

Ship fo this address:

NAME......................................................................................CALL...................................

STREET ................................................................................................................................

CITY..........................................................STATE..................................ZIP.......................

□
 ARRL HANDBOOK $4.00

The standard comprehensive manual of ama
teur radiocommunication

□
 UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO $2.00 

Written for the beginner—theory and how-to
build it.

□
 VHF MANUAL $2.00

A new and thorough treatment of the amateur 
v.h.f. field

□
 LICENSE MANUAL 500

Complete text of amateur regs, plus Q&A for 
amateur exams

□
 HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR $1.00 

All about amateur radio and how to get 
started

r~| A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS $1.00
1—1 Use this in conjunction with the Handbook

[~1 ANTENNA BOOK $2.00
1—1 Theory and construction of antennas

[“1 SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
1—1 The best s.s.b, articles from QST $2.50

F~| THE MOBILE MANUAL $2.50
1—1 The best mobile articles from QST

□
 HINTS AND KINKS $1.00

300 practical ideas for your hamshack

□
 OPERATING MANUAL

The techniques of operating 
station—DXing, ragchewing, 
gencies, etc.

$1.00 
your amateur 
traffic, emer-

(Please see the other side of this page for an application for membership in ARRL and 12 Issues of QST)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
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QUALITY MERCHANDISE — QUALITY SERVICE 
... SO WHY PAY MORE FOR THE BEST!

MERCHANDISE IN STOCK - PROMPT DELIVERY 
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS, THE LATEST MODELS

INSTANT SHIPMENT on all cash orders of new 
equipment. TRIGGER ELECTRONICS has the 
most complete inventory of amateur radio 
equipment and accessories in stock, for your 
convenience. Shipment is usually made the 
same day your order is received!

•
$5.00 DOWN STARTS ANY BUDGET TIME PAY
MENT! Order your goodies from this ad!

•
MIDWEST BANK CHARGE CARDS HONORED.

TRIGGER ELECTRONICS is conveniently located 
near the west city limits of Chicago on the main 
street of North Avenue (State Route #64), 3 
blocks west of Harlem Avenue (State Route 
#43). Just 10 miles due west of downtown 
Chicago, or 20 minutes southeast of O'Hare 
Airport. Plenty of free parking. Come in and 
browse. See the latest in ham gear attractively 

f displayed.

LIKE-NEW BARGAIN SPECIALS FOR APRIL

TRIGGER ELECTRONICS — Exclusive Ham
store — is as near as your phone or mail
box!

another important 
TRIGGER service?

WE BUY USED HAM 
GEAR FOR CASH 
PROMPT SERVICE...

PROMPT CASH!

ALL PHONES: (AREA 312) 771-8616 

STORE HOURS 
(CENTRAL TIME)

WEEKDAYS ... 11:00 A.M. -8:00 P.M.
SATURDAYS . . . 9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

WRITE TODAY! Send for free catalog

DRAKE R9...... 5279 HTUft.......... J 59 HR!0..... 77
DRAKE L9 NEW... 550 $507,......... DX6AA........., M
DRAKE 780...... ¿7 StO« MINT...... 9$ S840D MINT..... 779
SWAN JSO MINT., 269 . lit ?85iJl MINT..... 289
SwAN ■‘08 NEW... is? SXIH....... 199 58980 MINT..... 279
EWAN 910 MINT,. 79 ?x!22 MINT,.... 229 HW12 75 METERS. 39

59 MINT.... 379 MINT.,,,. 11(5 HW22A HINT..... 109
5B71A LINEAR... Ibt SX156 MINT...»» ¡19 2tR WIRED.... . 97
PSH LA900C..,.. aq HOtlOA VHF.,... 199 SAb™ MINT...., *9

......... 98 H9170A, ........ SV’» TX62 MINT...... 119
HAG50 MINT.... v9 HO1/0A-VHF MINT 529 VFO 671 MINT... 97
REGENCY ARI56,, 79 HO180AC MINT... Tig NCL2000 MINT... 575
Ci.tGt. 99er....  79 NC183O......... 199 DRAKE SW9A...., 219
9-LOBE HG5O5..., 39 NC190.........» 129 DRAKE OCT NEW., 99
GFR90 MINT.... 299 HRObO MINT....  199 JQQ KC XTAL CAL 10

tnnrFP <"‘antjt^ new tico rrrs
75IAC DR 7SZDC jéí ,

~ 7*0 in d'ATT CW
X? ? *(i wA I r cm <A0

in vfv w/Ac mmr Di

TRIGGER Attn: W9IVJ I
Q468 ■

7361 North Avenue j
River Forest, Illinois Amount I
RUSH THE FOLLOWING: Enclosed I
___________    I

[~| Send free catalog. |

NAME___________________________ |
ADDRESS  ।

CITY STATE ZIP |
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HAM-ADS
■ft) Advertising shall pertain to products and services 

which are related to amateur radio.
(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor 

can any special typographical arrangement, such as all 
or part capital letters be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement stand out from the others. No Box 
Reply Service can be maintained in these columns nor 
may commercial type copy be signed solely with ama
teur call letters. Ham-ads signed only with a box num
ber without identifying signature cannot be accepted.

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 35$ per word, except as noted 
in paragraph (6> below.

(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy, since 
Ham-Ads are not carried on our books. No cash or con
tract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(5) Closing date for Ham-Ads is the 20th of the sec
ond month preceding publication date.

(6) A special rate of 106 per word will apply to adver
tising which, in our Judgment, is obviously non
commercial in nature. Thus, advertising of bona fide 
surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an in
dividual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertis
ing inquiring for special equipment, takes the 106 rate. 
Address and signatures are charged for. except there is 
no charge for zipcode, which is essential yon furnish. 
An attempt to deal in apparatus in quantity for profit, 
even if by an individual, is commercial and all adver
tising so classified takes the 356 rate, provisions of para
graphs (1). (2) and (.5), apply to all advertising in this 
column regardless of which rate may apply.

(7) Because error is more easily avoided, it is re
quested copy, signature and address be printed plainly 
on one side of paper only. Typewritten copy preferred 
but handwritten signature must accompany all au
thorized insertions. No checking-conies can be supplied.

(8) No advertiser may use more than 100 words in any 
one advertisement, nor more than one ad in one issue.

(9) Due to the tightness of production schedules, can
cellation of a Ham-Ad already accepted cannot be 
guaranteed beyond the deadline noted in paragraph (5) 
above.
Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the 
classified columns except those obviously commercial in 
character, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for 
their integrity or for the grade or character of the prod
ucts or services advertised.

INVITATION: New York Radio Club invites New York 
Area hams and SWLs to its regular monthly meetings the 
second Monday ot each month, thru June 1968 at the Hotel 
George Washington, Lexington Ave. and 23rd Street at 
S P.M. W2ATT, New York Radio Club........... ..........   _
DAYTON Hamvention April 27, 1968: Wampler Arena Cen
ter, Dayton, Ohio. Sponsored by Dayton Amateur Radio As
sociation. QSO in person at the nation’s foremost radio 
event of the year. Technical sessions, exhibits, hidden trans
mitter hunt. Bring the XYL for an outstanding Ladies Pro
gram. Join the satisfied participants who return year after 
vear in celebrating Ohio Amateur Radio Week. Watch the 
Ham Ads for information or write Dayton Hamvention, Box 
44, Dayton, Ohio 45401. ........ ............ ...... .................
BREAKFAST Club Hamfest July 20 and 21, Palmyra, Illinois. 
Errol Workman. K9CIL.___ _ ________________________ ____
SPRING Auction of the Rockaway Amateur Radio Club will 
be held Friday evening April 26, 1968. at 8:00 PM at the 
American Irish Hall, Beach Channel Drive *at Beach 8tst 
St.), Rockaway Beach. Come to the best auction in the New 
York area. For detailed directions, write to P.O. Box 205, 
Rockaway Park, N.Y. 11694. AL WA2TAQ.
A.W.A. Historical Radio Meet for old time amateur and 
commercial operators, historians and collectors, Smithsonian, 
Washington, D.C. Oct. 5th. Write to W2QY, Lincoln Cun- 
dall. A.W.A, Treas., for details. ___  _ _
ROCHESTER, N.Y. headquarters again for the big Western 
New York Hamfest and VHF Conference, Saturday, May 11. 
For free copy of program of tickets, write P.O. Box 1388, 
Rochester, N.Y. 14603..... ......... ..... ... ................„
MOTOROLA used FM communication equipment bought and 
sold. W5BCO. Ralph Hicks, 813B No. Federal Hiway, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. ............. .................. .................................
PRE-WORLD WAR I operators will find many of their old 
buddies are members of the Old Old Timers Club. Pictures and 
thumbnail sketches will also appear in the coming Bluebook. 
We welcome all applicants whose first wireless contact was 
more than 40 years ago but give special consideration to those 
pre-World War 1 Pioneers, including Charter Membership. 
Write to W5VA, Secretary of the Old Old Timers Club, P. O. 
Box 840. Corpus Christi, Texas 78403.
TRADE ARRL 1968 Handbook for one of 15 old Handbooks 
not in W4AA historical library. Need govt. Amateur Callbooks 
1922 through 1926, early wireless magazines and catalogs. 
Wayne Nelson, Concord, N.C. 28025.
TUBES. Diodes and Transistors wanted. Astral Electronics 
Corp., 150 Miller St., Elizabeth, N.J. 07207.
SELL, swap and buy ancient radio set and parts magazines. 
Laverty, 118 N. Wycomb. Landsdowne, Penna. 
TUBES Wanted. .All types higher prices paid. Write or phone 
Ceco Communications, 120 West 18th St., N.Y. IL N.Y. Tel: 
242-7359.__________ ____ ____________________
DUMMY Loads. 1 KW, all-band. $7.95; wired, $12.95. Ham 
Kits, P. O. Box 175, Cranford. N,J, 07016. ________ _
WANTED: 2 to 12 304TL tubes."' Calianan, W9AU, 118 S? 
Clinton, Chicago 6, 111.  ............... ......................................
MANUALS for surplus electronics. List 106. S. Consalvo, 
4905 Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021.

QSLS?? America’s finest!! Large variety samples, 256. De- 
Luxe 356. Religious, 256. (Refunded). Sakkers, W8DED, 
Box 218, Holland, Michigan 49423.
QSLS “Brownie” W3CJL 3111 Lehigh. Allentown, Penna. 18103. 
Samples 106. Catalog 2>6. _
QSLS stamp and call brings samples. Eddie Scott, W3CSX, 
Fairplay, Md.
C. FRITZ—QSLs that you re proud to send, bring greater re
turns! Samples 256 deductible. Box 1684, Scottsdale, Arizona 85252 formerly Joliet, Illinois), __ _____ __
<)SLS?SMSr Samples 106. Malgo Press, Box 373, M.O. Toledo? 
Ohio 43601.___________ _______________ __ _
DELUXE QSLs Petty, W2HAZ? P?O. Box 5237, Trenton, N.J. 
08638. Samples, 106.
106 Brings free .samples. Harry R. Sims, 3227 Missouri Avc., 
St. Louis, Mo, 63118.   __ ___ ....... ___ _
QSL, SWL. cards, that are different. Quality Card stock. Sam- 
ples 106. Home Print, 2416 Elmo Ave., Hamilton, Ohio 45015. 
CREATIVE QSL Cards. Personal attention. Imaginative new 
designs. Send 256. Receive catalog, samples, and 506 refund 
coupon. Wilkins Printing, Box 787-L Atascadero, Calif. 93422. 
RUBBER Stamps $1.15 includes tax and postage. Clints’ Radio, 
W2UDO, 32 Cumberland Ave., Veron a, N.J. 07044. _
QSLS, finest YLRL’s, OMs samples 106. W2DJH Press, War
rensburg. N.Y. 12885, 
QSLS, Professional, neat. 106. Filmcrafters, Box 304, Martins 
Ferry. Ohio_43935.
QSLS, SWLS, XYÉÔMS (sample assortment approximately 
96) covering designing, planning, printing, arranging, mailing, 
eye-catching comic, sedate, fabulous. DX-attractive, prototypal, 
snazzy, unparagoned cards (Wow!) Rogers K0AAB, 961 Arcade 
St, St, Paul, Minn. 55106.____________ 
3-D QSL cards, recognized leader among raised designs. Com
pliments aplenty! Prized collector’s item. Samples 256 (re
fundable). 3-D QSL Co., Monson, Mass. 01057.   .
QSLS, SWLS, WPE. Samples 156 in adv. Nicholas & Son Print- 
ery. P.O. Box 11184, Phoenix. Ariz. 85017.  
QSLS 300 for $4.35, samples 106. W9SKR. George Vesely, 
Rte. #1,100 Wilson Road. Ingleside, UI. 6004L 
QSLS 3-color glossy 100, $4.50. Rutgers Vari-Typing Service. 
QSLS s. Free samples, attractive designs. Fast return. W7IIZ 
QSLS-100 3-color glossy $3.00: silver globe on front, report 
form on back. Free samples. Rusprint, Box 7575, Kansas City, 
Mo. 64116.___________ __________________________ _
ORIGINAL EZ-IN double holders display 20 cards each in 
plastic, 3 for $1.00 or 10 for $3,00 prepaid and guaranteed. 
Free sample to Dealers or Clubs. Tepabco, John, K4NMT, Box 
198T, Gallatin, Tenn. 37066._________________________ __ _____
OSLS: 3-color glossy: 200. $6.99 postpaid. Samples. 106. Gates 
Pnnt, 317 11th Avenue. Juniata, Altoona. Penna. 16601._ ____  
QSLS’s: Quality with service. Samples free. R. A. Larson Press, 
Box 45, Fairport. N.Y. 14450, __  __________  ______
QSLS’s. Free samples, attractive designs. Fast return. W7HZ 
Press. Box 2387, Eugene, Ore, 97402.______________________  
OSES. Kromkote glossy 2 A- 3 colors, attractive, distinctive, 
different. Choice of colors 100-$3.00 up. Samples 156. Agent 
for Call-D-Cals. K2VOB Press, 240 West Kinney St., Newark, 
New Jersey 07103.______________________ ________ _______
QSLS Glossy coated. 100, $2.00. 3 and 4 colors. Samples, 
dime. Bob Garra. Leighton, Penna. 18235.
PICTURE QSL Cards for your shack, etc. Made from your 
photograph 1000 $14.50. Also unusual non-picture designs. 
Samples 206. Raum’s, 4154 Fifth St., Philadelphia, Penna. 
Q140, _______________________________________________
OSLS by KIFF, $2,00 for 100. Others at reasonable prices. 
Samples 256 deductible. KIFF QSLS, Box 33, Melrose Highlands, 
Mass. 03177,
OSES. Gorgeous rainbows, cartoons, etc. Top quality! Low 
prices! Samples 106 refundable. Joe Harms. WA4FJE/W3COP, 
905 Fernald, Edgewater. Fla. 32032. ______ _________
EXCLUSIVE OSLS. Picture, custom, standard. Over 250 styles 
available. Samples dime. K1NCZ Press, 535 Walpole St., Dept. 
C, Norwood, Massachusetts 02062. 
RAISED Lettering QSLs. Ace Printing, 6801 Clark Ave., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44102.
OSLS by Jansen, K2HVN. samples 256. 860 Atlantic St., 
Lindenhurst, New York 11757. __ __
QSLS, samples, 206. Fred Leyden, W1NCZ. 454 Proctor 
Ave., Revere, Massachusetts 02151.
RUBBER Stamps, Return mail delivery, postraid, Basic price, 
$1.00 first line, 506 each additional bne. Request tvne style 
chart. Fulton Rubber Stamps, Route 216-A. Fulton, Maryland 
20759. ............... ............................................................ .......... ........ ..
QSL Free Samples. CBM Printers, 5161 N, Hopkins, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin 53209.  
QSL cards. Finest quality. Economical prices. Fast service. 
Free samples. Little Print Shop, Drawer 9848. Austin, Texas 
78757.
HUNDRED QSLs. $1.25 and up, postpaid. Samples, dime. 
Holland, R3. Box 649. Duluth. Minn. 55803, ___________
RUBBER Stamps, 3-Hne address $1.50. J. P. Maguire Company, 
448 Proctor Avenue. Revere. Massachusetts 02151. 
CANADIANS: Motorola two-meter repeater 50 watts AN/ 
TRC 34-20X20X16 with two receivers. $160.00. VE2AJP, 
8740 Notaire Girard, Montreal 38, Que. P., Canada. 
CANADIANS! Hallicrafters mob’le supply PS-150-12DC, 
$99.00. MR-150 mount, $30.00. VE6GN, 49 Holland St., 
Calgary, Alta., Canada. 
SELL: Heathkit SB300E with all filters, plus speaker U.S. 
$230.00; SB-400E, U.S. $315.00. Both together for U.S. $500. 
VE2AJQ, 1150 Sherbrooke St. E.» #601, Montreal, P.Q., 
Canada.
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HAM’S Spanish-English manual $3.00 Ppd. Gabriel, K4BZY, 
1329 N.E. 4th Ave., Fort Lauderdale,, Florida, 33304.________ _
TUBES, test equipment, transmitters or receivers. Any and 
all types bought for cash or trade on new or used ham 
gear Air Ground Electronics, 64 Grand Place, Kearny, 
New Jersey 07032. .... ..  ................................ ... ..........
1916 QSTS needed for personal collection. Price secondary. 
Ted Dames, W2KUW, 308 Hickory Street, Arlington, New 
Jersey 07032:............................ ....... .................................................. ..
FOR Sale: SB-101 and SB-200. Wanted, kits to wire. Heath 
preferred. 12% of cost, some in stock. Professionally wired. 
Lan Richter, K3SUN. 131 Florence Drive, Harrisburg, Penna. 
17112.................... ........ ...... .... ....................................................
WE buy all types of tubes for cash, especially Eimac, subject 
to our test. Maritime International Co., Box 516, Hemp
stead. N.Y. ____________ ___________________________
SUMMER Camp ham radio instructor wanted, at top N.H. 
bovs’ camp. Counsellor and instructor age 19 + . Must have 
General license or higher. We have complete equipment tor 
training and operation. Write to Camp Cody, 99 Park Ave
nue, New York City 10016. Tel: (203)-226-4389,__ __________ _
JOYSTICK Variable frequency antenna systems soive space 
problems. Available immediately. SWL Guide, 218-S Gifford, 
Syracuse. N.Y. 13202.
CASH Paid for your unused Tubes and good Ham and Com
mercial equipment. Send list to Barry. W2LNL Barry Elec
tronics, 512 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012, Tel: (212) WAlker 
5-7003....................... ....................................................................................
GOODIES. Cash for Teletypewriters, parts. List. Typetronics, 
Box 8873, Ft, Lauderdale, Fla. 33312.
WANTED: Tubes and all aircraft and ground radios. Units like 
17L, 51X, 618T or S. R388, R390, GRC. Any 51 series Collins 
unit. Test equipment, everything. URM, ARM, GRM, etc. Best 
offer paid. 22 years of fair dealing. Ted Dames Co., 308 
Hickory St,. Arlington, New Jersey 07032.________  _______
HAM Discount House. Latest amateur equipment. Factory 
sealed cartons. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for lowest 
quotation on your needs, HDH Sales Co., 170 Lockwood Ave., 
Stamford. Conn, 06902.
INTERESTING Sample copy free. Write: “The Ham Trader.” 
Sycamore, Illinois 60178. .................................................... ........ ........
WANTED: For personal collection: Learning the Radiotele
graph Code, Edition 4; How to Become a Radio Amateur, Edi
tion 9: The Radio Amateur’s License Manual, Edition 2, 11, 
12. W1CUT, 18 Mohawk Dr., Unionville, Conn. 06085.
RTTY gear for sale. List issued monthly, 88 or 44 Mhy toroids, 
five for $1.50 postpaid. Elliott Buchanan & Assoc.. Inc. Buck, 
W6PVC, 1057 Mandana Blvd., Oakland, Calif. 94610..................  
WANTED: Tubes, ail types, write or phone Bill Salerno, 
W2ONV. 243 Harrison Avenue, Garfield, N.J., Tel: GArfield 
Area code (20D-773-3320................ ..... ....................................... ..... _...
WE’RE Trying to complete our collection of Caflbooks at Head
quarters, Anyone have extra copies of Government Callbooks 
1922-1925 and Radio Amateur Callbooks 1928-1934? ARRL, 
225 Main St., Newington. Conn. 06111................................................. 
TUBES? test equipment, transmitters or receivers. Any and 
all types bought for cash or trade on new or used ham 
gear. Air Ground Electronics, 64 Grand Place. Kearny, New 
Jersey 07032...............   ,____ _______ .
WANTED: Model 528 Teletype equipment. R-388, R-390A, 
Cash or trade for new amateur equipment. Alltronics--Howard 
Co., Box 19, Boston. Mass. 02101._________________
SELL: CQ, QST. Handbooks, old radio magazines, any quan
tity, Buy old radio gear and publications. Erv Rasmussen. 164 
Lowell, Redwood City. Calif. 94062..... _ __ _________________ _
NOVICE Crystals: 40-15M. $1.33, 80M, $1.83. Free list. Nat 
Stinnette, Umatilla. Fla, 32784........................... ................................ ...
TORO IDS, 88 mh uncased. 5/52.50. Postpaid. Humphrey, 
WA6FKN, Box 34. Dixon, Calif,............... .... ....... ...............................
WANTED: Military and commercial laboratory test equip
ment. Electronicraft, Box 13. Binghamton. N.Y. 13902,...................  
SAVE On ail makes of new and used equipment. Write or 
call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts, 
617-598-2530 for the gear u want at the prices u want to pay. 
MICHIGAN Hams! Amateur supplies, standard brands. Store 
hours 0830 to 1730 Monday through Saturday. Roy J, Purchase, 
W8RP. Purchase Radio Supply, 327 E. Hoover St., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48104, Tel. NOrmandy 8-8262.............. ......... ....... ..... .. ___
RTTY Channel filters, octal mounted, 2125/2975, $5.95 pair. 
Special filters for TT/L-2. SASE for information. 88 Mh. to
roids, uncased, 5 for $2.50. Herman Zachry. WA6JGI. 3232 
Selby Aye-. Los Angeles, Calif. 90034._______ ___________
TodOORES. Tranzeesters, New. guaranteed. 6CW4, $1.40: 
811 A. $4.25; 6146B. $4.00: 6146A, $2.55. Also transistors. 
Write needs. Free catalog. Note new address. Vanbar Distribu
tors, PQB 91-Z. Paramus, N.J. 07652._____ __ ______________
WANT: Gianinni Microtorque potentiometers. Must be linear 
taper. Thompson. 5 Palmer. Gorham. N.H. 03102. ____
CLEARWATER, Florida 33516. Save on new Galaxy MK-2 
with AC-40CL_Richard Leis, W4UHO. 1300 Miltan St. __  _____ 
TR^r $480.00? AC-^'. $8Lbo: DC-3, $123.00: R4-B, $360.00: 
T4-XB, $360.00; MX-4. $17,50; RV4, $83.00: L-4B, $580.0U; 
W-4. $43.00: factory-sealed boxes, fully guaranteed. Mel 
Palmer, K4LGR, Box 10021. Greensboro. N.C. 27404. Tel: 
919-299-8767. ___ _________________ _ ___________
WANTED: Military. Commercial, Surplus, Airborne. Ground, 
Transmitters. Receivers, Testsets, Accessories. Specially Col
lins. We Pay cash and freight, R{tco Electronics. Box 156- 
Q345, Annandale, Virginia 2203. Phone 703-569-5480 collect, 
HQ-ioO Hammarlund receiver, in exc’nt condx. $75.00. R, 
Will, 1900 Chicago. Minneapolis, Minn. 55407._________ _____
GOVERNMENT Amateur Callbook for 1924 wanted. K2NP, 
926 WoodgateAve.. Elberon, N.J. 07740, __________
WANTED: Parabolic dish far radio astronomy and 1215 moon
bounce. Bill, WA9PWR, 509 Fifteenth Ave., Green Bay, Wis.
54303.

FOR Sale: Make offer in your 1st letter: Johnson T-R switch 
250-39; DB 20 Preselector; BC-348R, 24 hour clock, Precision 
sig. gen. E-200. Sylvania CRT 5BP1, Century tube-tester SS-L 
Hallicrafters SX-42, Knight xmtr 50W, Heath Kits. Audio gen. 
HG-8, RF gen. SG-8, capac. tester CT-1, linearity pattern gen. 
LP-1, Eico ’scope 460, ’scope 425. Modulator 730, battery elim
inator 1050, sig. gen. 377, tube-tester 625. W2UGM. 66 Colum
bus Ave.. Closter, New Jersey, 07624. Call 201-768-1884.
IODO PIV 1.5 amp. epoxy diodes, includes by-pass capacitors 
and resistors. 10 for $3.75 ppd U.S.A. Fully guaranteed. East 
Coast Electronics, 123rd St. Boniface Road, Cheektowago. 
N.Y. 14225............................................. .......... ................... ................ ......
ESTATE Liquidation. SSAE brings list quality equipment. 
Paradd Engineering, 284 Route 10. Dover, NJ. 07801.... ..........  
VIKING 500. in excint condx. spare 4-250, manuals. Will ship 
c.o.d. guaranteed no bugs: $195,00. NC-303, like new condx. 
Just aligned. Ship c.o.d. New tubes, manual, $195,00. Ham-M 
rotor, used one year, complete. Ship c.o.d. $50.00. New Eimac 
4-400. $20.00. Never used. L. D. McCreary, 319 College, Frank
lin, Ky. 42134,__________ __________ ..................................................
WANTED: Commercial and Military Test Equipment, Wave
guide and Coaxial Components by Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, 
General Radio, Measurements, and others. Tucker Electronics 
Company, Box 1050, Garland, Texas 75040...... ............. .....................
NEED 500 microsecond sonic on magnetic delay line or what 
have you? Louis Patla, 1357 .Ocean, Santa Monica, California 
90401......................... ........... ...... ....... ................................ ....... ....... ..
WANT KWS-1 and/or 75Ä-4. Must be in excellent shape. 
KWS-1 must also be over serial number 1200. Also want SC- 
201. Name price. Henry, WB2CNA, Tel: 201-327-9090,..................  
2-METERS. Plate.. modulated 500 watts, $125.00.’ Tween 
$30.00. Gonset Ui. $140.00. K1MBA, John Templeton, 49 Saw 
Mill Dr., Wallingford, Conn. 06492..................................................... .
COLLINS 75A-4 with .5/2.1/3 filters and Panadapter, $450.00: 
75A-3 with .8/3 filters $250; Valiant f/w $145, HA-l and Siam
ese paddle, $50.00. Dumont ’scope, $35.00. KW linear with 
spare 813s. manual, etc. $125.00. All guaranteed. F.o.b. Cin
cinnati. College forces sale. Malcolm Montgomery, 3414 Tel- 
ford Street, Apt. 1,. Cincinnati,„Ohio 45220. Tel: 513-281-1046, 
MY Drake 2B for sale: $160. Lampkin 105-B freq, meter. 
$210.00, A. U Albright. 1524 Dean St., Sulphur, La. 70663.
HAMMARLUND SPC-10 wanted. W2ADD.
CLEGG 22’er. $180.00. WA5HTS.
SX-Ï00 for sale, in excellent condx. for SSB, AM and c.w. 
reception. First $175.00 takes it. W2TIW, phone: 201-796-2936. 
0-52 28th St., Fair Lawn. N.J. 07410.
CLEANING House: Perfect Drake TR-3 with AC-3, $365.00: 
Gonset GSB201 linear, modified for transceiver use, a real 
bomb. $180.00: New 4-400A in carton, $12.50; pair of new 
7843s with new Johnson sockets. Complete. $21.00. P&H Model 
AFC-2 compressor, built-in simply, Switchable three position 
audio filter, like new. cost $55.00. Sell for $15.00. Pair of 
new 3-400Zs. $25.00 each. DC supply for Heath compact linear, 
only 10 hours use. $69.00. Money-back guarantee: all items 
freight paid in USA. Jack Yeoman. W8VHY, RR #4, Wash
ington C.H., Ohio 43160.
FSK Info wanted for Swan 500, Also. RTTY converter, RTTY 
transmitter. WICNY, 228 Hickory Hill Lane, Newington, Conn. 
06111.  
ESTATE liquidation of W9FEH: Hammarlund HQ-145X w/spkr. 
Ranger 1, Johnson Courier linear, Stanocr battery charger No. 
132, Eico VTVM 555, Hickok tube checker 51X, Mosley V-4-6, 
QSTs 1945 to 1966, CQs 1947 to 1954. Xtals, meters, tubes, and 
capacitors. SASE for list. All reasonable offers considered. 
Write Mrs. E. J. Gerard, 1521 S. Dixon Road, Kokomo, Ind. 
46901 or tel: (3t7)-452-176L
TR-3 and AC-3 supply, $400.00; 75S-1 with Waters notch
filter, $290,00: Heath SB-200. $175.00. All in perfect condition. 
Bill McCord, WA9NK1, 246 1/2 Carroll St., Hammond, Ind. 
46320.______________  ___  __________ ___
SALE: Hammarlund HQ-180. $275.00; Heath MT-1 Chevenne, 
$45.00; HP-10 mobile supply. $15.00: HP-20 AC supply. $’25.00; 
Viking IL $75.00: Hallicrafters HA-5 VFO. $30.00. C. H. Wil
lard W2EZB, 110 Winchester Dr.. New Hartford. N.Y. 1341L 
GLOBE Scout 680-A, good condition. $35.00: vertical antenna 
80-6 meter, 23 ft., $15.00; first check takes it. Tel: (614)-45i- 
8870. Dave Gibb, 2171 Pinebrook, Columbus, Ohio 43221.
FOR Sale: 75A4, serial 4190, .5, 2.1, 3.1 filters with SB-610. 
$475.00. HT-37, 3 xtals full 10 mtr. coverage, $250. B&W 
L10O0A linear with input tuned ckts. $175.00. HX-20, HR-20. 
HP-20 plus mobile mike: $250,00. Joseph Soroka, Jr., W3LGD, 
P.O. Box 88. Irwin. Penna. 15642. _____ __ ________ _
FOR Sale: Model 19 RTTY with w/TD; 2 high-voltage A66/p s 
500 w/modulator. with 6 ft. rack. Tel: (5181-877-5787. K1 LAG. 
GLOBE 6 and 2 meter tranmsitter, $85.00: 2 meter converter 
$25.00: 6 meter beam, $12.00: B&W 5100-B transmitter, $115 00: 
1 afavette HA-225 receiver. 80 to 6 meters, $80.00. Bruce, 80-42 
250th St.. Bellerose. L.L.N.Y, 11426............ ...... _.................  _
FOR Sale: Heath TX-i. $165.00: HÖ-140X with speaker, $125.00; 
xtal mike with stand, $6.00. Vibroplex Original $15.00: operat
ing desk for above, $20.00. $300 takes all. Pete Steensma. 
WA2LMP. 321 Sunset Blvd., Wyckoff. New Jersey 07481.___  
WANTED: License Holder (as on ARRL License Manual) and 
an inexpensive “bug.” John Ross, WN0STQ, 845 W. 57 St., 
Kansas City. Missouri 64113.
QSTs.. March 1927 through I960. Complete run, in binders. 
Exclnt condx. Make offer. Mrs. Sylvia Allen, 5300 Fifth Avenue, 
Apt, C2, Pittsburgh. Penna. 15232. _______________
RECEIVER: Hammarlund HQ-1Ô0C. “with clock. Mmt condi
tion. Worth $185.00 new. Asking $95.00. Dr. M. L. Turoff, 36 
Timer Mill Road. Stamford. Conn. 06903._______ _____
QRP Xmtr wanted. (Abt. 5 watts) and miniature receiver must 
be battery powered, WB6VUS, 3128 Camino Avenue, Hacienda 
Heights. Calif. 91745. _________ ______ __________
SALE; Bound QSTs 1958 thru 1966. Red binding, gold markings. 
Advertising and miscellaneous removed. Front covers retained. 
$4.00 each. Lot for $35.00. Unbound 1967 for $2.00. W5LZL. 
500 Cliffside Drive, Richardson, lexas 75080.
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PROP Pitch rotors, brand new, small 10:000:1. $45.00. John 
Link, 1081 Aron St., Coca. Fla. 32922, __ _____ _ _
WRI’s used gear has trial-guarantee-terms. SB300, $249.95: 
SSIR, $399.95; 75SI. $299.95; Apache, $99,95; HA10, 
$189.95; SX-99, $89.95; G-76, $79.95; 910A. $209.95; Thor 
VI and AC. $149.95; HW12, $89.95; HW32, $89.95. New 
lower prices on hundreds more. Free “Blue Book” listing. 
WRL, Box 919, Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501.   
RADIO Shack transistor regulated d.c. supply 0-20 volts 
metered, $12.00; Knight C-577 audio compressor, wired. A 
must for trans with no ALC, $15.00: Four Cetron 572B/ 
T160Ls, used about 10 hours at rated voltage, $48.00; Two 
811 As bought surplus for spares. Tested but never used, $2,50 
each. 2 coax ant. relays 115 v.a.c. with extra external spdt. 
$8,00 each. Above guaranteed new condition. Mail m.o, or 
certif. check, add extra for post, insurance. Will refund 
difference. Also have heavi-duty hi-voltage supply tapped 2200.
2600 v.d.c. in rack panel. $45.00 local Will deliver up to 150 
miles north of Boston. $5.00 ext. W1JGJ. J. Haskell, Jr., 25 
Whitney St,. Saugus, Mass. 019Q6,________________ _______ _
COMPLETE Station, Swan 350 transceiver/power pack. 
Turner microphone, used 4 months. Hornet I ribander beam 
AR-22 rotor, both new. 100 ft. coax, $325.00. R. Moulik, 
K9ZIA, 2230 S. Clinton Ave., Berwyn, IU. 60402. Tel: GU4- 
4457.._____________________________  
WANTED: KWM-2 late model, in mint condition, mobile 
supply, and mount, Russell Hobert, 520 Homestead Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, New York ] 0550..
SELL: Eico 753 transceiver (solid state VFO) and 751 AC 
power supply, $175.00. Byron Crawford, 725 Woodhaven, 
Baton Rouge. La. 70815, ___________ ___
T-O keyer, Model HA-1, $50.00: Autronic Key, $10.00; both 
are in mint condition. WA8RPC, Terry MinseL 916 Wilhelm 
St., Defiance. Ohio 43512.. ______ __ ______ __ ____________
WANTED: Hallicrafters HA-6 transverter. Please include 
price and condition in your first letter. K9KFR, Robert John- 
son, .5230 Forest Ave. Fort Wayne, Ind. 46805. _ _ ____
'IWO Meter SSB. Gonset GSB-2 SSB Communict Commu
nicator 900B with 901A a.c. power supply. Three months old.
$315.00 F.o.b. W9OEO. Box 25, Mokena, IU. 60448.

HT-32, $240.00: . SX-101A receiver,HALLICRAFTERS
$185.00; SR-160 with PS-150, $235.00; F.ico 753/751, $150 00. 
All are in mint condition. List of others available. W2FNT, 
18 Hillcrest Terrace, Linden, N.J. 07036, Tel: 201-486-6917.
WANTED: “Radiotelegraph Key” tie clip (was RCA adver
tising gift). Price and condition? W2ML, 42 Prescott, Garden 
City, N.Y. 11535. __________
WANTED: Drake 2-LF low frequency converter for Drake 
2-C receiver. Write WA0PMR, Steven Schmidt, RR #3, New 
Ulm, Minn. 56073.________________ _______________________
400-B Globe king, very clean, manual and spares. $100 or 
best offer. Elliotts K6ILM, 835 Valencia St., San Francisco, 
94110.__________________ __________________________________
SELL Swan 350. in excellent condition. $350.00 Dr. Patrick, 
Box 100, Caldwell, Idaho 83605.
SELL: Collins mechanical filter FL-1 part 526933700 for 32- 
S1 Exciter, $35.00: also 500-cycle filter for 75S-1 receiver, 
$15.00. K6RWO, 2423 Daventry Road, Riverside, Calif. 
92506.
SWAN 500 and 117XC; like new. Used about 20 hours. In 
original cartons. Sell as package, $500.00 or best offer. Steve 
Zumbrun, K9YTL, 11 Kessler Blvd., West Drive, Indianapo
lis, Indiana 46208. , _____ _____ _ __________ _
WANTED: Collins 30S-1 linear. Give number, year, condi
tion and price. Bunge, Box 4099, Tucson, Arizona 85717. Tel: 
296-6466.________________ ___________________________ _______
TX-62 9 months old. $85.00: Ameco 2 mtr. conv, w/p.s., 
CN144k. $25.00; I kw. amplifier 4-811 A, 2500v p/supply, 
$75.00. Norman C. Smith. W1ZWC. RR #1. Town Farm 
Road, New Milford, Conn, 06776. Tel: 203-354-5460,
75A4 for sale. . In excellent condition: $395,00, N. Konos, 
W1LMP, 8Vfr Summit Avenue, Salem. Mass. 01970. _______
SALE: X-10 crystal calibrator, $8,00: Dow-Key coaxial an
tenna relay DK-60G2C. $18,00: Ameco c.w. oscillator-moni
tor. $4.00. All for $25.00. WB4FJO, Sherm, 1509 Carolina, 
Kingsport, Tenn. 37664, ...... ................................... ....................... ..
WANTED to buy: Gud clean Collins 51J4 or 51S1 receiver. 
Bob Anderson, W1LBA, 428 Central Ave., Milton, Mass. 
02186, _ _ __ __ _ _____ ______________
SELL: QST1935-1965 run. Four for $1.10. 1935-36-37-38-39- 
40 bound, each year $5.00. Also have duplicate copies. W1KMN, 
Hugo Eckman, 9 Blaine Avenue, Augusta, Mame,, 
SELL: Hallicrafters Hurricane SR-2000 transceiver, factory- 
sealed, unopened cartons. Sorry, reason for selling this beauti
ful professional equipment: illness, $1300. or your offers. E. 
Grieco P.O- Box 549. Meriden, Conn. 06450.______  
SELL: Best offer: Heathkit Mohawk receiver RX-i with 
speaker, crystal calibrator, and manual. Factory aligned. 10- 
160M including SSB. 2-6m capability with converter. Like 
new. J. A. Kuzneski. 3 Concord Drive, Middletown, Rhode 
Island. 02840. Tel: 401-847-5410._______________ _ _______ _
DRAKE R-4A, T-4X. AC-3. MS-2, Turner mike, practically 
new original cartons. Shipped collect for $750.00. W5IUW, 
Bo? 2, Wylie. Texas 75098. ....... ....................................................
FOR Sale: National NC-303 receiver, in excellent condition. 
$150.00 F.o.b. Gary, Indiana. Joseph Kuiawik, 2249 Crest 
Road, Gary. Indiana 46408. Phone 8873845. __ __
MOVING into an apartment. Selling SX-111 with speaker, 
$160.00; HT-41 amplifier, $175,00: Ham-M rotor with cable, 
$90.00. Presentation key, $25.00. Call C. L, James Kirek, 
203-521-6008. 98 Riggs Avenue, West Hartford, Conn. 06107.
EXCELLENT F/W Ranger. PTT, $100; mint condx Dow- 
Key DK-60-G2C (115 VAO coaxial relay. $9,00: Collins 
F-455-60 (6 Kc mech. filter/75A-4). $40.00: immaculate RME 
DR-23 Preselector, all new tubes, $28 0Q; 10 M Wonder Bar 
B&W coil. $8.00, Ship ur cost. W7GXC, 414 Fountain Circle» 
Murray, Utah 84107.

SAVE: Spring sale. Swan 500 and 117XC, $489.90; Galaxy V 
Mk 2 and AC-4, $439.90; D.C. 3. $88.00; Drake TR-4. AC4 
and MS-4, $599.00: T4X or R4A. $315.00; T4XB or r4B. 
$365.00 each. Used 14X or R4A. $279.00; used NCL-2000 
(new tubes), $369.90; Drake L4B, $589.90: Drake MN4, 
$65.00: Ham-M. $95.00; Mosley TA-33, $98.00; Hy-Gain TH3- 
MK2, $95.00; RG/8-U 10^ ft- with purchase of any beam. 
Poly quads, 15% off list. Save on our Dayton ARRL Handbook 
Special. New ARRL Handbooks, $2.95. See “U-AU” at the 
Dayton Hamfest. Ham’s Best in the Midwest. Evansville Amateur 
Radio Supply, 1629 S. Kentucky Ave., Evansville, Indiana 44174. Wm. Ogg. WA9RMO,
SELL: Two unused 4-400As. $15.00 each. Jennings 20-750 
uufd, 10000V vacuum variable, $10.00. Make your own drive. 
Four Jennings 50 uufd 10000 fixed vacuum capacitors. $2.00. 
All items F.o.b. Martin Peterson, 1311 West 5th St., Winona, 
Minn. 55987.____________ ____ _ ___
SELL Or swap: Vintage de Forest D-12, Freshman Master- 
Piece, Atwater-Kent Model 40 receivers. For interesting igni
tion model engines. Offers to R. O. Knutson, 1000 23rd Ave. 
SW, Austin, Minnesota 55912,
WANTED: History of W2CT. Need information about 
Awards, activities, etc., of previous licensees. Will deal for 
QSL cards or equipment. F. S. Wilcox. 2607 Broadview Dr., 
Yorktown Heights, N.Y. 10598. Tel: 914-245-4120.___________  
COLLINS 75A-4 and KWS-1. in excellent condition; 0.5, 2.1 
apd 3J, Kc filters, spare pair 4-250B*. For sale at $1000.

W. First St., San Pedro, Calif. 90732» fone 832-5227.___
SWAP BC-221 with power supply delivered for new Sky- 

2~element Tri-E Fiberglass quad kit delivered. WA5- 
ENP. 218 Karen Drive, Lafayette, La. 70501.__________  
WANTED:¡Borrow or buy Ranger I assembly manuals. WA4- 
QPN, R. Kump, 341 W. Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach. 
Fla. 33404.__________________________ __ _ ________
R-IOOA Knight revr. In exclnt condx. $5(L00. WA0NSY", 
Mark Meyer, 1613 Highland Court, Rapid City, South 
Dakota 57451.________________ ______ _____________
WANTED: Collins CC-2, CC-3 carrying cases, 136B-2 noise 
blanker. Heinlein, 107 Wyoming, Boulder City, Nevada 89005. ___ _ ____ ___ _____________
WANTED: Polycomm two meter transceiver. Joe Birenbaum, 
K1OFN, 309 Ocean Avenue. New London. Conn, <16320,_____ _
SX-111, in exclnt shape: $125.00 or your best offer. WA9- 
OMD. _ _____________ _________ __________ .
tWfe:x^^el^* 2^E9^4504 power supply- Professionally” wired.

NCX-3 plus NCX-A p/s. In original cartons. $255. K2OSA? 
249 E. Shore Drive, Massapequa, L.I., N.Y. 11758. Tel: 516- 
541-1322.________________ ____ _________
SWAP: In mint condx, NCX-3: Heath GW-14 CB~ for HL 
Band FM gear. W0RSA, 519 Brown, Pueblo, Colorado 81005.
JOHNSON Thunderbolt linear 2 kw PEP,
crafters Panadapton SP-44, $15.00 F.o.b, 
63 Connecticut Ave., Massapequa, L.I., . 
516-541-3172.

$230 00;Halli-
», Ed Kuligowski, 
N.Y. 11758. Tel:

FOR Sale: Lafayette HA-350 receiver. DX-60 xmtr, Hy- 
Gain 80-10 vertical trap. All in gud condx. Will ship. First 
S200 m.o. takes it. WA9QMY, RR #2, box 34-A, Berne, 
Ind. 46711.___________ ___________________ _
WANTED: Johnson Model 24Ö-305 SSB adaptor. Advise con
dition and desired price in your first letter. A. Corrado, 208 
Second Street. Hood River. Oregon 97031._____ _______ ____
COLLINS 75A4. in mint condx. Late serial number, with 
vernier dial and 2.1, 3.1, 6 kc. mechanical filters. $425.00. 
K1HNO, Stewart Mitchell, 104 TeaTicket Path, Teaticket, 
Mass. 02536. Tel: 617-548-5671.
SWAP: Want: Have two Collins R388s in exclnt condx, for 
one R390A or R391 in same condx. Need: CoUins PTO 
#70HIZ. Inquiry or offers invited. P. F. Collins, K9BNJ, 
tel: A317-45266'62._________ ________________
COTXTNS KWM-2' 30L1, ~312B5, F2,...MP-L mike, 351D-
2, T-O keyer. MM-2 RF analyzer, new Webster Bandspanncr 
and mount, Ham-M rotor. Hy-Gain 3-band beam and ficld- 
srength meter. For sale. Mint condx. original cartons. F.o.b. 
$1500 complete, or will sell individually. Paul Jacokes, 618 
Hammond St,. Durham. N.C. 27704. K4RST.
COLLINS 75Ä-4 Serial 4213. Clean and in original packing. 
$400. No modifications. Ivan Fry, 202 W. High St., Minerva, 
Ohio 44657.
HFATH DX60A. HR10. and GH10B, perfect condition.’ 
$125.00. WB6VUS, 3128 Camino Ave., Hacienda Heights, 
Calif. 91745. ....... ... ................... .. ........_
WANTED Grebe CRI8. Keith Olson, W7FS,” Star Rte.“ 17 
Box 398. Belfair, Wash. 98528. _____________ ________
CERTIFICATE will be issued by Henry Ford Museum to 
any station that works the Motor City Radio Club station, 
W8MRM, during the 24 hours prior to the Old Timers Night 
banquet. Work W8MRM on May 4 (GMT) on or near 3,663, 
3.900. 7.070, 14.300. 50.178, 145.350. or 146.96 Me. QSL for 
certificate. Peter Tippett, WA8VIF, Secretary, Motor Citv 
Radio Club, Greenfield Village, Dearborn, Michigan 48124. 
(Novice contacts by schedule,)_________ _______ _______
WE have buyers for used ham gear. CoUins, Drake, Swan. 
WRL, Hallicrafters, Hammarlund, National. Johnson, SBE, 
etc. let us sell your used ham Rear for you. Write Ken. 
W0ZCN, Electronic Engineering & Equipment, 1028 Central 
Ave., Fort Dodge, Iowa 50502._____________________
CHRISTIAN Ham Fellowship now being organized for li
censed amateurs for the purpose of C hristian fellowship and 
distributing gospel tracts among amateurs all over the world. 
Christian Ham Callbook, $1 donation. Free details by writing 
to Christian Ham Fellowship, 5857 Lakeshore Drive, Hol
land, Michigan 49423. (Request free folder “Twice-born 
H ams”.)_______ _ ___ „ 
FOR Sale: Homebrew 20-meter SSB exciter with linear.
$50.00: Drake 1A revr. in mint condx. $130,00. Globe xmttr
and VFO. $40.00. K2MGR, “Kurt,” 203 9th St., Hicksville,
N.Y. 11801. Call (516)-WE1-6O33 after 4:30 PM.
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COLLECTORS: First time offered: 262 issues QSTs dating 
from 1923; 143 CQs dating from 1945. Many other old items. 
Hooks, parts, etc. Send tor complete list. L. S. Cornyns, 
10067 Pico Vista Rd., Downey, Calif, 90240.
WENT SSB?.. Valiant, $135. NC-125, $50.00. New 4-1000, 
$45.00: Shure SIS mike, $25.00. New Dow-Key relay, $11.00. 
W1BNH, 8 Peach Highlands. Marblehead, Mass. 01945.______ _
HALLICRAFTERS.. SX-146 receiver, excellent condition, 
$140.00. Will deliver to 100 miles radius. T. Rustick, 48 
Emerson Road. Clark. N.J. 07066,_______________ ____
HALLICRAFTERS S-40 receiver, gud" cond,’ $49.00. Richard 
Demaret, 6451 Spring Terrace, Falls Church, Virginia 22042.
SELL QSTs 1954 thru 1960. Best offer. F.o.b. W8KQE, 23515 
Drake Road, Bedford, Ohio 44146._________________ .

SELL: Ranger IL $125.00. W2DTE, 29-29 213 Street, Bay- 
side. L.I., N.Y. 11360. ........................ .................................. ....
SB-34 with calibrator, mike, mobile mounting plate. Also RL 
Drake W-4 directional wattmeter. Nearly new. Must Sell! Best 
first offer received! W4EXP, Ike Lee, P.O. Box 486, Orange 
Park, Fla. 32073.________ ____________ _____________
DX-60, $60.00; HRIO, ^ HO 16, $30.00. AU in like-new 
cr m dx. W. N, G i 1 es, 128 M a nor St., Roanoke, Va. 24019.
GREBE CR8 wanted. Please state condition and price. Also 
tubular audiotron double filament tube, burned out filaments 
OK. W7EH, Lee Faber, 4348 East Palo Verde Dr., Phoenix, 
Arizona 85018. .... .................................... ........................
E-Z Way 4I-ft. galvanized tower, Ham-M rotor. Hy-Gain 
Model TH-3 antenna. Total price: $250.00. Herb Foster, 
W2EI..Q, Tel: 201-962-4167, 67 Catherine Court. Ringwood, 
N.J, 07456................. ..... ................... ...... .......... .......................................
NOVICE station: $70.00. New Conar 3-band receiver, factory 
aligned; matching 25-watt transmitter, key. crystal. Tel: 937- 
03U, Ronald Polk. 3121 W, Lane. Phoenix, Arizona 85021.
NATIONAL NCX-5 Mk II with NCX-A AC power supply 
console. Perfect salesman’s sample. $500. Will finance. K4- 
AET. Gwynn. Va, 23066. _ ___________ _ __________________
WANTED: Swan 350 or 500. Complete with 110v. AC supp, 
and spkr in A-l shape, or an SSB transciever equivalent, A-t 
shape. Fairly priced. W3PFD, 2025 7th Ave.» Beaver Falls, 
Penna, 15010. ________________ _ ____________
FOR Sale: Hallicrafters" HT-32A transmitter, $250.00; Halli
crafters SX-101A receiver, $175,00. Late models in as new 
condition, very stable and reliable. No trades. Prices f.o.b, 
E. V. Hicks, K4HJE, 817 Charles Drive, Greensboro, N.C. 
27410..... ............................ „..................        „
SONY Transistor TV camera, video output. $150.00; Collins 
KWM-t with a.c. supply, DX adapter, noise blanker and 
speaker. All like new condx: $400. Needs: 75A-4. Write 
W2PNT. Richard Roos, 136-66 71 Rd., Flushing. L.I., N.Y. 
11367. ___  _ .. ............. .................... ................ ............................ .....

F<)R~ Sale:" Quadruple* Mark II radio control set with servos 
and batteries. WA3FBP, 206 Cecil Ave., West Lawn, Penna. 
W609. . ....................................... ..........................._........... . .......
CoTJ INS 75S3B mint condition: $450.00, W6FEX. 4900 
La. Calandria Way, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032. Tel: 222-2551 
evvmngs................................ ...... ............. ................... .............. .
ART-B "w/AC rower supply of 3400 v. CT <d> ,400a. All 
other AC-DC voltages, filters, conds. All you need for top 
quality linear. $50.00. F.o.b. W6RTD, 31 Celine Dr., Santa 
Barbara, Calif. 93105.........................     _
WRITE, nhone or visit us for the best deal on new or recon
ditioned Collins, Drake, Swan, National, Galaxy, Gonset, 
Hallicrafters, Hammarlund, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Waters, SBE, 
Henry linear, BTT linear, towers, rotators, other equipment. 
We meet any advertised cash price on most equipment. We 
try to give vou the best service, best price, best terms, best 
trade-in. Write for price lists. Your inquiries invited. Henry 
Radio, Butler, Missouri 64730.
COLLINS KWM-2 and AC power supply. Perfect. W1CPL 
tel: 401-783-2702.
FOR" Sale: KWS-i. $595,, and 75A4, $395, guaranteed like- 
new Waters Model 331 grid dip meter, brand new, $75.00, 
(Regular $129.75). Shipping charges extra. J. Ogle, W1LSS, 
3()4 Bushy Hill Road, Simsbury, Conn. 06070. Tel: 203-658- 
4029. ............................ ......................................................... ................
SELL* ~ HQ-160 receiver, like new, with original box and 
'manual: $170.00. W. Rau. Box 136. Henderson. Minn. 56044.
FOR Sale: all in iike-new condition with manuals. Original 
owner Will consider offers, Hallicrafters HT-37, $250 00; 
HA-2 with n/s, $175.00; SR-42 with mob:1e p/s kit. $150 00: 
Hammerfund HQ-170AC. $275.00; HX50, $250,00. Idoni, 
WB2OJH. Tel: (516LCU-5-6350. Weekdays after 7 PM; 
Sat and Sunday afternoons,........ .........................................................
GALAXY V Mk IT with matching calibrator. AC-35 supply, 
speaker, new in original factory cartons $425.00. Galaxy 2- 
Kw linear, new. in original factory cartons. $375.00 includ
ing power supply. Like-new Heath HW-12 with calibrator, AC 
supply in perfect condition, $120.00, Ron Milliman, 606 
Solona, Tempe. Arizona 85281. Tel: 602-966-9921.___________  
WANTED:" Transmatch. Send description and price. Kirt 
Fanning, 6021 Edgewood, La Grange, HI. 60525.
DRAKE"" R-4, $240.00: SB-400. $240.00. Used very little.

1207-28 St., S.E., Cedar Rapids, IowaRichard Petersen, 
524OL.______ _
NC-300? like-new condx, $150 00 firm! First check takes it. 
Tel (614)-451-8870. “Dave,” 2171 Pinebrook, Columbus, Ohio 
4322 L ........ ... ............. ,..._____............. -______________ ,
Fl MAC Wanted, complete station. State electrical and physi
cal condx, lowest price. Wilber Cox, K9UIV, 810 Pendleton 
Ave., Anderson, Ind. 46014. Tel: 642-2233. ___ _  ____
CÔI LINS 'Transmitter COL-52318 ¿A Kw phone/cw. New, in 
original packing. $350.00 or will swap for FM communica
tions sets, freq, meter, etc. W2OEA, Higley, 1196 Elberon 
Ave, Elberon, N.J. 07740, ________ _____
FOR Sale: Clean SB-300, $200: SB-400, $250.00. All cables? 
manuals. W6MWF, 10213 Las Tunas, Rancho Cordova, Calif. 
95670.

SACRIFICE: Heath SB-300 receiver. Professionally, wired. 
Mint condition. On air ten hours All three filters $250.00. 
Kn-ght T-60 Novice transmitter. Excellent, few crystals, 
$40.00. First certified check. J. F. Huffman, 69 Fairview 
Road, Clark, New Jersey 07066. Tel: 201-381-7951.
FOR Sale or trade: Akai X-355 tape-recorder. Cost $800. 
NCL2000 linear, Swan 140 modified to Triband with power 
supply, speaker, ptt mike. Need Heathkit SB-200, SB-110, 
HD10, SB-640. Any reasonable offer accepted. All r inquiries 
answered. WB6MJQ, Box 12, RCABMEWS. APO New York 
09023. ______ ______ ___ _____ __
SELL: HW-12. Clean, $75?00 plus shipping. W4LXA, 752 High 
St.. Harrodsburg. Ky. 40330.__ _________________ ________ __
SALE: New Eico 753 multi-band transceiver, wired AC and 
mobile supplies. Excellent, $250.00. Mrs. Sylvia Allen, 5300 
Fifth Ave., Apt. C-2. Pittsburgh. Penna._ 15232.. _____
WANTED: Regency ATC-1 transistorized mobile converter. 
Andy Nelson, WB2CHU, 205 West End Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10023.___ _______ __ . ............... .............
SELL/Swap: QSTs...1934-1960, missing April 1937, January 
1944, October and November 1945, July 1946. and April 1953. 
Cash or trade toward a good receiver. M. r. Steward, 1775 
Ridge Road, North Haven, Conn. 06518.......................... ........
DXERS. Table of Great Circle hearings, distances, centered on 
your QTH. Over 300 prefixes. S3.00 airmailed. Radio Amateur 
Services. 400 Hillside Ct. #1. E. Lansing, Michigan 48832.
MONIT Radios, MR-10, 152-174 Me. and 33B, 30-550 Me., 
both $85.00. Realistic RP-3050. 30-50 Me, and Hall’crafters 
CRX2, 152-174 Me, both $85.00. Turner, TV-1, 54-200 Me., 
signal booster, $20.00. All in mint condx. C. Harrow. 2081 S E 
19th Ave., Pompano Beach, Fla. 33062. 
SELLING Globe 6PMC 6M converter, power supply. $15.00; 
Heath IM-10 serv.ee bench VTVM. $35.00: HM-10 tunnel
diode GDO, $30.00. With manuals. Stuart, 511 Laughlin, 
Princeton, N,J. 08540............................ ................... ... ............
SB-10 wanted, in gud condx. Will answer all replies immedi
ately. Jim Delaney. 1815 Ashland Ave.. St.PauL Minn. 55104.
SELL: SX-110. speaker, manual. Good Novice rcvr. $80.00. 
Dirk Tiossem, WA0PXU, 618 Elmwood, Marshalltown, Iowa 
50158,
HALLICRAFTERS HA-6 transverter and power supply, $120.? 
00: Lafayette HA-350 ham-band receiver, with calibrator, 
$80.00. AF-68 transmitter. $40.00: Johnson 6 and 2 converter 
10-meter I.F. $25.00: Heath UT1 power supply. $15,00: WRL 
PSA63A power supply. $15.00. Philip Schwebler, W9GCG, 
4536 N. 50th St.. Milwaukee. Wis. 53218.
WANTED: Collins 312B5 PTO or 399C-1 PTO. Alsowant 
mobile transceiver. K3BHB. 903 Western Ave., Jeannette, 
Penna. 15644.
SB-610 monitorscope, $75.00: SX-88 receiver, unmodified with 
manual, $180.00. Variac $5.00. F.o.b. Walt Joyce, 2118 East 
Q-5 Ave., Palmdale, Calif. 93550. 
SELL, Swap, buy antique receivers, radio magazines, catalogs, 
handbooks. Spencer. 44 Sabrina, Wellesley. Mass. 02¡81,
FOR Sale: Heath Apache transmitter for $130,00. In excellent 
condition. Will ship. WA4ZGQ. Rodney Bland, 512 Roberts 
St.. Ahoskie, N.C. 27910,_________ ________________________
HEATH SB-300 receiver, with SSB, AM and CW filters. 
Speaker mounted inside cabinet. In excellent condition: $240.00. 
Norman Spiva, K2ENM, 197 Watchung. Chatham, N.J. 07928. 
FOR Sale: Heath Anache TX-L Very clean, $90.00. Also like 
new Hammarlund HQ-170C. $165.00. K1MWF. L. j. Burns, 
RFD Plainville. Conn. 06062. _ 
HALLICRAFTERS SR-42A new, never used, original carton, 
matching HA-26 VFO and Shure 404C mike, $190.00. Jeff 
Ross, 125-12 Cranston Ave., Rockaway Park. N.Y, 11694.
YA^SU FT-DX-400 transceiver for sale? W8A0, 2912 R"iver- 
view Boulevard. Silver Lake. Ohio 44224,___________ __________
MASTER Mobile antenna 80-20-15 bumper mount, new, 
$35.00 postpaid; AR-22R antenna rotor, 100 ft. control cable, 
new, $40.00. Postnaid. WB6MCK, Route 2, Box 1941, Escon- 
dido, California 92025.____________________ _ _______
SELL: DXJ00. in gud condx. $80.00: Heath VFT, "$15.00: 
Hallicrafters R-45. $75 oo; Heath Q-multiolier, $5.00. All f.o.b. 
Heard S. Lowry, K4VFA, 915 Madison St., Manchester, Tenn. 
37355, ______________________
HAMMARLUND HX-50, $225.00: HQ-160 with speaker, $165; 
tw’o meter trans 522 in cabinet with power supply, metered, 
$25, 00. W2DED- U8 Hillcrest Ave., Cranford, N.J. 07016.
DUMONT 304-H oscilloscope, like new. 2 spare CRTs, man
ual. $50,00; won’t ship. sry. Turner 254X PTT desk mike, $8.00 
WA1AZW. 37 Foster Dr.» Framingham, Mass. 01701. Tel: 
1-617-879-0013. 
SELL: Collins 32S1 with 516F2 power supp., $395.00: also 
National NCX-3. $160,00; all units very clean condx. Will ship 
in original cartons f.o.b. Rochester, N.Y. Richard Gillberg, 
K2DAT, 319 Lake Meadow Drive. Rochester. N.Y. 14612,
TRADE LM10, BC-312. Zenith R-1000-L SASE for list? T 
Gosman, 143 Roxton Road, Plainview. N.Y. 11803,

executive style. Inexpensive.
Wampum, Penna. 16157,___

HAM Stationery, Very impressive 
KJOWD Press, RR #2, Box 366.
WANTED: Used 8 AVQ or 14 AVQ antenna for Novice sta- 
tion. Brian Blair. 7114 Meade St., Pittsburgh. Penna. 15208.
MAKE an offer: These items must be sold—SX-117 Hallicraft- 
ers rcvr, cmtaLfilter transmitter, exciter HX1O Marauder bv 
Heathkit. HA1Q kilowatt linear amplifier by Heathkit. Contact 
D. Allen Frame. Kinsley, Kansas 67547.
QSTS July 1924 thróugh 1965. Best offer, plus shipping E 
Amarantes, 1643 Lincoln Avenue, San Jose. Calif. 95125.
SELL: Collins 32V2 transmitter and Hammarlund HQ?17OAC~ 

c?n^x‘ Many extras. Make .offer. R. Schwendt
W2ZEW. 5 Brook Lane. Bordentown, N.J. 08505,
SELL; 144 Me. station; Sola 250 volt one amp. supply SASE 1™, W0DAK> 1641 Eleanor, St. Paul, MiSn.' 5511®
ivi: 6V8-3U54.
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EICO 753, $80; Hy-Gain 14AVQ vert, 40-10M, $15.00; 12V 
Heath supply, $12.00; DX-35 Heath, $15.00. R. Sumption, 142 
E. Murray St., South Bend, Indiana 46637. ...................................
NOVICE Equipment, like new condxl Knight R-100 receiver, 
Eico 723 transmitter, Callbook, ARRL books, 80/40 Dipole, 
coax. Make offer. Kim Miller, Route 1. Edgerton, Ohio 43517.
AMPLEX 2 meter amplifier, 1000 watts c.w. and SSB; 600 
watts AM, pair 4x250Bs Chimneys, blower and instruction 
manual: $125.00. George Heabler, 121 Parana Drive, Newark, 
Ohio 43055._____________ _____________ ____ _____ __
FOR Sale: Antique RCA radiola 60, early AC/DC superhet 
broadcast band receiver. Set is complete with speaker and op
erating. WW II National low-frequency receiver 14 to 600 kcs., 
operating. K0GVB, Gary Ernst RR 2, West Branch, Iowa 
52358._______ _ _ _______ _ _______ __________
FANTASTIC Buy: Drake 2Bwitti CRY/CAL" Hallicrafters 
HT-37, brand new. Pair of 813s liner amp. and power supply; 
SWR. bridge; D-104 and G Stand; only $450.00 if you buy ail. 
or write for individual low prices. K4TAS. Jim Williams, 3300 
Margrave Rd,, Columbia, S.C, 29203.__________________ ______
FOR Sale:’Viking li and matching VFO. $85.00: BC-348 with 
AC power supply, $35.00; DX-40 and VFO, $40.00: HO-110-C, 
$85.00: H0-129X, $65,00; TR-106 6 meter new, wired by ex
perienced builder, $80.00. Will ship. All have manuals and all 
are in excellent condition. H. Dale, WB4FBL 22 Stonewall St., 
Dawson. Georgia 31742. 
COLLINS 75SB with 500 cycle filter. $500: 32S3, used only 2 
hours, $575: 75S3, $375.00; 32S1, $350.00: 516F2 power supply, 
$85.00: Central Electronics 200V $400.00: NCL-2000 with new- 
finals, $185.00; new Drake TR-4, never plugged in, $500 00. 
with power supply: D-104 mike with G stand, $20.00; WRL 
Globe Chamo 300A, $95.00. All gear in gud wkg condx. Kl- 
AGL, Stan Partyka, 141 Waite Ave., Chicopee, Mass. 01020. 
Tel: 413-592-2952. Call person-to-person, pls.
LAFAYETTE HA-410 10 mtr. transceiver, microphone, 12 
VDC/115 VAC, exclnt condx, $110.00: W62KDB/5. W.O.C. 
John Bednarz. RA11760225, 68-17A1. Box 175, 2nd Warrant 
officer Candidate Company. U.S. Army Primary Helicopter 
Center, Fort Wolters, Texas 76067.  
TH-6, $90.00: 80-40 Cliff Dweller, $80.00: 32 Ft. spire tower, 
$50,00; TR-44, $35.00. K0JHE, 3430 So. 130th St.. Omaha, 
Nebraska 68144. Tel: (402)-333-8176.
W^HRK^ er’ new’ cash/m.o. cash & carry. Stan,

SELL: Collins 62S-1, $700: (perfect); Valiant, $95.00 (perfect); 
HRO-7, A, B, C. D, E, F, $85.00 dependable/clean), John Wag
ner, W8AHB, 3890 Tubbs, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48103.
PREPARE For new FCC exams! You need Posi-Check. Multinic 
choice questions, diagrams, explained answers, IBM sheets for 
self-testing. Same form as FCC exams. General Class, $3.25: 
Advanced Class, $3.50: Extra Class, $3,75. 295 to 300 questions 
or diagrams in each. Each complete for a specific exam. Basic 
questions duplicated if they apply. Third class postage prepaid. 
Add 26# per copy for first class mail: 54# for air mail. Send 
check or money order to Posi-Check, P.O. Box 3564, Urban- 
dale Station, Des Moines, Iowa 50322. 
RADIO Operator experience seeking employment. Telephone 
N.Y. 516-732-1929. E. H. Halkitis. 511 Hawkins Rd., E. Sel
den, L.L, N.Y. 11784. 
SELL: HT-32A, $225.00. R. Van Wuyckhuyse, 412 Humboldt 
St., Rochester, N.Y. 14610. _ _
FOR Sale: NC-300. $160.00: Viking Valiant I. $150.00; will 
ship. Kenneth Lucas, 665 East 66th St., Indianapolis, Ind. 
46220. Phone 317: 2550547.
REWARD For information leading to procurement of manual 
on Yuba-Dalmotor mobile linear and power supply. Roy 
Brpugher, W4IK, 3743 Wesley Drive, Montgomery, Ala.

WANT Swan Transceiver 350, etc. Will buy accessories. Must 
be in good condition. Write giving details and price 
minimum. R. Shaull, W8NBP, 1748 Hanley, Lexington, Ohio 
44904._______________ ______________________________________
WEBCOR 2712 Tape-recorder, mike, carrying case and man
ual: $50.00. $15.00 each for R-47 speaker, Vibroplex Key with 
wedge Johnson Signal Sentry with Dower supply, W9RZZ, 
60302.   ...
PROFESSIONALLY Built Heath 75 M. Singlebander, AC suo- 
ply, $195.00; Kodak M-65 comb. 8 mm, Superi projector. $65.no 
(trade?). Everything brand new. guarantee cards. Harold 
Greene, 377 Oldham,_Pembroke, Mass. 02359.______
’SCOPE Eico 460 aligned, calibrated, guaranteed, $60.00: 
HW32. First phone built. Heath updated. $75.00. Heath SB-610 
’scope. Mint condx. $55.00, Manuals. F.o.b. WA5SKÍ, Lewis 
Trailer Patk, S3. Columbus, Miss. 39701.______________________  
MICHIGAN Àrea Hams! Single channel 4 ft span r/c plane, 6 
meter transmitter and receiver. Servos, engine and acces
sories, Finished, never flown. Pick up in St. Clair, Michigan 
for $70. Also Twin City RTTY terminal unit, $40.00. Globe 
Scout 65B, $30.00. R. Wanat, WA8LIX, 4404 Judith Lane,
Í2A, Huntsville, Alabama 35805. 
VIKING Valiant I. with manual. Clean, good condition: 
$135.00. Call after 6:00 PM, or write. WB2VBT. Jerry Hermel, 
51 Barry Dr., Westbury, L.L, N.Y. H590. Tel: (5161-334-7746.
WANTED: September 1943 issue of “Electronic Industr’es”, 
Mrs, Jane Morgan, 402 Oak Grove Ave., Menlo Park, Calif. 
94025.____ _____________ _ ___ __________
NATIONAL "NCX-3 for sale. $180. W0GEP/9O7 Deandell, 
St. Louis, Mo. 63135.
WANTED: Johnson Matchbox. 275 watt. Jeff C. Schwartz. 
WA5TYX, 1013 Gorgas Circle, Fort Sam Houston, Texas 
78234. _____ _____
JOHNSON Pacemaker. SSR-AM-CW transmitter. Gud con^x, 
$125.00. Ed Steeve, W9ZWC. 7122 N. Odell. Chicago, I1L 
60631. .......... .................... ....... . _ _________________  ____
SFLL HQ-ÎÔ0, excellent, especially good for Novice: $75.00. 
Clock and speaker included. Tom Fitznatrick, WB4POT, 1923 
Oxford Cir., Apt. 5, Lexington, Ky. 40504.

WANTED: Complete station, transceiver or transmitter, re
ceiver, 20 and 10 beams, Ham-M, galvanized tower, power 
supplies. Barton Yager, W4FC, 2271 E. Vina Del Mar Blvd., 
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33706.__________  _______________
SELL: HA-io 1 Kw linear, in excellent condition, $125.00: 
HO-13 Ham-Scan in exclnt condx, $50.00. Art Jones, 2214 
Westmoor St.. San Antonio, Texas 78227.
FOR Sale: NC-303. $185.00: HW-12, with HP-13 mobile power 
supply, $125.00; R45/ARR7, built-in a.c. supply, panel con
trolled, $75.00. J. Jones, W5BRQ, 931 National St., Vicksburg, 
Miss. 39180. __ _____ _______ ____ _________
SELLING: Lafayette HA-63 receiver;..Heath VFl7 VFO "and 
DX-60 transmitter. 4 crystals. All for $85.00. You pay shipping. 
C. Dodson, WA3JHA, RFD 3, Aberdeen, Annapolis, Md. 
21403.
TR-4, AC-3, $435.00; HT-32, $215'00; Tektronix 511AD ’scop£ 
$200. A11 in mint condx, may trade. Need Collins. Don Burns. 
4410 Reading Road. Dayton, Ohio 45420, Tel; (513)-256-0345 
NEW Swan 500C including 117XC supply. Unopened sealed 
cartons, factorv warranty: $495.00. Three available. Don 
Payne, W4HKQ, c/o Payne Chevrolet Oldsmobile, Box 525, 
Springfield, Tennessee 37172,........................ .. ....... ...... ...........
POLY-COMM 6 meter transceiver for sale. Built-in VFO, 
fixed-mobile power supply, and Nuvistor front end. Jack 
Elias. WA3EVG. 2416 So. 7th St.. Phila., Penna. 19148, .... ......... 
LAMPKIN 105B frequency meter; 205A quad scale modulation 
meter, til PPM meter. All in new condition, with manuals. 
$400.00 for all. John Leech. 9 Berkshire Road, West Chelms
ford, Mass. 01863, Tel: (6171-251-8324.
WANTED: A 3 to 30 Me converter: Regency ATC1; Gonset 
Super Six. etc. State price and condx. Walt Kenyon, W6UA, 
1695 North Point. San Francisco, Calif. 94123. Tel: WAI 1344.
SELL 6.5 KVA generator. 120-240, single-phase 60 cycle, water- 
cooled on trailer. 40 hours since complete rebuild. $550.00. 
R. Ellis. 1356 Elizabeth, Las Vegas, Nev. 89109.
VIKING Valiant, F/Wired, rugged, dependable, $180,00. 
HW-32, scratchless, few hours, $80.00. K. Meyers, W81BX, 
2^60 E. Main St. Columbus, Ohio 43209._____________ ____
VIKING II, Viking H VFO.’" Viking 6N2, Viking ftN2 VFO, 
National NC-300, National NC-300 converter cabinet with six 
meter converter and Ameco 2-meter preamplifier. Good work
ing condition. $600.00. K5GFB, Andy Anderson, 520 Pasa
dena Ave,. Metairie. La. 70001.
NEW QTH. Can’t erect 48” ft Spaulding SS tower, AR-22 
rotator. Hy-Gain 203BA beam: BN12 balun, cables, used one 
year. Excellent Ready for station wagon pick-up. Cost $359.00. 
Will sell for $175.00. W2BKG^Tel: (201)_-757-3091_._______ _
FOR Sale: KW4 Collins transceiver in mint condition, com
plete with DX Adaptor and variety of crystals and 312B-1 
speaker cabinet: 516F-1 a.c. input and 5I6E-1 12-volt input 
D.C. power supplies: 351D-1 mobile mount and cable assem
bly. All in excellent condition. $500 all, or best offer! RTTY 
converter Naw type CV-57 complete with all connectors, with 
additional CV-71 T.F. input unit; all tike-new condx, made by 
RCA. $150.00. Will prepare for shipment. Guaranteed satisfac
tion or will return money. Sy Hernandez, W2BSA/1, River Road, 
RFD 1. Essex. Conn. 06426. Tel: (2031-767-1410._______ _ _____
DELCO AM-FM radio, late model, damaged for parts complete 
$1.49. 8 lbs. Printed circuit boards Delco Radio early model in 
various stage of production. DS-25, DS-26 transistors and other 
components 15# per lb. Postage extra. Art Taylor, W9FYC, 
601 Rex St.. Muncie. Indiana 47303.
CRYSTALS Airmailed: SSB. Nets, MARS, Marine, etc. Nov
ice ,05% crystals $150, Custom finished etch stabilized FT-243 
.01% any kilocycle or fraction 3500 to SftOU $1.90, (Five or 
more this range $1.75 each), (nets, ten or more same frequency 
$1.45). 1700 to 3499 and 8601 to 20.000 $2.75 with overtones 
supplied above 10,000. 10.001 to 13,500 Fundamentals $2.95. 
Add 50# each for ,005%, Add 75# each for HC-6/u metal 
miniatures above 2000. Many ARRL publication and QST 
builders crystals, groups or singles. Be specific. Write for or
der-bulletin. Crystals since 1933, Airmailing 10#/crystal, surface 
6#. C-W Crystals, Marshfield. Missouri 65706.
COLLINS 75A-1. rcvr, in excellent condition; $110.00. I will 
ship. T. A. Write, WA5RRW, Qtrs, 31-3 N.A.S., Pensacola, 
Fla.. 32508.... ............................................................ .....................
HQ-170-C, $175.00; DX-100 and SB-10. $150.00. You ship. 
SASE for small parts list. W0KVA, 2029 Calumet, Indepen
dence. Missouri 64050, __________ 
WANTED: 2 meter AM transceiver with Squelch. John Stiles, 
K7DGV. Box 114. Sweetgrass, Montana 59484.
GALAXY 300 with PSA-30(TaC" supply and VX-1 VOX, 
$200. HT-37, $225. Peter Hansen, W8TWA, 2137 Earhart 
Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.
REBUILDING Antenna? Write Walt’s Ham Hardware Head
quarters: Brass. Stainless, Nylon Threaded, Washer, Hardware. 
Assorted Stainless Washers. 35# Postpaid. Many packet bar
gains. Send stamp. W8BLR, Straesser, 29716 Briarbank. South
field, Mich. 48075....... ...... ............. ___________ ____________
TO settle the estate of Charles H. Ackerman. WA0JSY, the 
following Collins equipment must be sold: best offer over 
$1700 will buy all. Collins transverter 625-1: Collins receiver 
755-3B, Collins transmitter 325-3. and Collins power sunply 
5T6F2. Contact Ben Graves, 5539 N. Garfield, Kansas City, 
Mo. 64118. Phone Gladstone 2-5549. .... .........._ ......_
DRAKE TR4; sneaker/p.s. unit. As new. guaranteed. $500.00. 
W2CE. Tel: 516-FR9-0415. .
NF.W Drake TR-4 w'a.c. and d.c. pwer and spkr, never used: 
$550. New G-50 w/Rotron. $190, WA2C00. __
COLLINS 75S-3. ”S375; loL-f. $375. Condx exclnt. L.“~ Ma- 
comber. 4 Yorktown Road. Sctauket, N.Y. 11785. _
DRAKE R-4B, $345.00; Hammarlund HQ-iSOAC_ $345.00. 
Just bought a 51S1. Jack West, 6747 N. Octavia, Chicago, 
Illinois 60631.__________ __ _ ____ ____ _________........__ ___
75A-4 for”saieTTerfect condition. Matching sokr, 6 and 3.1 
KHz filters. S/N 4570. Original owner: $400.00. W2OCG, 3 
Henry St., Great Neck, L.L, N.Y. 11023.
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DELHI 50 ft. self-supporting amateur tower: handles 30 lb. 
beam with no guy wires. New condx: $165.00. F.o.b. Fayctte- 
ville. Ark. Fred Mertin, Route 2, Fayetteville. Ark. 72701. 
COLLEGE. Expenses force sale. HBR-8, $80.00. or your best 
offer. BC-653-A xrntr with extra parts, tubes. 400 V./200 Ma. 
power supply. David Muller, Drew University, Madison, New 
Jersey 07940._______ ____________________________________________
WANTED: Plug-in coils for Pilot Superwasp and National 
Thrillbox SW-5; Atwater Kent model 12 breadboard, Radiolas 
IX, X, Murdock, Marconi, and h.l. components. Dr. Russell 
Hanselman, 914 Columbian, Oak Park, Illinois 60302.
HEATHKIT HCM0 d.c. ’scope, in exclnt condx. $90.00: Heath
kit AM-2 VSWR bridge, $7.00; McCoy Silver Sentinel 9 Mc. 
Filter with crystals, $15.00. W2PZP, John Hillman, 49 North- 
land Lane, Matawan. N.J. 07747. Telephone (2OD-566-526O, 
75A-4 Collins receiver. S/N 5811. 3.1 k.c. filter, in exclnt 
condx. S525.00. HT-37 transmitter, like new, $300. Heath 
HA-10 linear amplifier, perfect. $185.00. Steve Antonoff. Jr., 
K8YOU, 1697 Western Reserve Rd., Poland, Ohio 44514. 
Tel: (2161-758-1801.__________
COMPLETE Drake station, in mint condition: R4, MS4, 2LF 
BCB converter, full 10M, and 160M coverage, T4X, AC3 
and all cables, $785.00. Waters compreamp, $21,00: Vanguard 
6M converter BCB IF, $10.00. Roberts, 1055 Stereo tape
recorder. $125.00. WB2QFR. Joe Heftier, 2200 Morris, Bronx 
10453, tel: (212)-295-1694._________ ___________________
COLLECTOR'S item: Thompson A Levering Co., Phiily, 
Penna., Serial 17556 bridge. WW I vintage. Size 9 x 7 x 3. 
boxed. W2C0T, 12 Washington Park, Maplewood. N.J. 07040. 
FOR Sale: 75S-1 receiver with Waters rejection, tuning, S/N 
11288. $275, 32S-1 transmitter with 516F-2 power supply S/N 
10722, $450.00. Both in like-new condition with original ship
ping boxes. Package for $700. Will consider trades on entire 
package. Also Viking 500 transmitter, in exc, condx, $275.00; 
B&W LPA linear amplifier, $150.00. Gordon Kittel, K3AIG, 
16 Jacqueline Drive, Paoli, Penna. 19301. Prone (2151-647- 
2750. __ __________________________________________________
TOROIDS: 88 mhy. unused, center-tapped, 5/$1.50 postpaid. 
Heath DX-60A, new, $55.00. 3 head Tee-Dee with sync., $50. 
National NCXD mobile supply, $40.00. BC221Q frequency 
meter with original book, $45.00. Apeco copier and supplies, 
$35.00. A.B. Dick 420 mimeograph (fine for ham club bulletin 
work) $35.00; Eico 753 transceiver and a.c. supply, $165.00. 
Wanted: Matchbox, Ham-M, Clegg 22’er, Stamp for list. Van, 
W2DLT. 302Z Passaic, Stirling, N.J. 07980. ________
ATV Camera, new, self-contained, power supply, video output 
and 3-6 transmitter. $265.00. W2MCA, Rivili TV, 287 W, 
Merrick Road. Valley Stream, L.I., N.Y. 11580. Tel: (516)- 
L01-8090.____________ __ ______ ____ ________ ____ _
BUG, Vibroplex, perfect, like-new. $11.00. K2TBZ. Tel:
• Brklyn) 748-7473.________ ____  ___________________
KNIGHT T-60. $40.00: Lafayette’ VFO. $20.00; Rider Ad
vanced code-course. $4.00: Astatic TT-30 mike, $5.00. Sy 
Balsenbaum, WA2CHE, 9424 Ave. A., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236. 
WANTED: NC200. TR3 or similar w/ps. W3JAK7mM?’usNS 
Norwalk, F.P.O., New York, N.Y. 09501. ...... ................................
SELL: io complete sets QST 1951 thru I960 $25.00. plus ship
ping. M. A. George. 35 Ridgeway Ave,. Pittsfield, Mass. 01201, 
HQ-170, like new, $175.00; HT-40 with 9 crystals $45?00; 
Champion bug. $10.00: Bud filter, LF601A, $7.00; Mosley 
CM-1 revr, $75,00. Joe Danielson, WA8RCP, 25 Lincoln Ave., 
Niles, Ohso 44446. ______________________________________ _____
CATHODE-Ray tubes for sale! 5 inch oscilloscope tubes: 
5BPL 5BP4, 5CP1. Also 832. 371B and others. Each under $8.00 
or will trade for equipment. Write. Box 808-308. Easton, 
Penna. 18042.___________ _ _____
RTTY: Model 14 T.Ds. rebuilt, refinished. 60 speed with sync 
motor. $48.00; with governed motor. $35.00. Model 14 typing 
reports, cleaned, adjusted, 60 speed with sync motor, $35.00. 
C. H. Plummer, Cherrybrook Drive, R.D. #4. Princeton, N.J. 
08540. ___ _ _____________________________________________
HT-44 with PS-15<M20. $240.00: Drake 2B with crystal calibra
tor, $190,00. Selling both in excellent condition. Also available. 
SB*33,  $140.00; works well with Heathkit MP-10. $18 00. 
F.o.b. Railex Lompoc, WA6PGA, RFD A-97. Nite rate fone 
less than $1.00: ,805-736-3762 for info, _ 
BANDIT 200OB. Used about 3 hours, and in perfect condition. 
$285.00. John Harlin. 113 East Court, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. 
COLLINS 32V-1, Hallicrafters HT-32B and SX-115, National 
HRO50T-1. all in exclnt condx. and little used (reason for sell
ing). Handbooks and QSTs almost complete since 1937. Mis
cellaneous usual station gear. Send for descriptive list and de
tails. Will accent first good offer dnt or items). K1PTU. Fx- 
W3DTD, 120 Montvale Rd.. Weston, Mass. 02193.  
HOWARD Radio: SW140?$119 00; R4A-$269,00; NC300-
$149 00: B & W 5100 B w/51SB-$195.n(): M40 and M160-$69,(H) 
each; PCN8-Po1y Com-$89.00: NC1R3-$99.00: SW350 w/AC 
and DC-$395.00-Selectible S.B. 100 Kc. Calib; HA6 with 
AC-$l70.00. Free List. Box #1269, Abilene, Texas 79604-Tele. 
A/C.915-OR2-9501._____________ ______________________ ________
SELL: 5*  wide-band Precision Instrument Corp., Model S-55 
'scope. $125.00: Paco. Model R-30 R.F. signal generator. $35.00: 
Eico Model 944 Flvback & yoke tester, $30.00 Fico Mode! 
715 Transmatch complete antenna checker, $42,00, Mercury 
Model 120 Tube-tester, checks all latest tubes, $40.00. All 
equipment in A-1 condition and guaranteed to be perfect! 
F. W. Cooner, 8258 Brittany Place, Pittsburgh, Penna. 15237. 
(2?” EICO sweep/marker generators #368; Knight Flyback 
Checker, Paco in-circuit cap checker. Soundax auto radio 
(1964 Rambler), will swan for SWL equipment or sell. Derek 
H, Rout. 1347 Easy St. N.. Glendale Heights, Illinois 60137. 
WANTED: Collins S/Line. 75S3B-C\ 32Si, 516F2. 312B4. 30S1? 
Mint condx. only. Prefer Serial Numbers and age. H. Castillo, 
2321 Gatewood Los Angeles Calif. 90031. ______ __
WANTED: Taylor Windscope or separate wind direction and 
speed indicator, or equivalent. W2EV. ___ _ 
WANTED: 80 and 40 m. broad band final coils for C.E. 600L
amplifier. G. M. Schartau, WA4UKE, Rte. 4, Box 1737, Hunts
ville, Ala. 35803.

MOVING: Sell Gonset Comm. IV, 6m with Ameco 621 VFO, 
Telrex beam, Drake filter, cables, $255.00. Perfect homebrew 
6M SSB Superhet revr, Dow relay, $30.00. Many extras. AU 
less than 3 months new. 80m ARC-5, heavy AC p/s, $25.00.
Hank, WA2OVG. 53 Downing St., NYC 10014. Tel: (212)- 
0X1-4711.  
HOSS-TRADER Ed Moory has a limited supply of the follow
ing New Equipment for cash: R4-A, $339.00: SB-34, $395.00: 
NCX-200 and AC-200 supply. $349.00: New Swan 50u. $399.00: 
HT'I LK-2000 Linear, $675.00: Mosley TA-33 Beam and Derno 
Ham-M Rotor, $188.00: SPECIAL Rohn 50 ft. Fold-over lower 
Prepaid. $189.50: Drake L-4 Linear. $559.00: SLIGHTLY USED 
GEAR: TK-4. $449.00: 1-4XB, $349.00: AC-4, $79.00: 2-A, 
$149.00: R4-B, 339.00: TR-3. $369.00: Swan 250. $229.00; Swan 
500-C, $419.00: HT-37. $179.00: SR-150. AC & DC supplies and 
mobile mount, $475.00: Ham-M Rotor, $89.00: Factory Re
conditioned SB-33, $179.00: Galaxy 5 MK 11, $339,00: Swan 
240, $169.00: Swan 175. $89.00: ED MOORY WHOLESALE 
RADIO CO,, Box 506, DeWitt. Arkansas 72042. Phone 946-2820. 
SELL; HQ-170AC receiver with S-200 speaker, in exclnt condx. 
$250.00, with manual in original cartons. C. Russell, 101 Sunset, 
Vicksburg, Miss, 39180. _____________________________________
HALLICRAFTERS SX-146 receher, Heath DX60A” trans
mitter, Hy-Gain 14AVQ vertical with 80-meter loading coil, 
plus root mount. All less than 9 months old. z\ll in pert, condx. 
Originally sold for over $375. Will sacrifice for $275.00. or trade 
for c.b. equipment t>r stereo tape-recorder of equal value. 
Steve Armeros. 1019 So. Weadock, Saginaw, Mich. 48601.
QSTS and CQs for sale. QSTS: 8 copies 1946. complete run 
1947, 1948. 1949. A few missing through 1950-1967. CQ, 1946, 
7 copies; 1947, 11 copies; 1948, 1949, 9 copies each, 1950-1967, 
a few missing in this run. Fair to excellent condx. Offer? 
K4ZBW, 504 Carol Way, Atlanta, Ga. 30327.
FOR Sale: Linear amplifier, homebrewed, 4-250AS grounded 
grid, 53 in. cabinet on wheel castors. Needs a little dressing. 
$150.00, Picture for sincere request. 32S-3 homebrewed power 
supply, $50.09. W8DFA. William S. McFadden, 29 Vernon 
Ave,, Wheeling, West Virginia 26003, 
SELL: Valiant, factory-wired, Gonset Communicator JI, Mor
row Twins, MB-6 and MB-565 with mike and power supply with 
cables,. All in working condition with manuals. All for $350.00. 
Will ship collect. A, Drabicki, W2ESS, RD #1, Clifton Springs, 
N.Y, 14320.____________________ _ _____________________________
SELL: Heath Seneca. $150.00 or your best offer. Wanted: 
Collins 51J1-4. Send details. Fran Stengel, Jr., 349 Stony 
Road, Lancaster, N.Y. 14086.
MOVING ORT. Sell DX-20 with 2 ’antennas, T-R switch, 
$25.00; R100A, $65.00: Knight VF-1, $10.00; Vibroplex Origi
nal, $20.00. All for $100. Bob WA4OUS, 112 Holly Road, 
Williamsburg. Va. 23185.______________________
FOR Sale: Johnson Matchbox with SWR meter; 275 watt model. 
Sell locally. $65.00. W. Paskin, 8 Brighton J nth Court, Brook- 
lyn. N.Y. 1 1235. Tel: (212)-646-1832.  
WANTED: 75S3B and 32S3 with accessories. Win pay cash.
Sry^no trades. Dr. Paul Powell, 100 S. McGee, Borger, Texas

SCIENCE Fiction or pulp magazines wanted. Have cash or 1930 
AIUUL Handbook to trade. Horvat. POB286, langent, Oregon.

HEATH SB-101, with SB-600 and AC power supply inside. Ex
cellent wiring and performance. Used only three hours. Guaran
teed perfect in every respect. With manuals and carton, $395.00. 
Barney Leibowitz. WA3GJQ, 201 S. George Street, Cumber
land, Maryland 21502.
SACRIFICING 4-1O00A linear, RF section in KWM-2 cabinet 
but twice height vacuum variables. Separate power supply. 6000 
volts. Solid state variac controlled, A real beauty, $395. Two 
Rell-Howell 16 mm motion picture cameras. 70DE and 240EE 
Each has 3 tense and case, both flawless. New each cost $375' 
Trade for ham transceivers or? WA6MSE. Don Cordray. 6803 
Amestoy Avc. Van Nuys. California 91406. Tel: (213)-344-6309, 
COMPLETE Swan 240 rig, for base and/or mobile. Includes* * 
Swan 240 xcvr, Swan transmitter control unit with VOX and 
xtal calibrator, Swan A.C. and D C. power sunnlies, mobile 
master Tri-band ant. $350.00. or offer. Craig, K7YAU/6, 1065 
Ranchero Wy #15. San Jose. Calif._95117. Tel: (408)-246-6l9R, 
MODEL 15 Printer, Electrocom FSC. Valiant with accessories? 
other equipment, pick-up deal only. sry. Joe Bradley, W4KZH, 
1402 D Ave., West Columbia, South Carolina 29169, phone 
794-4191.
KWM-2. PM-2. MP-1. 351 D-2. SM-l, Manuals, original car
te n s. mmt. Pack age deal: $900.110. WA4AEB. Tryon. N. C, 28782.
COLLINS 3i>L-i w/spare Waters tubes: $375.00: NCL '’000 
linear, $385.00. Want: Collins mikes MM-l. MM-2. and SM-1*  
F-Z Way Tower, and G.C. revr. KWM-2 w/bianker. 312B-5, 
DC mount and sunnly. 62S-1. 30S-1. BTT or Henry 2-4K. Have 
almost new S Line as possible trade. Ashton, W1WNY Tel*  (?.03)-6S5-QQq" ’
SSB Xcvr. Eico 753K transistor VFO. in exclnt condx: neat 
wiring, clean, unmodified all manuals. No P.S. $120.00, Tel*  
669-8744, Gary Confrey. Rte. KQ. Killingsworth. Conn. 06417.
SIXER in good condition. Mike and xtal. $30.00. Boyd Nelson” 
Indian Hnsnital. San Carlos. Arizona 85550.
HALLICRAFTERS SX-99 receiver. Good for Novice. $60,00 
Jnhn$ Lockhart, Jr., 2348 Hillside Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota 

SELL: L/V power supply: Heath VF1, military cl’ncF(’24-hoiirs) 
and some variable condensers. AH for $5.00. Frank Rodeo, 
K2JBZ.
OSCILLOSCOPE: Heathkit Model 06. $20.00: HA?^sTi?'S 
transverter. $49.00. Power supply for ARK-5 or Johnson 6 and 
?. $8.00. Peter, WB2PAA. Tel: (516)-|V-9-4295.
OSTs 1948 through 1967: COs 1947 through 1967. Best cash"of
fer F.o.b. Quakertown. NJ. R. H, Asmus, Suite 423 , 744 
Broad St., Newark, N.J, 07102,
FOR Sale: Hy-Gain Hy-Towcr, $50.00; Super Hustler Resona
tor RM75S. $12,00; and a pup tent with floor $15.00 (field-day 
item). All A-1 condition. K0AHO, 45 Green Meadow Park, 
Clear Lake, Iowa 5U428.
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1968 NATIONAL CONVENTION i

IfcmisFair’68

First Ever in Ole

American Radio
Relay League

San Antonio, Texas 
June 7-9

Municipal Auditorium

Sponsored By 
The San Antonio Radio Club

San Antone by the Alamo
Never before has there been a Ham Convention with so much to 

offer you and your family! Three full days of Amateur Radio get-together 
and programs to cover every field of interest.

PLUS all the attractions of HemisFair '68®, the first World's Fair 
ever scheduled in southern United States.

PLUS everything else San Antonio has. to make if a perfect vacation 
spot for the whole family.

Theme: 'The World of Communication
Convention activities have been designed to help you get the most 

out of Amateur Radio in the years ahead. Topics of varied interest will 
be presented by top speakers from NASA, Southwest Research Institute, 
FCC, ARRL, and MARS. Special program for the Ladies—Fashion Show, 
visit to HemisFair, tour of city, luncheon, SWOOP initiation—hosted by 
the ALAMO YLs.

g
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Pre-Register Before May 1st
Registration $4, preconvention party $4, dance $5, and banquet $4. 

This totals $17, you can save $3 if you pre-register before May 1st (entire 
package will cost you $14 for pre-registration).

Because of HemisFair, rooms will be extremely scarce, so if is advis
able to get your registration NOW!

Write San Antonio Radio Club, 100 N. Winston Lane, San Antonio,
Texas, 78213. (Include type of accomodations desired.)

See January and March QST for additional information.



WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY?------- .
If you want to get the greatest of operating pleasure, from a most reason
able investment, then you want Drake's new R-4B receiver and their new 
T-4XB transmitter. Add the new L-4B linear amplifier, and you'll have the 
BIG sock that brings plenty more satisfying solid QSO's!

And to get even more for your money, your new Drake equipment should 
bear the Harrison label. For top trades or cash allowances, easy terms, and 
more real value, all ways, it will pay you to deal with the acknowledged 
leader.

Come on in, or write to me today. Tell me all about your wants, what you 
have to trade, and what terms you prefer. Tnx.

W2AVA

1

R-4B RECEIVER 
with new solid state circuitry

T-4XB 
TRANSMITTER 
with new double 8 pole 
crystal lattice filters

We stock the entire Drake line, ' 
and we guarantee your complete 
satisfaction with its performance.

L-4B 
LINEAR 
with the new 
3>-500Z tubes

All NEW 
from DRAKE

BEFORE YOU BUY any new ham 
gear you owe it to yourself to 
study the outstanding specifica
tions of the new, ultra-modern de
sign Drake equipment.
A visit, phone call, or a post card 
will place latest literature in your 
hands.

Harris»^.
HEADQUARTERS, USA"®

20 Smith St., Farmingdale, L..I .,N. Y.l 17351 (516) 293-7990

VISIT OUR 
NEW STORES

‘FARMINGDALE, L. I. Route 110 at Smith St. (516) 293-79951 
NEW YORK CITY — 8 Barclay St. (212) BArclay 7-7922 I 

.JAMAICA, L. I. — 139-20 Hillside Ave. REpublic 9-4101J

WANTED!
Good used Ham gear.
We will pay top cash... 

or make bigger allowances.
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$240!

NEW HEATHKIT* HW-100 
5-BAND SSB-CW TRANSCEIVER

You asked for it ... a multi-band version of the 
Heathkit “single-banders’*... low-cost SSB operation 
on 10 or 15 meters ... an SSB transceiver equal or 
superior to many assembled rigs, but at much lower 
cost. That’s the HW-100.
How did Heath do it? We expanded on the “single
bander” design . . . borrowed from the heritage of 
the famous SB-101 ... took a look at the competition 
. . . and produced the most SSB equipment you can 
get for the money.
Check the features and the specifications:
• Solid-state (FET) VFO • 80-10 meter coverage • 

Switch selected upper or lower sideband or CW • 180 
watts input PEP SSB — 170 watts input CW • Crystal 
filter • Full coverage on all bands with 500 kHz per 
band segment • Smooth vernier control of frequency 
with patented Harmonic Drive™ dial mechanism • 
Built-in 100 kHz calibrator • Separate offset CW 
carrier crystal • TALC • Quiet, enclosed relays • 
Fixed or mobile operation with HP-23 or HP-13 power 
supplies $ Easy assembly with circuit boards and 
wiring harness
Kit H W-100, 18 lbs., no money dn., $22 mo...............$240.00 
Kit HP-13, DC power supply, 7 lbs., $7 mo................... $64.95
Kit HP-23, AC power supply, 19 lbs., $5 mo.................$49.95
Kit SB-60'0» 8 ohm speaker, 6 lbs.....................................$18.95
HW-100 SPECIFICATIONS — RECEIVER. Sensitivity: Less than .5 micro
volt for 10 do signal-plus-noise to noise ratio for SSB operation. Selec
tivity: 2.1 kHz minimum at 6 dB down, 7 kHz maximum at 60 dB down 
(3.395 MHz filter). Input: Low impedance for unbalanced coaxial input. 
Output impedance: 8 U speaker, and high impedance headphone. 
Power output: 2 watts with less than 10% distortion. Spurious response: 
Image and IF rejection better than 50 dB. Internal spurious signals below 
equivalent antenna input of 1 microvolt.

TRANSMITTER. DC Power input: SSB: (A3a emission) 180 watt P.E.P. 
(normal voice: continuous duty cycle). CW: (Al emission) 170 watts (50% 
duty cycle). RF Power output: 100 watts on 80 through 15 meters; 80 
watts on 10 meters (50 U nonreactive load). Output impedance: 50 Q to 
75 Q with less than 2:1 SWR. Oscillator feedthrough or mixer products: 
55 dB below rated output. Harmonic radiation: 45 dB below rated 
output. Transmit-receive operation: SSB: PTT or VOX. CW: Provided 
by operating VOX from a keyed fone, using grid-block keying. CW Side
tone: Internally switched to speaker or headphone, in CW mode. Ap
proximately 1000 Hz tone. Microphone input: High impedance with a 
rating of —45 to —55 dB. Carrier suppression: 45 dB down from single- 
tone output. Unwanted sideband suppression: 45 dB down from single
tone output at 1000 Hz reference. Third order distortion; 30 dB down 
from two-tone output. RF Compression (TALC ): 10 dB or greater at 
.1 ma final grid current. GENERAL. Frequency coverage: 3.5 to 4.0; 
7.0 to 7,3; 14.0 to 14.5; 21.0 to 21.5; 28.0 to 28.5; 28.5 to 29.0; 29.0 to 
29.5; 29.5 to 30.0 (megahertz). Frequency stability: Less than 100 hertz 
per hour after 30 minutes warmup from normal ambient conditions. Less 
than 100 Hz for *10% line voltage variations. Modes of operation: 
Selectable upper or lower sideband (suppressed carrier) and CW. Dial 
calibration: 5 kHz. Dial mechanism backlash: Less than 50 Hz. 
Calibration: 100 kHz crystal. Audio frequency response: 350 to 
2450 Hz, Front panel controls: Main tuning dial. Driver tuning and Pre
selector. Final tuning. Final loading. Mic and CW Level control. Mode 
switch. Band switch. Function switch. Meter switch. RF Gain control. Audio 
Gain control. Side controls: Meter Zero control; Bias; VOX Sensitivity; 
VOX Delay; ANTI-TRIP; Neutralizing. Tube complement; OA2 Regu
lator (150 V); 6AU6 RF amplifier; 6AU6 1st receiver mixer; 6AU6 Isola
tion amplifier; 6AU6 1st IF amplifier; 6AU6 2nd IF amplifier; 68N8 Product 
detector and AVC; 6AU6 VFO Amp.; 6CB6 2nd transmitter mixer; 6CL6 
Driver; 6EA8 Speech Amplifier and cathode follower; 6EA8 1st trans
mitter mixer; 6EA8 2nd receiver mixer and relay amplifier; 6EA8 CW side
tone oscillator and amplifier; 6GW8 Audio amplifier and audio output; 
12AT7 Heterodyne oscillator and cathode follower; 12AT7 VOX amplifier 
and calibrator oscillator; 12AU7 Sideband oscillator; 6146 Final amplifiers 
(2). Diode complement: 6 Germanium Diodes: Balanced modulator, 
RF sampling, and crystal calibrator harmonic generator; 9 Silicon Diodes: 
ALC rectifiers, anti-trip rectifiers, and DC blocking; 1 Zener Diode: 
cathode bias. Transistors: 2N4304. FET- VFO; 2N3393 — Voltage regu
lator. Rear apron connections: CW Key jack; 8 il output; ALC input; 
Power and accessory plug; RF output; Antenna; Spare. Power require
ments: 700 to 850 volts at 250 ma with 1% maximum ripple; 300 volts 
at 150 ma with .05% maximum ripple; —115 volts at 10 ma with .5% 
maximum ripple; 12 volts AC/DC al 4.76 amps. Cabinet dimensions: 
14-13/16* W. x 6-5/16* H. x 13-3/8* D.

FREE 1968 
CATALOG

Describes these and over 300 
kits for stereo/hi-fi, color TV, 
amateur radio, shortwave, test, 
CB, marine, educational, home 
and hobby. Save up to 50% by 

doing the easy assembly your
self. Mail coupon or write Heath 
Company, Benton Harbor, Mich
igan 49022.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 9-4
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□ Enclosed is $........................     plus shipping.

Please send model (s)__ _ ____ ____ ______ ___ ________________
□ Please send FREE Catalog.

Nam e.................... ........ ................. ................ ........................... .....
(Please Print)

Address.

City------------------------------------------------ ----- —......... State...........................  Zip___________
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-192



Solid-State Projects 
for the shack

Build this Build this
high stability VFO VFO calibrator

Here’s an almost drift-free VFO built around 
the RCA-3N128 MOS/FET for flexible 
operation. After just 30 seconds warm-up, 
it tests out at less than 30 cycles drift 
in a two hour period.
Look in The Radio Amateur’s Handbook, 
1968 edition or write to RCA, Commercial 
Engineering, Sectiond37-sd,Harrison, N.J. 
07029 for full design details, including parts 
list, schematic, and building tips.

AH listed RCA devices are available from your 
RCA Industrial Semiconductor Distributor 

If you’re interested in MARS and have just a 
“ham-bands-only” receiver, this may be 
your answer to VFO calibration outside 
normal bands. It uses two RCA-1N3193 
rectifiers; two 1N34A signal diodes; one 
RCA-2N2614 and seven RCA-2N3241A 
transistors—provides calibrating beats at 100 
kHz points as well as 50,33, 25 and 20 kHz. 
Handy, too, for calibrating test equipment.
Look in August 1967 QST or write RCA, 
Commercial Engineering, Section 037-50, 
Harrison, New Jersey 07029 for August 1967 
“Ham Tips.” RCA Electronic Components, 
Harrison, New Jersey.

RC/1
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	EIMAC

	3-500Z's used in Drake's linear amplifier for

	2 kW PEP at 3.5-30 MHz
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	EIMAC

	has a rugged 500 watt tetrode that is ready to talk before you are.

	ATLANTIC DIVISION
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	the definitive ham rig... Heathkit SB-101 Transceiver with SB-640 External LMO and SB-200 KW Linear

	I.
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	SWAN MARK II LINEAR AMPLIFIER

	$395

	PLUG-IN VOX UNIT

	MODEL VX-2 ... $35

	MARK II POWER SUPPLY

	$235

	SWAN 350C SSB-AM-CW TRANSCEIVER

	$420

	SWAN" 14-117

	12 VOLT DC SUPPLY

	$130

	WISCONSIN QSO PARTY

	DAKOTA DIVISION
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	BEAMS

	ALL-BAND VERTICALS

	V40 vertical for 40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters	§14.95

	V80 vertical for 80, 75, 40, 20,15,10,6 meters	§16.95

	V160 vertical for 160, 80, 75, 40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters.. .§18.95


	GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139
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	TRI-EX


	ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION

	HUDSON DIVISION
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	SINGLE SIDEBAND and

	RF COMMUNICATIONS are synonymous.

	Commercial Grade Communications is our business... our only business.

	R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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	Orv loads io 100 walls

	PHILCO
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	Want a real man’s job and pay?

	Your best bet today is Electronics!

	Electronics is a great life for a man!

	And breaking in is easier than you think.

	Here’s how you can prepare right at home.
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	MTO5VEST DIVISION


	$2.50 u.s.a.


	The American Radio Relay League, Inc.
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	CAREER OPPORTUNITY



	/ON17TH EDITION

	•	Most comprehensive how-to-build-it source

	•	Problem-solver for designers & builders

	/TODAY

	RADIO HANDBOOK

	EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd.
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	NEW ENGLAND DIVISION

	136

	POLY tri QUAD ANTENNA KIT

	Fits 2' to 3" boom


	Starmount;
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	DRAKE MODEL TR-44B Communications Station

	139

	NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
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	TOMORROW’S TRANSCEIVER TODAY BY YAESU

	SPECTRONICS

	141



	RC/I

	PACIFIC DIVISION
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	® I

	ANTENNAS

	143


	Now... 2000 Watts p e p

	Full Power/Minimum Size FOR APARTMENTS • SUBURBAN HOMES Marine and Portable Operation

	6-10-15-20

	Model B-24 - Net $59.95

	MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA for 6-10-15-20 METERS

	1001 W. 18th Street • Erie, Pennsylvania 16502

	• LEADERS IN COMPACT ANTENNAS .

	M & Mrs Electronic Keyer the "DAH-DITTER®"

	only $34.95

	Send vour order direct to:


	M&M ELECTRONICS

	6835 Sunnybrook, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30328 
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	The Total Qrowth Company

	ELECTRONIC

	SYSTEMS EXPERIENCE

	MICROWAVE SYSTEMS


	ENGINEERING

	CIRCUIT EXPERIENCE

	MECHANICAL ENGINEER

	145


	POUCE - FIRE - MARINE AIRCRAFT ■ AMATEUR CALLS

	HERBERT SALCH & CO.

	W2AU BALUN LETS ENTIRE ANTENNA RADIATE!

	$12.95
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	with Belden wire and cable
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	Handbook Companion...

	$1.00 POSTPAID	ll

	he American Radio Relay League

	ROANOKE DIVISION

	148


	EDITION

	EXTENSIVELY

	REVISED I

	149

	"CHOICE OF THE DX KINGS”

	2 ELEMENT—3 BAND KIT SPECIAL


	THE LEAGUE EMBLEM

	AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

	ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
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	THE COMPUTER comes to amateur radio!

	HAMS! could you afford $1,000,000 = worth of electronic equipment? 7

	NOW YOU CAN by joining the

	COMPU-HAM Club

	WHAT IS COMPU-HAM?

	9 ACCURATE AND RELIABLE

	•	PERSONALIZED AND MODERN

	•	TIME SAVING AND FUN

	INTRODUCTORY OFFER


	CONTENTS OF YOUR AUTO-BEAR HANDBOOK

	151

	THE DRAKE T-4XB TRANSMITTER



	RADIO

	. IN THE DOG HOUSE?"

	MOVE IN

	WITH DESIGN INDUSTRIES WIFE-APPROVED

	COMMUNICATIONS DESK

	DESIGN INDUSTRIES, inc.

	SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
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	153

	GENERAL CLASS TICKET

	GEORGIA QSO PARTY May 11-13
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	Wafers

	COME VISIT ARROW'S NEW NEW YORK CITY STORE AT 97 CHAMBERS STREET



	ARROW^ELECTRONICS INC ’ 516 —Wiie’4^6822"^

	C 15^- 20WTB

	MONOBEAMS

	FOR MORE DX PUNCH

	SS



	Grand Central Radio, New York midtown headquarters for famous Hallicrafters.

	New! Hurricane SR 2000 Transceiver $995. P-2000 AC Power Supply $395.

	Write or see us for the best deal. You know you can depend on us.

	124 East 44th Street. MU 2-3869.

	One door east of Lexington Ave.
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	SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION



	POLY PAK

	157

	THE DAYTON AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION

	Saturday, April 27, 1968

	WAMPLER ARENA CENTER

	DAYTON, OHIO

	• Awards

	Banquet

	Celebrate Ohio Amateur Radio Week at


	fe DAYTON HAMVENTION



	ATTENTION, HAMS!

	PRICES CUTI

	NEW NUMBER 60-262842

	AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR

	EFFECTIVE NOV. 15, 1967

	WEST GULF DIVISION
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	80-40 M®*?'

	SSB Tron«e,J'



	$1599

	i!

	WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES, Ine.	QST-g28

	Please ship me the following: □ Duo-Bander 84 66MA059 $159.95

	□ Duo-Bander MOBILE Package ZZMA103 @ $279.95*

	□ Duo-Bander Fixed Package	ZZMA104 @ $205.00*

	O Duo-Bander Fixed Package	ZZMA105 @ $235.00*

	□ Your FREE 1968 HAM Catalog

	L]	My Check or Money Order for $		_ is attached.

	LI	Charge it to my WRL charge acct. #	

	Name						
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	ONLY $9.95

	“The Quad People”


	BTILK-2000

	Price

	$795°°

	Hafstrom Technical Products
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	ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

	VIBRO-KEYER
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	ALL-BAND ANTENNA CONNECTOR

	TELEVISION TELEMETER

	P.O. Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 45802
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